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PREFACK 


'l'he results of experimental work in India are opening up 
vistas of a new and golden age in Agriculture. They have 
revealed to the cultivato1· new and improyed methods, and tlie 
Agricultural Colleges are turning out la1·ge num hers of men 
trained in the theory and practice of scientific farming who 
are carrying the glad tidings to the 1·yot in his own villa~e. 


Agriculture is the most important 11,nd the most honourable 
profession that a man cn,n follow in India ; but this feelin~ 
unfortunately bas not yet taken deep root in our midst. 
Literary professions still continue to attract tlie best bmins of 
the country, and the development of tl;is, our greatest industry, 
on which India's progress mainly depends ii:; not receivinis 
from the educated classes the attention wl1ich it doserves. 
This is due to some extent, perhaps, to the educational system 
in £o1·ce-a system which is better suited for nrhan than for 
rural a,reas. 'l'he FMm Schools now being opened in ma11y 


parts of India, and the greater attention being p:.id to th~ 
teacl1ing of Nature Study in 1·ur:.I scl10ols should go far to 
iuake our future farmers tiike a more intelligent interest in 
their life's work, and to attract to this noble profession the 
best brains of rural areai;. 


With this end in view the aim of this book is to idealiz8 
rnral life: for i£ we gi,·e the sons of the soil a vision of f;Otn<'


thing better than tl1ey have known in the past, their occupation 
11,t once becomes more attractive and more worthy of their 
attention. Thef-e higl1er ideals liaYe heen ,voven in the threarl 







CHAPTER 1. 


In the village of Petgaon iu N ermad Dist.rict my 
friend Rai Sahib Kaluram Knrmi, the Malguzar, was a most 
popular gentleman and a very progressive farmer who worked 
fo1· the good of his tenants. In the improved methods of 
cultivation which he practised ou his own laud he was 
able to set them a worthy example which many of them 
followed as we shall learn late1· in this book. 


His village was well-known in the Tahsil for its good 
cultivation and good management. 1'rhen I first came to 
know him 12 years ago, he was himself cultivating 80 acres 
of land, of which 47 acres were under cotton, 10 under 
juar, 20 unde1· wheat, 2 under sugar-cane and 1 undei· 
garden crops. In that part of the country juar grain was 
the chief food of the people; while jua1· stall-:s ~Yere the 
principal food or fodder given to cattle. After meeting 
the wants of his servants he generally had a good deal of 
juar grain for sale. Cotton was his chief money-giving. 
Jrop. He used to sell all his lint and most of his cotton 
;eecl ; the remainder of his seed · he feel to his cattle. H e 
earned later, however, that it was much more profitable 
,o feed oil-cakes to his animals and to sell all his cotton 
eed as seed for sowing. His wheat straw was nsed as a 
odder and as bedding £or his cattle. The grain he sold 
o his own te_nants for seed purposes. 
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He grew thick and thin varieties of sngar-cane. Most 
of his thick varieties were sold in the bazar for chewing; 
because these varieties, being soft and juicy, are very sweet. 
He crushed all bis other varieties and made the juice 
into g111· for which there was a big demand in the local 
bazar. 
. : His garden was one of lhe very best in the whole 


District, and he was able to sell a large quantity of chillies 
and vegetables every year. In addition to vegetables he 
had in it some well-kept flowering shrnbs and a small area 
under orange, mango and guava trees. 


When I first visited his village he had eight pairs of 
strong, well-fed bullocks of which be kept two pairs for 
working mliotes; for Rai Sahib Kaluram was noted in that 
part of the country for the excellent crops of irrigated wheat, 
cane and vegetables which he grew in a field commanded 
by a large well. He also kept three good co\vs and some 
young cattle. 


He was well-known to the Commissioner of bis Division 
and to the Deputy Commissioner of his D istrict, and he we 
was a member of the District Board and of the District and Di· 


the 
Thi. 
done 
exan 
had 
i-egar 
cl iffe1·, 
l"esult: 
mind 


Tahsi l Agricultural Associations. Each Tashil Agricultural 
Association· consisted of from sJ.O to 50 of the leading land
owners of the Tahsil, while the District Association consistro 
of selected members of the different 'rashil Associations of 
the District;. As a member of his 'fahsil Association, he had 
undertaken to try io his ''.illage the impL"oved methods of 
cultivation recommended b,v the Department of Agriculture. 
He was always anxious to learn new and better ways o/ 
doing things, and had adopted and was carrying out several 
improved methods of cultivation with the assistance an.: 
advice of the Divisional Superintendent of Agriculture. 


i-egai-d. 
tnre w } 


H, Rai Sahib Kaluram never missed an opportunity 1 
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attending the Divisional Agricultural Show and Conference 
held every year on the Sakola Experimental Farm. He had 
won a silver cup for_ a fine sample of cotton exhibited by 
11im at one 0£ these shows, and ha:d got several money prizes 
for other crops. . 


Beiug considered a leading light in Agriculture, he was 
always one of the principal speakers at these Agricultural 
Conferences. In the papers which he read, and in the 
speeches which he made, his object always was to explain 
to his fellow-cultivators at these meetings the great benefit 
of adopting agricultnral improvements. He used to appeal 
to all of them to follow bis example and generously 
offered to help them in doing so. 


CHAPTER 2. 


,on As the Divisional .Agricultural Show and Conferei1ce 
he were always held on the Sakola Experimental Farm 0£ the 


~nd Division, Bai Sahib Kaluram made a point of living on 
tn-al the Farm for three or £our days every year at this time. 
ind· This gave him an opportunity of learning what was being 
isted done thereon. On such occasions he spent much time in 


15 ol examining the numerous expet·iments being carried out, and 


3 had had many <Luestioos to ask the l<'arm Superintendent 
ls ol regarding the dif'fereot varieties of each crop grown, the 
,ltulf different kinds 0£ manures and implements used, and the 
a,ys d re~ults obtain eel from their use. He was_ of an enquiring 
;evell mmd and never lost the chance of learnrng a.ll he could 
:e ao regarding the new a.nd more profitable methods 0£ a.gricul
re. tnre which were being carried out. 
nihy He came to kuow the Farm so well that on the day 
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of the Show it was his custom to bring cultivators from 
Petga.on and all neighbouring villages with him. To these 
he explained everything regarding the . crops beiqg grown 
and the manures and implements being used on the Farm. 


H e was particularly interested in the different varieties n 


of cotton, juar and groundnut which he saw growing. /i; 
He had often wondered how it was that the cotton which 
he grew in Petgaon varied so much from plant to plant, 
in the colour of the flower, the shape of the leaf, and 
other characteristics. He now came to know for the fu-st 
time that the cotton which he g rew was a mixture of 
different Yarieties, the flowers of which di-ffered in colour, bi·oi 
and the leaves of which varied in shape. Some varieties in Cott 
the mi,.xture gave much more lint than others; and some give, 
gave lint of good quality, while the lint 0£ others wa; des/ii 


I ,·arie1 muc 1 poorer. 
He found that all the varieties in this mixture had bee bad a 


carefully selected and that ~acb variety was sown in C 
separate plot on the Farm. In each of these plots a fe Japan, 
of the best plants bad been labelled and the i'.-aJJas it \Vas 


time £, each was being collected in a separate bag. He was fo 
immedi: by the Superintendent that the seed of each of these seleel 


plants would be sown in lines, and that the seed of all I Was ab/i 
best plants in each line would be kept £or sowing in G A.ft 


1 t 'I £ 11 · Th od ovei-nn: separate p o ,., 1e o owmg year. e same metb c 1 . • 
selection was, he found, being canied out in the case of j, t/1 t~vatrc 


The juars grown on the Farm were divided into tl 
11


.;e. a,·ka 
groups, namely (i) late v::u·ieties suitable for heavy ; f: 


1
/;
1
ch be 


h. h ta· . t 1 t · I (" I · ac tbat i w 1c re m mo1s nre a c 111 t 1e season, 11) ear y val"' ooi 
. bl f 1 · h t · 1 d ( .. ·) 1 · l · ,, 0 ned J smta c or 1g so, s, an III mec rnm-ear y van· c 


11 1 .. · . b.I f ·1 c d' 1· 1 a ,ties . . smta. e or so1 s OL me 1mn qua 1ty. was I ' · 
Before leaving the Fann he requested the Supe1·int~ to 1 ~ ean 


to send him selected seeds of his best varieties of c, c a,m tb 
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groundnut and jnar which he said he would grow in bis 
own fields in Petgaon, so as to be able to su1)ply his 
tenants with good seed. 


He was much interested, too, in the improved imple
ments which he saw at work and spent hours in learning 
bow to adjust and work them. 


CHAPTER 3. 


When next he visited this Government Farm he 
brought the Superintendent the welcome news that the 
cotton which be had got from him the previous year had 
given an outturn of l 5 seers 0£ lint per acre more than the 
tleshi cotton which he had been accustomed to grow. The new 
varieties 0£ juar which the Superintendent had given him, 
had also done well. 


0£ the new varieties of groundnut he liked Small 
Japanese best, because when sown about the middle of June 
it was ready £or harvesting early in October, before the 
time £or sowing wheat. He had sown wheat in the field 


w immediately after harvesting tbis variety. In this way he 
Ill was able to raise two crops in one year. 


After getting this improved variety of cotton from the 
it Government li'ann lrn became very enthusiastic in the 
~ cultivation of that crop; because the cotton supplied by 
l· the Srtrkai- was much more })rofitable than the mixed cotton 
O which be had formerly grown. This was largely due to the 
r .' fact that it gave a much higher percentage of lint on being 
lli ginned. He also found that it possessed many other good 
an qualities; for tbe staple was long and strong and the lint 


was clean and of good co]om. Rai Sahib Kaluram used 
1\.el. to claim that when other villagers, who grew mi~ed cotton, 


(\ 
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got a 12 auna crop, the Sar!.-ari cotton grown by himselt 
and bis tenants in Petgaon gave a 16 anna yield. 


When he marketed his lint be got Rs. 10 more per 
lJoja 0£ 196 seers or Rs. 20 more per khandi of 392 seers 
than other cotton-growers who did not grow the impro,·ed 
Sad-ari variety. The fame of this cotton spread in neigh
bouring villages and the demand for it was great. 


Pickin~ Sa,-/4-ari Cotton. 


To tpese villages .Rai Sahib Kaluram had not been able to 
supply much seed, as most of the quantity produced by him 
was t·equired by his tenants in Petgaon. He, therefore, 
decided to start a Co-operative Seed "C'nion for the production 
of more seed of this desirable ,·ariety. 


Four of his most enterprising tenants in Petgaon agreed 
to start se!'Jd farms, while four cnltivators and fiye Malgur.ars 


-
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Cl 


fa 


A 
pi 
,3 
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of three neighbouring villages copsented to join them by 
opening seed farms in their respective villages. 'rhe rules 
for the formation of this Co-operative Seed Union WP.re 


_,, drawn up by the :Assistant Director of Agriculture and the 
Registrar of Co-operative Credit Societies. According to 
the roles the Union was to be rnn by a President, two 
Supervisors and a Secretary. Durga Pra!;!bad of l\falkapur 
and Shaikh Mohammed of .Alipore were appointed as 
Supervisors. Govind Prashad of Petgaon became Secretary 
aud Rai Sahib Kaluram himself President of the Un ion. 
They appointed a Ka111rlar on Rs. 15 a month to look after 
the ginning of the cotton and its distribution later. One 
of the duties of this Ka111dar was to visit all the seed 
farms of the Union when the cotton was in flower and 
to uproot alien plants. 


To Rai Sahib Kalnram's Seed Farm, which was called 
the Central Farm of t,he Union, pure seed was si1pplied every 
year from the Government, Farm. The seed was multiplied 
on the Central Farm and distributed to the other Farms of 
the Union which were known as the Branch Farms. The 
District Agricultural Assistant paid frequent Yisits to these 
Farms and gave special attention to the weeding out of any 
mixture in the cotton of the Central :Farm. 


In order to keep the sr,ed pure, the owner;; 0£ all tho Seed 
Farms were obliged, according to the rules, to sow S:irlmri 
cotton only, because it had been found that when any one 


lo cultivator grew mixed cotton and pure cotton on the same 
1i.m farm there was a great risk of the pure coLton getting mixed. 
ore, All the cotton 'of the Union was ginned on a ginning 
tion plant consisting of a small oil engine of LO B. H. P. and 


3 Platt Brothers Gins belonging to Rai Sa.bib Kalnram. 
reed For the purcha!;e of the gins and engine he had ta,ken a 
1zari loan of Rs. 2,000 from GoYernment. 
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As a supply of pure seed was obtained every year from 
the Government Farm, and as all the /.:apas of the di:fferent 
seed farms was ginned by itself, the seed supplied by the 
Union every year to cultivators in the neighbourhood was 
very pure. 


For the first year or two, the Sa1·kari cotton of the 
Central Seed Farm and of the :Branch Seed Farms of the 
Union was found to contain a small mixture of plants of 
ordinary cleslti cotton. The seed of mixed cleslti cotton found 
its way into the nelds 0£ the Seed Farms of the Union in 
two different ways. Some of it was self-sown from the deshi 
crop which had been grown in the field the previous year, 
and some of it came with the cattle-dung. It is a well
known fact that when cattle are fed on cotton seed, some 
of that seed which is not properly chewed passes through the 
animal with its dung. Such seed germinates in due course 
in the field oo which that clung is applied. 


CHAPTER 4. 


Rai Sahib Kaluram was able to supply from his Central 
Seed Farm all the seed required £or the sowing of 13 Branch 
Seed Farms. He had increased the area of his Seed Farm 
to 45 acres which yielded every year about 9000 los. of 11 


seed. This was more than sufficient to sow 600 acres which w 


were under Branch Seed Farms. From these 600 acres the w: 
annual outturn of seed was about H0,000 lbs., all of which H, 
was purchased by cultivators and sown in the neighbourhood ro1 
of the Union. 1n : 


The success of this Union was so great that within tbrt1 
years six Co-operative Seed "Gnions, each consisting of 11 pro 
or more members, had been opened in the Nermacl Distrie! 1'eJJ 


--
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Some of these Unions not only produced seed but kept 
improved implements, oil-cakes and copper-sulphate for sale. 
He got all the members of the Petgaon Union to purchase 
t il, cotton and linseed cake for their cattle as these 
food-stuffs were cheaper than cotton seed which they had 
been accustomed to use. 


The Petgaon Union employed their own Ka111da1· in the 
~lack season in demonstrating the use of improved ploughs, 
~f copper-sulphate and of oil-cakes stocked at the Depot 
of the Union . 


Rai Sahib Kaluram tried to popularise the use of 
copper-sulphate as a fungicide, too, because when inspecting 
the Sakola Farm he had observed that all juar grown 
thereon was free of smut as the result of the seed having 
been steeped in a solution of copper-sulphate before sowing. 
He was told by the Superiu ten dent that the spores or seeds 
of this disease are to be found in large numbers on juar 
grain. Even grain which appears to be quite free of these 
spores may have many of them adhering to it, because the 
spores are so small that they cannot be seen with the naked 
eye. Though we cannot see them we ca,n kill them by 


:al merely steeping the seed in a solution of copper-sulphate 
,eh which is a deadly poison for spores of this kind. 
rin 'rhe Superintendent was good euough to show him the 
of whole process of treatment. Two tolas of copper-sulphate 


1ich were put into an earthen vessel coutaining lOO tolas of 
tbt water and st,irred till it was all dissolved in the water. 


hich He then po_urecl juar seed into Lhe vessel and stirred it 
boo! round. In ten minutes the seed was removed and dried 


in the sun. 
thn, 'l'he cost of treating jnar seed in Lhis way in order to 
of 1 protect the crop against an attack of smut was found to be 
sLrif very small. Two tolas of copper-sulphate was enough 
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to steep seed for one acre of juar, and cost only about t hree 
pies. Rai Sahib Kalnram supplied all his tenants in Petgaon 
with copper-sulphate free of cost the following year, and not 
a single ear of juar suffered from smut in Petgaon that -
year. A great demand £or copper-sulphate arose, for many 
cultivators from neighbouring villages had seen the wonderful 
effect the treatment had had on the Petgaon crop. 


In order t.o popularise this method of treating jnar seed 
to prevent smut, the Co-operntive Seed Unions in Nermad, 
at'l'anged to stock copper-sulphate for sale. They sold it in 
small packets costing one a.ana each. Each packet contained 
sufficient copper-sulphate for treating enough seed to sow 
-!, acres. Thousands of cultivators came to the Unions at 
sowing time t.o pmchase packets of what they called ".smut 
11ted£ci11e." 'rhis disease after three or four years almost 
disappeared in the District, as nearly every cultivator made 
a practice of steeping his seed before sowing it, thereby 
killing any spores which adhered to it. 


'l'o cover the ex.penses of the Petgaon l'niou the members 
were asked to pay from two to £our annas per acre of cotton 
grown. This was called the Union Fund. It was sufficient 
to meet all their working expenses, including the Ka111d11r'1 
pay, as well as the cost of tbe writing material and register.
used. 


The Petgaon Co-operative Cotton Seed 1:nion was so suc
cessful that Rai Sahib Kaluram decided to start a 'G nion for 
the production and distribution of wheat on tbe same line; 
During a visit to the Ela.bad Ex.perimental Farm he ha1 


seen the improved var.ieties of wheat under trial there, an' fa/] , 
be had been told by the Superintendent that wheat No. Ji floor 
would, if irrigated, do very well ou the black soil of Petgaor suital 
He pU1·chased 100 seers of seed and sowed it on the lan Kaiu1· 
which he had previously cropped with Small Japan~ i/iat J 
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groundnut. From the area _sowu be harvested a ] 000 seer.: 
of this wheat. He was so satisfied with the "outturn that be 
started a Seed Farm for the multiplication 0£ No. '10 wheat 


_,,- the following season . Needless to say the fame of this 
wheat, like that of the 8arkari cotton which be bad obtained 
from the Sakola ]!'arm, soon spread abroad. The demand 
£or this selected variety was so great that he found it 
necessary to form a Co-operative ·wheat Seed Union which 
included members from Petgaon and two other villages. 


rs 
oo 
1nt 
,,', 
le~ 


suc-
1 for 
lines 
e had 


I 
11ul 


io. lt 
tgaon 
.e \al't 


~-pn.ne:-


A Winnower al Work. 


In the year 1906 wheat was much damaged by a heavr 
fall of rain in AJ)l'il. 'rhe ..,.rain was still on the threshino-o ~ 


floor at that time as Lhe cultivators were waiting for a 
suitable wind to enable them to winnow it. Rai Sahil> 
Kalnrnm and many other land-holders suffered much damage 
that year, for not only was the colour of the wheat spoiled 
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owing to its getting wet, but much of it fai]!ld to germinate 
the following se,1.son. The cnltivators suffered grievously in 
consequence. Rai Sahib Kaluram calculated that he alone 
st1ffered in that season a loss of Rs. 150 owing to his wheat 
being damaged in this way. 


Before the harvest of 1907 he decided to purchase a 
winnower from the Elabad Farm. 1'his winnower which cost 
Rs. 14-0 proved to be of great use to the members of the 
Co-operative 'Wheat Seed Union for Rai Sahib Kalnram 
al lowed them all to nse it. Instead of leaving their grain on 
the thre-;;hing floor until such time as they obtained a favour
able wind, they cleaned it by-ineans of the winnower and 
stored it without delay. 


Rai Sahib Kaluram took a delight in telling his friends 
that he no longer relied on the wind which had proved to be 
a very untrnstworthy servant. His winnowing machine 
was, he said, always ready to make wind whenever b1 
needed it £or cleaning his grain. 


,, 
II 


c, 
oi 
fie 


t/11 
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and 
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On bis advice many cultivators of neighbouring vi llage, 
pmchased winnowers for themselves. ,Yith these they wen 
able to clean their grain in a few days, instead of allowing rt 
lo lie £or weeks on the t.hreshing floor as they had had to d,, 


in former clays. 


CHAP'rER 5. 


imp] 


The 
blac/, 
ti// J 
p/ono


In the year 1907 the rainfall was much below expa;{ soil ba 
tion and cro1)s suffered. J uar more especially did badly I~ too lio 
season and 1,he outturn both of grain and karbi was 1~ be c "' ~on 
Owing to great scarcity of £odder that season many cultil'af at both 
had to buy karbi. Rai Sahib Kaluram foreseeing this, t end for 
purchased a £odder-cutter from the Sakola Farm. By m1 
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of it he cut all his ka1·bi into small pieces before giving it to 
his cattle. This he found resulted in a great saving of £odder 
as his cattle ate all the l.:arbi when cut for them in this way; 
whereas they Jeft about ¼th of it uneaten when it was fed to 
them whole. 


In Petgaon a considerable 1Jart of the fields which were 
cropped with cotton and juar had got infested in places with 
"club " and " /.;imrla " grass. 'fhese persistent weeds choked 
the growth of crops every year and added greatly to the 
owners' labour bill £or weeding. Part of the wheat area 
was overrun with another troublesome weed known as X-a11~ 
whicli is also a kind of grass. Some fields were so badly 
infested with it that they had been allowed to go out of 
cultivation altogether. lfai Sahib Kalnram made a point 
of visiting the Sakola and Elabad Farms at the time his 
fields were being ploughed, in order to see £or himself how 
the Superintendents managed to keep the laud of these 
Government Farms so clean. 


He observed that on the Sakola Farm where the heavy 
black cotton soil consisted of a clayey loam the Tnmwi·est 
and the Sabul ploughs were being used; while on the 
Elabad Farm where wheat was the principal crop, a lighter 
implement called the Monsoon plough was being worked. 
The 'l'uruwrest plough, being heavy, worked well in the 
black soil, despite the fact that ploughing was not commenced 
till January when the soil was hard and dry. The Sabul 
plough did good work, too, especiall,v when used before the 
soil had become very dry; but tbe Monsoon plough was much 
too light an implement £or this tract. 'l'he Sabul plough was, 
he fonncl, fitted with a share having a bar point sharpened 
at both ends. This point could, when neces~ary, be changed 
encl for end. 







I. 
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H e decided to purchase one of each kind so as to be 
able to plough bis land at any season, and from that year 
henceforth his :fields were the cleanest in the village. He 
used his :i\fonsoon and sometimes his Sabul plough during 
breaks in the rains when the soil was moist; he used the 
'l'nrnwrest and the Sabul iu the dry weather. 


SH.'Rt 


A Sabul plough. 


BRIDLE 


Now let us see how it was that he could, with the help 
of these improved ploughs, clean all the weeds out of his 
fields. I£ you will examine the furrow slices turned by 
ploughs of this kind you will understand how it was done. 


Furrow turned by an improved plough. t 
'l'he furrow is inverted by these improved ploughs aud .A 


the roots of weeds are thereby left exposed to the sun, and t, 
die for want 0£ moisture. The dealt£ plough on the other tt 
hand merely stirs the soil, but the weeds are left growing, S, 
as their roots are neither cut nor brought to the snrface. su 
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H.ai Sahib Kaluram found that with the improved 
ploughs he .could cultivate his Janel faster and more 
thoroughly. By ploughing deeper and turning up the lower 
layers of the soil to the air, the myriads of little soil-bacteria 
which prepare food for crops were able to do their ,York 
better, because the soil was more freely aerated as we ~ay. 


After two or three years' experience the advantages 
to be gained by using these improved implements became so 
-0bvious that he got the two Co-operative Seed Unions with 
which he was connected to stock them for sale and hire. 
Other Unions followed the example of the Petgaon Unionfi 
and are now adding to their funds every year by selling ancl 
hfring, not only ploughs, but also winnowers and fodder
eutters. 


The work of these Co-operative Seed Unions increased 
so much that on the recommendation of Rai Sahib Kaluram 
the Director of Agriculture agreed to post one Agricultural 
Assistant to each Tahsil in Nermad District. These trained 
assistants devoted much of their time to the work being donP 
by the members of the Tahsil Agricultural Associations and 
-0£ the various Co-operative Seed Unions. 


CHAPTER 6. 


All the leading members of the Co-operative Seed Union!' 
of the District were also members of the 'l'ahsil Agricul
tural A~sociation of the Tahsil in which they li\-ecl. 0£ thi,
Association the Tahsildar was President. The members met 
twice a year, as a rule. The Assist.'Lnt Director of Agricul
ture acted as ad ,,iser to these Associations, and the Divisional 
Superintendent attended their meetings, arranged for the 
subjects to be discussed there, and £or the work to be dono 
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by each member for the improvement o:f Agriculture m his 
own village. 


The leading members o:f each 'l'ahsil Association were 
members also of the Distl'ict Agricultural Association which 
met once a year under the })residentship of the Deputy 
Commissioner. li'rom these again certain members were 
selected for the Divisional Committee which met every year 
at the time of the Divisional Agricultural Show and Con
ference, under the presidentship of the Commissioner of the 
Division. The duty of this Committee was to discuss the 
prog1·ess made by the various Unions and Agricultural 
Associations and to decide on the work to be done in the 


I 
ec 
c. 
be 


followine- year. 
~ IV( 


At one of these meetin!?S Rai Sahib Kaluram bad pointed h 
~ t I 


out that the Department of Agriculture had, as the result of 
much patient experimental work, discovered improved methods 


gn 


of cultivation, but that the cultivators were not deriving so as 
much benefit from these discoveries, as they should. Thi, ope~ 
he said was mainly due to (1) their poverty, and (2) to want Der 
of co-operation in the villages. He wanted to see mort ruea 
Co-operative Agricultural Unions and more Co-operatiw conf 
Credit Societies opened in every Tansil. Government shoulc then 
also giv~ loans to cultivators to enable them to purcha..'1 
selected strains of seed as well as manures ancl implemenh Cour 
approved by the Department of Agriculture. Being a ma: schoc 
of ripe experience and of influence with the Commissioneboy 1 


his proposals were accepted. obsei·, 
At one of these Conferences the Commissioner pri-usino 


"' sented Rai Sahib Kaluram wjth a 8anarl which certifi1intel'ei 
that he was a progressive land-owner who had done mnch' I: 
develop Agriculture in his District. A year later he m;he bo 
given a Silver Medal, and two years after that again a. ~:vork · 
Medal £or the valuable assistance he had continued to grntel'es1 
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the Department of Agriculture in fostering agr1cultural im
provements among the people. In the same year in which 
be O'Ot his Gold Medal he was given the title of Rai Sahib. 


t:> 


CHAP'l'ER 7. 


,- Petgaon Primary School was the model school of the 
l,e District. Rai Sahib Kaluram was a firm believe1· in primary 
he edncation fl)r all. Being the leading member of the School 
ra\ Committee he insisted on admitting to this village school 
~be boys of even the lowest ca-stes, for he held that if their minds 


were trained so as to fit them £or their duties in after life, 
tted there was no reason why the very poorest of them should not 
t ol grow up to be goorl and useful citizens. 
nod, He approved .strongly of making education as practical 
1g so as possible, so as to fit the boys for their work in life. The 
Thi; opening of the Petgaon school garden by the orders of the 
wanl Deputy Inspector ,vas a real joy to him, for he saw in it the 
mort means of making the teaching more practical. He was 
ratirt confident that the boys' training in this garden would give 
1houlc them an interest in agricultural subjects. 
rchas, 'rhe teacher fortunately had taken the full Nature Study 
}men~ Course at the Normal School, and was much interested in 
a roa'.school gardening. The aim of his teaching was to train each 
,ssion,boy to observe carefully and to reason correctly from the 


observations which he made ; to train the band and eye by 
er y.tusiag them io doing things ; and to foster an outdoor 
certifiinterest in the things of Natme. 
nucb' He was very successful as a teacher, because by bringing 


he lllihe boys into contact with actual things, and by giving them 


11 a ~vork to do with their own bands the teaching was made 
to grnteresting for them. Visitors to the school always noticed 


2 
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t hat the children were cheerful and happy, because of the real 
interest which they took in their lessons ; and that they were 
much brighter and more intelligent than the boys of other 
village schools. · 


In the school garden the boys Lad their own plots 
which they cnltivated with their own hands, and in which 
they raised flowers and vegetables as well as plants of 


and 
thei, 
mysr 


gard, 
Mao: 
liolid: 


the staple crops of the District. The responsibility of harve 
having to do things with their own hands made them 
practical, resourceful and self-reliant. In carrying out the surrot 
practical operations in the presence of .the teacher and their order, 
class-fellows the boys were taught the dignity 0£ labour. a line 
They got a useful training, too, in the use of tools ; ther differe 
learned by doing things. and ac 


The teacher sometimes took his boys for excursions info also 81 


the fields to study Nature on a larger and more varied scale taught 
there. Ou such occasions collections of · plants, rocks, soils got th 
and other things were made £or the School Museum. Or tl2em. 
these occasions interesting "finds " were sometimes made. ture wb 
the study of which was 0£ great interest to the boys. On, In 
day £or example, a boy found on a castor leaf, a cluster « ed them 
things resembling very small beads. The teacher could bar, The rea, 
told t hem what these were but did not do so, as he wish~ boys tb 
hem to find out £or themselves. H e therefore advised lb up farmi 


finder to cut off the leaf carefully without disturbing U Practiseo 
bead-like mass and to keep it in the School Museum £or so: tvl1icb b 
days, in order to see what would happen. The joy of U being pu 
boys was almost unbounded when, after 6 days, they discon fellow-rw 
ed that from the small rnund objects which formed r Edu1 


clustet· very tiny worm-like objects had come out and ll' Years, a f 
feeding on .the castor lea£. The boys were in this , led lllany 
encouraged to find out £or themselves the life bistorie; of life a, 
moths, butterflies and other insects. By observing lir came to 
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and interesting things which changed from day to day, 
their intelligence wa-s developed, ancl their interest in the 
mysteries of Nature roused. 


Their training in cultivating their plots in the school 
garden gave the boys manual skill and quickness of eye. 


h Many of them became quite expert in handling tools and on 
Jf holidays coaJd be found helping their parents in weeding, 
of harvesting and other £arm work. 
im The school garden also helped to brighten school 
lhe surroundings and to give the boys some idea of neatness, 


1eir order, and beauty. The boys were sometimes asked to make 


0111• a line drawing showing the division of the garden and its 
they different plots, and to find out the yield and profit per biglta 


and acre therefrom. The system of village land tenure was 
inl1 also explained to them in a practical way and they were 
s~ taught the use of all the different village records. The boys 


, soil got their ideas from real objects which were familiar to 
. (); them. These objects were nearly all connected with agricul
roadi tare which was to be their work in life on leaving school. 


. ()'; In order to foster the reading habit, the teacher encomag-
11ster ed them to read the books of the well-kept school library. 


11d hr 'l'he reading habit acqufred in this way stuck to most of the 
~ WlSt! boys throughout life and helped to keep those who took 
vised L up farming, in touch with the improved agricultural methods 
biog (practised in other countries. Another habit learned at school 
for SCiwhich became a valuable quality in manhood was that of 


oy of being punctual in business, and honest in dealing with their 
disco.fellow-men. 


~rroed Education, moreover, created in their minds, in after 
; and ,yea;s, a feeling of dissatisfaction with their present lot, and 


tbisJ.ed many of them to learn and strive £or a higher standard 
1
bistoriiJf life and comfort. For help and guidance they often 


•u<r L:.!ame to Rai Sahib Kaluram who continued to be their 
rvt " 
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f riend and adviser. Through his personal efforts aud fine 
example he did much, a-s we shall learn later, to help them 
anc inspire them to help themselves. · 


CHAPTER 8. 


( 


a 


tl 
s 


Towards the end of the year 1918 a strange disease 
called Influenza or Spanish £ever broke out in the District. 
Being very infectious it spread rapidly from village to village, srr 
causing thousands of deaths; while many of those who gi· 


to recovered were so reduced in strength that they were unable 


aci 
l'O 


~ ~ to harvest their khariI or sow their rabi crops in time. 
Rai Sahib Kaluram had read an account of this disea..« air 


and had also consulted the Civil Surgeon as to the be,i . 


method of preventing it from spreading in Petgaon. 'l1h1 
111 


Civil Surgeon explained to him that the disease was high!/ aga 
infectious and that the bacillus which caused it was to h wbc 
found in millions in the breath 0£ a person affected witl ;eve 
it. The contagion was, he said, carried from one to anoth! ,;


0111 


through the air. I t spread very rapidly among people li\'iJr. ~m 
in crowded and badly ventilated houses, because of ti :; 
large quaptity 0£ foul ail' which such houses contained. •1· ec 


. . "le ll 
He was told that 1f the disease broke out the per&. b t 


attacked should be segregated at once ; and should be gif, fru i 
an airy room, hut or tent to live in . Light food suchr tb:: 
w,jji aud plenty of good milk should be given to the J>ati, suff 
in order to keep up his strength. If carefully nursed f er 
protected against chHls, he recovered ia about 10 day, 
a rule ; if neglected the disease was apt to develop i 
pneumonia and cause death. 'l'he Civil Surgeon also e:\.1ilai: 
that there were different medicines £or the different sf,; 
of the disease. 


I 
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When the disease broke out in P etgaon, Rai Sahib 
Kaluram by segregating t hose affected as advised by the 
Civil Surgeon, prevented it from spreadin g. Very f ew were 
attacked and no deaths occurred. He himself visited all 
the sick, gave them the medicines prescribed by t he Civil 
Surgeon, aud saw that t hey were properly nursed . 


To prevent his catching t he infection himself he was 
advised to gargle his throat after visiting the sick in Lheir 


iSe 
rooms. This gargle consisted of water in which 2 or 3 


cl. small crystals of permanganate of potash had been dissolved 
~:~ giving it a reddish colour. 'l'he Civil Surgeon had e::-..'})lained 
ible to him that permanganate killed the diseasebearing ger ms 


which collected in one's throat when breathing in the foul 
air of a sick-room. 


He was able to do good work in t,he adjoining villages 
~ d 1 in advising the people to take steps to gnar themse ves 
Th! 


, hl against catching the disease, and in helping to nurse those 1a I " t who were attacked. In this noble work he was assisted by 
to.' several workers from P etgaon who paid daily visits to the 


WI~ houses 0£ the sick and saw that they were properly nursed . 
l~l- Temporary dispensaries were started in neighbouring villages, 
h~ d ed. . . 1 · d £ £ 1·1 t an m 1cmes were snpp ie -ree o cost to a who were 
of l a.ffected with the disease. He attached much importance to 
d. the use of these medicines prescribed by the Civil Snr<>'eon " ::, , 
pe~ but often used to tell his patients that the best medicine..<: were 


,e g••• fresh air and light nourishing foods like milk and s11Jji, and 
such_ t hat these should be provided at frequent intervals to those 
i pat~ suffering from the disease. 
:sed I 
day, 


ilop i 
esplai. 
at stJ. 
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CHAPTER 9. 


"Disease and death are the children of darkness and 
dirt ; health and long life are the children of lignt and 
cleanliness." 


Rai Sahib Kaluram Kurmi had, as a young man, made 
the acquaintance 0£ the Civil Snl'geon of the District, who 
had presented him with a book entitled "Life, J,igltt antl Clean. 
liness." He was also very friendly with the Sub-Assistant 
Surgeon of his village dispensary, and showed his interest in 
the dispensary in a practical way by giving of his means 
towards its upkeep, and by paying frequent visits to it. He 
did all in his power to better the health and welfare of hi; 
people, and he was beloved by them in return. Petgaoo 
earned the name of being the cleanest village in the District; 
and it became a common saying that "Petgaon people nev11 ~ 


died except of old age." 
a 


With the advice of the Civil Snrgeon he got the villageJI 
C 


to build roomy houses that were well-lit, dry, airy, and ea:: 
I\ 


to clean. The floor of the court-yard of each houise was oc C 
foot above the level of the street and remained dry even r fl 
the rainy season. On one side of the court-yard was an OJA' F. 
built ·shed containing the earthen bins in which grain m 


w 
stored. Rats could not get into this shed, as it had a sto: 


a 
floor and a plinth 3' high, with a projecting ledge 9'' broo to 
By keeping these o-brain bins outside, the owner of d 


to 
house got rid of rats which cause plague. At one end ve 
the cow·t-yard was a shed in which the cattle wern kept 
night. In many villages the custom was for the people mf 


keep them in the rooms in which they lived; but tbisi, wl, 


vory bad custom as these animals render the air impure. wa 
The floor of the room in which the people lived r 
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aised half a foot above the level of the court-yard and was 
therefore always dry and healthy even in times of flood. 
The room was large and very airy, because on one side was 
the door, while on each 0£ the other three sides was a window 
placed just abo·ut the height of a man's head. In each 
window was fixed an iron Ia'ttice. The impure air breathed 
out by people sleeping in the room escaped by these windows 
and there was a continuous flow of fresh air coming in to 
take its place. 


To keep the air of the village pure n.nd sweet Kalnram 
Kurmi insisted on every house and every street of his village 
being swept daily, and on all clung and rubbish being 
removed to a distant place in the fields where it was 
covered with earth. In other villages the people built houses 
of a bad pattern which having no windows, were dark and 
stuffy. The people and cattle often slept in the same. room 
in these houses and thus the air was very foul and unhealthy· 
'fhousands of flies bred in the dung and filth of the court-yard 
and sprea<l infection far and wide by carrying germs of 
cholera, dysentery, enteric and other diseases to the food 
which the people ate. In the book presented to him by the 
Civil Surgeon, Rai Sahib Kaluram ha<l read that the female 
fly prefers to lay its heap of eggs on warm moist dung. 
From each of the eggs a tiny grub or maggot is hatched out 
which feeds Jn the dung. This grub soon bursts its skin and 
a folly grown fly emerges. By removing dung and rubbish 
to a distant field and covering it with earth fl ies find nothing 
to breed in, and their numbers in the village soon decrease 
very much. 


He had also induced his people to subscribe money £or the 
making of two good wells in a clean open part 0£ the village 
where there was no filth of any kind. Of these wells the 
water always 1·emained pure, because no dirt could get into 
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it. The wells were very strong being built of brick and 
mortar. Surrounding each well was a brick wall 2 feet high ; 
and outside that again was a sloping platform which drained 
away water falling from the bucket into a small channel 
made for the purpose. Thus no filth or impurity of any 
kind could enter the well from the surface. Each well wa$ 
supplied with its own bucket and rope for drawing water. 
No other vessel was allowed to be used £or fear of introducing 
germs of disease into the water. Rai Sahib Kaluram had 
learned from the Civil Surgeon t hat many of Lhe worst 
diseases common in villages are caused by drinking water 
containing the germs or seeds of these diseases. t 
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Before these wells were made the people used to gd cou 
their drinking water from t he vill:ige tank where dirly by 
buffaloes wallowed all day, and where people bathed an deal 
washed t heir clothes. No wonder that in those days H life 
villagers were sorely afflicted with that terrible disease cholen 
which is caused by myriads of small germs which get inl 
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the body th1·ough drinking water. These germs are so small 
that the eye cannot see them ; but when they get in to the 
bowels of a man they cause severe diarrhooa. From his bowels 
they pass into his veins and arteries and soon_ eat up all the 
strength oE his blood, thereby causing death in a few homs. 
A man suffering from cholera vomits and passes a milky fluid 
which contains the germs or seeds of the disease. 'When a 
drop of this mllky fluid gets into a well those germs or seeds 


i multiply many hunched-fold, and any person drinking that 
t water cannot escape getting cholera. 
'I' Rai Sahib Kaluram had been told by the Civil Surgeon 


that cholera germs are readily killed _by permanganate of 
potash and that water infected with such germs can be 
made quite harmless by adding to it a few grains of this 
chemical. Whenever chole1·a broke out in the neighbour
hood of his village he always treated his wells with 
permanganate of potash, as a safeguard against this tenible 
scourge. He also warned the people at such times to cook 
their food in clean vessels, to prevent flies, the ca,rriers of 
disease, from getting into it after it bad been cooked, and noL 
to drink milk or water unless it bacl been boiled. 


Petgaon was always clean ; the water supply was g·ood, 
and flies never became a serious pest in the village. Cases of 
opthahnia, diarrhooa, dysentery, guinea-worm, eoteric and 
cholera were almost unknown ; because the causes of these 
diseases did not exist in the village. 'rhe people uo longe1· 
believed that all diseases were due to fate, and that a man 


g~ could do nothing to save himself from sickness. 'rhey realised 
litl! by experience the meaning of these words : "Disease and 
nu, death are the children of da-rkness and dirt; health and long 
t~ life are the children of light and cleanliness." 


1oler 
1 iot 
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CHAPTER 10. 


Kaluram once got the Sub-Assistant Surgeon to give a 
short lecture i~ the village school on malaria. He told them 
in the course of his lecture that malaria had been known 
and described by iearned men a very long time ago. These 
learned men had obset·ved that people, living in wet climates 
where there was much vegetation, suffered greatly from £ever. 
They therefore thought that this fever, or ague as they called 
it, was caused by breathing in the poisonous gases which the 
swampy ground gave off. In 1880, however, a very learned 
Frenchman discovered that in the blood of a l)erson suffering 
from this kind of fever there was always to be found a 


THE MOSQUITO. 
DANGEROUS. HARMLESS. 


peculiar kind of germ which he said was the cause of malaria 
or ague. He could not tel1, however, how it got into the 
blood. Some years later a great man, Major Ronald Rim 
by name, when working in India proved that this germ was 
injected into the blood of men by a kind of mosquito call~ 
the "anopheles." It is easy to tell the difference between tbe 
kind of mosquito and the harmless type, because the one si~ 
like a fly, while the other seems almost to stand on its b~ 


Major Ronald Ross and other E1uopean physicians we: 
also able to show that the mosquito gets the germs of mala~ 
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into its body when it bites a person who has malarial fever. 
These germs multiply very fast in the mosquito's body, and 
when the mosquito bites another person they get into his 
blood, where they multiply many thousand-fold in a very 
short time. This brings on an attack of malaria.I fever, just 
as cholera germs bring on an attack of cholera. Quinine, 
when taken as a medicine by a man suffering from malaria, 
passes from his stomach into his blood, and kills any germs 
of malaria that may be there. When a man has been taking 
quinine for sometiine before he is bitten by the mosquito, the 
germs of malaria are thus poisoned by the quinine already 
present in the blood, and be does not get malaria. Quinine 
is tberefore not only a cure for malaria, but is also a 
preventive if taken regularly' throughout 'the malarial season. 


These doctors found that the mosquito which causes 
malaria breeds by laying its eggs in stagnant water, and that 
as the egg of the silk-worm changes into a caterpiilar and 
the caterpillar into a moth, so the egg of the mosquito changes 
into a little creatme like a worm, and lastly into a fly. 


When the eggs are hatched, the young mosquitoes, which 
now look like tiny worms, swim about in the water; but 
unlike fish they cannot breathe under water, and have 
therefore to keep coming up to the smface to breathe, just as 
a frog does, I£ we prevent them from coming to the 
surface they die for want of air. This we can do by pouring 
a little kerosene oil on the water. The kerosene forms a film 
of oil on the water and through this film of oil the young 
mosquito cannot pass. It is therefore drowned just as a man 
ie drowned when his head is kept under water. 


Quinine is made from the bark of a tree called the 
Cinchona tree which is a native of Peru in South America, 
where the people suffer much from this kind of fever. It 
had been known from very ancient times in that country that 
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a person could be cured of malaria by eating the bark of this 
wonderful tree. Her Most Gracious Majesty, Queen Victoria 
Empress of India, ordered that young Cinchona trees should 
be brought from Pern and planted on the hills in parts of 
India where the climate is like that of Peru. This was done 
and bark of these trees is now collected every year. The 
quinine is extracted at Government expense and is supplied 
at so cheap a rate that even the poorest can afford to buy it. 


(1) Larva ; (2) Pupa; (3) Perfect Insect. 
Life history of the mosquito. 


Rai Sahib Kalurarn being a man of a very practicnl 


G 


h 
lJ 


tnrn of mind determined to do all in his power to save hii ea 


village people from this dreadful malady. He drained off rn 
water from swampy ground in the village. 'l'o pools which ti1 


could not be drained he added a little kerosene once a week WE 


to kill the young mosquitoes breeding there. He and all h~ Ji£, 
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family used mosquito nets on their beds as a further precaution 
and as an example to others. IIe insisted on every person in 
the village taking quinine regularly in the malai-ial season. 
All these measures he adopted because prevention was, he 
said, better than cure. 


He found it very difficuJt at first to get some of the 
older people to take quinine as they believed t.hat it would 
make them weak. He was able to prove that this is not true; 
because in England where there is no malaria doctors !sive 
quinine as a tonic to strengthen people who are suffering from 
ill-health. He was also able to prove to them that the young 
men in his village who had been taking quinine for years 
were strong and healthy. He uever failed to impress on hi!:' 
people that malaria like other ailments is due to definite causes, 
and that when the cause of a disease is known, it is the duty 
of a man to save himself from it. 


In bygone days the people of Petgaon like those of other 
villages in the District had suffered much from malaria. 
Many had died of it, and others had been weakened at the 
busy sea-son of the year to such an extent that they were 
unable to till their fields properly. But thanks to the assistance 
of the Civil Surgeou and to the efforts of Kalmam, times 
had changed for the better. The people of Petgaon were 
now a strong contented sturdy race of good cultivators. 


CHAPTER 11. 


:al Small-pox was another disease which had in olden times 
hi; caused many deaths not only in Pctgaon but in every village 
o! in the District. Scarcely a person escaped an attack at some 
ie~ time or other during bis life. Of those who recovered many 
eei were weakened and disfigured and in some cases blinded £or 
l1~ life. For this sconrge, too, a preventive bad been found 
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many years ago. In Europe vaccinatiori has stamped out 
small-pox almost entirely. The Civil Surgeon of Nermad 
was accustomed to send trained men to vaccinate the children 
of every village against small-pox. Iu Petgaon Kaluram 
used his influence in getting the parents to bring their 
children for vaccination on these occasions. 


· Kahuam had on one occasion visited Baratra where he 
saw the Vaccine Iustitute where lymph for vaccination was 
being prepared by vaccinating buffalo calves and taking 
lymph from their skins. He was shown how all the instrum~nts 
and tubes used for making and storing it were cleansed and 
purified by heat. The Superintendent of the Institute also 
showed him a picture of that remarkable English physician, 
Jenner, who by the discovery of vaccination had conferred 
such a boon on the human race. 


Vaccination canses small-pox in a very mild and harm
less form. One seldom bas small-pox more than once, and 


to have been vaccinated is as good a preventive as to haw 
had small-pox. That is to say it gives practically the same 
safety or "immunity" as the Doctors say. As this immunity 
lasts only for six or seven years re-vaccination should b,i 
done at the end of that t ime. 
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The more he learned about these diseases which carried 
off so many valuable lives every year in Indian towns and 
villages, the more he was impressed by that saying, " Disease 
and death are the childreu of darkness and _dirt; health and 
long life are the children of light and cleanliness." bein1 
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CHAPTER 12. 


Plague is another disease which has taken many lives in 
India. It had been known from very ancient times that 
plague was a disease connected in some way with rats. The 
Egyptians are said to have regarded the cat as a sacred 
animal because it killed rats, and so helped them in checking 
plague. The Egyptians, however, did not know bow this 
disease was carried by rats. 


I t was discovered later that plague like malaria, cholera 
and some other diseases, is caused by very small germs or 
seeds which get into the blood. It was found that in every 
tiny drop of blood taken from the body of a rat suffering 
from plague, there were many thousands of these plague 
germs. These germs are carried from the diseased rl:\,ts to 
healthy ones by rat-fleas, in the same way as malaria is 
carried from one person to another by a particular kind of 
mosquito. Rat-fleas feed ou the rat by sucking its blood. 
When a flea. which has sucked the blood of a plague rat 
afterwards sucks the blood of a healthy one, it gives that 
healthy rat plague. Plague is thus carried from rat to rat by 
rat-fleas. 


Plague is carried from rats to human beings in the same 
way. A rat sufferiug from plague comes out of its hole to 
die. When it dies its body and blood get cold, and the fleas 
being unable to suck its blood go elsewhere in search of 
food. They jump on to another rat, bite him and give him 
plague in turn. This goes on till all the rats in the house 
die of plague. ·when there are no rats left to feed on, these 
rat-fleas get on to the legs and bodies of people and give 
them plague in the same way. Plague may be carried 
from house to house and vilJage to village in this way, by 
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rats wbich are suffering from the disease. It may also be 
carried by people on whose clothes there are fleas which have 
come from diseased rats. 


People can save themsehres from plague by killing off 
all the rats. I£ there were no rats there would be no rat-flea, 
to carry plague germs. ·when plague has broken out in a 
village people from that village should not be allowed to enter 
other villages, where there is 1io plague, for fear of bringing 
plague fleas with them. 


As soon as plague begins to spread in a village tbi 
people should leave their houses and live in the fields foi 
safety. I£ they do not they are likely to be bitten by Bea; 
from rats which have died of plague. They should n~ 
return to their houses for at least ten days. Before occupyi~ 
any house again they should kill any fleas there may beu 
it, by closing all the doors and windows, and burning a.boat 
a seer of sulphur on the floor. All clothes, vessels and box;, 
should be taken outside and exposed to the direct rays d 
the sun. 
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As soon as rats begin to die of plague in a village tL 
people should at once get inoculated. A person who bi 
been inoculated is not likely to catch plague, and if he d~ 
catch it he has a much better chance of gettini? over it. Ju ~· va.tors, 
Sahib Kaluram Kurmi was always the first man in his villa, means 
to get inoculated whe? plague broke out. His good examr1 killing 
enabled the Sub-Assistant Surgeon to get nearly all ft for the 
people of the village done. Rai Sahib Kaluram thoroughl · lakhs 
believed that when the cause 0£ a disease was known the ei. broke 


0 


\Ta.S always possible; but he laid great stress too, on~ in the l 
importance of prevention in diseases of this kind, whichi carried 
said were due to carelessness. For rats and fleas, Ii no l'at-fL 
flies, are vermin and should be destroyed. Though it IJll lives of 


1 
be difficult £or poor people wit,h lmtcha houses to get rid 
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fleas, it is at least possible for them to get rid 0£ rats. If 
be there were no rats there would be no rat-fieas. "Prevention 


ave is better than cure " was ever his motto. 
To intei·est bis people in the importance of destroying 


·, off rats in the village, Kaluram used to tell them the story of 
aeai f the wise Raja who got rid o plague in bis kingdom by 
101 killino- the rats therein. This wise Raja's kingdom had been 
•ntei sorely° afflicted year after year with plague in the days when 
gmg plague inoculation ,vas not known. He determined to ki11 


off all the rats, and held a large gathering of bis people 
1 !bi to explain the object he had iu view. He showed them one 
s for hundred rats which he had bad captured and then placed 
fl~ each in a separate trap. He also showed them one hundred 


l nct pearls of great price which would be theirs if they 
pyin: eaptnred these hundred rats. The rats were taken out, 
beu one by one, from their cages and a small slit, big enough 


aboo: to hold a pearl, was cut in the loose · skin 0£ the belly 
bon of each. Iu each slit a pearl was sewn np very care
iys fully and the rats were put back into their cages again. 


Ne:d; day in the presence of his people these 100 rats 
,get~ were set free in the villages. Rat-catching soon became a 
ho bi favourite pastime with the people of that kingdom. Many 
he dCI: poor people spent their whole time catching rats. Culti
it. Ju vators, clerks, teachers and others devised new ways and 
villai mea-ns of kilJing them. He, who was fortunate ·enough in 
ixamF killing a rat containing a pearl, gained a great fortune 
all tf for the pearl was 0£ great price. In a very few months 
rougl -lakhs of rats had been caught and kiUed. Vl7hen plague 
the er: broke out later in that country very few cases occurred 
, on t in the kingdom of this wise Raja ; for plague is a disease 
.vhicb'. <!arried by rat-fleas, and when there are no rats there are 
eas, ~ uo· rat-fleas. By this clever device the Raja thus saved the 
h it Ill lives of many of his people. 
et rid 3 
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CHAPTER 13. 


-nr e have already said that germs, or micro-organisms 
as they are sometimes called, are very tiny living thing; 
which cause some of the very worst !rinds of illness. Nearly 
80 out of every 100 deaths in India are caused by diseasi, 
due to germs. The germs of some diseases are so small thal 
25,000 of them placed side by side would measure only ar 


inch. 
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Germs can multiply with enormous rapidity wbe 
the conditions are favourable. There are many differer 
kinds of germs : some produce disease and death; otbe 
cause the rotting of the dead bodies of plants and animal, 
and others cause milk to go som·. 'l'hey vary in sha; 
too. Some are round, some are rod-shaped, and SOL: 


are spiral in form . 


: . . ·. •• ,:. < .' • >\'_-r:.:'f-::.~;t?}\(~ ... :·~~t~~t~-:~: . . : .. ·. . . : ,·. ,~ . t.:-- ·::-: 
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. . _: ·. . . .... .,,.· , ,.< :,~\ ~\,,c,,.,.~;_ ·. :· 
OIFFERENT FORJ1S Of BACTERIA. 


LCOCCI. 2. RODS. 3. COMMAS. 4. SPIRILLA. 
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A disease due to germs can be prevented by removiogt do gel 
cause. When the towns and villages of Europe were 6k di:fferec 
Europeans used to die in large numbers of plague, small-; food bJ 
and enteric; but when people there began to obey which 
laws of health by attending to cleanliness and preveot house. 
measures, these diseases almost disappear!ld. I t 


Many kinds of germs live and multiply m rott out in ti 
things such as rotten fruits, dead animals and hr. tl'eated 
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excreta. Many of the worst kinds of disease-germs thrive 
in watel' and milk; but they can be killed by boiling 
£or five minutes. This is a very cheap and simple way of 
destroying them, and clothes and linen as well can be readily 
disinfected in this way. Food should be cooked before it 
is eaten as a rule, and water and milk boiled before they 
are drunk, in order to kill any dangerous germs they may 


contain. 
Another easy way of killing germs is to expose them 


to direct sunlight. Clothes and bedding should be spread 
out in the sun, and we should get as much sun into onr 
houses as possible. 


The germs of deadly diseases a.re often spread by fi ies. 
Flies are the dirtiest of all vermin, anrl perhaps the most 
dangerous. 'rl1eir dirty habits lead them to feed on human 
excreta, rotting vegetable matter, diseased corpses and 
other filth. When they leave these to sit on our food, as 
they sometimes do, they carry with them tiny particles 
which often contain disease-germs. A fly may come 
straight from a cholera corpse and fall into your tea. 
It may rest on yom food after having gorged itself on 
the excreta of a man suffering from enteric. Indeed, 
enteric fever is spread almost entirely in this way. 
Flies should be kept 01it of the house as far as possible 
by removing the filth that attracts them. Those that 
do get in should be killed by the use of poison and 
dill:ereut kinds' of fly traps. 'l'bey should be kept out of 
food by covering it. No dung or filth of any kind, in 
which flies breed, should be allowed to be near a dwelling 
house. 


It has already been pointed out that when cholera broke 
out in the neighbourhood, Rai Sahib Kaluram Kul'mi always 
treated the two wells in bis village with permanganate of 
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potash which is a deadly poison to cholera germs. He first 
dissolved some of this chemical in a bucket of water and then 
emptied it iuto the well. About Olle quarter of a seer of 
permanganate was enough , he found, to g ive a slight reddish 
colour to the water. This he was told was the strength 
required to kill any disease germs there may be in the 
water. 


Rai Sahib Kaluram was never tired of p1·eaching 
the importance of cleanliness to his villagers, and of their 
v.i,king precautions to prevent diseases from breaking out 
When cases of cholera, diarrhcna, dysentery and enteric di! 
occur in his village be insisted on the excreta and vomitio1 
of the persons attacked being burned; £or he believed tllli 
d isease germs were living things which had to be destroyi 
in one way or another. 


C 
Ji 


a 
K 


He had noticed that in India some of the w01·st disea.'< 
cli 


were caused by the pollution of wells, and he therefore ~Bi du 
great attention to the water supply in his village. No o: 


cul 
was allowed to wash clothes, or to leave any dead rottit 


lyi1 
filthy matter near either of the two village wells, and 1 


wh1 
one was permitted to use any vessel £or drawing water exet: 


the 
the bucket provided £or the well. To him cleanliness r 


OUJJ 
next to godliness. 


dee_r: 
To show how deadly an enemy the fly was to DJ 


Rai Sahib Kaluram used to lell his village people I haod 
story of a very clever physician who lived in a city in I 


to on 
East. This e-reat J)bysician once offered a prize of Rs.Jl 


~ was 
to any citizen who would tell him what one living thing 1 £ 


rom 
man's greatest enemy. 'l'heil' guesses were many and van tl 1ese 
Many guessed the tiger and the serpent; but no one hb°': the ii 
of the fly, which, as the physician said, is rea!Jy our dead. be· ' 


100' 
foe; £or while. the t iger .may kill t housands of human be almo:t 
every year, the fly causes the death of hunili·eds of thou.q: weathE 
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CHAPTER 14. 


Rai Sahib Kahuam had long desired to visit his brother 
ig\b Kisan who had purchased a village in 'l'ezpore District in the 
thi Attisgarh Division. H e decided to g9 there early in November 


after completing the sowing of his wheat in Petgaou. 
~~~ November proved a very suitable time for a visit to this part 


of the Provinces, because most of the kharif crops includ
; oni ing rice were still standing, and the Annual Show and 
' di' ' · Conference of the Division was being held on the Tezpore 
1itit: Experimental Farm about the middle· of that month. 
l lbi: The cultivators 0£ Attisgarh were much more backward 
troy, than those 0£ the cotton and juar tract in which Rai Sahib 


Kahuam lived. This was partly due to the £act that the 
isea., climate being wetter, the people suffered more from malaria 
re \I. during the rainy season and early cold weather. Their 
~o « cultivation was very careless and slovenly. Large areas were 
roll~ lying £allow some 0£ which were infested with kans, a weed 
and i which defied the agricultural implements 0£ the tract, £or 
r ex!:i the cattle l1ere were small and weak, and were able to draw 
,ess i only small implements which were not suitable £or good and 


deep cultivation. 
to m T he scattered nature of their holdings ,vas also a great 


ople 
I 


handicap to good cultivation . The different plots belonging 
Y in I to one cultivator were often far apart. Much valuable time 
Rs.l, was spent by him in bringing his implements and labour 
biog 


1 
from one plot to another. It was often difficult to irrigate 


3d \'21. these plots, as the water had sometimes to be brought through 
e tbir:. ~ ~ 


the fields 0£ other cultivators who objected to water courses 
r deaili being made in their fields. lo the absence 0£ £encina it was 
1an I,: almost impossible to grow crops on such lands in the hot 
tbou!t weather when tbe villaae cattle were allowed to araze over 


b b 
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the whole village area. rrhe cost of fencing so many small m 
fielda would, of course, have been prohibitive. k, 


In Nermad and other Districts of bis own· Division the w~ 


annual rainfal1 ranged from 27 to 40 inches and the chief th, 
crops grown were cotton, juar and wheat; while in this 
Division the rainfall was well over 50 inches and the gr~ 
principal crops grown were rice, kodo and l.:u!X:i. Ag 


Several large inigation canals and tanks had been con- Ra 
structed by Government with a view to supplying irrigatioo ?0u 
for rice mainly ; but the people were such poor cultivaton 1mr 
that very few of them could be induced to irrigate thE bad 
crop, or to grow others which required irrigation. brof 


There were large areas 0£ porous sandy loam in tbi to g 
tract which, being well drained and aerated, were admirabt 
suited fol" irrigated crops. 'rhere were also some bean pi·og 
clayey soils similar to the black cotton soil 0£ Petgaon. · th0u 


Rice, ko{lo and kzetki were the chief crops ; but wha: ;;cl 
tur and til were also grown. Ko{lo was sown on !If JeJ 
more gravelly soils, wheat, rice, tur and til ou black sc I r~m 
and early rice and kutki on the lighter sandy loams. 0 ia ! 
the alluvial soils found near rivers sugar-cane, vegetablesa: 
some fruits were grown. 


Rai Sahib Kaluram was so impressed by what be g 


in this Division that be decided to buy the village of At 
which was £or sale at that time. Amdi was only 25 llli, I 
fron Tendula, the village which his brother Kisan h00 t/i 
pure Jased 10 years previously. Both :villages were rethousa 
man led by an irrigation canal which Government had;&ttend, 
completed. brougt 


Kisan was not a very enterprising farmer. Wbenobta.ine 
brother explained to him what he intended to do in .Amc~e wa: 
the way of gi-owing new crops, Kisan laughed at him. '° new 
soil of Attisgarh was, he said, so poor that it ate up alla5ta.pled 
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nail 


. the 


money and gave little in return ; but needless to say Kaluram 
knew better, for he had seen for himsel£ how badly tbe land 
was cultivated, and drew his own conclusions as to why 


~hief the crops were poor. 
th~ After inspecting the numerous fine samples of different 


-0-rains su(l'ar-cane, cotton and groundnut exhibited at the 
, the ::i ' ::i 


A(l'ricnltural Show and Conference held on the Tezpore Farm, 
::, 


Rai Sahib Kaluram was more convinced than ever that he 
1 con-


t
. eonld in a few years, make a small fortune by adopting 


,a 100 ' d f 1 . . . A d" ·11 Tb" I ' w improved metbo s o cu t1vation m m 1 v1 age. 1s 1e 
_vat~ bad now definitely made up his mind to do, thongh his 
,e brother Kisan still continued to tell him that he would come 


. b' to grief sooner or later. 
lU l ' 
nirab: The ?epartmen~ of Agr_icnlture ~ad ah:eady_ ~a~e good 


bear progress JU developmg agriculture in this D1V1s1on and 
thousands of good samples of rice, wheat, groundnut, cane 


l - and cotton were exhibited at t he Show by the cultivators. 
' wh~ They ha.d obtained seed of improved varieties of these crops 
on from Seed Farms run by Government, or by land-owners who 


!I.Ck ~ l1ad got their seed originally from the 'l'ezpore l<'arm. 
ms. 
:1,bles1c 


CHAPTER 15. 
; be s 
, of An 


25 
m: Rai Sahib Kaluram was most interested in what be saw 


~-
0 


kon the Tezpore Farm at the time of his visit. Over two 
-isae «thousand cultivators from different parts of the Division 
"er .. . 
lt badr,ttended tb~ _Agricultural ~how that year. Many of them 


brought exh1b1ts 0£ crops raised £rom selected strains of seed 
WhellJbtained by them from Government or private seed farms. 


. ArotHe was surprised to find at this show exhibits of fine samples 
JU ' f . . f 
b


. •l new varieties o sugar-ca,ne and o-roundnut and of lono-- · 
, JIU. " , ::, 


llo'tapled cottons, of which he had never even beard the names 
~~ ' 
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before. One variety of cotton, namely Cambodia, was, he 
learned, being grown with the help of irrigation on sbalJow 
gravelly red soil known in that Division as bltata. Most of 
the cane and groundnut exhibited had been grown on this 
same class 0£ soil. Another interesting feature of this Show 
was a ploughing competition in which all the different linds 
of ploughs under trial in this tract were shown at work. 


The bigger ploughs such as the Turn wrest; and the 
"Sabul" were clearly too heavy for the puny bullocks of this 
part of the country. The small deshi plough, on the other 
hand, was so light thatJ it merely scratched the surface soil. 
It neitJ1er inverted the soil nor clicl it uproot or cut the 
weeds. 


The l\I. S. N. or Meston plough, as it is genera11y called 
bad proved to be very suitable for this tract. Like the 
Turnwrest and Sabul it was an impro,ed plough ·which 
inverted the furrow and cut _the weeds ; but it was so light in 
draught that it could be drawn by a pair of ~ery small local 
bullocks. 


There were several dilferent types of iron cane mills at 
work on the Show ground and near these an old wooden 
dahi mill was worked to show the ackantages to be 
gained by using improved iron mjJls. The impro,ed mill 
being light in weight was worked by one pair of bullocks, 
while for the deshi mills two pairs were needed. It was 
found, moreo,er, by an e:-._-perirnent carried out in the presence 
of the cultivators who attended the show that day, that, while 
the deshi mill ga-ve 55 seers of juice for every l 00 seers 0£ 
cane, the iron nulls gave 66 seers. Rai Sahib Kalura.m bad 
used one of these mills costing Rs. 120 for two years in 
Petgaon, and he reckoned that, by doing so, bis extra profits 
had far more than covered the cost of the mill. 


A new kind of furnace for gur-making had also been 
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prepared £or demonstrating purposes at this Show. It had a 
draught chamber underneath the fire-place, and for the 
quantity of fuel used gave much more heat than the local 
type. For this improved furnace no fuel, other than the 
trash and megass of the cane itself, was required ; while for I< 
the old rles!t,i furnace 10 cart loads of wood were needed for b, 
every acre of cane crnshed. T 


Another in teresting feature of this Show was the large ai 
number of cattle exhibited both by ]and-owners and small 
cultivators. 'l'o Rai Sahib Kaluram these cattle seemed very 
small, as compared with those of the cotton tract, where 
owing to the grazing area being very small, they were largely 
stall-fed on ka1'bi and cotton seed. 


In Attisgarh cattle were, be found, fed mainly on rict 
straw which is a very poor fodder. The })lough bullock, 
were thin and weak, and the standard 0£ cultivation low m 
consequence. He ascertained from one of the local :Malguzar;, 
however, that as a result 0£ the efforts of the Department rJ 


Agriculture in supplying good bulls and in getting cattl~ 
owners to grow good fodder crops and to keep their best co111 
and bulls for breeding, some progress in improved st.ocl, 
breeding had already been made. He also learned that U, 
quality of the animals sent to this Annual Show was gettii 
better every year, and that their owners were now beginnin! 
to show real interest in this branch of husbandry. 
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CHAPTER 16. 


One portion 0£ the Tezpore Farm was entirely reserved 
11 for e}._-periments, while all the remainder 0£ the area was 
11 beino- used £or the production 0£ improved strains 0£ seecl. 


The "lessons learned from the experimental area were being 
~e applied to the portion reserved for seed-growing . The rice 
111 


Levelling before transplanting rice. 


grown in part 0£ this area was being manured with san 
hemp which had been proved to be a most useful green
manure £or this crop. The sa-1i hemp was grown on the rabi 
area of the £arm, and was applied to the rice-fields at the 
rate of about 100 maunds per acre, just before transplanting 
them. 
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All this Tice area was transplanted, because it had been 
found by experiment that transplanted rice gave abont one
third more produce than when broadcasted. For trans
planting the seed rate required was only about 15 seers per 
acre, while £or broadcasting from ,i.o to 50 seers were used. 
It had been found, that by transplanting, wild rice was, in a 
year or two, killed out. In fields whel'e rice is broad~asted 
year after year this wild rice becomes a very serious weed 
and reduces the outtmn, as most of the wild rice sheds its 
grain before being harvested. The presence of grains of wild 
rice in rice of a good variety, moreover, reduces the value of 
the sample. 


The Superintendent bad sown a small nursery plot with 
rice five weeks before the Show, in order to demonstrate to 
the people on the spot how transplanting should be done. 
Water to a depth 0£ about 3 inches was, on the day 0£ the 
Show, nm into the nursery in order to moisten the soil 
thoroughly. The seedlings were then pulled up without 
injuring the roots and tied together in small bunches before 
being carried from the nursery to the plot to be transplanted. 
To the latter plot also water had been applied and it was 
being ploughed and stirred with a toothed implement in order 
to form a liquid mud in which to plant out the seedlings. 
'rbis is what is known a.s "puddling " the soil At the time 
of puddling, the plot was carefully levelled, because a level 
plot is easily irrigated. 


The women who were planting out the seedlings worked 
in a line. They bad become ~o skilled in t~e process as the 
result of long experience that one woman could transplant 
an acre in ten days. 


The seedlings 0£ the nursery or seed-bed were stout and 
strong. The Superintendent explained that this was due to 
the fact that a low seed-rate had been used. He had sown 
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the nursery at the rate of 300 lbs. per acre. 1'he custom of 


the country was to soi~ about 1000 lbs. But when so much 
seed is used, the seedlings are weak and do not do so well a: 
stronger ones when transplanted . h 


Puddling the soil before transplanting rice. 


Othe1· lessons learned from the experiments being cam 


ont on this Farm were that strong seedlings, planted sin. 
gave as good a yield as weaker seedlings planted in bunch: 
that seedlings transplanted singly do best wl1en planted o, 
the age 0£ from 4 to G weeks, and at the distance of 4 ilXI 
apart on poor ]and, 6 inches apart on land of medium fertt 
and 9 inches apart on good land. 


From a trial 0£ numerous early and late varieties of• 
on the Farm three or £our heavy-yielding varieties oft 
had been singled out for distribution to cultivators. 1i 
were being improved by seed selection. Rai Sahib Kai~ 
was surprised to learn that the best 0£ the latter var, 
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when irrigated yielded about 300 seers more of paddy than 
the best 0£ the early varieties. 


In an~ther part 0£ the Farm the Superintendent showed 
him hundreds of tiny plots of rice each of which had been 


sown with the seed fron1 a selected ear. The outturn of each 
plot ,vould, he learned, pe weighed in order to find out what 
ear or strain was most prodncLivc. Large areas of rice had 
been sown with pure strains of seed which had been selected 
in this way. This seed was being propagated £or distribution 
to land-owners who multiplied it by growing it on Seed 
Farms in their own villages. 'l'hey, in turn, sold the seed 
raised by them to cultivators for sowing. Selected strains 
of seed were widely distributed in a very few years by 
following this system of production and distribution . 


The big fields of these selected paddies with their heavy 
ears of golden grain dropping from sheer weight delig·hted 
Hai Sahib Kaluram. He folly realised that to be able to 
increase the yields of t-he fruits of the Earth in this way, by 
patient work extending over several years, was one of 
the great feats of Science. Be-fore leaving the Farm he 


. ordered seed of these improved rices and wheats, as he had 
cair made up his mind to start a Seed Farm in Amdi, so as to 
sill! be able to supply bis tenants with seeds of these superiol' 


unclt varieties. 
'Cl.or Othel' experiments were being carried out with wheat 
4 iit and large fields of selected varieties were being grown £or 
ferta seed. He was particula.rly interested in a fine crop of Pusa 


12 an awnless variety which did weil, be was told, both as 
is of· an irrigated and as a dry crop. 
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CHAPTER 17. 


It had been a surprise to Rai Sahib Kaluram to learn 
that many of the samples of crops, which were exhibited at 
the Tezpore Show, had been grown on the thin red soil which 
the cultivators of these parts regarded as being too poor £or 
any crop but !.:odo. He decided to visit the Chaurai Seed 
Demonstration and Cattle-breeding Farm where crops were, 
he was told, being grown on coarse gravelly soil 0£ this type 


Sugar-cane grown on gravelly soil on the Chaurai F11rm. 


In the afternoon of the second clay of the Show tbe 
officers of the Department of AO't·icultme arranO'ed to brino-


. b b b 


visitors out to this farm which was only nine miles distant. 
Rai Sahib Kaluram was one of those who bad the 1>leasure 
of being shown round that clay, and to him it was a real 
pleasure. On his return he tolcl his brother Kisan that when 


4 
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he saw such beautiful crops of cane, groundnut, cotton an! of fi 
juar growing on the gravelly S?il of this Farm he could n« iii Ji 
at first, believe his own eyes. varie 


Kisan was so interested in bis brother's account, of wha· orio-i1 0 


he had seen that he, too, must needs pay a visit to Cbau1t on t: 
the day after the Show and Conference. He like his broth, variel 
was quite astounded by what he saw, and confessed to~ seaso1 


Superintendent befo1·e leaving the Farm that, till 11ow,lt they 
had uot thought it possible to raise such bumper crops irriga 
thin gravelly soil. He had, he · said, never grown any Cit J 
but /,;odo on such soil ; though there was a large area most 
bhata in his village. their 


What pleased him most was a beautiful crop of e1· where 
standing over 12 feet high. Many different varieties w flourisl 
under trial. Of these some had soft rinds and were therfl. T 
more liable to be damaged by pigs and jackals and bJ useful 
disease called ' red rot.' Others had hard rinds and were t before 
subject to damage from these causes. These canes dili~ now gr 
in thickness too ; some were nearly as thick as his m one of 
while others were no thicker than his thumb. They 1 'l'l1 
varied in coloru·. Some were red, some green, some stri}enabled 
and some were of a dark ashy colour. food th 


In Petgaon Rai Sahib Kal1uam had been accustomel and allo 
grow two varieties only, namely a thick green variet.v w, growth 
be called .'Pounda' and a thin variety c!l.lled Kafai. All 
learned from the Snpel'intendent that some of the Yant He 001 


which he now saw £or the first time, had been compa.roo stiff bla 
Pomula, Katai and other local canes and had provedlhe:tvy, f 


much superior to them. Ashy Mauritius, Khari, Uooisoil whi 
Java cai:ie, known as J ~47, were the best "\'arieties~value of 
trial. stapled v: 


Many different kinds of cotton were also being gr 


The Superintendent showed him that the staple i.e. k,. 
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on art 0£ fibre, 0£ some of the exotic varieties, was over an inch 
mid n~ i11 length, while that of the indigenous or deshi cotton 


varied from one-ha!£ to three quarters of an inch. The 
of wb; original home of most of the exotic cottons under ::rial 
Chaun ou the Farm was America, where the climate is suitable for 


s bro!~ varieties which take a long time to mature. The rainy 
d to I} season in India was, he learned, too short for them; but 
l now,~ they did very well on light soils when irrigated, because 
crops irrigation prolonged the growing period. 


1 any r1 In one field the~e exotic cottons had already shed 
~e area most of their leaves. This, he was told, was due to 


their not having been irrigated. Iu an adjoining field 
ap of ei where they had been irrigated, they were in a most 
•ieties \l: flourishing conclition and were covered with bolls. 
•e there The cultivators of the neighbourhood bad learned a 


and ~ useful lesson from this Farm, for though they had never 


1d were before tried cotton, they were, with the help of irrigation, 
mes dill! now g rowing on their light soils a large area of Cambodia, 
iS bis wr one of the best of the long-stapled exotic varieties. 


They I The ·soil being naturally well-drained and well-aerated 
)me s~enabled the myriads of small soil bacteria to build np plant 


food therein. Water passed tl1rongh such soils very quickly, 
!cnstom~and allowed the air which is so necessary for the healthy 
ariety w.growth of the soil bacteria to enter. 
d Katai. All this interested' Rai Sahib Kalnram very much. 
the varii.He now understood why it was that cotton which, on 


iomparoostiff black soil, suffered so much when the rainfall was 
.d pro\'oo•heavy, stood any amount of rain when grown on buata 
ari, too.soil which was very porous. He also fully realised the 
nrietie.; value of inigation which enables cultivators to grow long 


,tapled varieties on these poor but well-drained soils. 


> being ~ 
.a.pie i.d 
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CHAPTER 18. 
and 
into 
avoi 


Rai Sahib Kalumm had, in his younger days, b€t atta1 


fond of sltil.:ar. He had on one occasion shot a t iger whi:. 
bad in the neighbourhood of Petgaon carried off 1ll!1 


village cattle. Several black buck and wild pig had a! 
fallen victims to his gun. B lack buck did much damage 
this part of the country, more especially to rabi crops. E 
pigs were more destructive than all the other animals ! 
together. To destroy them pig -killing clubs had ~ 


started in the District and a reward of £our annas r 
given by Government £or every pig killed. 


Rai Sahib Kaluram and other members of the Ta: 
Agricultural Association took au active J)art in start. 
these clubs and in arranging £or ' beats ' in jungly t 
and grassy nullahs, where pigs were known to lie 
ii'\ large ut1mbers during the day. These clubs emp~ 
as sltikaries men of the Contl and JJltimar caste 
in this part of the country were known as keen hllll! 
In certain villages these men kept large packs of 
trained in pig-killing. 


A day or two before starting a 'beat,' the 8Aib 
employed by the club used to survey the ground where Pig 
pig lay up during the day. They then proceeded f1make a I 
two or three deep trenches across the route which they kEven th 
they would take when driven from their lairs. 1well trai1 


trenches they lightly covered with sticks and grass. "IJhe open 
line with the pits they set up nets, so as to catcbwearied 
stray "gmnters "which might run round the ends of th1deat/1. 
To help to drive them into these, dogs were kept oD lea- 'l'he 
both sides. ind who 1 


As soon as a pig was seen the dogs were )6it night 
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CHAPTER 18. 
and 
into 
avoi 


Rai Sahib Kaltuam had, in his younger days, lit, atta, 
fond of sltikttr. He had on one occasion shot a tiger whi 
had in the neighbourhood of Petgaon carried off lllA'. 


village cattle. Several black buck and wild pig had~ 
fallen victims to his gun. Black buck did much damage 
this part of the country, more especially to rabi crops. B 
pigs were more destructive than all the other animals r 
together. To destroy them pig-killing clubs had !f 
started in the District and a reward of £our annas r 
given by Government £or every pig killed. 


Rai Sahib Kaluram and other members of the Ta! 
Agricultural Association took an active pa1·t in start: 
these clubs and in arranging £or 'beats ' in juaglp 
and grassy nullabs, where pigs were known to lie 
in large numbers during the day. These clubs emp~ 
as sh,ifories men of the Gon(l and .Dltimar cast.e · 
in this part of the country were known as keen hue 
In certain villages these men kept large packs of 
trained in pig-killing. 


A day or two before starting a 'beat,' the aAiit 
employed by the club used to survey the ground whelf Pig 
pig lay up during the day. 'rhey then proceeded !Dmake a l 
two or three deep t renches across the route which theykEven th 
they would take when driven from their lairs. fwell tra.i1 


trenches they lightly covered with sticks and grass. :the open 
line with the pits they set up nets, so as to catclwe.1,ried 
stray "gnmte-rs " which might run round tlrn ends 0£ t1iideath. 
'l'o help to drive them into these, dogs were kept on lro: The 
both sides. tnd who , 


As soon as a pig was seen the dogs were le!lt night 
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and at once pursued it. H, a.s generally happened, it fell 
into a pit, it was speared by the men; but if by chance it 
avoided the pits and ran into the net the dogs saYagcly 


ys, 1K, attacked it. 
er wbi 
off ma: 
bad a\ 


amagt 
ips. f 
mals i 
rn.d !) 


,nuas 1 


,he Ti 
1 slat 
mglyt 
to Ii, 
empk 


caste 
:n bUE 
CS of 


he sAir 
A beat for pig. 


when Pigs would sometimes avoid both pits and nets and 
:eded l make a bee-line for the nearest jungle in search of cover. 
1 theykEven then they did not ahyays escape, as the dogs being· 
airs. iwell trained and full of pluck often rounded them up in 
,.1-ass. &he open, and by vigorously attacking them from behind, 
~ calclwearied them out in time and finally worried them to 
5 of tw.leath. 
ton 1~ The club employed a shikari, who had a gun license 


rncl who devoted all his time to pig-killing. He shot them 
,vere lcllt night when they came to the sugar-cane fields, and 
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searched for them by day in the nullahs and jungles w! sale 
they Jay up. So successful were these Pig-killing CJ: trac 
t hat in one year some of them destroyed hundreds by : 
pigs and thereby greatly reduced the amonnt of da!lll 
done to standing crops. freq 


In the cold weather these same Clubs netted hi· 'Yay 
too, which at that season came in large numbers from 
hills to graze in t he fields of young wheat and gram. 


Some of the Clubs also helped to organise arrangem 
for the capture of the herds of wild cattle. One such ' 
l1ad taken up its abode in the jungle near P etgaoc. 
paid nightly visits to villages in the neighbourhood. • 
Rai Sahib Kaluram had captured in a kheddah as dese:: 
later in this chapter. 


He was always ready to try improved metbol
doing things. He had done much to organise Pig-kL 
Clubs throughout his District, and thousands of theii 
trnctive animals had been accounted for within a year 01 1 
But" the crops still continued to be damaged for it 111 


1 
possible to kill off all the pigs, hit-an and other four-f th T: 
foes of the farmer . He was delighted therefore wht 1 


6 
• 


visited the Chaurai Farm to find that its crops grown 1i c :r Si 


were protected from damage by wild animals by a ner ;h ei; 
of meshed wire fence lrnown as 'Pig -proof Fencing.' e < 


au are 
debarred not only pig-s but larger quadrupeds from e! 1· d 
• 1ve 1 
mto the crops. A 


Rai Sahib Kaluram £enc.eel all bis sugar-cane, gr w~thau 
• I a 


nut and garden crops, both in Petgaon and Amdi a • J 
, ll!Jlla,' 


same year with Pig-proof li'encing, and no damage wb and . ' 
was done to his crop. :Many Malguzars in the neif. ;odd~i~a 
hood of these villages followed his example the foL l t . 


. . s 1or m 
year and the demand for Pig-proof Fencing became.: A 
that the 'l'ahsil Agricultural Association began to stccl 


5 
soon 
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wl sale. This kind 0£ fence has since become very popular in 
~ C;; t racts where cane and other valuable crops are damaged 
.red; by pigs and other animals. 
dam Rai Sahib Ka.luram's fame spread abroad and he was 


frequently asked to assist other land-holders in devising 
<l Ac '}'ays and means of protecting crops from wild animals. 


from 


,gaon 
Jd. l 
destr 


elhii 
?ig-k:. 


th!ll 
Pig-proof fencing. ear 01 


it Ill In villages adjoining the more jnngly portion of 
four-: the Tahsil there were herds of wild cattle which in the 
J wbr 
1WD ll-


dry season, when grass was not plentiful, ate up, or 
otherwise destroyed much of the wheat crop. H e devised 


a nev the following method of capturing them. He fenced in . ' 
mg. an area of about 200 square yards neat· the place where they 
rom f lived during the day, so as to form a strong Kheddah. 


As an entrance to this enclosure be had a gate-way provided 
we, gr with a swing. gate worked by means of a rope. r_ro get 
Ama.i animals to enter the Kheddab, some good fodder such as hay 


~ge ~ and juar stalks were placed inside, and a trail of the' same 


e 
0
: fodder with a handful 0£ cotton seed and salt was placed at 


~he short intervals outside, so as to entice them to the entrance. 
tme s: A h . 1 


•• i s soon as t ey ·entered the man 10 charge of the gate pul ed 
o stw 
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his rope and the animals were impounded. Needless to sa• 
the man who worked at the gate bad to conceal himself j; Pet~ 
a small pit dug £or the purpose; because i£ the animals Sl!Q tame 
or beard him they suspected danger and galloped off at once cerm 


These wild cattle like most other denizens of the jnog~ iog 
fed at night and rested during day. They could be capturn: 1naol 
in this way therefore only at night. 'rhe Kbeddah had to~ the p 


capto 
forme 


R 
tages 
river a; 
decided 
rice anc 
waste a 


No 
Amdi l 


had cons 
not wi.lli 
courses. 


Capturing wild cattle. they we
1 


strong and sound ; otherwise they broke through by eh.. time, the; 
ing it in a body. To stop the force of such a charge, it• set apart 
found necessary to dig a trench about 5' wide and 3' d- this purp 
all round the inside of the :fence. The 


When a herd had been shut up in this way the • obey the 
began in the morning when the work of tying them good of al 
trees was taken in hand. The picture above shows bow quickly 01 


was done. wilfnl or c; 
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Many cattle were caught in the neighbori.rhood of 
Petgaon by this clever device, and several of them were 
tamed and trained to do useful work. The villagers con
cerned were most grateful to Rai Sahib Kaluram for show
in"' them· how to capture and use these destructive animals-,., 
many of which can be seen working quietly in the yoke at 
the present day. 'rhey are now usefully employed by their 
captors iu raising wheat, juar and other food-crops which, in 
former days, they used to destroy. 


CHAPTER 10. 


Rai Sahib Kaluram was a firm believer 111 the advan-
Ji tages of irrigation, especially when the water came from a 


river and carried with it fine silt rich in plant food. He
decided therefore to induce all his tenants to irrigate their 
rice and wheat, and to cultivate other irrigated crops in the 


ii ... ' waste area of the village which had long lain fallow. 
No attempt had been made np to this time to connect 


Amdi village with the irrigation canal which Government 
had constructed, because the culti--mtors of the village wer~ 
not willing to bear the cost of making the necessary water
courses. He got them to agree to do so in the end and as 


they were not able to bear all the cost of this work at that 
by cla: time, they borrowed the money from Government which bad 
·o-c ill set apart a certain sum to be o-iven as talavi loans fot· o' o 
nd 31 ~ this purpose. 


The first thing he taught his tenants in Amdi was to 
y the robey the irrigation rules which had been drawn up for the 
. them good of all. He urged them to be ready to spread the water 
~s boll' ' quickly over their fields when their tnrn came, and to avoid 


wilful or careless waste of water. He had no sym1)athy ~,ith 
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those who tried to cheat by taking water £or £olds £or whit fer 
they did not intend to pay the water rate. Any deceptio· .1 VI , 


,of this kind roused him to anger. suf 
Rai Sahib Kalnram's thirst £or knowledge w3:s so gra bm 


dra 
All 


that he decided to visit the Punjab and to see for himsi 
what progress bad been made there in introducing the cult 


vatiou of irrigated orops. H e got letters of introduction' for 
various officials and big laud-holders in these Provincesc for 
started off £or that Province in November. 


In the Punjab he found that the principal crops gror whi 
were wheat and cotton which, when irrigated, gave 1, beii 
large yields per acre. Anothe:· thing which interested r com 
very much was a contrivance known as a Module who 
measured the quantity of water given to each cultivator. speu 


The villages were divided into large blocks or e1 doll( 
of about 25 acres each. Every block had its own systern sbo11 


water channels so that every bit of it could be irrigated , prov 
ease. Rai Sahib Kaluram was delighted to see how beaulif· acre. 
all the land was laid out in large blocks. In Atiisgarl same 
l1ad learned by experience how difficult it was to pro: 4 pe, 
good irrigated crops on account 0£ the scattered naLUJ euoui 
the holdings. "\Vhen he returned to Amdi one of ther he wi 


first things he did was to call a meeting 0£ his tenants, Tlie 1 


to get them to agree to a re-arrangement of their boMr moue: 
so that each cou lcl have all his land in one cliak or bf 
His tenants being very conservative he found it see tl 
difficult at first to get them to follow his advice. Koor what• 
as they did, however, that he was a very good practical fr 
and that he was kind and anxious to help them, they Ii; 
agreed to do what he told them. 


When Kisan visited his brother about two year,, 


entici1 
this, l 
dl'augJ 
near t 


he found to his surprise that the lands 0£ Amdi had befl suspici 
out, in eludes or blocks, that some of these blocks bad magic 
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fenced, and that a good approach road bad been made to the 
village. He follnd, too, that the fields which had previously 
sllffered from scouring had been provided with Jow earthen 
bnnds to hold up the silt, and that behind these bunds were 
dra.ins which carried off the snrplus water during the rains. 
All the village cattle dung was being carefully conserved 
for manure, and wood instead of cattle dung was being used 
for fuel. 


Various other improvements bad been carried out, but 
what surprised him most of all was the fine crops which were 
being grown on the coarse gravelly soil which be had always 
considered too poor for cultivation . 


Kisau being still doubtful as to whether it would pay to 
spend so mnch money, as his brother and his tenants ha-d 
done, in effecting 1,hese improvements, Rai Sahib Kaluram 
showed him his balance sheet for the previous year which 
JJroved that he had made a net profit of over Rs. 100 per 
acre. Kisan's own net profit from the cultivation of the 
same class of soil had, he confessed, never exceeded Rs. 3 to 
4., per acre. He now saw that he bad not been enterprising 
enough in his village. He bad made no improvement because 
he was satisfied with old and unprofitable methods of fa1·ming. 
The result was that he and his tenants had made very little 
money. 


People of neighbouring villages were so surprised to 
see the large outtnrns obtained by Rai Sahib Ka.Imam from 
what they considered very poor land that they accused him of 
enticing away their crops by sorcery. "\Yhen be came to know 
this, he bad all his servants, improYed implements, sleek 
<1raught bullocks ancl samples of manures brought together 
near the centre of his irrigated land. He then invited his 
suspicious neighbours to come and see for themselves by what 
magic be raised such bttmper crops. "\Yhen they had all 
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assembled he turned to them and said, "These my friends, are 
the instrnments of magic which I use" and he pointed at the 
same time to the bubbling irrigation channel, to the sam1iles 


.a1 


ea 
of oil-cake and other manures in front of him, to his stron, tn 
draught cattle and to the men who handled them, to t!; cli 
luscious fodder crops on which t,hey were fed, to his improyt,J th 
implements and well-cultivated and well-drained fields, to h 
selected heavy-yielding strains of rice, wheat and other cror 
carefully spaced in the fields in which they were growing, fi 
his legumes which he said enriched the soil for the crops wbicl 
followed them, and to his well-kept farm accounts whi~ 
accurately showed the profit which he derived from every fieV. 


Cal 


th1 
of 
by 
bet 


-0£ I 
A.mdi became a model village in many respects, and l1l bre 


frequently visited by Government Officers as well as cul~ the 
vators of neighbouring villages. It served the purpose the 
being a most useful demonstration·centre for the whole nei~ as 
bourhood ; for Rai Sahib Kaluram was able to prove cone! the 
sively to his fellow cultivators that the improved meth~ .fodd 
which he practised in his village had added greatly to tl anin 
wealth of the villagers. 'rbey had as a result of this rai• 11t1m 


their standard of living; and were more contented thau er a1Jo11 


before. They became more enterprising, too, and began el'er 
see how foolish it was to cling to old meLhods when all 6 
world around was advancing. by $ 


What pleased Rai Sahib Kaluram most of all wheo Diris 
visited the Chaurai Farm was the big crops growing on v intere 
soil and the fine herd of cattle that were being reared on• their 
fodder crops grown thereon. exhibi 


Tbe ordinary village catUe of Attisgarh Division r I1 
badly bred and badly fed. In size they were so sma.llg visit I 
they were too weak to draw anything but the Iigbtei enterpi 
implements. '11he standard of cultivation was therefore r for tL, 
low and the onttnrns of the staple cl"Ops poor in consequr. tlie Sl; 
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The herd of this Farm consisted of 60 cows, one bull 
and about 60 young animals. The bull and cows had been 
carefully selected from large herds in the better grazing 
tracts of the Division. Being well fed with Egyptian 
clover, juar, and other fodders, as well as with oil-cakes, 
these cattle were in excellent condition ; while the puny 
cattle of neighbouring vlilages were thin and weak; £or 
their owners had not yet learnt to appreciate the value 
of good draught animals. No attem1~t was yet being made 
by them to improve their herds by better feeding and 
better breeding. To stimulate an interest in this branch 
.of husbandry Government had started Co-operative Cattle
breeding Societies. Each Society had a farm on which 
the members kept their selected cows. Government supplied 
the Farm with a good stud bull, and advised the Society 
as to how to rear their stock. The members paid all 
the working expenses, including grazing fees and cost of 
fodder and concentrated food-stuffs fed to the cattle. The 
animals belonging to each member were branded and their 
numbers entered in the Stock Register. The owner was 
allowed to remove his young stock to his own village when


began e,·er he pleased. 
aen all t The Cattle Show held every year on the Tezpore Farm 


by the Department of Agricultlll'e in connection with the 
.11 when Diyisioual Show and Conference had helped to rouse the 
g on r interest of the bigger landowners in the improvement of 
~reel onl their herds to some extent. A large number of cattle were 


exhibited and competition for prizes_ had become very keen. 
\' ision r In the year in which Ra.i Sahib Kaluram paid his first 


0 small L visit to the Tezpore Show, Kisan, though not yet a very 
lighte;' ~nterprising farmer at that time, won the silver cup offered 


1erefore f for the best group of 12 cows, and one bull exhibited at 
conseqlll( the Show. Of this he was very proud as the cup was 
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presented to him L,y the Commissioner and his brother· 
Ka.luram was there to see him get it. H e and other big 
land-holders had begun to see that it paid to breed good 
cattle, because without them it was impossible to till the 
land properly. They had also found that by using only the 
very best animals for breeding, and by feeding them well, a 
big improvement in the quality theiL' stock could be brought 
abont in a few years. 


Rai Sahib Ka.Imam had, once upon a time, visited the 
Atpore Government Dairy Farm wheL'e he found that the 
breecl of milch buffaloes and cows kept thereon had been 
greatly improved by rearing only_ the calves of the best 
milkers. He was told by the man 111 charge that to rear a 
poor milker cost as much as to rear a good one, as they both 
consumed about the same amount of food. Some cows and 
buffaloes on that Farm did not give enough milk to pay fo1· 
theit· keep, he was told ; while others paid for their keep aud 


1 garn a big profit besides. 
Being a keen observer as well as a man 0£ gL'eat intelli


"ence he learned much as the result of his visits to these 
t> -


Farms. He never failed to put the lessons which he learnt 
into practice in his own village whenever he eould possibly 
do so. He purchased two fine bulls from tl10 Chaurai l<'arm 
the following year which he kept for his own use and that 


. of his tenants in Amdi village. 
He also sowed five acres of juar and clover £or his 


cattle with seed supplied by the Superintendent of the 
Chaurai Farm. By feeding these gt·een fodders to bis herd 
in the hot weather he kept them in good condition; while 
~he herds of adjoining villages which liad to depend solely on 


~razing became very thin and weak and many of them died 
n the beginning of the rains. 
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CHAPTER 20. n 
\\ 


Before leaving Attisgarh Rai Sahib Kaluram expres.,« 1\ 
a desire to the Deputy Director of Agriculture to be tak11; 11, 


l'Ouncl some of the villages in the tract commanded by caot ot 
irrigation. He wanted to see for himself what progress Ill tb 
being made in getting the people to take up agricultW1 vil 
jmprnvements. The Deputy Director gladly consented ll we 
they toured t-0gether for several days. tha 


Though the people of this tract were considered to t se~ 
very backward many of them were now transplanting la11 cul1 
.areas of rice and carrying out other improved methods wh, 
were quite new to them. These new methods had first bi. helf 
.tried by a few of the more enterprising land-owners on tli: for I 
-owi1 lands. Other Malguzars as well as cultivators, follot out I 
their example later, when they saw that the new meth; tlieii 
were to add to theii- farming profits. 


To show them how to carry these new and more pn. very 
.able ways of doing things, the Department of Agriculr Sevei 
J1ad put a trained agriculturist, of the pioughman If presei 
ju charge of small groups of tJ, or 5 villages. 'rhe~e t for go 


wlio were called Kamrlars, showed the cultivators hor yearai 


-carry out t,he improvements which were being introducoo. 
To supervise the work of these Kamdars there r 


trained Agricultural Assistants each of whom was in ck 
-0£ the demonstration work in from 25 to 30 villages. .At 
work of both Kaindars and Agt·icultural Assistants ,Sahib / 
supervised by a Divisional Superintendent of AgritU: to, was, 
who had been p1·omoted from the ranks of the Subonftnethodi 
Agricultural Service. ·w orkiog in co-operation with 1°ae, ain: 
Government officials were several of the leading memW!Yes. 'I 
the 'rahsil Agricultural Associations. 
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R,a,i Sa.bib Kaluram learned that all this so-called de
monstration work which was being carried out so successfully 
" as based ou the results obtained on the Experimental Farms. 


~sa When a new method of cultivation, or a new variety of seed 
ak~ was found to Le profitable, the Department of Agriculture at 
eam once brought it to the notice 0£ the cultivators by getting 
s ii the more go-ahead land-owners to demonstrate it in their 
ltu: villages. He also found that many of these laud-owners 
:d a;. were members of the Tahsil Agricultural Associations, and 


that some of these Associations were stocking improved 
lo, seed and implements for sale, with a view to encouraging 


, Jar, cultivators to try them. 
\ 1;' 'l' his very practical system of helping the cultivators to 
st l:t l1elp themselves pleased Rai Sahib Kaluram very much ; 
m tl: for the improved methods of cultivation were being cari·ied 
'.olWJ out by the cultivators themselves who used their own bullocks, 
m& their own implements and their own land. 


The land-owners and the more intelligent ryots "ere 


8 
pt' very grateful for all that Govemment was doing for them. 


ric~ Several of the Malguzars had shown their gratitude by 
trpresenting Silver Cups and Medals to be given to cultivators 


an j! 


,ese 1or good work. These cups and medals were presented e,·ery 


I year at the time 0£ the Divisional Agricultural Conference. 
3 IOI 


lu® 
oere 1 


in i 
iges. At the time of his visit to the Ohaurai Farm, Rai 
:taot;Sahib Kaluram was delighted to find that, attached there
~ric:to, was. an Agricultural School for training boys "in improved 
;uborl:'nethods of Agriculture. The course, which was a two years' 
with •me, aimed mainly at training boys to use their hands and 


roemwyes. '!'hey were taught how to handle tools and imple-


5 
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ments with skill, and how to draw correct conclusions froc 
what they saw. 


Jag~ 
Each boy had half an acre of land given him whi, 


in a; 
he himself cultivated. Some of these lads had learned , the 


1 
quickly that at the end of two years they could band Sebo 
all the improved implements used on the Farm, as skilfu'. the ~ 
as the Farm ploughmen. They became most intereslb life. 
too, in all their teachers had to tell them a.bout plar f: 


rom 
soils, manures and cattle. The progress which these b~ k' wor ·1 
were making at this school impressed Rai Sahib Kalu11 p ower 
so favourably that be decided to send his son Jagan ( 
there next year. adv n 


J aganath was I 4 years of age. at this time. He I f. a_ 1 


. l d h. d . h P U p · armm JUSt compete 1s e ucat1on at t e etgaon pper mi: . a·,:r 
. rn 1ue1 


School. He was a clever well-behaved lad, and big tb h 
strong for his years. Like his father he was a born i: tb ey 
culturisb, and during holidays liked to help bis "Bap.'' they 


1
~• 


Jaganath was brought by his father to the Cbt p e~-
1 


racuica 
Agricultural Middle School the following J uae. · S 


01 
motto over the front door of one of the Class-rooms wa; raised t, 
which greatly appealed to them both. It tan as follom Agricull 


"Perfect agriculture is the true foundation oftr Jagaa t 
and industry : It is the foundation of the rich~ ,,,.~


0 
a 


St t ,, ""' ns a• ~-
That motto seemed to convey to Jaganath a true·st d Ill 


f b d. . d . f h f ' k u oat: o t e 1gnity an importance o t e armers wor Wb 
was proud that he was. a farmer's son. and that he l pleased '. 
was to be a farmer. Bemg an apt pupil he had by l!for his b 
of the first year learned to handle all the farm implr:savin . 
and had raised on his own plot of land bumper ll'To i::•~ 
sugar-cane, rice, groundnut and juar. He had ~year a 
something of the theory of Agriculture, also, and 'publishinc 
sciences allied thereto. cu ltivat


01
'. 
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fr~ After completing the two years' course at this school 
Jagaoath settled down in Amdi, his father's village, where 


.vhi in after years he earned for himself the name of being 


.ed, the best farmer of that District. At the Petgaon primary 
1am School and the Chaurai Agricultural School he had got 
ilfu: the kind of education which fitted him for the business of 
rest1 life. He had learnecl by doing things for "skill to do comes 
plar from doing; knowledge comes by eyes always open· and 
e b working hands; and there is no knowledge that is not 
'.alur, power." 
1gar. Other village boys of bis age who had not the 


advantage of this practical education took no interest in 
B.~ t farming and acquired habits of laziness, indolence and 
'Pnm indifference. They never became good cultivators, because 
big they bad taken no interest in practical cultivation when 
orn~ they were young. Their book-learning was of little use to 
1?·


11 


them in after years. It actually gave them a distaste for 
Chi, practical work. 


10e. Some years later the Chaurai Agricultural School \' as 
tS wa; raised to the status of an Agricultural High School and an 
>llOITI Agricultural Reader was published for the use of the bo)S, 
n oftl Jaganath was delighted Lo find that it contained the 
ricbeiessons which had stimulated his interest in Nnture 


and in Practical Agriculture, when he himself had been a 
true·studcnt at the Chaurai Agricultural Middle School. 
work. When his father got a copy of this Reader he was so 


li helpleascd with 1t, and so grateful for all the school had done 
1 by 11£or his boy Jaganatb that he decided to use part of his 
implr-savings, in providing his countrymen with free copies of it. 
1per !!To tbe Commissioner of Attisgarh Division he gave that 
bad kyear a cheque for . Rs. 1,000 wliich was to be spent, in 


and-publishing copies to be given free of cost to literate 
cultivators in his Province. 
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CHAPTER 22. 
.a. 
.A 
th la this story I have given an account of this grei 
to 


and good man Rai Sahib Kaluram ; while in a sepall! 
Reader will be found. the leFsons on Indian Agricultm At 


th( 
which his son Jaganath prized so much. The example 


bOJ 
Rai Sahib K aluram is one which should encourage lodist Ch: 
both old and young, to work for the good of their motherla.: 


me1 
by doing what they ran to raise the standard of Agricullr ll'hi, 
which is, and alwnys will be, India's greatest indusl' Froi 
India's prosperity depends on India's Agriculture. 1 ill'g( 


His earnest de sire ahva, s was to raise the standl wher 
of comfort amQng his people. They were poor; th wher 
lacked ambition; they neglected the laws of health. y 
prectpt and example, by the interest which he showoc -soo~:i 
their welfare and by his generosity· at all times he he:. n 


them to help themselves. 
' 01\' I 


reseai·( 
Within the last 12 years a great change has 6 F 


over the cultivating classes of the Province. Thousand- -'e 
-u man 


farmers who used to cultivate their landti by the old 111; Sa/Jib 
t humb met hods, handed down tn them by their forefa~ ~xam 1 
have adopted improved methods which have added I!." tnre ? 
to their farming profits. They have become betterof progrt, 
more ambitious; and many of them have built foril impror:, 
selves better and more sanitnry honses. They w/iich 


1 


realise the value of education and educate their eh:. to the· a 
. JI' 
rn order to enable them to take full adrantiage ":tppea/ t 
wonderful Tesults of Scientific Agriculture. 


0 


They now see that educa.tion pays in the long run, 
especially thM kind of practical E'ducat ion which 61, 
sons for their life's work ns farmers, and wbic~ 
qualifying them to earn their bread, makes them self.r 
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cand self-nspecting. For the training given at these 
Agricultural Schools the demand has become so great, that 
the Director of Public Instruction has found ib necessary 


111 to give instruction in the principles and practice c,f 
ii; Agriculture at Middle Schools in every District. Each. nf 
tu: thes? schools has now a small farm attached to it on which 
le boys are trained in the best methods of .Agriculture. The 
ia: Chaumi and other Agricultural Schoole opened on Govern
la: ment Farms have been converted into High Schools Ht, 
illr which boys get a more advanced training in Agriculture. 
nt From these Agricultural High Schools boys are flocking in 


larger numbers every year to the Agricultural College 
md! where they are given a still more advanced course, and 
i ft where they are trained in methods of research. These 
n. young men are givi11g of their best to the rnotherland : 
ill"K some of those who have completed their training are 
h~ now engaged in helping to ~olve by experiment and 


1'esearch the manifold problems of Agriculture in India. 
ui N For this new way of looking at things and this 
ISO~ -demand for agricultural education we owe much to Rai 
d n Sahib Kaluram Kurmi and men such as he who, by 
-efat -example and precept,, are cioing much to develop agricul
d la:-, ture in this country. They are setting the standard of 
?r Qf progress for the whole fanning comm~nity. By adopting 
for~ improred methods they have attained results in the field 
:hey which are of the very greatest value as object lessons 
r cha to their neighbours. P ractical object lessons of this kind 
ige d appeal to the most illiterate. 


: run. 
I fils 
nicb, 1 


self•f 
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GLOSSARY. 


Bap-Father. mat, 
IJh,ima1·-A caste whose chief occupation is fishing . 
.Desh.i-Belonging to In.dia. -cere8 


· IJub or ltariaZi (Cynodon da.ctylon)-A g0od grass ~1 


pasture lands but an obnoxious weed in cu ltivated fields. 
Gin- A machine for separating cotton lint from f} 


seed. divid 
Goncl-One of the mQst import:i.nt non-Aryan tri~ .1 


found in the jungly tracts. 
Jua.r,j1u11ri or cholam-Is one of the larger millets, the cli 
Kamtla1·-A superior ploughman. 
Kans grass (Saccharum spontancum)- A persisla 


weed in baJly cultivated fields. 
Kapas-The name applied to cotton ;is picked from , 


boll : the lint is separated from the seed by means of a; 
Karbi-Dried juar stalk used as a fodder. 
Koclo or /..:oclon (Paspalum scrobiculatum)- One of 


minor millets grown on poor soils, the grain of which~ 
important article of food among the poorer classes. 


K1mda-A coarse grass which on account o/ 
spreading roots and hardiness is a most troublesome f 


in some badly-cultivated fields. 
Kutki (Panicum miliari)- One of the minor mille~ 
Lint-The fibre attached to cotton seed. 
jJfalguzar-A land-owner who may own part of a Ii 


n whole village or several villages. 
Megass-The refuse of cane stalks left n.fter extra 


the juice. 
Rai Saltib -An honorary title granted by Go1•en: 


to worthy Hindus. 
Samacl.-A ccrtiRcate of merit. 
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Sctr,hw·i-Belongiog to Government. 
Seer-A seer i's equal to 80 tolas or 2 ins. approxi-


mately. 
8ruut-A fungoid disease common to juar and other 


-cereals. 
f·, Sujji -A kind of meal made from whea.t, 


J.'accav-i- A loan given by Governm ent to landholders. 
t\ Tai.sit-For Administrative purposes districts are 


d ivided up into tahsils with a 'fahsildar in charge of each. 
ri\, 1\1Za-One-fortieth of a pound. 


;is\· 


onli 
a .i 


o! 
eh ~ 


nil\e~ 


extra. 


Winnower- A machine for separating the grain from 
t he chaff of cereals. 
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:\IAXURIAL EXPERIMENTS WITH WHEAT AT 


THE NAGPUR EXPERIMENTAL FARM. 


_By D. CLOUS'£0N, s.sc., 


DP,puty .Direm<n· of Agricultnre, C. P. 


ABOUT the middle of last century Agricultural Science was only just 
beginning to investigate many of the most important questions relating 


lo plant-nutrition and soil-chemistry. Thanks to careful experiment and 


scienti6c enquiry, much of that investigation has long since passed be


yond tbe pnle of mere theory, and has become pal't of a more or less exact 


science-the science of agriculture. The knowledge so obtained has become 


the !'oundatiou on which the principles of our best farm-practice of the 


present, day are based. 0 11ly sixty years ago, however, our m~u of science 


bad but tonched the fringe of many of t hese great questions. 


Liebig's Mine1·al Theo,·y.-About that time, for instance, we find 
Liebig investigating the pl'Oblem as to what really are the essential 


i11gredients of plant food, and after much careful and laborious work in 


pot-cultures and soil-analyses we find him expounding to the world his 
"M' ' meral Theory," that if you supply a plant with those mineral constituents 


f~und in its ash, as shown by its analysis, it will grow luxuriantly, because the 


air and soil together supply it with a sufficiency of carbon and nitrogen. 


~e seemed to think that the ammonia of the air was an unfailing source of 


n'.trogen, while in addition to this the plant. bas at its disposal the ammonia 
given off by decomposing vegetable matt.er. 


. Al Geoi·ges Ville.-Ville, thouo-h of the Liebig school, attached more 


'.mpol rfan~e to the need of snpplyi~g nitrogen to the growing plant. Re 
ma odes it in h t . 11 • . . . w n be ea s h1s "Normal Manures," along w1th phosphoric 
acid, lime and t _ h d I po ... us ; an states that, ;ifter much careful invGstigatiou into the 
tesu t.s of his pol,..cnltmes, he bad arrived :it the conclusion "thRt by the aid 


<i- 1 
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of these four simple chemical products a maxirnnrn crop may lie obtained 
from all plants in any place and in any condition of soil ; further that by 
varying the quantity of these products, the work of vegetation mny be 
regulated almost like a machine, the mmfulness of which is in proportion to 
the fuel consumed." Villa's theory then reunces itself to this, thnt to fit 
a soil for growing a crop you should see that these four essential con
stituents are thera in sufficient quantity. t:lhould it be deficient in any one ol 
them, then that one should be npplied ns n chemical manure. But here a 
difficu1ty arises, for he bad repeatedly found I hat soil-annlyses were of little 
pract;cul value. "Of what use is it to us to know that the soil contains 
phosphoric acid, potash, nitrogen, etc., if we consider active nn<l innotire 
parts in the light of a loose and heterogeneous masi:, as given in an ordinary 
analysis? No matter how exact in its details an analysis of the soil mny be, 
it remains a dead Jetter with respect to tbe needs of' plants, seeing that their 
roots are not provided with either acids, nlkalies, or any other means of de
composing compounds, such ns the chemist has at his disposal ;" in other words 
the chemist at that time bad not yet learned how to discriminate between 
the plant food which was immediately :wail11ble in the soil, and that which 
only became available w11en treated with the strong acid solvents which he 
med in his analysis. 


Ville'a practical metltod of Soil Analy,tit.-Acting on the assumption that 
it was possible to bring the most barren ~oil to the highest degree of 
fertility by adding one or more of the foar essential constituents, Ville devised 
a method for finding out w hioh of these four are deficient in any one particular 
soil, aod for any one particular crop. His was a thoroughly praclical 
method of analysis. Fiv~ adjacent plots of equal urea were choeen in the 
area to be considered. To the first plot no manure was applied i to the 
second be applied the complete manure, i.e., nitrogen, pboi:phntes, polnsh nod 
lime.; while from the remaining tl1ree p1ot.s, one of the four manures was 
withheld in turn-only three being applied to each. The plots were all sown 
with the same crop. A typical experiment tried by Ville with wheat &3'"


6 


the following results :-


No Manure. 


720 lbs. 


Complete 
Manare. 


2,580 lbs. 


?tUnue Nitro- Minus Phoe- Minus Potash. Minns·LJme. 
gen. phate. 


840 lbe. 1,/iOO lbs. t,860 lbs. 


From tl1ese rPsnH~ f11e following ,led udions can be made (i) that l~6 


soil requires above nil n nitrogl!nons mnnure ; (ii) tlrnt it is deficient 10 







d 


~ 


0 


It 
1-


1! 
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p-0bish nnd still more in phosphates; but (iii) that it already contniils about 
enough lime for this special crop at least. In m:mnring sueb a soil fot1 
wheat, lime would be omitted altogether, but a heavy dose of some nitro


genous manure, along with 1L more moderate supply of pbo!.<phntes and pou,sb, 


would be nooessary. 
Ecpet'iments at Na9put· Farm.-Experiments of a ~imilar cllarncter were 


initinte<l at the Na.gpur Fnrm in the year 1883 by Mr. (now Sir Bampfyl<le) 
~'nller, who was Director of Agriculture at that time. They were continne<l for 
ten ye:1rs with the one crop-wheat. During the first fi~e years whe11t was 
grown:~ it dry crop without irrigation, but the area was then clmnge<l and one 
to two wnterings were given each season to the cl'op grown on the new area. 
l'be experimentti nuty, tl.Jen, be <li vided into two seri<?s. They were canied out 
"·ith the greatest care, and the results obtained were proportionately 
vnluable. 


'l'he aim of tbe investigation was to supply a much felt want, uiz., some 
definite information as to the fel'tility of "black cotton soil" for wheat. lt 
wns generally suppo~ed to be rich, but whetLer in all, or only in some of 


, tliB four essential constituents of plant food, no one then knew. It. bad been 
suggested that its fertility, like that of otl1e1· Indian soils, might be due to a 
lnrge amount of nitrogt-11 olitained as ammonia in the rainfall. As recently 
as 1892, we find Or. Voelcker hazarding the opinion that the soil of thti 
0entral Provinces di<l not requit·e manure, und that that of the N:igpur 
Farm was too riclt for experimental purposes. It is only fair to i;ay that Dr. 
Voelcker bad not had the opportunity of analysing samples of its soil ; nor, 
inJeetl, would ;my analysis have given much nccornte or prncticul information 


~) to its fertility at the st.ige which soil analysis bnd re11ched at that time. 
The Ville expt-,riments of the farm were thus Jesigne,I to solve o. problem 
of a most practical and scitmti6c nature - a problem, too, which 
up to tbat lime ba<l not received half the attentiou its impodm1<.-e 
1leservetl. 


Fir-1t Se,·ie-1 o.f E.tpe,ime,it.5.-The first series of exl'et·imeuts dates from 
l884 t-0 1889. 'l'lie resu Its of l887 1 omit, as t.he plots were O\'erBoo<leJ 
tli:tlyear, wnshing th11 higbly soluble manures use<l from one plot to another, 
11nd b~ving results so discrepant that no deductions of any value can lie 
made from that year's outturu.. The fertilizers were employed in the 
following proportious per acre :-140 Jos. of 11mmo11i1L chloride, J 80 lbs. of 
~l~rpbosphate, 90 los. of sulphate of potash and 100 Jos. sulphate of lime . 
• 


1161r purity is not recorded, out the quantities used wel'e supposed to oe equal 
111 nn1ount to 1 t 1 2 •o ll, 1-1 J • TI w III a , o s. crop of wheat per acl'e won u nm ,e use ot. 


le nrrangernent of' I.he plots anti the yield of grniu in pounds l,Jer ncl'e 
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during the first four yenrs were ns gh•en below. The plots wNe ench J,'20 
of an acr!' io size-


Series I .Plot l 11 unirrignted. Tll LV \' VI 


• y.&All, Complete Phospb11te Nitrogen No. Pol.ush Limo 
Mn11ure. omitted. omitted. l!nnurc. omitted. omitted, 


188.'H ... 2,000 1,780 1,170 780 l,46() 1,660 
1884-5 ... 1,380 1465 9"20 736 l,2i0 1,3"~ 
1885-6 ... 940 1:130 1,04-0 695 725 1,065 
181!8-9 ... 810 630 690 600 560 600 ---------------- - --,___ 
Average ... 1,283 1,251 955 725 1,001 J,13! 


Manu1-ial results dependent on (i) Rain.fall, (ii) Rust.-]n exammmg 


these results what strikes one first is their mnrked inegularify from year 


to year in spite of the fact that the plots have had the same mauurinl 


treatment. Taking the uumrmured plot ns our standard, we find thal 
the outturn in grain per acre of Plot I, with the complete mnnore 


is nenrly three times that of the st!lndard plot in 1884, while in ·188~ 
the fourth year of the series, it only exceeds it by a fifth or less. While 
Plot lV has only varied at the rate of 90 lbs. per ncre, the variotion in 


Plot I is actually at the rate of 1,220 lbs. In examining the mcteorologic:11 
conditions of the two years, we find that the abun<lnnt and regular rninfull 


of J 883-4 explains the bumper crnps of that year. The manures applied 


were all dissolved and thus made available for the growing crop. In the 
fonrtb year owing to the lack of rain in September and October, followed 


by its complete failure dm·ing the winter months, all the plots g~rminnled 


ba<lly, while the manured ones could make but little use of the fertilizers 


which lay dry an<l powdery in an equally dry soil. Plot IV, depending 


as it did on its natural fertility, bnd less to lose, as the results clearly show. 
Rust is another factor that goes for to mar the success that would, 


otherwise, attend the application of fertilizers to the wheat crop. In 1he 
t.hirtl year of the series, fo1· example, tLe heavy rains and cloudy weather 
of December anti January brought on a virulent attack of rust, which 
reduced very much the gain from tl1e use of manure in that year, while 


the unmanured plot suffered comparatively little. It seems tbnt the more 
succulent crop forced up by manures is both a more nttractive l1ost-plant for 
this parasitic fungus, and also the crop being so mnch denser catches op far 
more of the wind-carried uredospores, than does a more straggling crop. 


Deductions made from average auttu1'11s.- In spite of this irragulnri_L.r 
in the reimlts from year to yenr, <lue to tl1e cnuses just explained, stJII, 
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faking the averages for the fout· years, we have sufficieut data for b1·01id 


and accurnte conclusions. Iu the first place an average of ouly 725 lbs. 
or 12 bushels per aero from tho uumanured plot, is, to put it mildly, 
certainly no iudication of a naturally rich soil ; while the 1\veragc increase 
of 557 lbs. or nearly 10 bushels got from Plot I is ample proof of the 
fact that the soil wns originally lacking i11 fertility, and was fo r that reason 
very responsive to the application of the fertilizers. In othe1· words Plot 
IV, wbich represents fairly well the natural fertility of the" black cotton 
ioil" of the Nagpur country, is decidedly deficient in one or more of the 
four essential constituents of plant food. · 


1'akina next the averacre;; for Plots I, III, and l V, we notice that .., 0 


nilrogen accounts for an increase of no less than 3i8 lbs. over the unmanured 
plot. When it is ndJed, Plot I yields l,:i"l83 lbs., but when it is withheld, as 
in Plot III, the yields falls to 955 lb,;, While nitrogen alone bas Leen 
beneficial to the extent of an additional 328 lbs. of grain, the combined 
increase renped from U1e othe1· three, vii., phosphates, pot.1,sh and lime, only 
amounts to 230 lbs. Our second Jeductiou then is that in the case of this 
parlioular soil, nit1·ogeu is Ly far the most deficient constituent of phrnt food, 
nod sboulJ, therefore, form the basis of every m:muriul dressing applied to 
wheat on such a soil. 


Tlte 11.itrogenou .. ~ 111.anm·c more effective on irrigated land.-If we now 
compare series (1) which was unirrigated, with series (CI) the plots of which 
received one to two waterincrs each year we note that under frricration 


0 ! 0 


nitrogen is comparatively even more effective; for while the three mineral 
ferlili11ers raise the outturn by only 11 lbs., the nitrngen of tha ammonium 
chloride accounts for a gain of 413 lbs., as seen below-


PLOT l. 11. III. JY. V, vr. 
S.rios U irrigated. 


Complete l'bosphnro Nitrogen No Manure. Potas h Lime 
Mnnure. omitted. omitted. on,ittlld. omitted. 


1800-91 ... 1.♦3,'i 1.270 805 766 1.41;:; 1,270 16111.0,J ... 
lt-00 ... 1;!:·lll 1.51'0 710 710 1,440 l ,2-tO 


480 325 105 130 635 415 Di ... 786 7119 430 3H 606 782 1891.9,j ... 65:.! 870 4115 41l2 740 735 
A~erage1 ------- ------·---------


916 953 503 49-2 955 s.ss 


The one or two waterinas were sufficient to dissolve the ammonium chlo
ride, and io this sLate it was 


0


nvailaLle to the growing crop, in spite of the 
condilions of drought which prevailed durina the ,·abi senson in 1890. That 
lbe uvornge ouUurns of series II are nevorth~less lower than those of se!'ies 
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I is doe (a) to the crops of 1891, 1893 nnJ 1894 being attacked by ru5t, 
and (b) to t.lie foct that the fiehl cbo::ieu as the site for these experiments bad 
received no man are for the six yenrs previons to its selection fol' this pur, 


pose. These two causes combineJ will explain the low averti.ge yield of 
49i lbs. got from the unmanure<l plot. 


Re1ult11 gh:en l,y the tlwee mineml mamtres.-Whila the results of bolh 
~eries show a great uniformit_y in the splendid resul ts given by all the plots 
to which nitrogen was given, we find those given by the mineral manures 
used are so erratic that no very definite concfosions as to toeir comp:1111&,e 
merits can be clrnwn from them. At first sight one is. apt to argue from 
the figures of Plot llf-of seriesc II, that tbese three mineral food5 are not 
deficient seeing that when nil were applied and watered on that plot, they 
only raised the outturn by 11 ]bs. over the 11nm11nured plot. But tlti! 
line of argument may manifestly prove to be fallacious, for as tbnt plot 
bad no nitrogen applied to it, it suffered from nitrogen stnrvntio1i, and no 
matter bow much other soluble plant food is adJed, tbe crop c:in make no 
nse of it so long as there is no available nitrogen. Just as in the feeding of 
animal& very much depentls on the proportion between the nitrogenou~ and 
non-nitrogenous digestible constituents of ·food, anc.l. just ns thnt ratio varies 
considerably for the diffel'ent kinJs of Jive stock, so lhe healthy growth of 
any one crop is <letermir.ed by the "nutrient ratios'' of the essential food 
constituents with which I.be ~oil is snpplJeJ . Renee tbe productiveness of a 
11oil comes to depend entirely on that es:1ential food which is present i11 the 
least proportion. Though Plot III has been abundantly snpµlie<l with phos• 
1inte, potash nnd lime, these ate of no avail so long as no definite proportion 
of nitrogen is appJieJ along with them. 


'l'o estimate the relative values of these tbree mineral fertili~ers we 


must see Lo»r the absence of each in turn affects the outturn. T:1king fir;t 


tlie average for Plot 11 of each series, we find that tLe effect produced by 
withbo]diug superphosphate from the manure applied gives no dc6nite resolL! 
in favour of the use of that salt. No. II dry plot sllffered an nvernge loss of 
only :n lbs. when it is omil1e<l, while the wet plot actually t!id better with· 
out it. Phosphoric uciJ is evidently vresent in the soil of tlie Nngpur l!'nrm 
in sufficient abundance to meet the requirements of any sucb cereal crop 
us wheat. Tbio is not wLnt one wilh u. know]o<lge of western ngritullure 
would have anticipale<l. British and American agricultu rists who 11~


8 


cl1emical manui·ell for wheat generally fin<l that it pays to use phos1ihaie 111 


some form along wiih some nitrogenous manure. The fact tlint the n9h of 
wboat grain contains 46 per cent. of phosphoric acid points to its imp,'.rl.nnce 
for tl1is crO]', Uompnring ll1e averages of Plots V nnd VI wilb Plot. l m bolli 
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set·ies, it will be seen tbnt while on the dry plot it is potash, on the wet plot 
it is the calcium sulphate that is the more beneficial ; on tbe whole the re• 
suits will not justify the assumption that either is actually deficient in our 
"black cotton soil." Had they been deficient, then they should hnve exert-
ed their full force on I.be wet J>lot! to which they were applied ; but instead 
of tbati the plot wit!:iont potnsb gavEl on an average a better crop than diJ 
the complete manure on Plot 1, while t!Je average for the plot from which 
lime wns withheld has suffered very little. 


If tbe soil is not actnully lacking in potash nn<l lime, how then can we 
arcount for the fact thnt they hrtve given nn avernge increase of 278 and 
148 lbe. respectirely per acre on the dry plots? This may be due to either 
of two reason~, or more probably pnrtly to both. 'l'hey may have some small 
effect in forcing on the crop in virtae of the fact that they supply it with a 
very soluble and immediately available supply of plant, food at the critical 
time at which it i11 most required. 'l'bis is quite in keeping with our 
assumption that there was no pronounced lnck of either to stnrt with. But 
a second aud more probable explnnntion of the results mny be thnt tl1e 
increases produced hy tbe!e two mnnures nre not t-o much doe lo 1heir 
intrinsic vnlnes ns plant food, ns to their chemical effect in inc:reni:ing 
lhe supply 0£ nitrates in the Jry soil ; for nitrogen is nppnreutly the 
one ingredient which regulnt<·! the fertility of this pnrticnlar eoil, 'l'be 
saltish nature of the pot!1ssin'm sulphate, more especially, would, to a small 
extent at least. net Ill! a solvent on the ammonium chloride. 


Chemical and J11'actical analysis compa1•ed.-Ld ns now compare the 
prncticnl 11nnly11is with nn np-to-Jnte chemical one. In 18!!6 Dr. Leather 
made the four following nunlyses of soil from the Nagpur Experimental 
Fnrm :-


Plot A-4 11•nnnr- Plot A-8 mnnnr-ed "ith 6 ton, od with green Plot A•7 11n. of cntUo 111 .. n• Jump plo1,ghcd momttcd, 'l'ypicnl sntnple, 
ore 1,or OCIO in ,111nunll). 
por nnuum. 


r.: ·.: "! 'S 0 ., ., ., 
t 


... 
8 ll r.; 8 ·s ·s 0 ·s 


tf ., .f '? ~ 
., 


"' ., 
1 .. ~ ,0 't J, 


"" "' rn ::, "' "' ,:: w w w w w 00 00 


- ~ ----~ 
'l'otal ~itroien ·065 ·oaa ·045 ·0i18 ·or,o ·047 '(lti() ·047 'l'o,al Phosphoric· Aci<l ::· ·ooa ·u65 '1178 •(I/jg ·(164 ·OM, ·06 •05 
itailahlePhosphoric Acid ·0:.!0 ·008 •0(18 •O(H ·001 ·005 ... o\ash ·6i ,I to liable Potash ... . .. 


·oio •oi6 ·i.ii2 
... ·45 


Lime ... ... ·021 ·010 ·010 
l'ii2 1·?6 ... ... .. ... . .. ... .. . 


- - - L 
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These a1·e, ns far as I know, the only analyses available. 'l'hreo of them 
tu•e not very suitable for out· purpose, seeing that they were taken from a 


geries of continuous wheat experiments which had at that time been in 
progress for eleven yeat·s, so that in the case of the unmannred plot at lea5i 


the analysis reprnsenbs the nnexhausted fertility of the soil after eleven yenr,' 
continuous cropping without manur~. Frnm the figures given wecnn calculate, 
though very roughly, what the initial fertility of thnt soil must 


have been. 
Nitrogen.-In the first vlace we note that the total nitrogen is very 


low in all the plots. An nvernge soil in England will contniu about O· l per 
cent. of it. Dr. Dyer found 0·099 per ceut. in the unmanured plot of the 
Rothamsted Wheat Experiments nfter it bad given fifty crops in succession 
without manure, and the Rothamsted soil was just of an ordinary type wlieu 
the experiments began, nnd certainly not richer in dormant plant food 
than the majority of heavy English soils. Compared with that soil, our 
figures for nitrogen are exceptionally low. After having its resources drained 
for fifty years, the Rothamsted soil still contains a half more total uilrogen 
than our "black cotton soil," which even as in plot A-6 has been fed up for 
eleven years at the rate of 6 tons of cattle dung per acre ; aud it contains 
more than twice as much as our plot which had ueen continuously green-soiled 
for that time. That the total nitrogen in the green-soiled plot should be 
less than it is either in the unmanured or in the typical soil sample is, I con· 
fess, a great. mystery to me. It would seem to point to a probable difference 
in the natural fertility of these plots to start with. 


Lime.-Dr. Leather includes lime in only one of his analyses. His figures 
show that there is abundance of this ingredient. One half per cent. of 
lime in the first nine inches of soil is considered sufficient for amble 
land. 


Potaslt,-Our chemical and practicnl methods of soil analysis nre in 
complete agreement, then, as far as both the nitrngen and lime of tbe soil aro 
concerned. They also agree in showing that there is a sufficiency of avail• 


able potash. Dr. Dyer's method of analysis, on which Dr. Leather's wns 
based, has shown that when an ordinary arable soil contains O·Ol per cent. 
of available potash and phosphoric acid respectively, in its surface l1lyer of 
nine inches, it stands in no immediate need of special applications of these 
for cereal crops. Dr. Dyer used a one per cent. solution of citric acid ns his 
solvent, and considered that its dissolving power on potash and phosplintes 
represented fairly well the dissolving strength of the acid secretions of the 
roothairs of an ordinary crop. In a soil the potai;.h and phosphoric ncid 


soluble in this solution were, ~herefore, consiuere<l as " availaule" for th0 
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rrop. In no case, it will bo seen. does the available potnsb fall so low 


35 thi~ standard. 
Pliosplwric acid.-Looking lastly at the percenlaf!es of availnblA 


phosphoric acid as given in the chemical analyses, we find what at first sight 
appears to point to a marked diaorep:mcy between the two methods of analy
~is. The analyses of plots A-8 and A-7 show 011ly 0·008 and 0·007 pel' cent. 
of phosphoric acid respectively. These plots, however, do not fairly 
represent the avernge initial fertility of the soil of the Nngpur Farm, but 
only its fertility after having undergone a gradual exbttustiou of its 
plant food by eleven years' continuous cropping. Still these results 
cnnnot be said to corroliora.te thoroughly tbe fin<lings of the Ville Experi
ments. If there ba<l been abundance of phosphoric acid in Plots A-8 and 
A-7 to start with, the 7 lbs. per acre or less l'emoved by the cro_t> annually 
wonld not account for tbe low 6gul'es shown by the chemical aoalystJs, unless 
the amount lost by sul'face wash and drainage is very much greater in InJinn 
soils than in au :ivel'age English soil. lo the case of the unmanured plot in 
1be Broadbalk field of the Rothamsted Expel'iments, for instance, the percen
lnge of available phosphoric acid in that soil of only average fertility was 
found to be 0·0078 after it bad given fifty crops of wLeat in succession. If 
thesnmples analysed were typical of the soil of the Nagpul' Farm, then that 
soil must either have contained initially less than the normal quantity of 
11vuil11ble phosphoric acid for an average soil, or if it did contnin abun<lauce, 
it must have lost a considerable quantity that cannot be accounted for in the 
crops produced. English soils suffer very little loss of phosphoric acid by 
drainage, bat the conditions here being different, muy give different results. 
Perhnps some fresh light may be thrown on the qnestion by the more 
representative analyses of our soils which are now being carried out, 
iucluding as they do not only samples from plots exhauste<l by a twenty , . 
years contrnuous cropping, but also samples tJpical of the soil's initial 
fertility. 


Tl.e geological conditions of tlte soil.- It mny be interesting now to see 
how our Vi\Je Experiments harmonise with what we know of the general 
geological conditions of the Nagpur soil. The soil consists mainly of the 
debris of trap rock and rcaohes a depth of from fivo to six feet. It contains 
hut few stones. Those that nre found are commonly angular lumps of 
gneiss.and lime stone and more uodulnr pieces of qunrtz of different degrees 
of pui·ity, but genernlly coloured with iron. The soil when moist is dnrk in 
colour and ch,mges to a dnrkish-grey on drying. The <lnl'k colour is due to 
1~18 presence of certain colouring miuernl matter nnd not to deo1Lyed vegeln
tion ns was formerly believed lo be the case. ,v hat that colouring matter is 
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we leave to geologists to <lecide. '.l.'he surface soil shows abundnnce of lime 
which exists in small seetllike specks in eve1·y lump of earth examined. 
When one of these lumps is placed in hydrochloric acid, great effervescence 
takes pince, anti on the lime beiug decomposed, tbe whole lump of earth 
crumbles down. '.l.'he soil is fairly retentive of moisture and becomes very 
adhesive when wet, clinging to the sole of the boot with a putty-like persi,
tency when one walks over it. On drying, it cracks freely to a depth or 
t,wo or three feet. The immedinte surface soil, too, crumbles down into 
a very fine tilth. Its sticky qunlity wl1en wet, and its tendency to crack 
and pulverise when dry, are due to the presence of colloid nmterinl 
consisting of finely divid ed clay particles. Tbese particles nre congalated 
hy a clotting agent- carbonate of lime in this particular case. On 
drying, tbe soil cracks freely, and the surface becomes covered with an 
apparently coarser grained material than that of which tbe bulk of the 
soil is composed, forming n fine surface tilth. Being of a minernl 
origin it is deficient in organic matter, which is the chief source of II soil's 
nitrogen. 


Gene1·al conclusi1Jns-A1l our different methods of' examination then 
lead to the same general conclusions, vii., thnt our "blnck cotton soil" 
is only second class in quality, nnd that its great defect lies in its wunl of a 
sufficient supply of any form of nitrogen. It may be tb,it in our tropical 
climate with the average temperature approaching the optimum for bnc(.(lrio
logical action in the soil, the rapi<l decny of organic matter thus produced 
may be opposed to nny accumulation of nitrogen. Undoubtedly the soil is 
rich in lime, too, which would facilitate the process of decomposition. To 
this is to be added the fact tbnt the native cultivatot· is not in the habit of 
using manure. These three factors combined mny explain tbe poverty
stricken state of our soil in nitrogen. 


Row we may most economically snpply this nitrogen is eviJently a 
question _of the very grentest importance to the ri1iyat. Before recomme11d· 
ing the use of highly soluble nitrogenous manures, we must prove in the 
first place that the cost of the manure is morn than covered by the rnlue of 
the increased produce, and in the second place tlint the soil suffers no dete
rioration when coutinuous applications nre made. It was not the object of 
the vme EKperiments to investigate either. Attention lllllY, however, ba 
drawn to the apparent exhausting power of nitrogtm us shown by the resul!B 
of both series. Leaving out the results of the year 1892-3, which w~re 
abnormally low all round owing to a bad attack of rust, we note that with 
the exception of Plot II of series IT, the outtnrns of the plot to whicli am· 
mouiom chloride wus added, diminish foster than do those of other plots. 
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Taking the two series, an1l the initial year of each as 100, tbe results for 
soC('e~sive ye11rs vary ns follows:-


I II Ill I IV V VI 


1883•! ... 100 100 100 100 100 100 


1884-5 ... 69 8'2 79 9-t 87 85 
,.; 
~ 
Q 


l!&-6 ... 47 63·5 81) 89 50 68 
·.: 
0 


rtJ 
1888-9 ... 40"6 35 59 88·5 38 38 


1,o,,,, ... 69·6% 65% 41% 11·5% 62% ¾ 
1800-91 ... 100 100 10:l 100 100 100 


1891-~2 ... 86 118 88 93 IJ9 98 


= 1~2-93 ... Omitted Omitted Omitted Omitted Oruitted Omitted 
~ 
0 1893-9-l 56 63 53 49 42 62 t ... . 
Q 
rtJ 189J.95 46 68·5 58 63 61 68 ... 


Loa ... 54% 31·5% 42% 37% 49% 42% 


It may be inferred that the n.ddition of soluble nitrogenous salts, at 
any rate as chloride of nmrnonin, as manures on "bfack cotton soil" in 
India, is fatal to the future fe;·tility of the lnnd, but much more evidence is 
required before this inference can be accepted as a fact. In the W astern 
Hemisphere the evil effect of nitrate of soda on certain soils is recognised 
by the intelligent farmer. When he continues to use it for cereals he finds 
that he generally gets a gradually diminishing yield from its use, This he 
sometimes wrongly attributes to a supposed injurious chemical effect that 
this m1mure has on the soil. 


The object of the Ville Experiments, however, was me1·ely to determine 
in which of the essential ingredients of plant food our "black cotton soil" 
is deficient. Questions relating to soil-exhaustion and to the most econo
mical forms in which to apply nitrogen as a manure, have been investigated 
by another series of continuous manorial experiments with wheat whiob have 
been in progress for the last twenty years. A critical examination of the 
results of these will form the subject of a future article which, while showing 
lbe most profitable manures that the ordinary cultivator should use for whent, 
will also throw new light on the question of how that soil bas been affeoted 
by the continuous ap1,lication of the different manures employed. 
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Report on the Working of tffe Department of Agriculture, 
. Ce11tral Provinces, for the year 1919-20 . 


.. 
PART I.-ADMIN[STRATION. 


1. The year has b~en remarkable for the numbel' of 
administrative changes which have taken pla·ce since June 30th, 
1919. Of the seven Imperial Service Officers who were on the 
cadre of the Department at the commencement of the year 
Messrs." Clouston, · Evans, .i\llan and Ritchie were granted leave 
during the course of the year, whi,le Dr. Graham was employed 
in Mesopotamia, Mr. Maya Das and i were the only members 
o! the Indian Agricultural Service on duty in the · Department for 
t~e whole of the year, but the cadre was strengthened by the 
addition of Mr. Wallace, Assistant Director of Agriculture, on 
29th No,·ember 1919 and Mr. Ajrekar, Mycologist, on the 
Zlith May 1920. 


2. The appointments urnally held by officers of the Indian 
Agricultural Sen:ice have bee~ filled as follows during the past year. 


Director-
ist July 1919 to 2nd .March 1920-Mr. Clr-uston. 
3rd March 1920 to end of the )"ear-Mr. Plymen. 


Deputy Director of Agriculfure, No1·theru Ct'rcle, J 11b.b11tpore-
1sl July 1919 to 19th January 1920 -1\fr. Ritchie, 
20th January 1920 to 18th March 1920-Mr. Nand I<ishore, Extra


Assistant Director of Agriculture, officiated. 
19th March 1920 lo 7th April 19-zo-Rai Sahib Bhaiyya Lal Dob~y, 


Extra-Assistant Director of Agriculture, officiated. 
8th April 1920 to end of the year-Mr, Evarts. 


Deiutj Dirtctor of Agriculture, Sou,hern Cirde-
Rai Sahib Tundi Lal 'Powar, Extra-As,;istant Director o( Agri


culture, officiated. 


Deputy Di'rector of Agric1ilt11re, Western Ct'rcle-
1s_t July 191 9 to 2nd March 1920...:...M r. Plymen. 
3rd 1\tarch 1920 to end of the year-Mr. M'aya Oas. 


Agricuft.ural Chtmi'sr-
Mr. A. P. Padmanabha Aiyer, Extra -Assistant Director of Agri


culture, officiated, 


'li.(ono.,11ic Botam·st-
Mr, K~lka Prasad, Extra-Assistant Director of Agriculture, offi


ciated, 


Prinrie_'qf, A.gricu'rtur~I Collete-
1st July 1919 to 19th March 19:10-Mr. Allan. 
loth Marc~ 1920 to end of the year-Mr. Nand Kishore, Bxtra-


As.s1stant DireGtor of Agriculture, officiated. ' 


~tt t1rd. Maya Da!:, Assistant Dire~tor of Agriculture, r.emained 
ac e to the Northern Circle up fo 191 h October J 9_1-91 911 
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which date· he was transferred to the Western Circle with ·head, 
quarters at Amraoti. He was confirmed in his appointment with 
effect from 18th May 1920. 


Mr. Wall.tee from the date of joining the Department until 
the end of the year was attached to the Head Office as 
Assistant Qirector· of Agriculture. 


Rao Sahib Gopalrao Chikte continued as Extra-A~sistant 
Directo'r of Agriculture on special duty till the end of the year. 


Mr. Sahasrabudhe conti11ued on special duty in the Western 
Circle and was confirmed as Extta-Assistant Director of Agricul· 
ture on the 1st October 1919. 


Messrs. J iyala Tiwari, G. K. Kelkar and B. R. Phatak \Vere 
connrmed in their appointments as Extra-Assistant Directors of 
Agriculture on 1st September 1919, 1st September 1919 and 
1st June 1920, respectively. 


3. The expenditure during the agricultural year ending the 
30th June 1920 was Rs. 5, 10,020 as a6ainst Rs. 6,08,102 in the 
previous year and Rs. 5,39,808 in the year 1917-18. 


PART II.-AGRJCULTURAI. EDUCATION. 


4. The educational work of the Department during the 
past year has been centred in the Agricultural College at Nagpur 
and in the agricultural schools which were opened nurini the 
year under review at Chandkhuri in the Chhattisgarh Division 
and at Hoshangabad. A third agricultural school is un~er 
constructi::rn at Y eotmal on the new seed and demonstrauon 
facm which has been started there, and "h"Ork will also shortly be 
commenced on the school buildings at Adhartal and Tharsa. A 
small plot of land has been acquired for the Adhartal School, but 
that at Tharsa will be situated on the present farm site. The money 
provided for the school to be located in West ge, ar was refu!1~ed 
to the Finance Department to help to meet the cost of revising 
the pay of establishments, as the site for the school has n~t yet 
been definitely fixed owing to the difficulty in finding a suitable 
locality near A kola where the foundations would not have .to be 
carried to a prohibitive depth. 


5. Th~ schools at Chandkhuri and Powarkhera, Hoshang: 
abad, hal'e met with varying degrees of succcess. At Cha.ndkhun 
at the end of the fi~st year 27_ students _we1_e in attenda11c; ~~ 
of whom passed their promolion exammat1on for the se~o 


0 
year course. When the school reopened in June, 18 retur~!a 
for the. second year's course and about ~-5 were expec_ 
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1oform the new first year class. In the Hoshangabad Division 
1begeneral educational gtandard is higher than in Chhatti,;gi.rh, 
and the Powarkhera School has not met with much support from 
1he public. The original class numbering 16 in June 19 I 9 dwin
dled down to 10 in December but this number increased to 24 
in April. When the · school reopened after thP- beginning 
of the monsoon, how.ever, nearly half of the boys failed to return. 


6. The aim of these schoo's is to train the sons of the land
holding classes to enable them to manage their land more 
efficiently. It would apoear however that the training imparted 
does not appeal to the· class of boy or parent for whose benefit 
the school was started. It is possible that the curriculum followed 
is too technical and that lhe education afforded is not on a sufficiently 
broad basis. Practically e\·erything taught has a strong bias 
towards agriculture. The 1 nspector of Schools, N erbi,dda Circle, 
after inspecting the Powarkhera School, reporle<l that the boys 
would probably. be well trained in agriculture, but their general 
education would be limited. Further experience may show tbe 
desirability of widening the school syllabus. This could be done 
even with the present staff as each school has two masters- either 
passed students of Lhe Agricultural College or else trained teachers 
from the Educational Department who have subsequently received 
a lurther training at the Nagpur Agricultur.al College I am of 
the opil)ion that a uniform syllabus will not be suitable for all parts 
ol the province and that modifications to meet local requirements 
will_be necessary. At the present day many land-holders ~rant 
their sons to have an intelligent interest in the general trend of 
the world's events and not to be only good tillers of the soil. 
Very few of the boys .at Powarkhera School are the sons of 
Malguz~rs. They are mostly stipend-holders whose stay at the 
school 1s dependent upon the prolonged generosity of their 
patrons. 


7, My contention that the syllabus followed at the agricul• 
~ural schools of this province must be held to be tentative only 
ts s_upported by a · coneideration of the history of the Nagpur 
Agricultural College. Even after some 1 + years of work the 
courses_ foll~wed at the Agricultural College have not yet been 
cry5talhsed into a final form. All students start in the same way 
IYhether they an: likely to proceed to the four-year course or onlv 
complete the shorter two-year course. At the end of the first 
year~here is a splitting off of the men who obviously will never 
~eac the longer course standard, and such men are put on 
T~~arpent~y ~nd smith's work instead of elementary science. 


examination at the end of the second year decides whic.h 
men shall proceed to l he _longer course. _ 
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8. ~hat the sta~dard of education_ possessed by the avera e. 
man entering the Agricultural College 1s not so high as it shou1d 
be is shown :by the fact that it has been found necessary to 
devote•considerable time to English and mathematics. It is hoped 
that the improved prospects of the Agricultural Department 
will induce a better type of man to choc;sc an agricultural career 
My own opinion is that the fact that non-matriculates are accepted 
equally with matriculates ~or the Agricultural College, -lowers the 
standard even of the matriculates who do enter. It is well known 
th2.t frequently . a man_ o~ly ~nters the Agricultural College when 
he cannot obt~m adm1ss1on into any other college. It would appear 
desirable that matriculates and non-matriculates should follow 
entirely distinct and separate courses-a system which has been 
adopted in principle elsewhere. A consideration of last year's 
figures sho\VS however that the shorter course meets the need of 
the large majority of men. Twenty-two students appeared in 
the final examination at the end of the second year, but only 
eight at I he end of the f ounh year, 2.nd it would be scarcely 
economical to maintain a full course of four years duration for a 
small number of students. In his annual report the Principal 
states that apparently it will be necessary eventually to separale 
the men still more markedly than at present, but such separation I 
consider must depend largely on the size of the various classei 
comprising the college. ' 


PART Ill.-RESEARCH AND EXPERIMENT. 


(a) Agr£cultrn-e. 
9. The policy to be followed in agricultural improve~ent 


is that experiment should precede demonstration. As was pomteo 
out by Mr. Clouston in his presidential address dP.livered belo~e 
the agricultural sectior, o~ the Indian Science Congress _heldm 
Nagpur in January ·1920, m the past we have only dealt with the 
more obvious methods of agricultural improv:ement and. merely 
skimmed the surf ace o[ the problems which the agncultur~ 
development of these provinces presents. As time goes on 11 


wilr be found less easy to find economical methods of improvemenl 
to place before the cultivators of the country, and prolonged an 
more deta.iled investigation will be necessary. 


10. In discussing th_e work in progress in the vari?us circl~s, 
the TI'ork on the experimental farms will be considered fot1 


and the application of the results of the experiments to !he 
demonstration or extension programme5 followed in the surrounding 
districts will be dealt with in a later sec ticn cf this rep9rt. 
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!!, Northern C-irck-There are now three experiment'?'t 
farms in this circle, a new one having been opened at Chhindwara 
in the year under report in addition to the older farms at Hoshang
abad and J ubbulpore, respectiYely. 


12. At Hoshangabad the experimental programme has been 
ExperircentalFa r m, revised ?,nd some of the older experiments 


Hnhangabad. discontinued. The scope of the farm includes 
coth kharif and 1'a_b£ crops ; manurial, . rotation and tillage 
experiments being conclucted as well as varietal tests. The season 
was not particularly favourable to khan/ crops and cotton was 
almost a failure while the rab i crops suffered from insect anl 
fungoid attacks. The results of the manurial experiments oft 
wheat under irrigation showed no definite financial benefit to b~ 
derived from using either organic or inorganic manures. In the 
rotation experiments, sann hemp grown for fii)re proved the best 
amongst klzarif crops as a rotat:on for wheat ancJ, as usual, pulses 
me better than oil seeds as a preceding rabi crop. Of the cotton 
11rietiestried at Hoshangabad, K-22 appears to be worth propagat• 
m~as it gives a high ginning percentage equal to that of roseum 
and is much earlier than the latter variety which is reported to 
he unsuited to the tract. In the gram variety tests desh£ 11talz'da 
ind nimari grams did well. The Pusa varieties yielded poorly 
and appear to be too late for tbe Nerbudda Valley. 


In the wheat variel y tests the muria-kliap/£ crosses 
Nos.A-112, A- 113 and A-1 r 5 all did well , yielding betll'een 650 and 
joolbs. of grain per acre. A-013 also gave a satisfactory yieid. 


Threshing experiments using a roH,er for juar and the Olpad 
l~resher for wheat gave satisfactory results and both methods 
proved_ considerably less expensive than . the usual practice of 
lrampltng by bullocks, the cost of the new methods being only 
about 25 to _33·per cent of tha·L of the old. 


13. The area original) y acquired at Adhartal as an 
,Jxpcrimbnlal Parm, Jub- experimental farm is too uneven for the 


i0te. · purpose and a more uniform area has now 
~~en t~k~n for experimental work near the Richai cattle farm. 


e origmal area \Vill be used mostly for seed production. The 
P11~ra~nie of expetimental work deals with methods of rice 
;:llvation an-d manuring and cultivation, variety and rnanurial 


1
5
~5011• sug~rcane. For reasons partly climatic · and partly due 


0 h1 s~tua!1on of the farm, the experimental results were not very 
~~~c u5ive_ m the year under report, and it is hoped that ihe new 
Kh:rl yield,more reliable figures. The experimental work at 
in\1~ 11a ~fror~ definite than at Adhartal and deals with . problem~ 
lheo v]~ 111 the 11:~tho~s of wheat cultivation on the heavy soil of 


bbulpore tiaveh. lntrresting results have been 2bt~!11~9 


-
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on this farm but the heavy rainfall of the year under review 
completely vitiated the results. 


, 4. This is the third experimental farm_ in the Northern 
~hindwara E i: per j. Circle and was only opened in the year under 


mental Farm. report. Its programme will include experi
~ents on fruit, veg~tables and wheat, the_ soil of the farm compris• 
mg a number of suitable types. There 1s already a considerable 
demand in the Chhindwara district for improved strains of wheat 
such as A-049 and A-013 while Mauritius varieties of sugarcane 
are being taken up eagerly. The new farm will serve as a central 
experimental farm for the whole plateau tract. 


15. Soittlzer11 Cfrcle.- There are four main experimental 
farms in tbis Circle, at Raipur, Chandkhuri, Sindewabi and Tharsa1 


each serving a distinct and typical tract of country. 


16. At Raipur both kltanf and 1·a-bi crops have received 
E.xperimental F. a rm• considerable attention. One of the main 


Raipur. objects of t he farm is the establishment o[ 
high-yielding strains of rice the seed of which will subsequently 
be distributed through the demonstration farms and Assistants. 
This object is now within reach as luchai, g/dnoor and g1,rm1'/ia 
in the late section, parewa and bltondie as medium and lialvi 
and blzata gu:rmat£a as. early rices are all good examples of toe 
class of seed desired. ln the year under review these rices hav~ 
given a net profit ranging up to as high as Rs. 130 an acre._ T~1.1 
indicates what can be done by improved and intensive culuva_llon 
in C h hattisgarh. After continued experiment it has been ascertained 
that the variety giirmatia gi..-es the largest out~urn when 
transplanted four inches apart as single seedlings or m twos 01 


threes six. inches a-part. With the medium variety Parewa no 
such definite result has been reached. 


In order to balance the drain on the soil which increased ~ot• 
turn involves, the question of manuring has received attenti~a. 
Where rice land lies adjac~nt to rabi land, the practice of growing 
a crop of .sann hemp on the rabi land and culling it as a manure 
for the rice area has" proved to be a profitable one. The sami 
hemp makes much better growth in this way than if actually grown 
in the water-logged rice fields. Over a period of four years iour 
thousand pounds of sann applied in this way annually ber 
transplanting the rice have given an increase of ne~rl~ 1,ooo 1/ 
of grain per acre over the unmanured crop while a s1m1lar quant Y 


of cattle-dung only gave an increase of 500 lbs. per acre. d th 
In the experiments on wheat unirrigated and unrt_1a_nure 1 • M 


Central Provinces wheats A-088 and A-089 did well, giving a y,e 
of grain of o,ier 500 lbs. per acre. When irrigated, the rrn: 
w~eats again gave g;ood returns as did also Pusa 100 w ei , 
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7 
lrrlgated but unma1m!'ed Pusa 100 and A•o88 gave yields of a,bo~t 
•00 lbs of grain per acre. The general results of these expen· 
~eots ~howed that irrigatio? ga~e an increase of 1 58 !b~. of grain 
per acre worth at last years prices, Rs. i J. When 1rngated and 
manured, the' Central Provinces \\'heats A-095, A-089 and the 
Pusa wheat 100 all gave outturns of over 800 lbs. per acre, the 
value of the produce being over Rs. 70 per acre at current rates. 


17. The problems of this farm differ from those of Rawur in 
Experimental Farm, that the ?oil ~nder experiment was pre.vio~sly 


Cta1dkhuri. never considered very profitable for cult1vat10n. -
When, however, brought under irrigation and with proper manuring, 
itisgenerally capab}e of producing good crops. T~e .crops under 
experiment are cotton, grounq-nut, sugar-cane and 111d1go. 


Cambodia cotton even when manured and irrigated only ga\'e 
apoor outturn, but this was due to the damage done to the 
cotton flowers by heavy rainful. The n..eed for a long-staple cotton 
lo he grown in the Central Provinces makes the \\'Ork on Cambodia 
in Chhattisgarh of comiderable importance. Another promising 
cotton for this tract is the Sindewahi cross. The manuring of the 
Maia soil of Chanrikhuri farm is a problem of some importancei 
and the effect of organic manures, phosphates an<l lime have been 
tried but the resul1s obtained in the vear under review do not lead 
to any 1ery definite conclusions. , Of the sugar-cane varie1ies 
tried,-k/iari gav.e the highest yield and showed a net profit of 
Rs. 2 19 per acre, 


---18. This farm is particufarly devoted to sugar-cane, n ee 
Experimental Farm and cotton cultivation and here again the 


Siadewahi. ' khar£ cane and to a certain extent smwabt'/!e 
ha1•e .proved profi.table varieties. Over a period of seven years 
khan cane has given an .avera.ge of about one ton per acre more 
[ttr than the local varieties kala and kata£. It is not therefore a 
~atterf,or surprise. that this variety is in great demand by surround
ing ~ull1l'ators, In the year under review I he net profit per acre 
obtained by the cultivation of khar£ cane reached the high figure of 
upwards of Rs. 1,200, the value of tne gw· produced being placed 
at6lbs. per rupee. The cost of cultivation v as less than Rs. 350 
per acre. Manure to the extent of 22 tons cattlc-duna per acre 
0
~ two-thirds that quantity, followed by the application of J ,200 lbs. 


0 cake p~r acre, was aµplied to the cane crop. lt :ippears as a 
result of six years of experin:ent that the larger the dressing of 
~alt ~-m~nure the greater the acre.ige 'profit. The experiments on 
b amuodia cotton indicate thot a distance of 2} feet apart is the tat which. to .grow th is crop and that al - their present cost 
t e us~ ?f art1fic1al manures for bttri cotton is not always a paying 
~


11
°P051t1on. .In variety experiments on rice the med1um type 
011d11 has given the largest yield. 







·19. The mnin crops grown i~ this farm_ are :-sug~i·•cane, 
Ei:perimei;.tal Farm, wheat and fruit. Sa,inab :Ue and klzari cane, 


Tharsa. . • as formerly were f ouod. to be the most profit 
at~e.. It 1~ not1~eable that the returns from cane-growing on the 
~eav1er s?1l of 1 _harsa ar_e not equal t_o those obtainable on the 
lighter s?ils of Srndewa~11. A large v~ri~ty of canes is kept unfo 
observallon and added to as new varieties become available. A 
cane k.i;iown as Maurilius 16 as weil as some seedlings obtained 
from the Coimbatore sugar station are very promisina. 


In the variety trial:; o( ii·rigaled wheat A.-089-;:;, a selection 
by the Economic B_otanist from the variety mariya grown in the 
n.:>rth of the provinces has for three years given the hiohest 
01.ltturn. When irrigated and manured, A-089 .. and Pusa 110°both 
gave good results. 


20. Western Cz'rcle.-The only experimental farm situated 
in this circle is at Akola and the work here is almost entirely 
devo~ed to cotton and juar. Formerly a small area was keft 
under wheat but since the establishment of a seed and demon• 
stration farm at Basim, which is ~rithin the main Berar wheat tract, 
the '1heat plots · at Akola have been eliminated. 


21.· Agriculturally the year was a very good one. Roseum 
yielded an average oulturn of 738 lbs. of kaJas over 1 50 acres, but 
the rainfall distribution and high manuring practised for some years 
at Aicola suited burt' pre-eminently, and the high acreage yield o! 
J , t 29 lbs. of kapas was obtained over about 22 acres. Juar was 
also an excellent crop and the variety 1·amkel _yielded 1,682 lbs. 
of grain per acre over nearly 7 acres. 


22 . In pursuance of the recommendations of the Indian 
Cotton Committee and pe11ding the appointment of a secon_d 
Economic Botanist for cotton work in particular, a trained a~ri· 
cultural assistant with considerable experience of cotton selection 
has started work at Akola Farm. His aim is to obta in cottons of 
high ginning percentage and long staple, and his first ~ear's 
selections are now being grown on. Such cottons must give a 
better financial return than can be obtained at present with roseum 
before the cultivator is likely to grow them. It was .l.1oped that 
by starting cotton work in this way before the arn_val of t~k 
second Economic Botar.ist a good deal of the preliminary woi . 
would be done. 


23. In rotation experiments the value of groundnut as a 
rotation crop with cotton has again been demonstrated. Cot~on 
after groundnut gave about 500 lbs. of kapas per acre more t al 
cotton after cotton and more than double the crop on the plot 0 


land whtre cotton is in rotation with juar. 
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24. The damage done_ by wild pig is one of _the main causes 
pre,,enting aroundnut becoming one of the most important crops 
of the cott~n tract. Th_e selr:cted roseum_cotton gave a ~inning 
percentage of 39·6 against _35·9 f~r ?r~mary r_oseum tills year. 
\\'ith regard to manurial experiments 1t 1s interestrng to note that 
as a result of considering the bacterial changes occurring in the 
soil it was decided this year to- apply sulphate of ammonia much 
later than has been the case in the pas!. T~e rec,ult was that the 
plot treated with this manure gave a yield ot kafas 300 lbs. per 
acre more than that of the unmanured plot, so · placing sulphate 
of ammonia on a different footing to thal it formerly occupied as 
a manure for cotton. In view of the value of groundnut as a rota
tion crop with cotton, the. influence _of phosp_hatic manure on 
groundnut is important. Basic slag, an iron smelung bye-product, 
gave an e~hanced yield of value about Rs. 30 per acre in retu_rn for 
an expenditure of about Rs. 7. Castor cake has been found decidedly 
profitable and mahua cake valueless as manure for cotton. 
These results arc in strict accordance with what had been 
predicted from work in the chemical and bacteriological labora• 
tories. 


25. No very useful deductions can be made from the field 
n N experimental work on this farm in lhe year 


College rum, , agpur. d · · h d · 'b · t un er rt v1ew, as owing to t ,e 1stn ut1on O[ 


rainfall both mbi and klwrif crops were irregular. Some useful 
experience has however been gained with power machinery and 
associated implements. Two tractors-oPe wheel driven and the 
other of the caterpillar type-have been in use anJ their value and 
limitations on black cotton soil investigated. Further experience 
will be gained in their management during the mon~on months, 
but so far, our knowledge is limited to the type of plough and 
texture of soil found to be workable by the tractor in the dry 
season. The farm has also under trial a ditching machine, and 
a large seed drill. When an Agricultural Engineer is appointed 
to the Department the introduction of improved i111plements will 
expand and the College Farm will form a useful trial ground. 


(b) Chemistry £11ctudt'11g Bacter£otogy. 


. 26. The miscellaneous work of the Agricultural Chemist 
m~reas~d. considerably during the past year. Amongst other 
thi~gs _it included an investigation carried out on behalf of the 
ITgallo_n ~~par~ment on the amount of silt carried in the water 
0 ~ertam 1mgat1on canals. The analysis of sugarcanc crrown on 
vanous farms was continued, and this information ha; been of 
~se to lhe Indian Sugar Committee. In view of the increased 
interest now _being shown by many in the cultiva.tion of fruit, the 
survey of soils suitable or qthcrwise fer the cultivation of citrn& 







10 


crops,. should yielJ information of considerable usefulness. Thi
survey has been completed so fa_r as the suitable soils ar~ 
concerned. The results obtained in · endeavouring to control 
cotton \\'ilt disease in soil by chemical or heat treatment hal'e 
shown that such treatment is unlikely to be applicable even ona 
small scale and that therefore the problem is one fo r the plant· 
breeder. • 


27. As the botanical section of the Department is engao-ed 
in the production of high-yielding varieties and the w0rk of the 
experimental farms is largely to increase the yield of staple 
crops a considerable amount of attention i5 paid by the chemical 
section to methods which will meP.t the call on the fertility o[ 
the soii which enhan_ced yields must make. The supply of both 
organic and mineral manures from outside sources alway., presents 
difficulties so that the utilisation of all possible supplies of natural 
manures to a maxin1urn extent and the enhancement of the 
recuperative power of the soil in restoring ils own feriility art 
matters well wart hy of investigation. The interesting work on 
the comparison of open and embanked methods of wheat cuhi• 
vat ion carried out at Kheri was continued during the year, but 
the results were completely vitiated by the abnorm:i.1 rainfall which 
interfered with the cultivation and sowing of the plots. Suen 
occasi,rns are bound to be met with and emphasise the necessity 
of carrying oul important experiments over a number of years lo 
eliminate the abnormal. 


28. The decomposiiion of or~anic and green manures ~- a 
subject w bic h has received considerable at tent ion and upon which 
a good de~ of information has been collected. It is worthy ol 
remark in this connection that after it had been pointed out by 
the chemical section of this Department a few years ago that 
certain oil cakes such as castor and kara11ja (Pomgamia gJabra) 
had a much greater potential valu'e as manures than ot~e:~, e.g., 
mahua (Bassia latijotz'a), owing to their greater suscepttb1hty 11 decomposition by soil organisms, the relative market value 0 


these cakes has changed in a marked manner. 


29. The natural recuperative power of the soil ~epe~ds to 
a h,rge extent upon its capacity for fixing atmospheric nitr?~en 
by bacterial agencies. The influence of materials _containing 
some form of carbohydrale has been investigated in this c~nnec· 
tion , but the work involves a very great number of exp~rimentd 
and detailed analysis. In view of the need there is to utilise an 
supplement the available manure supply of lhe country in. ever1 
possible way the bactenolqgical work of the chemical sectionho 
the Department in my or,inion calls for the services ~f any ol et 
~ssistant. 
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(c) Bola11y. 


30. The ~otanical se~tion has dealt with the main _crops of 
!he province. fypes of nee ~ave been selected for y~eld and 
qualitv and certain of the selections are reported to be doing well 
in both the Northern and Southern Circl~s. Some of the previous 
selections of early rices are already established in popular favour -
in the northern districts. Wild rices which in places cause a good 
deal of trouble in the fields of cultivated rice have been isolated 
and described. The Economic Botanist bas also under trial a 
number of selections from local cottons and importations from 
other provinces. Quality, length and strength of lint as well as 
a high ginning percentage are the desirable characteristics kept 
in view. Early cottons have also been selected for the plateau 
districts as ordinary later varieties frequently suffer from frost. 
Some new tj·pes of cotton from the United Provinces are under 
llial at Nagpur and Akola, but their yields when grown on a field 
scale have still to be c etermined, Work on wheat has beeo con
tinued with a view to obtain varieties having a stiff straw, good 
1illering power and resistance to rust. Eight such strains have 
been found as well as selections made from crosses with New 
South Wales wheats. This work js carried out partly at Jubbul-
pore arid partly in Nagpur, as the ripening season is very different 
m the two places. The value of the wheat A-089, one of the 
Economic Botanist's selections, has been remarked upon elsewhere 
in this report. The Botanical Garden, Herbarium and Museum 
have ?een added to and provide useful reference and teaching 
material. T.he experimental fruit garden laid out a few years ago 
~)' the Economic Botanist and Agricultural Chemist in consultation 
!snow coming into bearing and is both instructive and interest-
ing, 


( d) E 1lfomology. 


31. This section of the Department's activities still ~emains 
lo ?e develope<l. At present it occupies the attention of one 
assista~t ?nly and he is also responsible for the .teaching of 
surveying in the Agricultural College. The assistant in charge, 
Mr. ~hare, has however be~n able to collect the material for a 
hulle~m on citrus pests which he has written during the past year. 
A smtable entomological laboratory has now been construct!:!d 
on the_ Nagpur Farm which will enable the work to be carried out 
under miprovcd conditions. 


(e) }.,Jycology. 


th 3~d A Mycologist was appointed to the Department towards 
Be en of the year but as this officer is to work under the 


ombay qovernment in the event of a similar appo~~!!!.le~~ ~eing 


....... 


,.. 







• 


made in that Presidency, the arrnngement cannot be looked upon 
as satisfactory. The present incumbent of the post has however 
1;1ade a beginning _in organising his se~tion and starting investiga· 
t10ns on cotton wilt, one of the most unportant fungoid diseases 
of kltari'f c·rops in these provinces. 


(f) CQtt/e-breeding and dai,,y /arms. 


33. Northern C£rcle.-It was stated in last year's repo,t 
that all the distinct breeds of cattle found in the Central Province3 
Berar were now represented on the breeding-farms m2in• 
ta;ned by the Department with the exception of the N1i11wi 
and K lzargaott breeds and that owing to the similarity of tne 
latter to the Khamgaon breed it was considered doubtful whether 
its improvement as a separate breed should be taken up. The 
N imar cattle-breeding farm has been opened during the last 
year and after consultation. with leading local cultivators has 
decided to maintain a Nimari herc1 there so that breeding farms 
for all the leading varieties of local breeds have now beenesla• 
blished. The present policy is to maintain as large herds as 
pos~ible in order to produce the maxi mum effect on the cattle of 
the districts served by each farm. 


34. In the Northern Circle there are breeding farms at 
Hoshangabad and Adharlal at both cf which malvi cattle arc 
kept. 1 be new slud bull at Powarkhera has now been in use for 
two years c:nd is producing better off spring than his predecesJor, 
There were ten casualties amongst bofh young and adult stoci, 
five of which were due to rinderpest. Only two pulls were s~J 
during the year and five were castrated as being unsuitable tobe 
kept for stu<l purposes. At the end of the year the herdcoo· 
sisted ot sixty-nine females and thirty-eight males. The 
land for the Adhartal Farm was only acquired in 1918 so toe 
farm is a relatively new one. The herd consisted of pure 111a/11 


c:ows and the stud bull was hrought from the Powarkhera herd. 
The strength of the herd at the end of the year was twenty
eight males and fifty-five females. The health of the herd ~as 
excellent except for an outbreak of foot-and -mouth disease wh1~ 
however resulted .in no casualities. \Vith two· herds of the ma/ii 
breed in the Northern Circle, a very desirable exchange of sircl 
will be possible in future. 


35. Southern Ct'rr.le.-The Government cattle-breed~ 
farms in the Southern Circle comprise a g aolao herd on t~ 
Raigarh Plateau in the Balaghat District, a Umardlla herd ii 
Sindewahi and Chhatt£star/z£ herds at Bilaspor and Drug. A: 


the two first named places pure breeds are maintained but .11 
Bilaspur and Drug the local Chhatlis~arhi cattle are crossed WJ1 
malvi bulls wit~ a view to more rapi<l development of ~tren6~ 
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and substance in the small animals of Chhattisga.rh; The object 
of the Chandkhuri herd is to supply a good class of stud bull to 
local malguzars, and six such bulls have been ,t,hus disposed of . ~n 
the year under review. The present strength of the herd 1s 
males forty-two, females ninety-nine. There were twenty-three 
casualitit!s during the year due to piroplasmosis. 


36. The 1tmard ha herd at Sin<lewahi has not been 
established sufficiently Ion?: to have bulls ready for sale. Its 
strength is twenty-nine males and seventy -nine females. The 
~ealth of the herd was very good> and there was only one death 
during the year under review. 


37. The combined cattle·-breeding, seed and demonstration 
farms at Bilaspur and Drug are also of recent date and have 
therefore not yet ,1ttained the objects for which they we:re 
established. The Bilaspur herd contained forty-one males and 
one hundred and three females at tLe end of the year but had 
suffered somewhat heavy mortality from dysentery. On the other 
nand the health of the animals at Drug was good~ This herd 
contained forty-nine males and one hundrtd and ten females. Both 
d these farms have ·vet to make their mark on the cattle of the 
surrounding country. · 


38. The Raigarh cattle-breeding farm whi eh contains the 
animals formerly maintained on the T elankheri farm, Nagpur, is 
th~ largesl under departmental control. Tl~e pucca buildings for
this herd have still to be completed but are in progress. A fea
ture of this_ farm is the grazing obtainable all tbe year round. 
The.total number of animals at the end of the year was 239 and 
consisted of one stud bull, So cows, 14 young bu !Is, 95 young 
stock, one buffalo bull, 14 she-buffaloes and 3+ young stock. 
fourteen_young bulls were sold at an average price of Rs. 17:3, 
the maximum price obtained beinO' Rs. 230. The casualities 
amounted to twenty-six but of these::, seven animals died of old 
age and two were killed by panthers. 


~9- Closely associated with the breeding of cattle is the 
iues)ron of feeding, and in some of the districts in the -Central 
rovinces the provision of E'Ooc.l nutritious fodder is a matter of 


so d' ffi •J h m\ 1 culty. The small bamboo ( Da,,droc!llanms str£tus) 
ths ~en found to gro1v well on such soil as is found in 


\neighbourhood of the Chandkhuri farm and is likely to afford 
a c eap and plentiful source of fodder. • 


. 4°, Western Circte.-The Boro-aon cattle-breeding farm 
:~ one of the first established by tb/bepartment, and its object 
has°t~roduce _stud hulls of the Khamgaon breed. This object 


a certain extent been accomplished as fifteen bulls were 







sold during the year, eleven of which went to landholders for 
stud purposes. The prices realised we1je up to Rs. 200 each. 
T ~e health_ of the herd was very ~atjsfaci'tory, o~ly· three cah•es 
dying. Rmderpest was prevalent m the surrounlltnO' villages b t 
t~e farm ~nimals w~re inoculat~d and not a single dehath occu~red. 
Fifteen ammals which were slightly attacked by the disease all 
recovered. T he advantages lo be derived from mixed farmin 
are well shown at Borgaon as in addition to the animals bred 0~ 


the farm, excellent crops were grown, and the farm showed a profit 
of over two thousand rupees. The water-supply on the farmis 
however ,·ety precarious in spite of the sinking of a new well. The 
succession of years. of short I rainfall in Berr r is likely to·cause 
considerable troi.;ble at Borgacn in the future. 


41. · The cattle farm for the Nimari breed which was ooened 
near Khandwa in the year under review will, it is hoped, p;ovide 
bulls of the sturdy type and hard hoofs generally considered so 
suitable for the stony dry hills of Nimar. The breed was formerly 
very popular but has been disappearing of recent years and iti 
resuscitation is greatly desired by many cultivators in Nimar. 
The land for the farm has been taken over and cuhiva!ion 
commenced, but no permanent buildings have yet been erected. 


I 
I 
J 


! 


42. It mav be noted that up to the present nearly all thecallle I 
D . l7 T I k~ . br~eding \"\'Ork of the Department has heea 


:my arm, e an ier,, concerned with the breed ice of stud bulls the I 
progeny of which will make good plough cattle. -A certain amount 
of work has however been done at the Telankheri and College 
dairy farms with milch cattle. The object of the Telankheri 1 
Dairy is to supply Nagpur with reliable and sufficient milk but the ,i 
question of milk supply is soon found to be closely associate~ 
with the improvement of the cow. The dairy stock at Telankhen 
consists of 109 head owned by Government and 292 owned by 
the members of two gaol£es co-operative societies. Of the 
animals belonging to the gnot;'es 222 are cows and she-buffaloes 
but of these not more than 50 per cent give milk. Th~ ye.1r 
has been a very difficult one for the milk r-,roducer owing to 


• the high price of food -stuffs and the cost of production almost 
equalled the value of the milk produced. · The remedy fo_r such• 
a state is to improve the quality of the animals and for this pur· 
pose Montgomery bulls are maint.ained for cros~ing purposes 
while the she-buffaloes are cros'sed with a good Delhi buffalo _bull: 


As a foundat ion for a good dairy h_erd some Montgomery heilw 
have been obtained from the Punjab: . Ti 


To balance the cost of production the rate at which the .m1
: 


was sold from the Government and gaol£es herds to the disln· 
butor was raised to six seers per rupee, n·hile food-stuffs were 
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$Old by the Government at cost price and the rent of quarters for 
gaolt'es was reduced. The fodder supply has also been more 
safely assured by renting the Ambajheri catchment area from 
fhe Nagpur Municipality for the sum of Rs. 6,000 per annum. 
This area will be controlled in the future largely for the benefit 
of milk producing agencies in Nagpur. The health of the animals 
was very good through the year and altogether 297,837 lbs. 
of milk were produced and sold to Khan Bahadur Byramji, the 
distributor. The gaolz'es in the society were not as a whole very 
contented, particularly during the hot ,;reather when their receipts 
an~ expenditure failed by a great deal to balance each other. 
Moreover at that time milk of very uncertain purity was obtaining 
a very higli price in the bazar. The societies drew no fresh 
loans from the Central Bank, but they have still an outstanding 
debt of Rs. 615721 a large part of which was carried over from 
the preceding year. Until the gaoii' realises that at the present 
higb prices of food-stuffs it is uneconomical to feed milch animals 
of low productive power and until he practises a more rigid 
elimination of his poorer animals, his business will continue to be 
a precarious one. 


43. At the Nagpur Farm dairying is carried on under im• 
N ~ proved conditions and an Ayrshire bull. is agpur carm, f . 


used on Indian cows or crossing purposes. 
Some of his pro~ny are,already in milk and promise to do well, 
but the~e is a fear that for ordinary pur'poses ti:e cross is too 
susceptible to disease. A cross with an Indian milch breed such 
as the Montgomery as the male parent may prove to be more 
generally u~e~ul except for purely dairy purposes where the animals 
~re u~der ng1d control. The establishment of more herds for the 
reeding cf milch cattle should be considered. 


lV,-Dl!MONSTRATION WORK, AID TO THE PUBLIC, ETC . 


·h' 44, All th~ various branches of the Department's a~rivities 
11 ich _make a direct appeal to the public can be described as 
exten~ion work . This worlt is carried out at Government seed 
~nd,demonstration farms, on private seed farms or small demons
ra~ion plots, by means of implement depots or through organi


s:tJons1 such as agricultural associations, seed unions, shows, 
e c. n the year under· review the supply of improved imple
~~allits ~rom depots has received a check owing to the high prices 
l t e implements and to difficulty in obtaining supplies. The ft was in no small measure due to lack of railway transport. 
~a~ temonstration plots bring to the notice of the cultivator 
ete 1.es, methods and implements approved after trial on the 
inr~mental farms. The seed and demonstration farms are 


en cd to demonstrate the most proGtable way of cultivating 







~he area selected and to be successful, they must be ru1\ at a 
profit. As only improved varieties of seed will be grown on these 
clen?onstrat,ion farms they will naturally ac_t as- seed farms as well, 
It ts considered that the recommendations of an Aaricultural 
Assistant wi!l have more force if he has a farm to show ;here his 
~recepts a~e put into p~actice than t~ey ha'.'e under present condi• 
bans m which the Agncultural Assistant 1s a type of itinerant 
adviser. It is satisfactory to note that, financially, these demons• 
trations frequently showed a substantial profit. 


In connection with experimental and demonstration work on 
the app1ication of mar;iures qd the profits to be derived therefrom 
it is necessary to point out tnat with the present enhanced valu~ 
of all agricultural produce the application of manures as. a paying 
proposition has assumed an entirely fresh aspect. ff high rates 
for agricultural produce are likely to be maintained, then the 
whole questi'on of the economics of manuring will need recon· 
sideration. 


45. Northern Circle-Jttbbulpore Dz'vi'Jion. -A seed farm 
has been established in each of the districts of Damoh, Saugor and 
Seoni. These are all new farms to be devoted to the production in 
large quantities of the standard improved varieties oT the crops usually 
grown in the districts . Such for example are the wheats r\,088, 
A-090, A-0 r 3 recommended for different systems of cultiva· 
tion followed in the division. A feature of the demonstrallon 
work has been the inlroduction of the McGlasftan or Sindewahi 
improved furnace for gttr making and the sale of rice ~eedlin~s 
from nurseries maintained on Government farms. The improved 
furnace effects considerable economies in fuel supply and c~st of 
erection. By the sale of rice seedlings transplantation 1s ~n· 
couraged and the desired varieties are propagatt::d. Th~ pracuce 
has met with instantaneous success. The high yielding pad.dy 
No. 17 which, owing to its early maturity, affor~s. _opp~rtunti: 
for double cropping promises to be an acqu1s1uon in t 11 


Division. 
46. Nerbudda Divz'sion.-There is only one Governmentse~_d 


farm in this division, viz., at Betul. This forms a cP.ntre fordthe~h· 
tribution of wheat, ground-nut, and sugar-cane as see · .~ 
pissi wheat A-085 is greatly in demand by seed fan_ner_s an~~s 
likely to become the standard variety of the Betul District. f e 
Government farm supplied 44,000 lbs. of this wheat !? seed rf:t: 
in the year under review. The value of the _Maunuus va other 
of sugar-cane and the use of karanja cake as a manure are 
improvements under demonstration in Betul. • ol 


In Hoshangabad district lhe ground-nut crop, the sowin~•aii 
kharif crops in lines and the extension of roseum and Saugor l 
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cottons and improved wheats are the lines of work followed. 
A,013 is the popular wheat, and seed farms amounting to over 
2000 acres are sown "·ith this va.riety in the Hoshangabad district 


) 


alone. . 
In Narsinghpur the replacement of Lhe local sa1,aru cane by 


khari the sowing of kllarij crops in lines and the distribution of 
seed ~heats Nos. A-613 and A-c85 are the main lines· of demons• 
!ration work. The establishment of village seed unions seems a • 
promising means of facilitating seed distribution. 


Extension work in C hhindwara district is already weJI orga
nise.d and the new experimental farm wil1 have a promising field 
in which to work. The area under whe;it seed farms increased 
by over 50 per cent last year and improved sugar-canes and mills 
are in great demand. Over ninety improved mills are already 
working in the district. 


Mandia and Narsingnpur are the only districts in the Northern 
Circle now without a Government farm. The work of the Depart
ment is however well known in Narsinghpur, but in Mandia it ·has 
mainly been confined to a small demonstration plot, where suitable 
varieties of rice and wheat are tested. The establishment of a 
farm in the Narsingbpur district is, under consideration. 


The implements sold from departmental depots in la.st year 
were of tbe value of nearly Rs. 7,0001 bu t many more could !}ave 
been sold had they been obtainable. Private makers also 110w 


supply some of the implements formerly sold through Govern• 
ment agency. · 


47. Southern Ci'rcle.-The main lines of extension work in 
t~is circle during the past year h~ve been the improvement of 
nee.and cane cultivation including the introduction of the Sinde
wah1 or McGlashan furnace for g,zer making, the extension of 
iround-nut and roseum cotton cultivation, the use of improved 


C
1~pleme11ts and the better breeding of cattle. The work of th~ 


1rcle can be s11mmarised in the following statements:-


(a) Quan#ty oj £mproved var£eties of seed distributed by the 
Department through seed farms. 


Sann hemp. Rice. Wheat. Cotton. Sugar,cane 
{Whole canes.) 


---..:.__ ---------- --------
Lhs, Lbs. 


ll,320 1,181,100 


.......... 
' a 'ff i:t t t tt s ;p .w:* =--.,. 
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(b) A,,cas in acres under £mproved crops and imprQved 
methods of cultivation. 


Ttrigated wheat. Transplanted rice. Sugar-caoe, 


2,99z 


(c) Sale of agricultural 1·mpleme1~ts and nzanu.re. 


Iron cane Mills. 


S3 


Nitra:te of Soda. 


Lbs. 


30,576 


Manure. 


l\ld, . 


2,000 


The total value of implements sold during the year in the 
Cire.Je was about Rs. 12,000. 


Nagpur, Blumdara and Balaghat.-Improved · rices were 
grown in comparison with local rices in I o villages and gave an 
average increase of 4 17 lbs. per acre. The"' use of sann hemp as 
a manure for rice was demonstrated wilh excellent results but the 
labour involved in applying the manure, just at the time when 
transplantation is needing all available hand:S militates against 
a wider adoption of the practice. Wheat grown under irrigation 
as a· second crop to ground-nut is a rotation strongly recommended 
and one which, it is hoped, will be adopted under Government tanks. 


Chanda.-There are three demonstration plots in this c_harge 
all dealing with the propaganda work detailed above. With an 
expenditure of about Rs. 3,900 a profit of Rs. 1 1115 was secured 
from the three plots. . 


Chhatt£sgarll.-The transplantation of rice still forms a ma1or 
line of work in this division. The area transplanted show~d 
a slight decrease in comparison with the previous year but t_h,s 
was largely due to the fact that fodder and food-stuffs be!ng 
scarce a crop of rice was broad-casted early. A _comparat1v1 test carried out in 26 villages showed a balance in favour 0 


transplanted rice over broad-casted of over 600 lbs. of paddy per 
acre, an increase equal in value to Rs. 25 per acre. F~llowhlg 
the use of sann hemp as manure there has been a considera e 
demand for the seed of this crop. Sukarhat' pi'ssi, Pusa 12 ah_d 
Pusa 100 are likely to become the standard whe~ts for (-1~ 


division and are gr~duallv replacin~ the loca:l kathta and piss,, 
The division contains 52 J private se~d farms propagating th~5d 
wheats. The extension of sugar-cane cultivation was p,even ell 
to a large ixtent by the shortage of water f9llowing th~ sma 
rainfall of r ~ 18! 
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. 47. Western Ci~cle. - Up to lh~ beginning of the :year 
under review, all work Ill the Western Circle had been c~ntrahsed 
at Akola expe6mental farm and Borgaon cattle breeding farm, 
but recently seed and demonstration farms have been established 
at Basim, Yeotmal an_d Ni mar. The farms have been opened 
and work commenced in each nf these areas before the perman_ent 
buildinP'S were ready thus adding to the difficulties in controlling 
the far~s but it was felt desirable to have the preliminary work 
completed as soon as possible. The Yeotrnal farm serves the 
upland tract of East Berar and deals chiefly with M:arif crops 
althou11h some 1·ahi will be grown. A farm. school is also in 
prom~ of construction there. Basim farm while devoting some 
area to cotton and juar is chiefly concerned with the wheat area 
of the uplands of Berar. Nimar farm is run in conjunction with a 
cattle breeding farm and sho.uld show the benefits of mixed farming. 


The main features of the demonstration work in the Western 
Circle still consist in the distribution of cotton and juar seed 
and oi implements. The uncertainty of the market and general 
high pricE's of implements prevent this side of the work from 
expanding as it should do ,irhen conditions become more normal. 
There is already some demand for tractors in Berar but the 
Department cannot undertake any responsibilities in this direction I 
until its engineering section has been developed. The total 
quantity of roseum seed distributed by various seed farms in the 
past year amounted to 31327,253 lbs. or sufficient for 300,000 acres. 
A considtrable quantity of roseum seed oot absolutely pure is 
also sold. Agricultural Associations continue to find the hiring 
out of implements a profitable •business. Ploughs of the capital 
value of nearly Rs. 101000 were hired out by these organisations 
and gave a return of over 27 per cent per annum. The difficulties 
found in extending the use of improved implements are shown by 
the fact that a good imported plough which was sold at a 
pre:war price of Rs. 38 is now Rs. go. Some Indian firms 
wh1c~ make iron ploughs have also had to increase their charges 
oons1der~bly. In spite of this however high prices of agricultural 
prpduce induced many cultivators to buy improved implements 
and. the .implement dep6t at Akola Farm sold 310 ploughs 
agamst ~88 in the preceding year. Some associations are now 
Pr~asmg their implements dired from makers or agents without 
l e d1!ect assistance of this Department, showing that a definite . 
trade mthese articles has been established. 


O~e of ~he principles of a cotton seed union is that members 
mu5t gm t~eir seed and sell their cotton as lint only. Unfo.rtu:~te~ dunn.g ~he last two years cotton prices have been high 
Th't h begmnmg of the season and have then fallen rapidly. 


t~s ~s rath~r been in favour of growers who sold ungmned 
ko on 1~med1~tely it had been picked and against those who 
· ~pt \he1! ootto~ for ginning. On th~ other h~nd gt~'!~r~ ~h~ 
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held stocks of good cotton seed were compensated by the high 
prices which have prevailed for the same. . 


V.-- AGRICULTURAL ENGINEERING. 


49. In spite of continuous efforts it was found impossible to 
recrui~ a ~uita.ble Agricultural. Engineer in India so the Depart
ment 1s still without the services o( such an officer. While on 
leave, however, Mr. Clouston has been able to get into touch with 
suitable men at home and it is hoped that before the end of 
1920 an Agricultural Engineer wi\l have joined the Department. 
With the recent extraordinary rise in the price of labour the 
attention of well-to-do cultivators has been turned to machinery 
and this development was largely encouraged by the tractor 
trials held at N agpur in February last. Owing to the prevailing 
high prices of all forms of machinery the Department has re• 
frained from making strong recommendations t.:, prospective buyers 
to purchase. Moreover, with the engineering section of the 
Department still awaiting development it has been impossible to 
~stablish the necessary organisation for instruction and. repairs, 
It is believed that there is a consiMrable future in these prov, 
inces for portable sources of power such as tractors to work cotton 
gins, pumps, threshing, winnowing, fodder-cutting and other 
forms of farm machinery and the Agricultural Engineer's seclion 
is likely _!g_..a,Bsum© considerable importance. From the number 
of requests received on the subject of boring for water it would 
appear. that this line of work alone will engage the full time of 
a large staff. 


VI.-PUBLICATIONS. 


50. At the me·eting of the Indian Science Congress held 
at Nagpur in January 1920 a number of papers ":'ere read by 
various members of the staff. Mr. Clouston as pres1dent,o(. t.he 
agriculttual section delivered an address on "The poss1b1ht1es 
of agriculture in India within the next twenty years,n and lhe 
following papers were also read :- . · 


Principal fodders in the Central Provinces includ1og the small 
bamboo (dendrocalamus strz"ctus). By Messrs. D. Clouston 
and F. J. Plymen. . • 


Variations in some characteristics of the. fat of buffalo and cow 
milk with changes in season and feeding. By f!fessrs. 
F. J. Plymen and A. R. Padmanabha Aiyer. . 


The biological aspect of -wheat cultivation on embanked soils 
By Messrs. F. J. Plymen and D. V. Bal. f 


A preliminary note on the impr:ovement of oranges. By h r, 
K. P. Shrivastava. · Ch d 


The chemical and biological aspect of ohata soil of an · 
khuri Experimental Farm, Centr~I Provinces. By. Mesi!!, 
A. R. PadO\_anabha Aiyer and D. V. Bal. • . 


Mr. _Clouston's boo le entitled " The story of Rat Sahib Ka!ura1 Kur mi", has a!ready been widely distributed while the ~ranslatton ~ 
tl1t; bulletins w~1tten by t~e officers of the Deputment lnto the loc 
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vernaculars has continued, In addition to the bulletin on citrus' 
~ests by Mr. Khare, above mentioned, Mr. Kalka Prasad, Officiat
ing Economic Botani:.t has written a popular bulletin on fungi 
and fungoid pests. Both of these are in the press. A bulletin 
by Mr. G. K. Kelkar on the Sindewahi furnace for gur making 
and a leaflet on ground-nut have also been issued. 


V[l.-GENl!RAL RE~tARKS. 


51. The remarks made in last year's report regarding the 
Impossibility of expanding the work of the Department still apply 
with undiminished force. The circles of Deputy Directors of 
Agriculture are far too large for the officers in charge to adequately 
supervise the expetimental work and at the same time control 
the demonstration assistants, in fact it would appear that sooner 
or later the experimental and demonstration work will have to be 
p!aced under separate officers. 


Now that increasing interest is being shown by all classes in 
agricultural development there is a need for some organisation to 
bind together into one large p~nverful body the present existing 
District and Tahsil Agricultural Associations. The organisation 
of an Indian Agricuilural Society which was proposed by the 
Government of India would appear to be suitable and the idea was 
welcomed by many non-officials in the province before whom 
l~e ~u~gestion was placed. Such an organis~tion might include 
w1th111 its scope the present Central Provinces Board o'f Agricul-
ture w~ich was started as a war measure and the II Society \ 
of Agriculture and Industries in the Central Provinces and 
Bem 1


' associated with the Victoria Technical Institute. The 
lorm~r bo<ly has a kno\'rledge of the agricultural needs of the 
provmce and the latter has funds so that bv combination and 
expansion_ a valuable local branch of the proposed Indian Agricul-
tural .S?c1r.ty might be established. Such an organisation by 
combmmg official and non-official effort would give (he people 
themse\y~s a considerable responsibility for agr.icultural improve-
ment which under the reformed Government they are expected 
to take. 


1 
The superior officers of the Department have adapted them


se ves_ to. the changes found necessary in the Department's 
~hgani_sahon_ in a very commendable way indicating that they place 
. e 11ell-being of the Department before their own personal 
mt~rests. In the individual reports "ill be found the names of 
~:;icultural assis~~nts whose good work has been note~ .. During 


b ye_ar a revision of I he pay cf imperial provmc1al and 
su ordmate s · h k 1 b 'bi r d erv1ces as ta en place and it has een poss1 e to 
i~~b: many 0! t.h~ best agricultural assistants by placing them 
mo upper d1v1s1on of the subordinate service. Some of the 


re pr · · the r ~mi~mg m~n have also been promoted as probationers in 
P ovmcial service. The Agricultural Department now offers 







an interesting career to the Indian youth and provides a variety 
of Wo1:k in whic~ he c_an feel that he is really. advandng the 
material prosperity of his c.ountry. At the same time his emolu• 
ments will be· satisfactory and his social position will be good 
Following these improved prospects it is hoped that a bette; 
educated type ?f man will be a{trac~ed to the agricultural profession 
than has sometimes been the case in the past. 


52. The thanks of the Department are due to the followina 
officials and non-officials for their cordial assistance durina th~ 


t:, 


past year: -
O(/ictals.--Mr. Rustomji Faridonji, Deputy Commissioner, Seoni • 


Mr. D. H. C. Drake, I. C. S, Deputy Commissioner, BettJl; Mr. C, M. Trivedi' 
I.C.S., Assistant Commissioner, Raipur; Khan Bahadur Wali Mohammad: 
Extra-Assistant Commissioner, Betul; Mr. Waman Rao Mandloi, Extra
Assistant Commissioner, Damoh; Mr. Mazid Ali, Tahsildar, Janjgir; 
Mr. S. Ewaz Ali, Tahsildar, Baloda-Bazar; Mr. K. S. Sapre, Tahsildar, 
Bilaspur; Muhammad Hamid, Tahsildar, Sanjari; Mr. V. B. Vairiya, 
Tahsildar, Ellichpur. 


No11-officials.-The Hon'ble Rao Bahadur M. G. Deshpande; Mr, 
Dadu Jugal Kishore o{ Chhapara; Mr. I<ishausingh of Banore i Mr. 
Ramchandra Rao, Badgaon; Mr. Maniram, Patel of l<atangi; Mr. Bamaojee 
of Seoni; Mr. K. V. Dharamaclhikari of Pandhurna i Pandit Hardayal 
Prasad of Bin_aika; Bal want Rao Bhide, Khaperkhera; Munshi Manoharlal, 
Dhaawara; fvlr. S . T. f{hirwaclkar, Hard a; 1fr. Dinaoath Patel of Betul 
Bazar; Thakur Ganesh Singh of Chandbira; R. S. 1\ppaji Trimbak of 
Chawrai; Thakur Vishal Singh, Malguzar of Akal!ara; Pandit Shanker Rao, 
Gaoode; Rai Sahib Kamdeo Pandey, Gidpuri; Seth Ajodhya Pershad Sa~! 
Bilaspur; Mr. Madho Dawoo, Amdi; Mr-. R. S. Pachpore, Akot_; M~. Lal11 
Patel of Saora; t"1 r. L. G. Chitale, Daryapur; Rai Sahib Kulkarni, G~1gaoo; 
Mr. Ramsingh Mandloi of Bedia; Thakur Mebtab Singh of Jaswad1 i Rao 
Bahadur K. J. Dest:mukh, Khamgaon; Mr. B. N. Bol.,de, Khamgaoo; 
Mr. Yesbwantrao Deshpande of Jalgaon ; Mr. Sampatrao Deshmukh of 
Malkapur; Mr. K. N. Deshpande of Chikhli, ; ~Jr. Ganpat Rao Keshkar, 
Arvi; the late Thakur l<1shoresingh of Jaswada, Nimar, whose dealh 


bas removed one of the Department's staunchest helpers, 


53. The Maharaj Bagll Jflen11gerte.-, The collec_tion _has 
been greatly imp~oved by the addition of a pair of Indian _hons 
(felis leo), the generous gift of His Highness the. MafiaraJa / 


Bhawanagar. The lioness has already given b1r~h to cu h~ 
There were also a number of other gifts of smaller animals. T 
Menagerie, however, badly needs a considerable sum of mon:y 
spent upon its improvement. The present monkey-house shonldlle~ 
replaced and other accommodation for rodents and the sma 
carnivora should be provided. Proposals regarding these improv~j 
ment~ were made some years ;igo but were kept pending unu 
money could be found fer them. 


F. J. PLYMEN, 


O/fg. Director oj Agricultrwe, 
Cenlrat fro7i,ites, 
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APPENDIX. 
GLOSSARY, 


Botanical EHglisJ, attd Vernacular names of Crops, 1tc. 


Botanical. 


Ctreals. 


Tri:icum ~ati,um 
Acdropogcn S .rghum 


flllgare. 
Or7ra satin 
Zea mais 
Pasoalam mobiculatum 
Pacicom p!ilopodium 
foni!6tum typho:deum 


Fotd,r crops. 
Sorghum a~~er 


,. co.her 
., 1undi~ 


Tritolium alexandrium 
Fih•t plants. 


Coisypiam neglectum 
,, indicum 


hirsutum 
., barb1densc 


Crotoluia junce.a 
Agne (mietie•) 


SisahM 
Vivipnra 
Saha,arpr,rc 


Furcrcea gigantn 
Corcb:ras capsu:aris 
C. o!i!onus 
llibistt! cannab•nus 


P11lus. 
Cicer ariclinum 
C~janus indicu, 
Dolicbos tab lab 


., biftorens 
P-uam aneose 
Lalhyrus sativus 
Ervum lens 
~hm.1!01 inung, 


,, radiatus 
Vignt catia ng 
. Oilsuds. 


L10am usitali!sium 
Se.iamum indicum 
Car.thamus tinctonous 
R1c1nu1 communis 
Bru,ica juncu 
Artcbis b7poicea 


Sugar. 
Sacchuum cfficmarum 


V,getahlts. 


!iollllea batatas 
Tr.p1 bispinosa 


Spices. 


CorianJrum sili,·um 


English. 


Wheat 
vns, Gre, t millet 


Rice 
Maize 
(None) 
(None) 
Bulrush millet 


Sorghum 


... , 


... Berseem 


Jar~ cotton 
Bani 11 


American cotton 
.. Eg_vptinn 


Pombay hemp 
Aloe 


Mauritius hem!' 
... Lnw-lying jute 
... I Hi)?h•lying ., 


Dekknn hemp 


Gram 
.• Pigeon pel\ 


lnJian bean 
.. Horse gr;un 


Peas 
... , Chickling vetch 
... Lentil 
... Green gram 
.. (None/ 
... (None) 


. j Linseed 


... , Sesamum 


... Safflower 


... Castc.r 


.. Mustard 


... Ground-nut 


... Sugarc~ne I Jaggery 


Swut pctato 
.. Water che~tnut 


... Coriander 


Vernncular. 


• 
Gehu, g&hu. 
juar (jowa). 


Ohan. 
Makka, makai. 
Kodon. 
Kutki. 
Bajrl\ 


Nil. 


Nil. 


Varndi Kativi!ayti. 
Bani 
Buri. 
Nil 


.. Sann. 
Khekti. 


I 
... 1 l<hekti. 
.. Pat 


:::


1 


Ambari, pat .. •a. 


... Chann. 


... Tur, nrhar. 


... 1vat. 


... Kuhhi. 
Batra balana. " I Lakh !akori, teora • 


.•. Mnsur. 


... Mung . 
U1ad. 
Chauli, barbati • 


Alisi, jawa.s. 
Til, tilli . 


... , I<usum, kharad • 


... Andi, arandi • 


... Sarson. 


.. Mung-phalti, bhiumuni . 


.• S11nta, us, 


.. t,ur. 


Knnd, shak:irlc.~ nd, rAta!a. 
1:iinthnra. 
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ID' 


Botanicnl Englisli and Vernnc11/a1· 111111.•es of Crips, eJ,.- (Concld.) 


Botanical. 


Grasses. 


Saccharum spont::.ncum 
Andropogon pun,t:ttun 
t ynodondacaylon 


Weeds. 


Nil 
,. Nil 


English 


Cc.uch grass 


Kans. 
Kunda. 
Dub. 


V crnacular. 


Cypcrus searious 
Sesbania aculcata 
Aly, icarpus monilifer 


Nagarmotha. 
Sawri. 
Shel'ra. 


Trus. 


Molia aZ<'.ldiraen 
Bassia lati[o!ia 
·1 erminalia tom~ntosa 


Silk. 


• 


Local Agricultural terins-


Silk worm 
Cnstor silk wor m 


Nim. 
Mahus. 
Saj. 


.. , Tassar. 


... Eri. 


Bakhar- /\ kind 0£ blade harrow used as substitute for the pbugh ~nd aho for 
preparing the seed be,i . . 


Biasi -The rice seed is sown broadcad anj when the seedlings are abouf 9 inches 
high, the land is ploughed again at right nngles to the _dircctio_n of,he 
fu, rows in which the crop was sown, the young seedlmgs berng thus 
uprooted an,i thinned. 


Lehi-1s the method of sowing broadcast with artificially germinated sc_ed. 
Birra-A mixed crop liut ,,suat!)· refers specially to the 'll'heat•grnm mixture which is 


the c.;mmon rabi crop of the northt rn districts 
Tifan -A driil plough. . 
Arg~da-A small weeding plough. 
Kharbi-The stalks and lea,•es of ju11r us1•d as fodder. 
Rabi-Cro;>s sown in :rntumn and ceaped a t th<' end of the cold wea1_her. 
Khari f-Croj>s sown at the beginning and reaped at the end of the rains. 
Kanhar-Dark clayey loall' soi l. 
\Vardi - Light sandy loam soil. 
Morand-A soil s:mil:tr to Kanh.tr but usually slightly lighter ksture. 
Utera-A second crop after rice, which is sown in the w.:it fields amonr: the rice items. 
Kapas-lJ ngiiined co:ton. 
Bojha-A bag of unpressed cotton. 
Gbi-Clarifie I butter. 
Bari-A small garden. 
Pulla-A bundle, usuallv cf fodder. 
Bhusa-Straw and chaff broken up together. 
Khedda-An enclosa;re for the capture of game. 
Data.ri-A log with w:ioden teeth 6,red in it and used a, a harrow. 
Kopar- A log u,ed for crushing clod•. 
Bir An area re.;erved Ior the growing of gr<Jss. 


Govt. PreH, Naipur :-No, 1872, Dir. of A:ri.-10•12-20--400, 
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[Re/lrinte,l fi·om thP. Ay,·iwlt1m:il .lo1wnal of India, Specin.l Indian Science 


CongrPss Numhe.1·, 1918.] 


THE PHYSICAL TEXTURE O:B"' SOILS IN l'l'S 
RELATION TO CROP PRODUCTION. 


BY 


D. CLOUSTON, ·I\I.A., B.So., 


Off g. Director of AgricuUme, Oentral Provinces, 


A. R. PADMANA.BH.A AIYER, B.A., 


Off g. Agricultural Olumiist, Central Prov1i11ces. 


IT has been said that "No industry is so profitable Ol' yields 
such abundant returns in proportion to labour expended as agri
culture: for the work i-, done by natural forces; all that man has 
to do is to supply the conditions and give the powers of Nature 
free scope. It is very different from manufacture, where every 
rivet has to be hammered into place and every :finish attended to 
by labour and design. In growing c.rops the main work and all 
tlte design is carried out for us. Wherever there is sun and air 
and any kind of soil, there crops can be grnwn ; for fertility of soil 
is largely a matt.er of t,reatment." 


The tendency in the Ceut:cal Provinces and other parts of India 
where agriculture is backward i., to rely on the existing fertility of 
the soil, to reduce the amom1t of treatment given to a minimum, and 
to allow areas of so-callecl inferior soils which do not respond to care
less methods of treatment to remain uncultivated. In the Central 
Provinces there are large areas of lu.teritic soil most of which is lying 
waste at present and which is considered to be below the margin 
of profitable cultivation. Small areas of this i:oil brought under 
cultivation are cropped with kodo (Paspalum sc'l'Obicu.latum), one of 
the tnost inlerior crops grown in the Provinces. This lateritic 
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soil is locally known as bhata, and its purchase value is fron1 


Rs. 3 to 3-8 per acre. This bhatci is of a coarse, gravelly texbttre, 


and the mechanical analysis shows it to contain 69 per cent. of 
gravel and stones and only 31 per cent. of :fine soil, as against 4 


and 96 per cent. of gravel and :fine soil, respectively, for black cotton 
soil. The enormous possibilities of this lateritic soil have only 
lately come to light as the result of the opening of a Government 
Farm at Chandkhuri, the soil of which is nearly all pure Mata. 
A small part of the farm area consists of rather heavy soil (a 
clayey loam) known locally as dorsa. The results of the 
mechanical and chemical analyses of both these soils are given in 
Table I. 


T ABLE I. 


Slwwing the mechanica,l cin(l chemical analyses of bhata C(J)ld dorsa 
soils of Ohandkhuri Farm, Raipur. 


Stones and gravel 


Coarse sand 


F ine sand 


Silt .. . 


Fine silt 


Clay ... 


Moisture 


Loss on ignition 


Car bona.tea 


Nitrogen 


Phosphoric acid total 


Amilnblc do 


Total potll.sh 


A~ailable potash 


Calcium carbonato 


Org-a.nic carbon ' 


Blmta. soil Dorsa soil 


O\J·CO 11·40 


!)·88 5·09 


;j•22 4·03 


-1 ·95 20·~1 


3·63 18·71 


4·00 31·11 


0·68 4•38 


2·04 5'56 


O·OS O·ll 


100·08 10(!'70 


0·02.j O·COO 


0·0-18 0·l»l 


0·001 traC!'s 


0·6:?7 0 910 


O·OSO O·llO 


0·080 O·LIO 


O•J59 0·200 
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Fig. 2. GROUNDNUT GROWN ON (n) BHATA, (b) BLACK SOIL. 
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From the table it will be seen that bhata soil is poorer in 
nitrogen, phosphoric acid, and lime than clorsci soil. The biological 
analysis of bhata shows that, though it has been lying waste for an 
indefinitely long period, it has got the necessary mycro:flora. reqnired 
for the decomposition of the organic manure added. The 
a.mmonifying capacity of this soil is quite good : the nitrifying 
power, though not so good as that of black soil, is also fairly 
good coni:;idering the fact that it has never heen manured or 
cultivated. 


Bltata readily responds to manuring and irrigation and wiJl 
be much improved by cultivation. This fact ha.s a.heady been 
brought to light from the field experiments carried out at Chandkhuri 
Farm where, with irrigation, this soil has given tmder agrictilttll'al 
treatment much larger yields than black soil. This is due almost 
entirely to the fact that the soil is porous. Its porosity ensures 
good drainage, good aeration, and oxidation, conditions 0£ special 
advantage to nitrifi.ca.tion. These conditions are not met with to 
anything like the same extent in our richer but heavier classes 
of soil. 


Manure applied under these conditions is utilized to the best 
possible advantage. Given inigation and manure, we have in such 
a soil all the conditions which make for the healthy development 
of the plant. Plate VI , fig. 1 shows a crop 0£ cane grown on bhata 
which yielded ovel' 40 tons of stripped cane per acre. This class 
of soil produces not only larger crops of cane, but cane which is 
entirely free of red rot, to which this crop is so subject when grown 
on the less well-aerated and woli-cb:ained black soils. 


Groundnut has done equally well, out-turns of 2,400 lb. 
per acre having been obtained from plots manmed with ha.sic 
slag. The actual acreage out-turn of groundnut grown on bhata 
is nearly twice as great as that ordinarily obtained from the richer 
but loss porous bla.ck soil. Plate VI, fig. 2 shows the relative 
sizes o{ the same variety grown on bhata and black soil in the 
same district. 


Plate VJ, fig. 3 shows a field of indigo grown this year 011 


Mata soil on the Chandkb.uri Farm. The plants have not only 
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grown to a satisfactory height, but they have produced a good yield 
of seed. On the black cotton soil on the Tharsa Farm the same 
crop is less promising, as Plate VI, fig. 4 shows. Here, again, we 
attribute the difference to better aeration in the bhata, £or the 
clim~tic conditions do not differ to any extent on the two 
farms. 


The average acreage out-turn oi deshi cotton on black soil 
in the cotton tract last year was approximately 180 lb. of lcwpas 
(ung1nned cotton) per acre : it will be less by about 20 lb. of 
lcapas this year. The low out-turn of last year was due to the 
heavy and continuous rainfall in A.ugnst and September; while 
this ye~r the poorness of the crop is due to the excessive rainfall 
in the last half of September and the early part of Octobe:·. 
Cotton grown on bhata on the Chandkhmi Farm (Plate VII, fig. I) 
did not suffer last year, as may be gathered from the fact 
that Cambodia yielded 783 lb. of lca11as per acre and the crop 
is almost equally good this year. We ha V'e then, in bhata, a 
soil which is well aerated and drained tluoughout the year and 
which under irrigation L'> independent of the vagaries of the 
rainfall. 


Plate VII, fig. 2 shows a crop of J·uwr (A. Sorghum) grownina 
small a,rea of black soil on the Chandkhuri Farm. The crop looked 
pale and yellow dming the rains, due evidently to nitrogen-starva· 
tion on this richer but heavier soil. Plate VII, fig. 3 shows a cro1> 
of juar grown the same year in an adjoining Mata field on the same• 
farm. This crop was not only of a healthier colour but grew to a 
much greater height. 


In India there are many millions of acres of waste land of this 
lateritic soil known under different names, but alJ possessing the 
qualities which make for the healthy growth of our most profitable 
crops. In the Central Provinces alone there are a bout l ! million 
acres of cleared and partly cultivated land of this class, in addition 
to a still larger area of the same soil at present classed as "jUDgle 
and waste land." 


How far these can be utilized for this purpose will depend on 
the inigation facilities available. It is worth while considering 







PLATE VII. 
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whether it wonld not be possible to provide irrigation either by 
tapping sub-soil water or by constructing irrigation channels and 
tanks which would command such areas. Such areas undoubtedly 
possess great potentialities for the economic development of the 
agriculture of this country. .A.t present prices the out-turn of 
Ca.mbodia grown on bhata land last year was worth Rs. 217 per 
acre. The cost of cultivation, including a water-rate of Rs. 5 per 
acre, did not exceed Rs. 25. No manme was applied as cotton 
was grown in rotation with cane, for which the land had been 
manured the previous year. 


The yields of cane obtained have varied from 25 to 40 tons 
per acre. The manure applied was 10 tons of sann-hemp or cattle
clung followed by a top-dressing of 1,600 lb. of til (sesamum) cake. 
'rhe value of even 25 tons of cane when made into gwr in the 
Provinces is Rs. 420. The cost of producing this gur (raw sugar) 
does not exceed Rs. 200. These are only two of several crops 
which have been tried and found to give, with irrigation, large 
and -profitable yields on this porous and well-aerated lateritic soil. 
~lost of this soil is lying waste at present. When it is cropped, as 
it sometimes is with kodo, the gross value of the crop per acre is 
about R,':l. 10, but even kodo is grown on this soil only at intervals 
of two or three years ; the land is allowed to lie fallow in the 
intervening years, so that the gross value of the annual yield. per 
acre does not exceed 3 to 4 rupees. Under the climatic 
conditions which obtain in the Central Provinces, where we have 
a 3½ months' period of very heavy rainfall, from the middle 
of June till the end of September, at which ti:ine all onr lcharif 
(monsoon) crops are on the ground, the extent to which 
waterlogging checks the growth of these crops is very great. 
Soil drainage is not practised to any extent by the cultivator 
and he is at the mercy, in consequence, of the rainfall. We 
venture to say here that Mr. and Mrs. Howard of Pusa and 
Mr. Hole of Dehra Dun have done India a great service in focussing 
our attention on the importance of ch-ainage a ncl soil aeration 
n-s soil factors which count for even more in crop product.ion 
than manuring. The time nmy yet come when, with the e2,.-tension 


, 
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of irrigation facilities, these lateritic s-oils, which in the Central 
Provinces at least are at present considered to be below the margin 
of cnltiv-ation in most cases, will be treated as garden land of 
the best quality. Given water, all that is required for such soils iR 


cultivation and manlll'e : we can rely on nitrifying organisms to do 


the rest. 












[ H,printed Ji·om tlte Ay1·ic11lt111•1tl Jow·nal of I,ldia, Yol. II, Part If L J 


CATTLE .MANURE. 


Bv D. CLOUSTON, M.A., u.sc., 


Deputy .Director of Agricullzwe, Ce,1tm1 P ,·oi·inces. 


IT is a recognized principle in manuring that the composi
tion of the manure should be regulated by (1) the deficiencies of 
the soil, and (2) the part icular requiJ:ements of the crop. The 
po\'erty of ,1, soil is nearly always due to a lack of one or more 
of the three most essential plant foods, nitrogen, phosphoric 
acid and potash. Black cotton soil is especially deficient in 
nitrogen. 


One of the more important problems investigated at the 
Xagpur Experimental Farm iu the Central Provinces deals with 
the most profitable nitrogenous manure for a cereal crop on black 
cotton soil. Such manures may be roug hly di,·ided into two 
classes:-( l) bulky manures, such as cattle-dung; and (2) artificial 
manures, such as saltpetre. These two at·e taken as examples, 
because they nre locally obtainable and are r epresentatives, the 
first of slow-acting manures, the second of quick-acting chemical 
manures. 


. In western countries farm yard manure is considered the 
chief available manure. Tbis indispensaLle and time-honoured 
product of the f:wm was uevf'r valued in Europe and Ametica 
more highly than at the present day. Artificial fertilizers have 
~omc more and more into use as cult ivation has become more 
Jntensi"e, but lbo fa1·mcrH of lhe West use them only to supple-


g-l 
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ment, not to replace natural manure. In cattle manure, intelli
gent farmers in any country should recognize a cheap product of 
the farm that jg always avaifable in arable cultivation, which 
will produce good crops, g radually enrich the soil and improve its 
physical texture. 


In the Central Provinces and Berar, much of the cattle-dung 
is only used as fuel. In some districts even that part of it which, 
in the rainy se~-son, cannot be dried for fuel, is thrown out as so 
much rubbish, or sold at a mere nominal £gure to the more enter
prising culti,,ators. The price in Raipur is two to fom annas per 
cal't;-load; in other districts it seldom exceeds four annas. The 
wastage of manure in India has generally been discussed by 
Scientific Agriculturists in a compromising spirit. Excuses 
for the cultivator were freely offered. One apologist expl'essed 
the opinion that the ashes of the clung and the supposed large 
amount of nitrogen obtained in the rainfall as nitric acid together 
make up for the loss that the dung sttffers in ).:>urning. Anot,her 
writer recognized the great difficulty experienced by the cultiva
tors in obtaining other fuel, and suggested that the black cotton 
soil of the Central Provinces is productive enough without 
manure. Such theories are only true in part. Careful investi
gation and fuller know ledge of local conditions have shown that 
there .is errm in both. It has long since been proved that in the 
process of buming, over 97 per cent. of the nitrogen of cattle-cluug 
is dissipated, and that the manurial value of the ash is much less 
than that of the dung from which it was derived. It bas been 
proved too, that the rain of tropical countries in general does not 
supply the soil with a greater amount of nitrogen thR-n the rain 
of temperate climates, the average total for tropical countries 
being only 3·54 lbs. per acre annually. It is fairly certain tb~t 
the fertility of the black soils in the Central Provinces will 


continue to decline, unless cattle-dung is more generously used as 
n,anure. Other sources of fuel supply would be better exploited, 
if the valuable properties of well-made cattle manure were fully 
recognized. The results per acre obtained at the Nagpur Farm 
by the use of saltpetre, cattle-dung and the ashes of cattle-dung 
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as manures for i.J.·rigated and ch'y wheat respectively are given 


below :-


M1nurc Applied. 


~,llrelre 2t0 lbs. 
C,1tl e-01111~ 160 md~. 
A.<h8$ of 160 mds. of cattle-


,ltrng 
No mnnure 


lr'l'i_qated Serie:;. 


AYRRAOH !:< 1,llS. O•• 
G IIAJN. 


-:::,.,; 
" .. "::, 


A \'RRAOE IN'~ 
CRY.ASK DOH TO 


MANOR •:. 
.E ~ Profit(+). 
:;::-;; LO$S (-). 


826 11,27S 9JU 
717 915 11,500 


584 618 820 
486 371 627 


f~ ._ ·/ 
g I O 


.:: Value of 
~o ui E increase. 


..... 
" 0 ~ ... 


!!:~ I ::l bi> 
~~ .... " 


:Rs. a. p.j fu. a. p. 


1,012 517 19 HO 118 10 0 
l ,OH 549 21 2 0 8 u 0 


7 ___ o o I 677 lS'l 8 n n 
495 :! 0 0 


Unir1·igated Se1·ies. 


.i-\ \1 HRAOR IN• 


Rs. n. p. 


+ 1 4 0 
+ 13 '.! 0 


- l 0 0 


A.\'P.llAOE IN I.OS. OF GRAIN, CREASE DUP. TO I MANIJRK. 


Manure Applied. 1----r-----,---
.,g r ... :;O .,8 l'.:8 ~"' ~I ., I "I :; I ~ I 


~.g Q L") I ~~ ~,o .~I >.:,, ... .,§! g~ ,o~ ,oOO ... .... 


Saltpetre 240 lbs. ... 11,13.'l 751 514 817 803 
C:1ttle-dung 160 mds. ... 913 627 a65 1,012 7'!.9 
Ashes of 160 mds. of 


ea tile-dung . . .


1 


!)H) 676 3fi9 72t 652 
No manuro .. . 799 418 197 507 -!80 


1 .... 
CC I ,. ·;; 
:3~ 


323 
2!9 


172 


... . 
0 ~ ... 


0 .., 


Protit( + ). 
Loss ( -). 


C) .. 


Ef 
"" ~ " .,. __ "' 0 


0 


Rs. a. P• I Rs. a. p. Rs. 


12 7 0 16 10 0 i -4. 
!l 9 o I 6 o o +a 


6 ___ 9 o j 6 O O +O 


a. p. 


3 0 
9 0 


9 0 


The first statement shows that cattle-dung for irrigated 
wheat is more profitable than saltpetre and has greater residual 
effect. The manurial value of the ashes of cattle-dung is shown 
to be considerable in comparison with no manure. The ashes 
appear to be almost exactly equal in value to }rd the dung from 
which they were derived. Two-thirds of the value of cattle-dung
are therefore lost when it is used as fuel. This means a loss of Rs. 14 


per 160 maunds. It is -very questionable whether the fuel cakes 
made from this quantity of dung· would be wor th this sum. In 
th~secondstatement the dL·y crop results are irregular. The explan
~tton is that without irrigation the effect of season is often greater 
iu determining rabi outturn than the effect of manure, Without 
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water bulky and slow-acting manures lose, to a great extent, their 
effectiveness ; for though the plant food is there, it cannot be tak6n 
up by the crop save in a state of solution in water. The bulky 
manure when applied to dry land may even do ha.rm by attrnct


ing white-ants which cause much damage in the Central Provinces. 
I n seasons of favourable rainfall, the superiority of cattle manure 
over saltpetre for dry crop wheat has been amply proved on the 
N agpur Fa1~m. Percentage increases of wheat from comparative 
irrigated plots in dry and wet seasons are shown below. The 
plots were irrigated twice each year and manured as shown in t.!1e 


statement :-


l\l~nuro per ncrc. 


Saltpetre 240 lbs. 


Cattle-dung 16(1 niauuds 


Unmanured ... 


PHnCENTACE !:<CREASE. 


J:.'or se1·011 dry yoors. 


114%x 


126% 


For oi11ht wet yea~. 


97%. x 


95% 


If full advantage is to be taken of cattle-dung as a manure 
for unirrigated land, it should always be applied to kharif crops. 
Where khcwif crops are the only ones grown, or where they are 
included in the rotation in vogue, this can be done. The rot.ations 
practised in the Central Provinces and B erar nearly always 
include a kharif crop, so that there would be no difficulty in 
applying the manure at the beginning of the rains. By the 
combined effect of the rn.ins and tillage operations the manme 
is thoro1lghly incorporated into the soil, and full advantage is 
taken of it by the kha1·if crop grown; the residue is very 
bene£cial for the rabi crop that follows on the same soil. The 
most profitable results will be obtained from the use of cattle
dung if it be applied to the same soil only after intervals of two 
or three years. An experiment with cotton and Jua1·-'l'ur grown 
as a two-years' rotation at the N ao-pur Farm has so far given 
results which tend to prove this. The plots were manured in the 
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year in which cotton was growu. The outturns are given in lbs. 


per acre:-


1!!02-03. 1908-04. 190i-05. 1905-06. 


MASUR&. 


l Crop. I ;; I ,.; 


I ITT ... ii " ~ ,g Crop. ·e .., Crop. Crop. -~ ~ 
C 


" 
"' 
~ ., 


~ _, tn t!I "' ~ 


{Juar 770 2,0i5 l { J"unr 690 2,311 


&Ur,etre •• Cotton 386 650 Cotton 255 570 
(10 lbs. N. peracro) Tur . . uo 445 1•ur . . 121i 200 


{ Junr D~li 2,025'\ { J"uar 901 a,~;o 
Collle-d111 •• " 


430 709 
855/ " 


~o ,15 
{lll !~,. , .per ooro) ·rnr .. 440 Tur . . 2S5 280 


f Juar 500 2,0SO} { Juar 719 2,448 


llnnwrnroo ... 
" 


285 4191 ,, 150 2\lii l 
\ Tur .. 365 765 Tur . . 200 2iG 


If owing to particular a,gricultural conditions rabi crops 
are the principal ones grown, as in parts of the N urbudda 
Division in the north of these Provinces, where wheat, gram, til 
and linseed are the staple crops, the question naturally arises 
how this manure can be most profitably applied under these con
ditions. This question has also been investigated, and it has 
been found that for unirrigated rabi crops June is the best time, 
but for irrigated rabi crops the applications made in August gi\>e 
better results. 


The black cotton soil of the Central Provinces must have 
deteriorated in fertility. It has received deficient supplies of 
manure for centuries. It has stood the strain well, but can only 
be renovated by judicious applications of well-rotted cattle manure. 
The problem to be solved is how far the present supply can be 
made to meet requirements. The number of dung-producing 
animals being kno,vn and also the area under crop, the amount 
of manure available per acre can be found. In the Central 
Provinces and Berar there are 10,661,042 cattle, including buffa
loes. On an average each one of these will produce 2½ tons {70 
mauuds) of dung annually, this being the weight at the time of 
~!)plication. In an experiment tried this year at the Nagpur 
]arm, a working bullock was found to give 3·6 tons or 101 maunds 
ann~ally, when the stall droppings and the very small quantity 
of litter used were collected. A.t Cawnpore a mixed herd of 
cows and young animals were found to yield at the rate of 







2½ ton. annually. The ryot should, therefore, have at least 2.\


tons of ca.ttle manure per head of stock every year. Th; 
10,66 1,042 cattle of the P rovinces should therefore give annu1illy 
26,652,605 tons of well-rotted dung, which would be sufficient 
to manure the whole area under cultivation at the rate of 3¼ 
tons once in three years. If this were universally carried out by 
the cultivators, it may be safely stl-tted that their net fam1ing 
pro£ts w~uld be enormously increased, even though some expen
diture bad to be made in the purchase of wood for fuel. 


The total amount of manure available could be very much 
increased if steps were taken to utilize the dung of horses, sheep 
and goats, night-soil, leaves, crop-refuse, road-scrapings, animal 
urine and all other decomposing and putrescible material that is 
always obtainable on a farm. Even then the cultivator would 
find the supply inadequate to meet the requirements of intensire 
cultivation, but, in the near future, it is hoped that the present 
market prices of artificial fert.ilizers will be reduced to a price 
at which he can profitably utilize them. A light manuring with 
cattle-dung, supplemented by a small amount of a quick-acting 
nitrogenous fertilizer, would suit the requirements of black cotton 
soil-the one to renovate a soil depleted of its source of nitrogen, 
viz., humus, the other to give the crop a good start in its early 


stage. 
Analyses of fresh Indian cattle-dung show that it is normally 


rich in nitrogen. Rotted Indian cattle manure contains a corn· 
paratively low percentage of moisture often not more than 35 
per cent., while that made in Great Britain generally contains 
70- 75 per cent., and for that reason the percentage of nitrogen is 
very much higher in the former than in the latter. Samples 
from the N agpur Farm generally show from l to 1 ·3 per cent. 
of nitrogen, which is double the amount found in ordinary 
English cattle manure. That which is commonly made by the 
ryot of these Provinces, however, is of the poorest description 
owing to the faulty methods of conservation practised. 


The value of cattle manme depends (J) on the kind of 
animals producing it ; (2) the quality of the food they consume; 
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and (3) the method of conservation. The quantity of nitrogen, 
potash and phosphoric acid voided in the manure of adult animals 
that are neither gainiug nor decreasing in weight will be 
nearly the same as that contained in the food consumed. The 
manure from working bullocks should therefore be rich. The 
manure from growing animals that are converting pa1Tt of 
the albuminoids and ash constituents of their food into animal 
tissue is poorer, as is ah:10 that of cows that are supplying 
milk or that are in calf. Forty per cent. of the cattle of these 
pronnces are of the former class, that is to :,ay, they are atlult 
working animals that retain little, if any, of the nitrogenous or 
ash constituents of their food in their bodies. 


When a large amount of concentrated food, rich in nitroge11, 
is consumed by the cattle on the farm, it follows that their solid 
and liquid excrements are proportionately rich in nitrogen. In t he 
Central Provinees and Berar, a very considerable quantity of cotton 
seed, linseed and other highly nitrogenous foodstuffs are con
sumed on the farms, being given chiefly to the working bullocks, 
so that the nitrogen of the food should almost all reach the soil 
again in the manure. 


The method of storing cattle-duug in these Provinces is a 
rery primitive oue. That part of it which is to be kept for 
manure is ordinarily thrown together in loose heaps at some 
distance outside the village. No accoU11t is taken of the evanes
cent nature of its most useful constituents, of the ammonia which 
passes off into the air, or of its salts of nitrogen, potash and 
phosphoric acid which are leached out of it by the rains ; con
sequently only the more stable and insoluble pn,rt of it ever 
reaches the cultivator's field. The following three priuci ples 
should be adhered to in its conservation :-(1) The urine as well 
as the more solid excreta should be preserved; (2) the manure 
should be stored in pits and al ways kept moist, but should never 
be allowed to get over-soaked; (3) the manure should be well 
rotted before it is applied to the la,nd. 


The two systems of conservation of urine which appear 
to b 0 ll1ost su itable for the anTtcultural couclitious of the 


0 
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provmces are what may be called the open-drain and dt·y-earth 
systems. The former is now being carried out at the Experi
mental Farms. The cattle-shed jg provided with a stone floor 
and a ' V '-shaped gutter, one foot wide and four inches deep. The 
floor has a gentle slope so as to carry the urine clown to the 
gutter, which in turn carries it the whole length of the stalls ' 
to a masonry pit outside the shed. This pit is provided with a 
concrete floor to prevent the loss of liquid manure by drainage. 
As much litter as is available is made use of. The floors of 
the stalls are kept swept and clean by washing them down 
daily. The urine, supplemented by the added water keeps the 
manurn moist at all seasons. A roof is erected over the 
manure pit to protect the manure from the scorching sun and 
drenching rains. This method of conserving manure should meet 
the approval of the landowners, who cultivate their own fields 
and who can afford the initial cost of making the stone floor, 
.gutter and pit. 


The dry-earth system is the one which is most likely to be 
adopted by the poor ryots, as it is a simple method which involves 
no initial expenditure and requires no other bedding than the 
dry earth used. Like the open-drain system, it is based on 
sound scientific principles. Dry earth is spread in the stalls 
to a depth of six inches, and is kept in position ·by a plank of 
wood of the same depth, supported by bamboo pegs. The earth 
absorbs the urine and retains its most valuable ingredients. 
After three or four weeks the urine-earth is conveyed to the pit 
and a fresh supply added to the stalls. 


By removing the excreta daily the stalls are kept clean. 
Should the earth get baked, the surface is slightly scarified by 
means of a rake, so as to make it pervious to the liquid manure. 


The earthen pit, in which the dry excreta and urine-earth are 
stored, is protected by a roof of tbA.tch. An open drain ca.rries 
off the wate1· that falls from this roof. If the manure gets too 
dry, certain holes in the roof are uncovered and some rain-water 
admitted thereby. In the dry season the manure should be 
kept moist by hand-wateriug. 
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A manure pit should not exceed five feet in depth. Its 
cubic content will depend on the number and size of the farm 
stock. One cubic yard of dung in India weighs about half a ton, 
and a pit for a mixed herd should, therefore, provide for five cubic 
yards per head. On the Government Farms, where working 
bullocks only are kept, six cubic yards or what is sufficient to hold 
three tons of manure per animal is provided for. The pit should 
be in close proximity to the shed, and provided with an open 
drain to prevent surface water from flowing into it. 


It can be claimed for these two systems of conserving 
manure that by them both the solid and liquid excrements are 
saved. The urine or liquid excrement contains the greater part 
of the most valuable constituent, nitrogen. The nitrogen of the 
urine is, moreover, in a very soluble form; its effect on a crop 
is to give it a good start, while the more durable but less soluble 
solid excreta gives out its plant food slowly. Being stored 
under shelter and kept moist, fermentation is quick and thorough, 
especially when the urine is allowed to run into the pit as by 
the open-drain system. At the end of the year, rich, well
decomposed manure is obtained, which in a very short time 
becomes thoroughly intermixed with the soil to which itis applied. 
Such manure is complete in itself, and is specially suited for the 
black cotton soil of the Central Provinces and Berar. 


Cattle manure made in this WFt.Y is what is wanted to 
renovate soils impoverished by the methods of farming that have 
been followed in these P rovinces for many centUl'ies. 


y-2 
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Report of the Agricultural Research 
Institute and College, Pusa, 


(Including the Report of the Impe1·ial Cotton Specialist) 


1913-14. 


REPORT OF THE DIRECTOR. 


(BERNARD COVENTRY, C .I.E.) 


I .-CHARGE AND STAFF. 


Charge.-Mr. J . Mackenna, M.A., I .C.S., held charge 
of the office of Agricultural Adviser to the Government of 
India and Director, Agricultural Research Institute, Pusa, 
till my return from leave on the 23rd February 1914, when 
I 1·esumed charge of the post. 


Mr. A. C. Dobbs held the post of Assistant to the Agri
cultural Adviser to the Government of I ndia t il1 28th April 
1914, when he was appointed to act as Imperial Agricul
turist and Mr. M. Wynne Sayer, B.A., who joined the De
partment on the 20th March 1914, was appointed to officiate 
for Mr. Dobbs. 


Sta.ff.-The Chemical Section remained in charge of 
Dr. J. W . Leather, V.D., P h.D., F.I.C., throughout the 
year. 


Mr . H . E. Annett, B.Sc., F .C.S., F.I.C., Supernumerary 
Agricultural Chemist, returned from study leave on 28th 
November 1913, and was appointed Agricultural Chemist 
to the Government of Bengal on 1st January 1914. Mr. 
J atindranath Sen, M.A., F .C.S., First Assistant in the 
Chemical Section, was appointed Supernumerary Agri
cultural Chemist on the 9th February 1914. 


Mr. A. Howard, M.A., A.R.C.S., F.L.S., Imperial 
Economic Botanist, and Mrs. Howard, M.A., his Personal 
Assistant, returned from leave on 19tl1 October 1913. As 
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in previous years Mr. and Mrs. Howard proceeded to 
Quetta in May 1914, and will stay thP-re for five months for 
work in connection with the development of the fruit 
industry in Baluchistan. During the year under report 
Mr. Howard was appointed a Companion of the Most 
Eminent Order of the Indian Empire. 


The Mycological Section was in charge of Dr. E. J. 
Butler, M.B., F.L.S., till the 28th March 1914, when he 
proceeded on nine months' combined leave. 


Mr. F. J. F. Shaw, B.Sc., A.R.C.S., F.L.S., on the 
termination of his appointment as Officiating Government 
Mycologist, Madras, resumed his duties at Pusa as Super
numerary Mycologist on the 5th November 1913. He has 
been appointed to officiate as Imperial Mycologist during 
Dr. Butler's absence on 1eave. 


Mr. T. Bainbrigge Fletcher, R.N., F.E.S., F.Z.S., 
.ioined the post of Imperial Entomologist on 1st December 
1913. Previous to his appointment Mr. A. J. Grove, M.Sc., 
Supernumerary Entomologist, held charge of the Entomolo
gical Section. Mr. Grove has been deputed to the Punjab 
since 28th January 1914, to carry out work on grain pests 
and cotton bollworm. 


Mr. F. M. Howlett, B.A., F.E.S., remained in charge 
of the Pathological Entomological Section throughout the 
year. 


The Bacteriological Section was in charge of Mr. C. M. 
Hutchinson, B.A., during the whole year, except for a short 
period of two weeks from 24th February 1914, when be was 
on privilege leave and Mr. J. H . Walton, B.A., B.Sc., 
Supernumerary Agricultural Bacteriologist, officiated for 
him. 


The Agricultural Section was in charge of Mr. S. 
Milligan, M.A., B.Sc., till 28th April 1914, when he pro
ceeded on one year's combined leave and Mr. A. C. Dobbs 
took over charge from him. 


The number of Supernumerary Agricultural appoint
ments was reduced from three to two during the year under 
report. Mr. N. S. McGowan, Dip. in Agri. (Cantab.), and 
Mr. T. Gnbert, B.A., Dip. in Agri. (Cantab.), have been 


--
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appointed Deputy Directors of Agriculture in Bihar arnt 
Orissa and Bombay respectively. The two Supernumerary 
posts are now held by Mr. G. D. Mehta, L.Ag., B.A., 
N.D.A., N.D.D., who has been posted to Madras for train
ing, and Mr. M. Wynne Sayer, B.A., who joined the De
partment on 20th March 1914. 


Il.-WORK OF THE INSTITUTE. 


Scientific W 01"k.-An account of tbe scientific work of 
the Institute during the year is given in the reports of the 
several sections. 


Training.- The training of students in post-graduate 
courses was continued and short courses were also given 
in Cattle management and Sericulture. 


Four students were under training in Agricultural Che
mistry during the year under report.. The two students 
referred to in the last year's report, viz ., a private student 
from Madras and a Government Stipendiary from the 
Travancore State, completed their training. A private 
student who was studying for the D.Sc. degre,i of the 
Allahabad University worked on a piece of research for 
eight months in the Chemical Laboratory. A student 
deputed by the Department of Agriculture, Central Pro
vinces, for training in Agricult11ra1 Bacteriology was 
given a preliminary course of tra.ining in Agricultural 
Chemistry. 


In the Entomological Section the student deputed by 
the Department of Agriculture. Teavancore, and the 
student deputed by the Assam Department of Agriculture 
referred to itl the last year's report completed their train
ing in General Entomology during the year under report. 


In the Bacter-iological Section the probationary research 
assistant under the Agricultural Chemist to the Punjab 
Government wbo was deputed to this Institute for train
ing continued bis course in Agricultural Bacteriology 
during the year. 


In the Agricultural Section a graduate of the Sabour 
Agricultural College deputed by the Bengal Department of 
Agriculture is undergoing training in General Agriculture. 
I D2 
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Besides the regular students mentioned above, the fol
lowing officers worked in the Mycological Laboratory 
during the year :-


Mr. A. C. Tunstall, Mycologist to the Indian Tea 
Association, for about a week, in September 
1913. 


Mr. G. H . Alington, I .F.S., Assistant to the Forest 
Botanist, in January J 914, in connection with 
tree d'iseases. 


Mr. B. L. Gupta, B.Sc., Professor of Biology in the 
Reid Christian College, Lucknow, attended the 
Laboratory during May and June 1914, and 
received a course of lectures and practical work 
on the morphology of fungi. 


During the year under report, seven students attended 
the short courses-one in " Cattle Management " and six in 
" Sericulture." Besides the regular students, three visi
tors were given practical instruction in sericulture and 
silk-dyeing. 


III.-PUBLICATIONS. 


The Agricultural Journal, Scientific Memoirs and 
Bulletins continued to be issued during the year. With a 
view to keep down the free distrj but ion list and also to 
encourage Agricultural Associations, Co-operative Socie
ties, students of Agricultural Colleges and Assistants 
in the Agricultural Departments, specially reduced rates 
of subscription for the Journal and Memoirs and Bulletins 
were sanctioned during the year. This has led to a sub
stantial increase in tbe number of subscribers. With a 
view to economy steps were taken to supply persons and 
institutions on the free distribution list with r eprints of 
articles on the special branches of agriculture and its 
allied sciences in which they are interested in lieu of the 
,Journal. Arrangements were also made during the year 
for making the Department's publications available for 
s.ale at principal centres in various parts of the country. 


The Department published during the year 16 Memoirs 
and 7 Bulletins. In the Veterinary Series of Memoirs 
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started in April 1912 no less than 8 papers have been pub
lished during the course of two years and the number pro
mises to increase in the near future. As regards other 
series of memoirs a good number of papers were published 
in the Botanical and Chemical Series to which the Pro
vincial Departments have also contributed. 


There is a steady increasing demand from the Indian 
public for Bulletins as they are mostly of practical inter
est. As a result Bulletin Nos. 28 and 29 on Lac and Eri 
silk culture have been reprinted and the Government of 
India have authorised the Agricultm·al Adviser to increase 
in future to 2,000 copies buUetins for which there is likely 
to be a good demand. 


The grant for publications as at present sanctioned is 
Rs. 29,000. During the last two years greatest economy 
bad to be exercised to keep the expenditure within the 
sanctioned grant. The rates both for letter-press printing 
and reproduction of illustrations have been recently revised. 
Papers reQeived are also carefully scrutinised and all illus
trations not absolutely required are eliminated. But as 
the investigation of problems is yearly on the increase the 
volume of matter offered for publication is anticipated to 
become larger each year and it will soon be necessary to ask 
for a further addition to the grant. 


IV.-GENERAL AnMrnrsTRATION. 


Buildings a,nd W orks.- During the year tmder report 
Lhe Government of India sanctioned the construction of 
eight additional quarters for the subordinate staff of the 
Institute. The extension of the Director's office building 
referred to in the last year·s report was completed during 
the year. Proposals ha.ve been submitted to Governmen~ 
for the installation of electric lights and fans in the 
European bungalows and the Guest House at Pusa, and 
for the addition of a Female Ward to the Pusa Hospital. 


Lib1w·y.-The third edition of the catalogue of the 
library is in the press .and will shortly be out. During the 
year under report o,·er 500 volumes have been added by 
purchase bc~ides several foreign bulletins, memoirs, reports, 







etc., which are received in exchange from different parts of 
the world. 


Pusa Middle English School.- The Pusa Middle 
English School which was established in 1912 is becoming 
popular. It has four English and four Vernacular classes 
and the total number of boys on the roll is 93 out of which 
53 belong to the Estate and the remaining 40 come from the 
neighbouring villages. The school is located temporarily 
in the Students· Hostel until the complr-tion of the school 
building which is under construction. Proposals for 
raising the present school to the status of a High School and 
also for the establishment of a Girls' School at Pusa are 
under the consideration of the Local Government. 


General Health of the Station.- The general health of 
the station during the year under report was on the whole 
very good. Relief was afforded to 9,226 cases, of which 
8,999 were treated in the out-patients' department and 227 
admitted as in-door patients. One hundred and two cases 
amongst European officers and families were attended to. 
The daily average number of patients treated was 64·05 
out-door, and 10·69 in-door. 


Four deaths occurred in hospital, one from Gangrene
foot, one from JVIalarial Cachexia, one from Cirrhosis Liver 
and one from Suppurating Tonsilitis. 


The number of Estate cases treated for Malarial Fever 
was small when compared with the admissions from the 
neighbouring villages. This was probably due to the 
Estate people willingly taking the quinine which was 
issued prophy]actically towards the close of the monsoon. 
An epidemic of cholera which broke out in the villages in 
the immediate vicinity of Pusa, during the months of April, 
May and June, threatened to be a source of grave danger. 
Immediate and successful measures were taken to prevent 
it entering the Estate. Chief of these was keeping of the 
water supply pure by di sin r ecting and cleaning the wells. 
The epidemic was thus kept out of Lhe Estate limits. 


Two hundred and five surgical . operations were per
formed 01' which nineteen were major, and one hundred and 
eighty-six minor. 
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Nine primary vaccjnatjons and three re-vaccinations 
were performed during the early part of the year. 


V.-ACCOUNTS. 


The total expenditure duri;ng the financial year 1913- 14 
was Rs. 4,72,471 as under:-


Office 0£ the ..lgricultura l Adviser to the 
Government of India arH1 Director of 
the Institute 


Uhemica,l Section 
Mycological Section 
Entomological Section 
Pathological Entomological Secti011 
J3otanical Section . 
Bacteriological Section 
Agricultural Section 


Rs. 


2,14,158 
38,455 
37,388 
33,942 
26,749 
27,854 
29,171 
64,754 


4,72,411 


The budget of the Agricultural Adviser for the year 
under report included a portion of the grant of Rs. 1,10,000 
rnferred to in previous year·s report for meeting the expen
diture in connection with the engagement of Mr. W. Hulme 
as Sugar Engineer in the United Provinces for the develop
ment of the Indian Sugar Industry. The engagement of 
Mr. Hulme was sanctioned in the first instance, for three 
years from 1911-12. It bas been decided to retain his 
ser vices for a further period of two seasons and the expen
diture during the current year will be met from the saving 
in the grant of Rs. 1,10,000 made for the pm·pose. 


A sum of Rs. 15,000 was provided in the budget for pay
ment to the Indian Tea Association as a grant-in-aid. 


Out of the sum of Rs. 60,000 allotted during the year 
ending 31st March 1914, by the Government of India, for 
improvements connected with the Pusa Institute, Rs. 14,254 
were transferred to the Public vVorks Department Budget 
for meeting the cost of extension of the Pusa Library and 
Rs. 25,000 paid towards purchase of steam cultivating 
machinery for the Pusa Farm. The balance was spent on 
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testing the milling and baking qualities of wheat, the 
bacteriological investigation of rice, the demonstration of 
improved methods of refining saltpetre, experiments with 
cotton and plant breeding by the Imperial Cotton Specialist, 
construction of a Potculture house for the Imperial Myco
logist, an additional Laboratory for the Imperial Patholo
gical Entomologist and the improvement of the drainage of 
the low-lying portions of the Pusa Estate. 


The gross receipts during the year from the sale of farm 
produce, milk, publications of this Department and other 
articles, amo1mted to Rs. 22,157 as against Rs. 14,663 of the 
preceding year. 


VI.- VrSITORS. 


In response to the invitation of Mr. J. Mackenna, Lord 
Islington, Sir Valentine Chiral, Sir Theodore Morison, 
Messrs. Sly, Scott and Fisher of the Royal Commission on 
Public Services in India visited the Institute on the 17th 
January 1914. 


During the year under report the Hon'ble Sir Robert 
Carlyle, K.C.S.I., C.I.E., I.C.S., Member-in-charge of the 
Department of Revenue and Agriculture, Government of 
India, the Hon'ble Sir Edward Madagan, K.C.I.E., C.S.I., 
I.C.S., Officiating Revenue Member, the Hon'ble Mr. L. J. 
Kershaw, C.I.E., I.C.S., Secretary to the Government of 
India, Department of Revenue and Agriculture, Colonel 
E. H . Hazelton, F.R.C.V.S., A.V.S., Principal Veterinary 
Officer in India, Mr. M. J. Cogswell, Controller of Printing, 
Stationery and Stamps, Professor Wyndham R. Dunstan, 
M.A., LL.D., F .R.S., Director, Imperial Institute, London, 
Professor Bruck of Griessen University, Germany, Mr. 
M. A. Yamada of the Agricultural Experiment Station, 
Formosa, Chev. Dr. G. Gorio, Consul for Italy, Bombay, 
and many others visited the Institute. 
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REPORT OF THE IMPERIAL AGRICULTURIST 


(A. C. DOBBS, B.A.) 


!.- ADMINISTRATION AND TOUR6. 


G harge.- Mr. Milligan held charge of the Pusa Farm 
for the first ten months of the period under review; he 
went home on long leave at the end of April, after which 
the writer officiated for him. 


The number of Supernumerary Agricultural appoint
ments was reduced from three to two during the year under 
report. Messrs. Gilbert and McGowan vacated their posts 
on the supernumerary establishment, on the creation of new 
appointments on the regular cadre in Bombay and Bihar, 
and one of the resulting vacancies was filled by the appornt
ment of Mr. M. Wynne Sayer who arrived in India at the 
encl of March, and is now officiating as Assistant to the 
Agricultural Adviser. 


The other post vacated was absorbed in one of the new 
posts on the regular cadre, while the second remaining 
Supernumerary appointment continues to be held by Mr. 
G. D. Mehta, now working in Madras. 


Mr. Judah Hyam was in charge of the Breeding Herd 
throughout the year. 


Mr. Mohomed Ikramuddin held the post of 1st Farm 
Overseer during the year, in addition. to the duties of the 
2nd Farm Overseer from 16th May 1913 to 4th November 
1913. 


Iv.ir. Arja.n Singh, Ag•ricultural Assistant, Lya.Upur 
Farm, was posted to the vacant post of 2nd Farm Overseer 
on the 5th November 1913. 


'l'raining.- The following students attended the 
courses :-


1. Mr. B. M. Valweker, from Mysore State, in cattle 
management, from 29th January 1914 to 4th 
April 1914. 
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2. Mr. Kali Prosanna H.oy was sent by the Bengal 
Government for agricultural training at Pusa. 


Tours.- Mr. Milligan visited Dacca and Sabour Farms 
with the Officiating Agricultural Adviser to the Govern
ment of India, in August; and Poona, Bombay, Ahmedabad 
aud Umballa to see dairies in September 1913. He also 
attended the meetings of the Board of Agriculture at 
Coimbatore in December 1913 and gave evidence before the 
P ublic Services Commission on behalf of the Imperial 
Department of Agriculture, at Bombay during :February 
1914. 


II.- .FARM CULTlVATION. 


Cha1·acte1· of the season.-The rains began with 7 inches 
in May 1913. The monsoon was characterised by well dis
tributed rainfall thrnughout, with very heavy falls in J u.ne 
and August. The paddy crop was considerably damaged 
by floods owing to the defective draining of the Estate. 
Three-fourths of an inch of rain in the middle of October 
and again in the middle of December, ensured heavy rabi 
crops, which, however, suiiered severely from a similar fall 
accompanied by strong wind in the middle of ll'ebruary. 


C1·op Experirnents.- The experiments mentioned in 
last year's report have been continued. 


Culti-vat'ion.-A Fowler's double engine steam cultiva
tion tackle was obtained in September 1913 with a disc 
plough, cultivator, harrnw, and roller. 


The object of this new departure was not only the study 
of the economics of steam cultivation, but also to enable the 
Agriculturist to deal more effectively with the labour diffi
culties incidental to the intensive cultivation, by means of 
hired labour, of so large an. area as is necessary to support 
the Pusa herd of Montgomery Cattle. 


The farm is not an ideal one for steam cultivation, being 
inters3cted by public roads which cut it up into irregularly
shaped fields, but by taking the whole available area, squar
ing up some of the fields, and abandoning odd corners, it 
will be possible to eliminate most of the land that cannot be 
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ploughed by steam tackle and yet to leave a sufficient area 
Lo employ the tackle to the limit of its capacjty. There wm 
still, however, be some waste incurred in moving over consi
derable distances from .field to field. 


UL- L IVE-STOCK AND PODL'l'RY. 


JJ?'eed-iny H erd.- As may be inferred from the reference 
above to the herd of Montgomery cows, this herd has become 
the pivot on which the policy of the farm t111·ns. 


Started originally wiLh the idea of preserving and 
typing the Montgomery breed, and incidenta]]y providing 
the officials collected at Pusa with a pure milk supply, the 
herd has grown with the expansion of the Institute and 
the growing demand for milk from the large number of 
inhabitants of the estate,- until it has taxed the capacity 
of the farm to provide sufficient fodder for both the working 
bullocks and for the breeding herd. 


A parLial solution has been found in the purchase of 
the steam tackle, and it is proposed at the same time to 
grade up the milk producing power of the herd by crossing 
the poorest milkers with an Ayrshire bull. 


The product of this cross has been demonstrated by the 
Military Dail'ies in Northern· I ndia to be exceedingly useiul, 
the heifers giving milk in amounts comparable with those 
given by Ayrshire cows, while the bullocks make excellent 
work cattle. 


There will therefore be maintained at Pusa, henceforth, 
two herds; one of selected milkers of the Montgomery breed; 
the other a herd of cross-bred Ayrshire-Montgomery cattle 
which will, it is hoped, take its part in a comprehensive 
scheme for improving the dairy cattle of India by cross 
breeding. 


Should a considerable development of one or both of 
these breeds be justified later on, it will be possible to 
increase considerably the number of breeding cattle at Pusa, 
owing to the economy of fodder effected by the use of Lhe 
steam tackle instead of bullocks for cultivation. 
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Sheep.-The advantage of crossing Dumba rams with 
the local sheep for the production of mutton having b"een 
demonstrated, breeding for mutton has been gjven up, and 
an attempt is being made to improve the wool of the local 
sheep by crossing with Merinos, as mentioned in last year's 
report. 


Pou-ltry.- In view of the genel'al interest now bvinced 
in poultry keeping in the Provinces it has been decided to 
hmit the functions of Pusa to the importation of pure bred 
birds to maintain the breeds kept on Provincial farms. The 
Assistant to the Agricultural Adviser to the Government of 
India is in touch with breeders at home and is prepared to 
give his advice or assistance to intending importers. No 
poultry are now kept at the Pusa Farm. 


IV .-GENERAL. 


All the available farm land has been brought under 
cultivation. 


Manuring with superphosphate has become part of the 
routine practice of the farm as a result of the proof of the 
economic value of that manure in the experimental plot:-,. 


Considerably better crops have been obtained in re(.;ent 
years and with the high cultivation now rendered possible 
an economic necessity is beginning to appear of growing 
more valuable crops, or varieties with sufficient strength of 
root and stem to support a higher yield than any obtainable 
from the varieties now available. 


V.- PROGRAMME OF WORK FOR H)14-15. 


The following are the lines of work in progress:-


Major in-oestigat-ions. 


l. The economics of cultivation by steam and motor 
engmes. 


2. The puddling of rice land by the double engine 
system of steam cultivation. 


3. The combination of irrigation and drainage in t,be 
growing of rice .. 
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4. A study of inheritance of the more important 
characters of dairy cattle by crossing. 


5. The building up of milk pedigree in cattle by 
selection. 


M ino7' investigations. 


6. The inheritance of wool characters in sheep. 
7. Expetimenta] tillage in the growing of maize and 


sugarcane. 
8. Improvement of pastures. 
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REPORT OF THE IMPERIAL AGRICULTURAL 
CHEMIST. 


(J. w ALTER LEATHER, V.D., PH.D., F.I.C.) 


!.-ADMINISTRATION AND TOURS. 


Cliarge.-The section was in the charge of myself 
during the whole year . 


Establisfi1nent.- Mr. H. E. Annett, Supernumerary 
Agricultural Chemist, returned from study leave on 28th 
November 1913 and was appointed Agricultural Chemist, 
Bengal, on 1st January 1914. 


Mr. J atindranath Sen. }'irst Assistant in this section, 
was appointed Supernumerary .Agricultural Chemist (pro
bationary) on February 9th, 1914. 


Mr. Jatindra Nath Mukerjee, Second Assistant, was 
appointed First Assistant on 9th February 1914. 


Mr. A. V. I yer, a former assistant of this section and 
latterly Assistant, Agricultural Chemist, Sabour, was ap
pointed Second Assistant on 2nd ,July 1914. 


Babu Har Dyal Singh, a junior assistant, was tr::tns
ferred to the Bacteriological, 'ection on 25th May 1914. 


Babu Shasanka Bhushan Roy, L.Ag. (Sabour), was ap
pointed (probationary) to the vacant assistantship on 23rd 
June 1914. 


Tours.-The following tours were made by me:-


1. August 1913. To Meerut and Delhi to discuss the 
value of certain fodder grasses and grass lands 
with the Assistant Dfrector of Grass Farms. 
To Roorkee where I discussed the construction 
of certain instruments with the Superintendent, 
Canal Foundry and Workshops. To Cawnpore 
where I examined the condition of certain lands 
which had been broken up with explosives. 
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2. October 1913. To Peshawar to inspect the sugar
beet crops and to arrange for the prospective 
tests of sugarcane and sugar-beet at Tarnab. 


3. December 1913. To Coimbatore to attend the 
meeting of the Board of Agriculture. 


4. January 1914. To Peshawar to inspect the work 
of the assistant who had been posted there to 
test sugarcane and beet. 


5. March 1914. To Bareilly to discuss the practi
cability of the small factory for sugarcane 
and sugar-beet with the Sugar Engineer. 


6. April and May 1914. To P eshawar, (i) to inspect 
tbe work on sugar-beet and to discuss the data 
with the Agricultural Officer; (ii) to take 
samples of soil from the Upper and Lower Swat 
River Canals. To Lyallpur to act as a member 
of the Hoard of Examiners at Agricultural 
College. 


7. June 1914. To Peshawar on account of sugar-beet 
analyses. 


I I.-EDUCATION. 


Fom· students have been under instruction during the 
year. One Governmen~ and one private student complet
ed their full courses; one Government student has com
pleted the course (one year) specially prescribed for him. 
One private student who was studying for the D.Sc. 
degree, Allahabad. worked here for eight months on a 
piece of research. 


II I.- METEOROLOGY. 


In addition to the usual data which are recorded daily 
on behalf of the Meteorological Department, records of 
(a) soil temperature, (b) drainage, and (c) pressure by 
means of a barograph have been maintained. 
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IV.-SOIL PROBLEMS . 


Drainage.-The records of drainage are maintained 
and it is probable that another collection of data will be 
published early next year. 


Lime and lJ!l.agnesia.-The relationship between the 
amount of gaseous carbonic acid in soils and the amounts 
of lime and magnesia in solution has been the subject of an 
investigation which bas been conducted by Mr. Sen and 
myself. The first section of the work was published in 
1909 and dealt with the relation between calcium carbonate 
and gaseous carbonic acid. The second section dealt with 
the corresponding relationship of magnesium carbonate 
and carbonic acid . Following this we ascertained the 
solubility of the two carbonates when present together and 
also of dolomite under like conditions. It then transpired 
that if magnesium carbonate is present in anything more 
than quite small quantities, calcium carbonate becomes 
practically insoluble. Dolomite was found to discolve as 
a double salt in carbonic acid, but the maximum concen
tration which we could obtain was smaller than was anti
cipated from a consideration of the other work. The pre
sence of either calcium carbonate or magnesium carbonate 
was found to protect dolomite from the action of carbonic 
acid. Magnesium carbonate protects it practically en
tirely, because it rapidly forms a solution of bicarbonate 
so concentrated that no appreciable amount of calcium car
bonate can dissolve in it and hence the dolomite cannot 
dissolve. Calcium carbonate does not protect it quite so 
perfectly, but this salt rapidly forms, in contact with 
carbonic acid and water, a solution of bicarbonate so strong 
that little or no more calcium carbonate can dissolve in it 
and hence the dolomite can only dissolve to a limited degree. 


This work has shown that no fertile soil can contain 
material proportions of magnesium carbonate, for if it did, 
the lime would become practically insoluble and the plant 
would die of lime starvation. This is probably the reason 
why in so many of tbe experiments which have been made 
in Europe and America on Loew's lime-magnesia ratio in 
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soils, the application of magnesite or magnesium carbonate 
has pro-yed so harmful. The details of this investigation 
have been published as Memoirs of the Department of 
Agriculture in Ind-ia, Chernical Series, Vol. III, No. 8. 


Swat R ive1· Canals land.-A number of samples of soil 
from the land which has been irrigated by the Lower Swat 
River Canal and from Lhe land which will come under the 
Upper Swat River Canal were taken during April and 
May by the Superintending Engineer ancl myself from 
places, the exact position of which has been registered with 
reference to certain bench-marks on the canals. This latter 
was done in order that samples may, if desired, be taken 
from the same places on a future occasion. The original 
object of taking the samples was to supply information res
pecting the soil to an engineer in England who has asked for 
information respecting the chemical co::nposition of these 
soils. In addition to this, however, Mr. A. J. Wadley, the 
Superintending Engineer, was himself interested in the 
subject, and the series of samples was for this reason some
what, increased. 


The lands which are commanded by these two canals 
are very similar, in that they consist of the alluvi1m1 which 
lies at the foot of the Himalayas in this part of India, and 
although close to the low hills, and indeed some of the isolat
ed outcrops occur in the alluvium, it consists 1i.lmost entirely 
of fine alluvium without stones. The land which will come 
under the Upper Swat River Canal lies close to the hills; 


· that which has been irrigated by the Lower Swat River 
Canal lies further south. Only certain jtems in the com
position of the soils were determined, those indeed which 
are most likely to indicate their agricultural value or 
defects. In respect of calciU1n carbonate, this constituent 
varies within wide limits, being as high as 10 per cent. or 
more in four samples and as low as ·04 per cent. in three. 
Usually there is a sufficiency for agricultural purioa;es, but 
when the proportion falls as low as ·04 per cent. it will 
probably pay to add lime. Of phosphate in a readily 
assimilable condition there is in some cases a deficiency. 


C 
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and it is very erobable that if artificial manures are ever 
used in India generally, it will pay to use superpbosphn.te 
on some of these lands. Of zwtash there is an abundance, 
whilst of 01·ga,nic nitrogenous matter there is the same defi
ciency that is so common to Indian soils. Respecting their 
physical condition they are generally good. 


A question was incidental1y raised as to whether the 
lands under the Lower Swat River Canal had deteriorated 
at. all. So far as one can tell from these samples, 
and they were taken from widely separated places, there 
was nothjng to indicate that any depreciation has occurred, 
and in fact generally these were richer and better than 
those from the other area. 


The P e1·colation Test for soils.-Some years ago 
I devised a method for testing the permeability of soils to 
water. Its immediate object was then tbe differentiabon 
of certain usar soils of the United Provinces. 


During the past ye:u a long series of tests with it have 
be~n applied to good agricultural soils in order to ascer
tain its more general applicability. The test appears to 
make a sharp differentiatjon between soils which are 
physically good or bad respectively. The information 
which has been gathered on the subject will be submitted 
for publication shortly. 


V.- SALTPETRE. 


The experiments on improvements m the saltpetr a 
refining process advanced a stage this year. A filter press 
was obtained from Europe which bas shown itself able to 
deal with the mud very expeditiously. The pumps sup
plied with the press were, however, defective and another 
mode of applying the liquid to the press will now be tried 


In the meantime the solubility relations of the chief 
salts which are present have been worked out by Babu 
Jatindra Nath Mukerjee and myself and published a-, 
Memoirs of the Depart1fl,ent of A gric1.iltu1·e in India. 
Chemical Series, Vol. III, No. 7. 
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VI.-SUGAR. 


The work of this section on sugar has been con:nned to a 
series of investigations :it Tarnab Farm, North-West 
Frontier Province. 


Reference was made in my last Annual Report to the 
tests of the sugar-beets which Mr. Robertson Brown had 
grown, and to the fact that the quality of the roots had 
proved to be very good. 


It has been evident throughout in respect to th is crop, 
that the subject must be considered from the manufactur•· 
ing standpoint, because of the fact that marketable sugar 
could only be produced from the beet root in a · factory. 
This alone necessitates a regular supply of roots over at 
least several months because otherwise a factory could not 
hope to pay. It followed therefore that the ne~t desir able 
step in the work was to ascertain over how many months 
this crop could be satisfactorily produced. Mr. Bro'\-vn 
agreed in this view and decided to sow plots of sugar-beet 
at intervals over severa.l months. 


A consequence of this decision was that arrangements 
had to be made for the testing of the crops over a consider
able period, and it was therefore decided to take this oppor
tunity of nlso testing the local sugarcane as also other 
varieties of cane at the Tarnab Farm in as thorough a 
manner as possible. 


A third investigation now presented itself. It is cus
tomary in thnt locality to hury sugarcane in December 
in order to preserve it for planting out in the following 
April. The crop is all harvested in December and January, 
and cane could not be suitably left standing in the field 
nnti1 the succeeding time of planting. The method of 
preserving the cnne in ·' chtrnps " is therefore adopted. 
and for the end in view the method is ver? perfect. The 
question then occurred, does cane, which is preserved in this 
manner deteriorate from the manufacturer's standpoint? , . . 
v.,r e decided therefore to iuc1ude some tests on thJf; quest10n 
The invesb()'ations bad thus to do both with cane and beet. 


::, 
c2 
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Sugarcane.- There is a considerable area of sugarcane 
ju the Pesbawar Valley, which consists principally of a 
« thick " variety, yielding heavy crops. A number of 
samples, each consisting of about 200 canes, were tested 
in December a.nd January and the following examples 
illustrate the general quality :-


IN .futOI!, 


-
D~te. Villnge. Juice 


per cent. Sunose Glurose Coefficient 
Brix. per cont. per cent. of 


purity. 


28-11-18 Ta.rnnb 76·71 14·87 12·08 1·92 80•9 


2-12-13 Zakki 74·72 15·40 12·24 2·27 7% 


15-1-14 Tnrnab 76·92 15·60 13'10 1'67 84·0 


19-1-14 Tnrnob 7i·65 15·!)0 }3·65 1-~ 86·1 


3-2-14 Tarnab ... 16·10 13·89 l·S!J 86·0 


The proportion of juice was obtained by crushing the 
cane in a Nahan bullock power mill. It will be seen from 
the above examples that it is a cane containing a high 
proportion of juice. United Provinces canes for example 
yield only some 60-65 per cent. juice to such a mill. The 
percentage of sugar in the juice is rather low. As the 
season advances the quality improves. From the manufac
turing standpoint the comparatively low percentage of 
sucrose is made up for in a great me:1.sure by the mgh pro
portion of juice and low fibre content which reduces the 
necessary maceration. The crushing season js limited to 
f,he months December and January. 


Other canes tested were imported varieties grown at 
the Tarnab or Haripur Farms, e.g., Striped Mauritius, 
Purple Mauritius, Saharanpuri, Partabgarhi, etc., most of 
which proved to he similar in quality to the local poitnda. 


" Clamped " cane.- The method of '' clamping ·· sugar
cn.ne in the Peshawar Valley is similar to that employed 
in Europe :for preserving roots or potatoes. It may be 
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briefly described. The cane is taken up with the surface 
roots, leaves and tops intact. The cane3 are placed on the 
ground in a neat flat heap, canes lying parallel to one 
another, and covered with about 6" of earth; they then 
remain undisturbed until the planting season in April. 
Two experiments were made in order to ascertain whether 
the cane depreciates when kept in " clamps "-the one was 
made early in December when four lots of cane, each of 
about 4·5 maunds, were put in " clamps," the cane beint 
very carefully sampled"'' and tested at the time; the other 
was made on J u.nuary 15th, when two lots of about 9 maunds 
each were clamped. The cane which was "clamped" in 
December remainea for 21 days in the '·clamp;'' that of 
January was left until May and was tesLcd at intervals o t' 
abouL one month. The data obtained are collected in the 
following st,atement :-


(',1111p,,s,ti1111 of .rnyarcaue before rmd after clamping. 


I JUIOJl. 


Dale of Juice 
I \'nrit•ty puttini; in 


Date \\hen Coeffi• tc,tcd. per Sucrose I Glucofc cicnt l'!Bmp. cent. Brix. per per 
of 1·out. cent. 


J>Urity. 


Stri1l('(I :\Iauri• :?4•11-IS 65·78 14·27 10·86 2·Z2 76·12 
tins. 


1·92 'i5· L9 15-12-13 1 67·27 14·10 10·60 


J\Inuri- 1 26-11-13 Striped 15·09 12·11 1·61 80·27 71'96 
tins. 


17-12-13 69·H 14,66 11·:!3 1·62 i7"29 


Lot•nl po11nd1L 28-11-13 1 I 76'71 1-1·87 12·03 I 1·92 80·93 


19-J2-13 71'73 15-09 12·09 1·92 80·10 
I 


Locn 1 pun nda 2-12-13 ... 14 l:i·40 12·:U 2·27 'io-50 


21-12-13 67'78 16·13 12·1 l 2·08 80·05 


• For o. discusaio11 of ~rrors in sampling su~nrcttne sec Me111., De,,t. d,1/i-i. lt1din, 
Chsmical Strie$, Vol. l ll, No.~. 
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Composit1·on of mga1•ca;ne before and afte1· clamping-contd. 


M"' lo,m,>oo 
Juroi;;. 


po<S,gm '"""'· 


Juice 
Variety. per Sucrose Glucose Cocffi-


clamp. cent. Rrix. per per cient 
of cent. cent. purity. 


- --~ 
Local pounda 15-1-14 ... 76·92 15·60 13·10 1·67 83·99 


A 16-2-1'1 76·31 15·20 12·22 1·85 80·37 


24:.3.1,.1, 72·50 15-,10 12·82 2·04 83·22 


24-4-14 70·73 14·90 ]2·66 1·52 84·91 


--
Local pouuda 15-1-14 ... 76·72 15·90 13·65 1-5,.1, 85·84 


B 16-2-14 73·25 16·00 12·9'7 1·75 81·08 


24-3-14 72·40 Hl"lO 12·11 1 2·00 80·21 


2,1.,J..M 71·59 1,.k85 12·19 1 ·67 I 82·09 


An examination of these figures shovvs that the follow
ing deductions may be drawn :-(i) There was probably 
some reduction in the proportion of j nice in the cane, due 
to loss of moisture during the period it was in clamp. 
Whether this was so during December is doubtful, but it 
certainly occurred during the three mouths from January to 
April. This is almost to be expected owing to a certain 
amount of drying; at Lhe same time it is to be remembered 
that there is the error due to sampling, especially when, 
as in February, March and April, canes had to be drawn 
out of the heaps. Another error rests with the mill, which 
cannot be always tightened up equally at dillerent times. 
Regarding the sucrose, glucose and purity, these did not 
change during December, the small variations which were 
found by analysis must be attributed lo experimental error 
chiefly in sampling. The results of the December experi 
ments are indeed rcrna,rkably satisfactory. During the 
much longer period J anuaey to April, the individual tests 
of the experiment marked " A " exhibit some variations no 
doubt due chiefly to sampling, but it is evident that except 
that the cane c.ll'ied somewhat, this lot of cane suffered no 
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appreciable change. The lot of cane marked " B " probably 
suffered some small depreciat ion, but it was subject to 
slightly different circumstances. It has been mentioned 
that the local practice is to take up the cane with its surface 
roots jntact. If, however, this mode of preserving ca.ne for 
a factory were adopted, it was thought that this factor 
would add somewhat to the cost, costing rather more to lift 
from the ground and rather more to carry. Hence the lot 
of cane marked '' B " was clamped without roots, but with 
leaves intact. This cane, as also all the other, remained 
practically perfectly sound, only the cut ends of the cane 
showing signs of rotting. This factor probably accounts 
for the somewhat greater depreciation of the juice, though 
it may be also partly due to error of sampling. 


In any case these experiments show that sugarcane may 
be preserved in clamps over considerable periods practic
ally intact. 


Gur.- A number of samples of the locally made gu1· 
were analysed. These varied (with one exception) from 
70-74 per cent. sucrose, and from 12-15 per cent. glucose. 


Suga,1·-beet.-Two varieties of sugar-beet were sown, 
namely, V ilmorin and Klein W anzleben. One plot of the 
latter was sown on September 20th, and plots of the former 
were sown on October 10th and 20th, November 10th and 
20th and February 20th. Germination and subsequent 
growth were very good and uniform. Tests of these plots 
were made frequently, commencing naturally with the 
earliest sown. The samples consisted at first, in each case, 
of about 20 roots taken from w1iformly distributed points 
over the plot, which enabled one to form an opinion on the 
progress of sugar formation, and so soon as the roots ap
peared to be well grown, the number of the roots was 
increased to about 100 per sample, taken similarly from 
uniformly distributed points. Not only do such samples 
yield accurate jnformation as to the quality of the crop, 
but, together with a knowledge of the number of roots per 
plot, indirectly of its weight. 
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For example the following instances may be quoted t.o 
show how well duplicate samples agree:-


Average weight 
I 


Estimated wci~ht SucroSJ iu root 
Year. Number o;· 1·oots. per ro~t, 


-I 
pN' ncr~. p~t· rent grms. to11s. 


- -- -


f 
100 75,; 


I 
...... 14:68 


l!H3 
100 711 ··· ··· 1•1'73 


~ 
97 612 M·!l 1 1 !l 


1!ll4 
96 647 15·8 12·3 


The following conclusions were drawn regarding the 
beet root crop :-


( i) The average weight per root reached approxi
mately 1 lb. at the end of six months from date 
of sowing i f so,vn between September 20th and 
November 20th. Those sown on·l;,ebruary 20th 
grew faster, and were fit to crush in June. 


(ii) The percentage of sugar was found to be between 
12 and 13 in Klein Wanz1eben and between 10 
and 11 in the Vilmorjn when the roots were still 
quite small. 


(iii) While the cold weather lasted the sucrose per
centage remained rather low, but so soon as the 
hotter weather set in at the end of A cril there 


l. 


So,.-n. 


September 20th 


Octob~r 10th . 


October 20th 


was a marked increase at leas t in all those sown 
on or before November 10th; thus we have :-


Date of sample. Sucrose per cent. 


. f April 21st 


( Mny 7th 


· f 
April 22nd 


May 14th 


. ) April 23rd 


( May 15th 


----- --- - --- -


15·6 


11·2 


10·5 


14·7 
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(iv) The percentage of glucose was about ·1 per cent. 
in each case. 


(v) The coefficient of purity was found through
out to vary from 80-90. 


(v·i) The weight of roots was estimated to be about 20 
tons per acre at the time of optimum quality. 


(vii) The roots sown February 20lh were not tested 
late!' than May 31st when the sucrose had risen 
to 12·2 per cent., but they were perfectly sound 
.and growing well at the end of June. 


It is thus fairly evident that sugar-beets qf good 
manufacturing quality can be grown so as to be ready by 
the middle of March, and by sowing on successive dates, the 
supply could be maintained untH the end of June. 


This investigation of the sugar capabilities of the 
Peshawar Valley has thus shown that-


( i) sugarcane can be had in the field during Decem
ber and January, 


(ii) that sugarca.ne may be preserved in a sound con
dition in clamps oveT the months February and 
March, and 


(iii) that a sugar-beet crop could be grown so as to 
supply a factory from the middle of March until 
the end of June. The factory would naturally 
have to be fitted to deal wi tb both crops, but 
there should be no difficulty in arranging for 
this and the potential length of campaign, six 
or seven months, is unusually long. 


P?'oduction of suga1·-beet seeds.-A number of roots 
were transplanted for seed this year and some of these were 
tested at the time of transplanting, so that if seed is 
obtained, their progeny can be again tested and the process 
of selection of acclimatised plants commenced. 


VIL- MILK. 
Milk of Montgo1ne1·y cattle.- Between December 1911 


and June 1912 a series of tests of tbe quantity and quality 
nf the milk of selected c0ws 0 f the Montgomery herd at 
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Pusa was made in collaboration with my colleague 
}.fr. _\._ C. Dobbs. then Imperial Agriculturist. The pre
cautions "hich "e employed in order to a,oid experimen
tal error as far as possible are dealt with in a succ.eeding 
paragraph. 


Although the analytical part of the work was naturally 
completed day by day at the time, it was necessary, in order 
that the data obtained might have their full value, to 
examine them carefully and ascertain the probable errors 
mathematically. This portion of the work was done during 
the hill recess 1913, and explains why the subject was only 
briefly referred to in my Jast Annual Report . 


. Altogether three series of tests were made; with three 
cows in December and January; with twelve cows in April 
and May; and ·with ten cows in September to November. 
Most of these cows had calved recently and were in " full 
milk " or ·' fairly full milk." 


Regarding the yield of milk, one half was obtained by 
hand milking (see succeeding paragraph) and from these 
data the total production of each co"· was ascertained. This 
,·aried considerably, being as small as 8 lbs. in one case and 
as high. as 18 lbs. and 21 lbs. respectively in two others. 
The majority produced from 10 to 14 lbs. per 24 hours. 
The morning and evening yields were found to be approx
imately equal in all cases; the periods between milking 
~ere J 2 hours each. In respect of fat the percentage 
varied generally from 4 to 6, but was as low as 3·5 in one 
or two instances. The percentage of solids-not-fat varied 
from 8·2 to 9·0. 


The morning and evening milk was not equa.lly rich, 
the morning milk being systematically richer by about 1 ·0 
per cent.; in some cases the difference was as sma.lJ as ·3 per 
cent., in others as high as 1 ·5 per cent. ; the mean drnerence 
for the :25 cows was ·91 per cent. 


Tests of the yield and composition from diffe1·ent zxirts 
of tlie udde1· showed that:-


(i) Usually the yield is approxinrntely equal from the 
right and left side respectively, though there 
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were fiye cows which produced more milk from 
the one than from the other half udder. 


( ii) In respect of fat -percentage, with one exc~ption, 
the milk was of equal richness from either half 
udder. The quality of the milk from the 
several quarters of the udder was t-e.sted in 
December and January for three cows, and here 
characteristic differences were met with, for in 
one case the milk was systematically richer 
from the fore, than from the hind-quarter, in 
another case it was sy:::tematically richer from 
the hind, than from the fore-quarter, whilst the 
third cow showed no such characteristic differ
ence.s. Whilst the number of instances is so 
small that one cannot say that such instances 
are not exceptional, the tests were conducted 
over so long a period, upwards of two months, 
that the data are not to be ascribed to acciden
tal error ; they are real di.ff erences for the two 
cows, howeYer exceptional such cows may be. 


E-rrors involved in 11iaking milk tests.- .. When we 
decided to make a series of milk tests of the Montgomery 
cattle, it was apparent that an attempt should be made 
either to avoid several errors which are liable to occur and 
which very frequently minimise the value of such tests, or 
to estimate their magnitude. These may be briefly 
summarised. 


(i) The number of cows should not be very small. Only 
three were included in the first period, but twelve and ten 
cows respectively were employed in two subsequent periods. 


(ii) If the periods elapsing between milkings are 
unequal, it is known that this alone affects both the quantity 
and quality of the milk. As there was no difficulty at Pusa 
in making these periods equal, all the cows were milked at 
12 hours' intervals, the variation in length oI this period 
being not more than 5 minutes, which is a negligible 
quantity. 
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(iii) In India it is usually difficult to pers11ade a cow 
to yield milk to the hand without the calf sucking at the 
same time. At Pusa this was found to be regularly so. But 
obviously if the calf takes an unknown quantity of the milk, 
the total yield cannot be correctly ascertained; and without 
the adoption of special precautions this factor affects the 
percentage of fat also. The practice at Pusa with this herd 
is to allow the calf to take all the milk of one side of the 
udder whilst the other half is hand drawn, the idea being 
to ensure that the calves have a liberal allowance. It 
remained therefore to ascertain whether this practice is 
accompanied by any systematic errors, e.g., is the one ha.lf 
udder as thoroughly stripped b) hand as the other half is 
by the calf? The system which we adopted for these tests 
was to allow the calf to take the milk from one half udder, 
say the right, whilst the left half was band milked, for 
two milkings ; then for the following two milkings the calf 
was given the left half, whilst the right half udder was 
band milked; and this sequence was followed day by day. 
During the first half of the period, i .e., approximately for 
one month, the change from right to left side was made at 
the morning milking, whilst during the second half period, 
it was made at the eYening milking. By the adoption of 
this system of ruilking it was evident that if the calf 
obtained more milk than the man (i.e., if the hand milking 
were t,he less per feet) or if more milk were secreted during 
the night or day t,ime, systematic differences of yield would 
be perceptible in the records which could be traced to one of 
these two causes. The data showed no such systematic 
differenoes and it became evident that the calf and man 
were equally efficient in stripping the udder. The source 
of erro1· due to not being able to milk these cows entirely 
by hand, was thus avoided. 


An examination of the data, both of yield and of per
centage of fat, showed that the probable error of individual 
tests was unusually small. The probable error of yield for 
individual milkings was only ± ·27, and for percentage of 
fat it was only± ·29, which are small when compared with 
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similar records which have been obtained elsewhere. The 
principal deductions depended on the arithmetical means of 
all the tests of any one period, and the probable error then 
fell to rather less than ± · 1 both in the case of yield a,nd per
centage of fat. We were thus enabled to decide with great 
accuracy what differences were due to error of experiment 
and what were real differences in yield or quality. 


Error due to 1nilking in the ordinary way.-During a 
part (28 days) of the third period, September to Nov
ember, the ten cows were hand milked as for profit, that 
is. the calf was allowed as little as possible, the object being 
to ascertain the magnitude of the errors which such a 
method would incur. The yields by band were about 50 
per cent. greater during this time, which was to be expected. 
It is also obvious that under such conditions the real 
quantity of milk secreted could not be ascertained. But 
in addition to this, the probable error of an individual 
milking rose from ± ·26 to ± ·74, that js, it became three 
times as great. 


Detection of a,dded u ate1· in milk.-During recent years 
the reliability of the freezing point of milk as a critei'ion 
of its freedom from aJ ded water has been recommended, 
chiefly by Brownlie Henderson fo Queensland. It has been 
found by him and others that the freezing point of pure 
milk is so constant that a comparatively small addition of 
water, e.g., 2 per cent., can be detected. At present the 
method is purely empirical and would only become depend
able if a large number of tests showed what the variation of 
freezing point of pure milk is. To this end the freezing 
point of the milk of a number of individual cows and buffa
loes at Pusa, at the Lyallpur Agricultural College and at 
the Military Dairy Farm, Peshawar, was determined, and 
it seems certain that even among indJYiduals the varia
tion in freezing point is only small. At Pusa it varied 
from - ·54:3° to - ·577°C., at Lya.llpur from - ·527° to 
- ·562°C., and at Pesbawar from - ·529° to - ·564°0. 
The variations between individua.]s are naturally greater 
than between samples of the mixed milks of a herd; thns 
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the freezjng point of cow's milk at Pusa was - ·555°C., at 
Lyallpur- ·547°, at Peshawar- ·537°, and ouffalo's milk 
at Peshawar- ·552°. The standard freezing point assumP,d 
by Vlinter is- ·550°C., and a freezing point - ·537°C. is 
equivalent to 2·36 per cent. of added water. Thus for 
mixed milks 5 per cent. of added water could be detected 
with certainty, whereas if dependence is placed on the per
centage of solids-not-fat, there are cases where 10 per cent. 
could not be sworn to. Using Pusa cow's milk, to which 
known amounts of water were added, the freezing point 
indicated the following percentages of water :-


I ndicated. Actirnl. 


5·(i :i·O 


10·0 10·0 


19·0 20·0 


2 l ·S 25·0 


VIII.-PROGRAMME OF WORK FOR 1914-15. 


Major subjects :-
1. Examination of the sugarcane and sugar-beet crops 


at Peshawar and the storage of these crops in " clamps." 
2. Experiments on possible improvements in the refin


ing of saltpetre will be continued. 
3. Records of the amount and nature of drainage water 


from fallow land and from land bearing crops are main-
tained. 


4. An investigation of certain of the constituents of 
Lathyrus sat. is being conducted by the Supernumerary 
Agricultural Chemist. 


5. The ratio of ATgon to Oxygen and Argon to Nitrogen 
in soil gases under certain specified agricultural conditions 
is being determined. 
Mino1, subjects:-


6. An attempt is being made to ascertain the nature of 
the hydration of clay in soils. 
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I X .- PUBLICATIONS. 


The foJlowing have been issued:-
1. The Yield and Composition of the Milk of the Montgomery 


herd at P usa and Errors in Milk rrests. J. W . Leather 
and A.. C. Dobbs. Me1n. Dez1t. of Ag1·i. in India, Chem. 
Ser., Vol. III, No. 6. 


2. The System P otassium Nitrate, Sodium Chloride, Water. 
J. W. Leather and Jatindra Nath Mukerjee. Mem. De2>t. 
of Ag1·i. in India, Chem. Ser ., Vol. III, No. 7. 


3. The systems (A.) Water, Magnesium Carbonate and 
Carbonic A.cid, (B) Water, Calcium Carbonate, Mag
nesium Carbonate and Carbonic A.cid. J. '\iV . Leather 
and J atindra Nath Sen. Jllem. /Jept. of Agri. in India, 
Chem. Ser., Vol. I II, No. 8. 
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REPORT OF THE IMPERIAL ECONOMIC 
BOTANIST. 


(A. HOWARD, C.I.E., M.A., A.R.C.S., F.L.S.) 


I.- STAFF. 


Charge.-! held charge of the section at P usa during 
the year under review from October 18th, 1913, tjll June 
30th, 1914. During the remainder of the period, I was on 
combined leave when the Second Assistant, Maulvi Abdur 
Rahman Khan, was in charge of current duties at Pusa. 
This assistant did good work dtuing my absence and was 
rewarded by the grant of a charg~ allowance. 


Stafj.- The work of the staff continues to be satis
factory. In addition to the assistant mentioned above, tbe 
only case for individual mention is that of Lal Singh, who 
has been promoted to the post of Second Fieldman at P usa. 
Fieldman Ram Prasad died during the year when the sec
tion lost the services of a loyal and hard-working man. 


II.- WHEAT I NVESTIGATIONS. 


Distribution of Pusa Wheats in India. 


In previous annual reports, a full account has been 
given of the preliminary work connected with the produc
tion and also with the t rial of Pusa wheats in the various 
wheat-growing tracts of India. At the same time, refer
ence has been made to the investigations on the influence of 
the environment on the milling and baking qualities of 
these wheats, which have been canjed out in collaboration 
with Mr. Leake and with the invaluable help of Mr. A. E. 
Humphries. It is not proposed to refer now in detail to 
these preliminary matters which were fully described in the 
annual reports for 1911-12 and 1912-13. 
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The outstanding feature of the work of the last year has 
been ~he demonstration of the fact that one of the new 
wheats, No. 12, is the best for general cultivation both in 
the Gangetic plain and also on the black soils of Peninsular 
India. This wheat has also given satisfactory returns, 
both as regards yield and quality, in the barani tracts oi 
the Punjab where it is now being grown by the cultivators. 
The behaviour of this variety is of the greatest importance 
in the work of improving the wheats of I ndia. Judged by 
the returns obtained by the people themselves, not only in 
almost every District from Gurdaspur in the Punjab 
through the United Provinces to Bhagalpur in Bihar, but 
also on the black soils in Bundelkhand and in the Central 
Provinces, this wheat has invariably given the highest 
yield. At the same time, it has been demonstrated that its 
milling and baking qualities have been maintained unim
paired, both under barani conditions and also under canal 
and well irrigation. In addition to the satisfactory yjeld, 
the numerous trials of Pusa 12 by the cultivators in the 
United Provinces, during the last wheat season, have 
brought out the fact that it is able to maintain itself with 
far less water than late sorts like Muzaffarnagar, which 
need at least one more watering. Pusa 12 is a red chaffed 
wheat with good straw and its characteristic appearance in 
the field is of considerable advantage in the work of replac
ing the country wheats, which for tbe most part are shorter 
in the straw and have white chaff. The grain is white in col
our and larger and more attractive than Muza:ffarnagar. 
A single improved grade of white wheat can now be grown 
over a very large portion of the wheat-growing area of 
India. This will be an enormous advantage to the export 
trade and at the same time will be of great use from the 
point of view of the food of the people. For local consump
tion, Pusa 12 is wortb at least two annas a maund more 
than ordinary Indian wheat. 


Pusa 12, when placed on the Calcutta market for the 
first time this year, found a ready market at the mills and 
fet.ched four a.nnas a. maund above Bihar wheats on its 
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appearance alone. This fact is promising from the point 
of view of the first shipment of t.his wheat to Great Britain. 


The distribution of Pusa 12 to cultivators is now being 
actively taken up by the Agricultural Departments of the 
United Provinces, the Punjab, Bihar and Central Provinces 
and all the available seed has been distributed. The supply, 
however, was far below the demand and, in particular, the 
indents from the United Provinces could only in part be 
met. Steps ha,e been taken to remedy this and it is 
expected that the seed farms in Bihar and some of the 
indigo estates will be able to provide about 10,000 maunds 
of Pusa 12 in April 1915 to supplement the general seed 
supply of the Agricultural Department. On tbe indigo 
estates in Bihar, Pusa wheats are now almost exclusively 
grown and wheats like Muzaffarnagar have been given up. 


A beginning bas been made during the present year in 
the work of growing sufficient Pusa 12 at a few centres in 
the Central Circle of the United Provinces so that the sur
plus can be sent as a special sliipment to England for the 
purpose of introducing this wheat on the Home markets. 
The co-operation of Mr. B. C. Burt, the Deputy Director of 
Agriculture, has been secured in this matter and the neces
sary financial assistance has been given by His Honour the 
Lieutenant-Governor of the United Provinces and by the 
Agricultural Adviser to the Government of India. By 
taking advantage of the development of the Co-operative 
movement in this Circle, it is hoped to replace systemati
cally, from certain centres, the country wheats by Pusa 12 
over large areas. The experiment is an interesting one, not 
only from the point of view of the trade in an impro,ed 
product, but also as a means of discovering ho" far the 
Co-operatfre movement can be used in the distribution of 
an improved variety in a systematic way. 


Another aspect of the success of Pusa 12 over so large a 
portion of the wheat-growing area of India rr.mains to be 
considered. It is sometimes stated that the agricultural 
conditions vary so much in India from province to pro
vince and also in different parts of the same province, that 
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the work of improving any widely cultivated crop can only 
be done locally and at a number of stations. In reality this 
idea is not supported by the facts. It is true of course that 
the conditions under which wheat is grown in India vary 
widely, and that a knowledge of these conditions is essen
tial in the work of improving the crop. It is also true that 
a single area of fifty acres in the Gangetic alluvium, if 
skilfully selected, exhibits an exceedingly wide range of 
soil conditions, which, from the point of new of the require
ments of the ,,heat crop. vary almost as much as any two 
of the wheat-growing provinces of India. By taking 
advantage of this circumstance, it is possible to make a 
single wheat-breeding station serve for almost the whole of 
India. 


Wheat Breeding. 


Tha fourth generation of the crosses between Indian and 
English wheats, referred to in the previous report, havs been 
worked through during the year. A large range of indivi
duals has been selected for further growth, all of which are 
characterised by strong straw, rust resistance and attrac
tive looking grain. The range il1 time of ripening of these 
plants is vel'y great. Some are earlier than Pusa 4 while 
among those with enormous tillering power are numerous 
individuals which will probably ripen too late for any of 
the wheat tracts of India except possibly the Quetta valley. 
This group of wheats is by far the most promising material 
obtained at Pusa. Some types will probably be fixed in 
1915, after which they ~ill be tried in the various wheat
growing tracts. 


III.-OTJIER h"YESTIGATIONS. 


1'obocco.-Progress continues to be made in the tobacco 
investigations at Pusa. 


FuTther results have been obtained with the cigarette 
tobacco known as Type 2 . A good many of the indigo 
estates in Bihar are now growing this tobacco for the Indian 
Leaf Tobacco Development Companv at Dalsing Serai and. 


n2 
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in April last, an increased quantity of self-fertilized seed 
was distributed. The yield of this tobacco under estate 
conditions is very satisfactory and it is also being taken up 
by the cultivators for the local trade. On a few estates, 
Type 28 is being cured on racks, the price obtained for the 
first quality leaf being Rs. 25 per maund. ATrangements 
have been made to grow at Pusa the seed of this tobacco 
required by the planters and others so that this variety can 
be maintained true to type and natural crossing prevented. 


The importance of improved methods of growing the 
seedlings of this crop was referred to in the last report. By 
partially sterilizing the seed beds, the seedling!:; grow faster 
and stronger and are ready for transplanting about a week 
or so earlier than when grown in the ordinary way. It 1s a 
great advantage in Bihar to be able to rely on an abundant 
supply of strong seedlings at the proper time so that even 
fields can be established on the hathia rains. Work is in 
progress at Pusa with the object of devising the most econo
mic method of adapting the results obtajned to estate 
conditions. 


Interesting results were obtained during the year on 
green manuring for tobacco with sanai (Crotalaria 
juncea, L.). These results supplement those already pub
lished in the Agricultural Journal of India (VoJ. VII, 
1912). It was found then that if the interval of time 
between ploughing in the green crop and transplanting 
the tobacco exceeded two months, the effect of the green crop 
diminished and finally disappeared altogether. During 
the past year, the effect of diminishing the time between 
ploughing in the sanai and planting the tobacco was tried. 
It was found that any period less than two months was too 
short for the decay of the green manure and when the 
period was less than one month the crop obtained was very 
poor. Across the plots in whir.h the sanai had less than two 
months to decay, a broad strip was subsoiled some time after 
the green crop was put under. The result was a great 
improvement in the vigour of the tobacco crop and the sub
soiled strip stood out markedly from tbe rest. It is prob· 
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able that these latter results can be explained by the work 
of Kidd (Proc. Roy. Soc., B, Vol. 87, 1914) who has shown 
that the decay of green manure produces so much carbon 
dioxide in the soil as to inhibit the germination of seeds. 
Until a certain stage is reached in the Jecay of a crop like 
sana,i, it is quite possible that want of oxygen and excess of 
c;arbon dioxide would be limiting factors to a rapidly grow
ing crop like tobacco. That a poor germination is obtained 
if seeds are sown soon after a green crop of sanai 1s 
ploughed in, was observed twice during the past year a.t 
Pusa, once in the case of Java indigo and once in the case 
of tobacco sown in a nursery which had been recently green 
manured with sanai. The absence of any marked crop 
increase on the heavy lands in Bihar, following a dressing 
of seeth, and also the poor crops obtained on such lands 
after sanai ploughed in (especiaUy in wet years or when the 
soil is waterlogged by flooding) are probably also connected 
with oxygen supply. Kidd's researches are likely to pro-ve 
of considerable interest to India. 


A paper is in preparation, by the Personal Assistant, on 
the inheritance of characters in Nicotiana r·ustica, L., 
the observations on which were brought to a conclusion 
during the year. 


Gram..- The selection work on this crop was continued 
and three of the most promising types, including the high 
yielding white gram wh'ich was valued so highly at Bombay 
in 1912, have been distributed for trial on estates in Bihar 
and also in other tracts of India. A certain amount of 
natural crossing takes place in this crop, the extent of which 
under Bihar conditions is now being investigated. 


Fibres.- The work on the inheritance of characters in 
Hibiscus Sabda1·iffa was continued, bu~ it was not found 
possible to complete this investigation during the year. The 
work is being continued. 


The behaviour of some of the cultures of sanai (Crota
laria juncea) at Pusa indjcated that extensive natural cross
ing takes place in this crop when two or more varieties are 
grown next to next. The pollination wechRnism in the 
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flower has been worked out and the functions of the long and 
short stamens e1ucidated. Very little selling under nets 
takes place in this crop, the flowers only setting seed nor
mally after being visited by bees. These facts render 
variety trials in this crop exceedingly difficult. 


1vl etliods of pollination.- It is hoped during the next 
few months to bring out a second memoir dealing with 
natural cross fertilization and to include in it the observa
tions of this ;:;ubject made at Pusa since the :first memoir was 
published in 1910. 


Drainage.-The great importance of a system of surface 
drainage in Bihar, wl.rich allows each field to deal with its 
own rainfal] only and also prevents the loss o.f fine soil by 
surface wash, has been observed for some years at Pusa. 
The subject has been brought to the notice of the planting 
~ommunity in Bihar in a paper read at the meeting of the 
Bihar Planters' Association in January last. The Pusa 
method has been taken up with success on several estates 
and a great deal of attentjon is now being devoted to the 
subject. On the Dhob Estate, the ]ands are being divided 
up into drained areas about five acres in extent so as to 
admit of the use of reapers and other labour saving devices 
in the cultivation of wheat for seed purposes. Mr. Danby, 
in a letter dated January 3rd, 1914, gives his opinion on 
this system of drainage as follows:-


" During the past year I have applied the system of 
,mrface drainage to some 40 bighas and I intend to extend 
it to the whole of my factory zerats here aHd at the outworks. 
The lands which I drained in this way this year were 
formerly, in a wet year, more or less waterlogged the whole 
of the rains owing to the water from the higher lands 
draining into them. This year I was able to cultivate and 
keep them clean all through the rains and even after the 
late rains which we had this year I was able to sow wheat 
in them before the end of October." 


A note on the subject of drainage and soil denudation 
by rain wash was submitted to t,he Board of Agriculture at 
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Coimbatore. This has since been published m the 
Quarle?'ty Journal of the Indian Tea Association. 


l ndigo.-The present position of the indigo investiga
tions has been dealt with, in detail, in a report to the Bihar 
Planters' Association published in January last. 


The area under Java indigo in Bihar has fallen since 
1909-10 from 70,000 to a.bout 15,000 bighas in 1913. 
During this period, the area under Surnatrana indigo has 
remained constant at about 45,000 bighas. The decline in 
the area under Java indigo has been a serious blow to the 
planting community in Bihar. As is we:l known, this 
species is much richer in indican than Sumatrana which 
latter was exclusively grown in Bihar till the introduction 
of Java indigo in 1898. The rapid increase in the area 
under the Java plant gave rise to the hope that the decline 
of the natural indigo industry would at least be arrested. 
Difficulties, however, arose after the cycle of dry seasons 
came to an end in 1908. The crop showed signs of fa1ling 
off in vigour, the yield of leaf became less and difficulties in 
growing the crop for seed were of frequent occurrence. 
The poor seed sown gave rise to still more weakly crops 
with the l'esult that the area declined eighty per cent. in 
four years. The cause of the trouble is regarded locally as 
a disease to which the name of ' wilt ' has been given. The 
nature pf the disease has been investigated both by the 
Sirsiah Experiment Station and also by the Mycologica], 
Entomo1ogical and Bacteriological SectJ:i.ons of the Pusa 
Research Institute. In all cases the results obtained were 
negative. The matter was also referred to the Botanical 
Section at Pusa. It was found that the wilting of Java 
indigo, which takes place after the first cut in July, was 
due to the loss of the active root system of the plant, result
ing from a long continued ·wet condition of the soi] . 
Similar wilting is common in Bihar in crops like patwa 
(Hibiscus canna.binus) and sanai (Crotalcwia juncea) when 
sown at the beginning of the monsoon for seed purposes. 
All these deep-rooted crops are sensitive to a constandy wet 
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soil and lose their active root system i f this condition per
sists for too long a period. 


In searching for some practical remedy for this trouble, 
two lines of attack suggested themselves. In the first place, 
improvements in surface drainage and aeration of the soil 
might be expected to prolong the life of the plant. Secondly, 
sowing the crop specially for seed towards the end of the 
monsoon, so that the developing root system would follow 
the fall of the subsoil water, was a second possibility in 
case improved drainage and cultiYation failed to avert the 
trouble in the case of indigo grown in the ordinary way. 
Both these methods were tried simultaneously. 


Among the various methods of surface drainage and 
interculture, tried during the monsoon on indigo cut for 
leaf in the ordinary way, no practicable remedy for the 
trouble was discovered. The waterlogging, which takes 
place in the .fine Bihar alluvium and which leads to the 
destruction of the young roots of the indigo, cannot be 
entirely prevented by ordinary surface drainage and cul
tivation. The plants will not tolerate the constantly moist 
condition of the soil for the whole of the monsoon period. 


In the case of August sown indigo, very different results 
were obtained. The plants grew rapidly, escaped wilt 
altogether and gave rise to a fine crop of healthy seed the 
following March. After reaping the seed, the plants were 
cut back and then gave a good crop of leaf in the ordinary 
way the following rains. Similar results were obtained on 
a large scale on the Dholi estate. The Pusa results showed 
that, for seed purposes, J ava indigo should be sown thickly, 
in lines about two feet apart, early in August on high, well 
drained land in good condition. In this way the plants 
escape the disease. They grow to a large size by the end 
of October and so carry a heavy crop of seed the following 
cold weather. Thus one of the main obstacles to the culti
vation of Java indigo in Bihar has been removed and the 
planting community are now in a position to grow their 
own seed without any great outlay. After gathering the 
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seed, the indigo can be cut back and good crops of leaf taken 
the following monsoon. 


Attention has also been paid to the method of pollina
tion in Java indigo, from the point of view both of seed 
growing and of improving the plant in indican produc
tion. Pollination by bees is the rule and very few seeds are 
produced by covered plants. As would be expected from 
the method of pollination, the progeny of single plants 
showed that natural crossing is common. These facts 
indicate that ordinary singl~ plant selection methods in 
Java indigo are not likely to yield results at all commen
surate with the work which this method would involve. 
Some system of mass selection, in which undesirable forms 
are eliminated prior to flowering, seems much more likely 
to lead to improvement. Advantage will have to be taken 
of those individuals in the mixed crop which grow rapidly 
and strongly and which by their habit of growth and 
amount of leaf surface are likely to give the highest yields 
of green leaf. These will have to be grown separately, away 
from other indigo, and a process of rogueing carried out 
before flowering time so that all undesirable types are 
weeded out and not allowed to cross with the rest. The 
fact that bees are necessary for the pollination of ,1 ava 
indigo indicates that for seed purposes the plants should be 
properly spaced and not grown too close together. Copious 
setting is obtained if the crop is grown in lines about two 
feet apart. Cultivated in this way, Java indigo branches 
freely from the ground and there is ample room for th~ 
bees. 


During the progress of the indigo investigations it 
became evident that one important method of improvement 
had been, to a large extent, neglected. In the past, it has 
been tacitly assumed that the methods of cultivation in 
vogue in Bihar are more or less perfect and that any line 
of advance must necessarily begin in the laboratory. The 
results obtained at Pusa have shown that a considerable 
degree of improvement is easily possible in the actual grow-
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ing of the crop. Further, these improvements are well 
within the means of an ordinary indigo estate. 


After the removal of the cover crop, it is the usual prac
tice in Biha.r to weed the young indigo crop by hand. This 
process is tedious and expensive and the work is not always 
well done. By the use of lever harrows in the early stages, 
and by the use of spring tine cultivators later on, a great 
deal of hand weeding can be avoided and at the same time 
the young crop is greatly improved by the cultivation. 
These lever harrows have been tried extensively on the 
Dholi Estate for two seasons and Mr. Danby reports as 
follows on the trials (Letter, dated January 3rd, 1914) :--


" I meant to have written before about the lever har
rows. I had six of these harrows in use last year and I 
have ordered six more from Messrs. Massey Harris. 


" I harrowed practically the whole of my Java crop in 
February and March last after cutting the cover crop
wheat and su1·soo. The crop was greatly improved by the 
harrowing, besides which the wheat stubble and weeds were 
to a large extent removed. I estimate that the amount 
saved in weeding alone in one year was more than the cost 
of the harrows." 


Some consideration has been given at Pusa to the 
discovery of some practicable method of reducing the 
amount of wilt among Java indigo when grown for leaf. 
Very promising results were obtained during 1913. As is 
well known, the universal method of growing Java indigo 
in Bihar is to sow it either broadcast or by drills in lines 
close together. The result, in both cases, is a dense crop of 
unbranched plants among which leaf-fall rapidly takes 
place due ~ the crowding of the plants, thus leading to a 
great loss of indigo. Further, interculture to keep down 
weeds is impossible after the first cut. When the crop is 
reaped, the indigo is cut down completely and the plant 
bas to produce new shoots during the monsoon at a time 
when its roots are in very moist soil. Few plants will sur
vive uninjured such treatment during a heavy monsoon. 
When an indigo plant is suddenly cut down, the passage of 
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water and food materials from the roots goes on for a time 
and the stumps bleed. There are no leaves to carry on the 
transpi1~ation current and the result is that the normal 
physiological processes in the plant are greatly upset. lt 
1s not surprising therefore that the new growth is forrned 
so slowly and that it is often unhealthy. Many plants, 
such as peaches and flowering creepers like I po1ncea, 
usually die outright when cut down to the ground during 
the rains and hardly ever recover. It was decided in 1913 
to try the effect of pruning the crop in July at 1..he time of 
the first cut and to compare the behaviour of plants treated 
in this way with those cut down completely. The crop was 
grown in lines, two feet apart, to allow of branching. One 
half of the plot was cut down in the ordinary way, the re$t 
pruned so that one branch was left at cutting time. The 
result was that the pruned plants began to shoot earlier than 
those which had been cut down and moreover escaped wilt 
Lo a much greater ex tent. The total yield from the pruned 
plot was about thirty per cent. greater than that of the 
area cut down completely. vVork on this subject is being 
continued with the object of finding the most economic 
method of growing the crop so that it can be pruned at the 
first cut instead of being cut down completely. 


IV .- THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE :FRUIT INDUSTRY OF 


BALUCHISTAN. 


In the previous annual report, a complete account was 
given of the work at Quetta relating to the development of 
the fruit industry in Baluchistan. A brief reference to the 
progress made during the past year will suffice to bring this 
subject up to date. 


Fruit and Agl'icult,urul Ewpe1'iment Stat-ion. 


Considerable progress has been made in the preliminary 
work relating to the laying out and equipment of the new 
Experiment Station at Quetta. The land has been laid out 
in large tenaces with a suitable slope for irrigation in two 
directions. Water can nov,, be brought on to about three-
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quarters of the terraces by means of two bricked channels 
so that the loss of water during irrigation has been reduced 
to a minimum. The rest of the area is commanded by earth 
channels only. A pucca road now runs through the area, 
the farm buildings, which include quarters for the overseers 
and workmen, have been erected and the work connected 
with the artesian bores has been completed. One of 
these bores has been fitted with an oil engine and a cen
trifugal pump and has been very thoroughly tested by 
pumping on it for eight hours a day for a month. By this 
means the flow was increased from one to about three 
thousand gallons an hour without affecting the normal flow. 
A certain supply of irrigation water is now assured what
ever may be the future of the large Si1·khi ka1·ez oi which 
two shabanas of water belong to the Experiment Station. 


The method of ring budding seedlings in May and June 
has proved a great success under Quetta conditions and 
during the past year about 2,000 budded trees have been 
distributed. All the young trees are pruned in the nursery 
during the first year's growth and properly trained before 
issue to the public. In order to check waste of stock, all the 
trees, except those for Government use, were sold at the 
rate of two to the rupee. At the end of the present year it 
is expected that from six to eight thousand trees will be 
ready for distribution. 


Experience during the past year bas confirmed the 
opinion given in the last report that by suitable methods of 
moisture conservation a great saving of irrigation water is 
possible in Baluchistan. J,'urther saving of water is possi
ble by a proper grading of the surf ace and by bricking the 
main distributaries. In the case of wheat, a yield of 18 
maunds 30 seers per acre was obtained on an area of about 
three acres with-one irrigabon only. This was applied be
fore sowing in October so as to ~nsure a good germination. 
Afterwards the soil moisture was conserved by means of a 
surface mulch produced by lever barrows. The ordinary 
yield of irrigated wheat near Quetta. is not much over 
twenty maunds per acre and the usual number of waterings 
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is six to eight. The great saving of water possible by the 
use of a surface mulch in the case of a wheat crop is there
fore obvious. 


The growth of Persian clover (shaftful) as a green 
manure at Quetta continues to give excellent results. ·when 
sown in August, this crop gives three cuts of green fodder 
weighing about 60,000 lbs. per acre before the end of the 
following May. In addition, the last cut is either ploughed 
in as green manure or a crop of seed is raised. A marked 
improvement in the water holding capacity and tilth of the 
soil follows this treatment. A small amount of seed wa:3 
distributed during the year and arrangements a.re being 
made to raise a large quantity this summer. 


The investigations, referred to in the previous report, 
on the yellowing of peach trees have resulted in the 
discovery of the cause and of an easy method of prevention. 
In the vegetable gardens in the Civil Station of Quetta the 
peach trees have, as a rule, very yellow foliage, often accom
panied by excessive g;umming. Such trees die very quickly 
and do not bear a large crop once the unhealthy symptoms 
are well marked. The early symptoms appear to be iden
tical with the disease in the Eastern United States known 
as " Peach yellows." The later symptoms of the disease, 
namely, premature reddening and ripening of the fruit, are 
however not developed. The yellow condition is not pro
pagated by buds taken from affected trees and thus the 
disease is not the " Peacn. yellows " of the United States. 
Applications of soluble nitrogenous manures, such as nitrate 
of soda or sulphate of ammonia, gave negative results, so 
that want of available nitrogen is not connected with the 
trouble. It was found th_at if shaftal is grown round the 
affected trees the disease slowly disappears and the trees 
produce healthy growth. This result suggested that the 
yellowing of the foliage is due to want of air in the subsoil 
which follows the system of surf ace irrigation without any 
subsequent cultivation now in use at Quetta. During the 
present year this opinion has been confirmed. Some of the 
peach trees at the Fruit Experiment Station were over-irri-
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gated by sm~face flooding during March and April last and 
by the beginning of May the new foliage showed the char
.acteristic yellow tinge. Irrigation was stopped and the soil 
round the t rees was well cuJti vated right down to the roots. 
In less than a fortnight the yellowness disappeared and the 
trees now show the characteristiu shiny green foliage of 
vigorous growt.h. By growing the slwftal in beds between 
the lines of peach trees and by keeping the strip of soil, in 
which the trees occur, well cultivated the relations between 
air and moisture in the soil most suitable for Lhe peach can 
be maintained. After the buds open in March the trees 
should only occasionally be watered directly as the roots get 
sufficient water when the beds of sliaftal are irrigated. 


The sale of improved fruit boxes to the public and the 
trade was continued during the year. These are now in 
general use at Quetta and during the present summer it js 
hoped to complete the experimental work on this subject 
and introduce several more improved packages. 


During my absence on leave in 1913, Colonel Duke, 
I.M.S., Residency Surgeon and Chief Administrative 
Medical Officer in Baluchistan, kindly agreed to inspect the 
work from time to time and to give any necessary advice to 
the Assistant in Charge. This arrangement proved most 
useful. 


V .- P ROGRAMME AND PUDLICATIONS. 


P1·ogramme of w01·k for 1914-15. 


Plant breeding and plant imp1·ovement.- V\7ork will be 
continued on the following crops on the lines indicated in 
the annual reports and in the publications of the section.
wheat, tobacco, gram, fibre plants, indigo, oil seeds and 
fruit. 


Publications. 


Very little progress was made during the year in the 
publication of results. This part of f·he work is no-w in 
arrears, but a special effort is being made this summer to 
bring the publication of results up to date. 
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The following papers were published during the year : -


l. The Improvement of Indio-o in Bihar (with G. L. C. 
Howard). Published by tie Bihar Planters' Association. 


2 . Soil Denudation b~, Rainfall and Drainage. 'l'he Conser
vation of Soil Moisture. Q11arte1·ly J omnal, Indian T ea 
Association, Part I, 1914. 


3. The Seed Supply of the New Pusa W heats (with G. L. C. 
Howard). Reprinted in the Agric-iiltm·al Jo tt1'11,al of India, 
Vol. IX. Part III, 1914. 


4. Notes on Drainage and Green Manuring (with G. L. C. 
Howard) . Ag1·icultural Journal of Ind£a, Vol. IXJ Part 
II, 1914. 
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REPORT OF THE IMPERIAL MYCOLOGIST. 


(F. J. F. SHAW, B.Sc., A.R.C.S., F.L.S.) 


!.-CHARGE AND ESTABLISHMENT. 


Dr. Butler held charge of the section until 28th March 
1914, when he proceeded on privilege leave and furlough; 
since this date I have been in charge of the section. I was 
absent on duty in Madras up to 31st October 1913, when 
Mr. McRae, Government Mycologist, Coimbatore, returned 
from leave. 


S. Pasupati I yer, second clerk, resigned to take up the 
Sericultural course on 22nd November 1913, and Nripendra 
Chandra Sen filled the vacancy thus caused until 26th 
March 1914, when Md. Taslim was appointed. All the 
staff have worked well. 


I I.-TRAINING. 


Mr. A. C. Tunstall, Mycologist to the Indian Tea 
Association, worked in the laboratory as a visitor for about 
a week in September and Mr. G. H. Alington, I.F.S., 
Assistant to Forest Botanist, was deputed to study some 
tree diseases in January. Babu B. L. Gupta, B.Sc., 
Professor of Biology in the Reid Christian College, 
Lucknow, attended the laboratory during May and June 
and received a course of lectures and practical work on the 
morphology of the fungi. 


III.-DISEASES OF PLANTS. 


The investigation of the diseases of crops, the collection 
and identification of Indian fungi, and the giving of advice 
to cultivators and officers of the Department formed the 
principal work of the section. 


(1) Paddy Disease.-The most serious disease of 
paddy is that which is known in Eastern Bengal as 
" ufra." An account of this trouble has been published in 
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Bulletin No. 34 of the Department while popular descrip
tions have appeared in the Agricultural, Journal of 
India and in a Bengali leaflet. It has been established 
that the organism responsible for the damage is a form of 
eelworm (T. angustus) belonging to the genus Tylenchus, of 
which several species are known to cause serious diseases 
of cereals. Inoculations with material which, so far as 
could be determined, contained no other constant organism 
but the worm, have been successful in producing typical 
" ufra " in localities where the disease was quite unknown. 
The disease commences its ravages in July and culminates 
about September-October when large numbers of motile 
worms are present. After December they remain immotile 
and dormant in the dry grains and probably recommence 
activity only with the flooding of the fields after sowing; 
in this connection experiments have shown that 1'. angu,s- . 
tus can wjthstand desiccation for even 15 months. It is a 
curious fact that transplanted paddy appears to be com
paratively immune to natural attack. During the present 
year efforts have been made to map out the extent of the 
infected area and an experiment is in progress at Comilla 
to test remedial measures. It is probable that burning 
the stubble on the soil after winter harvest will be found 
to be the most efficient means of combating this disease. 
The infected area in Eastern Bengal appears to stretch 
from the Madhupur jungle north of Dacca to the river Ma
hari in Chittagong District. Westward the disease is 
bounded by the Padrna. but the eastern limit is uncertain, 
the infected area almost certainly reaches to the Meghna 
and further search is needed in the direction of Sylhet. In 
Tippera the northern limit of infection is near Akhaura 
on the Assam-Bengal Railway and the disease is parti
cularly virulent in this district at Narjanpur, Comilla and 
Chandpur, at Begumganj and Chaumuhani in Noakhali 
District, and also at Fenni in Chittagong District. The 
most important fact in the distribution of this disease is 
that it has recently been identified with the " sanhra" 
condition of paddy in tl1e KJrnnti Sub-Division near 


B 
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Ranchi ; further investigations will be carried out in this 
area. 


The losses caused by " ufra " are very heavy. In 
Begumganj thana in 1910 the loss was estimated at 200,000 
maunds of grain and in Chaumubani in 1911 nearly half 
the winter crop was lost. The supreme importance of 
paddy as a food crop in Bengal and the virulence of this 
disease will make it the major work of this section for 
some time to come. 


An account of Sclerotiurn 01'yz(J3 Catt. was pub
lished as a memoir of the Department. This ~ungus 
has been found attacking rice in Burma, in Madras, and 
also in Bihar and Orissa, in which latter province it has 
been collected at Cuttack, at Pusa and near Ranchi. P ad
dy infected by this parasite usually shows excessive tiller
ing and lightness in the grain, in fact there is frequent]y 
nothing within the glnmes. In culture the morpho
logy of the fungus proved more or less dependent 
upon the nature of the nutrient medium. The observations 
of Cattaneo, who regarded the sclerotia as spore contain
ing organs, were not confirmed in the present memoir. 


Brief accounts of Rice Bunt (Tilletia lwrrida Tak.) 
and False smut [Ustilaginoidea vi1'ens (Cke.) Tak.] were 
published in Bulletin No. 34. The former has been the 
cause of complaints from Germany, its spores having been 
found in rice imported from Burma and Siam. Effective 
remedies for this type of disease are known, should the 
trouble become severe. 


(2) Sugarcane disease.-Complete accounts of the 
principal diseases of this crop were published during the 
year as memoirs of the Department. 


" Red rot" has been the subject of previous publica
tions of this section. In the most recent communication 
the authors have worked out the mode of air-borne infection 
in, the. field, a point which bad long been obscure. It was 
found that infection took place chiefly at the adventitious 
root eyes, although penetration was also easy at the shoot 
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buds. The chief source of infection was the form of 
Colletot1'ichum falca.tum which occurs on the mid ribs of 
leaves. The process of sett selection, described in previous 
publications, offers the best method of combating this 
disease. In districts where the local cane is badly dis
eased a fresh healthy type of cane should be imported and 
setts inspected carefully each year before planting. 
Fortunately in I ndia we have a large range of these canes 
of hardy habit and great tillering power, which are rela
tjvely immune to red rot, and it has been found possible by 
hybridisation to combine the characters of such canes with 
those of the thicker, heavier yielding varieties of other 
countries. The introduction of new and immune varie
ties of cane has been very successful in Bombay Presidency. 
The Imperial Mycologist visjted Surat in October last and 
concluded that while the present state of the cane was 
good an outbreak of disease must be expected unless there 
is a marked improvement in local cultivation. At present 
the canes are grown in low lands and are practically water
logged. The adoption of the Godavari trench system or 
the nursery system of cultivation common in Ganjam is 
recommended. 


The wilt disease of sugarcane was found to be due to 
the attack of Cepha,lospo1·iu1n Sacchari Butl., a hitherto 
nndescribed species. This disease strongly resembles " red 
rot," but in the case of infection by air-borne spores the 
plant was found to be fa.r more susceptible to infection 
at stem wounds than in the previous case. The disease 
bas been found at Surat, Poona, Samalkota and thronghout 
North-eastern India. The control of the trouble should 
be on the same lines as in true red rot. As, however, 


wound infection is more common, the importance of remov
i.ng diseased clumps before they have time to rot and set free 
spores is much greater. It is probable that this disease is 
inca,pable of doing permanent damage so long as the 
measures advocated against red rot, which are essential 
t.o the successful growing of thick ca11e io Northern India., 
are caniecl out. · 


E2 
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" Collar rot " of sugarcane is due to the attack of 
Hendersonina Saccha,1·i Butl., a bitherto undescribed genus. 
The outward symptoms are a witheriug of the top and a 
black rot of the roots; the lower nodes show a red 
discoloration in the pith. The roots and the base of the 
stem ate full of the hyphre of the fungus from which cul
tures are easily obtained. Both in cultures and on diseased 
canes a pycnidial stage was observed; the pycnidia are 
peculiar in containing two types of spores in the same 
loculus. Inoculations with pure cultures of the fungus 
were carried out at Sama]kota and were successful in pro
ducing the disease. This disease occurs at Samalkota and 
at J orbat; the extent of the damage caused by jt js 
unknown. 


Helminthosporiose of sugarcane is due to th<' well 
known genus H elminthosporium,, of which H. Sacchari 
Butl. is a new species. This fungus is common on the 
leaves of sugarcane in Pusa where it produces small red 
discolorations. Inoculations ·with pure cultures were 
successful. The damage done by this disease is at present 
negligible. 


Smut of sugarcane ( Ustilago Saccli(l,ri) has been under 
ohservation in the Central Provinces and culture work 
with this fungus is now in progress at Pusa. " Serch " of 
sugarcane was reported at J orhat and Coimbatore during 
the year. The Imperial Mycologist visited Coimbatore in 
October last and satisfied himself that '' sereh "disease was 
not present. 


(3) Palm diseases.-During the year an outbreak of 
bud rot took place among the coconut palms of Malabar. 
The disease was investigated by the Supernumerary 
Mycologist, who was at that time officiating as Govern
ment Mycologist, Madras, and proved to be due to Pythium 
palmivorurn Butl., the cause of the pal111yr:i palm disease 
in the Godavari district. The fungus was studied in pure 
culture for the first time and inoculations were successfully 
carried out. It was found that the fungus was particu
larly actjve in producing rows of spots on the young leaves 
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of coconut palms. From such infections the fungus reaches 
the central bud by means of motile zoospores being washed 
down the leaves. Once tbe soft white leaf bases are 
reached a virulent rot takes place leading to the death of 
Lhe tree. As the result of numerous observations on the 
discharge of zoospores it was concluded that the fungus 
probably belongs to the genus Phytophthora and not to 
Pythium,. 


Active measures, on the lines of those in operation in 
the Godavari, have been taken against the disease by the 
Government of Madras. A popular account of this trouble 
has been published in the A g'ricultural Journal of India 
and the more scientific results have appeared in the A nnales 
n1ycologici. 


A " colJar rot" of areca palms has been identified in 
Sylhet and Khulna and is probably due to Fo1nes lucidus 
(Leys) Fr. This fungus also occurs on Gitazoma and pure 
cultures have been obtained from this source by MT. Hafiz 
Khan. Inoculations have shown that the fungus is a true 
parasite on Guazouia and work is being continued on the 
areca palm. 


(4) Rhizoctonia.- ln January last there was a bad out
break of disease on Pusa Farm due to this fungus. The 
crop affected was chiefly mustard, but the parasite was 
almost omnivorous. The fungus was Rhizoctonia Nap1 
vV est---a species not previously observed in India. It is 
under observation in pure culture; it appears to be incap
able of growth at the temperature of the hot weather and 
rains in Pusa. 


A rot of stored pota,toes at Sabour and Bankipore was 
also due to Rhizoctonia. The species R. Solani Ki.ihn was 
common and in one case a very bad rot was identified as 
due to R. dest?'uens Tass. The latter fungus was also a 
virulent parasite on Delph·iniu1n at the Alipore Horticul
tural Gardens, Calcutta; in fact it was its occurrence on 
this plant which enabled it to be identified on the potato. 


At the beginning of the year numerous specimens of 
diseased _poppy pla.nts were received from the officials of tbe 
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Opium Department in the United Provinces. The speci
mens were infected sometimes by Rhizoctonia and more 
rarely by Peronospora arborescens (Berk.) de Bary. I visit
ed Basti in March and concluded that the diseased condition 
of the poppy crop was due rather to the practice of keeping 
certain fields under poppy year after year than to any 
parasitic infection. The fungi found on the plants are a 
symptom rather than a cause of the condition of the crop. 
Investigation will be continued next season. 


(p) Cotton and Sesamum wuts.-An attempt was made 
to define the southern limits of extension of cotton wilt, 
which the previous year bad been traced from the Central 
P rovinces to Belgaum. I t was found to be present very 
sporadically in Bellary District, presumably as an exten
sion from the Dharwar side, but a careful search at 
Guntakal in Anantapur Djstrict and Nandyal in Kurnool 
District failed to show any trace of the disease. As no 
repor ts of its occurrence elsewhere in Madras have been 
received, it may be assumed that only the extreme north
west. of the P residency has been reached. On the other 
side typical cases have been received from the Nadiad 
Farm near Ahmedabad though the disease appears to be 
little prevalent in Gujarat. Cotton wilt is, therefore, 
present in the western part of the Central Provinces, 
practically the whole of Bombay, exclusive of Sind, and the 
north-west corner of Madras. It is severe in parts of the 
Berars and threatening in parts of Khandesh, but else
where, at preseut, does little damage. The cause was 
definitely established during the year to be a species of 
Fusarium,, successful inoculations with pure cultures of 
the fungus having been secured. Through the kindness 
of the United States Department of Agriculturn an oppor
tunity was obtained of comparing the Indian cotton wilt 
fungus with Fusa,ri11,rn 1vasinf ecturri Atk., the organism 
which is the cause of cotton wilt, in America. There are 
considerable differences between the two parasites and it is 
probable that the I ndian fungus is a disbnct species. It is 
also probable, though accurate information on this point is 
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not yet available, that the Indian disease is decidedly less 
virulent than that in the United States. India is fortun
ate too in possessing a race of cotton, " buri," which 1s abso
lutely immune to the disease. Arrangements have been 
made, through Mr. Clouston, Deputy Director of Agricul
ture, Central Provinces (to whom the discovery of this pro
perty of " buri " cotton is due), to supply seed of this var
iety for trial in the United States in wilt infected tracts, 
and in retm·n we are to receive American wilt-resisting 
varieties for trial in India. There is no other known 
method of fighting Fusa1·ium wilts but by the growth of 
immune or resistant vai-ieties. 


Sesamum wilt has also been proved to l?e due to a 
Fusa1·fom, and cross inoculations have confirmed what was 
already probable from morphological study, that the cotton 
and sesamum diseases are distinct and are due to different 
species of Fusa1·ium. It is, in artificial inoculations, a. 
much more virulent disease than the cotton wilt, proving 
fatal in every case tried-several hundreds. No resistant 
variety is known, but the cold weather (rabi) crop is less 
subject to the disease than the monsoon (kharif) varieties. 
Further work on these diseases will be resumed when 
opportunity arises. 


(6) Phytopkthora investigations.-The potato blight due 
to P h. infestans (Mont.) de Bary, was investigated by Mr. 
J. F. Dastur, First Assistant. It was discovered that the 
fungus does not survive in the heat of the plains of India 
and is not therefore likely to become a serious pest, except 
possibly in the hills. A species of Phytophothom has also 
been discovered attacking Vinca and Petunia; it is a var. 
iety of the [J h. pa1·asitica on castor which has been the sub
ject of a recent memoir. The slight va,riation in measm'e
ments and a few differences in the inoculation experiments 
may be accounted for by the influence of the host plant. 


(7) A nthracnose.- This disease has been investigated 
upon the betel vine, plantain, chilli and papaya. In the 
case of the betel vine the perfect stage of the species of 
Colletotrichum, has been discovered to be an Ascomycetes 
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and the C olletot1·ichu1n and Glreosp01·iu,1n upon chilli have 
been proved to be one and the same fungus. The most 
important feature of the work on this crop is that the 
disease appears to be transmitted through the seeds. 
Various methods of seed treatment will be tried during 
the current year and experiments will also be conducted in 
the spraying of plantains against antbracnose. 


(8) Groundnut leaf disease.-The relation between the 
incidence of the tikka disease of groundnut and the amount 
of cultivation and export of that crop was the subject, of an 
inquiry during the year under review. Between 1894 and 
1902 the export of groundnuts fell from 78,488 tons to 
2,890 and the trade became practically extinct. The faU in 
the exports was due not. to any deterioration in the quality 
of the produce, but fo a marked decrease in the yield per 
acre, which appeared to be the result of a fungal disea,se, 
known locally as tiklca. Treatment with fungicides had 
no effect in stopping the disease and, in 1902, the Bombay 
Department of Agriculture commenced the introduction of 
exotic varieties. These varieties were also attacked by 
tikka, but some, which ripened early, did not have their 
yield appreciably affected. Two varieties from Japan 
were especially useful in forming their nuts before the 
disease was sufficiently established on them to damage the 
produce. As a result of this, the exotic varieties, intro
duced by the Bombay Department of Agriculture, have 
now replaced the indigenous in all districts except the 
Poona district. Moreover by 1912 the tikka disease bad 
decreased to such an extent that, in the whole Bombay 
Presidency, diseased specimens could only be obtained on 
the Manjri Farm. Coincident with the introduction of 
exotic varieties and the decrease in the amount of tikka 
disease the exports began to rise. In 1902 they were 2,890 
tons, in 1906 they were 6,527 tons, in 1909, 23,934 tons, and 
in 1912, 48,801 tons. This is probably one of the most 
marked cases on record where a crop disease has been 
checked and a trade rejuvenated by the introduction and 
acclimatisation of new varieties. 


..... , .. 
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(9) Othe·r plant diseases.- A trial was made of the hot 
water treatment, which is so useful in the case of oat smut, 
against smut of bajra; the treatment proved useless. The 
treatment of oat smut by formaline steeping was success
fully demonstrated on several estates in Bihar. Investi
gations into phanerogamic parasites and in particular the 
influence of chilli saltpetre on tokrc1, of tobacco were 
resumed. 


I V .-SYSTEMATIC w ORK. 


There were 505 additions to the herbarium during the 
year under review. Of these new additions we are in
debted to the Bureau of Science, 1Yianilla, and to mycologists 
in Berlin for 269 species. Named collections of Indian 
Fungi were sent in exchange. Collections of fungi for 
naming were received from, and duplicates were issued, 
if required, to the Mycological Officers of Provincial De
partments of Agriculture and the Curator, Royal Botanic 
Gardens, Calcutta. 


The systematic study of the large collections of 
Deutero1nycetes (fungi irnpe1·f ecti) in the Herbarium was 
taken up and material obtained for a :fi.f th part of the Fungi 
I ndir£ Oriental is; the series is being published in collabora
tion with H. & P. Sydow, Berlin.* At ]east one other part 
will be required to :finish this large group. 


A short paper was published describing the complete 
stages of the rusts of sugarcane, figs and Oldenandia. 


V .-MISCELLANEOUS. 


The Imperial Mycologist attended the Board of Agri
culture in December and the centenary celebrations of the 
Indian Museum in January. Assistance was given to the 
I mperial Bacteriologist in the identification of a fungus 
isolated from bursati tumours and in an inquiry into the 
relationship of fungi parasitic upon fodder to certain 
cattle diseases. In collaboration with the Imperial 
Agricultural Bacteriologist an examination was conducted 


• 'l'hie-;ork will porfo-;ce st.op duriug tho war.-F. J. ~-. S. 
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fungi in assisting in the decomposition of organic matter. 
The subject may prove of interest in coDJJection with green 
manuring, but it is not possible, as yet, to indicate on what 
lines it will develop. 


A number of minor investigations of diseases of crops 
and fruit trees are in progress or projected. New work 
of this nature continually arises and it depends on the time 
available for their study and the relative importance of 
the disease as to whether they become major or minor items 
of the work of the section. 


(2) Training.-This will be continued on the lines 
indicated in the P rospectus. Short courses will also be 
given if any students of the Institute wish to attend. 


(3) The routine work of advising on plant diseases will 
be continued and assistance will be given as usual to Pro
vincial Departments of Agriculture, the Forest Depart
ment, Planters' Associations and the general public. 


( 4) It is hoped to make further progress with the pub
lication of descriptive lists of Indian fungi in the series 
" Fungi Indire Orientalis," of which four parts have 
already been published in collaboration with Messrs. H. & 
P. Sydow of Berlin, and a fifth is in preparation. The 
extension of this series to include the groups not yet dealt 
with is the most important part of the systematic work of 
the section and is very necessary. Minor papers on syste
matic mycology will also, probably, be published. 


Butler, E. J . . 


Butler, E . J . . 


Butler, E. J .. 


Butler, E . J .. 


VIL-PUBLICATIONS. 


Ufra disease of Rice. Agri. J onni., 
1 ndia, VIII, July, 1913 ( also Bengali 
translation). 


Diseases of Rice. Bnll. A9ri., Res. 
Inst., Pitsa, No. 34, 1913. 


1'·ildr,a disease and the in!J:oductiou of 
exotic groundnuts in Bombay Presi
dency. A91·i. Journ., lndia, IX, Janu
ary, 1914. 


Notes on sorue rusts in l ndin.. Annales 
Mycolo9ici, XII, 1914. 
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Sclerotial disease of Rice. Mem .. Dept. of 
Agi·i., India, Bot. Ser. VI, No. 2, July, 
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The Mahali disease of Areca-nuts. Len/
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The Bud Rot of Coconuts in tbe Malabar 
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the Central Provinces from 25th January to 12th March 
with the especial object of obtaining information on pests 
of fruit-trees. Mr. Ghosh visited Darjiling and Naini 
Ta] in September to see the methods of bee-keeping prac
tised there. Mr. De visited Assam in February to obtain 
information regarding Eri and Mnga silkworms. 


IV.- PROVINCIAL WORK. 


The entomological work of the Provincial Departments 
of Agriculture is to a large extent supplementary of and 
interdependent on that done at Pusa. Except in Madras, 
none of the Provincial Entomological Assistants are placed 
under the control of a qualified expert able to check their 
work locaUy and under such circumstances a Central 
Institute can fulfil a very useful function in checking and 
correlating their work besides acting as a centre for inform
ation regarding life-histories, records of occurrence and 
means of control of insect pests. Some provinces have 
taken full advantage of this fact in the past and have 
worked in close touch with Pusa; others have not done so 
hitherto, but it is hoped that, as a result of efforts now being 
made, they may do so in future. 


In Madras the Deccan GTasshopper work was continued 
in the Bellary District but the failure of the rains at tl,e 
commencement of the monsoon caused the destruction by 
drought of the early-sown crops in the area attacked so that. 
the control-operations proved abortive on this account. The 
Entomological Laboratory fittings and the Insectary at 
Coimbatore were completed during' the year and the collec
tion rearranged in the new boxes. A large amount of 
information on insect pests was amassed and much of this 
was utilised for a book on South Indian insects which was 
written and completed by myself before leaving Madras. 
My successor, Mr. E. Ballard, who had been Government 
Entomologist in Nyasaland for the preceding two years, 
joined his new appointment at Coimbatore in January 1914 
and bas since been engaged in familiarizing himself with 
the insects of the Madras Presidencv. 


I 
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In Bombay there are now only two Entomological Assist
ants employed, one as Lecturer in the Agricultural College 
at Poona, the other in the Northern Division of the Presi
dency. The Third Assistant, who was stationed at Dhar
war in the Southern Division, has been transferred to the 
Agricultural Section and his post has not been filled. 
Special attention has been paid to the occurrence and con
trol of Schamobius bipunctifer, which is a serious pest of 
rice. 


In the Central Provinces two Entomological Assist
ants are employed, one for teaching at the Agricultural 
College at Nagpur, the other for fieldwork and demon
stration. The latter made numerous notes on insect pests 
and exhibited show-cases and lectured and demonstrated 
control-methods at numerous Agricultural shows to audi
ences aggregating about nine thousand cultivators. Large 
numbers of Canthecona furceUata, a Pentatomid Bug 
predaceous on caterpillars, were bred and liberated in cotton 
and gram fields to check attacks on these crops by 
caterpillars. 


In the United Provinces, demonstration was made in the 
Farrukhabad District of methods of storing seed potatoes 
to avoid attack of the Potato Moth (Phthorimcea oper
culella) which is now widely distributed in these provinces, 
though as yet it has apparently not reached the Hill 
Districts. 


In the Punjab the work done has mainly been on pests 
of cotton and stored grain. Living specimens of Rhogas, 
a Braconid parasite of the cotton bollworm (Ea1·ias), have 
been supplied from time to time from Pusa. 


In the North-West Frontier Province one Entomological 
Assistant works under the Agricultural Officer. The 
sugarcane crop is reported as badly infested with borers this 
year, over 50,000 egg-clusters having been picked from one 
experimental plot of six acres. Gelechia gossypiella is 
stated to have done considerable damage to last year's 


F 
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cotton crop, but it is observable that late-ripening varieties 
were attacked most severely, local cotton ( Gossypium neglec
tum ), which ripens and is picked before the middle of 
October, practically escaping attack. Living specimens of 
Rhogas were supplied from Pusa and set free in the cotton
fields of the Agricultural Station at Tarnab, but it is doubt
ful whether they have established themselves. A Jass id 
bug, attacking grape-vines in the vineyards situated in the 
lower parts of the Peshawar Valley, has also been under 
investigation. 


In Bihar the entomological work has always been done 
in close touch with Pusa and this has been the result of 
policy rather than of the contiguity of the two localities. 
An account of the more important pests was prepared some 
three years ago and. was issued at the close of the year under 
review as a Crop-pest Handbook. The most important 
work undertaken has been the control of A g1·otis ypsilon on 
the Mokameh Tal and the storage of potatoes. At Mokameh 
a regular campaign was undertaken and during the season 
89.000 caterpillars were picked and destroyed on the high 
lands, whilst 34 traps destroyed 893,820 moths of which 
about 41 per cent. were females. On account of abnormal 
flood conditions and other factors, the attack was unusually 
serious, some 5,000 bighas of rabi pulse crops being des
troyed. A similar campaign was undertaken against the 
same insect for the first time at Colgong and Ghogha, where 
21 traps destroyed 43,874 moths whilst 337,600 caterpillars 
were handpicked from the high lands which were first 
attacked; the attack, which normally extends over an area 
of 8,000 bighas, was reduced. to a nominal damage over about 
20 bighas as a result of the above-mentioned efforts. The 
storage of seed potatoes has of late years presented great 
difficulties in Bihar, as in other provinces, as a result of the 
introduction into India of £he Potato Moth (Phthorimcea 
operculella). Storage under dry sand has proved fairly 
effective in tbe districts South of the Ganges and Govern
ment godowns were started at Bibar, Bhagalpur, Colgong 
and 8B.bour in order to demonstrate the practicability and 
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advantages of this method. Storage was done satisfactorily 
in all these places and the method of storage is becoming 
popular amongst the cultivators and others interested. 
That this method is actually being adopted is shown by the 
fact that at Patna and Bihar in 1913 no less than 1,520 
persons stored 122,285 maunds of potatoes under sand, as 
compared with 16,613 maunds stored by 399 persons in 
1912, and 8,000 maunds by 200 men in 1911. Another 
pest of stored potatoes in Tirhut js a Tingidid bug 
(Recaredus sp.) and experiments are being made to find a 
successful method of control, as sand-storage is found to 
induce rotting of the potatoes in the damp climate of 
Tirhut. 


In Bengal the Entomological staff only includes one 
Collector who is employed under the Government Botanist. 
He was chiefly occupied in dealing with pests of rice and 
also attended the Agricultural shows at Barasat, Khulna, 
Suri, Brahmanburia and Kamarchar where he explained 
insect pests and their life-histories and demonstrated the 
use of control methods. 


The Entomological Assistant in Assam only went to his 
province in November 1913 after completion of his training 
at Pusa. 


In Burma there is one Entomological Assistant, who 
was chiefly employed on the collection of information 
regarding insect pests of rice. 


V.- WoRK AT PusA. 


Investigation into the life-historjes of injurious and 
other insects was continued, the following insects being 
those of which at least complete life-cycles were obtained :-


Pyritla aber1·ans. 
A leu1·odes bergi and A . citri. 
A tractomorpha crenulata. 
Eublem1na oli-vacea. 
Odo'iporu,s longicollis. 
V irachola isocrute8. 
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An unidentified Dermestid beetle on Stored \iVheat. 
H a1·pactor costalis. 
Canthecona furcellata. 
Syntomis cyssea. 
Taragama siva. 
Polyocha saccha1·ella. 
Dolycoris indicus. 
A Psocid on L omnthus. 


Figures of the various stages of most of these insects 
have been drawn and will be utilized for Memoirs on the 
insects concerned. 


The subject of natural enemies (parasites and predators) 
of crop-pests is of great importance in India and a start is 
being made to collect information on the subject. Special 
attention has been paid to the parasites and hyperparasites 
of cotton bollworms (Ea1·ias spp.), of Acha3a melicerta and 
of Pieris brassica3. Parcels of Earias larvre parasitized by 
Rhogas lefroyi were sent to the North-West Frontier 
Province and the Punjab to endeavour to assist control of 
this pest. There is no douot that in the near future such 
control-methods will be found to be applicable in many 
cases, especially in the case of introduced pests, and we are 
already receiving numerous inquiries from abroad (notably 
America and Italy) regarding parasites of destructive crop
pests, and an attempt is being made to procure a. parasitized 
colony of A leurodes cit·ri for export to Florida where this 
insect has done vast damage to the orange industry. In 
this connection it is of interest to note that an apparently 
identical parasite bas also been reared from A leurodes 
ricini, which occurs commonly on Castor in India, and 
specimens of the two parasites have been sent to Washing
ton for exact determination, as their identity, if established, 
will be of practical importance. 


Attempts have been made to trace A g1·otis ypsilon 
through the hot weather and rains, as it is not known in 
what stage the insect passes this period on the Mokam~h 
Tal, if it is ai;tually present then at all. Incidentally, m 
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collecting the larvre, it was f01md ~hat they are preyed 
upon extensively by a Carabid beetle (B1·oscus punctatus). 


The study of insects affecting stored grain was con
tinued by the Supernumerary Entomologist, and the life
histories of lEthriostoma undulata, T1·ibolium castaneum 
(ler7'ugineum), and Rhizope1·tha dominica have also been 
worked out by Mr. Nowroji. 


Special attention has also been paid to the insect pests 
of paddy and sugarcane, and large numbers of insects have 
been bred out and their study will be taken up when suffi
ciently long series are secured both from Pusa and the pro
vinces. It may be noted here that paddy stubble, collected 
in the fields at Pusa in February, showed that about forty 
per cent. of the stalks contained borers. 


Work on Termites has been continued and determin
ations of upwards of four hundred lot;5 of these insects were 
received from Professor Nils Holmgiren, of Stockholm; the. 
identification of this material not only increases by some 
twenty species the list of known Indian forms, but will 
prove of great assistance in the discrimination of the 
various kinds found to do damage and in the writing up of 
a large accumulation of notes on their bionomies and occur
rence. \V ood treated by various processes was examined 
in February 1914 and some of the pieces of Powellized 
wood were found to be attacked by M icrote1·1nes obesi 
(anandi). This process is therefore not so infallible as has 
been claimed. Examination of some of the other series 
indicated that exemption from attack depends on the 
variety of the wood itself as well as on the method of treat
ment and in addition to the preferential tastes shown by 
the various species of termites locally prevalent; this point 
scarcely seems to have received proper consideration 
hitherto and it is proposed to initiate further series of 
experiments. 


The green scale, Coccus ·viridis (Lecanium viride), which 
has proved such a serious pest of coffee in Ceylon and 
Southern India, first invaded Coorg in 1913 and bids fair 
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to become a serious pest there also. In May 1914 I visited 
Coorg, saw the affected areas and advised the planters on 
the subject. The scale was found to be parasitized to a 
very slight extent by a minute Chalcidid, apparently a 
species of Coccophagus, which has been sent to Washington 
for exact determination. 


A consignment of 1Vlic1·osporidium polyhedricurn in 
dead silkworms was received from the Government Entomo
logist, Egypt. This organism is said to be effective in the 
control of Prodenia litura in Egypt, but experiments at 
Pusa, conducted with the help of the Imperial Agricultural 
Bacteriologist, gave negative results with silkworms and 
larvre of Prodenia litura. 


An event of the year which deserves mention in this 
report is the passing of the Insect Pests Bill (Act II of 
1914) for controlling the importation into British India 
of Jiving plants which might otherwise bring in noxious 


· insects in the future as they have done in the past. A 
Notification has been issued regarding certain specified 
crops, but this is aimed rather at the importation of fungal 
diseases, and a second Notification will doubtless be issued 
regarding all plants which are likely to bring in insect 
pests. 


Under the Wild Birds and Animals' Protection Act, 
1912 (Act VIII of 1912), a Notification regarding the pro
tection of certain useful species of Wild Birds has been 
issued by the Governments of Bihar and Orissa and 
Madras, but I am not aware that any other Local Govern
ment bas as yet issued a Notification under the Act. 


Silk.- Six students completed a short course in Eri and 
Mulberry silkworm rearing. Besides these, Mr. Ayoob 
Ahmad of Mirpur, Azam_garh, Babu Shashi Bhusan of 
Shahabad and the Superintendent of Industries in 
Banganapalle State were given practical instruction in 
Sericulture and Silk-dyeing. Amongst the visitors were 
also the Consul for Italy and Rai Bahadur B. C. Basu, who 
had been deputed specially to inquire into Sericulture in 
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Assam, both of whom wished to acquire special information 
regarding silk-work. 


A multivoltine mongrel race of mulberry silkworms was 
established after many trials, and this at first yielded silk 
superior in quality and quantity to those of the Bengal 
multivoltine races, but this strain unfortunately began to 
deteriorate after the fourteenth generation and in the six
teenth generation there was practically no difference 
between the mongrel race and the ordinary Bengal multi
voltine races. Experiments are being continued to try and 
obtain a stable race. The univoltine mulberry silkworm 
eggs which were sent for cold storage to Ramgarh (Nainital) 
Muktesar and Calcutta, gave satisfactory results. Mul
berry silkworm eggs were supplied to 157 rearers and eri 
eggs to 145 rearers, and mulberry seeds and cuttings to 14 
applicants. Forty pounds-weight of eri cocoons were 
supplied to Messrs. Killick, Nixon & Co., of Bombay, for 
testing in the spinning mills in England. There jg ~till 
difficulty in disposing of the small lots of eri cocoons which 
are offered for sale by small rearers. Silk exhibits were 
sent to Exhibitions held at Muzaffarpur and Monghyr, 
materials for exhibits were supplied to Mr. Audinarain
swami, of Madras, who was awarded a gold medal for his 
exhibit, and materials for ten sets of silk exhibits were 
supplied to the Deputy Director of Agricultm·e, Benga1. 
Instruction was also given by correspondence in silk-dyeing, 
bleaching, siUtworm rearing, spinning, reeling, and wraY
ing. A Bulletin on Mulberry Silkworms and 'Silk was 
published during the year and a Bengali translation of 
this is now in tbo press, whilst another Bulletin on "How 
to improve Silk-reeling in Bengal " has been written and 
submitted for publication. A paper on Eri Silk was read 
at the All-India Industrial Conference held at Karachi in 
December 1913 and articles on Tasar and Mulberry Silk
worm rearing were contributed to the vernacular maga
zines " Grihastba " (Calcutta) and " Krish i Sampada " 
(Dacca). Approximately Rs. 400 were credited to the 
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Treasury during the year, being sale proceeds of silk made 
at Pusa. 


In Madras a fieldman has been employed on special duty 
on Sericulture in the Kollegal District; he has given prac
tical instruction to the mulberry.:silkworm rearers and a 
short vernacular leaflet with practical instructions for 
rearing has been prepared. In Bihar, the rearing of eri 
silk-worms at Sabour was more successful during the year 
under report than in the previous season; eggs were distri
buted to a large number of zamindars and cultivators in the 
Bhagalpur District, but the usual difficulty was found 
regarding the disposal of cocoons by the rearers on a small 
scale. In the Central Provinces some univoltine seed, 
received from Italy in October 1913, began to hatch in 
December and the worms, which were reared from January 
to Apiil, throve well and the resultant eggs have been kept 
in cold storage for the next season. In the United Pro
vinces Mr. Akhtar Mohammad Khan has been on special 
duty at Shahjehanpur in connection with the eri silk work 
and in Assam Rai Bahadur B. C. Basu has been placed on 
Special Sericultural duty. 


Lac.- During the two Lac seasons (October and June) 
at Pusa, upwards of 200 lle1· trees were inoculated and the 
crop scraped, washed and sold. There were no students 
for either course and this is doubtless due to the fact that 
practical instructions have been given in the Bulletin on 
"The Cultivation of Lac in the Plains of Indja," of which 
the first edition of 1,500 copies was soon exhausted and a 
second revised edition was prepared and issued during the 
year; a Hindi edition is now in the press and an Urdu 
edition is in preparation. Brood-lac was supplied to twelve 
applicants and answers were sent by correspondence to 
numerous inquirers in various parts of India. The Super
intendent of Industries in Banganapalle State spent a week 
at Pusa picking up details of the Lac work and was subse
quently supplied with seed to commence work on an experi
mental scale. The services of Mr. C. S. Misra were a]so 
requisitioned by the Karauli State to start and supervise 
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Lac-culture in that State; he obtained I( itsurnb brood-lac 
from Rewah, selected the localities· in Karauli where work 
was to be commenced and started inoculation of the trees 
selected. After doing this Mr. Misra visited Sind to 
obtain Babul brood-lac and to study the methods of pro
pagation practised in that district. Collection of Lac 
specimens by the Forest Officers continued throughout the 
year, the series being, however, now completed for some 
districts; 4.2 parcels were sent out and 29 parcels were 
received. 


In the provinces little lac-work seems to be done. In 
the Central Provinces the inoculation done in June 1912 
proved unsuccessful and this was therefore repeated in 
October 1913, but the insects did not thrive well: 


Bees.-At Pusa the last of the imported Italian queens 
died in July 1913. At that time there were two colonies 
headed by queens reared at Pusa and in August a third 
queen was reared and fertilized, but in the course of the 
year all the three queens failed and the bees died out. The 
proper fertilization of the queens seems to be at present the 
ma;in difficulty in establishin~ these bees in the Plains; the 
workers seem to do well and it is comparatively easy to 
rear new queens as required, but these are usually snapped 
up by insectivorous birds during their marriage-flight or, 
if they survive this, fertilization does not seem to have been 
sufficiently thorough, as after a few m9nths they commence 
to produce drone-brood only. Experiments have been con
tinued with the Indian Bee (A pis indica) and a mill for 
preparing foundation-wax for this bee has been procured, 
as have also queen-excluders of special size, so that these 
bees can now be kept in bar-frame hives under modern 
conditions. A Bulletin on Bee-keeping has been prepared 
and submitted for publication. As Apiculture in the 
Plains is still in an experimental st~ge no regular course of 
instruction in Bee-keeping can be given, but Entomological 
Students and interested Visitors have been given such 
information as they requ i.red. 
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VI.- MrscELLANEous. 


The correspondence ·work of the Entomological Section 
continues to be very heavy and the numerous inquiries 
regarding insect pests, received from all over India, are 
dealt with as fully as possible. During the year 1,690 
1£::tters were issue.cl and 1,385 received, but these numbers do 
not include a large mass of correspondence and papers dealt 
with demi-officially. 


VI L-INSECT SURVEY. 


The collections continue in good order and numerous 
additions have been made by specimens collected during 
tours and those sent in by correspondents. Neuroptera 
were received back named from Mr. N. Banks, Ichneu
monidre from Mr. Morley, and Orthoptera named by the 
late W. F. Kirby. The Chalcididre have been sent to, Dr . 
L. 0 . Howard, of Washington, who has kindly consented 
Lo have them determined, and the Rutelidre to Mr. G. Arrow 
for his '· Fauna " volume on this group. The whole of the 
collections will be placed in one series, in order that the 
whole of the information available concerning any one 
species may be available in one place, and this work has been 
commenced. 


VIII.-PROGRAMME OF WORK FOR 1914-15. 


This will follow generally in the lines of work of the 
current year as outlined in the present report, and will 
include general investigations of crop-pests, and especially 
of the pests of rice, sugarcane and cotton, of fruit-trees 
and of stored grain. A commencement has been made of 
collection of information for a general book on the crop
pests of India and progress in this will be continued, as 
also in the publication of information regarding life
histories of pests and coloured plates, of which a large 
number are now ready for printing. Work and experi
ments in silk, lac and bee-keeping will be continued, and 
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new insecticides and insecticidal methods tested as occa
sion arises. Advice and assistance will be given as far as 
possible to Provincial Departments and to all inquirers on 
entomological subjects. 


IX.-PUBLI CATIONS. 


The following publications have been actually published 
during the year under review:-


Entomological Memoirs . 


Vol. V, No. 1. Lue-histories of Butterflies, by C. C. Ghosh. 


Bulletlins . 


No. 28. '.I.'he Cultivation of Lac (Second, revised edition), by 
C. S . Misra. 


No. 29. Eri Silk (Second edition) . 
No. 39. Insti-uctious £or rearing Mulberry Silkworms, by 


M. N. De. 


Agricul/Jural Jou1·nal of India. 


October 1Dl3. Red spider on Jute, by C. S. Misra. 
January 1914. Some Experiments with Maize stored in Bins, 


by A. J . Grove. 
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REPORT OF THE IMPERIAL PATHOLOGI CAL 
ENTOMOLOGI ST. 


(F. M. HOWLETT, B.A., F .E.S.) 


J .-ADMINISTRATION. 


I was in charge of the section for the whole of the period 
dealt with in this report. Mr. P. G. P atel was absent on 
privilege leave for one month and six days from April 14th, 
Mr . H. N. Sharma for two months and eight days from 
October 16th, and Mr. J. L . Mitter for two months from 
October 16 th. 


I I.- EouCATIONAL. 


Messrs. C. S. Swaminath and J. L. Mitter appointed to 
Pusa by the Medical Research Assoeiation, finished their 
period of training here and have been taken over by the 
Medical Research authorities. Mr. Mitter has joined 
Major Mackie in Assam to assist in the Kala-azar investiga
tion now in progress, while Mr. Swaminath is working with 
Colonel Adie in Kasauli at the t ransmission of H alteridium 
by flies of the genus Lynchia. 


IIL- RESEARCH. 


My personal attention has been largely devoted to an 
a ttempt to work out methods of insect-control by examining 
and taking advantage of the reactions of insects to parti
cular stimuli which seem to influence to a very large extent 
their more important activities. The lines on which one 
branch of this work is proceeding are indicated in an article 
on'' The effect of oil of Citronella on two species of Dacus" 
(Tmns. Ent. Soc., London, 1912, p. 417), and the r esults so 
far obtained encourage the hope that considerable improve
ments in our present methods may result from enquiry on 
these and similar lines, though these possibilities have 
hitherto been very largely neglected by entomologists. 
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Mr. S. K. Sen has been assisting me in the above enquiry 
and has also worked at the bionomics of mosquitos and 
particularly of mosquito-larvre. The calomel method (see 
Annual Report, 1912-13) has given good results when used 
on a small scale in the field, and merits attention. Mr. Sen 
made a very careful investigation of the respiration of mos
quitos in all stages, and has contributed an article on the 
subject to the Indian Journal of Medical Research. 
Publication of various articles by Mr. Patel and myself in 
the same journal has been suspended until a definite settle
ment of the question of "medical " work at Pusa. Mr. 
H . N. Sharma has also worked largely at mosquitos, and has 
attempted to get at the connexion between the existence of 
small wounds and abnormal feeding reactions. Mosquitos 
have been got to feed on red ink, salt solution, and other 
beverages, but no satisfactory explanation has been arrived 
at of a very curious fact. 


In connexion with Major H olmes' Surra investigation, 
Mr. Grove, and subsequently Mr. Mitter, visited Kath
godam with the object of assisting the entomological side of 
the enquiry. This appears to be more complex than was 
originalJy supposed, and may necessitate the services of 
Mr. Patel or myself. 


IV .-VETERINARY. 


In addition to the Surra investigation at Kathgodar-1 
and Muktesar, work on the bionomics of flies likely to be 
Surra carriers has continued. Mr. P. G. Patel made an 
extended tour in the Punjab with Colonel Newsom, and was 
able to give valuable assistance in the work on insect para
sites. Mr. Patel has been also working with me on the 
habits and life-history of lice. 


In the course of a tour in Madras I was able to dispel a. 
long-standing supposition that Indian hides are seriously 
damaged by Warble-flies. These flies seem to be in fact 
rare in the plains, and an examination of damaged ski~s, 
chiefly sheep and g·oats, showed that the damage known 1D 


the trade as ,. warbles " is really due to the punctures conse-
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quent on t ick-bites. The rather similar damage called 
'' pori-pori" may be due to the same cause, or possibly to 
lice, but it was not possible to settle this point definitely. 


As Miss Ormerod states that over 40 per cent. of Indian 
hides are damaged by "warbles," it is as well to know that 
the injury is due to another cause. 


Work is in progress on the egg-laying reactions of blood
sucking M usoida3. 


V .- FRUIT-FLIES. 


Mr . A. Mujtaba has visitea Peshawar, the Central Pro
vinces, and Bombay in the course of bis work on this group, 
while Mr. Sen also visited lVIadras. The life-histories of 
two new species have been worked out, and a series of life
history memoirs of all the common species is now in course 
of preparation. The relations between the species and 
varieties, or local races, are evidently complex, and a com
plete knowledge and understanding of their bionomics can 
only come after a great deal of careful study. The spray 
method of control has proved successful and can be confi
dently recommended. 


VI.- MrscELLANEous. 


In Mr. Grove's term of office as officiating Imperial 
Entomologist, I gave some assistance with the work on siU<: 
and silk weaving with whicli I was familiar, and 1n accord
ance with the recommendations and enquiries of silk mer
chants in Bombay and elsewhere made some modifications 
in our weaving practice in the direction of obtaining a more 
porous and absorbent cloth of a kind suitable for shirtings 
and the like. In this Mr. De'has been successful. 


I corresponded with the Chief of the Board of Health, 
Isthmian Canal Commission, witb reference to Yellow 
Fever and Steqomyia. I forwarded to him two consign
ments of eggs of our common Indian Stegomyia soutellaris 
to be hatched out on arrival, in order to ascertain whether 
or not this species can convey Yellow Fever, a point possibly 
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of considerable importance to India. I have not yet heard 
the results of the trial. 


Identifications of insects for medical officers and others 
has continued as usual, but presumably this work will be 
transferred at an early date to the official entomologist of 
the Medical Research Association. 


Vll.- PROGRAMME OF WORK FOR 1914-15. 


Research as indicated in para. 1, section III, above. It 
is hoped to complete a work on Indian Flies and blood
suckers based upon the sections written in "Indian Insect 
Life " on Diptera and other parasites of man and animals, 
but of a more detailed and somewhat less popular nature. 
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REPORT OF THE IMPERIAL AGRI CULTURAL 
BACTERIOLOGIST. 


(C. M. HUTCHINSON, R.A.) 


!.-ADMINISTRATION AND TOURS. 


I held charge of the section throughout the year except
ing 14 days' privilege leave in February, when Mr. Walton 
was in charge. 


Mr. Walton, Supernumerary Bacteriologist, has passed 
the vernacular examination prescribed for the Agricultural 
Department. 


Assistants.-Mr. A. N. Bose was appointed to the varant 
post of Assistant on Rs. 50- 5- 75 and Mr. N. P. Nandi to 
the fieldman's post in November 1913. On the transfer of. 
Mr. N. C. Bose as a Bacteriological Assistant to the Sani
tary Commissioner of Bengal, Mr. A. N. Bose was promoted 
to the post of Rs. 75- 10- 125 and Mr. H. D. Singh of the 
Chemical Section to the latter's post on 25th May 1!)14. 


Mr. Vishwanadham, Second Assistant, was on privilege 
leave from 26th March 1914 to 25th April 1914. Mr. 
Rama Iyer, Third Assistant, was on privilege leave of one 
month and 29 days from 28th April 1914. 


Tou1·s.- To Doo1·iah to inspect manurial experiments. 
To Poona, Bombay, A hmedabad, Delhi, Calcutta and 


Shillong to visit various dairies in India. 
To Dalsing Serai to see manurial experiments. 
To Muzufferpore to see manurial experiments and to 


attend the meeting of the Bihar Planters' Association and 
to consult on use of seet. 


To Sirseah to take over certain laboratory apparatus 
from there. 


To Calcutta to consult Assistant Excise Commissioner, 
Bengal, Bihar and Orissa, and Assam, on Bakhar and 
" Pachwai," and to interview Scientific Officers of the 
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I ndian Tea Association and Agents of various Tea Com
panies on the subject of green manuring, and to advise the 
Secretary, Ballygunge Cricket Club, on the subject of 
renovating turf. 


To Bara-Chakia to obtain samples of FDter Press Mud 
and information as to amount available for use as manure. 


The Supernumerary Agricultural Bacteriologist went 
also on tour to Bangalore in connection with examination 
of soils for A zotobacte'r and also to Darjeeling to attend, 
the Cattle show and to ascertain the dairy conditions in 
the Darjeenng District. 


II.-TRAINING. 


Mr. Barkat Ali, Assistant to the Agricultural Chemist 
to the Government of the Punjab, continued his course of 
training in Soil Bacteriology, specializing in examination 
.of "Reh" soils from the Punjab. He will complete t lie 
two years' course in August. 


Mr. D. V. Bal, Assistant to the Agricultural Chemii::t. 
to the Government of the Central Provinces, is undergoing 
a revisionary course of chemical analysis in the Chemical 
Section preliminary to taking a couTse in Soil Bacteriology 
in this section. 


III.-SorL BACTERIOLOGY. 


The principal subject upon which work has been done 
in this section during the past year has been the use of 
green manuring, with special reference to the addition of 
nitrogen to the soil by this means and the availability or 
otherwise of this element when so added. The scheme of 
experiment as originally designed was intended to extend 
over a period of three successive seasons; interim annual 
reports were to be issued in the form of Bulletins, the final 
report to appear as a Memoir embodying the results and 
conclusions from the whole period. The first season's 
Tesults were published as a bulletin and those of the second 
year are ready for publication in the same form; it appears 
doubtful wlwther it will be n,dvisahle to conclude the experi
ments with thosr of the enrrent or tl1 ird year as i.t is abun-


o 
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dantly evident that the information so far obtained forms 
but a sma11 fraction of what may be derived from further 
study of the subject · it is also necessary to state that owing 
to untoward circumstances the quantitative value of the 
field experiments of the first two sea.sons was greatly dimi
nished, which makes it necessary to repeat the more import
ant ones. The difficulty of obtaining an area of even so1l 
for experimental plots was well i11ustrated in the first year, 
when it was found necessary to discard the whole of one 
series on account of obvious initial di fferences between the 
soils of various plots; in the second year a careful1y selected 
area taken in th0 middle of a large :field proved its unsuit
ability for anything more than comparisons between adja
cent plots owing to waterlogging of portions consequent on 
heavy rain and inadequate drainage. During the current 
year (1914) a fresh site has been selected which is free from 
such inequalities, but again difficulty has been experienced 
owing to irregular ra1n£all in June at the time of sowing 
and the attacks of caterpillars upon the backward plant; 
the latter has, b'owever, survived, and although the six weeks 
old crop weighs Tess than two-thirds of that of the same a,Q'e 
in previous years it is hoped that reliable comparative 
results will be obtained. In addition to these field experi
ments on the farm an area of one acre has been fenced in. 
cultivated, and sown witli sanai, on the south side of the 
new outside laboratory. and it is hoped that experimental 
plots on this area laid out in triplicat~ divi ,;ions d 2


1
4 th 


acre each will help to provide controls for the :fie]d experi
ments carried out on a larger scale on the farm. In my 
previous Annual Report it was mentioned that the e:reen 
manuring experiments for 1913-14 would include a trial of 
the use of the method of fermentjng the green crop before 
applying it to the Janel. and at the same time concentrating 
the manuria1 action by restricting the treated area although 
using tlie whole of the fermented material. The result 
when such concentration was carried out. the fermented 
.~(l,nrti being returned to abo11t h?.lf the area on which it had 
been grown, in the case of the following rabi crop of wheat 
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was very apparent as a marked increase in crop, but owing 
to the waterlogging of part of the area and the consequent 
interference with the regularity of the series, definite 
quantitative conclusions could not be drawn as to the rela
tive value of this method. 


Small plots in the compound of the outside laboratory 
of about / 0 th acre area were used for qualitative experi
ments in green manuring, the rabi crop being oats; varia
tions in the method of preparing the fermented manure 
were tested and showed decided differences which are de
scribed in the report on the suoject for 1913-14 now in hand. 
It was also found that for this crop on light soil no appar
ent advantage was obtained by concentration or the manure, 
improvement of the crop being probably due to the compara
t ive1y high availability of the nitrogen content of the 
fermented material. Further experiments dealing with 
the application of the method to other crops such as tobacco 
are jn progress during the current season. 


In connection with this work a considerable amount of 
research ha.c; been carried out in the laboratory in continua
tion of that of last year which dealt mainly with the 
ammonifi'cation and nitrification of the buried green crop : 
further observations on these t.wo points have been made 
and in addition some fourteen species of bacteria appar
ently closely connected with the decomposition of buried 
Sann hemp have been isolated, and their physiological and 
morphological characters studied. It is remarkable that 
no one species of bacterium capable of attacking cellulose 
bas been found so far in the general soil complex although 
the symbiotic relationship of two or more has been shown 
to produce this result; the opinion expressed in the BuUe
tjn on green manuring published in 1914 that soil fungi 
probably P.layed an important part in the breaking_ dow_n 
of cellular tissue is strengthened by further observat10n; 1t 
is hoped that work on soil fung'i by the Mycological Section 
of this institute may furnish valuable information on this 
point. 


G2 
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Part of the study of the decomposition of green manure 
in the soil involved investigation as to the relative rates of 
formation of humus and nitrate; this enquiry has not yet 
arrived at the conclusive stage suitable for report. 


A considerable amount of work was done in connection 
with the changes taking place in fermenting green manure; 
the manurial value of this material appears to be due to the 
rapid formation of simple nitrogen compounds such as 
ammonia, from the proteid content; the nitrification of tbi.s 
ammonia, however, is interfered with by the fact of its 
concentration and also by the presence of soluble organic 
substances some of wfoch at least are strongly toxic to nitri
fying bacteria and in less measure to others; this condition 
persists so long as the water extract remains (i.rid to litmus 
which under ordinary conditions of manufacture might 
extend to as much as six weeks, and renders it necessary to 
study the conditions un,der which such manure can safely 
be applied to arable or other soil . The mode of prE>paration 
may also be varied considerably with corresponding differ
ences in manurial action; such differnnces are apparently 
correlated with the rate n.t which the nitrogen content 
becomes available and are of importance in field practice 
with reference to tl,e time of application, the na,ture of the 
soil, and the nitrogen requirements of the crop intended to 
benefit by the use of this form of manure. 


It is interesting to note tbat the rapid ammonification 
which takes place when green manure is placed in water 
and allowed to ferment wa.s found to be accompanied by 
the development of large numbers of ciliates, flageJlates and 
amcebce, whose presence does not appear jn thjs instance to 
be prejudicial to the activity of ammonifying bacteria; it 
may be conjectured that under such conditions as obtain in 
this case the abundance of organic food would produce a 
rate of reproduction amo11gst the bacteria which would 
more than counterbalance any phagocytic action on the part 
of the protozoa. 


The conditions under which nitrification takes place 
in soi) have natura11y formed an importa11t part of the work 
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of this section during this as in previous years; it was 
found in connection with numernus experiments made to 
determine the optimum moisture content for nitrificabon 
in various soils, that not only is the amount of water all
important, but that the greatest amount of nitrification 
obtainable depends upon treatment which takes into acconnt 
Lhe fact that ammonification is the necessary antecedent to 
nitrification in the case of organic matter, that this process 
is furthered by a high percentage of moisture, that high 
concentrations of ammonia mhibit nitrification, but that 
such ammonia is absorbed by the soil and can then be ni tri
fi.ed. Experiment showed that the most rapid and complete 
nitrifi0ation of any given quantity of nitrogenous organic 
matter could be effected in soil by producing anrerobic 
conditions with water saturation and subsequently drain
ing and aerating; the rapidity with which nitrification 
takes place under these conditions depends upon the rela
tive compleLeness of the anrerobic and subsequently of the 
rerobic conditions. This was the case in all the soils experi
mented with but may not of course be of universal applica
Lion. lt was found that much more rapid ammonification 
Look place in the case oI organic matter kept under anrerobic 
conditions in soil than when free aeration was allowed, 
whether such anrorobic conditions were produced by water 
saturation, or replacement of air by nitrogen or carbon 
dioxide or simply by tightly closing the vessel containing 
the soil. At the sa.me time toxins were produced which not 
only inhibited nitrification before the ammonia concentra
tion was suilicient to do so, but afforded water extracts 
which were toxic to seedlings and to bacteria; subsequent 
aeration removes this toxic condition and the formation of 
llitrates takes place, the ultimate result being a high per
centage of nitrification of the nitrogen of the organic 
matter; this apparently represents the cycle of changes in 
the case of the fermentation of green manure described 
above; its application to field practice is now bei1ig studied. 


In connection with the nitrification of green manure it 
wru:; found that a loss of nitrate invariably occurred between 
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the 8th and 12th weeks of the process in the laboratory ; a 
considerable amount of work has been done with the object 
of discovering whether this loss could be accounted for by 
correlating it with the gradual evaporation of soil water; 
the enquiry is not yet sufficiently complete for conclusive 
report, but it seems certain that the change noted is due to 
variation in the water content of the soil rather than to 
seasonal variation in the functions of the soil flora. 


Experiments were made to determine the effect upon 
nitrification of varying the quantity of nitrogen as organic 
matter added to the soil ; it was considered probable that 
any excess above the optimum would retard or even inhibit 
nitrification, but that the opfamum might vary considerably 
with different soils, and also in the same soj} under diffei-ent 
conditions. An unexpectedly high optimum was found for 
mustard cake in Pusa soil, namely, one per cent. of the soil 
weight, but it was shown that the high lime content of this 
soil was mainly responsible for this high figure, and that 
i.n soils such as the average tea soils of Assam, with less 
than one per cent. of lime, a much smaller quantity of cake 
would fail to nitrify at the normal rate. A study was made 
of the progress of decomposition of cake in soils varying in 
lime content, by periodic estimations of the loss on ignition, 
humus, ammonia and nitrates; it was found that decom
position was rapid in proportion to high lime content, 
although in time the soil lower in lime attained the same 
nitrate concentration. 


Isolation of nitrifying organisms from Indian soils was 
continued with special reference to a nitrite forming 
organism hitherto undescribed, the isolation of which by 
Mr. Joshi, 1st Assistant, is still in hand. 


Azotobacte1·.- A number of soils was examined for 
Azotobacter, which was found in those from Naupada, 
Vizianagram, Waltair, Tuni, Samalkota, Ellore, Walajah 
Road, Bowringpet, J alarpet, Bangalore, Darjeeling and 
Cawnpore. 


A series of determinations of amounts of nitrogen .fixed 
i~ liquid culture media inoculated with Pusa soil week by 
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week, and which is still in progress, shows small irregular 
variations. The amounts are of the same order as those 
obtained by Ashby at Rothamsted and by Sackett in 
Colorado. 


Pure Cultures.- The amount of nitrogen £xed by pure 
cultures of Azotobacter isolated from Pusa soil was 
increased by the additions of basic slag or humus to the 
ordinary medium but was diminished by the substitution 
of magnesium carbonate for calcium carbonate. The 
amounts of nitrogen fixed in the pure cultures are similar 
to those obtained by other investigators in Europe 3-nd 
America. 


Well marked differences were observed in the morpholo
gical and cultural characters of species of A zotobacter 
isolated from Pusa, Cawnpore, Darjeeling and Bangalore 
soils, and the amounts of nitrogen fixed by these also varied. 


A few preliminary experiments on nitrogen :fixation in 
the soil were carried out. 


The addition of a seer of cane sugar to a plot two square 
yards in area, resulted in an increase, in the nitrogen con
tent of the first six inches of soil, of nearly fifteen per 
cent. in 10 weeks. 


The stimulation oI nitrogen activity by the addition of 
soluble carbohydrates may possibly be of considerable prac
tical importance in the future. It has been sh'.)wn by Koch 
that certain bacteria can form soluble carbohydrates from 
cellulose which can be used by A.zotobacte1· as a source of 
energy for nitrogen fixation; this action would bring the 
organic matter content of the soil into immediate relation 
with its possible gain of nitrogen from the air. 


Some interesting results were obtained in connection 
with work on bacteria-toxins in soil; it was found possible 
to measure the relative toxjcity of various bacterial species 
to an intermediate form (B. prodigiosus) and to one another, 
by use of plate cultures and the measurement of the rate of 
00


2 
formation in solid and liquid media, and the efl"ect 


upon the 1atter of the antagonism or symbiotic action as 
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the case might be. Mal'ked instances of antagonism and 
symbiosis were found, and the production of toxins was 
demonstrated; the methods in use might perhaps be 
employed to advantage in connection with the investigation 
of the physiological functions of pathogenic organisms, 


Some further wor k on bacteria-toxins in soils was car
ried out in connection with the sewage-treated soil samples 
sent for examination by Mr. Allen of Nagpur. Work on 
these soils was discontinued at the request of Mr. Allen as 
the sewage treatment scheme on the Nagpur experimental 
farm is not yet in complete working order. 


I V .-SPECIAL ENQumms. 


Potato Rot.- The enquiry on this subject referred to in 
my previous report is not yet complete, but has been con
tinued throughout the year in order to gain furthel' and 
fuller information upon various points in connection with 
the physiological functions of the organisms involved, and 
the probable distribution of the latter in soil or elsewhere; 
this information is necessary in order to fr:1me e.lJ'ective 
preventive measures; repor ts of the occw-rence of tuber rot 
in store continue to arrive from various parts of I ndia, 
and numerous samples have been examined, in many 
instances the rot is due to fungal and not to bacterial 
attack, as described by the Imperial Mycologist. A re:eort 
will be issued shol'tly. 


Bdklia1·.-At the request of the Assistan L Commissioner 
of Excise for Bengal, Bihar and Orissa, and Assam I under
took to investigate the biological factors in connection with 
the fermentation of rice beer, with a view to determine 
the feasibility of controlling the manufacture of the fer
ment, which is at present in the hands of a peculiarly un
suitable class, generally hillmen, who make the ferment or 
Bakhar according to bme-honoured tra<litional methods of 
more antiquity than precision. Tbe r esult of the present 
state of affairs is a great variation in the quality of the 
fermented liquor, due Lo Lhe ]_.)l'csence in Lhe Bakhar of 
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numerous species of fel'ments, aud in the rice beer itself 
there may be deleterious substances derived from the same 
source. It is thought that the manufacture of the Bakhar 
or yeast might with advantage be controlled in order to 
provide brewers with a reliable ferment of uniform com
position and action, and examination of samples of this 
material from various sources shows that the fermenting 
organisms present differ widely in character and effect. 


The fermentation of rice dilfors from that of barley in 
one important respect, in that the rice as a consequence of 
husking loses its power of germination, and with it is also 
lost the natural change from starch to sugar produced by the 
enzymes formed during this process; this change in the case 
of barley is characteristic of the operation known as malt
ing, which results in the change of the starch of the grain 
inLo sugar, a necessary antecedent to fermentatLon by yeast. 
In the case of rice it is therefore necessary to produce the 
change of starch jnto sugar known as saccharification, by 
the addition of some form of saccharifying fermeut which 
will provide the enzyme diastase by which this change 
may be brought about. Bariey grain on germination pro
duces diastase which under suitable conditions convarts 
the sLarch of the gr11in inLo sugar, the grain thus altered in 
composition being known as malt; the same result is 
obLained with rice by the addition of B,ikhar which con
Lains varjous fungi or moulds whose natural growth 011 a 
starchy medium is accompanied by the secretion of dias
tase. The efficiency of a sample of B{t.khar (which is made 
up and sold in the form of small greyish white cakes of 
about one ounce in weight) will therefore depend firstly 
upon its containing :1n efficient diastase-producing fungus, 
and examination has shown that, the samples collected from 
various sources differ widely in respect to the kinds of 
fungi present a.nd their correlated diastasic power with 
regard to rice starch. vYhen the B,ikhar cake is powdered 
and mixed with rice which has been prepared by moisten
ing, the fungi present form mycebal growth which invo]ves 
the r ice grains and gradually converLs their starch inLo 
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sugar, the completeness of this result depending• upon the 
suitability of the conditions provided and upon the pre
sence of fungi of adequate diastasic power. A large num
ber of different species of fungi were found in various 
samples of Ba.khar and the rapidity and completeness of 
the saccharification of the rice starch also varied 111 ,LCccrd
ance with their relative diastasic powers, which were mea
sured in pure cultures. It may be said that no one of the 
numerous species found co:inpared favourably in this rns
pect with A spergillus OryzrJ3 which is the organism used 
for this purpose in Ja pan in the manufacture of '' Sake " 
or rice beer, by the use of t,he corresponding preparaLion to 
Bakhar known in Japan as " Koji;" it is possible that the 
introduction of A spergillus Oryzr.e into India might con
siderably improve the rice beer of this country. 


When by the action of the diastase-pr oducing fungi a 
large proportion of the starch of the rice grain has been 
converted into sugar, mostly maltose, the next step is the 
fermentation of the sugar by yeast with formation of alco
hol. In the ver y full and interesting account of the ust~ 
of Bakhar by J. C. Ray published in the J ou1·nal of the 
Asiatic Society of Bengal (Vol. II, No. 4 of 1906) the author 
ascribes this alcoholic fermentation to the mucors which 
have already exerted a saccharifying influence en the 
starch; I have never failed, however, to find yeasts present 
in Bakhar capable themselves of producing alcohol without 
involving the supposition put forward that mucors in their 
vegetative condition secrete diastase but in the 1·eprnduc
tive stage produce zymase, the alcohol producing fer
ment. The yeasts found varied j usL as the mucors and 
other fungi were found to do, and as it is a well known 
principle in brewing and distilling that the variations in 
physiological characters of the yeasts involved require 
careful selection of the latter and exclusion of undesiru.ble 
varieties, it is very probable that the haphazard introduction 
of unknown numbers of kinds of yeast into rice beer by the 
agency of Bakhar would afford a11other point over whicb 
control might usefully be exercised. 
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A third point arises in connection with the use of 
Ba,khar; as will readily be understood, when any org,mic 
matter such as moist rice is exposed to the air the ensuing 
fermentation is likely to be complicated by the presence 
and activity of bacteria; in the case of beer brewed in 
Europe from barley-malt and hops, the value of the latter 
depends upon their content of lupulin with its assouiated 
·' hop resins., which act as preventives of bacter.ial action; 
Bakhar contains many substances the inclusion of which 
probably Ol'iginated in an attempt to prevent putrnfactive 
changes, although now they torm merely parts of the tradi
ti0n or trade secret handed down without know ledge of 
their specific function, or of the fact that whilst the moul
diness aimed at is produced by fungi, the putrefaction 
sometimes resultmg 1s due to bacteria. 


Chillies, ginger, and the bark and roots of various 
plants are among the substances incorponu,ed with the 
ground rice to form B,ikhar cakes ; so far the function of 
the va.rious substances examined appears to be to restrict 
the growth oI bacteria during the earliest stages of in.fee- . 
tion of Lhe rice to be fermented until the growth of the 
mucors has become strong enough to suppress bacterial 
competition, and in this respect they resemble the hop 
resins in action. 


Many of the substances added to Bikhar by the 
makers are no doubt intended to produce other eileuLs 
which would, however, be con.lined 1or the most part to the 
beer and would not appear rn the distilled spirit; it has 
been reported that Dat'ura and N'ux V omica are sometimes 
used in Lhis way and it is natural to suppose that the repu
tation of a B.ikhar maker might be enhanced amongst a 
certain class of his clients by such reprehensible prac
tices. Speci.J.nens of a plant said to be a necessary ingre
dient of Bakb.ar as made in the Darjeeling district, have 
been sent Lo me for examination; this plant is known to 
the Limboo tribes as · · '\V adinghangma · · and to the 
Nepalese as "Bhimsen pat,i;' it has been identified by the 
curator of the Lloyd .Botanic Garden in Darjeeling as 
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Polygala a1·illata; the bark of the roots afforded a decoction, 
the antiseptic properties of which are now under examin
ation. 


Biological Analysis of Soils.-


Reh Soils.-Samples of '' Reh " soj} received from the 
Agricultural Chemist to the Government of the Punjab 
were under biological examination and formed a subject 
of study for Mr. Barkat Ali, a student from Lhe l)unjab 
who is undergoing training in soil bacteriology in this 
section. Several interesting facts were discovered as to 
the effect of lixiviation upon the flora of these soils, and 
the conclusion was arrived at that the normal processes of 
ammoni:fication, nitrification and nitrogen .fixation would 
be the natural consequence of removal of the excess of salts 
from the soil by this means; Mr. Barkat Ali has furnished 
an excellent report upon his work which encourages the 
belief that a well trained chemist can acquirn sufficient 
knowledge of the me1,hod::; of biological analysjs as prac
Lised in this laboratory Lo enable him to carry ouL such 
work satisfactorily without excessive supervisiou after a 
two years' course of instruction. 


Biological analyses of soils from Cawupore, Siml, 
Assam and Nepal were carried out and reports upon them 
furnished; the method used is still U11der revision ow1ng 
to the necessity fo1· variation in accordance with the char
acter of the soil and the information desired. 


V.-PROGRAMME OF WORK F OR 1914-15. 


Major f:Jubject8. 


(1) Nitrification. 
(2) Nitrogen :fixation. 
(3) Biological Analysis o [ soils. 
( 4) InvesLigation of effeuts of mana.gement upou 


the constitutjon of the Soil Complex. 
(5) Green Manure experiments. 
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Minor Enq1tfr·ies. 


Potato Rot and other Plant Pathogens. 
Bacteria toxins in Soils. 


VI.-PUBLICA TIONS. 


Acting in conjunction with the Imperial Agriculturi~t 
I made a series of tours as detaile·d above with the purpose 
of investigating the condjtions under which dairying is 
being carried on in India at the present time, and furnished 
a report dealing with this subject. (Published as appendix 
F to the Proceedings of the Board of Agriculture in India 
held at Coimbatore on the 8th December 1913 and the 
following days.) 


A Bulletin on G'reen mamtring (Pusa Bulletin No. 40) 
recording the experimental results of the first :=:e:cu:;on's work 
on this subject was published. 
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REPORT OF THE IMPERIAL COTTON 
SPECIALIST. 


(G. A. GAMMIE, F.L.S.) 


!.-CHARGE AND TOURS. 


I held charge of the appointment throughout the year. 
Tours.-ln July, I visited Simla to assist the Officiating 


Agricultural Adviser to the Government of India in draw
ing up a note on the present position 0£ cotton in India; 
in October I visited the Punjab to advise the Director of 
Agriculture in consultation witb some members of bis staff, 
as regards the present and future lines of work to be under
taken in cotton; in the same month I also visited the 
United Provinces, where I met Dr. Parr ancl Mr. Wilson, 
the Officiating Economic Botanist. In November I visited 
Sind, in the company of the Director of Agriculture, 
Bombay, to discuss certain details in cotton cultivation in 
Sind; in March 1914: I visited the agricultural stations in 
-Guzerat, including Baroda, and the Southern Mahratta 
Country. The remainder of the time during the year was 
devoted to the supervision of my own experimental area, to 
the giving of advice to many correspondents and to 
arrangements connected with the valuation of numerous 
samples forwarded for my opinion. 


My assistant, Mr. D. P . Mankad, made several tours in 
Guzerat, Katbiawar, and the Southern Mahratta Country 
throughout the year. 


II.-COTTON IN THE P ROVINCES. 


Punjab.-After my visits of inspection I furnished the 
following short note to tbe Director:-


" There are three distinct types of American cottons, 
(a) Upland Georgian, (b) New Orleans and (c) annua.1 form 
of soft Peruvian. The first, on account of its hardiness 
and immunity from the attacks of pests, is obviously the 
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type which should be introduced into general cultivation; 
Lhe second is less hardy iu its nature. It is attacked by 
J assids this year and its superiority to Upland is so trifling 
that it is not worth the risk of being maintained. The soft 
Peruvian is one of the finest cottons ever grown in India. 
Its low outturn (in spite of its higher price), however, 
brings it on a par with Upland. This variety should not 
be distributed indiscriminately, but should be brought to 
the notice of farmers of good position who would under
take to give it the necessary care and attention. I would 
advise that your selections of American cottons be kept 
down in number. Many at present existing do not differ 
sufficiently from one another to deserve being kept separate. 


" As regards the Deshi cottons, a survey should be 
carried out in each tract so that the dominant forms in 
each can be extr acted and tested comparatively as pure 
types. Those passing the test could be rapidly multiplied 
on seed farms for distribution to cultivators. It is almost 
unnecessary to point out that aid should be given in the 
marketing of the produce until the trade is disposed to pay 
fair prices span taneous1y. 


" Mr. Mi]ne's discovery that root-rot is caused by a 
nematode worm is most interesting and I hope be will 
publish his notes as soon as possible. He has now on his 
Botanical area pure strains of all the varieties of cotton 
found in the Punjab. These can be compared with your 
survey types and time could be saved by making a start 
from these for your seed farms." 


Since writing the above I have heard that the cottons 
of the districts of Lyallpur, Hissa.r and Lahore have been 
surveyed with the following results: -


Lyallpur Tabsil .- Gossypiu1n inclicurn, yellow flower
ed, is the prominent form . 


Toba Tek Singh.-Gossypiu,rn sangitineurn, both 
broad-lobed and narrow-lobed, chiefly near 
Gojra, and Gossypiu1n indicurn, yellow flowered, 
in almost as great quantity. 
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Sumundri and J aranwala.- Gossy71ium indicum, 
yellow flowered, and Gossypium neglectu,m, 
yellow flowered, in almost equal quantities. 


There is everywhere a fairly considerable admixture 
of the white flowered varieties of Gossypium 
indic11,m and neglectum, and these, popular 
opinion regards as heavier yie1ding. Certainly 
the percentage of lint is higher in the white 
:flowered varieties grown in the Lyallpur Sta
tion. Gossyp1:1im sanguineu.rn is not uncommon 
in the Lyallpur and Sumundri Tahsils, but it 
is the predominant type in few villages. 


Rissar.-In Hissar, Hansi a.nd Fatebabad Tabsi]s 
two-fifths are yellow flowered Gossypium. 
indicum and one-fourth to one-third is white 
flowered neglectum,. There is no G o-'>sypi1tm 
sanguine11,m. Cotton is unimportant rn 
B.hiwani and Sfrsa Ta.hsils. 


Lahore.- YelJow :flowered Jndicum repre~ents 74 per 
cent. in Cbuman , 78 per cent. in Kasur and 91 
per cent. in Lahore Tabsil. In Chuman about 
10 per cent. is yeJlow flowered Gossypi'lt1n 
neglect:i.1,m, in Kasur there is a good deal of 
broad leaved Gossypi11/m. sanguine11,m. in canal
irrigated villages. 


As regards the retention or rejection of American 
varieties, those retained are of the rough leaved and those 
thrown out are of the smooth leaved type. 4 F is the chief 
American cotton on the Station and it has done well every
where in 1913. The experience of past years shows that 
American cottons will do well in the colonies under canal 
irrigation, but they require good land ::tnd better cultiva
tion than the indjgenous cotton. 


United Provinces of A gra and 01tdh.- In connection 
with my tour in these provinces I supplied the following 
short note :-


" The lines of work in Dr. Parr's division are:-
(1) The substitution of the prevaj]ing mix tu re by the 
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distribution of the seed of a productive white 
flowered indigenous cotton. The colour of the 
flower is of important assistance in maintain
ing the purity of the type. There are now 
20,000 acres of this under cultivation and it 
may cover the whole cotton .area of the division 
in the course of a very few years. The whole 
of the seed cotton is ginned under the personal 
supervision of Dr. Parr, so that the chance of 
mixture is avoided. 


The introduction of this variety teaches the cultivator 
the value of a pure crop and after he has 
learned his first lesson a second could be com
menced by issuing one of the higher class 
yellow flowered types, of which one at least 
shows great promise here. 


(2) Regarding the comparative merits of Cawnpore
American and Bhur·i, Dr. Parr considers that 
the latter will be more profitable and I am 
disposed to agree with him. Mr. Burt is, how
ever, of a contrary opinion and the difference 
can only be settled by making comparative 
tests. 


Previous experience with the Cawnpore-American cer
tainly pointed to the fact that the outturn of 
American cotton in the United Provinces tends 
to diminish more and more every year. 


(3) Cambodia, on account of its prolonged season of 
growth, ·is not at all promising and its cultiva- , 
tion should be given up. 


(4) The problems to be solved in the United Provinces 
are simple, one being the introduction ~)f a 
longer stapled sort (either American Upland or 
an Indian hybrid as Mr. Leake is attempt
ing), the other being the substitution of a good
paying pure Deshi crop in the place of the 
mixture, which is now universal1y grown." 
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In acknowledging the valuations of samples of cotton 
which were sent to him, Mr. Burt gave me the following 
interesting information : -


" The results of spinning trials at the Elgin Mills and 
of a valuation by the British Cotton Growing Association 
show that the Cawnpore-American is valued more highly 
than the Dharwar American. This difference is, however, 
not important as the Dbarwar variety does not do so well 
here as regards yield and is much inferior to the CaWJ1-
pore variety in ginning percentage. From the valuation 
based on larger samples I am inclined to trunk that tl1e 
Cawnpore-American is more nearly equal to Middling 
American than Messrs. Tata and Sons' valuation. 


"As regards Boyd and Black Rattler, I am rather sur
prised to find that Boyd is valued so much above Cawnpore
American, as there was little difference as f a.r as we 
could tell here. Boyd is, however, one of the most pro
mising of the imported varieties and ginned well. As 
regards the Black Rattler, it is impossible to say as yet 
whether this will yield sufficiently well to be worth growing 
here. It is a later plant than the Cawnpore-American, but 
has not yet been fully acclimatized. In the meantime we 
are continuing trials of these and other cottons and at the 
same time trying to select uniform agricultural types from 
them. The Cawnpore-American variety yielded well last 
year on a considerable scale and we have about 500 to 600 
acres of this variety this year, having received a guarantee 
of a minimum price of 6½ per lb. for the lint plus premium 
depending on the spot price of midd]ing American." 


During the cropping season I deputed Mr. Mankad to 
Kathiawar to assist the Assistant of the Economic 
Botanist, United Provinces, to select types of Kathiawar 
cottons for experimental purposes at Cawnpore. 


Central Provinces.-From valuations made on a set of 
samples, with details of acreage, outturn and percentage 
of cotton to seed, supplied by the A kola Experiment Station 
the varieties grown in Berar fell into the following order 
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of merit placed by the market value of the clean cotton 
alone:-


Rs. 
(1) Gossypium neglectum, var. Rosea 60 per acre. 
(2) Gossypium neglectm.u, vm·. Outchica . 58·5 
(3) Gossypium hirsutum, var. Bhuri 53·15 


51·5 (4) Gossypium neglectum, var. Vera 
(5) Gossypium neglectum, vm·. Vera 


(Berar J ari) . 
(6) Gossypium indicum (Bani) 
(1) Gossypiurn ne,,\·lectum, •11a1· . S:rngor 


" 
" 
" 


" 
" 


~ J ari . . . . . . 41·12 ,, 
l8) Gossypium neglectum, var. Malvensis 40·5 ,, 


This proves tbat the cultivators are abundantly justi
fied in their selection of white .flowered cottons (of which 
the two chief head tbe list), for profit, Bhu1·i follows closely 
in value and the remaining yellow flowered indigenous 
cottons fall appreciably in the rear. Sa,11,gor J a1·i has solid 
qualities for its own tract but it cannot compete with the 
natural denizens of the real cotton soil. 


Jl1aclras.-A parcel of Cambodia cotton grown at the 
Hagari Station. was the only material submitted to me for 
opinion during the year. The outturn of kapas was 631 
lbs. per acre and the ginning percentage was 37·5. In the 
Bombay market the cotton was valued at Rs. 295, Madras 
Cambodia of the day standing at Rs. 315. The value of 
the cotton alone was therefore Rs. 89 per acre, a very 
satisfactory result. 


Bornbay.-Sholapur District.- Seed of Gossypium 
neglectmn, var. rosea, was ·supplied to the I nspector of 
Agricult1ue, Sholapur, at the request of the Deputy 
Director of Agriculture, Southern Division. It was 
tried at Barsi, where the crop suffered much from want of 
rain, and at Sholapur , where the crop was very vigorous, 
perhaps owing to the fact that it was irrigated four times. 
At Barsi the outturn of seed cotton per a.ere was 364 lbs. 
and at Sholapur 1,510 lbs. 


Manjri Station.-At this station experiments, with the 
view of introducing some paying sort of rotton into the 
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sugarcane tracts are still persevered with and I made an 
inspection and reported as follows:-


" I do not consider that there is any l1ope of success in 
any of the neglectum varieties under irrigation. Broach 
bas already been tried and the results were very unsatis
factory. 


"Cambodia seems to be the only good cotton so far that 
thrives under irrigation and it seems to do well round 
Poona where conditions are favourable. At Manjri, you 
have tested it under irrigation for the first time. It, has 
received four waterings which are quite sufficient. As 
regards spacing, we agree that the best distance is 3 feet 
between rows and one foot apart in the lines. As to time 
of sowing, I would advise it to be done as soon as the soil 
is moist enough after the first rains." 


The total yield per acre was 347 ]bs. of seed cotton and 
the percentage of cotton to seed 40-'3. Messrs. Tata, Sons 
& Co. reported as follows 01J a sample sent to them for 
opinion :-" It has lost in length of staple and is also weak. 
It shows deterioration. Tlie value is Rs. 265 per candy 
against Rs. 310 for Madras Cambodia." 


'TJ,e value of tl1e cotton produced is only Rs. 47 per 
acre. The result is djscout'aging, but I have advised a re 
petition of the trial. 


Agricultural College Farm, Poona.-A]though this is 
not within the cotton tracts, a number of experiments on 
cotton were conducted under very favourable conditions. 


Fourteen small plots of 1·osea were tt'eated with varying 
mixtures of farm-yard and artificial manures: the control 
plots being unmanured or treated with farm-yard manure 
alone. 


Messrs. Tata, Sons & Co. reported as follows on the 14 
samples submitted to them :-


,, These are almost all alike with the exception of 
Nos. 1, 7 and 11, which are a little better tnan 
the others. Compared witli type 23 (Khandesh 
from Dh1ilia), they show no improvement, they 
are a little inferior in length of staple a.nq all 
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have rough feel. Value of 1, 7 and 11 Rs. 202 
each, the rest, Rs. 200 (Fully Good Khandesh 
standing at Rs. 205)." 


This experiment must be continued for a few years 
before any definite observations can be deduced. 


Bliu1·i was reported on as having long staple but weak 
:fibre. 


The :fibre of Cambodia was found to be very weak. 
Of three sets of 1·osea, the first with the seed separated 


by gravity produced a crop which was found to be better in 
staple and soft in feel and was valued at Rs. 215; of the 
second, with seed not separated, the cotton was a little in
ferior and was valued at Rs. 210. The third from Akola 
seed was rough in feel and short in staple and was valued 
at Rs. 205. In this instance, there was a decided advantage 
gained by separation of the seed before sowing. 


The white £lowered narrow lobed variety from selections 
was valued at Rs. 202 equal to that of Nos. 1 to 14, which 
are of the same type. 


Broad lobed varieLy from selections of Mafoensis was 
valued at Rs. 237 against Rs. 235 from seed from Akola. 


In Khandesh variety of which fresh seed was received 
from Dhulia and grown here, the cotton was deterio1iated, 
the staple was very short and resembled Bengal cotton 
more than Khandesh. Value Rs. 205 (Fine Khandesh 
standing at Rs. 215). 


Karkheli had deteriorated somewhat, valued at Rs. 265 
against Fully Good Karkheli at Rs. 275. White flowered 
broad lobed (Cu,tchica), farm seed, resembles Fine Bengal, 
valued at the same rate, viz., Rs. 205. 


Of the four plant-to-plant selections of yellow flowered 
broad lobed, neglecti1,1n type, No. 2 comes first at Rs. 242, 
No. 4, second, at Rs. 240, No. 3, third, at Rs. 238, and No. 1, 
fourth, at Rs. 235 (Fine Khandesh of the same date at 
Rs. 2f5). 


Of the two yellow flowered narrow lobed neglecturn 
plant-to-plant selections, one is valued at Rs. 235, the other 
at Rs. 237. 
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Of four white flowered broad lobed neglectum and three 
white flowered narrow lobed neglectum plant-to-plant 
selections, one only was valued at Rs. 215 equal to Fine 
Khandesh; the rest at Rs. 212, equal to Bengal cotton, 
Rajputana style. 


An analysis of the outturns per acre of eight varieties 
shows that they stand in tne following order of their 
value:-


ScrL~I I No. 


-:----------
Nome or variety. 


1 White flowered broad lobed N eglcct11nt ( 01,tcl,ica) 


2 Khaudesh Local . 


3 Rosea (Varlwdi) . 


4 Buri 


5 Yell ow flowered narrow lobed ( 1-' era} 


6 Yellow Oowcred broad lobed (Malvc11si&) 


7 Karkheli (I-ndicwn) 


8 Cambodia . 


Vitluo of outLnrn 
per ncro of cotton. 


Hs 


112·6 


107"1 


95·16 


93·66 


'i8·87 


59·81 


53·68 


34,B!J 


The white .flowered varieties of cottons, as usual, have 
been proved to be the most profitable. It has also been 
proved in the Deccan that the duration of these plants is far 
longer than either in Berar or Khandesh and that the pro
duction of cotton also persists over a longer period. 


Guzerat.- I supplied the following notes after the 
inspection of the cottons on the experimental stations in 
the province:-


" Surat.- I consider that Selection IA and Selection II 
are the varieties that should be persevered with, because, 
of both, the outturn and ginning percentage are above the 
figures of the local cottons and even abovr those of the 
improved crosses already distributed. If the samples of 
these varieties are submitted to me for valuation, I shall 
have them thoroughly examined. 
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cc Mr. BlJimbhai informs me th2,t, last year, of No. 1018-
P. G., selected Broach, 10,000 acres were sown in British 
territory and 7,000 acres in Baroda. The Syndicate 
secured 5,000 bales out of the total of 7,000, the remainder 
was sold independently by the cultivators to other 
merchants when the Syndicate ceased buying. This year, 
7,000 acres bave been put out and one merchant, Mr. 
Motibhai Raghawji of Surat, is offering Rs. 5 for 960 lbs. 
of seed cotton over market rate. The Agent of Messrs. 
vVhittle & Co. at Bardoli is also satisfied with the result 
and they are paying Rs. 4 above the market rate. There 
is a strong probability that these selected varieties will be 
maintained by the cultivators, in spite of the withdrawal 
of the Syndicate's offer. 


"Mr. Bhimbbai considers that it will be quite practic
able in villages ,vhich grow blocks of these selected cottons 
to form Committees to settle the disposal of the produce 
without the intervention of middlemen. The new varie
ties are maintaining the improvement in the ginning per
centage. 


"Selection IA, out of selected Broach, gives 35·5 or 
nearly 3 per cent. over the local variety. In the quantity 
and quality selections No. 2 out of selected Broach, the 
quality is good and the ginning percentage is 34. This 
year, it is expected to also stand highest in yield. 


cc Cambodia, is abandoned as being unsuitable for the 
black soil. 


" N adiad.-Cambodia cotton is being attacked by wilt 
and also by aphides this season. The percentage has fallen 
to 31. In appearance its lint i's much the same as that of 
Latia, which, being indigenous to the tract, is not so liable 
to be influenced by abnormal seasons. In the district there 
is a difficulty in the marketing of the produce, but as many 
of the cultivators are making their own arrangements for 
the importation of the seed, the final disposal of the crop 
should remain i.n their own hands. 


" The cotton crosses on the farm show so very little pro
mise that it would be well perhaps if the officers concerned 
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drop them and concentrate their attention on the improve
ment of Cambodia and Lalio. The increase in the per
centage of cotton to seed is the point to be aimed at in the 
former and the high yielding capacity in the latter is 
desirable. In my own opinion, Lalio will prove to be the 
cotton most suitable for the tract. Dm0 ing next season 
Bliu1'i, Cambodia and Lalio are again to be tested. 


" The Superintendent of the N adiad Farm says that 
Cambodia has been grown on a fairly large scale by cultiva
tors, who now find a difficulty in the disposal of the pro
duce, of which the total amount is still so small that the 
ginning factories do not care to make any special arrange
ment for it. If the cultivation extends, assistance ought 
to be ftll'nished to them from the Department. The cul
tivators find that the crop is inclined to mature late and 
they still maintain an open mind regarding the compara
tive merits of Cambodi,a and Lalio." 


The following valuations of samples of Guzerat cott.ons 
were kindly supplied by Messrs. Tata, Sons & Co. :-


Serial 
No. Name of ample. 


1 ~election I A selected 


2 Select.ion IA General 


3 1018 PG Gener~] 


Sumt .Far1ll. 


Compared ,,·ith No. 7 (Surti-Broach), No. 1 (Surat 
solected) is decidodly longer and k(rong11r in 
fibro and besides the fibre is even. It can ho 
compared with bes~ Surat except in softness, the 
feel being rather coarse. Value Rs. 820. 


Fibres rather uneven. Length also shorter than 
No. L Value Rs. 810. 


In 1111 respects samo as No. 1. Jn .feel it is little 
softer, rnther uneven in fibre, but may be a little 
bit longer. Value lts. 820. 


4 1027 AT,F II selected This is very long stapled strong fibred cotton and 
d~rYes to be encoumged. Il is alm01t equal 
to Xavasari cotton both in. length and atrength, 
and though acclimatized for a number of years, 
it ha.s in no way deteriorated. Vaine Rs. 885. 


0 Do. General . , Almost same as ;so. J., but variable in length of 
fibre. Value Rs. S-20. 
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~~~I Name ol sample. 


6 Selection II selected 


7 S11rti Broach 


1 


2 


3 


SelecLion I seleoted 


1027 ALF I I General 


Na vasari Lo.:al • 


1 I Lalio 


2 Cambodia 


3 Bhuri 


l Surat-like . 


2 Broaoh-like 


3 N. R. Cotton 


Surat Farui-contd. 


RuuaJ<S. 


Uompal'ed witl1 No. 1, there seems to be not muoh 
difference except that No. 1 is more regular iu 
fibre. Value Re. 315. 


It cannot stand comparison to any of the above 
6 samples, being shorter in staple and weak in 
fibre. Value Rs. 800. 


Sisodra Plot. 


l Of the three samples, I, 2 ;md 3, No. 1 is Lhe 
}- best, No. 2 comes second :md 'No. 3 comes 
I last. Value thl'm respectively· at Rs. 320, 


. ) Rs. 3lS and Rs. 310. 


Nadiacl Farm. 


Thie cott-0n Khows deterioration on Nadi11d Farm. 
Va.Jue Rs. 260. 


This also has deterioraled considerably. Value 
R6. 275. 


This also shows deterioration and is very irregular. 
Vaine Rs. 2.55. 


JJ'1.ulia Far111,. 


It shows a great deal of improvement, the cotton 
being almost equal to Surat in length and 
strength of fibre, though not iu feel and silki
ness. Value R11. 305. 


'fhis shows no improvement. It is very inegular. 
Value Rs. 275. 


'fhis cotton ha.s more the characteristic of Assam 
cotton 11nd woolly in feel. The staple is short. 
Value Rs. 220. 


Basis of prices on 27th June 1914 :


Broach 
Rs. 
290 
330 
315 
215 
33-5 
2i0 


Madras Cambodia 
Surat . 
Fine Bengal 
Na,asari 
F. Dhollera 
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Kathiawar.- The following note was drawn up by 
Mr. lVIankad, Assistant to Cotton Specialist, for the infqr_m,
ation of the Morvi State, which called upon us for special 
advice :-


" The District resembles South America in shape; the 
average rainfall is 18 to 22 inches, very irregular in distri
bution which tells considerably upon the production of the 
cotton crop. 


Soils.- There are three kinds of soils, ·viz., (1) black 
cotton soil, (2) besar and (3) light. The last named is 
chiefly met with in the southernmost part of the State to
wards Tankara. 


Rotation.-Cotton is rotated mostly with J owari in 
cotton soils, but in lighter kinds of soils Baj ri forms the 
principal rotation. 


The average area devoted to the culture of cotton in 
the State varies from 1,25,000 to 1,40,000 acres per annum. 
Broadly speaking, on account of enhanced prices of cotton, 
.of late, two-thirds of the total cropped area is annually put 
out un.der it, as it pays better to the grower. The average 
outturn may be computed at 100 lbs. clean cotton per acre. 
In recent years, however, it bas become the general practice 
to grow cotton without any rotation whatsoever, on the 
same land, and it is held amongst the cultivators that 
there is no diminution in the outturn. Economically the 
practice has proved a sqund one owing to the high price of 
cotton. 


Varieties of cotton.-Practically speaking, there are 
only two varieties in the State, called (1) Deshi or Wagad 
(bolls of which are picked out bodily from the plant and 
the cotton extracted at home), and (2) Kan'vi, acclimatized 
Broach, the seeds from K.ahnum of tp.e Broach District seem 
to have haen brought in these parts some 25 years ago; in 
addition to these two, there is a third variety called M atliio, 
mixture of all the neglecturn Lypes that compose the cottons 
of Khandesh and Central Provinces, which occupies a very 
small area in the south of the disLl'ict towards Tankara 
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and is grown in li.ght soils only, to get the crop ready before 
frost occurs as this tract is more subject to it. 


The actual area under each of these three varieties is 
not separately kept, but it is understood that Deshi or 
W agad occupies the largest area. Of the two principal 
varieties, W agad is raised purely as a dry crop, but Kanvi, 
wherever there are facilities for inigation, is given two 
or tbrne waterings; as an irrigated crop, it gives a larger 
return. ICanvi matures also three weeks earlier than 
W agad, the picking of Kanvi cotton is easier than that of 
W agad, as it bursts out from the capsules when the bolls 
ripen; in the case of W agad cotton, however, the opening of 
the boll'S is not perfect, so that the bolls are plucked off and 
cotton extracted at home, which entails extra expenditure. 


Forty pounds of Wagad bolls give 28 lbs. of kapas after 
extraction. The charges for taking out cotton from the 
unopened bolls vary from one anna to three annas accord
ing to seasons. This work is mostly done by women. 


There are three distinct cotton tracts in the State ac
rording to the quality of cotton produced. 


(1) The eastern portion is known as the Nadipar, 
which is practically free from frost, the cotton 
produced in this tract is offered 4 annas more 
per maund than that produced in the Boidiar 
tract. 


(2) The western portion is called the Boidiar tract 
(there are many bo1' trees, Ziziphus jujuba). 
This is partially subject to frost. The produce 
of this tract is considered inferior to that of 
N adipar but better than that of the Tankara 
tract. In this tract Wagad cotton is pollard
ed. Cultivators believe that the yield and 
quality of the rattooned crops are maintained. 
This belief is incorrect. The rattoon crop was 
valued at Rs. 245 per candy against Rs. 255 of 
the fresh crop of Wagad, the rnttoon crop is also 
bound to fall o1I in ginning percentage in addi
tion to the quality of cotton. I am informed 
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that a large area is kept under the rattoon in this 
tract in order that the crop_ may be picked out 
before the frost occurs. 


(3) The southern portion is known as the Tankara 
tract which generally suffers from the effects of 
frost. Mathio is, therefore, grown in lighter 
kinds of soils to get an early crop. As Mathio 
produces a very small crop, the produce is 
usually mixed up with two principal varieties 
already mentioned. The quality of cotton of 
this tract is considered inferior to that pro
duced in the eastern and western portions. 


With regard to the quality of cotton, I feel that both 
W agad and Kanvi are equally good. The crops vary 
slightly according to seasons only. 


Kanvi.- Tbe staple is slightly longer, fibres weak, cotton 
dull .in colour and thin. 


W agad.-The staple is slightly shorter, but strong and 
white in colour, in addition, the cotton is bulky. 


Bulk for bulk Wagad cotton fetches on an average 
Rs. 10 more per candy than Kanvi. 


Samples of both these varieties were obtained from each 
of the three tracts and were submitted to Messrs. Tata, 
Sons & Co. for opinion. The following are the valuations 
of each of these samples. 


Ba::;is of ·valuation on 6th May 1914 :-


Rs. 
Jt'iue J::froacb 265 per candy 0£ 784 lus. 
Moi·vi 250 ,, ,, 


Nrulipar lracl. 


W agad from J etp ltl' . 240 
Kanvi 235 


Wagad 
Karvvi 
..4.roora (rattoon} 


Boidiar t1·act. 


255 
250 
245 
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Tanka·ra tract. 
Rs. 


Wagad 250 
K.anvi 240 


From the valuation report it will be seen that tlie 
quality of cotton of the Boidiar tract is superior, then 
comes the Tankara tract aud lastly the Nadipar, which 
ought to come first. This is puzzling, but it may be cap
able of explanation. My own observations in these three 
tracts lead me to believe that in the Nadipar tract, cot'ton 
matures a little earlier th::tn in the other two tracts and 
being adjacent to the Dhrangadhra State, should produce 
cotton of better quality. The same two varieties are being 
grown in the Dhrangadhra State and fetch Rs. 10 more 
per candy than the Morvi cottons in the Bombay market. 


Selection of seed.-lt is gratifying to note that the 
kitnbis who form a majority of the agricultural class are 
exceptionally keen on selecting well-opened bolls and hand
gin tbe same for seed requirement. Seed for sowing pur
poses is never brought in either from the ginneries or from 
Banias' shops by the lmnbi cultivators. 


Seed f 01· sowing is also carefully stored in earthen 
chattis. 


Han_d-gin.-This differs from that used in other parts 
of India (excluding Kathiawar). It is an ordinary gin to 
which a fly-wheel is attached, the price of such a gin 
depends on the quality of the fly-wheel, but it may be taken 
a,t Rs. 10 to Rs. 15. The work done by this hand-gin with 
the he?'baceitm types of cotton is 160 lbs. of kapas per day, 
working at the rate of 12 hours a day requiring two men 
and one woman. 


In addition to ginning cotton for seed requirements, 
tbe kunbi cultivators take out sufficient seed for cattle 
for the year by means of such gins; a portion of t.he 
lint obtained is spun by hand for making clothes, ropes, 
etc., to meet domestic and agricultural requirements and 
the surplus is sold. The hand-ginned cotton fetches ~s. 10 
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less than the machine-ginned per candy, as the former con
tains comparatively a larger percentage of broken leaf, 
dirt, etc. 


With regard to general cultivation, it should be mention
ed that the kunbi cultivators are first class people in handl
ing the land. The cotton fields were found scrupulously 
clean throughout and the agricultural operations perfect. 
The standard of cultivation could, however, be raised by 
deep-ploughing, etc. 


As the rainfall is very precarious, it is suggested that a 
bullock-hoe of the Surat type (curved blade) for intercultur
ing might prove more beneficial than the local ho~ in the 
conservation of soil moisture. I ]Jave personally explained 
its advantages to the Revenue Commissioner and the Patel 
of Mandan. A blade of the Surat boe has already been 
sent from Surat. 


Varieties actually under t1·ial.-In the Kesawa]a garden, 
trials were made in sample plots with five varieties jnclud
ing two perennial cottons, viz. :-


(1) Kumpta (seed obtained from Miraj). 
(2) Dha1·wa1· A me'rican and C'ambod-ia (Upland types). 


(3) Seed recejved from Rangoon (Neglecturn types). 


(4) And with varieties of perennial cottons, 1.1iz. : -


Spence and Kidney or chain-seeded. 
All these had received waterings. 


(1) Kumpta.- The growth was satisfactory, the crop 
had not ripened but a few bolls that had opened 
were examined; cotton was thin on seed, as is 
usually the case with tbis variety, though the 
quality of cotton was almost equal to Kmnpta 
of the Southern Mahratta Country. The local 
cotton (1¥ agad or Deshi) is superior in all res
pects to K umpta, as the percentage of cotton to 
seed is greater than the one under trial, and the 
cotton is also bulky. 
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(2) Dha1·war American and Cambodia:-The former 
had practically failed, on account of the attack 
of leaf blight, the latter grew satisfactorily, 
branching in all directions. On examination 
the fibre was found weak and the staple com
paratively short, though it showed high percent
age of cotton to seed. This quality may fetch 
Rs. 20 to Rs. 25 more per candy over the local 
cotton. 


These varieties were planted out too far apart (6 feet on 
either side). The American annual forms are grown in 
the same way as the local cottons, i.e., lines 2 feet apart 
n.nd distance from plant to plant 1 to 1½ foot in the row. 


(3) Seed f1·om Rangoon.-The resulting plants were 
of the neglectum type, the ripening period had 
considerably prolonged, probably due to irriga
tion. In parts where the neglectum types are 
grown, the crop requires five to six months only 
to mature. The quality of cotton is in no way 
superior to the local cotton; it should, therefore, 
be abandoned. This is something like Mathio 
cotton. 


(4) and (5) Spence and Kidnev cottons (perennial 
varieties).-These had made very unsatisfactory 
progress. Results of a few years' experiments 
proved plainly that all the varieties of tree 
cottons possessed so many inherent defects that 
their profitable cultivation was impossible on a 
field scale. 


Mr. Spence's attempts at the cultivation of Spe'(l,ce 
variety on a large scale at Deesa and J amnaga.r, Mr. Tytler's 
at Belgaum with R ough Peruvian and Messrs. Shaw, 
Wallace & Co.'s in Bengal with Caravonica and almost all 
tree cotton varieties 110pelessly failed and no one reports 
even moderate success with them. 


The chief drawbacks in their cultivation are :-
(1) Their very structure is that of woods and sheltered 


places. 
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(2) Their brittle nature forbids their being grown in 
open fields exposed to winds. 


(3) They are more subject than the annuals to insect 
pests and these are carried. from year to year 
and the land becomes weed-infected. 


(4:) And finally, the steadily decreasing annual out
turn is the strongest argument against their 
cultivation. 


In conclusion, it can safely be said that the tree cotton 
which will succeed in India as a field c1·op has still to be 
discovered and it is extremely risky to attempt the hope
less task of tree cotton cultivation on a commercial scale. 


I n the new garden, I was shown about half a dozen 
grafts that bad been made between the A rboreurn and 
Deshi cotton according to the new discovery by a German 
named Schretin. It has been suggested to collect all the 
cotton when the bolls ripen and to put out a larger area 
next season to test the results. In our opinion, it is highly 
probable that the cotton plant with its brittle wood and 
tough fibrous inner bark does not allow of any process of 
grafting, which will produce frost-resistant types possess
ing desirable quality of cotton. 


I was taken over the proposed area of 2,000 acres in 3 
blocks in the Tankara tract, which is to be left at the dis
posal of an American expert, whose services have been 
lately acquired, to test the suitability of various crops. 
Most of the land is under cultivation, flat, with facilities 
for irrigation, in fact, beautiful to work with and it is 
hoped that the authorities will spare no pains to tackle 
various points connected with the improvement of cotton. 


I had also an interview with His Highness the Thakore 
Saheb of Morvi, who takes keen interest in the im
provement of the cotton crop, and we discussed the cotton 
question at full length. He desired to try Broach seed, 
which has been supplied. As the rainfall is scanty, I am 
afraid that the long duration of growth required by Broach, 
rotto~ migbt tell upon the opening of the boll!?-
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In conclusion, I think that the two local varieties 
1iVagad and JI.anvi are in every respect suitable to these 
parts and the products meet the demand quite satisfactori
ly. As the conditions of soil and climate do not seem to 
favour any other variety, either Indian or foreign, I would 
suggest that attention should be directed to increase the 
outturn by better methods of cultivation and improve the 
ginning percentage of each of the two local varieties by 
selection. An attempt should also be made to distribute seed 
of Wagad and Kanvi from the Dhrangadhra side, which 
produces better quality of cotton. At the same t ime 
arrangements should be made with the expert to test the 
suitability of Cambodia unde1· fr1·igation and of imported 
Broach seed." 


In this connection, the following letter was received 
from the Manager and Executive Engineer, Morvi State:-


" Mr. D. P . Mankad came here on the 3rd instant and 
stayed up to the 10th. He yjsited different Mahals of the 
State and made bis journey on our tramway of a length 
of about 60 miles, where the principal crop is cotton. He 
was also shown the different varieties of cotton under trial 
in the State gardens. Thus every facility was given to 
him to visit the different parts of the State, so that he can 
send in bis full report. I shall therefore feel very much 
obli.ge? if you will kindly send me a copy of his report. 


W c are very much obliged to you for the help you have 
given us by sending Mr. :rvfankad, who was very busy here 
during his stay with his work and for this he also deserves 
our thanks in no less degree." 


The Director of Agriculture, Baroda, submitted for 
valuation two samples of cotton grown in Kathiawar 
at Kodinar. 


The first, of New Orleans type, was selected out of the 
prevailing mixture in the fields and grown separately to as
certain its value. The plot was flooded three times by heavy 
rain during tbe season. In spite of this a yield of 208 ]bs. 
of seed cotton per a.ere was obtained, the ginning percent-


I 
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age beillg 30·3. The clean cotton was valued by Messrs. 
Tata, Sons & Co. at Rs. 315, compared with Sind American 
of the same date at Rs. 310. 


The va]ue of the second sample, which was a selected 
local J.11atltio, was Rs. 190, equal to fine Jliathio of the day. 
No figures of outturn were supplied with this. 


It has been suggested to the Director to repeat these 
trials during the present season. 


Southern Mahratta Country.--The following notes were 
sent to the Director of Agriculture, Bombay, after an in
spection of the cottons rn the Southern 1'fahn1 tt,1 
Country:-


" Dharwar.-Tbere are now series of 10 generations of 
Broach cotton on this farm. The percentage has dropped 
to 29, which is, however, about 4 to 5 per cent. higher than 
the maximum of Kmnpta, so that, judged on tfos point 
alone, it still leads. 


Some members of the local Agricultural Association 
have offered to grow annually 300 acres of B1·oack from 
imported seed and to guarantee the distribution of seed 
only from cotton of the first class from this area, the 
standard to be fixed when lots are ginned to ascertain the 
percentage. This seems to be the most practicable plan to 
ensure the continuous supply of selected Broach seed in the 
District. 


The longer growing senson of Broach would always be a 
strong factor against tl,e possibj]jty of its ever supplanting 
J( umpta in any great degree. By steady selection the gin
ning percentage in K umpta has been raised to 29, an advance 
of 4. I t is quite possible that, by steadily aiming for per
centage, a still further increase could be arrived at. 


The cultivation of Ca1JZbod1·a has been abandoned at 
Dharwar. The crosses between Soft Pe1·uvian and 
Ca,1nbodia are not promising after all; they seemed to 
have retained the perennial character and may fruit if 
held over for another season. As perennial cottons have 
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been proved unsuitable for condibons in India, there seems 
no good ground to justify the maintenance of these crosses. 


One hundred pounds of selected Kitmpta seed have 
been given out, but no results are yet available. It has 
been proved that the use of a fence of Sher"V'i as a wind 
break is not practicable, as it exercises a distinctly bad 
inA.uence on contiguous crops. 


As far as I could gather, there is no clissaLisfaction ex
pressc<l regarding the quality of the importe<l Navasari 
seed this year. 


Gadag.- This farm is now restricted to trials with 
.American types of cotton. As at Dbarwar, the cross 
between Cambodia, and Soft Pe1·u'vian is not at all promis
mg. 


The whole of the Cambodia is now treated as being one 
variety, and the trials are directed with a view of keeping 
up the standard of staple and percentage. 


The two forms of Dharwa.r A 1ner£can, which were 
isolated upon my advice last year, bave been grown with a 
high percentage of purity. There is still a doubt as to 
whether Lhe Upland or New Orleans type is superior. I 
am informed that some of the villages producing superior 
Dharwar American cotton ·are said to grow the New 
Orleans type exclusively. I have suggested that a fresh 
survey of these types in the district should be undertaken." 


The following valuations were kindly supplied by 
Messrs. Tata, Sons & Co. :-


V al·uations. 


Bc1,sis of p1"ices on 11th June 1914 :-


(1) Nrm1sari 
(2) Surat 
(3) Madras Oambodi:1 
(4) Kmnpta 
(5) Fine Broach 
(6) Sawginncd 


Rs. 
335 
320 
310 
290 
285 
265 
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l 


2 
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'i 
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!) 


10 


11 


12 


l3 
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15 


l(i 


17 


18 
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1027A 


l364i 


2003 


1339 


2016 


1027A 


1339 


Na.me. Valuation. 


1Jl1m·1('{H' FCJ;rm. 


Kumpta. X Ghogari (Surat Cross) l We placo thom in the follow
ing orders as regards length 


Do. Dhal'wa.r Cross old . of staplo aud general quali-
ty: first No. 2, second No. 


Do. Dl,anvar Cross newl 8, third No. 4, and then 
No. 1. Of Nos. 5 and 6, 


[ 


N.ro. 5 is better than No.~
Wo valnc:-No. lRs. 300, 
No. 2 l{s. 826, No. 3 
Rs. 320, No. 4 Rs. 305, 
No. 5 RM. 800, No. 6 


Kumpta Cross 


Kum1>ta selected for quality 


Do. for CJUILDtity 
~ Hs. 295. 


Broach, 1st generation (now seed) I 


I 
Of theso, I\ o. 8 is t,ho beht. 


,, 2nd ., . No. 7 comes noxtand rest 
1 ai·o almost all more or loss 


,, 3rd ,, . 1 l equal, though we find that 
Nos. 18, 14 and 15 ni-c a 


,, 4th ,, , little better tl1nn Nos, 0, 
10, 11 nndl2. We value:-


" 5th ,, No. 7 Rs. :no, No. 8 
Es. 815, No. 9 Rs. 300, 


" 
6th 


" 
7Lh 


" 
8th 


., 0th 


" 
., 


" 


" 


I 
No. lU R~. 300, No. 11 
Ils. SOO, No. 12 Rs. 300, 
No. 13 Rs. 305, No. 1'J, 


I 
Rs. 805, No. 15 Rs. 305. 


. Compared witl1 No. 28, 
No. 7 is superior to it in · i I length of staple, and is 
rather thin. 


(01(1 seed introduced iu 190,J..) ) 
Kumpta X Comilla . 


1 


'l'he crossing has materially 


Kumpta X Ghogari . 


Kumpla Cross • 


f K11mpta or<li11ary 


( ., ,, from plot, 608 


imp1·ovod in the length and 
strength of staplo over 
Assam. 'l'herc eeems to be 
no deteriorntion. If any
thi11g, it l1nH improved. 
Value Rs. 285 . 


. I Iu crossin~, it has obtni11ed 
I ~vhitc colour or Ghogari and 


111 staple it is ordinal'y 
Kumpta. Value Hs. 290. 


It seems to havo improved, 
Value Rs. 300. 


( Compared with Nos. 1 to ti, 
there oa11 be no compari
son with them, since both 
are very infel'ior as re-


• gMds length and strength 
~ of staple. Of the two, 
, No. lll iK superior to 
•1 No . 21 which is even 


weakor t!i.an Kumpti~ in 


I I ho local mn1·kot. V nluo 
No. 10 at Hs. 280, and 


l . No. 21 at Rs. 260. 
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No. 
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23 
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27 


28 


29 


30 


31 
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Rcgialcrcd 
No. !fame. Valuation. 


102E Cambodia. The cotton is very weak in 
fibre and irregular in length. 
Value Rs. 280. 


l2LlE 


1345 


1366 


1839 


Cttltivalor's Kmupla . , It is no w.Ly supcrio1· to ordi-
11a1·_y Kumpta, equal to local 
cotton. Value Rs. 290. 


G aclag J?a1·111. 


Dhut war American (Green-seeded) lt is bet.tor tLa n 01·cli11 ary 
Sawginned cowiug in the 
local warket. Value Rij. 
280. 


Uambodi.L This cotton seems to be little 
better than No. 20 of the 
Dharwar Farm, but still it 
is weak in fibre. Value 
Rs. 300. 


Cbru;lophcr X Chrislophcr It is longer in staple than 
No. 24, but equa!Jy weak. 
Value Rs. :no. 


ChriHtopher X Culpepper 


Dharwar .American 
Ma1·kcl sample). 


This is a very long stapled 
strong fibred cotton. Every 
way a desirnble stuff. Value 
Rs. 360. This deserves to 
be widely cultivated. 


(Gadag- 'rbis seems to be a mixture 
of Sawginued and Kumpta 
kappas. Hence there seems 
to be sol.llo ehength in the 
fibre. Otherwise the cotton 
is of very inferior quality. 
Value Rs. 260. 


Gokak Fnrm, 


Broach New seed H is slightly inferior in 
length of staple than Nava
sari. Value Rs. 820. 


Kumpta Cross , It has improved in evc1y way. 
Value Rs. 295. 


Kumptu. Ordinary 


102E 
I 


Cambodia 


It has lost in length of staple. 
Value Rs. 286. 


It has entirely deteriorated 
on the Gokak Farm. Value 
Rs. 275. 


Cultivator's Kumpta (Arbhavi) , It is better iu length titan 
farm Kumpta No. 80. 
Value Rs. 290. 
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Of four crossed c_ottons, K umvta X Ghogari (Dharwar 
Cross old) was valued at Rs. 325; K1.1,mpta X Ghogari 
(Dharwar Cross new) valued at Rs. 320; K um.pta Cross 
valued at Rs. 305; Kumpta X Ghoga1'i (Surat Cross) valued 
a.t Rs. 305. 


Kumpta selected for quality was valued at Rs. 300 and 
the same selected for quantity at Rs. 295. The samples of 
Kumpta ordinary cotton were valued at Rs. 280 and Rs. 260. 
thus testifying to the far higher value of the improved 
varieties given above. A sample of cultivator's cotton from 
Dharwar was valued at Rs. 290, equal to local cotton. 
Another Kunipta Cross was valued at Rs. 295. A sample 
of cultivator's Kumpta from Arbhavi was ,,alued at 
Rs. 290. A sample of Cambodia from Dharwar Farm, 
where tbe conditions are unsuitable for it; was valued at 
Rs. 280 only, on account of its weak and irregular .fibres; 
even a sample from the Gadag farm, where the conditions 
are., far more favourable, was valued at Rs. 300 only. 
Green-seeded Dharwar American from the Gadag farm 
was valued at Rs. 280. A market sample from Gadag 
seemed to be a mixture of Dha1war A rrw1·ican and Kurnpta. 
It was valued at Rs. 260. Of the Upland Crosses, that of 
Christopher X Culpepper seems to hold the fil'st position 
in value. Messrs. Tata remarked that this is a very long 
stapled, strong fibred cotton and, in every way, desir
able stuff, which deserves to be widely culfr,·ated. They 
valued it at Rs. 360. 


Of the 9 generations of Broach cotton at the Dharwar 
Farm, Messrs. Tata valued 2 at the best, 1 as the second, 
and the rest more or less equal, though they found 7, 8, 9 a 
little better than 3, 4, 5, 6. Last year, it appeared that 
the deterioration was continuous, but, from this yen,r's 
figures, it would appeal' that after thorough acclimatiza
t ion perhaps an improvement may set in. 


'J.'he a'IJ,ction sale of Broac!t Cotton.-The auction sale 
of Broach cotton was held at Dharwar on the 12th April 
1914. In all 80,000 lbs. seed was distributed during the 
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year 1913-14 (30,000 lbs. seed imported from Navasari and 
50,000 lbs. locally grown Broach cotton seed). 


All the seed was not sown for want of timely rains, the 
approximate area sown would be between 4,000 and 5,000 
acres. 


Sowing commenced from the end of June to rnjddle of 
July. 


Season on the whole was not favourable either to Broach 
or to local cotton K urnpta. 


There were no late rains and consequently cotton pln.nts 
suffel'ed. 


In al] 3,500 clhokms of kapas were received (4 dhokras 
are equal to 1 Naga, that is, equal to 1,344 lbs.) at the 
auction Depot. I am informed by the Agent of Messrs. 
Tata, Sons & Co. that more than 300 Nagas were sold away 
by the cultiva,tors before the auction sale for immediate 
requirement of money. 


B·roach, cotton at the Depot was graded in six classes 
according to ginning percentages. 


The following prices were realised per Naga of 1,344 
lbs.:-


Clnss. 


S proiul class -


I 


H 


IIT 


IV 


V 


Kapmti\ Cross 


liinning Jl<!rcrnfngc. 


84 oncl ~bo1·0 


;l3·5 


3:!:5 


31·5 


30·5 


29-5 


27-5 


Price. 


!h. 


190 


185 


176 


175 


171 


155 


139 


The rate of the local cotton Ku1117Jta on t he day was 
TT,s. 12D per .Va(f((. 
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The low ginning percentage may be due to (a) the 
deterioration of the local cotton seed, (b) poor ginning per
centage of the last pickings. 


The representatives of tl1e Bombay mill-owners and the 
local merchants who attended the sale ·were thoroughly 
pleased with the quality of cotton and believed that the 
stuff was similar to Navasari cotton except that the staple 
was rather rough and added that there will be no difficulty 
in realising good prices for this class of cotton up to 10,000 
Nagas, and wished that the cultivation of this cotton should 
be extended. 


There were no complaints regarding the quality of seed, 
hut it js absolutely necessary to renew every year a large 
quantity of Navasari seed to keep up the standard of staple 
and ginnjng percentage.* 


It is interesting to know that a man who had put out 
only 6 acres under .Broach cotton, realised Rs. 574 at Rs. 95 
per acre. 


Carnbodia Cotton.-The cultivation of this cotton has 
been tried in so many diverse localities that it is as well to 
collect all our scattered references under one head. 


Guzerat.- Mr. Mankad bas supplied the fol1owing note 
on Cambodia prospects in North Guzerat as the result of 
h1s inspection in November last:-


" Believing that the cultivation of Cambodia must have 
spread at Bawla, I went there on the 9th November, when I 
was informed that the cultivation was not undertaken 
during the present year. 


The glowing report on this cotton is said to have had 
some effect in a village called Vasna in the Dholka Taluka 
and it is reported that a few acres have been put under 
this cotton. It is a fact that Cambodia seed in these parts 
was sold at an enhanced rate, 5 to 6 rupees per maund of 
4:0 lbs. 


* 'l'lte ginning ~el'cootnge thi,i year, on ihe whole, ~eems to bo high t,hrough014t. 
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The details of the three methods of cultivation of both, 
Bliuri and Cambodia, in the Goradu soil on the Nadiad 
Farm are as follows:-


(1) Start given by two waterings from May. 
(2) Rain-fed. 
(3) Two waterings to be given after the cessation of 


rams. 


The new exotics were found attacked by wilt and 
aphides. White-ants had also destroyed a good many plants. 
Judging from the growth of the plants, the local cotton, 
Lalio, appeared more promising. Bliu1'i seems to be 
hardier and earlier in ripening (3 weeks) than Cambodia, 
but the low outturn combined with a low ginning percent
age and a weak fibre are the greatest objections to it. 


Carnbodia tried at Shahpur near Petlad and at Cambay 
in the Kaira District also suffered from the attacks of leaf
rollers and aphides. The experimenters now report that 
the outturn is disappointing. 


I am inclined to think that the following points do not 
seem to appeal in favour of Cambocl,ia :-


(1) During the very first year of its trial in 1912-13 
it gave a decidedly low ginning percentage on 
the Farm, and it seems doubtful whether it 
will keep up both in quality and ginning per
centage; these two factors are of vital import
ance in the successful cultivation of cotton. 


(2) Being a delicate variety, it is more susceptible to 
insect pests than the local cottons. 


(3) Unless cultivation extends fairly on a large scale 
there seem small prospects of establishing a 
market for the disposal of this kind of cotton. 
It is also a question how far the product wiU be 
kept thoroughly pure. 


(4) rt seems difficult in practice to start the crop under 
one or two w-aterings in May to get good returns. 


Jr 
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I rrigating the crop after the cessation of rains 
is likely to prolong the period of maturity." 


In the Cambay State, 4 acres were put out, yielding at 
t11e rate of 140 lbs. seed cotton per acre. The sample of 
the clean cotton was submitted to Messrs. Tata, Sons & Co., 
who remarked that " the cotton seemed to be carelessly 
picked and ginned . It bas retained the lengtb of :fibre and 
silkiness. We value it on Dhollera Basis Rs. 10 below 
Dhollera at Rs. 250. vVe may mention that if it had been 
ca.refully picked and ginned, it would have fetclied Rs. 265 
per candy." 


In the Kaira District, at Shahpur also Carnbodia was 
given a trial. The crop suffered badly from insects and no 
outturn figures were supplied, but the sample of the pro
duct was valued at Rs. 270, Cam,boclia on the day being at 
Rs. 290. 


Dhmngaclh1·a (Kathiawar).-Half an acre of Cam
bodia from seed supplied by us yielded 12 maunds 
and 30 seers (510 lbs. of seed cotton), as an irrigated crop, 
whereas Kan·vi local cotton yields 10 maunds (equal to 400 
lbs.) for half an acre in open fields; a mill-owner estimates 
that Cambodia would fetch 16 per cent. more than the price 
of the local cotton. A sample of this Ca111,bodia cotton 
was reported on as fo11ows by Messrs. Tata, Sons & Co.:-


" It is out and out superior and is the best Cambodia of 
the samples examined to-day. We value it at Rs. 320, 
equal to Navasari and Rs. 5 over the basis of Madras Cam
bodia." 


Further trials are to be made this season in dry land. 


The auction sale of Ca1nbod·ia cotton.- The auction sale 
of Cambodia cotton took place on the 19th AprH at Gadag. 


The area under this cotton was much limited during the 
year owing to its failure during the year 1912-13. 


Purified Madras seed was distributed in the Gadag and 
Ron Talukas of the Dharwar Distrjct. 
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About 500 to 600 acres were grown under Carnbodia. 
Sowing took place in the middle of September. The season 
was not favourable to any class of cotton and I am inclined 
to think from personal observations that Cambodia comes 
on t well in a bacl season. 


In all 587 Dhokras (4 Dhokras make one Naga of 1,344 
lbs.) were received at the auction Depot. 


The cotton was graded in 6 classes according to ginning 
percentages and realised the following prices per Nagc1, of 
kappa,s (1,344 lbs.) :-


I 


n 
III 


rv 


- v 


Closs. Ginning pcrecntagc. 


37 nml nbovr. 


:~,:1,5 


· I 32·5 


Pric~. 


Rs. 


19G 


187 


180 


177 


172 


166 


Except the special class other classes may have an ad
mixture of U7Jpa,m and Karnnganni plants to a small extent 
and this may account for slightly low ginning percentage. 


The local cotton Dharwa1· A me1'ican on the day stood at 
Rs. 126 per N aga of 1,344 lbs. 


N.11.-The cotton was perfectly clean but harsh Ln bmrh, stnple al~o sh<>rlN· 
Lh:m the standard of Cambodia. 


The cotton of the special class was thoroughly purified 
by the Department and 1t is intended to distribute seed of 
this class only, together with that received from the Gadag 
Farm. 


On the whole, the auction sale was a great success and 
Cr1,1nbodia fetched very satisfactory prices. It is possible 
that the cultivation will consirlerably extend during the 
ensuing year. 
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Messrs. Tata, Sons & Co. have kindly furnished the 
actual valuations of all the five classes :-


Specinl Clnf-~ 


I 


rr 


lrt 


IV 


Bctsis on 17th July 1914 :- -


Rs. 
275") Being ginned not in 


l 
ordinary gins hllt in 


280 6awgins, the Btaple 
seems to have been 


290 cut antl rotton pre• 
sents n happy appenr-


270 I nnce. Weva!ne tltem 
on the basis of the 
vnlno of 11.~wginn<>tl 


285) at Rs. 270. 


Rs. 
Madras Onmbodin 315 
Sawginnecl 270 
N avasari 320 
Kump ta 275 


From the valuations, it will be seen that the trade 
appreciate the ginning percentage and not the quality so 
much. 


As in former years, I haYe to thank Messrs. Tata, Sons 
& Co. for the care and trouble they have taken in furnish
ing valuations of the numerous samples of cotton submitted 
to them. 


UL-PROGRAMME OF WORK FOR THE YEAR 1914-15. 


(1) To visit and advise on points regarding cotton and 
its cultivation whenever requested to do so by Provincial 
·Departments of Agriculture. 


(2) The study of the behaviour of Bourbon, Bhu1·i, 
Carnbodia and other such cottons in non-cotton-producing 
tracts, as detailed in the last year's programme, will be con
tinued. 


(3) An enquiry on the manurial requirements of cotton 
will be continued. 


(4) Researches on the botany of cotton will be continued. 


j 
nA(,CllTl'A : rRJNTEO llY $1Tt'DT. OOVT. PRTNl'ING, 11,.'DJA, 8, IlASTllWS STnEF.'j'. 
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SASX-HE:\IP, A.J[BA.RI AN"D AGAVE AS FIBRE 
CROPS I .r THE CENTRAL PROVI NCES 


AND BERAR. 


B\' D. CLOUSTON, B.SC., 


D,7mty Directo1· of ,l!fricultut·e, Ce11t1·al Provinces at1d Berm·. 


THE only fibre crops other than cotton g rown to any 
extent on a field scale in these Pl'ovinces a,re Sann-hemp 
(Crotolm·ia juncec,) and Ambari (J-Iibiscus cannabinus) . The 
total area in 1907 under fibre crops other than cotton was 
55.402 acres in the Central Provinces and 32,361 acres in B erar. 
Sann is always grown as ,i pure crop, but Ambari is only 
eultivated as a mixtul'e with other kha,1·ij' crops. In B erar it is 
estimated t hat 24,099 acres were actually occupied by Ambari 
in mixed crops, and 8,262 acres u,1der Sann. The area occupied 
h.\' Ambari in mix.eel crops in the Central ProYinces is not 
separately computed, so that the return of 55,.J.02 acres shows 
the area under Sann alone; no estimate can be attempted of 
the area under A.m ba,ri. 


Sann or Jubbulpore hemp (C1·ot,olrwia juncea) is a legumin
ous crop, cultivated in these Provinces for its fibre only. 
C'l'(1lolal'ia juncea is supposed to be t he only variety g rown 
locally, though R oxburo-h calls J ubbulpore homp Orotolcwia 
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tenuijoli(J,. 'l.~he conect bota,uical classification is a matte1· which 
h_as not yet been authoritatively decided and requires i1westiga
tton, but it is generally believed that. only one variety is grown 
throughout the Central Provinces and Berar. It thrives well 
0


~ almost all kinds of soils t hat are free from water-logging. 
'Ihe land on which it is grown gets very little cultivation. It 
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is usually ploughed or bakhared 011ce in the dry weather. 
followed by one bakharing after sowing the seed in the beginning 
of tbe rains. The seed is sown broadcast at the rate of about 
80 lbs. per acre. The crop is a vigorous grower, requires no 
weeding, and is sometimes even grown on kans-infested land, 
where it is supposed to be effecti,·e in killing this obnoxious 
weed. The phints attain to a height of se,en feet on good land, 
and from 4 to 5 feet on poor land. The crop is generally cut in 
December by which time the seed is matured. The crop is cut 
with sickles and bound into bundles which are usually stacked 
in the field till March or April. By postponing the time of 
retting till the hot· weather, a much shorter period of immersion 
in water is found to be sufficient. The bundles are steeped in 
sti-eams or in ponds made uea,r wells. Dirty water is always 
J:->refetTed as it hastens fermentation. The bundles are placed, 
heads and tails, two tiers deep,. and are weighted down with 
stones or mud. When the water of a stream is not sufficiently 
deep, a trench is dug into which bundles are placed and covered 
with the mud taken from the trench. In retting, the bark is 
partially removed by drawing a handful of the stalks between 
the thumb and first :finger. The stems are then stripped one by 
one. 'l'he retter, having Ll'oken the lower end of the stalk 
so as to get a free end of the fibre, grasps this end of the stalk 
with his left hand and remo,res the fibre in strips by running 
u1J the thumb and first fino-er of the ri<Ybt hand between it and 
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the stalk. Tlie cost of retting is considerable. Day labourers 
on the Experimental Farms produce about 4 lbs. of fibre per 
day only. Cultivators commonly pay one pice per bundle for 
retting. If a suitable machine could ~e secured, -which would 
extract the fibre at cheap 1·a.tes, a great impetus would be given 
to the cultivation of Sann. In some places baliug presses have 
Leen i:.et up, so as to rednce the cost of carriage. 


·when the gl'ower keeps the fibre for his own use or 
sells it in small Jots at the bazar, be washes off the mud attached 
thereto. If it is to be sold in bundles for export to Bombay, 
some culti vntors not only neglect to wash the -fibre but even 







t,1ke steps to increase the weight by fresh additions of sand or 
mud, always taking precautions to cover the outside of the 
bundles with the cleaner material. This method of adulteration 
has given rise to serious complaints in the trade. It was not 
noticed till the famine of 189~-t901 when, owing to the great 
scarcity of water, Sann had to be steeped in muddy water, which 
resulted in the export that year of very dirty fibre. As the 
buyers had not suspected t.his, the fibre was sold at good prices, 
and the culti rntor, assuming that this form of adulteration could 
be repeated with impnnity, adhered to the practice. In 1907 


Messrs. Kiddle, Reeve & Co. complai11ed that some of the 
fibre that came from certain districts of the Central Provinces 
contained as much as 80 per cent. mud, while that received fi.·om 
Konkan, Guzerat and the Deccan contained less than 2 per cent. 


They were fully con"inced that the mud was wilfully added. 
The steps takeu by the L ocal GoYernment to stop this 
malpractice were so .effective that in 1902 the same firm reported 
that "the extniordina,ry admixture of dirt which appeared in 
the hemp offered for sale during the past two years, and more 
especially during the last cold weather, bas almost entirely 
disappeared from the supplies which are now arriving in consid
emble quantities." But in 1903 adulteration of the fibre was 
again prnotised, and the same firm again drew the attention of 
the Local Govern111ent to it in the following terms : "During 
the past season, HJ03-04, the mixing of earth with the fibre has 
bee11 carried on in a very gross manner and to an extent even 
greater and more general than <luring the worst period prior to 
our invoking your assistance." The L ocnl Government once 
more used its influence tluouo-h its District officers in checking· 
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this wholesale method of commercial swindling, ,md its measures 
were again successful. In districts from which the dirtiest fibre 
had been recei,.,ed, the names of local buyers (miLldlemen) were 
taken and forwarded to the firm for the guidance of their 
agents. 


The a.rea under Santi rn these Province~ ltas been 
doubled during the last 1 O yca,rs. The priucipal districts in 
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which it is grown as a fibre crop a.re in the Central Provinces
Betul 11,323 acres, Seoni 8,645 acres, Mandla 5,8-!4 acres, 
Narsinghpm 4,851 acres, JubbuJpore 3,867 acres, Raipur 2,390 


acres and Nagpm 2,010; in Berar~-Yeotmal 3,106 acres, 
Buldana 2,069 and Akola 2,025. The probable reason why 
the crop js largely grown in these districts is that aboriginal 
cu1tivators are numerous and not that climatic conditions are 
peculiarly favourable. The Span1sh-American war gave a 
considerable impetus to the trade, as the price of Manila hemp 
rose from £14-10-0 per ton in 1897 to £62-10-0 in 1899, and 
the much improved Sann-hemp was found to be a good substi
tute. Prices have been well maintained ever since; at present 
it ranges from Rs. 8 to 9 a maund, at which price Sann, if 
grown on land suited to the crop, will pay better than some 
other crops commonly grown at present. liforeover, its cultiva
tion is well understood and the crop is a hardy one, so t,hat its 
cultivation is likely to extend. It is fully recognized that land 
is substantially benefited by a crop of Sann, which is considered 
equivalent to a good dressing of manure. To a limited extent 
Sann is also grown to plough in as a greeo manure, particularly 
for irrigated wheat in 1. imar and sugarcane in Betul 


A careful estimate of the corn parati ve costs of cuJti,,a
tion and outturns of wheat and Sa,nn, shows that the latter is 
the more profitable crop. L aml is noL ordinarily manured u1 
the wheat tract. The cultivator either uses his cattle dung as 
fuel for his own purposes, or sells it in the nearest town where 
there is always a good demand for cow-dung cakes. The wheat 
on such land, impoverished as it is in nitrogen, is invariably of 
stunted growth, attaining a height of about l½ feet only. Sann 
being able to get supplies of nitrogen from the air grows much 
more luxuriantly so Jong as the land is well drained. On the 
well-drained deep alluvial soil along the banks of some rivers, 
commonly known as Krwcha1·, which is excellent land foi- wheat, 
Sann cultivation is so much the more profitable that it bas been 
largely substituted for wheat. In some cases the tenant who 
may not be a proficient Sann-grower himself or is perhaps 
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influenced by prejudice, lets such la1-1d to Gonds and othet· low 
caste cultivators who are expert in cultivating Sa.nn as well as 
in preparing the fibre for market. These sub-tenants are said 
to pay as high as Rs. 50 an acre for good Kaccha1·, and the 
crop of Sann grown thereon is said to fetch as high as Rs. 100 
per acre. I t is believed, therefore, that Sann can be grown 
more profitably than wheat in the wheat-gro,ving tracts, even 
after making due allowance for the costly process of hand-retting 
practised at present. Its cultivation has extended and will 
continue to extend in that tract if prices remain as high as 
they have been of late. In the cotton tract no extension of 
this crop can be looked for, as cotton pays better even than 
Sann. I n the rice tract Sa.nn could be profitably grown on 
much of the land that is at present r eserved for cold-weather 


crops. 
Anything lilrn a rapid extension of Sann cultivation 


will, however, be impossible for the following reasons . Many 
high caste cultivators are prohibited by religjous prejudices 
from growing the crop. They will grow Ambari for their own 
use, but Saun never. The cultivator who gre"w it in defiance 
of caste rules was outcasted. Its cultivation has, however, 
proYed so profitable of late that some high caste cultivators have 
wai,1ed their religious prejudices, and now grow the crop. The 
good Kunbi compromises the difficulty by employing a Gond or 
other low caste man to sow his Sann seed for hemp. Again, the 
labour necessary for retting the stalks is expensive, and consider
able difficulty is often experienced in getting sufficient water in 
the dry season for steeping the bundles of sfalks. The cultivator 
in the rice tract is not willing to grow a khcw~f crop such as Sann 
on l1is mbi land, as he already complains of the sho1·tage of labom 
to trnnsplant his paddy owing to the great amount of work demand
ed of hi111 within a short period of time a,t the beo·imting· of the . ~ 


rams. What he ,vants is to distribu te his work more equally over 
the whole year, whilst the extension of Sann cult ivation would 
have the very opposite effect. The rnost formidable difficulty of 
all in the way of extending the culLivation of this or miy other 
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fibre crop is not to prove that it is a more profitable crop than 
other crops, but rather to overcome his prejudice against grnwing 
any crop which is neither a food for himself nor his bullocks, more 
especially if its preparation for market ei).tails a good deal of labour. 
At present then the cultivation of Sann-hemp in these Provinces 
is still to a large extent monopolised by low caste cultivators, who 
find it more p1·ofitable 011 the land suited to it than any other 
unirrigated crop grown. Some of these cultivators are sub
tenants who pay extravagant prices for good Sann-growing land 
in virtue of the profit they derive from its cultivation. Despite 
the prejudice against the crop, its cultivation is almost sure to 
continue to extend if prices continue as high as they bave been 
for the last year or two. Being a leguminous crop, its power of 
enriching the soil in nitrogen should recommend it as a good crop 
to grow in rotation with cereals. 


The area, under Sann-hemp in the Central Pro,0 inces has 
increased from 29,094 acres in 1896 to 55,402 RCres in 1907. The 
total quantity of Sann-hemp exported and the value of the same 
from 1904 to 1906 are shown below :-


Weight. Value. 


:Mds. Rs. 


1904 226,751 12, 18,783 


1905 201,402 10,82,534 


1906 176,730 9,49,923 


Ambari or Deccan hemp (Hibiscus cannctbinus) is also 
grown to a small extent in these Provinces. Its fibre is inferior 
to that of Sann, the bazar price per maund being about Rs. 6. 
I am not aware that their outturns have been experimentally 
compared, hut the general opinion is that Sann gives the greater 
outturn of fibre also. In the Central Provinces, Ambai-i is grown 
011ly as a mixed crop withjuar, tur, mung, urad and cotton, the 
common practice being to mix: half a pound of Ambari seed with 
that of the principal ctop. This ruetbod of sowing Ambari tends 
to give rise to branching in t.he plants, but as the fibre is only 
required for the cultivator's own use, this is not so important. 
There does not seem to be a great future for tbis fibre crop in 
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these Provinces. At present it is grown on a small scale in 
preference to Sann because of the prejudice of the growers 
auainst the latter crop. 
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Agave is another £bre crop which has been but little 
exploited in these Provinces. The species common to the Central 
ProYinces is believed to be Agave crrntala species. It is usually 
grown in hedges around groves and gardens, but nowhere in 
abundance. I t is very seldom utilized for the extraction of fibre. 
In the Kawardha Feudatory State adjoining Bilaspm, it is 
cultivated on a somewhat larger scale and its fibre is used not 
only in manufacturing ropes, but also in making valuable cloth ; 
and the root is used in the processes employed in the manufacture 
of gold and siher ornaments. The cultivation of Agave is never 
likely to become popular in these Provinces. As in the case of 
Sann, the better class of cultivators are prejudiced iigainst it. The 
labour involved in pounding the leaves in the process of e:dract
ing the fibre is considered both hard and degrading, while the 
juice of the leaves produces eczem,a or de1·matitis on the legs and 
arms of those engaged in extracting the fibre. The prejudice is 
perhaps due to the fact that the extraction of aloe £bre is a 


regular jail industry and not a common village practice. A crop 
which gives no outturn for the first three years does not appeal to 
the average culforator whose tendency is to look for speedy 
returns on his in vested capital. Again, cattle destroy the crop in 
it.s young stage, if the cultivator cannot afford the necessary 
protection for the first year or so. And finally, on soils of 
average fertility it is believed that the crops grown at present Rre 
more profitable. Aloe cultivation has been Jargely extended of 
late at the jails of these Provinces. The species grown are chiefly 
Agave cantala and Agave 1rigicla va?'. sisalan a. Major W. B. Lane, 
u1.s., Inspector-General of Prisons, Centrn] Provinces, had 87,45~ 
aloes planted out last year in the various jail gardens, of which 
l7,575 were planted in the very thin laterite soil known as bhata, 
round the Raipur Jail. At t,hese jails all the work of cultivation, 
of extracting the fibre and of making it into ropes, rugs, etc., is 
done by the prisoners. This industry is a most suitable one for 
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jails, as it affords labour at all times of the year and of different 
degrees of hardship, from light to very heavy tasks, and is, there
fore, suitable for all kinds of prisoners. The only retting machine 
that has given satisfactory results is,. Winsor's. One of these is 
already in use, and two others have been ordered fo1· districts 
where the jail population is small. There seems little possibility 
of t,he cultivators taking up the cultivation of Agave as a fibre 
crop for reasons already explained. On the bhata plains of 
Chhattisgarh, however, where there are hundreds of thousands of 
acres of waste land lying unused at present, it may be possible to 
start aloe plantations ; but if this is to be done successfully, the 
work will have to be undertaken by an enterprising firm with 
sufficient capital and practical knowledge to manage it properly. 
It has yet to be proved, however, that the aloe can be profitably 
grown for commercial purposes on these murram soils without 
irrigation. The plantations started at the R aipur Jail should 
solve this problem. 
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I HAVE to extend to you a hearty welcome to this meeting 
of the Agriculture and Applied Botany Section of the Indian Science 
Congress. I very much appreciate the honour of being asked 
to preside over this section. The subject on which I am to address 
you is one which will, I trust, be of interest to many here ; for most 
of us are beginning to realize how potent a factor science is in the 
development of India's greatest industry-agriculture. 


It has been said that in the career of a department, as in the 
life of a man, there are stages from which it is appropriate to take a 
glance backward and to contemplate the outlook of the future. 
Prophesy being the r6le of science, I am to play the part of a prophet 
on this occasion in so far as I shall, in the light of the progress already 
made in developing agriculture in India, try to give some indication 
of the rate of advancement to be looked £or in future. 


At the present stage of advancement a study of the history 
of agricultural development in England, where many of the diffi
culties were experienced which we are up against in India to-day, 
may prove helpful. Till the latter part of the eighteenth century 
the agricultural unit in Great Britain was the village with its scattered 
holdings, common grazing grounds, half-starved cattle and poor 
crops resulting from bad cultivation, which are so characteristic 
of many parts of India at the present day. Many improvements 


* Presidential Address to tho Agriculturnl Section of the Seventh Indian Soienoe Congress, 
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had been introduced before that time; the more enterprising 
farmers had learnt, for example, how to grow turnips, clove1·, artificial 
grasses and other fodder crops, how to avoid the need of fallows 
by adopting suitable rotations, and how to grow crops in line by 
using seed drills for sowing and hoes for interculture. These improve• 
ments were, however, not generally ado}Jted for many years because 
of the difficulty of protecting such fodder crops in villages which 
had not been enclosed. 


The Napoleonic wars and the rapid development of our manu
facturir.g industries in the latter years of the eighteenth century 
and the early part of the nineteenth gave a great impetus to English 
agriculture by forcing u,p prices of farm produce. High prices, coupled 
with a rise in the cost of Jabour, encouraged the use of labour-saving 
appliances and the produ,ction of larger acreage outturns. The open 
field system of scattered holdings with its bad cultivation which 
resulted therefrom began to give way slowly before economic 
pressure and the more intensive methods of farming which began 
to be adopted by the leading " gentlemen " farmers of the laud. 
Consolidated holdings were fenced and the cultivation of turnips, 
clover and other new crops, which were to revolutioniz~ farming, 
were taken up on a larger scale than ever before. Progress, however, 
was not so rapid as it might have been, as most of our English 
farmers of this period, like their fathers before them, stuck to their 
empirical methods based on old use and wont ; for there was as yet 
no science of agriculture which could be applied to the solutjou 
of its manifold problems. Such advancement as was made in 
those days can be directly attributed to the interest taken in im
proved husbandry' by men like Jethro Tull, Bakewell, Lord Town
s.end and Arthur Young who, though not themselves scientists in 
our sense of the term, possessed the scientific habit of mind which 
they brought to bear on the agricultural problems of the day. 


Science began to be applied systematically to the development 
of the agricultural resources of England about the middle of the 
nineteenth century, and with very beneficial results. By better breed
i ,g and better feeding, her breeds of aattle, sheep and horses were 
improved out of a.li resemblance to then· progenitors ; Great Britain 
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became the world's stud farm. Labour-saving machinery and 
better methods of cultivation were rapidly intro9-uced and improved 
strains of seed raised. More attention was given to the iinprov(
mcnt of the soil by drainage and man~ring, to the protection' of crops 
from cattle, and to the better housing of live stock. As a result oI 
the improvements effected, the acreage yield of the staple crops and 
&he average weight of cattle and sheep were more thah d·oubled. 
These and other improvements introduced in the latter half of the 
last cc-ntury have added largely to the material welfare of the 
Er.glish farmer. Development would have been much more rapid 
}iowever, had her statesmen fully realized the enormous possibilities 
there were of agriculture being benefited by experiment and research. 
For the splendid progress that was made we are largely indebted 
to the great work done by scientists like Lawes and Gilbert; to 
enterprising seedsmen like Garton and Sutt0n ; to t-he ir.genuity · of 
manufacturing firms which vied with each other in desigr.i:ng machi
nery suitable for the farm ; and to the fine example of the larger 
farmers who were in a position to utilize to the full the modern 
developments of organization and scientific knowledge. 


As a result of the exigencies of the great war now happily 
ended, scientific enquiry in all branches of industry has, sfr.ce 1914, 


been stimulated to an extraordinary extent. Never before has the 
value of agricultural science had such recognition. Statesmen and 
the public generally have come to realize the paramount importance 
of providing for the endowment of work connected with the develop
ment oI agriculture on a scale commensurate with its great impor
ta1 •.ce, because they now see, as they never did before, that "the 
cout1.tties which have made the greatest progress and which obtain 
from ,their soil the highest returns are those which have increased 
their research institutions." Denmark was obliged to do so after 
her de-feat by Germany in 1863, and has, as the re~mlt, been able to 
increase the acreage outturns of her staple crops by 24 per cent. 
in the short space of a little over 50 years. Germany, foreseeing 
the possibility of being blockaded by the British fleet in the event 
of a war with our country, had, for 40 years previous to the outbreak 
of war, bee.u. studiously organiziEg her institutions for expcri.mer..t ancl 
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research in agriculture, with the result that, whe1: war broke out, 
her resisting power came as a most unwelcome surprise to the allies, 
who had hoped to sap her strength by starvation. 


Let us now consider the position of agriculture in India and the 
possibility of our benefiting from the experience gained in other 
countries. The economic conditions which obtain at the present 
time in India resemble in many respects those which stimulated 
agriculture in England in the early part of the nineteenth century. A 
great war has again forced up the prices of farm produce to an abnor
mal figure. 1'he industries of this country a.re being developed 
witb phenomenal rapidity. The cost of farm labour is rising and 
will continue to rise, for the new industries will continue to c:raw 
workers from rural areas. If they are to take full advantage of the 
golden opportunities which are now offered them, landholders in this 
country will have to use labour-savir.g machinery on a much larger 
scale than formerly, and they will be obliged to adopt more intensive 
methods of cultivation all round, involvir.g ruanurir.g and irrigation 
on a large scale. So long as prices remain at their present high 
level intensive cultivation will pay handsomely. Manures, for 
instance, which were applied at a loss five years ago, can now be 
applied at a handsome profit. The present favourable position of 
the market for agricultural produce marks, in short, the beginning 
of an era of prosperity for the cultivator if he will but take advantage 
of his opportunities. He will have, however, to re-adjust in many 
ways his system of agriculture. To be successful he will have to 


put more brains, energy and capital into his work ; and in this 
we hope that the larger landowners will, like the " gentlemen " 
farmers of England of days of yore, take the lead in restripping and 
consolidating their holdings, and in developing the capacities 
of their own estates. It will be the duty of the department of 
agriculture to play its part by placing at their disposal the best 
possible scie:Q,tific and practical advice, and in the shortest possible 
tim; . I am confident that the Government of this country will 
play its part well, and that the laissez-faire policy, formerly adopted 
tc1 the detriment of agricultural development in some countries 
in the West, will not be followed by statesmen in Inilia. 
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0£ the value of the work accomplished by the Department 
of Agriculture in India within the last 13 or 14 years the Indian 
Industrial Commission has written as follows :-" The striking 
financial results which followed quickly and directly after the 
employment, from about 1905, of scientific specialists in agricultural 
research, demonstrate the wisdom of investing in modern science." 
This is the unbiassed opinion of a bo<ly of men who had considerable 
opportunities of studying t.he facts on which they based their 
conclusions. The work which the department has already accom
plished is undoubtedly adding annually to the farmir.g profits of the 
country a sum which exceeds its total annual expenditure many 
tim~s over. The rate of advance, moreover, is likely to be very 
much greater in the near future than it has been in the past; for 
we now have a packground of exact knowledge available which 
gives us a most useful basis for future progress . . We have behind 
us, moreover, an enlightened governmeu.t which has set its seal of 
approval on the work already accomplish€d, and which has deter
mined to make ample provision for further expansion. 


The achievement which has puhaps appealed most to the 
public is the intrJduction of f:upEiivr varieties and strains of seed 
of the principal staple crops. To take only three of these, namely, 
cotton. wheat ancl rice, there is reason to believe that" approximately 
&wo and a half million acres of improved varieties of -0otton, and one 
each of wheat and rice, are already beir.g grown. If the ext-ra 
ar.n.ual profit accruing from the cultivation of these were only two 
rupees per acre even, it would mean in the aggregate a total extra 
profit of approximately 90 lakhs of rupees, which far ex-0eeds the 
total annual expenditlll'e on all the departments of agriculture in 
India ; but the actual extra. profit from the introduction of improved 
varieties of these three crops is at least folll' times the amount 
which I have stated. This, moreover, is orJy a fraction o-f what 
has already been achieved, for the activities of the departme1 .t now 
extend over a wide fielc. ir.duding not only crop improvements, 
but the introduction of better and more intensive methods of culti
vation all round. The introduction of a one per ce1,.t. im1)rovcment 
here and of a t,wo per cent. unprovement there i-s, in the aggregate, 
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adding largely to the wealth of the cultivator, and is fitting him for 
further progress. It is evident from what has already been accom
plished that the department should, within twenty years, be in a 
position to introduce improvements which will add many crores of 
mpees annually ·to the farming profits of the cultivators. 


The extent to which future progress can be guaranteed will 
very largely depend on the measures adopted by the G_overmnent 
of trus count1-y to secure an adequate staff of first class specialists 
in agriculture and the sciences allied thereto. We want the very 
best brains which the ur..iversities of the West can turn out, to 
help ju the solution of India's agricultural problems, and to help 
in training Indians for this great work. Nor should time be wasted 
:in gett:ing these, for to train research men and original experimenters 
effectively takes many years, and such men even .yhen fully trair.id 
car.not reasonably be expected to produce results till after years of 
careful inv€Stigation as a rule. Owu.g to the presmt shortage 
of stafi our work is being ca1Tied on under great difficulties, ar.d 
progress is retarded thereby. Th3 value oi tlie improvements already 
efiected by a ~mall staff has no doubt been surprisingly great ; bnt 
let us not forget that up to the present we 11ave tackled only the 
most obvious lines of improvement. We have merely scratched 
the surface so to speak; for the n.ew knowledge which is to alld 
tangibly to the profits of the cultivator we shall have to dig deeper. 
We have not as yet, for instance, given much attention ro the 
question of cattle improvement by better feeding and breeding. 
Personally I am of opinion that this is one of our n1ost hopeful fields 
of investigation, and I am cor:Jident that wonderful improvements 
can aD.d will be effected within the next twenty years. 


Much has already been accomplished in the way of improving 
the staple crops of the COl.ll)_ti-y by sekction and hybridization, 
and this has raved the way for further improvements by better 
tillage m~thods and manurir.g: but for better cultivation we require 
better impkmer..ts. Some thousands of improved ploughs, cane 
mills and other implements are now in use in rural India; but the 
existing demand m, I am sure, a mere Iraction of what it will be in the 
near future. It is the duty of the department to see that this growing 
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demand is m~t satisfactorily. It is its duty, too, to assist 
manufacturers in deyjsing suitable .implements ; to induce agri
cultural associations and unions to start depots for the demonstration, 
sale, hire and repair of types suitable for the tract for which they are 
required ; and to assist purchasers in setting up plants, if necessary. 
But here again we are at present handicapped for want of a staff of 
specialists. Some provirces have not yet obtaiD.ed the services 
of an Agricultural Engineer, · with the result that duties which 
ordinarily fall to such an expert are entrusted to Deputy Directors, 
very few of whom have had any training in mechanical er.gineering. 
We urgently require for each province an Agricultural Engineer 
to help to devise and set up improved types of agricultural machinery ; 
and we want to get implements of the type required manufactured 
on a large scale in this country. 


Much of the cultivated· land in India has almost r~ached the 
maximum state of impoverishment ; a great part of the cattle 
manure, which ought to go back to it, is burnt as fuel; and other 
a\Tailable manures have not yet been used extensively. Indian 
soils ovu large areas have thus been starved for centuries, and are 
hungry, ai:d therefore very responsive to manuring. It is largely 
due to the judicious application ·of water and manure that the 
crops obtained on Government farms are so much better as a rule 
than those of cultivators in adjoining yjliages. The testir .. g of green 
manures, oilcakes, bones, fish, mineral manures, etc., and the 
study of their relation to bacterial life in the soil have been started. 
The results already obtained indicate the great need there is of · 
inducing the cultivator to do everything in his power to conserve 
his farmyard manure, and to supplement it by usiD.g other available 
manures such as bones, oilcakes and green manures. In this the 
department can, and is giviLg him valuable assistance by advising 
him as to the kinds and quantities to apply, and by helping him to 
orga!1.ize depots for the sale of manures which can be used economi
cally. It can assist, too, in establishir..g fuel reserves Ior the supply of 
fuel to villages ; for want of such reserves cultivators o, er the greater 
part of India are compelled under existing conditions to use the dul'.g of 
their cattle for fuel. There is no other course open to them at present. 
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The damage done annually to our staple crops by fungal 
diseases and insect pests js enormous. Hue again we have a 
promisi:cg field of investigation which, for want of staff, we have 
not as yet been able to explore at all fully. Much has been done no 
doubt in the way of studying the life-histories of these diseases ar.d 
pests ; but with the limited knowledge at our disposal we are not 
yet in a position to recomm :-nd reII?-edial measures except in a 
very few cases. 


The conditions for fruit-growing in India are most favourable, 
and the subject jg now l>Egi.Ji.1 .ir.g to get some attention from the 
department; but here again for want of experts iri iruit-growi1.g 
the work is at present relegated to men who have no special kr.ow
ledge oI the subject. The whole field of agriculture, in short, is still 
bristling with unsolved problem'>, which cam1.0t be investigated 
efiectiv~ly fpr want of trained specialists in the difiere1 .. t brar.cbc s 
of agricultural science involved. 


The degree of specialization and of interi.sive cm .cer.tration 
reqwred for souri.d research in the differeri.t sections of the depart
ment is not possible at present. The circle of the avera.ge Deputy 
Director 0£ Agriculture, for example, is so large and his duties so 
manifold that he car-. devote only a small fraction of his time to 
experim-=nt and research without which real progress is impof.:sible. 
From the results already obtained by our botanical experts. who 
have devoted attention to the improvement of the staple crops, 
there is but little doubt that it would pay handsomely to employ 
in each province a suff.icient nnmber of first class botaP.ists t-0 dral 
with all the more importa11.t crops ; and the r-.umber of CTops allotted 
to any one man should not ordinarily exceed two. There arc 
undoubtedly problems enough in each province to occupy the whole 
time of several such mrr.. To put 0r.r man in charge of more work 
than he car. do efficiently is, in short, false economy, and this applies 
not only to Deputy Directors and Botanists, but to other rxperts 
as well. ln every section the ID"J1. rmployrd are troo much dist,racted 
at present by the great variety of proble.ms which they have to 
tackle. So long as we are understaffed, moreover, it will be i.m· 
pos3ible for experts to give their assistants the specialized training 
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whil:h is so necessary in the interest of efficiency. Farm Superin
r.endents should, for example, be trained in experimentation, plant 
improvement and other lines of work entrusted to them before they 
are put in charge of experimental stations; and the men to be put 
in charge of demonstration and organization work should similarly 
be specially selected a.nd trained for that class of work. 


If we neglect to make adequate provision for experiment and 
research, we shall sooner or later find ourselves in the position of 
having nothing new to teach the cultivator; if given an efficient 
staff on the other han~, there is reason to believe that it will become 
increasingly easy to get him to adopt our teaching ; for as a result 
of the work which the department has already accomplished his 
confidence has been gained to some extent, and he is now more 
willing than ever he was to make use of new ideas. To get that 
teachir.g adopted in the shortest possible time, we shall require 
many more government farms, and a more complete district organi
zation, including taluq agricultural associations and unions, working 
under the guidance of the department. Each taluq or tahsil of a 
province should have its own government farm to which cultivators 
could come for help and advice. From these farms they woul::l 
get their supplies of improved seeds, manures and implements; 
and agricultural literature of interest to them might also be stocked 
there. The taluq farm would be the centre for the- meetings of 
the taluq agricultural association and for agricultural shows. It 
would ·be the centre, too, for agricultural education. Each farm 
might have its own agricultural school where the sons of landholders 
could be trained in the practice and principles of agriculture. The 
villages of the taluq might be divided into groups of ten or more, 
each group constituting an agricultural union which might have its 
own co-operative shop or depot for the supply of seeds, i'mplements, 
manures, agricultural literature, etc. The taluq agricultural associa
tion would consist of the office-bearers of these agricultural unions, 
while the members of the agricultural union would be the represen ta
tives of the ten or more villages included in the union. These 
unions would arrange for the sale and hire of implements in the 
villages and for the sale and distribution of other articles stocked 
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in their depots. Each village of a ~ :ion might have its own seed 
farms, its own stud bull or bulls, and its own fuel reserve. To 
control this organization efficiently it would be necessary to have a 
managing committee for each district with the Deputy Commissioner 
as chairman and the Deputy Director of Agriculture as agricultural 
adviser. The non-official members of the committee might cor.sist 
o·E representatives elected every year by the taluq associations. 
The _duty of the committee would be to define the policy to be 
followed by the taluq associations and unions controll€d by them, 
and to allot funds for the demonstration work carried out by the 
unions. In order to provide money for this work each w1ion could 
be called upon to contribute parf of its profits to a general iUJ.1.d. 
District an~ taluq agricultural agencies organized in this way 


would be the medium through which kgislati vc measures for the 
advancement of agriculture and the amelioratio1t vf the people 
would be carried out. Through these agencies one or more model 
villages with consolidated holdings, sanitary houses, schools, trim 
fences and serviceable roads could be laid out and rW1 as obje!lt· 
lessons for the whole taluq. A system of demonstration and co· 
operation r~1. on these lir.es w0ulcl, I believe, help to break down 
the barriers which at present stand in the way of prcgress. 


I n conclusion, I would ask wh£ther it is too much to expect 
that within twenty years the department if adequately stafre'd will, by 
patient, concentrated, and intensive investjgation, have accumu.lated 
a. body of knowledge in every branch of agriculture which may 
benefit India to the extent of many crores of rupees a1mually. 
And is it too much to expect that, by working with and through 
the people, it will be possible to get them to apply t.hat knowledge 1 
In the past the department has had its successes and its failures. 
but its successes have been far greater than Provincial Governments 
ever anticipated. An era of still greater accomplishment lies ahead 
of us. Our successes of the future will, I am confident, surpass our 
highest expectations. The great task of reconstruction which lies 
before us is well worth all the energy ai.cl brains we can put into it; 
for on the development of her agriculture depeuds not only the 
prosperit.; oi India's many millions of agriculturists, but to a great 
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extent the lot of those engaged in other industries dependent on 
agriculture. Increased production will help to banish famine and 
poverty from the land, and to bring us near the realization of our 
hope, namely, to make India " a garden ringing with cheerful and 
contented life, with smiling fields and food in plenty." 
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COTTON IMPROVEMENT IN BERAR. 


BY 


0. CLOUSTON, M.A., B.Sc., 


Depiity Direct01· of Agi·iciiltm·e, Centrnl Provinces. 


IT is a. generally accepted opinion among those ,vho are engaged 
in introducing improved agriculture in India, that there is more 
scope for improvement in a tract where farming is backward than 
where it is more advanced. This opinion is not justified by the 
experience gained in these provinces, and the writer doubts whether 
it would apply as a rule to India as a whole. The backwardness 
of the agriculture of a tract is generally due to several f~ctors such 
as an wrlavourable climate, an uncongenial soil or to the want of 
enterprise among the inhabitants. As a rule, inferior cultiva,tors 
are found in tracts where the soil or climate or both are bad, because 
there is less competition there owing to the tendency of the more 
enlightened to 1mgrate to other parts where the conditions of life 
are more congenial. It follows, therefore, that as a rule the task of 
raising the standard of cultivation in a backward tract is an 
extremely hard one because the soil, the clima,te and the nature of 
the inhabitants themselves, all handicap progress. To illustrate 
what is meant let us compare the raiyats of Chhattisgarh in the 
Central Provinces with those of Berar. In Ohhattisga,rh the climate 
is malarious, the outturn of the staple crop, namely, rice, is 
poor in years of low rainfall owing to the want of facilities for 


.irrigation, and the consequence is that the raiyat is poor and 
unenterprising. Progress in introducing improvements under such 
conditions must necessarily be very slow. In Berar, on the other 
hand, the climate is healthy, the staple crop, namely, cotton, is less 
dependent on the exigencies of the rainfall, the soil is very good, a 
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failure of the crop is the exception, and the result is that the 
cultivator is wealthier, more go-ahead and much more advanced in 
his craft. In a tract of this kind, though the practice of agriculture 
may have reached a high · standa,rd, the conditions are such that 
still further progress is made easy, for the cultivator is intelligent 
and readily appreciates the advantages accruing from the adoption 
of new and better methods of husbandry. 


When the Department of Agriculture started operations in Berar 
about eight years ago by opening an experimental farm near Akola, 
there were no very obvious lines of improvement which could be 
seized on. The Berar people cultivated their staple crops, viz., cotton 
and juar, carefully, and had increased in wealth. For all their 
different varieties of f'u,ar they had loca.l names and they kept each 
variety fairly pme ; but for their cottons they had only one name 
katilvil,a,yti or J°ari which terms included a mixture of six distinct 
varieties which, on being grown separately, were found to vary enor
mously in yield of kapas and in the percentage of lint to seed. With 
a view to making the cultivation of these two staple crops more 
profitable, elaborate series of experiments were drawn up which have 
now been canied out over a period of seven years, and which have 
given results of the very greatest value. However, this article will 
restrict itself to a brief description of these results in so far as they 
apply to cotton. 


-Of the si)c varietjes of cotton forming the mixture known as 
jari or katilvilayti, it ha.s been proved conclusively that roseum, 
a white flowered variety giving 40 per cent. of lint to seed, and a 
la1·ge yield of_ kapas, is easily the most profitable cotton to grow 
under the soil and climatic conditions which obtain in these pro
vinces. The table below shows the average yields obtained from 
these cottons over a peTiod of seven years :-


N~mo ol vnrlcty. ---, A vOl'R!(O outtuni of lin-t 
In lbs. )>or nero, 1907-18. 


G. N. malvcnsis 
G. N. vora .. 
G. N. rnseum . . . . 
G. N. roseum cutohiowu . . . . . . 
Borar Jari {previously grown everywhere in Bemr) 
Saugor Ja.ri . . . . . . . . 
Bani 
Buri 


132 
14.6 
20,1 
190 
162 
156 
97 


]2) 
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It is worthy of note that the yield of roseurh has been 
about twice as great as that of bani, the variety which 
was being recommended by the Department previous to 
the opening of the A.kola Farm and the e2..'J)erimental work 
thereon. 


By substituting a selected strain of this roseum cotton for 
fari, the farm was able last year to increase its profits on 
cotton cultivation by Rs. 3,940. It was mainly due to this 
very material improvement that the farm has made such large 
net profits every year. The profits last year after paying 
all expenses including the salaries of the staff amounted to 
Rs. 5,210. 


At a,n early stage of our experimental work it became 
obvious that the superiority of this variety of cotton was 
assured and its improvement by plant-to-plant selection was 
taken in hand in earnest. Of the many strains raised from 
single mother plants the highest yielder was found to be one 
which we have registered as No. l Roseum. The quantity of 
seed of this strain distributed to cultivators for sowing gradually 
increased year by yeaT, till this year it reached the enormous 
figure of about two million pounds, and we anticipate that in 
future it will be possible to increase the distribution by nearly 
one million pounds a year. The production and distribution 
of this cotton was effected through private seed farms managed 
by the owners under the supervision of the Department of 
Agriculture. To these farms selected roseum seed was supplied 
each year from the Akola Experimental Farm. This seed was 
in turn propagated and distributed in large quantities to cultivators 
in adjoining villages. But with the rapid increase in the number 
of seed farms it became evident that concentration was necessary 
in order to guarantee more efficient supervision. With the 
assistance of the Registrar of Co-operative Societies some of 
these seed farms have, therefore, been converted into the central 
farms of Co-operative Agricultural Seed Unions. Each Union 
consists of ten or more members, each of whom guarantees to grow 
only selectecl mseum cotton anrl to keep all tbe seed fo1· distribution. 
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The number of mllages included in the Union may vary from one 
to ten. Each Union has a central seed farm or farms comprising 
an area of from 25 to 100 acres to which selected seed is supplied 
every year from the Akola Farm. The areas sown with 1·osewm 
by the other members of the Union have been designated branch 
seed farms. The main pmpose of the central farm is to supply 
pure seed to the bi-anch farms, but, when more seed is produced on 
the central farm than is required for the branch farms of the 
Union, it is sold as part of the Union stock of seed. It is the duty 
of the Department to see that only pure selected seed is supplied 
to the central farm and that only purn seed is hauded over to the 
branch farms ; while it is the duty of the Union kamdcl/1' to see that 
the seed of the branch farms is kept pure. 


For each Union a chairman to preside at their meetings, two 
supervisors to supervise the field work and a secretary to look after 
the clerical work of the Union are appointed. lVIost Unions have 
appointed a kamdar who is a paid worker. He supervises the sow
ing of all the farms, uproots any alien plants that make their appear
ance, and looks a~er the ginning of the kapas and the bagging, 
labelling and distribution of the seed. The only expencuture in
curred by most Unions is that of the pay of the kamdar which 
seldom exceeds Rs. 180 per annum. In order to be able to meet 
such expenditure the members have a Union Fund which they raise 
among themselves, each paying from 2 to 4 annas per acre of roseum 
cotton grown. The krupas of only one Union is ginned on a plant 
which is the common property of the members. In most 
cases one of the members hn.s a small ginning plant consist
ing of two or three gins driven by an oil engine and on this 
plant he arranges to gin all the kapas of the Union at a 
given rate. 


Twenty-two Unions have already been opened of which nine 
have been registered. The table on the ne:x:t page gives in · a 
condensed form the profits made by the fom Unions which in 
June last completed a full year's work. 


The profits were mainly made on the sale of 1'0seum seed: Taking 
the district as a whole we find that roseum seed was sold by Umons 
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and seed farms at from Rs. 25 to Rs. 46 per lcha,r11,illi of 560 lbs. 
The bazaar rate for ordinary cotton seed was only Rs. 14 per khandi. 
The demand for roseum at this price was very great : despite the 
fact that about two million po1mds were produced, more could have 
been sold had it been available. But the profit from the increased 
yield of lint, too, must have been considerable, as may be gathered 
from the summary below, which gives the average yield of roseum 
lccvpas and percentage of lint obtained by the difierent Unions and 
seed farms last year, compared with the district average for the 
year. 


0UTTURN OF ROSEUM 
PEROENTAOE OF LINT TO COllIPA.liED WITH Tll:E 


SEED. DlSTRICT OUTTURN l'OR 


District. TJIE YE,!R, 


Jari. Roseum. Ja.ri. I Roseum. 


Akola .. . . 35·6 39·7 300 345 
B11ld11,n11, .. .. 34·95 39-45 301 321 
Am:raoti . . .. . . 35·57 38·75 200 394 
Yootm11,J .. .. . . 34:7 30·51 247 340 


I 


In adclition to these Unions there were 38 cotton seed farms 
run by private jndividuals, some of whom will in due time form 
Unions with the seed farm in each case as the nucleus of the Union. 


By starling with seed farms the Department is in a position to 
select the best material for these Unions ; for it is very important 
that the individual member should be a good co-operator as well 
as a good cultivator. 


By grouping together the villages in this way to form one a.gri
cultmal urut improvements can be introduced on a large scale 
with a minimum amount of effort ; for the Department deals with 
the Union as a unit, while the Union in turn controls the afiairn of 
the different members of which it is composed. To reduce the work 
of the Department still further, Union Inspectors are being appoin~ed 
who are under the administrative control of the central co-opera
tive credit banks-though working under the advice and super
vision of the Department of Agriculturn. This will ensure still 
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closer co-operation between our Department and the official and 
non-official workers in the co-operative credit movement. 


Of the other series of experiments carried out on the Farm the 
rotation experiment with roseum cotton as the principal crop has 
given most useful information. In this experiment cotton grown 
in rotation v.-rith wheat, juar, gram and twr is compared with cotton 
grown in the same plot continuously. Before these experiments 
were started the whole programme was submitted to two of the 
highest agricultmal authorities in India for criticism. They pointed 
out that the cultivation of cotton on the same land year after year 
was unsound, as it would tend to intensify the damage done by 
insect pests and to impoverish the soil. The table below shows the 
results obtained in practice:-


Cotton I 
Wheat f 
Cotton and tur I 
Juar ( 
Cotton} 
Gram 
Cotton l 
Tur I 
Cotton 


Na.me of crop. 
Average net profit 


per acre from 
1907-14. 


Rs. A, P. 
29 16 0 


20 0 0 


25 12 0 


30 14 0 


32 2 0 


Taking the average value of the outturns per acre over a 
period of seven years, we find that cotton grown continuously on the 
same plot proved to be the most profitable system of cropping, and 
no bad effects from insect pests or soil exhaustion are yet apparent. 
Cont1nuous cropping with cotton has also been practised in part of the 
non-experimental area of the Farm with the same good results. 
Still it is too early yet to recommend it as a general practice to 
be followed ; for there is in Berar a considerable area of land in
fested with cotton wilt and there is some reason to believe that its 
prevalence in certain villages is due to the too frequent cropping 
of the same fields with cotton. 


Another experiment which has given results which are contrary 
to what was anticipated is that designed to ascertain the advantage,s 
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of topping cotton plants when about one foot high in orcler to stimu
late branching. This practice had previously been recom.m.endecl 
by the Department to cotton growers though it had never been 
tested experimentally. The results are given below:-


'fopped 
Not topped 


Topped 
Not topped 


Dwplicate. 


Avcro.ge outtum of 
kapaa in lbs. from 


1907-13. 


480 
523 


330 
373 


Topping involves considerable expencliture and reduces the yield. 
It also retards the time oi maturing. Needless to say "topping" 
of cotton plants has been given up on the strength of these 
results. 


The best spacing distance for cotton plants has also received 
attention. This was all the more necessary as previous to the opening 
of the Farm the Department had laid it down as an empirical rule 
that cotton plants should be thinned out so as to stand at a distance 
of from 12 to 15 inches apart in the rows. The results for seven years 
are given below :-


Spacing distance. 


Rows 15N ap1irt and plo.nts 7• o.part iu rows .. 
,, 15..,. n ,, ., J 5"' n 11 


20· ,. ., 15• 
20· ., ,, 20• 


,, 25"' ,, ,, 20" ,, 
Unthiimed .. 


A verago outtm·n of 
1.'.(J,paa in I bs. '})Or 
aoro from 1907-13. 


520 
503 
517 
396 
395 
38S 


In the first five years of the experiment a spacing distance of 
1 5 inches from row to row and 7 inches from plant to plant in the 
row gu.ve the highest outturn. As the plot increases in fertility, 
however, owing to the accumulation of the residues of the manure 
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applied every year, a wider spacing distance h;s done equally well. 
The more fertile soil produces larger plants which require more 
room. The practice followed by some cultivators of allowing ail 
the plants which come up to mature is a bad one, except in the poor
est soils. For soil of medium fertility the spacing followed in 
Plot No. 1, is probably the best : in compamtively rich soil 
yielding from five to six hundred pounds of kcvpas per acre the 
spacing distance allowed in Plots 2 and 3, would be equally 
good. 


In Berar land is valuable and the area under grazing has been 
reduced to its lowest limits ; consequently cattle manure is scarce. 
Experiments were, therefore, designed to asce1tain what supple
mentary manures could be used with niost advantage. In one series 
the manures compared were 64 mcls. cattle clung, 64 mds. poudrette 
and 2 mds. saltpetre. Of these -poudrette proved to be by far the 
most economical. 


In a second manurial series nitrate of soda, superphosphate and 
sulphate of potash were tried singly and in combination, and sulphate 
of ammonia and calcium nitrate were applied singly. The super
phosphate, sulphate of potash and sulphate of ammonia were drilled 
in at the time of sowing at the rate of 40 lbs. of phosphoric acid and 
35 lbs. of potash and 20 lbs. of nitrogen per acre respectively. 
The nitrate of soda was applied as a top dressing at the rate 
of 20 lbs. nitrogen per acre. The outturns obtained are given 
below :-


Manw·es. 


1 Ni tratc of soda. ~ 
Su perphospha.te .. 
Sulpha.to of potash 


2 Nitrate and superphosphatc 
3 Ni tra.to and pot,a.sh .. 
4 Nitrate alonu 
5 Sulphate of ammonia 
6 No manure 
7 Calcium nitrate .. 
8 Supcrphosphatc and potash 
9 Suporpbospha.tc .. 


10 Sulphate of potash .. 


Average outtu.ru of 
kap,:18 in I bs. from 


l 010-13. 


--- ,-------


060 


079 
G63 
496 
401) 
403 
491 
501 
500 
413 
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The soil is very responsive to nitrogenous manures. It would 
appear to be deficient bo~h in nitrogen and phosphates but rich 
in potash. Acting on these results, nitrate of soda has been stocked 
for sale on the Akola Farm and about 4 tons of this fertilizer were 
sold to cotton growers last year ; but the purchasers were advised 
to use it only to supplement a dressing of cattle-dung applied in the 
same year. If used alone the va,lue of the increase produced will 
seldom cover the cost of the mamu:e. Moreover, the deteriorating 
effect which this artificial manure has on the soil would almost 
certainly prove detrimental to the stiff clayey loam of the cotton 
tracb after a time. 


That both nitrate of soda and saltpetre can be applied at a profit 
to supplement a light dressing of cattle-clung is evident from 
the results of the series given below, in which the two fertilizers 
were applied as a top-dressing when the plants were about one 
foot high:-


Trea,tment. 


64 rods. oattlo-dung + 10 lbs. Ili~rogon as nitrate 
of soda,. 


32 mds. oattlo-dungt20 lbs. nitrogen 
No ma,nuro . . . . . . 
64 mds. cattle-dung+ 10 lbs. nit1·ogou as salt-


petre. 
32 rods. oa,ttlo-dung +20 lbs. nitrogen as salt


petre. 


I 
Average outturn of I Not profit due to 
kapas in lbs. por aero, manure in 


I 907-13. 1914-15. 
I 


649 


596 
333 
631 


565 


Rs. A. :e. 
38 5 0 


25 8 0 
. ... 


30 0 0 


20 9 0 


The application of the fertilizer has in this case always accounted 
for a considerable acreage profit and has at the same time accelerated 
the maturing of the cotton to which it was applied. When applied 
along with the more buUq manure its dete1·ioratiug effect on the 
physical texture of the soil is likely to be neutralized. 


But the most useful experiment carried out from the practical 
point of view was that to determine the manurial value of cattle 
urine conserved by the dry-earth system, the urine being absorbed 
by a layer of 6 inches of dry-earth spread in the stalls. 
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Manure applied per ,'u-th acre. 


Dung and urine of two bullocks for 30 days .. 
Dung alone of the 11ame animals for 30 days 
No manure . . 
Their urine alone for 30 do.ys 


Average outturn of 
kwpa,i in lbs. per acre 


for 4 years. 


601 
440 
284 
444 


[X, II. 


Net profit due 
to manure in 


1014-15. 


Rs. A. P . 
34 9 0 
17 1 0 


l6 0 o 


The same manures have been tried for juar in which case urine 
has given an equally good account of itself. It would appear that 
the manurial value o.f a bullock's urine conserved in. this way for 
either of the two staple crops of the tract is just about equal in value 
to that of its solid excreta. This finding has been recommended 
for general adoption and is being put into practice by many o.f the 
leading landowners. Owing to the high prices of cotton dur:ing the 
time these experiments have been under trial, heavy manuring has 
as a rule been profitable. But few of even the most enterprising 
cultivators yet realize how highly economical it is to manure their 
cotton lands with such locally available manures as cattle-dung 
and poud.rette at pi-esent prices. 


The results already obtained .from the d.i:fEerent experiments 
with cotton are of considerable scientific as well as pecuniary value. 
They have given us a much more accurate knowledge of the different 
phases of cotton cultivation than ever we possessed before : they 
have at the same time exposed the error in some of the rule-of-thwnb 
methods commonly followed by cultivators. They have given the 
Department of Agriculture a fotmdation on whicb to build up 
future improvements. It is difficult to give any idea of the pecu
niary value, to the agriculture of the provinces, of the lessons learnt 
on the Akola Farm, which are now being incorporated into the 
farming practice of the leading cultivators. Had the price of cotton 
been normal this year the introduction of roseum should have 
increased the farming profits 0£ our cultivators by at least 10 lakhs of 
rupees, a sum which far exceeds the total expenditure on the 
Agricultural and Veterinary Departments. 
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moisture. Clayey soils are generally rich in plant
food. 


The particles of a clay soil are so small that it 
would require 25,000 of them, laid side by side, 
to measure one inch in length; while usually it 
would only require from 500 to rooo of the particles 
of sandy soil. The picture shows grains of coarse 
sand fine sand, and clay all magnified to the same 


~ extent. 
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FIG. L-COARSE SANO, FlNE SAND, CLAY. 


Lime exists in the soil, but in no great quantity 
as a rule. It lightens heavy clay soils and helps 
to break up decaying vegetable matter and cattle
manure in the soil. Humus, the decaying remains 
of plants and animals, is very rich in plant-food. 
In colour it is dark brown or blackish. All the 
cattle-dung added to the soil fonns humus on 
rotting, and the roots and stubble of crops left 
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in the soil produce it in the same way. In te 


countries crops are grown on the land and plout 
in while still green, so as to add humus to the s 
The leaf mould used by gardeners is very rich l1 
humus, and for tb.at reason garden soil is ,r ol 
furt~. ~ 


A good farmer tries to make his soil more fflf.. X 
in the same way as the gardener does, by adi!: 
to it all the vegetable matter he can get. c tl 
ploughs in the stubble and refuse of his st.. 
crops, and sometimes grows others, all of wh: i~ 
he ploughs in when they are still green. ~ 11 


system of ploughing in green crops for mamm l1 
Ji known as grecn-man,~ring. 0 ne of the commoc 


crops used for this purpose in India is sanu ha: b 
but wild indigo and other leguminous weeds. P 
also used. fi 


S( 
In parts of southern India cultivators pra It 


another system of green-manuring. They er t, 
green leaves in the jungle and apply them to;,. 
rice fields. In every case the object they bar P 
view is the same, namely, to add to the soil l" tl 
able or organic matter which on deca}~ n 
form humus. Xot only is humus rich in plan,: n 
but it also irnprm·es the texture of light sru;. I; 
makes them retain water better, and that of b a 
clayey soils by making them more poroo; fi 
friable. d 
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SOILS IS 


'LESSON III 


IN a previous lesson we learned that soil consisted 
of sand, silt, clay, lime, and humus. The last two, 
however, form but a small part of the whole. We 
must learn to look on sand, silt, and clay not as 
different things, but as different sizes of the same 
thing, namely particles of disintegrated rock. 


On the size of the particles in a soil depends what 
is called its texture; thus a soil with much sand 
in it has a coarse texture, and one with much clay 
in it a fine texture. The soil, whether composed 
largely of sand or of clay, is not a solid compact 
block. This we can prove by filling two earthen 
pots, one with a sandy soil and the other with a 
fine clay, and pouring water into them. The 
soil absorbs it, showing clearly that there must 
ha\·e been some space left in each pot for the water 
to fill. These spaces exist between the grains or 
particles of the soil. 


. .\s the particles of sand are much larger than 
those of clay, the spaces behveen them are also 
much larger, and when we add water it passes much 
more rapidly through the sand, which has the 
larger spaces, than through the clay. These spaces 
are ne\'er altogether empty, for when they are not 
filled with water they contain air. The water 
drh·es out the air and takes its place. 


The size of the particles of a soil and the nature 
of the air-spaces between them have a very consider
able effect on the agricultural properties of that 
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soil. In a sandy soil the particles and air-spaaii 
are large, and for that reason water and air ~ 
rapidly into and through such a soil. A sam
soil is therefore well aerated, but, as water pa~ 
rapidly through it, it dries up readily after 121: 


and requires more frequent watering than clay. 
When we pour wa/er into the pot containi. 


clay, we notice that the clay absorbs it much mre 
slowly than the sand does. The reason is that,, 
the partic}es of clay are very small, the spa~ 
between them are also small, and so water take;, 
longer time to get through them. This explai: 
why a clayey soil gets too wet or water-loggt1 
and why so much water flows off the surface ~ 
clayey field in the rains. It also explains why 
clayey soil retains the water applied to it so m~ 
better than a sandy soil. The presence of mrr 
sand in a soil makes it warm and open, while cl: 
makes it retain its moisture. For this reason 
clayey soil tends to remain damp and cold. 


Lime hastens the rotting of vegetaole and anin:. 
matter in the soil and helps the growth of~ 
bacteria. These bacteria are extremely small li,~ 
germs, so minute that they can be seen only f. 
the aid of a very powerful microscope ; there , 
my1iads of them in the soil, and their work i;' 
change the plant-food in the soil or the air i:. 
forms that are soluble in water, so that plants .. 
take it in through their roots. 


Soils consisting almost entirely of either ~ 
clay, limestone, or humus are very rare and f 
never fertile. The best soils are those which ci.. 
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tain suitable proportions of all four. A soil con
taining almost equal proportions of sand and clay 
is called a loam. When the proportion of clay is 
high, it is known as a clayey loam, and when the 
proportion of sand is high, it is called a sandy loam. 
Experience has shown that a soil is very fertile 
when it is made up of from eight to nine parts 
sand, four to five parts clay, and about one part 
each of limestone and humus. The amount of 
limestone and humus present in Indian soils is as 
a rule much less than this . 


:Most alluvial soils are fertile loams, as they 
generally contain the right proportions of all four. 
Much of the so-called black cotton soil of India 
is a clayey loam ; that is to say, it is a loam con
taining a high proportion of clay. Most of our red 
and light-coloured soils are sandy loams, loams 
containing a high proportion of sand. Some red 
soils derived from laterite consist largely of gravel 
or mooram, and may be called gravelly loams. 
In India the same soil is often known by different 
names in different Provinces ; but though the 
names are many and confusing, all the soils will 
be found to belong to one or other of the classes 
mentioned in this lesson. 


LESSON IV 


WE learned in the last lesson that, when the particles 
of which a soil is formed are large the spaces between 
them are also large, and that such a soil is accord-


s 
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ingly light and porous. Air and water enter soilJ 
of this type very easily. It is very importan: 
that the air should get into the soil, because \\~!hOO! 
air the · soil bacteria cannot do their work. Th 
soil should therefore be well aerated. 


Heavy clayey soils are not well aerated, becall!I 
the particles of clay are very small and very c!()x 
together, leaving very little room for air. Woo 
such a soil is wet, moreover, the small spaces betw1t1 
the particles remain full of water. and the air canoo 
get into them. Clayey soils readily get wat«• 
logged for this reason, and crops do badly on su:i 
soils during the monsoon when there is a hea1; 
rainfall, or when too much irrigation water rn• 


been applied to the land. Another reason wt: 
crops do not do well on such a soil is that clr 
tends to remain damp, and a wet soil warms mtK. 
more slowly than a dry one. 


Being very open, a sandy soil cannot get walff. 
logged, and is a drier and therefore a wm 
soil than clay. Though a poor soil as regards tk 
quantity of plant-food it contains, a sandy~ 
often gives, when manured, better crops than mo: 
richer clayey soils. The reason of this is that. 
the well-drained and well-aerated sandy soil myrit 
of bacteria are at work preparing food for ~ 
while in richer but heavier clayey soil these ti: 
micro-organisms do not thrive. 


A good farmer regards the soil as the home 
the plants be grows ; and he has to see that l 
ccops, while living in that home, get what lli 
require in the way of food, water, warmth and air, 
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Now plants are very like ourselves in some ways. 
Ii we were to make a person from Madras live in 
the Punjab, he would not be comfortable, because 
he would feel the cold very much. If we were to 
take a man from Sind, where it is very dry, and 
make him live in Burma, he would probably fall 
ill because it is so wet there. If the son of a rich 
rajah were made to live under the same conditions 
as a poor coolie, he would probably grow thin anc 
unhappy, as the food would not suit him, though 
it might be all that the coolie would desire. It 
is just the same with plants: Some do best in 
cool houses, others in hot ones ; some cannot 
stand wet, while others love it; some must have a. 
rich deep soil, while others can live and gi \'e good 
outturns on poor soil. 


Let us take one or two examples. Wheat likes 
a cool home, while melons like a hot one ; cotton 
likes a fairly dry home, while paddy must have a 
wet one. Sugar-cane must have a rich deep soil, 
while kodo yields well on a poor one. It is nearly 
useless to try to grow a plant in a soil in which its 
needs in the way of air, water, and food are not 
properly supplied. The more comfortable we make 
it, the better it will grow, and the finer the crop 
will be. Good parents always try their utmost to 
make the home of their children comfortable and 
healthy. They endeavour to give them the com
forts they require and the best food they can afford. 
Now, the farmer is the parent or guardian of the 
crops which grow in his fields. He can make the 
home of his crops fit their needs. A careless or 
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poor farmer generally has poor crops, a good farlllfl 
good crops. The bad farmer often blames fht 
weather or the gods, or his luck, for his bad harvest; 
but in most cases a poor outturn is the result of hi; 
failing t0 provide a suitable home for the crois 
which he grows. They are made to live on insuffi. 
cient food and in unhealthy homes. Some farmen 
get poor crops because they are not rich enoup 
to provide them with a suitable home to live in· 
but the poorness of the crops is more of ten duet, 
ignorance and carelessness. 
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LESSON I 


THE preparation of the soil for the proaucnon of 
crops is known as tillage or cultivation. By means 
of tillage we prepare a nice soft bed in which the 
seed will germinate and the young plant throw 
out its roots all round in search of food. We break 
up the soil and make it more porous, and thereby 
as.5ist the myriads of soil bacteria to do their great 
work of building up plant food in it. By tillage 
we help the soil to absorb and retain water, without 
which our crops cannot grow. In an uncultivated 
field the particles of soil are packed together so 
close that the air spaces between them are small, 
and water enters very slowly, so that much of the 
rainfall flows off an uncultivated field and is lost 
in the streams and rivers. 


The greater the depth to which a soil is cultivated, 
the more water it will absorb. Deep cultivation 
is therefore needed in the case of crops for which 
it is necessary to store plenty of water in the soil. 
Wheat and other crops grown in the dry season are 
always benefited by deep cultivation. For crops 
grown in the khari( season, during the rains, deep 
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cultivation is not always beneficial, more especiall, 
when they are grown on heavy clayey soils, whici 
absorb so much moisture during the periods cl 
heavy rainfall that they are apt to get water-logged 
On this account a good cultivator avoids ploughi11; 
such soils to any great depth, unless he is obligre 
to do so in order to get rid of deep-rooted weeds. 


By the different methods of tillage the far!O.'f 
prepares a good seed-bed for the crops which~ 
grows ; but this is only part of his task. He !Ja, 


still to see that the home which he has thus prr, 
vided is kept in a healthy state during the lifetim 
of the pl;mt, so he continues, if possible, to cultiva~ 
his fields while his crops are growing. You Ill!) 


have seen cultivators at work during breaks u 
the rains, stirring up the soil between the TOi 


of cotton, juar and other crops. Their objecL 
to aerate the soil and at the same time to kill ar 
weeds which may have sprung up. 


On heavy soils in particular the action of ra: 
is like that of a roller. It tends to pack the w 
and to reduce the size of the air-spaces bet\rtt, 
the particles. The soil-bacteria, which are ~ 
food-makers for the plant, do not get enough i 
and cannot thrive and do their work properly. n, 
first result seen is that the crops grown on so. 
soils turn yellow owing to the lack of the substari 
called nitrogen, which it is one of the chief uses 
bacteria to supply. 


Another season at which you will see cullival 
very busy breaking up the soil surface of I!/ 
cropped fields is towards the end of the rains. m 
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all this energy when the rain is over, you may ask. 
The- cultivator works hard at this season, because 
he has learned by experience that the water which 
has entered the soil can be bottled up, so to speak, 
by means of a loose layer of soil on the surface. 
Accordi11gly he stirs up the soil in order to produce 
a layer of loose earth between the rows of his 
standing crops. He applies a sort of blanket to 
prevent the escape of soil moisture into the air. 
This blanket of earth is commonly called a soil 
mulch. · 


Straw or grass spread over a wet soil serves the 
same purpose. It prevents the moisture of the 
soil from passing off into the air ; but the farmers 
do not often use straw or grass as a mulch, because 
it is too expensive. They find it cheaper to make a 
mulch of loose soil, as can quickly be done by 
means of farm implements drawn by bullocks. 


LESSON II 


THE chief tillage implements used in India are 
the plough, or nagar, the blade-harrow or bakhar, 
the small blade-hoe or daura, and various kinds of 
levelling implements. Where only shallow cultiva
tion is required, the bakhar is used instead of the 
plough. The most essential part of the bakhar is 
the blade, which pares off a thin layer of soil, 
leaving the earth loose and open. The da1tra or 
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blade-hoe has the same action as the bakhar, but Thii 
is used for cultivating the soil between the ro11; men 
of such standing crops as cotton and juar, whicl! He 
are sown in lines. In rice tracts cultivators use a desi 
toothed implement for making mud in the rict Indi 
plots, and for levelling them before transplanli~ I 


A {M.S.N. OR 
M EST ON PLOIJQi 


8 COUNTRY PLOUQI 


FIG. 2.-PLOUGBS, 


the seerllings. These implements differ more ; 
less in size and shape in different parts of Iii. 
Where the bullocks are strong, cultiv,;1.tors us: 
heavy type, and where the animals are weak ligbl' 
implements are used. 


In England land and labour cost more than 
India and a farmer has far greater expenses tocO\l 
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but This compels him to use the most efficient imple
im ments in order to do his work quickly and cheaply. 
lid He has many more kinds of implements, carefully 
ie 


I 
designed for special purposes, than are use,1 in 


ri:' India. 
iin; Toe plough used in India at the present time is 


somewhat similar to that used by English farmers 
,f) two hundred years ago. The improYecl types now 


in use in Europe and America all have two important 


FIG. 2A, 


parts in common; namely, the share tor cutting 
the furrow-slice, and the mould-hoard for turning 


re it over. By means of .these ploughs the soil is 
lo:- inverted-that is to say, the lop soil is turned 
u!t down and the bottom soil up. 
igt' The picture on page 24 shows an improved plough 


called the M.S.N. or l\Ieston plough, which has been 
1an designed to suit Indian conditions. Like the English 
COi plough it has an iron share and mould-board while 


it has a pole like that of the Indian plough. '. 
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In the Indian plough a piece of wood shod r destro: 
an iron point takes the place of a share ; and~ Each ; 
has no .broad share to cut a furrow-slice, or rntt, for wh 
board to turn it over, an implement of this I:: The 
merely loosens a narrow strip of soil, leaving morel 
cultivated ridges between. within 


Different kinds of harrows are in great dent the pr 
among English farmers for breaking down ~ 
which has already been ploughed, and for collr,:, ~ 
weeds. The illustration on page 25 shows a b 
known as the Spring-toothed Harrow, whici 
much used in Europe and America and has ~ 
proved a useful implement in some parts of Indil 


LESSON III 


FOR interculture, or the tillage of soil bdr 
rows of standing crops, there are many very 1li 


types of hoes in use. The one shown in the~~ 
has been found to do well in I ndia, and is now~ 
used on Government Farms and on the laoc 
some of the more enterprising cultivators. Nurr.: 
implements more or les$ like this are u~ 
England by even small farmers. 


With the exception of the plough, the imp 
implements used in the West are not difficc 
handle, but they need some attention. All 
nuts and bolts should be kept tight, and r 


the implements are not in use they should bef 
under cover or the iron parts will be dam.lo~ 


they d 
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destroyed by rust, especially during the rains. 
Each implement should be used only for the work 
for which it is intended. 


The great progress made in devising new and 
more efficient agricultural implements and machines 
within the last hundred years has added much to 
the prosperity of the farmers in the West. When 


FIG. 3.- AN IMPROVED HOE. 


they dropped their seed into the ground by hand, 
and weeded and harvested it also by hand, as many 
Indian cultivators still do to-day, the cost of culti
vation was high, and the outturns were poor. 


Indian farmers also are beginning to make great 
progress in the use of better implements. In many 
vlllages to-day you can see improved ploughs, 
hoes, water-lifts and other implements. Many of 
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these have been specially made to suit lo~ they ai 
conditions, and for that reason meet the neol; to do t 
the ryot even better than English types. they ai 


When Indian cultivators as a whole take to annual 
use of improved implements and improved stn. from S< 


of seeds, they should be able to increase the r Dub 
of the staple crops enormously. The poor outi Such ,1 


at present obtained are largely due to the \Ii dry w< 
inferior ploughs and other tillage imp!ell).'J roots t 
The work of the deshi plough is small in qua.; is advi 
and poor in quality, with the result that the~ escape< 
often has to be sown in a badly prepared sec-di of c~~ 
and never has an opportunity of doing well. E grow1~ 
good practical farmer should remember that to will th< 
good crops he must not only feed his exha_ Othe 
soil by manuring it at regular intervals, but. guard: 
till it carefully and in season. damag1 
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crop; 


WEEDS are one of the farmer's worst enemies, on the 
good cultivation can quickly defeat them. W soil an 
do harm to a crop by robbing it of food, air heat of 
water. They are of two kinds: those whicha and bu 
up every year from seed, and those which;,, in whic 
up, year after year, from underground buJ:: therefoi 
roots. The first are called annual weeds, our cro1 
the second perennial weeds. and insi 


It is always advisable to. kill annual weedir 
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t l!ii they are young and ten~er; an~ it is much_ chea.J?er 
need; to do this before a crop 1s sown m the field m which 


they are growing. It is i1!1portant,_ too, to destroy 
ce lo annual weeds before flowering, as this preverrts them 
d sir! ·from scattering their seed. 
the \i Dub and kans are examples of perennial weeds. 
outir. Such weeds can be killed by ploughing the field in 


le U:t dry weathi:!r, tbns turning up and exposing their 
plellr.' roots to the rays of the sun. Frequent cultivation 
qua.: is advisable to destroy any shoots which may have 
thet escaped the first ploughing. Another good method 
setdl of checking their growth is to smother them by 


L fa growing a thick crop such as sann hemp, which 
1at Ii will thoroughly cover all the ground. 
exhai: Other enemies against which the farmer has to 


but. guard are insect pests, and good tillage lessens tht
damage done by these. Unlike ourselves, insects 
often have two or three forms of existence. 
Thus the caterpillar which to-day we find on the 
leaf of a plant will, in a few days, change into a 
moth or butterfly. Some insects pass part of their 
lives in the soil or in the old stubble of Jast year's 
crop; others may be found living in the weeds 


emie.\ on the borders of fields. Cultivation opens up the 
n. II soil and exposes the insects hidden there to the 
<l, air heat of the sun and to attack by birds. It uproots 
,bich and buries in the earth the old stubble and weeds 
ur,b !t in which others may be resting. By good tillage, 
l buE therefore, we not only prepare a suitable home for 
!eds, our crops to mature in, but also get rid of the weeds 


and insects which would otherwise do them harru. ,eed;, 
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LESSON I 
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we not 
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bright 
it becoi 
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much l 
and we 
this asl 
it is an 


iVERYONE knows that if a seed, for exam~ If we t: 
cotton seed or a grain of wheat, is put into obtain 
soil at the correct sowing time, · that seed air di~ 
become a large plant in a few months and it passes 
due course bear a number of seeds similar le The asl 
one first planted. We do not need a pair of~ them fr 
to show us that a plant weighs a great deal taken f 
than the seed from which it has grown. lli of coal, 
ever occurred to any of you, to ask how a• cookina . :, 


seed can grow into a large plant, and whe.. remaini1 
obtains all the material necessary to build r ash, and 
root, stalk, leaves and other portions ? days of 


Consider the conditions under which a very vi 
grows. It is only in contact with earth, air from tb 
water, so the materials it needs for its growth? was call 
come from one or other of these sources. Ail used fn 
water, as other lessons show, are necessaiy often m1 
would not themselves be enough to build Potasl 
plant. from th1 


By way of an experiment, take a piece of; the seed 
wood and try to burn it in the fire. Noti.-iling, the 
water which at first is driven out, someti!r 


30 
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steam and sometimes even in the form of liquid 
drops. As the heat of the fire. dr_ies the wood, 
we notice gases and fumes begmmng to escape, 
and presently these take light and burn with a 
bright flame. If we burn the wood only slightly, 
it becomes the black substance known as charcoal. 
Charcoal itself will burn and in doing so gives out 
much heat, but after a time the burning ceases, 
and we are 1eft with a white ash. Try as we will, 
this ash will burn nc more. Look a:t it carefully: 
it is an earthy substance unlike e ither air or water. 


xamf° If we take a vessel full of the purest water we can 
, into obtain, rain water, that is, which has nothing but 
~ air dissolved in it, and heat it until all the water 


nd r. passes away, we find no earthy material left. 
lar fo The ash of plants, therefore, is not obtained by 
r oh. them from the air or water, and must have been 
deal taken from the soil. Long before the discovery 
1. ill of coal, wood was the chief fuel used by man for 
w a· cooking his food and warming himself. The ash 
whe.. remaining when wood was burnt was called wood
nld u: ash, and was a subject of much interest in the early 


days of Science. It was found to contain one 
ii a very valuable substance which, because it came 
h, air from the ash of the fire under the cooking-pots. 
owlln was called potash. Such is the origin of one word 
1. & used frequently by students of agriculture and 
es.'3!1 often mentioned in this book. 
,uild Potash is only one of many substances derived 


from the soil and found in the ash of plants. As 
ce d; t_he seed germinates and develops first into a seed
Noti:i ling, then into a full-grown plant, and at last bcar:s 
me~ 
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seed, it absorbs more and more of th~se ea: 
substances, which are all left behind when a~ 
is burnt till only plant ash remains. When s~ 
of the burning of a piece of wood, we noticed• 
at one stage gases were given off which burntet 
We also noticed that the charcoal made when, 
is only partly burnt loses its black colour on· 
plete burning. the black colour of charcie 
due to the presence of a substance called cu 
which is not an earthy body like those foun. 
plant ash, as it can be burnt completelp 
It is ,taken by the plant from the air and bui! 
into the structure of the plant all the time !I' 
is going on. In the air, carbon exists as ca;


dioxide or carbonic acid gas, as it is sometimesc. 
-a compound of carbon and oxygen. The· 
has the power of breaking up carbon-dioxideir.: 
component parts, the carbon being used to. 
up the plant, while the oxygen is returned t 
air. 


is glut( 
taining 
oxygen 
of sub~ 
which 
Rowev1 
plant d 
into a 
change 
called 
these tl 
abunda 


You will learn more about this compound,17 
dioxide, in later lessons ; it is mentioned 
because it is the source from which the plant: 
up a very large proportion of its stem, l: 
and other parts. When a piece of wood is: 
and we watch the bright flame and feel the\1".: 
we should remember that this light and !l'. 
almost entirely due to the burning of the c 
which the plant has taken up from the It 
dioxide in the air. 


We see now that a plant may be said to~ 
of two distinct portions, that which blll'Jli 


Just 
carbon 
them i; 
so the 
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: ~ easily and that which does . not. ~he former is 
a 11, sometimes called the orgaruc portion, and the 


lpeai latter the inorganic. Of the constituents of the 
ced· organic portion we have so far mentioned only 
1tez. carbon, but there are many others, such as hydrogen, 
1ent oxygen, and nitrogen. These combine together to ,, 
on form the great variety of complex bodies which 


arOl. go to build up the plant. Let us see what some of 
l ~~ these substances look like. Put some wheat flour into 
fOU!i. a basin with a little water and mix it up thoroughly 
ly" with the fingers. A milky white liquid is produced, 
, brr: whose milkiness is due to this starch in the wheat. 
1e ~ Starch is a compound of carbon, hydrogen, and 
s c..- oxygen. If this milky fluid be poured off, you will 
nest find left behind in the basin a sticky substance 
The· which can be pulled out into long strings. This 
deii: is gluten which differs from starch mainly in con-
l to· taining nitrogen as well as carbon, hydrogen, and 
1ed ~ oxygen. Now nitrogen is one of the commonest 


of substances, as roughly four fifths of the air in 
1d,a: which we move and breathe all day is nitrogen. 
oool However, nitrogen does not go to build up the 
Ian!!-' plant direct from the air, but has first to be changed 
m, l into a form which the roots can absorb. This 
! ~= change is made by exceedingly small livmg bodies 
1e \\"t called bacteria which exist in the soil ; without 
nd l1.. these the plant has no means of making use of the 
the~ abunda~t supply of nitrogen in the air. 
he <! Just as human beings cannot use nitrogen and 


carbon as food in their simple forms but must have 
l to"' them in compounds such as gluten, starch and oil, 
,urlli so the plant cannot feed on nitrogen as found in 


C 
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the air, but must have it in the form of compoo;_ 
of nitrogen with oxygen, hydrogen c1nd other !t' 
stances. These compounds may be nitrates 
which nitrogen is combined with oxygen; or ammoc. 
in which it is combined with hydrogen. 0 
various processes by which the nitrogen of the 
becomes nitrate or ammonia, are carried out 
different bacteria. Thus we have nitrogen-fit 
bacteria which first absorb the nitrogen from , 
air, after which ammonifying and nitrifying baclt. 
convert it into ammonia or nitrate for the u:t 
the plant. 
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IT is difficult to form any clear idea of 
enormous numbers of bacteria present in the 
In general from six to ten millions of bacleru 
found in one gramme of soil. Let us try to Jid 
what this means. Take a rupee and heap u; 
it as much soil as it will hold. It has been ~ 
lated that such a quantity of soil will contain.' 
thirty miflions (30,000,000) of bacteria, a n11:. 
twice as large as that of all the people in the 0£ 
Provinces and Berar taken together. Since, 
a very large number can exist in so small a quar 
of soil, you can form some idea of how small' 
must be. 


We cannot leave the subject of soil bai:> 


without mentioning one important class calla! 


Som, 
bacteri 
which 
their I 


time a1 
parts 1 


while l 
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:~ nodule bacteria, which receive attention in other 
ties parts of this book. The nodule bacteria ar~ of 


the greatest value _because ~hey add to the prec10~s 
mo: store of nitrogen m the s01l. The nodule bactcna 
t 1: are 50 called because they form small lumps or 
:· nodules on the roots of leguminous plants (plants 
n-fu: such as peas, sann hemp, gram, etc.). 
·om· Jn order to maintain their existence they absorb 
bactt nitrogen from the air. This nitrogen eventually 


1 
u~ becomes part of the soil, with the result that a 


soil which has grown sann hemp, gram, clever or 
similar nodule-bearing crops is richer in nitrogen after
wards. For this reason such crops are very valu
able as they form a simple natural means of building 
up the nitrogen supply in the soil; and in general, 
the more nitrogen a soil contains, the richer it is. 


Sometimes it is found that these nodule-forming 
of bacteria are not present, and in such soils crops 


the, which would in the usual way form nodules on 
.teria. their roots are hindered in their growth. Some 
o ?!'. time ago it was noticed that the clover in certain 
1p Uf parts of the Nagpur Farm was not growing well, 
en (ll while that on other parts was strong and healthy. 
aint Samples of both kinds were pulled up and examined, 
1 nll!: and it was found that the good plants had plenty 
1e Cei of nodules, while poor plants had none. It was also 
ince observed that the good plants were growing on land 
t qua. which had grown clover before, and was therefore 
mall , well supplied with nodule-bacteria; while the poor 


plants were on the land which not having grown clover 
I baii before lacked these micro-organisms. What the latter 
calld soil needed was inoculation with nodule bactelia. 
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This can easily be done by bringing a little soil conlt wt 
ing the necessary bacteria and mixing it with the~ stc 


CLOVER PLANTS 


J 
/ 


I 


From a plot growingr from 
rrqm aplotgrowingclover forfhefirSftitl J 


~ 5 6 No1e1h1 
1 or or years. 


FIG. 4., 
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,. which needs them. If the soil itself is in a healthy Onv" 
the~ state, the nodule bacteria will multiply rapidly. 


CLOVER ROOTS 


From a plot growing clover 
far thefirst time. 


,ingt fi-om a plot growing clover 
•tfd.i for 5 or6.!Jears. 


Nole the nodules ~ppearing at the root of this plant. 
FIG. 5, 
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The illustration is from a photograph of n1.. 
I"'- nitr from both t he good and bad plots of clover. t 


by. first shows a big healthy plant ·with many nodult; 
and its roots, while in the other you see a miSffi! 
Of I weak plant without nodules. 


We have now learnt that a plant takes up car. ne~ 
in the form of carbon-dioxide from the air,_ acti 
nitrogen as nitrates or ammonia from the, 


are 
These two substances, carbon and nitrogen,. is ol 
the most important of the organic ~onstituenu 
plants, and since they are so closely concer!lill 
their growth, it naturally occurs to ns that il 
can make plants take up more carbon or t 
nitrogen they will become bigger. It has I 
found possible in agricultural practice to inm.; 
the supply of nitrogen in the soil, and this~ WE 
of the main objects of manuring. vVhen er that 
manure, oil-cake, leaves and similar materials. whe 
added to the soil they are decomposed by full) 
bacteria, and the nitrogen contained in thee in 1 
changed into a form which the plant roof, of a 
absorb, generally nitrates. Because such mar: plan 
have to undergo change and decomposition IXli alre; 
they are of use to the plant, they are called s. the 1 
acting manures; and because they contain onlys- com 
proportions of nitrogen and must therefore be of i, 
in large quantities they are called bulky manure the 1 


Sometimes manures are used in which the nilf havf 
is in a form immediately useful to the plant. i in u 
manures are generally nitrates like nitrate of, cont 
nitrate of potash, or nitrate of lime, or compt and 
of ammonia like sulphate of ammonia. Al Fr 
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pit nitrogen in these manures is ta~en up_ immediately 
• T by the plant, they are called qwck-actmg manures; 
al~ and as they contain somewhat large proportions 
ser~ of nitrogen and only a small quantity of them is 


needed, they are called concentrated manures. 
~ Slow-acting manures must be changed by the 
J, < action of bacteria, and if the necessary bacteria 
,e ~ are not present in sufficient numbers, the manure 
en, is of little value. 
inh 
·oo. 
t i! 
! rr:; 


s !, LESSON III 


1 is WE must now leave the organic parts of the plant, 
I (l, that is to say those constituents which pass away 
iak when the plant is burnt ; and consider a little more 
by fully the earthy or inorganic bodies which remain 
!ht: in the plant ash. The ash of a plant is a mixture 
oil of a large number of compounds taken up by the 
nair plant from the soil during its growth. We have 
1 'tic. already mentioned potash, a compound containing 
d ~ the metal potassium, but a number of other metallic 
~yr compounds are also found in plant ash. Compounds 
be o( iron, aluminium, sodium and lime are amongst 
urc the most important ; and these, we must remember, 
ru'lri have been taken into the plant through the roots 


1 in the form of a dilute solution. Plant ash also 
Oh. t . d con amscompoun s of phosphorus, called phosphates 
n!k'( and compounds of chlorine, called chlorides. 


Al From an agricultural point of view the most 
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important of all the ash constituents are 11'.X' 


and phosphates, as these are the two subs~ 
which soils most often need and which have II 
supplied by manuring. We must not think 
soil contains only a very little potash ; it cot 
a great deal, as many of the rocks which co~ 
the earth and break down into soils, are very· 
in potash. The trouble is that so much cl 
potash is in a form too insoluble to be of ia 


plants. One of the best ways of making JXl' 


soluble is to work the soil well with the plouti 
that exposure to the weather may break down 
potash compounds and make them soluble. 


To understand the importance of phosphat5 
must realise that just as the soil provides L 
for the plant so the plant provides food for r 
kind and animals. The bodies of men and at 
are therefore built up of materials which 
originally from the soil. These bodies err 
a framework of bones, called a skeleton; anl 
most important constituent of bones is a sub11r 
called phosphate of lime. Phosphate of lime 
compound containing lime and phosphoric 
a.nd these substances are obtained by arr 
from the plants on which they feed, the ~ 
in turn obtaining them from the soil in which· 
grow. Lime is generally, though not always, f 
in the soil in sufficient quantity. On the 
hand phosphoric acid is frequently deficien~ 
it may be necessary to add this substance t! 
soil as a manure. In some parts of the r 
phosphate of lime is found as a rock and i; 
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prk up and used as a manure. Bones crushed or finely 
ita: ground are also used as m~nure, and they have 
I! this advantage that in addition to phosphate of 


lime they contain a good deal of nitrogenous matter 
!Ilk also, and thus supply both phosphates and nitrogen. 
llrt In conclusion let us revise what we have learnt. 


(1) The plant needs a large number of different )' 


of substances to enable it to grow : it obtains carbon 
Iii from the air, but the remainder come from the soil. 
[ii (2) The plant can absorb ·only soluble substances 
ij from the soil, and these substances pass into the 
1ii1 roots of the plant in dilute solutions. Consequently 


unless the constituents of the soil become soluble 
16 they are useless to the plant. 


'I (3) Of all the substances which a plant requires, 
nitrogen, phosphates, and potash are the most 


ilt. important. These are all added to the soil as 
a manure, but nitrogen and phosphates are required 


:oc more frequently than potash. 
ol (4) The nitrogen in the soil is subject to consider-
ist. able change through the action of bacteria. It is 
ie stored up in the soil by bacteria, and it is turned 
: ,, into other forms which the plant can use, such as 
t nitrate by the further action of other kinds of 
~ bacteria. 


~-


1\, 
LESSON IV 


ti !HE plant takes in its food in a liquid state, that 
r 1s to say, the food is dissolved in water. When 


there is no moisture in the soil, the roots can no 
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longer get food and the plant wi thers in consequetri soil· 
The four special foods required by plants are nilra: but 
phosphates, potash, and lime. Of these four h mos 


to t 
bul1 


first three are by far the most important. \Ii 
the land is deficient in any one of these plant-loo: 
the crops will be poor, because the plant doeH juar 
get enough of each kind of food to ensure healii S1 


growth. An abundance of one food will not rm; his 
up for the shortage of another. 


When a cultivator continues to crop his fWl 


without applying manure, his land tends to bew. 
poorer and bis outturns smaller every year. f the 
reason is that the crops taken off the land robt. the 
soil of its nitrates, phosphates, potash and Ii: is s 
The cultivator cannot go on indefinitely rob! dun1 
his fields of their plant-food ; otherwise then. corn 
comes when the outturn which he obtains l man 
not cover the cost of cultivating the land. ; is a 
only plant-food that remains will be the s: than 
quantity formed each year from the weath!c The 
of the particles of the soil. In other words r. 


cern 
lime 
of 1 


very 
it is 


E, 
not good farming to go on taking plant-fool 
of the land year after year without putting any in 
farmer's land behaves in this respect like his c beco1 
cows ; when he feeds them badly, they give less, mett 
less milk every day, till at last the stage is rea:: pits 
when the value of the milk does not cover it frc 
cost of the food they arc eating. praol 


Let us now consider why a soil gets exha~ and i 
The crops which are harvested every year rit of fi11 


a large quantity of plant-food. If these a: the c 
were returned to the land again, the loss to mant 
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1/l> soil· in plant-food would be very small indeed; 
ra• but they are not returned. The cultivator sends· 
. tl most of his oil seeds, grain, cotton, jute, hemp etc. 
j\ to the market. At times he even sells part oi his 
w., bulky foddets such as rice and wheat-straw and 
;r., juar stalks (Sorghuni) . 
~tl Such grains, oil-seeds and fodders as are fed to 
/ml his cattle are largely lost, so far as the soil is con-


cerned, because the nitrates, phosphates, potash and 
fkz lime which tliey contain go to build up the bodies 
m. of the animals to which they are given. If aU 
Tc the droppings of these animals were returned to 


the land, the losses would not be so great, but this 
Ji is seldom or never done in India. Much cattle
,J dung is used for fuel, and nearly aU those 
It compounds in the dung which would, if used as 
~ manure, form nitrates in the soil are lost. This 


is a pity, as our Indian soils are poorer in nitrates 
s: than in any of the other three essential plant-foods. 
ia:; The urine or liquid portion of the droppings is also 
rt very largely wasted, as no system of conserving 
d it is practised in India. 
n. Even the cattle dung kept for manure often 
r:. becomes poor in quality because of the careless 
li, methods of storing it. Instead of storing it in 
t. pits with a roof or a covering of earth to preserve 
f it from damage from the sun and rain, the common 


praotice is to leave it lying exposed in loose heaps; 
i and instead of spreading a layer of about six inches 
ire of fine earth in his cattle-shed to absorb the urine, 
a: the ordinary cultivator allows this most valuable 
fo manure to go to waste entirely. 
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LESSON V 


THE scouring of the soil during the rains also cau, 
the loss of much valuable plant-food. The ri 
well-weathered surface soil of sloping fields is w~ 
away in large quantities, and is carried into slret 
which drain into rivers. Most of this excellent, 
is finally deposited near the mouths of the rir. 
The extent of the damage done to soils in Ire 
in this way is simply enormous. It can be preven: 
by bm1d:£ng (embanking} sloping land, and 
diverting the courses of streams so as to prf\l 
them from damaging cultivated fields. A few 
the best cultivators in India already pracfae 
art of bunding to stop the scouring or erosior. 
their fields, but the practice is by no mean; 
general as it ought to be. 


Another serious loss of plant-food in the so. 


~aused by the water which drains through it. 
trates more especially are easily washed out d 
soil in solution in water, and are carried far d 
into the sub-soil where they are beyond thrn 
of the roots of the crop. The greate~t amol!;! 
loss from this cause takes place on land whid 
not under crops during the rains, and where t 
are no plants to use the nitrates being form« 
the soil at the time. In many parts of India 
practice is to allow fields where wheat and ~ 
cold-weather crops are grown to lie fallow de: 
the rains. In other words, the land is given a 
during the rains; but this is not always good~ 
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ing because though the soil is producing no crop, 
nit;ates and other plant-foods are being formed 
and washed down into the sub-soil. When there 


a!li is a crop on the ground, the amount of plant-food 
ri. carried away by the drainage water is naturally less, 
at as the roots are there to take in the nitrates as soon 
rit f d , as they are orme . 
11 ' Cropping land in the rains has these two advan
ir tages, it uses the plant-food which would otherwise 
m: be washed down into the sub-soil, and it prevents 
er the land itself from being badly scoured in times 
d of flood. In some parts of India where green
'ti: manuring is practised, sann-hemp or some other 
Ii leguminous crop is grown in the rains .and ploughed ~. in during breaks in the rains, in August and Sep-
oc terober. It has been proved on Government Ex
n; perimental Farms that when sann-hemp is grown 


in this way and applied to rice land before trans
Sll planting, the yield of rice is largely increased at a 


very small cost. 


l:i LESSON VI 


~ THE secret of good farming is really how to manure 
~ in order to raise the best crops at the lowest cost. 
~ The value of the increase due to the manure should 
r: more than cover the cost of the manure and labour 
1 spent on applying it. A good farmer always tries 
ft to manure in s1.1ch a way as to store up in the soil 
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reserves of plant-food that will be available; fields 
future crops. sheep 


Well-made cattle-manure is one of the best wij dung. 
can be applied for building up the :fertility of~ soils 1 
soil. It contains the principal foods which CIT\ and I 
require namely, nitrates, phosphates and potash. 'plant· 
is a most valuable manure in two ways. It SUPfl' 


the soil with plant-food, and, being a bulky man:-
it opens up and lightens heavy clay soils, aoo 
rotting supplies humus which helps light pm. 
soils to retain moisture. The second is what THE 
known as the mechanical effect of cattle - l11aJlr how t 
on the soil to which it is applied. Besides supplf. to co 
food to the crop then present it also leaves in ~ entire 
soil a supply for future crops. Farmers speak food t 
cattle-dung as being a slow-acting manure, bee;; to th 
the residue of manure left in the soil after rcmor cottor 
the crop is so great that for years the land ~ The 
tinues to give larger outturns. Gardeners ~ to its 
cattle-manure, as it gives off heat at the tiJli: of his 
rotting and thus warms the soil. In the w of his 
early vegetables this warmth forces their growtl great 


Scientists tell us that cattle-manure is useH Farms 
still another way; namely, in developing the ur 
growth of soil bacteria which prepare food foc dr_v fc 
plant. How these bacteria do their work il cattle. 
very well understood ; but it is believed that I genera 
thrive only in well-aerated soils which conti.: the la1 
good deal of decaying vegetable or animal mati used ir 


In some parts of India sheep-manure is , Intl 
appreciated by cultivators. The owner of the!: layer G 


sells them the right of having his flock in:: in the 
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fields at so much per night. Weight for weight, 
sheep-dung is richer and more valuable than cattle
dung. When sheep are folded on the land, the 
soils get all their urine as well as their solid dropping, 
and their urine, like that of cattle, is very rich in 
·µ\ant-food. 


LESSON VII 


THE quality of cattle-manure depends chiefly on 
how the cattle are fed, and on the method employed 
to conserve the manure. The dung of cattle feel 
entirely on grass or straw contains much less plant
food than the dung of animals which get, in addition 
to these bulky foods, an allowance of oil-cab, 
cotton seed, or pulse. 


The urine of an animal is about equal in value 
to its dung as a manure·. By saving all the urine 
of his animals a cultivator can double the value 
of his supply of manure. This is being done with 
great success on some Government Experimental 
Farms. There are different ways of conserving 
the urine. \tVhere there is plenty of straw, grass or 
dry foliage, this may be used as bedding for the 
cattle. But as the supply of bedding material is 
generally very small in Indian villages, owing to 


·.on\a.': the large nnmber of cattle kept, dry earth may be 
nalll! used instead. 
is r;, In the dry-earth method of conserving the urine, a 


the~ !ayer of about six inches of dry loose earth is spread 


:hati: 


in, m the stalls for the cattle to $land on. This earth 
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absorbs the urine more effectively even than sir.: 
grass, or leaves. After three or four weeks 
layer of earth, now rich in plant food, is storel 
the manure-pit, and a fresh layer spread in, 
stalls. 


When cattle-manure is left in the open it is, 
to be washed away by the rain or blown at 
by the "vind, and even that which remains ! 


the di 
to the 
feet oJ 


much of its pl,ant-food, and becomes of le~,.~ THE p 
as a manure. To make good manure we sh: spread 
prevent the heap from being either too wet oc· 
dry. This can be done by storing it in a coi; 


pit and keeping it slightly moist. The pit sli. 
be rectangular in shape and should be dug ont 
ground if possible. The length and breadth· 
depend, of course, on the quantity of manim 
be stored, but in depth it should be about hTo, 
a ha1f feet. Part of the earth dug out of the 


can be used for making an earthen wall all r\°C 
leaving a space of five or six feet open at ore 
to make carting easy. The wall need not btn 
than a foot and a half high. After completi~ 
pit spread a thin layer of straw or leaves 0\1! 


bottom, and over this again a layer of ab<x! 
inches of fine earth, to absorb any liquid mu 
which would otherwise sink into the sub-sal 
be lost. A kutclza grass roof should be ma! 
prevent the manure from being over-dried by usual c 
heat of the sun, blown away by the wind or\ll. lo lea, 
away by the rain. If the manure is well ir.- spread 
down from time to time there is not much fa and la 
its getting too dry, as it is shaded by the rO!ii from tJ 


L 
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n slm the direct rays of the sun. The pit when filled up 
:eks · to the top of the wall will contain three and a half 
lorei feet of manure and six inches of loose earth . 
. in· 


it~. 
mat 
lns I 


LESSON VIII 


ss 1._ T!iE picture below shows how farmers in the West 
e sb spread cattle - manure on the land. In India the 
it (l' 
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T'IC-,. 6.- SPREAUING MANUllE. 


usual custom is to cart the manure to the field and 
to leave it lying there in small heaps which arc 
spread when the cultivator finds time. Much time 
and labour are saved by spreading the manure 
from the cart. Valuable plant-food is saved, too, 


D 
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if it is ploughed immediately, instead of k 
left standing for months, during which· time lL: stimufa 
of the valuable part of the manure may be wa;: the rot 
down into the soil. The small area covered remove 
the heaps gets too much manure, while the remai:. !be ~k 
gets too little. and is' 


A cultivator can increase his supply of ~ , !ank 
by storing sweepings from the house and t' being 1 


along with the droppings of his cattle. Hi! g1 di 
excrement, or night-soil, is also a valuable l1lll s;i :- di 
It can be applied direct to the land or. ~h i° . 
rotting in a pit. When rotten it is called fl e anl 
rette. Poudrette is about twice as rich in~ 
food as cattle-manure, so the quantity requiroo 
acre is only one half. 


Large quantities of oil-cake are now obtair. 
in India, and more and more is being used asne 
every year. The cakes most commonly ui'. CATTLE


this purpose are sesamum and castor cake; manure 
safflower, groundnut, and malma cake an plant-fo 
used to some extent. Castor, groundnut, cakes 


k 1 t . . h. I I 
sesamum ea e are near y en times as nc IDf• general 
food as cattle-manure, while safflower and r other rr 
cake are about six times as rich. one kint 


Cake should be reduced to powder befort. the othE 
used as a manure. This can be done very eh soil witl 
as follows. On a layer of five or six inches d nitrates 
earth place a layer of three inches of the unlr and salt 
cake. Over this spread a layer of three ird are calJe 
earth. Repeat this till the heap is about tJi a partici 
high, moistening each layer of cake ,11th I' crops or 
containing liquid manure. The liquid ii,' The 1 
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l ol ~ stimulates the growth of soil-bacteria, which hasten 
time t. the rotting of the cake. If, after a fortnight, you 
be \\"!I remove the upper layer of earth, you will find that 
:overel the cake has all been broken down into a fine powder 
i remai;. and is ready to be applied to the soil. 


Tank mud, or silt found in the beds of tanks, 
Ol lll!L being of a fine clayey nature and containing a 
and s: good deal of humus, is a ~aluable ma?ure for sandy 
e. Hn: soils. It is used for this purpose in some parts 
)le mar of India, the silt being carted to the fields when 
d or ' the tanks are dry. 
ailed f'c 


h in ~ 
equirw 


obtair. 
1 as~ 


LESSON IX 


ly nx,: CATTLE-DUNG is sometimes spoken of as a general 
cake; manure because it supplies the three essential 


:e an plant-foods, nitrates, phosphates and potash. Oil
ndnul,. cakes, green-manures, and fish-manmes are also 
.eh in¥ general manures for the same reason. There are 
and ' other manures which supply large quantities of 


one kind of plant-food and smaller quantities of 
belO!t the others. Bone-meal, for example, supplies the 
·ery eh, soil with phosphates and to a small extent with 
:hcs (j nitrates; basic slag supplies phosphates and lime ; 
he ~n\r and saltpeter supplies nitrates and potash. These 
ee iid- are called special manures, because each supplies 
out_ ti: a particular food or foods required for particular 
with crops or particular soils. 


uid g;; The most concentrated form of phosphatic 
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manure commonly used is superphosphat~ howevi 
" super " as it is generally called. It is m has be 
phosphates only. Nitrate of soda and sulpht mamm 
ammonia are the hvo manures which supply nit that w 
in the largest quantities. To a soil defici~ Jost in 
phosphates the farmer . would supply su~ We 
phate, bone-meal or basic slag. To a soil p:,. like ea 
nitrates he would supply sulphate of ammo: texture 
nitrate of soda. bacterii 


The manure required also depends on the These l 
to be grown. Leguminous crops, i .e. crops cl nitrates 
pea family, may be much benefited by the affi require, 
lion of superphosphate, but not by nitrate ri, It sel 
or sulphate of ammonia. The reason of m nitrate 
that leguminous crops have, with the Iii! humus. 
nodule bacteria, the power of making Ihm be used 
nitrates. bulky r 
· General manures are, as a rule, cheap in ~ We knl 


while special manures, most of which hal'e' quick ir 
brought from long distances, are dear. ,\ to a gro 
farmer will always prefer to use cattle-..: healthie 
oil-cake and green-manures, because they O! used w: 
and give him more profit. Unfortunately tlr applied 
of green-manures is not yet fully riz that so1 
and the quantity of cattle-manure, oil-cah _the soil 
fish manure actually applied to the soil is that, 
sufficient to give the quantity of plant-fo force th< 
quired to produce bumper crops. 


If all the droppings of our cattle were a: 
collected and applied to the land, there~ 
little need for any other manure. Aln:::' 
whole of the urine and the greater part oft~ ... 
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,spba~ however, are wasted. The ashes left after the dung 
is n: has been used as a fuel are no longer a general 


sulph. manure, for over nine-tenths of the compounds 
iplyni" that would have formed nitrates in the .soil are 
delici;· lost in burning. 


SUjX:." We have already learned that bulky manures, 
soil ~ like cattle-dung and green-manure, improve the 
inunoc texture of the soil, and stimulate the growth of 


bacteria which prepare plant-food for our crops. 
on tt These littl~ soil-germs, if given sufficient air, form 
:rops nitrates, i.e., the very food which plants most 
the a~ require, but which arc expensive to buy. 
rate , It seldom pays to use a quick-acting manure like 


1 of , nitrate of soda for a soil which contains very little 
the k humus. Such manures, when applied at all, should 
g theit be used after first applying a dressing of a more 


bulky manure, like cattle-dung and green-manure. 
ap in~ We know that manures like nitrate of soda are 
, ha\'e quick in their action, because when we apply them 
:ar. ,\ to a growing crop they make i l look greener and 
ittle-~ healthier in a week or two. They are generally 
hey c· used when the crop is well above ground. If 
ely fu applied before sowing there is always the chance 
lly m. that ~me of th~ manure may be washed out of 
oil-d' ~he soil by the ram. The chief use of such manures 


! 500 1s that, being quick in their action, they help to 
>lant-1 force the growth of short-season crops . 


.vere Q 


1ere I"' 
Alm 


t oill: ' 
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LESSON X 
multipl 
in the 
able to 


FoR pr9fitablc crops like sugar-cane Indian tion ai 
vators use large quantities of oil-cake. i young 
apply oil-cake to their cane as a top-dressi~ bed. 
rule; that is to say, they work it into tb Now 
round the growing plants. After the er~ crops d 
germinated, nitrate of soda and other Sfr. wltival 
manures are generally applied in the same r fertile 
but in nearly every case the land is first ma:. be bad 
with cattle-dung or a green-manure. By a~ because 
these bulky manures, we store up in the spring 1 


supply of plant-food which has a lasting effect Those · 
The whole object of the cultivator in mar the soil 


h is land is to make it more fertile in order I!: cultivat 
may produce better and more profitable out!" instead 
Land can also be made fertile by good cultil loose a1 
and by rotation of crops. and fo1 


You must have observed how carefully a g-.r: their w, 
prepares the soil of his garden by digging n ol plant 
depth of a foot or so, in order to bring ~ It is 
layers to the surface where they will get wea- made tc 
by the sun, air and rain. He is particularlyai: and th, 
to ha Ye all the soil broken up finely, so he· land cai 


down all the clods either by hand or by drar to reap 
heavy log of wood over them. The action' 
and rain generally saves him the trouble. 
he gets his plots dug in time, the clods first or 
with the heat and then crumble as soon asit; 
He takes great pains, too, to kill all the 
knowing that if they arc not wiped out tl, 
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multiply and use up part of the food and moisture 
in the soil. When by careful tillage he has been 
able to bring his soil to a loose, clean, friable condi-


,dian c. tion and to leave enough moisture in it for the 
ke. : young seedlings of his crop, he calls it a good seed
essing, bed. 
to tilt Now the outturn of a farm crop as of garden 
, crop crops depends to a great extent on how the land is 
n.er Sit cultivated. If we sow cotton in a soil which is 
;amet fertile but badly cultivated, the yield is sure to 
st mar:: be bad. The germination, to start with, is bad, 
ly aw because the soil is coarse and cloddy; then weeds 


the ,. spring up and choke the growth of the young_plants. 
effecl Those which survive cannot get down deep into 
n mare the soil in search of food, owing to the shallow 
rdcr tit cultivation. Much of the rainfall runs off the soil 
le outll instead of being absorbed by it. The soil is not 


cultirr loose and friable enough to admit the air readily, 
and for want of air the soil-bacteria cannot do 


r a garl their work properly, and the crop suffers for want 
~ing it· ol plant-food. 
g the' It is evident therefore, that good tillage can be 
,t weau made to take to some extent the place of manure, 
arlyae and that the cultivator who both cultivates his 
iO he le land carefully and manures it sufficiently is likely 
y drar: to reap a plentiful harvest. 
ction d 
,uble k 
irst w: 
1 as it· 


thH 
ut th!j 
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LESSON I 


THERE are not very many parts in a plant Ill 
names have to be learnt, but the work each d 


is very interesting. In order fi 
you may understand the foliar
lessons, you need only carry 
the few simple instructions gr. 
from time to time. The lessolli 
not meant to be committed 
memory from the book, but , 
intended to train you to use yl 
eyes in observing, and your bit 
in drawing correct conclusionsc 
what you see. 


First of all you must get a d:i. 
seeds of maize and the same n: 
ber of seeds of cotton. Fill • 
flower-pots with earth in whid 
sow the seeds. When the yt 


F1G. 7 .-conoN plants appear above the earth,. 
PLANT. ONE WEEK up one of each and, after cart!:. 


OLD. 
cleaning the roots with water,nt' 


but 
root 


pare the two plants. There are many clifferr.. F1 
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but the parts specially to be noticed are the 
roots. In the cotton plant you will find one main 


--


liffcrtl FIG $,-YOUNG ~IA!ZE PLANT, ONE WEEK OLD, NATURAL SIZE, 
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root going straight down into the ground, but 
the maize you will find several smaller roots. 


Let the remaining plants grow for a week . 
then dig up another of each. You will now r No 
that the main root of the cotton has branc!_ pla 
but can still easily be distinguished from its brairl:, the 
by its length. The roots of the maize arc r bla 
more numerous and look like a lot of string, 
fibres all of more or less the same length. .\.f 


another week dig up two more plants and r 
what changes have taken place. 


When you have time on the way back from s:s 
dig up any of the plants you see growing by 
road. Here is a wheat plant. Its roots are 
those of the little maize seedling. Here , 
plant of brinjal. Its roots are like those of• 
cotton seedling. You will find that all plantscar 
divided into two classes according to their roots. ; 
one class of plants we may call the main or tap-ra 
ing plants, and the other the :fibrous-rooting ~ 


wh 
thi 
of 
lau 
th( 
ho! 
th! 
Th 


One kind of root may pm~zle you a little, 
that is the root of the radish. The root is Iii. 


ne1 
but that should not mislead you. There is thi 
root which is much longer than the others; lea 
fact the other roots look like hairs fixed to 
side of the radish. This is enough to guide yo · ~~ 
the right classification of the radish. The ~ dif. 
is thickened because it contains a large quai· difi 
of food for the plant. 


The work that the root does is, first, to fix edi 
plant into the ground, and second, to take~ wh 
the earth food-materials dissolved in water. 
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LESSON II 


Now let us learn a little about the leaf of the mango 
plant. Each leaf consists of three parts. First 
there is the broad green part called the blade. The 
blade is carried on a stalk, which becomes thicker 


FIG. 9.-MANGO LEAF, ½ natural size. 


where it is fixed to the stem, forming what is called 
the base. The stalk is continued through the length 
of the blade and forms its back-bone or, in scientific 
language, its midrib. Smaller ribs branch off from 
the midrib and run out towards the sides. If you 
hold the leaf up to the light you will notice that 
the smaller ribs are all joined up by a fine network. 
The tiny ribs and connecting links which form this 
network are the veins of the leaf, and, together with 
the midrib, forin the skeleton or scaffolding of the 
leaf. After a leaf has been in water for some weeks 
all the green part rots, and the midrib and veins 
alone remain. It is very interesting to allow 
different leaves to rot in water and then note the 
different shapes of the skeleton network. 


Try to tear the blade of mango leaf from the 
edge. Note how difficult it is to start the tear and 
what a ragged line is left when the leaf is torn. 
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One thing the network docs is to-prevent the tean: 
of the blade. Take a banana leaf and see how eat 
the blade tears, and into what straight lines. \\l 
do you think the difference is due to ? Compar1 
leaf of sugar-cane or juar with the mango kz 
All the veins in the former run. parallel to e.. 
other. This is an interesting and important~ 
covery. All plants with main or tap-root syster. 
have netted veins, while all Flants with fibitf 
roots have parallel veins. 


FIG. IO.-MANGO LEAF. 


The mango leaf is only one kind of leaf, and tu. 
are a great many other types. In some the bh. 
is cut up into smaller_ blades, as in the babul b. 
Sometimes the leaf has no stalk, as in the Pir. 
dhotra or Mexican Poppy._ The things to remelt 
are that a typical leaf has three parts, the ~ 
the stalk and the base; and also that plantsr 
tap-roots have net-veined leaves and the plantsr 
fibrous roots have parallel-veined leaves. 
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LESSON III 


LET us examine a small branch of the mango tree. 
There are leaves at the top of the branch but lower
down there are none. Pull off one of the leaves 
and examine carefully 
the mark left on the 
branch by the leaf
stalk. Compare this · 
mark with the marks 
on the branch where 
there are no leaves, 
and you will see that 
they are all alike. The 
marks on the branch 
show that leaves once 


FIG. II.-MANGO DRANCll. 


did grow in that position. The top part of the branch 
is greenish, while lower down the green colour is 
lost. Leaves only occur on the green part, which 
is the younger portion of the branch, and they 
fall off as the branch gets older. Examine still 
more closely the mark which was made by pulling 
the leaf ~ff, and you will see a swelling in the centre 
of the upper edge of it. This swelling, which occur~ 
in the angle between the leaf and the branch, i~ 
a bud. Under certain conditions it has the power 
of growing into a small branch like that on which 
it occurs. Every leaf has a bud in the angle between 
the stalk and the branch. The name given to this 
angle is the axil of the leaf, and as it is a very im
portant name you must try to remember it. 
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Looking at the branch once more, you will, 
close together a number of lines just where thegru 
and the dark parts join. Careful examination 
the dark part will reveal more sets of lines d: 
together. The distance between one set of It: 
and the next varies, but each represents a pen 
of growth in the life of the branch. The veryc 
of the branch forms a kind of rounded cap. n 
cap is covered with small scales, and the b 
where the green and the dark parts join are 
when the small scales fall off. The cap is thee 
or apical bud, by the growth of which lhc bran 
becomes longer. The green part is the most rectrr 
formed part of the branch. Notice that the lea 
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that they are separated by portions of the bra and 


without leaves. The point ,vhere a leaf is fir dioxi 
brea1 


to the branch is called the node, and the~- so lo 
between is called the iutemodc. EYery braid If 
made up of nodes and internodes. Sometimes· 
internodes are very long and the nodes with· 
leaves are fai- apart; at other times the intcm five 
are very short and the leaves are close t~ru 
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You all know something about the way in ul:: it h, 
an animal lives. How many can say the!!: 
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about a plant? Have you ever thought of how 
iice and wheat live, how the mango grows and 
produces fruit? A few simple experiments will 
soon tell you. Do not be afraid that an expe'riment 
means something difficult and requires costly 
apparatus. The most costly things you will 
require are an empty bottle and a flower-pot, and 
the experiments are so simple that you can show 
them to your little brothers. 


Everybody knows that an animal must breathe, 
and if kept without air it dies. You have only. to 
slop breathing for half a minute to find this out. 
Breathing is simply taking air, or more particularly 
the oxygen of the air, into the body. The oxygen 
does not remain pure as it passes through the body, 
and when the breath is given out it contains carbon 
dioxide in place of oxygen. Another result of 
breathing is the creation of heat, and that is why 
so long as we are living our bodies are warm. 


If you wish to show that plants really breathe, 
get two empty wide-mouthed bottles fitted with 
corks. Into one bottle place from twenty to twenty
five sann hemp seeds which have been soaking in 
water for twenty-four hours. Into the other bottle 
place from twenty to twenty-five small wet stones. 
Close both bottles and let them stand for twenty
four hours. Then open the one containing the 
stones and insert a lighted match ; it continues 
to burn. Do the same with the other bottle ; the 
match goes out. What is the matter ? The air 
in the bottle no longer allows the match to burn; 
it has lost its oxygen. You know that the only 
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difference between the two bottles was that 
contained living seeds and the other lifeless s1o; 


The oxygen bas been taken out of the air hr 
living seeds, and that is the first step in breathirt 


Let us see if there is anything more. Take 
same bottles and place in the one twelve fir, 
buds of dudh mogra or any other plant. In 
second bottle place twelve small balls of p.; 
Put the bottles in the dark for twenty-four ~ 
Now pour some lime-water into both bottles 
see what happens. In the bottle containi~ 
flowers the lime - water becomes milky, wbili 
the other it does not. 1 It is known that lime-r. 
is turned milky by carbon dioxide so there c 
have been some carbon dioxide in the first br 
but not in the second. It must have comet 
the flowers, and this is the second step in bmtl: 


What then would you say these two experm 
show ? The first one shows that growing;.. 
take oxygen from the air, and the next that 1k 


give out carbon dioxide. That is just the pi 


we call breathing, so now you have proved · 
plants breathe. You will know how heat is&
oped, too, if you have ever had the misforllllt 
have your grain wet when lying in heaps o. 
threshing floor? You must have noticed tbl: 
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bottle and then allowing the bottle to stand for a fewdl)t 
clear water is then poured off and is lime-water. Kew 
corked bottle. Blow through a straw into a small q~ 
lime-water. The lime-water becomes milky, just as it dl. 
the bottle with the flower buds. This proves that tl:! 
which leaves our body js like the breath which comes f:': 
flowers. 
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heaps were hot in the middle. The heat was the 
result of the breathing of the wet seeds. 


What you must try to learn from these examples 
is that not only the growing seeds and flower-buds, 
but the root, the stem, the leaves, and even dry 
seeds in the store, all plants and all parts of a plant, 
do actually breathe. Wherever there is life breath
ing is going on constantly day and night. 


LESSON V. 


BEING living things like animals, plants have not 
only to breathe, but also to feed. An animal 
takes in its food by its mouth, as you know, but a 
plant has not got a mouth like that of an animal. 
How does the food get into a plant ? 


A simple experiment has first to be made. Take 
half of a young taroi fruit and carefully scoop 
out the inside, leaving a thickness of about a quarter 
of an inch all round. Fill it half full with a solution 
of sugar or salt in water made so strong that no 
more sugar or salt will dissolve in it. Mark the 
level of the liquid. Then hang the fruit in a glass 
of ·water so that the water outside is no higher 
than the solution inside. 


In a short time you will find more liquid inside 
the fruit than there was at first. The reason is 
that the outside water has been drawn through 
the wall by the strong solution inside. Taste the 


E 
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outside water, and you will :find that it is nowa 
if you have used a solution of salt, or sweet, if
have used sugar. This proves that the solu• 
has passed through the wall between it and, 
water ; but the increase of the liquid inside 
fruit shows that the outside water has pas.~ 


the solution more quickly than 
solution has passed into the wl 


This process is called osmosis. 
Now let us return to the ft. 


Thoroughly moisten an earthenr 
dish or flower-pot and on the 
side scatter twenty sarsoo11 ~ 
Place it in a shallow dish of 11: 


Fie. 12• so that the surface with which 
Fnu1T 1N cLAss. seeds are in contact may rer. 


moist. In two days you will find that the 1 


have started to grow. 
Look at the long white roots. A little wayt 


the tip the root is covered with cotton-
hairs. These hairs are the agents by which 
plant takes up its food by osmosis. Each hi 
a little bag containing substances in solution., 
each takes in liquids from outside like the bli 
fruit in the experiment. Just try to count l 
many hairs there are. Though each is small 
total number is large and vast quantities of fluid. 
drawn into the plant by them. This fluid Cir 


from the soil. Soil is made up of many-corrt 
particles so small that a lens is necessary lo 
them. However closely these particles mar 
pressed together, spaces are still left between 11: 
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THE PLANT AND HOW IT GROWS 


However well-drained a soil may be, all the ·water 
cannot run through it, for each particle retains a 
thin film of water round itself. You know what 
happens when water surrounds a lump of "gur" ; 
the latter dissolves in the water. In the same way 
the water round the particles in the soil is not 
pure water, but contains a little of the substance 
of the particle dissolved in it. So what really 
passes into the root hairs is a very weak solution 
o[ the particles of which the soil is made up. But 
bow can the plant live on these solutions, which 
are simply dissolved earth ? A bullock or other 
animal cannot be fed on dissolved earth. The fact 
is that a plant differs from an animal in having the 
power of making the food it requires from simple 
things like dissolved earth. The dissolved earth 
taken in by the root hairs is food material and is 
built up inside the plant into the substances which 
the plant requires for food. 


LESSON VI. 


PLA,'ffS can take in their food materials only 
in solution. The solid pieces of earth are of no 
use to the plant until they have been dissolved 
in water. A very simple experiment will make 
this clear. Fill two bottles to within an inch of 
the top with water. Into one bottle drop ten 
drops of red ink. In the other put enough very 
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finely powdered red sealing-wax to make the eel. 
in both bottles the same. Examine the water 
both bottles now. In the second bottle you Qi 


still see the fine dust of the sealing-wax in the wa·
The sealing-wax is still solid and has not ma& 


FIG. t 3.-TWO BOTTLES. 


solution. The first bottle contains no solid mi 


and is therefore a solution. Now take twolr 
seedlings possessing four or six leaves, from 
ground, being careful not to damage the ro 
Wash the earth from the roots, then fix one !C 


ling by means of cotton-wool or paper in the· 
of each bottle so that the roots are in the wate1. 


Look at the seedlings ne:xi: day. The one 
its roots in the red solution now shows red 
in the leaves and red ink being poisonous the lei 
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one~ 
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; red k' 
the Ill 


may be cu_rled up while the other seed.ling _sho,~s 
no change. This proves that the red solut10n 1s 
taken in by the roots, while the solid wax cannot 
pass inside the plant. This is an important point 
to remember in manuring fields. If you apply a 
liquid manure or one which dissolves easily in 


FIG. 14.-BRANCH. 


water, it will pass into the plant quickly, but on 
the other hand it can be easily washed away. If 
you apply a manure which dissolves slowly in water, 
it will not pass so quickly into the plant; but if 
heavy rains come, the manure will remain in the 
ground and will form a store on which the plant 
can draw all its life. 


In the last experiment the red colour in the 
leaves shows what happens to the food material 
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taken in by the ro9ts. The food material ~ 
through the roots, up the stem, and into the !ear 
and the path it takes may be shown in the follO'l' 
way. From a neem tree cut a twig about al 
long and remove a ring of bark from the ml!..: 


all the way round. Note the white wood ur:: 
the bark. Then place the cut end of the hrd!! 
in a glass containing water coloured with red int 


In a few hours you will see that the red eel. 


bas moved up the stem, coloming the white"' 
and the leaves. The food materiai, therefore,~ 
upward through the wood and the removal d 
ring of bark does not affect its passage. The rel!l' 
of a ring of bark has, however, a very serioustfi 
on a plant. As I have told you the food ma!!f 
is worked up into food inside the leaves ol 
p lant. This manufactured food passes down 
stem by way of the bark, and the removal, 
ring of bark cuts off the passage of the fool 
the plant. That is why a tree dies when its~ 
has been eaten by deer ; it is starved becauSI 
food supply has been stopped. Thus you can 
there are two cmrents of sap in the stem of a jXl. 


one an upward current of food material passing fr 
the roots to the leaves through the wood, and 
other passing downwards by way of the barkfr. 
the leaves to the roots and to the various lXI 
at which the food manufactured in the lea10 
required. 
_ Just to see how much sap passes upward, tt 
out one more experiment. l\fake a cup of ~ 
round the stem of a tondla plant about six ir,i 
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above the ground. Fill the cup with water and 
cut the stem across below the surface of the water. 
From the cut end of the stem sap will flow out, 
and the cup will overflow. If you make a spout 
on the cup, you can collect the sap in a bottle and 


measure it. 


LESSON VII. 


IN the last experiment we .saw that large quantities 
of water containing dissolved soil-particles pass into 
the plant. Now we must find out what happens 
to these solutions when they reach the leaves. 


Remember that very large amounts of solution 
are passing into the plant through its roots. In 
order to prevent the plant from becoming too full, 
there must be some outlet for the water, so all 
day long water is passing out through the leaves 
of the plant. Ordinarily you cannot see this water, 
because it passes off as invisible water-vapour, 
but if you cover a small plant or a little bit of grass 
11~th a tumbler, you will soon see that water is 
being given off. Very fine drops of water condense 
on the inside of the tumbler and make it dim, and 
then the small drops run together into large drops 
which flow down the side of the tumbler. 


In order to prove that the water comes from 
the leaf and nowhere else, take two tumblers and 
place one mouth upwards on the table. Cut a 
square of cardhoard big enough to cover the mouth 
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of the tumbler. Having half filled the tum; 
with water, select a well-grown pipal leaf. y, 
a hole in the centre of the cardboard just big elll:' 
for the stalk to pass through and reach the ~.: WHLLE 


Close any opening between, and ni~ 
leaf-stalk and the car~ work· t 
with sealing-wax, and then with IE 
the second tumbler moutbtb shewal 
wards on the top. narrow 


You will find that the r bottle 
stalk takes in water from so tha 
lower twnbler and that remain 
leaf gives it off in the u;c kalora 
tumbler, which gradually place : 
comes dim and wet. mouth 


What then is the me.r: with t 
of the giving out of r. the bol 


FIG. 15.- LEAF AND 
Two TUMBLERs. through the leaves of plaz down9 


First of all, the outpirt under 
water by the leaves draws a continuous sm fora. 
of water containing food materials through ofw00< 
plant. Secondly, as nothing but pure i:I of the 
passes off through the leaf, the soil substi: so tha· 
inside the leaf are left behind in stronger soluli from t 
As I have told you already, only very weaksolt bottle 
can be taken in by the roots. If the soil sat d.rawin 
is at all strong, the plant cannot take it in. · expcri, 
is the reason why plants do not grow in land r. Piao 
contains much salt. The strong solution of wha~ I 
in the soil draws water from the plant irute.: to nse 
passing into it and the plant naturally di~ the_ be 
drought. until_ i 
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LESSON VIII. 
~ CIY.l;l 
1e ~r,J \VHJLE breathing goes on in plants constantly day 
.veen: and night, the green parts ·of plants have also other 
ardo1 work· to do during the day. Take a few stems 
then with leaves of the common water-plant chila or 
1thikt shewat and put them in a clear glass bottle with a 


narrow mouth, an ordinary six-ounce medicine 
the I bottle if possible. Fill the bottle with fresh water 
from so that no air bubbles 
that remain inside. Fill a 
the Uit kalora ,1~ th water. Now 
ually place a finger over the 


mouth of the bottle and, 
mm- with the finger closing 


of 'ii the bottle turn it upside 
f pla: down and put the mouth 
mlput under water in the ka-
1s stm fora. Slip a thin piece 
rough of wood under the mouth 
rre .,. of the bottle at one side 
subsll! so that water can pass 
solulr from the kalcra to the 


FIG. 16.- DOTTLE lNVERTED IN 
BOW!.. 


k solo: bottle or from the bottle to the katora. The little 
)ii sd;; drawing shows how the bottle should be if the 
: in. • e;..-pcriment is arranged properly. 
land W? Place the whole thing outside in the sun and watch 
on o! wha~ happens. A stream of small bubbles begins 
insleai to nse from the plant and collects at the top of 
ly diti the_ bottle into a larger bubble. Let this go on 


ul}!1l a sufficiently large bubble has collectecl at 
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the top. Then close the mouth of the botllt 
a cork while it is still under water, and slat· 
bottle upright. Take a splinter of bamboo 
match and Jight it. Blow the flame out, leant LET us 
end glowing with a red spark. Remove t~ occidenl 
and immediately put the red spark into tb" the vilh 
of the bottle. You will see either the spark i. itseli is 
much brighter or lhe match burst into flame 4 The yoJ 


The gas which the green leaves have mar. one of 
haves in quite a different way from the gas: fiye grE 
first experiment, because it helps the ma! coverin/ 
burn while the olher gas put the flame out fl01rer i 


gas which helps things to burn is oxygen, ao: ing the 
experiment teaches us that in sunlight greent tions in 
make oxygen. You can easily prove that lb: beneath 
made only in sunlight by setting up the expr: open flo 
in the evening and noting next morning hm · will seE 


gas has collected during the night. OX)'! sectio 
formed while the plant is making its food, are· away. 
of this food is :finally stored in the seed in a. part i! 
feed the young plant which every seed contai~ sepal, a1 


Try to remember when you eat your ner collecti, 
that the flour of the chapati or the rice was the flO' 
ally food stored up for young plants. Tlr and pn 
was made by the green parts of lhe parent~ is callet 
the day-time and during its making oxygen, is callf 
free into the air. our att 
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things, 
and in 
pod, c; 
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lttli 
slao'. LESSON IX. 
1boo 
eavift LET us examine- the flower of Ran tarota (Cassia 
: th,; occidentalis), which you will find everywhere around 
1 the the village and on waste land inside. The flower 
rkb:. itself is yellow and is built up of five yellow sections. 
tme The young flower is not yellow but green. Pick 


ma~ one of the young flowers, and you find there are 
gas: five green sections 
malJJ covering the whole 
oul flower and conceal


n, ar.'. ing the yellow sec-
reen tions inside. Look 
t lhet beneath the yellow 
expir. open flower and you 
hO\I· will see the green 
Ox11, sections tucked 


l, alll away. Each green 
in«: part is called a FIG. 17.- RAN TAROT A nowER. 


lntai~ sepal, and the whole 
r next collection of sepals is called lhe calyx or cup of 
: was the flowers. The work of the calyx is to cover 
. ~ and protect the young flower. Each yellow part 
·ent ji. is called a petal, and the whole collection of petals 
rgenr is called the corolla. The yellow corolla draws 


our attention to the tarota plant, and its work is 
really to attract insect visitors to the flower. 


Enclosed by the corolla there are six yellow 
things, called stamens, shaped like small bananas, 
and in the centre of the six stamens is a small green 
pod, called lhe pistil. Each stamen has a stalk 
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and a swollen pouch containing a yellw surface 
called pollen. The stame ns are the male~ o_rder th 
the flower, and each grain of pollen contairu sides of 
element. Now cut the green pod or pi;ti so ~e 1 


lengthwise, and. you will see inside it littli operung 
green bodies which arc the young seed; from_ en 
pistil is the female part of the flower and ea, p~essin~ 
contains a female element. On the pistil t will spli: 
a special surface called the stigma, on which you ~o 
grains must fall if the young seeds in (I:, own_ dh 
a re to ripen inlo seeds capable of produc~. or pm,; 
plants. · stalk to 


fixed to 
has bee, 
part wb 


LESSON X. Its worl 
are mah 


Let us look at an older Ran taro/a plan• 
plants are bigger and drier than those we Lu 


You all 
FIG. 18.- RAN TAROTA roo. on a pl 


The wo 
The flowers which we studied in detail canr,, How is 
b e seen, and in their places we find grttifind a 
several inches long. At the base of lhe IXlblue pe 
it joins the stalk we can see a distinct Or{ petals, a 
is the point at which the calyx, corolla, and ~ierk ren 
were fixed. >ff the 


At the top of the pod is a small projecritt:ertain 
projection is what is left of the sligm:i rt 
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surface on which the pollen grains must fall in 
llow order that the seeds may be good. Notice that the 
~e ~ sides of the pods are depressed between the seeds, 
u_rui so the number of seeds can be counted without 
pi_slil opening the pod. Notice also a ridge or _line running 
htlt from end to end of the pod. Open the pod by 


·eed,. . 
pressing it between the thumb an~ ~nger, and_ 1t 


i_ead will split into two halves along tlus ndge. Inside 
•~ ll you find the small green ~eeds,. each lying in its 
1h1ch · R · d 1 · l knif · own division. ruse a see gent y wit 1 a , e 
1 1~ or pin, and you will see that it is fixed by a short 
duon; stalk to the ridge. Raise up another seed. It is 


fixed to the same ridge. The pistil of the flower 
has become the pod of the plant, and is the only 
part wnich has work to do after the flower fades. 
Its work is to protect the young seeds until they 
are matured. 


planl 
we hi 


. LESSON XI. 


You all know that wherever seeds are to be found 
on a plant there must once have been a flower. 
The work of the flower is to make good seeds. 


can rn How is this done ? Make this easy experiment. 
~ ~ Find a young alsi (linseed) flower in which the 
oe ~ blue petals are still twisted together. Hold the 
:t Dll!·petals, a, between finger and thumb and with a smart 
, anM1erk remove them, b. With a pair of scissors snip 


. >ff the five blue stamens now seen. We are now 
. t Oil. tai 1ec 1,, :er n that no pollen from this flower can r~~Gh. 
ma .. · 
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lhe stigma because wilhout stamens no pdle while N 
be made. To keep away the pollen of otherf because 
make a small bag of thin paper and slip. Pollei 
lhe flower like a to pee, <.:. insects 1 


for !be 


~~:i=~ 
they ru' 
lo lheii 


/ r.arry it 
tl seed. 
~ drink Ii 


sweet 9 


i attract 
I easily s 


c )loths 
the whi 


FIG. 19. Plant 
dull flo 


To show thal it is nol the paper bag wh: have b1 
seed being made, find another young flo large 51 


the first one, and without pulling il to Ji 1he wa; 
a bag over it. Mark this bag (2) to sho, stamen 
il is. To make quite sure that the taking ; tch 1 


the petals does not in itself prevent sooli 1~e a f 
made, find a third young flower and, a; wmd a 
first case take away the petals, and put fi' t sm, 
numbered (3). Next morning pick an o~. 0;,~re 
and rub the stamens over the stigma of f ' ow, 


. rom ot 
put the bag on agalll. in this 


·when 1 he plants are dry remove the 1- 1 11 0 IC • 
see what has taken place. No. 1. has· 1 


-
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p<i while :No. 2. and No. 3. have. No. r. has no seed 
her I. because it got no pollen on its stigma. 


Pollen is taken from one flower to another by 
lip' insects or by the wind. Insects do not visit flowers 


for the purpose of carrying pollen from one to 
\I another, but to drink their sweet juices or to eat 


~ 
the pollen. While they are eating and drinking, 
they rub ag~nst the stame~s, and the ~olle~ slicks 
to their bodies, and so without knowing 1t they 


I carry it off to other flowers and help 1.o make good 
1 seed. Flowers attract insects to their food and 


drink by the bright colour of their petals and other 
1 sweet scent. Some flowers open only at night and 


attract night-flying insects. What colour is most 
easily seen at night? Not reel or yellow, but white. 


ci Moths visit the chandvel and hasiua at night, and 
the white colour serves to guide them to the flowers. 


Plants whose pollen is carried by the wind have 
dull flowers, like our grasses. Such flowers do not 


: wh: have bright coloured petals, but they make a very 
~ ft, large supply of pollen because so much is Jost on 


0 
~" the way and never comes near the stigma. The 


, shov stamens stand far out from the flowers so as to 
kiru: c:1tch the wind. The stigma, . too, is spread out 
. ' hke a feather to catch as much of the pollen-laden 
L !ffi 'd d a; wm as possible. These wind-pollinated flowers 
t ~t r; are small and difficult to sec and must be looked 
~ opr for carefully. 
ta of Flowers haYe many devices for getting pollen 


~om .other flowers, and better seed is usually made 
the 1- in this way than if the flower uses its own pollen. 
has• In the papaya the pollen and stigma arc on separate 
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plants ; in the kakri they are in separate ft 
on the same plant. Sometimes the stigma isr, seeds 1 


before the pollen, as we see in the baira. about 


LESSON XII. 


seeds 
irom ( 
pass t 


feast 
seeds 
truly 


NONE of you can have failed to notice the~ ~:h 
grass. The kusat is really the fruit of a gm 
is made up of three parts, each with a poinl parenj 


quanij 
long hair-like part is often twisted, and if ye,: Uta, 
water on it you will see it wriggle and~ climbi 
more twisted. Fixed to the long hair is the; bears 
which has a barb so sharp that it can ~1:11 pods 
skin. The kusal fixes itself, either by the lo-,; 


kin f 
lures, 


or the barb, to the hair or s o a passingaz: which 
The animal is annoyed by the pricklin& a You 


1 
k·usal and rubs the place. Then the grain practi 
probably where it can live and grow. Tu numei 
may be left sticking in, and the small bad; attacl 
pointing hairs on it may cause it to worH the p 
under the skin, making a nasty sore. Th fallillf 
which is rubbed off contains the seed. Tht away 
of all this is just to scatter the seed and f works 
young plants room to grow. If all the Sil consic 
round the mother plant, the seedlings \IV- is helJ 
too close, and very many would die. Thi 


You have all seen the scarlet fruits of ~ by a • 
The brightly-coloured fruits attract bulbuli sprin~ 
feast on them. One would think U1at a:t positi, 


--
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te fi. seeds have been eaten there is no more to be said 
a is, about them, but there one makes a mistake. The 


seeds have· a bard covering which protects them 
lrom the juices inside the bird's stomach. They 
pass uninjured through t?e hire~, which after its 
feast flies away and voids the 
seeds far from the plant. This is 
truly a wonderful arrangement, 
by which the birds sow the tondla 


(bel seeds not only far away from the 
1 gra; parent plant but also with a small 
poinl quantity of manure. 
if Y00 Utarm1vel, a very common FIG. 20. 


lDtl t,; climber in hedges near villages, 
5 tht; bears its seeds in two horn-shaped pods These 
1 ~uc pods at first sight appear most formidable struc
he loc; tures, but on examination the prickles with 
;singt. which they are covered are found to be soft. 
,lillj; You might also think Nature was here playing a 


grain practical joke. If you open a pod you will find 
·. Tu numerous seeds inside each with a tuft of hairs 
ll badr attached. Vlhen the seeds are ready to be scattered, 
,vork t the pod opens, and the seeds fall out. Instead of 
. Th falling straight to the ground, each seed is carried 


The away with the wind by its little tuft of hairs which 
and ii' works like a balloon or a kite and floats off for a 
the!@. considerable distance. The scattering of the seeds 
1gs mt is helped by the shaking of the plant by the wind. 


The yellow flowers of pivala dhotra are followed 
of !hi by a prickle seed-box carried on the end of the dry 


bulbull springy flower-stalk. If bent from the upright 
hat at position and then set free, it springs back with a 


F 
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jerk which makes the seeds fly out of the 0~ 


at the top. This is what happens when the t 
blows. The seed box is bent over by the IO!r( 
the gust of wind. Back it springs when. thet' 
is less violent, and the seeds are thrown out. &,_ 


times the wind blows more strongly than at 0tt, 
and thus the seeds are jerked to different distat 


The fruits of the kakua with their five k 
ridges are scattered by water. The ridge! 
like floats on account of the air they contain. 
tree usually grows near water, into which tk 
fruit falls and is carried by the stream 10! 
distances. Another fruit which is carried by r 
is the cocoanut. 


These are four examples of the chief dt1: 


which enable plants to spread their seeds e1·c1 


away from the spot in which lhey happen I: 
growing. 


LESSON XIII. 


WE now know why other plants come up~ 
with the crop in our fields when good seediss, 
The seed of these other plants was not ac:; 


the good seed, but is brought by wind or byac 
in the ways described in the preceding k, 


Dropped in the cultivated field, the stray 
grows into a plant which is called a weed. Fi.: 
can prevent weeds growing from seeds in 
fields by combining to cut a nd take away r 
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before they flower, so that seed for a fresh crop of 
weeds cannot be made. To carry this out t horoughly 
everyone must join in the battle, for one deserter 
means defeat for all the others. 


But this method is useful only to get rid of annual 
weeds such as pivala dhotra and k?tkuda. It does 
not get rid of perennial weeds like negar motha, 
kans, a11d hariali, which have parts under the ground 
that can give rise to new plants. Negar motha has 
liltle swellings, each of which can form a new plant 
when it is separated from the parent plant. Kans 
and hariali have white wiry parts underground 
which, if cut off, can also produce new plants. Only 
care and hard work will defeat such weeds. The 
Agricultural Department has a plough called the 
Turnwrest plough by means of which kans can QC 
got rid of entirely. It digs deep into the soil and 
turns it over, thus bringing the roots to the surface. 
The ploughing is done at the end of the cold weather 
and the kans roots are dried up and are killed by 
the hot weather sun and wind. 


The money and labour which it costs to destroy 
weeds are profitably spent, for weeds rob the crops 
of light and food material, and make them scanty 
and of inferior quality. Some weeds actually live 
on other plants and feed at their hosts' expense. 
This is true of tokra, which comes up in tobacco 
fields in the cold weather. The tokra plant has 
no green leaves and depends altogether on the 
~obacco plant for its food. A gya, which is common 
1n juar and sugar-cane fields in certain soils draws 
food materials through its roots from the roots of 
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tne juar. Agva has green leaves, so that it is!!, 
half dependent on the juar plant. The bif 
robber is adharbcl, whose yellow strings covert.:. 
kinds of trees. The adharbel has no root art 
it lacks the green colour it cannot make any f 
for itself. The whole of its food supply or 
from the tree on which it grows. The thr~ 
which you see sticking to th~ branches here and![ 
are the points at which the a.dharbel sends itssua: 
into the tree. So greedily docs it feed tha! 
branches on which it grows often die of stamt 
Just before this happens the adharbel fixes t 
to a new branch. . 


Good farming, which means thorough culti1t 
of the land, and wise rotation of crops, is the 
way of defeating weeds. Head lands and roads: 
should be continuously grazed or cut before 
weeds that grow on them form seed. 
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LESSON XIV. first 


tree 
THE proper watering of trees demands some tlr~ midd 
as to when and where the water should be f the 1 


When the tree is young water should be given abov 
beyond the roots, so as to train the roots out'f! then 
The spreading of the roots gives the tree a I? joine 
area from which it can draw food material, beco1 
as a farmer enlarges his grazing-area as hi;: Irene 
increases in number. Irene 
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The roots generally spread as far in the ground 
as the branches do overhead in the air. If we 
notice where the shadow of the tree Lies at midday, 
and draw a circle round it we know the roots ought 
to extend as far as this circle, and water should 
be given just beyond it. 


But Ram Narain in our village always waters 
his trees in a saucer-shaped hollow 
in the ground round the trunk. Is 
his way wrong? ·It is just as much 
use as your standing with your feet 
in water in a hot day in order to 
quench your thirst. You will die of 
thirst unless the water gets to your 
mouth, and unless the water 
reaches the small roots which are 
the mouths of the tree it will remain FIG. 21.- sui-. 


thirsty in the same way. Ram TREE, sHAoow. 
TRENCH. 


Narain expects his trees to take in 
water by their feet; you know that the water 
must reach their mouths. 


There are two ways of watering trees. The 
first is ring watering. A circle is made round the 
tree where the shadow falls on the ground at 
midday. A trench nine inches deep is dug outside 
the circle drawn round the shadow, as described 
above. The trench is then filled with water. Should 
there be more than one tree, the ring trenches are 
joined by a straight trench. When the ring trenches 
become very big and run into one another, straight 
trenches may be used instead. These straight 
trenches can be made with a monsoon plough 
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working one way first and then coming bad harm 
the same line. wate1 


When should water be given ? Only when· stops 
trees are thirsty ·and require it. The young~ dies · 
and leaves on a thirsty tree show a slight cir~ reme 
or wilting in the afternoon, though next m11t plan! 


FIG. '2'2.-SER!ES OF RING TRENCHES. 


they look fresh again. You proved by the f 
leaf experiment that leaves are always gil'illi 
water. They do so most of all in the hot tim 
the day, and if there is not enough water ii 
soil the roots cannot take in as much water a; 


leaves give out. The tree then suffers from 
of water and is thirsty. It recovers duriJl! 
night, because the night air is cool and the 6 
give out less water so that the amount take 
by the roots is once more enough to satisfy 
plant. The plant will be thirsty again ne>.i ii 
noon, and to prevent this you must give it,,.:: 
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Water should not be given unless the plantt' ~,.. you 
signs of thirst, for too much water is al)IJII 
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harmful as too little. When the soil is full. of 
water the roots cannot breathe, and when breatlung 
stops,' living things die. This ~s why the sick pla~t 
dies when the mali has given 1t water. The tnali s 
remedy for all sick plants is more water. When a 
plant is sick, the first thing to do is to look at the 


FlC. 23.- STRAIGHT TRENCHES. 


soil near the roots. If the soil is dry, give water ; 
if it is wet, the plant has already too much water 
and to give more will only kill it. If the plant is 
in a pot you can remove the plant, and, after wash
ing the old soil from the roots, replant it in new soil 
in the pot. If the plant is in the ground, little can 
be done except withhold water. 


How much water should be given at a time ? 
The trench should be slowly filled. The day after 
watering you will find the surface dry and caked. 
lf you break up this cake surface with a ku.rpi, 
you will save much water. When the surface of 
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the garden is hard after rain in the cold wea~ be refil 
use a bakhar to loosen the surface. A loose SllfQI and in 
acts like a blanket keeping rain or irrigation ltr which 


1 


in the soil. By a ring-trench arrangement for~, be fillec 
water and by preserving a loose surface on• the lo, 
garden soil it is possible to grow orange; refilled 
Nagpur with only three or four irrigations in into tb 
year which means a great saving in water a[ old Je, 
corresponding increase in the owner's profits. comes 


top. ' 
from t 
a mou 
foot pi 
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IF you intend to plant a garden of fruit tree-;,· at anJ 
first thing to do is to· choose a field which i; Decem 
water-logged in the rains. Then lay out the- have 
in rows so that the trees may be in straight: before 
By this arrangement you take full advan~ You 
the ground, watering and cultivation are t becam 
easy and the whole looks orderly. Next pits: To pn 
to be prepared for the trees. Their distance;:: hot w 
will depend on the kind of tree you are grirl The Ii 
plant. For oranges and guava trees the pilsi: ~t sho 
be dug from fifteen to twenty feet apart, and: rt mw 
twenty-five to thirty for grafted mangrei to rub 
useful size of pit is three feet square and" the ye 
feet deep. They should be dug during the th~ or 
weather or early in the hot weather, so !hit ~mg 
soil from the pit may be thoroughly acted u mg ft 


the hot-weather wind and sun. The soil t' from 


---
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weatt be refilled into the pit just before the rains begi~, 
e surlt and in doing this we should remember that th_e soil 
on 1< which came from the upper part of the pit should 
iorgm be filled into the bottom, and that which came from 
! on• the lower part' should be put on the top. The 
anges refilled soil will be loose and will not pack closely 
as in into the pit, and if the pit is filled in only to the 
.er aa; old level the soil will settle down when the rain 
ts. comes and leave a hollow filled with water at the 


top. To avoid this, heap the earth that was taken 
from the pit but could not be put back there into 
a mound on the top of it. The mound in a three
foot pit will be about one foot above the level of 
the ground. Manure should be given when the 
pits are being refilled, and the trees may be planted 


trWi at any time from the breaking of the rains till 
tich i; December or even January, but trees planted early 
lt the: have a better chance of establishing themselves 
light! before the hot weather comes to dry them. 
van~ Young trees when planted out are not very strong, 
are i:: because their roots have not taken hold of the soil. 


t pit,• To protect the young trees, especially in the first 
tanre· hot weather you must shade them with a topee. 
re giu The topee is made of grass or date-palm leaves. 
pits~ It should have an opening on the north side, and 
t, am~ it must be large enough not to allow the branches 
1angre: to rub on it. Another way in which you can help 
! and lhe young trees is by whitewashing the stems with 
.ig lht lh~ ordinary whitewash used for walls a little gum 
so that being added to make it stick. The white cover-
1cted a ing reflects the sun's rays and prevents the stem 


soil t from getting too hot. It also fills up any cracks 
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in the bark so that insects cannot find a pa 
hide in. as we d 


ment i~ 


These 1 


PRUNING fruit trees improves the crop alll till th
< 


. . T ~~ 


LESSON XVI. 


makes 1t easier to gather. he best time forrr; 
r· which 


is when the tree is young ; it is a waste to 
surface tree form useless branches which have to~ 


Rao! away later on. A well-pruned tree will gro ful 
shapely, needing no more attention than therrti useb 
of dead branches. The best shape is like, tooodea 
umbrella ·with a clear trunk for three or!~. dw ·i 


one L 


from the ground and a low round crow11 d 
shape is the ·best for three reasons ; first, it t eep e 
you to cultivate the soil close to the tree,.. ~~;1~~ 
damaging the branches; second, the tree isar up froi 
and low, able to resist the hot-weather r should 
and third, the fruit is near the ground an: tree is 
be gathered easily. 


Pruning must be done with a sharp knife 
in order to make a clean cut. A clean cut E 


covered with new bark when the wound ~ 
An axe should never be used because it ~ 
rough cut in which water and dirt will collie 
cause decay. The cut should always be. FRUIT 


parallel to the branch which is to remain 11 but ar, 
close to it as possible. We can help thefl' place, 
thus made to heal by applying an ointmtil a tree 
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a !11<:· s we do to wounds in our own body. Plant oint-
~ent is made of bees wax, resin, and linseed oil :-


Resin 6 lbs. 
Bees wax 2 lbs. 
Linseed oil 2 pints. 


These are heated together and stirred continually 
till they are melted and properly m ixed. This 


P alli ointment closes the wound and prevents the air, 
forjHl. which is full of germs, from touching the open 
ste to surface. . 
: to~ Root-pruning has seldom to be done, but it is 
ill gr~ useful in the case of old trees which have ceased 
t~enr to bear fruit because they are forming too much 
like, wood. Root-pruning in old trees is most easily 


or !11.: done by digging a circular trench round the tree 
ro,~ deep enough to cut the side roots. The roots of 
;t, ii!. young trees should be cut before they are planted 
tr~ r out in the garden. When the young tree is dug 
:e ,sro: up from the nursery, some roots are broken; these 
lher r should be trimmed with a sharp knife before the 
md an: tree is planted in the ground again. 
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LESSON XVII. 


ys .~ FRUIT trees are not generally grown from seeds, 
:main .:. but are propagated by 'other methods. In the first 
>_the• place, seed from a good fruit does not always give 
>mlmr' a tree producing fruit as good, a nd secondly, a tree 
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grown from seed takes a \·cry long time to, layer 
fruit. parent 


The easiest of all ways of propagating~ The fi 
is by layeri11g. Abm this v 
of the tree is cut :.. propa{ 
way through and: . Inarch 
at the cut and the]• two br 
bent portion is co;. plants 
with earth. Roots~ to uni1 


out just above the· ol a 
and when the:t . stem FIG. 2,1.-LAVERl1'G. 


strong enough, of the 
branch (now called a layer) is severed from the S( 


tree. The severed layer is a new plant. A~ When 
morufication of layering serere 
is the gootee. Here the then I 
cut portion is bound up stem, 
with wet moss, and the 
moss is kept moist until 
roots grow from above 
the cul. The loq1tat. litchi, 
and pomegranate are pro
pagated by layers or by 
goatee. 


Another way of propa
gating a tree is by cut
tings. A cutting is a suit
able piece of a branch cut 
from the tree and placed 


I 


1 


FIG, 25.-TIIE GO(,:;'. f!C 
GIi.\) 


with one end in the ground. Roots gra, 
the buried end, and the cutting becomes I archin 


and C plant. The difference between a cutting• 
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e to~ layer is the layer is not removed from the 
parent plant until_ the young roots have grow~. 


:ing tr The fig, grape an<1 mulberry are propagated in 


A br~ this way. Still an~ther m~thod. of 
cut~ propagating a_ tree 1s . bi; inarching. 


and~ . Inarching consists of bnngrng t?gether 
i thin two branches of one plant or of different 
· plants in such a way as to cause them IS CCm. 
iootse- to unite and grow. Usually a branch 
re the, of a good tree is tied to the main 
theiii stem of a seedling tree. The branch 


h of the good tree is called a scion, and 
ug' 


from the seedling tree is called the stock. 
A~ When the two are united the scion is c~


1
~ 1!~. 


severed from its parent tree, and we 
then have a branch of a good tree growing on the 
stem and roots of a seedling. This method of pro


pagation resembles layering, only the 
scion is bound to the stock instead 
of in the ground. Inarching is the 
best way of propagating mangoes and 
sapotas. 


I Grafting is similar to inarching ex-
/J cept that the scion is removed from 
'/ the good tree before any union has 


taken place with the stock. The two 
are bound together and union finally 


iB GOOII! FJG.
17


_ takes place. Grafting can be used 
GRAmxG. for the mango, but is seldom practised 


; gro11: . in India. The difference between in
>mCS a arching ~nd grafting is the same as between layers 
tting !li and cuttings. In the first the new plant is not 
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severed from the parent until it has fixed il!t: 
the stock or in the ground. 


Budding is a kind of grafting in which a: 
eye or bud with a portion of bark is instmi 
the stem of another plant. It is the best ir 


propagate the orange and ber. · 
All these methods of propagation are best fl::' 


out when growth is vigorous and the sap r.,, 


freely. 


FIG. 28.-BUODING, 
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CROPS. 


LESSON I. 


COTTON. 


THE chief fibre crops grown in India are cotton, 
jute, sann hemp and ambari. Cotton is by far the 
most important of these, occupying, 
as it does, a larger area than the other 
three combined. 


There are seYeral distinct varieties 
of colton grown in India, differing 
from each other in the shape of the 
plant, the colour of the flower, the 
length of the lint and various other 
respects. Several of these varieties 
ori~nally came from other lands. These 
introduced, or exotic cottons, have a 
longer lint than most of the indi-
genous varieties, that is varieties native r-tG. 2 9· 
t h YOUNG COT• o I e country in which they grow. TON PLANT. 


Cultivators who grow cotton on a large 
scale are prosperous as a rule, because cotton is one 
of the most profitable crops grown, and the cost of 
cultivation is not very high. In preparing a field 
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for cotton, a cultivator first tills it by mearu the S( 


plough or a bakhar ; when the rains begin, he1:; the di 
bakhars it, so as to break down any clods ~ ~ 
may be on the surface, and fill up with earth 1 


cracks which may have formed during lb, 
weatl:_ier. Cotton is generally sown on a stiff eh 


1'1G. 30.- BLACK COTTON SOIL CRACKED BY DROrGl! 


loam known as black cotton soil, which crac~ 
much in the dry weather, and you haye ' 
I suppose, that " black cotton soil ploughs! 
This means that black cotton soil breaks U/ 


dries. these 
Several different kinds of seed-drills are Iii-' This 


sowing cotton, but all have one part in «c. cotto 
a tube, generally a piece of bamboo, throu~ 
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th seed is dropped by a person walking behind 
ieans th: drill. In order to make it drop freely through 
1, he t 
lods u 
earth 
g the 
,tiff ck 


DROtGE 


h cratb 
have' 


ougbsro 
eaks u; 


r 


l'JG. J I.-COTTON PLANT SHOWING BOLLS. 


these tubes, the seed is first treated with cow-dung. 
• ~e Gi. This is necessary, because most kinds of Indian 
t Ill ~ cotton seed are covered with very short lint or 
througu 


G 
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fuzz which is not removed by ginning. The &t: 
mixed with cow-dung is rubbed between the~ 
till it is covered with a coating of the dungwhi~ 
on drying, leaves a smooth surface. 


The quantity of seed sown per acre is abcc 
twelve pounds, but the seed-rate varies slight~ 
for different varieties of cotton. During the grlYfi 
of the crop the soil between the rows is kept 100! 
and open by working the small blade-hoe or da1111 


as it is called in some places, which also uprot: 
any weeds growing between the rows. When Ii 
plants are too small or the soil is too wet for 11 
hoe to be used, the weeds are removed by hand. 


It is a fact worth remembering that some vari~ 
of cotton require a short growing season, \Im 
others require a long one. 


The quality of a cotton depends mainly on & 
length, strength, and colour of the fibre it prodl&! 
and on its cleanness. The spinner and wear. 
who manufacture it into cloth prefer coll 
which is pure white in colour, of long fibre, diz 
and strong. To ascertain the strength of the!; 
of any particular cotton, take a small quantity 
the fibre between the thumb and first finger oft:: 
left band and pull it till it breaks. If the stri: 
required to break it is small, the cotton is lltl 
while if a good deal of strain is needed, the co«. · 
is said to be strong. By staple we mean the Irr; 
of the fibre. In the illustration you will see lb 
the fibre of the long-stapled variety is about i 
inch in length ; while the length of the sli:r 
stapled variety is only half an inch. 
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It is possible to grow long-stap!ed cotton success
fully only in those parts of India where the crop 
has a Jong growing season, or where it can be irri
gated after the r~ins cease. These conditions are 
found in the Pun1ab, where large areas of cotton 
are irrigated from canals, and in parts of Bombay 


FIG. 32.-COTTON. 
LONG STAPLE. SHORT STAPLE. 


and Madras, where the rainfall and other climatic 
conditions are suitable for varieties which take a 
long time to mature. 


When cotton is picked in the fields, the lint or 
fibre is firmly attached to the seed In this state 
the cotton is known as kapas or unginned cotton. 
The kapas is sent to what is called a ginning factory, 
where the lint is separated from the seed by means 
of machines called cotton gins. After being ginned 
the lint is pressed into bales by means of a machine 
called a baling-press. Each bale weighs about 400 


lbs. in all, of which 392 lbs. is cotton : the hoops 
with which the bale is bound weigh about S lbs. 
You should visit a ginning and pressing factory 
and see for yourselves how cotton is ginned and 
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pressed. Two bales contain 784 lbs. of lint, wt:: 
is equivalent to a khandi. The main objoo 
pressing cotton into bales is, of course, to rec_ 
the cost of freight when sending it by rail. 


When cotton is ginned in a factory, the~ 
of different varieties are mixed together. ~ .. 
of the seed is broken, too, as factory gins are:: 
at a high speed in order to do the greatest poss:c 
amount of work per day. In order to get pure.; 
good seed therefore, the best cultivators use bir: 
gins to gin the cotton whose seed they want tos: 


India is the second greatest cotton-prodD:: 
c_ountry in the world. She produces aboul 
lakhs of bales every year ; but America pm!: 
about r50 lakhs of bales. 


Cotton seed is used on a large scale as a a:. 
food in India. A valuable oil, wbich is one of 
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best salad oils, is obtained from the seed. ~ 
portion left after extracting the oil is made~ 
cake. There are two kinds of cotton cake, d~ 
ticated and undecort1:cated cake. The fo!lllfl 
made from cotton seed from which the husk 
been removed by machinery before the re 
extracted, the latter from seed which has· 
been husked. Both kinds are very valuable i.: a 1 


foods, but decorticated cake is the better vl · lea 
two. There are several oil-mills in India, andm: be 
in Europe and America, making cotton sool 
and cotton cake. When you have an opportwr 


tin 


l'CI 


ma 
bei 
lill 


sbi 
fn 
in you should visit one of these mills and see foq 


selves the different processes in the manulalt' is 1 


of cake and oil. 
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WHEAT. 


WHEAT is a grass-like plant. When the seed 
germinates it pushes out three temporary roots. 
The permanent 
roots are produced . 
later from a point 
about one inch 
above the surface. 
The roots are found 
chiefly in the first 
foot of soil ; but 


FIG, 33.-WllEAT PLANT.' 


in India, where rabi crops often suffer for want 
of moisture, we find that the roots of wheat some
times attain to a depth of four or five feet . 


When wheat first starts to grow, its stems are 
very short. At this stage the plant consists of a 
mass of leaves ; the stems spring up later, several 
being thrown up from a single seed. This is called 
t11/eri11g. The stems are hollow like those of grasses. 


The stem produces a spike or ear composed of 
a number of spikelets, each enclosed by two small 
leaf-like structures called blooms. The blooms may 
be yellow, red, or white, smooth or hairy. The 
shape of a spike differs with the variety of the wheat. 
In some varieties the spikelets are close together, 
in others farther apart. In some wheats the spike 
is rectangular in shape, in others flat. 


The grain is borne on the spikelet. The wheat 
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grain is, as you know, one of the most impoiu: 
sources of human food. Some varieties pwb 
yellow grain, others produce white. The grain 
some wbeats is hard ; that of others is soft. Th 


market value of a wheat depends very largJ 
on the colour and quality of the flower oblair;i 
from it. A great deal of :rndian wheat 5tJk 
from being mixed and " dirty," and fetches a lw
price than it otherwise would do. 


Wheats are generally classed according to e 
hardness and colour of the grain ; thus we hr 
hard red, hard yellow or white, soft red and 1:: 


white. The soft white includes several well-m 
varieties which are exported in large quantities· 
England. 


Much has been done in India within the I. 
twelve years to improve this valuable crop: 
selection. You must all have heard of the impr(I[' 
varieties known as Pusa wbeats which are ri1 


being tried in every wheat-growing tract in Ini 
The Department of Agriculture in the Pu.uji 
the Central Provinces and other parts of Ii 
have also done much to improve the local varitic 
by selection and hybridising. Improvement 
mainly directed towards getting a wheat 1lt 
resists rust, has strong straw, and gives a big ii: 
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To get a good crop of wheat, it is necessary 
cultivate the land early and to a fair depth. 1 tio1 
land should, if possible, be ploughed at the~ to 
ning of the monsoon by means of the MonSOOi Ian 
some other improved plough. Cultivation bymu:, I 
of the bakhar should be carried out during b!1l< dril 
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nport;: in the rains, so as to pr"oduce a loose mulch of from 
prcxlm three to four inches of fine soil. 
grain Wheat land is seldom manured except where 
)ft. 'It the crop can be irrigated. Without irrigation the 
r latgt1 manuring of the crop will seldom be found to pay, 
obtairi:. and often leads to an attack of white ants unless 
.t sulli! 
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FIG. 34.-SOWING WHEAT WITH A NARl PLOUGU. 


well-rotted manure is applied. Deep tillage and 
the rotation of the crop with gram or lakh once in 
three or four years pays better than shallow cultiva
tion and manure. It pays the farmer, in short, 
to spend his money and time in tilling his wheat 
land rather than in manuring it. 


?ry wheat is almost invariably sown with a 
dall called a tifjan or by means of the nari plough. 
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Where the previous tillage is good, the til!ii 
used. The seed is sown in lines ten to twelve~ 
apart, and at the rate of 80 to 120 lbs. per acre. 


The time of harvest varies with the variety~ 
but no variety can be of any use which does· 
set its seed and ripen before the hot weatha ; 
in. Harvesting is usually done by means of b: 
sickles, with which eight or ten women can ban; 
one acre per day. In recent years reaping llla£b; 
have been introduced in parts of India. Tor 
a reaping machine two men and one pair of~ 
bullocks are required. To collect and bind· 
wheat cut in this way is work for about six w«.:. 
An area of five or six acres of wheat can be re 
one day with one of these reapers. 


After harvesting his crop the cultivator rew 
it to the threshing-floor where the grain is trooi 
out from the spike or ear under the feet of bullt 
Indian wheat is often left standing too long~ 
being harvested. Owing to the careless~ 
the workers at the time of. cutting, much eartl 
left clinging to the stalks, and this earth, d 
gets mixed with the grain on the threshing-! 
After threshing, the grain is separated from. 
bhusa, or chaff, either in the primitive coor 
fashion or by means of a winnower ; but this~ 
not remove much of the dirt, and the result i,n 
Indian wheat bas got a bad name in foreign mare 
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LESSON III. 


JUAR. 


JuAR is the staple food-grain of the people living 
in cotton tracts. There are three main types of 
juar; a close thick-headed type, such as saoner, 


FIG 35--THRER TYPES OF JOIIR, 
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with a round firm head which tends to bend: light 1; 
a loose-headed type, such as ramkel, with a r.: e tbi 
cylindrical head ; and a loose-headed tYPC, srr_,. ~ one 
motichttra, with seeds distinct and separate. ~ thii 


The jitar plant has a solid stem. The slit. ::ge 1 
different varieties vary considerably in heigti crop I 
thickness. The grain is yellow, white, or rt. grain, 
colour, and somewhat round in shape and t ning is 
considerably in quality. Chapti juar gives a" in line 
of very good flavour and quality, but the Ii: by hoe 
made from it does not keep well. The bread: In 0 
from saoner juar is very good and keeps tr. with c 
This juar is perhaps one of the best grown io~ left in 


The juars cultivated in any district '"a!J' parts 1 


the soil. On light soils early varieties likeiJ to the 
are grown. On heavy soils, retentive of m,t residu< 
-late varieties like chapti are to be found. ~ as jua1 
juars are harvested in November, while th! to mar 
varieties are harvested in December. Dun 


The tillage required for juar usually CO!lii han·es 
one hot-weather cultivation followed by lrm during 
to three cultivations with the bakhar at.·· grain. 
break of the monsoon. Sowing is usually the he 
about the middle of July. If sown mucli floor t 
than this, the crop tends to produce an e1 bundlt 
growth of stem, liable to be attacked by st~ increa! 
and choked by the growth of weeds. Lattt· ~l'en 
allows the land to be well cleaned before ili cutter. 
is put into the ground. JuaJ 


A seed-rate of from six to ten pounds pr: the In 
ample. The crop is sown in lines from tr,,food-g; 
eighteen inches apart, by means of an arg1,, a valu 
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bendll' light tiffatt. When about one foot high the plants 
:ha rt are thinned out in the rows so as to leave a space 
pe, sit of one foot between them. When thinned out 
tte. in this way the stalks produce large heads and a 
1e slflr: large outturn of grain per acre. If, however, the 
height crop is being grown for_ fodder rather than ~or 
, or re: grain, a higher seed rate 1s necessary, and no thin-
and rr ning is done. In most parts of India juar is sown 


ives al!: in lines, and the young crop is kept free of weeds 
t the• by hoeing and hand-weeding. 
bread. In ordinary practice the crop is grown in rotation 
ps 'nil with cotton, and raised on the residue of manure 
wn inlr left in the ground by the cotton crop, but in some 
t vaip parts of India the practice is to give the manure 
; like,,_ to the juar crop, and to grow the cotton on the 
of mli. residue. In many ways the latter practice is sound, 
mnd. : as juar is an exhausting crop which responds readily 
hile !!.i. to manuring. 


During the last three weeks before the juar 
y co~ harvest watchers have to be kept in the fields 
by frlli during the day to prevent birds from eating the 
ar attl! grain. Harvesting is usually done twice ; first 
usuallf the heads are cut and removed to the threshing
much e floor to dry, and the stems are cut and tied into 
an en bundles later. The value of the karbi is greatly 


by stes: i~reased if chaffed in a fodder-cutter before being 
Later• given to cattle. Many useful types of fodder-


efore Ill cutters can now be purchased. 
Juar is one of the most useful cereals grown by 


nds pElr, the Indian cultivator. The crop supplies him with 
rom u#'food-grain for himself and his servants, and with 
rn a,gJh a valuable fodder for his cattle. 
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LESSON IV. 


RrcE. 


in abc 
grown 
which 
an OU 


acre, 
RrcE is extensively grown in many of tbe r,· the c 
parts of the world. It is essentially a crop .i. gronT 
tropical countries. In India it is one of theixa irrigat 
cereal or grain crops, and forms the slap! to &x 
of the greater part of the population. Bt: On 
semi-aquatic plant (almost a water-dweller,ti. rear: 
it thrives best in tracts where the rainfall isi. able 1 


It is sown chiefly as a monsoon crop, but. manu 
,·arieties are grown in the cold weather in.:; diffen 
parts of India, and harvested in the early i- of ce1 


the hot weather. the si 
Rice is generally sown on the same lai \\'hen 


after year without any rotation, and the!:. thesa 
laid out in a series of levelled and embanke-h grows 
The embankments are from one to one and1 secdli: 
feet in height, and hold up water for the a· Th, 
each fall of rain. The fields are made levd I the Sf 


when they are irrigated, the growing er~ old, t 
stand in an even depth of water. a foo 


The best soils for rice are cla ycy loam;.. for b 
on a porous subsoil which ensures good 1h them 
and aeration ; for though the rice plant~ bundl 
aquatic in habit, it docs not thrive in a .\not! 
logged soil. By ~ 


There are many different kinds of rice, it draw1 
in quaJity, in productiveness, in time of rr mud 
and in other respects. As early varietin: consii 
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· about three and a half months, they are generally 
;own on light p~ro~s soils in emba~ke_d £.e~ds 
which cannot be irngated. Early vaneties give 
an outturn of from 400 to 500 seers of paddy per 
acre, paddy being the name given to ri_ce. before 


thoi- the outer husk is removed. Late vaneties arc 
ropo! grown on deep retentive soils and are generally 
thepm. irrigated. They give large yjelds of from 700 


sta~ to Boo sms of paddy per acre. 
n. Be.: On fertile soil good crops of rice can be raised 
iller, fu year after year without manure. The most profit
:all isll.: able manures used for this crop are bulky 01ganic 
p, but: manures like cattle-dung, and green manures of 
er inre: different kinds such as sann hemp and the leaves 
early JI: of certain trees. The green-manure is applied to 


the soil just before planting out the rice seedlings. 
1e laol Whcnsa,111 he1}1,p is used, it is sown in the fields at 


the !!l. the same time as the rice in the nurseries. The sann 
t>ankoo~ grows to a height of two feet or so while the rice 
1e andi seedlings are growing in the nursery or seed-bed. 
the mi The best crops of rice are raised by transplanting 
: levd, the seedlings when they are from four to six weeks 
J1g er~ old, by which time they are about nine inches or 


a foot in height. When the seedlings are ready 
loams: for transplanting one batch of workers removes 
good It t_hem from the seed-bed and ties them into small 
plant 1! bundles, care being taken not to damage the roots. 
~ in a Another batch prepares the fields for transplanting. 


By repeated ploughing with a light plough usually 
: rice, It drawn by buffaloes, the soil is puddled into a thin 
1c of~ mud into which weeds disappear. A third batch, 
rneties~ consisting mostly of women, plants out the seedlings 
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in the mud at regular intervals of six lo 
inches. 


It is very interesting to see how well and q: 
the work of transplanting rice is d_one by~ 
women after a little practice. Every boy 
intends to become a farmer and to grow riai.: 


FIG. 36.-WOMEN TRANSPLANTING RICE, 


make a point of learning how to do this anl 
other kind of farm work with his own ha! 
as to be able to correct his servants if n~ 


Another common method of growing m 
sow the seed broadcast ; this is not such 1 


method as transplanting, for it requires 1 


rate of xoo pounds per acre, as against i)P 
when the crop is transplanted. Broadcaiir: 


~ves i 


and m( 


when 
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. ~ves a smaller outturn. As a general rule, early 
.ix lo· and medium varieties of rice should be transplanted 


when the seedlings are from four to five weeks 
andq: old, and the seedlings of late varietie!b when they 
~y n.i are from four to seven weeks. If planted later 
Y boy than this, the seedlings will have developed nodes 
r rice t ll and will not tiller we . 


In some parts of India two crops of rice are 
obtained from the same field every year. In other 
imrts the custom is to sow wheat, linseed, or a 
pulse crop after harvesting rice. Pulses like urid, 
1111111g, and lakh are often grown as a -utera crop 
after rice; that is to say they are sown in the 
rice fields before that crop is harvested. 


The ripe crop is cut with sickles and allowed 
to lie in the field for some days to dry. When 


• dry, it is carried in head loads, or in carts, to the 
threshing-floor, where the grain is trodden out 
from the ear under the feet of the bullocks. After 
threshing, the grain is separated from the chaff 
either by the ancient country method, or by means 


i of a winnower. If threshed immediately after 
-'-- harvesting the grain suffers a loss of nearly twenty
R1cs. five per cent. in weight on drying. 
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LESSON V. 


$ UGAR-CAt.'lE. 


class 
alluvi 
often 
wheat 
filed 
hcavJ 
fire} 
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it is 


SuGAR-CAl'fE may be described as a ~ 
grass, six to twelve feet high, with thicl 
juicy stems and long, narrow leaves. lt i.;. 
in almost every tropical and sub-tropical C!J. 


of the world, and is one of the chief so:::: 
rot, sugar. 


There are varieties of sugar-cane very t. soils 
in colour, thickness, hardness and other w crops 


well~ 
The common colours are green, yellow, ra Cam 
purple. Thick kinds are generally soft arii of cai 


and require much irrigation and manur~ exami 
thin varieties are often hard and less jul· hare• 
need less irrigation and less manure. cres 


1 
The sugar-cane plant has many de.: in mo 


enemies. The thicker and juicier kinds. de1·elc 
wild pig and jackals, which can do enonnous~ Bef 
in a cane field. The unfortunate faro;; times, 
fails to protect his crop, either by meansd which 
men or by pig-proof fencing, sometimes fii hand, 
in a single night hundreds of his canes ha is run 
broken down and partially eaten by r. a cow 
Insect pests often attack the crop. 11 r of eac 
examine the young shoots at the begi~ the y 
hot weather, you will find that many of tu and i1 
been attacked by a borer, and if you cul an ripe ji 
shoot open you may find the caterpillar ins. Thi 


Sugar-cane can be grown successfully and v 


-
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class of well-drained land, particularly on porous 
alluvial soils. On these lighter soils the cultivator 
often grows cane in rotation with_ groundnut, 
wheat, vegetables and other crops _which are bene
fited by irrigation. It is so?1etrmes grown on 


:I ~- heavy black soil, but only at intervals of four or 
lhic~ five years, because if grown. any oftener on heavy 
lt is· soils which are not well drained and well aerated, 
ical a.. it is damaged by a fw1gus disease known as red 
f ~ rot, rery prevalent in India. Shallow clayey 


roils resting on a porous sub-soil gi ,·e excellent 
ery ti crops of cane, being naturally well drained and 
her lf': well aerated. 
ow, rr. Cane is propagated from setts, which are pieces 
ft an: of cane about a foot or more in length. If you 
tanure, examine one of the setts into which whole canes 
>-5 ici:- hare been cut for planting, you will find three 


eyes or buds on each. When the setts are kept 
1 de.;;: in moist soil, shoots spring up from the buds ancJ 
kind; - derelop into strong juicy canes. 
rmou;r., Before cane is planted the land is ploughed several 


fam· times, so as to get a seed-bed of deep loose soil, 
ians d which is then made into ridges and furrows by 
nes b: band, or by means of a ridging-plough. Water 
nes ba is run into these furrows and the setts are planted in 
by "· a continuous row in the mud formed in the bottom 
. ll_' of each furrow. About three weeks after planting, 
:gillllll\f the young shoots begin to show above ground, 
f ol lit and in about a year they will have developed into 
cut an. ripe juicy canes. 
lar i~- Thick varieties require a great deal of manure 
;sfull)' and water in order to give a big crop. In many 


II 
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parts of India the practice is to apply from: 
to sixty cart-loads of cattle manure per 2; and 
the furrows before the setts are planted, andi is dn 
800 seers of castor or other oil-cake three fl cheaJ 
months later. The 


andi 
~le 


At tl 


leave 
FIG. 37.-RIDGTNG THE SOIL WITH A FURROll"·PLOLi. ripe 


jointr 
I n order to get a good crop, the cant! bud • 


keeps the soil loose and free from weed; juice, 
the roots of the young shoots by hand i'1 bette; 
Before the rains begin he banks or earlhi so ~ 
shoots with soil from the ridges to preru and c 
crop from lodging and the soiJ from oo. Cai 
water-logged. To bank up cane by ban! cheaf 
tedious process, now no longer necess.1ry, Withi 
an implement has been devised for making~ repla, 


--
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d 'd es This furrow-plough or ridging-plough an ng. k 
• d by one pair of bullocks, and does the wor 1s rawn 
cheaper and better than it can ?e done by hand. 
The chief difference between tlus type of plough 


d n)' other is that it has two mould-boards. an a t . 
Most varieties of cane take about a year o npen. 


At the end of that time the stalks are cut and the 


F[G. 38.-THE DESHI CANE MILL. 


leaves stripped off by hand. If you examine a 
w-PLlilti ripe cane you will find that it has a number of 


joints or nodes, as they are called, with an eye or 
: cal'IH' bud at each node. The top of a cane is poor in 
weed; juice, but the buds of the upper setts germinate 


1and rt better than those of setts from the lower portion, 
earth;· so cane-growers keep their " tops " for planting 
1 prewt and crush the rest. 
·om 'ow Cane used to be crushed in India by means of 
ty hanl cheap country-made mills worked by bullocks. 
:cessary, Within the last fifty years these have largely been 
iaking1.1 replaced by small but much more durable and 
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efficient iron mills. Iron cane-mills work(4 is sepa 
steam or oil engines may also be seen in SOI!lf• and soli 
of the country. The number of these is still! furnace 
as only the wealthier landowners can a11i brick a 
purchase them. 11~th a 1 


Gur, or raw sugar, is made from cane-jlll!! cane ar 


FIC. 39.- AN IMPROVED JRON MILL. 
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boiling it over a fire in an iron pan, in ITT into gu1 
evaporate most of the moisture. This I~ Canei 
three and a half hours. You will noli« seldom 
this gur is of a brownish colour, became, have, I 
the white sugar which you put into your recent J 
contains molasses. In the process of malt cane sr 
ing white sugar in a sugar factory, the r: of new 
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is separated from the white crystallized sugar 
and sold under the name of molasses or treacle. The 
furnace over which the juice is boiled is made of 
brick and consists of three main parts, a fireplace 
with a grating in wbicb the dried leaves and crushed 
cane are burnt, an open air-space or ash-pit under 
the fireplace, and a draught passage which opens 
out on one side of the pit and supplies the fireplace 
with air. The fuel used consists of megass (crushed 
cane) and dried leaves stripped from the cane 
before crushing. In some parts of India the furnace 
used bas no open space underneath the fireplace, 
with the result that much less heat is obtained 
from the fuel used. Cultivators who have this 
inferior type of furnace require wood as fuel in 
addition to the niegass and dried leaves of the 
cane. 


A second crop of cane is sometimes raised from 
the same root-stalks, and a crop grown in this 
way is known as ratoon cane. As no seed is re
quired for a ratoon crop, and the cost of preparing 
the land previous to planting is also saved, the 
expense incurred is much less than in growing 
freshly-planted cane. Ratoon cane ripens in about 
eleven months and so can be crushed and made 


1, in (Ii into g11r about a month earlier than planted cane. 
is tak~ Canes flower freely in India, but the flowers 
L noti:, seldom give fertile seed. Many new seedling canes 
ecall:(, have, however, been obtained at Coimbatore in 
) your recent years by Dr. Barber, the Government sugar
if mare. cane specialist, who has produced large numbers 
, the Iii- of new seedling canes by crossing different varieties. 
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LESSON VI. 


GROUNDNUT. 


GROUNDNUT, as its name indicates, has it; 
or fruit developed in the soil. It is a legun: 
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FIG. 40.-A GROUNDNUT PLANT. other r; 
nuts ar, 


plant; that is, it belongs lo the same group · from tJ 
as beans and peas and, like other plants as big: 
group, it has a long main tap-root. Wt months 
noticed that leguminous plants have on thrf than Ci 
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all nodules, each of which is the home of a large 
:mber of bacteria. With the help of these bacteria, 


!ants belonging to this group have the power of 
iakin~ nitrogen direct from the air, and thus the 
culti1~ation of these plants tends to enrich the soil 


as it; in nitrogen. 
legwt The groundnut plant is hairy: Its leaves are 


compound, having four leaflets. The flowers, like 
those of the pea, appear in clusters in the axils 
of the leaves. After fertilization the pistil is forced 
into the ground where it develops into a fruit or 
pod, which may be rough or smooth, and is from 
one to two inches in length. It may contain from 
one to four seeds of different colours and be either 
smooth or rough. 


The crop is sown in June, after the first good 
shower of rain, at the rate of from twenty to thirty 
seers of clean seed per acre. The seed is sown 
by means of a drill or is dibbled by hand. 
Groundnut does best in a sandy loam with plenty 
of lime and free subsoil drainage. It is widely 
grown in red and other sandy loams. 


"Early varieties, such as small J apanesc and 
Spanish peanut, mature in about three and a half 
months, and can be harvested early in October. 
When these varieties are grown, wheat or some 
other rabi crop can be sown in the field after the 
nuts are harvested, two crops being thus obtained 


roup«·. from the land in one year. Other varieties, such 
>lants,' as big Japanese and Mauritius groundnut, take five 
>t. \le months to mature, but give much larger outturns 
on tbiil than early ones. Early varieties yield as a rule 
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from 400 to Soo seers per acre and late 1~ 


from 600 to 800 seers. When husked, 1ft; 
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FrG. 4 !.- GROUNDNUT$ OF DIFFERENr \'ARIEY!!S. from tl 
tracted 


seers of pods or nuts give about fifteen g: adulter 
clean seed. much 


Before sowing groundnut the land may beim:; pomadi 
with cattle-dung at the rate of from twil: are US! 
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e vc: fifteen cartloads per acre, to help the crop in its 
d, \llj, early stages. As such leguminous crops add nitrogen 


to the soil, they require phosphates and potash 
manures rather than nitrates. Groundnut is a 
good preparatory crop, as it enriches the soil in 
nitrogen and covers the ground completely and 
thus smothers weeds. The early varieties, as 
stated above, are often grown as a catch crop 
before wheat. In some Provinces it is rotated 
with sugar-cane, cotton, potatoes, sweet potatoes 
and other garden crops. 


The early varieties mentioned arc easy lo harvest, 
as their pods cluster round the root near the surface 
of the soil, and adhere to the root when the plant 
is pulled up by hand. Most of the latter varieties 
are more difficult to harvest, because the pods are 
more scattered. In their case the harvesting is 
generally done by first cutting the vines and 


"' then ploughing the land with a country plough, 
after which the pods are picked out from the loose 
soil. 


The vines form a valuable fodder for cattle. 
The ripe or semi-ripe pods arc parched and eaten. 
The kernels are sweet and arc put to several uses 
in cookery. When crushed they yield an edible 
oil, and a large quantity of groundnuts is exported 


,RtEJm from this country to Europe where the oil is ex
tracted in oil-mills and used to make soap, to 


teen t adulterate olive oil and as a lubricant. It is also 
much used by perfumers in the preparation of 


.y bei;Z, pomades and toilet creams, and the finer qualities 
1m t\11!- arc used in medicine and as an article of food. 
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The refuse of the nuts is made into oil-ea!;~ The l 
of our most valuable cattle foods. loam. 


or thm 


LESSON VII. 


FODDER CROPS. 
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loads oJ 
lo fifte FORAGE or fodder crops are crops that are, 


mainly as food for cattle. A forage crop t acre, wl 
give a large yield, and should be digestibl: of dry 1 


palatable, and of quick growth. One of fu. The 0 


fodder crops used in India is j11ar. It is 1.. Slate, 0 


fed to cattle when dry, in which state ii i;ir later <lli 
B into e( as karbi. ut it is sometimes fed in a gre6 


when the flowers have formed and the gr.; choppec 
reached what is called the milky stage. U, spcciall: 


or chan 
before it flowers, green juar sometimes pm Wher 
be poisonous and kills cattle. they sb 


The best known varieties of fodder i1 four in< 
simdhia, lmnkansi, nilwa, amber and col/it,. 1 J 


d,. • li AU I waer these sun ,i1a npens ear est. t 1cse I!' fodd , 
are commonly sown at the beginning of tilt' or : : 
There are also cold weather varieties, St Whe a 
ringni and shalttt, which are sown in Sert hers n~ 
or October and harvested in February. clo~Iy 
or three varieties can be grown in the hot_r and to 
under irrigation. By selecting his vaJICl rapidly 
cultivator can continue to grow j11ar thr(I.. Ensi! 
the year. 
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The best soil for fodder jua.r is a well-drained 
l-cak~ loam. For a rain crop the _soil is b~khared two 


or three times, and the seed 1s sown either broad
cast or in dtills, soon after the fu-st good shower of 
rain in June. The seed-rate varies from twenty 
to forty pounds per acre. One interculture and 
one weeding are done during suitable breaks in 
the rains, and the crop is harvested after reaching 
the flowering stage. If it be given thirty cart
loads of cattle-manure the crop yields from twelve 
to fifteen thousand pounds of green fodder per 


t are!' acre, which is equal to five or six thousand pounds 
crop ,. of dry fodder. 
geslibl! d h of !k The crop may either be fe to cattle in t e green 
It is~ stale, or dried and built into stacks for use at a 
: it isb' later date. In its green juicy state it can be made 


into ensilage. Ensilage is prepared by storing 
a grett he gra:: chopped green juar in an underground pit, or in a 


specially constructed air-tight chamber, such pits 
ge. li or chambers being called silos. 
1es pri When pit silos are used for making ensilage, 
d . Ibey should first be lined with a layer of tlu·ee or 
er,/. lour inches of dry grass or straw to prevent rain


. co'"· water from getting into the stored fodder. The 
~
1
~


1
~" fodder should be well packed under a layer of grass 


, •
0 or straw, and the whole pit covered with earth. 


bes :I!- \Vh ·t . d . . . ~-~ en 1 1s preserve m specially constructed cham-
rn '.- hers, great care has to be taken to pack the fodder 
ibruaIJ, closely together at the time of filling the chamber 
te hv: an~ to shut out all air; otherwise it ferment~ 
5 thr rapidly and acquires a sour taste and smell. 
ar (I!., E il · , · ns age 1s muc11 rehshed by cattle and supplies 
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green stuff in the hot weather when its 11'2! 


keenly felt . On a dairy-farm it is very ustli 
it helps to maintain the flow of milk when Mt 


green food-stuffs are available. 
There are many other kinds of useful f. 


crops such as berseem, lucerne and Rhode's, 
l'I 


These you should grow for yourself in or& 
study their habits. The cultivator who fi 
provide sufficient food for his cattle can i 
hope to make fanning pay. The farmer wholti 
bis draught bullocks verily "kills the goooet 
lays the golden eggs." 
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LESSON VIII. and sa1 
lighteni 


GHEEN MANURE CROPS. Whe1 
the cor 


You have already learned that our India: in the 
seldom contain enough nitrogen to yield full been r( 
and that the manure most needed are nilrcf' at mO! 


manures like cattle-dung and cake. Thffi pounds 
other manures, such as nitrate of soda and~ ally co· 
of ammonia, richer in nitrogen than the1t· branchi 
they are expensive and can be applied al a require1 
only to valuable crops such as sugar-cane, begin t 
fast-growing but less valuable ones such as_ days, a 
You also know that leguminous crops em. ground 
soil in nitrogen which they obtain direct ff strong 
air, and that other crops thrive well w!tf,11 \Vhe: 
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ts Iii! · ·otation with these. Leguminous crops do better 
Y ~ :;n others in poor soils containing little nitrogen, 
en nor and are therefore widely grown on sandy and 


gravelly loams in some parts of India. If ploughed 
eful I in when green, they enrich the soil still more, as 
1ode's • the leafy portion is a valuable manure. 
in ~ The ploughing-in of a green crop is known as 
1ho It green· manuring,. and _the legu~inous cro? most 


can · commonly used m India for this purpose 1s sann 
who1tr hemp. It is a good crop for green-manuring, 
gooset because it grows fast, requires little cultivation, 


and thrives on almost any well-drained soil. After 
being ploughed in, it gradually rots and supplies 
the crops that follow it with the valuable plant
food, nitrogen ; and it also improves the texture 
of the soil, making light porous soils, such as gravelly 
~nd sandy loams, more retentive of moisture, and 
lightening heavy soils. 


When sami hemp is grown as a green-manure 
the common practice is to sow the seed broadcast 


India; in the beginning of the rains, on land which has 
eld ~ been roughly bakhared or ploughed once, or twice 
·e ru~ at most. The seed-rate is from sixty to eighty 


Thro pounds per acre. After sowing, the seed is gener-
1 andi' ally covered by means of a brush-harrow made of 
11 theic branches of some tree like the babul, and the crop 
ed at 1 .. requires no more attention. The young plants 
r-cane," begm to show above ground in about four or fi.ve 
uch as, days, and in six weeks they should cover the whole 
>_PS e~ ground. The growth of the crop is so dense and 
lirecl f,, strong that weeds are killed out by it. 
ll when. When it is grown as a green-manure for rice, 
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it may be sown either in the rice plots lhemra; 
or in a field near by. When grown in the rice it 
the sann is ploughed in, just before the Ml 
puddled for transplanting. If grown in a11</4 
field, the sann is cut and carted to the rice~ 


FIG. 42.-A FIELD 01' SANN HEAIP. 


after they have been puddled for transplat 
In some districts in India the rainfall is so ll'l 
in the early part of the monsoon that smrn f 
in embanked rice fields suJfers from waterl~ 
In such districts it is better to grow it in~ 
fields, and to cart it to the rice plots when r~ 


For green-manuring rice, the crop is ,ordi~ 
ploughed in about the end of July. For man 
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¥heat, it gives better results if it is ploughed in 
~uring breaks in the rains in. A1:1gust. I£ it is 
ploughed in much later than th!s, 1t absorbs a lot 
of moisture and leaves the soil too dry for the 
succeeding wheat crop. When it is used for cane, 
it should be allowed to stand till it flowers, as it 
~elds its maximum amount of manure at that 


stage. 
Se1•eral other leguminous crops are used as 


green-manures in India, but sann hemp is one of 
the very best. It is a valuable fibre crop, too, 
and is widely grown for its fibre in India. For 
this purpose the crop should be harvested when 
some of the pods are 1'1.early ripe. If it is harvested 
much earlier than this, a weak fibre is obtained, 
while after this stage the fibre is brittle. To extract 
the fibre, the sann is tied in bundles and steeped 
in water for a week or ten days. The bundles are 
then removed from the water, and the fibre is 
stripped off the stems by hand. Some cultivators 
steep their sann in dirty muddy water which dis
colours the fibre and reduces its value very much. 
The fibre is of a dull greyish-white colour, is very 
strong and durable, and is known under different 
names, such as Jubbulpore hemp, Bombay hemp, 
and Indian hemp. The chief purpose for which 
it is used is the manufacture of ropes, canvas, and 
sacking. 
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LESSON IX. 


LINSEED. 


THE linseed plant has a thin slender stem,, 
small leaves arranged alternately. The s1Br: 


some varieties yield good fibre, but thO!e & 
in India branch freely, and consequently thi: 
is short and of little value. The fruit is a ti.;; 
capsule which becomes very brittle when the· 
dries. There are two types of linseed grit 
India, one with white seed and the other 
brown seed. The white type has usually a r 
flower, while the brown has a blue one. 


Linseed should be grown on a free-workir: 
fairly deep loam. It does not thrive well ont 
soils in . wet seasons, as it is very sensitir 
waterlogging. It is a cold-weather crop, ' 
sown in the latter half of September or the~ 
of October. The seed is small and has to b:, 
shallow, otherwise the tender seedlings nev-c1· 
the surface ; and it has to be sown early! 
the surface soil has had time to dry up. 


The crop, being very delicate, requires 1 


tilth. If the tilth is not good, many of the'· 
seedlings fail to push their' way through th!1 
The field intended for linseed should receil1 
or two bakharings in the hot weather arxl· 
bakharings during breaks in the rains. In1 
tract a ploughing in the middle of Alig 
helpful. 
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CROPS 


The seed is usually sown with a light t~Ucm at 
the rate of ten or twelve pounds to the acre. . The 
crop is gathered in the end of January, or rrucldle 
ol February, the plant being uprooted by hand. 
If it is allowed to get dead ripe, many capsules drop 
and are scattered on the ground at the time of 
harvesting. The crop is threshed under the feet 
of bullocks and gives an outturn varying from 
ro to 350 pounds of seed per acre. 
\s it is rather a delicate crop, linseed is 


often ruined by cloudy or rainy weather at the 
time of flowering; frost is very injm;ous to its 
growth, and whole fields are, at times, damaged by 
rust. 


In India the crop is grown mainly for its seed, 
which on being crushed yields a thick drying oil. 
In Ireland and other temperate countries it is 
grown for its fibre. Linseed oil is used in cookery 
and for the preparation of varnishes and oil-colours. 
The oil is jargely used in medicine as a mild aperient 
for cattle. 


Much linseed is exported to Europe, where the 
oil is extracted in large power oil-mills. After 
the oil is extracted the residue of the seed is made 
into linseed cake, a most valuable food-stuff for 
ca!Ue. It is an excellent manure, too, though it 
is not often used for that purpose, as much cheaper 
cakes such as castor and tit are almost of equal 
value as manures. 


There are several large oil-mills in India, worked 
by machinery, in which linseed, til, and other oil
seed arc crushed, but the bulk of our oil-seeds are 
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crushed by means of small oil-mills worktll 
bullocks. Cultivators who use linseed cake 
cattle-food prefer the cake from these small~ 
because there is more oil left in it than in that 
they obtain from large power mills. 
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INSECT LIFE AND INSECT PESTS. 


LESSON I. 


THE LIFE HISTORY OF A BUTTERFLY. 


ll'E have all seen butterflies and admired them as 
they basked in the sun's rays or .fluttered, them
selves like flying flowers, from blossom to blossom 
in search of the sweet nectar on which they feed. 
Every garden or place where there are many flowers, 
is visited by many butterflies, and one begins to 
wonder where they all come from. Let us see if 
we can find out. If we look around carefully we 
shall probably see a butterfly, not visiting the 
flowers but flying about as if it had serious business 
on hand. As it flies from plant to plant we notice 
two things, first, that the butterfly pays no atten
tion to the flowers but only seems to examine the 
leaves, and second, that all the plants it visits arc 
of the same kind. Let us watch a little more 
closely, taking care not to disturb the butterfly. 
It flutters around a leafy branch and at last settles 
on a leaf, which it seems to examine closely with 
the long-feelers on its head, and then, if it is satisfied 
that the leaf is quite suitable, it bends down its 
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body and lays a little round egg on the leaf. , 
kinds of butterflies lay only one egg at a till);, 
other kinds lay several eggs or even quite a 
number in one place. Di<l you know bef~1 


butterflies laid eggs ? 
Let us carefully pick a leaf on whi~h an~ 


been laid, and keep it to sec what happen;; 
After a few days, we see that the egg, which 
a pale creamy colour when laid, has begun todr 
colour and has now become grey. After ai; 


day or two we find that the egg is quite wru: 
transparent, and, on looking more closely, 1 


lhat there is a hole in the egg-shell, which ii 
quite empty. We are at once reminded olL 
egg after the little chicken has come out. 
butterfly's egg has hatched out in the salll!, 
We know that a chick comes out of a· 
egg ; what comes out of a butterfly's . 
not a tiny butterfly. If we look on the k.. 
see only a small, pale, greyish-yellow catw 
with a black head. It is quite different h · 
butterfly which laid the egg, but in due~ 
will itself become a butterfly. We must~ 
daily fresh leaves of the kind of plant on~ 
the egg was laid, and the young caterpil:: 
feed on them and begin to grow. After ti 
three days it stops feeding for a while ai 
skin splits down its back, the caterpillar e::: 
in a new skin, through the slit in the oldo~ 
is thrown away or sometimes eaten by the 
pillar. This process of moulti11g, as it i; 


takes place at intervals of a few days w;. 


J 


FIG. { 
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or five such moults have been accomplish({ 
caterpillar continuing to feed actively and tor' 
fast after each moult. 


When it is fully grown, the caterpillar c~ 
feed and spins a small pad of silk on the 1:. 


surface of a leaf or on a stem of its food h 
The hooks on the legs at the tail end of ther.r 
pillar are entangled in this silken pad sot~, 
caterpillar hangs suspended, head downward;, 
after a few ,hours the skin again splits dO'ii 
back. This time there emerges from the ooJ 


a short, rounded, green, legless object which12. 
walk about or feed but remains suspendro 
the small silken pad previously prepared~ 
caterpillar. This object into which the· 
pillar has turned is called a pupa. All butt· 
pass through this pupal stage, which is a~ 
of rest, although all caterpillars do not hang· 
selves up by their tails before changing., 
sorts fasten themselves to a twig or leaf by~ 
of a silken girdle, and others prepare little cm:, 
by tying up portions of leaves with silk 1k 
If you look for caterpillars pn various plan~ 
as akh, orange and palms, and feed them 11ill 
own food-plants and watch them, you will,; 
different ways in which each sort changeH 
pupa. 


If we keep the pupa for a week or so, ,., 
find that it changes colour and eventually 
open, when a butterfly emerges and hang, 
the empty pupa-case by its legs. At first ti 
are quite small and soft and crumpled, a. 


a. Two1 
r. Full, 
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fusl \ht •· Two ,us laid on a 1 .. f. b. Full-grown caterpillar feeding on Akh leaf. 
ipled, a. '· Full-gr0>-u caterpillar about to ch•ngc into a p~p• 
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body is short and stout, but the wings q; 
grow to their full size and harden, and the~ 
becomes long and thin, until after an hOUI 
the butterfly is fully grown and able to fly. 


So there are four distinct stages in the jjp 


butterfly. First, there is the small ro~ H.m 
which is attached to a leaf. Second, therel shaped 
caterpillar, which hatches cut of the egg, eatsk rery c 
and grows by stages called moults. Thirc. in th~ 
fully grown caterpillar changes into a pu~ t or roo 
does not feed or walk about. Fourth, from t~ what 1 


there emerges a butterfly which flies alxt mll sel 
sucks nectar from flowers by means of io botton 
tu be-like tongue. In due time it will la1-- sand o 
eggs from which will come more caterpi- o! pap 
ultimately more butterflies. insc<:t 


All butterflies come from caterpillars, ' This ii 
caterpillars do not become bulterflies. If yo. and it 
caterpillars in order to rear the butterfli~, of its 
sometimes find that you will have a ll1ll[ into ll 
small flies or wasps instead. There are p:· pil : 
which lay their eggs in caterpillars. Th, the be 
hatch out into grubs which live inside lht intotb 
pillars and kill them and finally emerge as~ nateir 
wasps. But that is another story, which r long j 
not space lo go into here, and I only tell pitbei 
this in order that you may know what haslr.: and fa 
if other insects hatch out from your at anima: 
instead of butterflies, lion c. 
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LESSON II 


T11E LIFE HlsTORY OF AX ANT-Lro:-:. 


HAYE you ever noticed the little rounded funnel
shaped pits, an inch or so in diameter, which occur 
very commonly in dry, sandy places, especially 
in those under the shelter of an overhanging rock 
or roof? Even if you have, you may not know 
what thev are. If you watch one carefully, you 
will see little jets of sand being thrown up from the 
bottom of the hole and, by digging the surrounding 
sand out carefully and spreading it out on a sheet 
of paper, you will probably be able to find a small 
insect like that shown in figure b in the picture. 
This insect is the caterpillar stage of an ant-lion, 
and it makes the pit in the ground by sudden jerks 
of its head, throwing small particles of sand up 
into the air so that some of them falJ outside the 
pit. The caterpillar lies hidden in the sand at 
the bottom and waits until some small insect falls 
into the pit, and then it promptly seizes the unfortu
nate insect in its large jaws and sucks its juices. The 
long jaws are clearly shown in the figure. The 
pit being made in dry sand, its loose edge will crumble 
and fall away beneath the feet of any small creeping 
animal that reaches it. That is how the ant
lion caterpillar secures the prey on which it lives. 


If you catch one of these ant-lion caterpillars 
and place it on some dry sand in a small box and 
leave it undisturbed for a day or so, it will make 
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a new pit, and you can then watch it at kl. 
and feed it with small insects. -


When it is fully grown, the caterpillar rrtl.iJi,ffi 
small rounded case of particles of sand fa~ · 
together (:figure c), and inside this case it c , 
into a pupa (figure d), which is a resting sta? "'s 


in the case of the butterfly. ~ 
After a short period there emerges a fly~ 


four long transparent wings which is shOlfll '-. - -
wings outspread in figure e, and with wings!! a 
in figure f. 


These insects fly about chiefly at night airl 
often attracted to lights in houses. They ar, 
often seen in the daytime, but may some~ 
found resting on walls, rocks, or plants. · 
female fly lays small eggs in or near J~. 
and from the~ eggs small ant-lion catHF, 
hatch out and in their turn construct litll: 
in the sand. 


We see, then, that the life-history of ana:: 
is made up of the four stages found also ~ 
butterfly, the egg, the caterpillar which feat 
grows, the resting pupa, and the winged 
which flies about and lays eggs from which 
caterpiJJars hatch out. 


The caterpillar of a butterfly feeds on plai: 
(leaves), whilst that of an ant-lion feeds on 
food ( other insects). Otherwise, althOIJii 
butterfly and the ant-lion are very differ.; 
appearance in all their stages, the cssenti~ 
of their life-histories are the same. .. 
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FIG. 45.-.\NT LION (" l!VR~IELEM ORSCURUll "). 


• Pn. b, Luu. c. Cocoon. 
Ii, Pup,. ,. Adult, win!!' spre~d. f. Ad,~t, \\in~, cl00t,,I. 
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-LESSON III. 


THE LIFE HISTORY OF A RrcE-Buc. 


IF you examine a rice-field at the time 11t 
plants are coming into ear, you are almost 9'.r 


' find in considerable numbers a long slendergi-( 
insect (figure e), which gives out a !Xf 
strong, nasty _smell when it is handled. 
insect is ca)led the rice-bug because it is frc 
rice, but it also lives on many wild gras.<!! 
crops such as sama, marua, juar, bajra and 1 
In the case of rice it often does great dalllaf 
bugs sucking the milky juices of the de,~ 
seeds so that the ears turn white and formm~ 


The female bug lays small, :flattened, dark-l: 
eggs (figure a) on the leaves of grasses, 
which term w.e include rice and other grain· 
The eggs are laid in a row along the mid£: 
leaf, each row containing from a dozen tor
eggs, and each female bug may lay two a 
such rows of eggs. 


After about a week these eggs hatch i:r.: 


tiny green bugs (figure b) which feed on the 
of tbe leaves, stems and developing seedsa 
and other grasses in the same way as thrir 
grown parents. They grow and pass thrOOji 
moults, much as we have seen in the ea~ 
butterfly caterpillar, though in the ca!.1 • 
young bugs small wings begin to appear.; · 
grow larger, as is seen in figure c whicht. 
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FIG. 46.-RICl!-IIUG (" LEPTOCORISA VARICORNIS " ), 


1. Row ol ,w bid Oil a rice teal, 
I. Young bllg oewly h>lched. , 
• lmmaturo bug after fourth moult with smnll 11~<1cvelopcd w,~ 


i, ,. Adult bup wjtb fully developed wings, 


(Natural size.) 
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young bug after its fourth moult. After the ff: 
and final moult the bug becomes adult, with ht 
developed wings with which it can fly about (fii 
d), In this stage it lays eggs, and a new cjtl. 


commences. The time which the young bug lib 
to become an adult, from the hatching of theegr 
the appearance of fully-developed wings, is beti.ttl 
two and three weeks, so that the complete & 
history from egg to egg is about four weeks. Tu 


adult bug may live for several months. 
Comparing the life-history of the bug with I!: 


of the butterfly, we see : 
(r) that the immature bug does not bik 


food like the caterpillar but lives as does the at 
bug by sucking plant juices ; 


(2) there is no definite resting stage ~ 
between the young and the adult bug, as; 


(3) there is no sharp distinction between a y.c 
and an adult bug, such as there is between a et 
pillar and a butterfly. The newly-hatched lr~ 
much like its parent except in size and the abxi 
of wings, and these differences are gradually brr.: 
over as the young bug grows. 
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LESSON IV. 


THE L1FE HIS.TORY OF A GRASSHOPPER. 


IF you look at some akh (Calotropis) plants, you 
11i1J probably find a large blue and yellow grass
hopper like that shown in ~gure 7. It is gener
ally to be found on akh of which plant it eats the 
leaves, and you may find young grasshoppers on 
the sime plant. 


Toe female grasshopper lays her eggs in the 
ground, boring a hole in the earth with the end of 
her body and laying the eggs in a mass composed 
of a dozen or more eggs. Each single egg is long 
and brown and has a rather leathery shell ; a single 
egg is shown in figure r. When the young 
grasshoppers batch out from the eggs, they make 
their way up through the soil and begin to feed on 
leaves. As they feed, they grow and go through 
a succession of moults until they reach the adult 
fully-winged state. Figures 2 and 3 show what the 
young grasshopper looks like, and you will note 
amongst other things that the wings, which are 
barely. visible at first, become gradually larger as 
lhe young grasshopper goes through its moults 
until they are fully-developed in the adult stage 
(figure 7). The young grasshopper is quite · active 
as soon as it leaves the egg, and can jump and 
~l'alk about and eat plant food, akh leaves, with 
its biting jaws. 







FIG. 4 7.-AKH GRASSHOPPER (" PORCILOCERUS PJcm' 


t. A single egg separated lroin the ma$ as laid in lhtpvm 
•· Young grasshopper in first stage after hatching ln,m,g. 
3. Young ~rasshoppcr in S<COnd stage. 


◄, s, 6. Stages in development ol young grnsshoppor. 
7. Fully de,•cloped grasshopper with wings. 


(Lile size.) 
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You will note that it resembles the young rice
bug in that when it hatches _out_ from the egg it is 
much like its parents, except m size and the absence 
of wings and to some extent in colour; it also has 
no resting stage (pupa) between the actively-feeding 
young and the adult. It differs from the rice-bug 
in (ceding on leaves by biting them, whereas the 
rit-e-bug feeds on plant juices and only sucks its 
food, having no biting mouth. 


It 







SUMMARY OF PREVIOUS FOCR 
CHAPTERS. 


WE can compare the life histories of the butter. 
ant-1\0n, rice-bug, and g rasshopper, as follows: 


I 
-Kind of r.gg Aclivc l mmature S ragl J>up.1.- Adurr. 


lnsecL undergoing moults. ~ 


Rutter- Caterpillar, with Goes th.rough:I With s~ 
fly. biting jaws, cat• rcsti ng stage mouth•r 


lea vc!'. Does not before wings, r~ 
resemble adult. appear. nectar 
No sign of wings. I floweB,d Ant-lion. Caterpillar, with Ditto. With !r 
biting jaws, feed ~all"S . 
ing on other 


I ingcu. 
insects. Does prey. 
not resemble 
:tdult. No sign 


~ 
of wings. 


Rice- With sucking No resting I With ~" 
bug. 


0 mouth-parts, stage be- mouth-,i .... 
,:: feeding on plant- tween tgg ree&i 0 
E juices. :\[uch like and adult. pbnt·J 
E adult, but smal-


I 
0 ler. Small wings V 


present. hccom-
ing larger with 
each moult. 


Grass- With biting Ditto. Wilh Ii' 
hopper. mouth - parts, molrthf 


eating leaves. eatiu 
J\fuch like adult, leallS 
but smallrr. 
Small wings pre-
sent, · becoming 
larger with each I 
moult. 
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We see, then, that various kinds of insects all 
resemble one another in starting life as an egg 
which finally becomes a winged insect to lay more 
eggs, but that the:e ~ay _be ~eat differ~nces ~n 
the details of their life-histories. Sametunes in 


the active immature stage, after leaving the egg, 
it may look like a small adult, as with the rice-bug 
and grasshopper ; sometimes it may not resemble 
the adult at all, as with the butterfly and ant-lion. 
The butterfly caterpiliar has biting jaws whilst 
the butterfly itself has a sucking tube, which you 
may see curled up like a watch-spring in the under
side of its head; but the grasshopper in both 
immature and adult stages has biting jaws, and the 
rice-bug in both immature and adult stages has 
sucking mouth-parts. Further, with the butterfly 
and ant-lion there is a resting stage (pupa) between 
hatching from the egg and reaching the fully-
11inged state, whereas with the grasshopper and 
rice-bug there is no such resting stage. 


To learn the details of the life-histories of various 
kinds of insects, we require to study each kind of 
insect from the egg to maturity a nd to find out 
exactly what stages it goes through, what it feeds 
on, and how long it lives. 
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LESSON V. 


INSECT PESTS. 


INSECTS are usually called pests when they ea~ 
damage or annoyance to man or his belo~. 
Some insects, such as mosquitoes, fleas, and w 
bugs, attack man directly and not only caa 
annoyance but may do great harm by call9ii 


disease. Malaria, for example, is carried by oott 
kinds of mosquitoes which may bite a man S1Jfu 


ing from malaria and then, after an interv~ 
about ten days, may give the disease to anot1, 
previously healthy man by biting him. Plague 
carried by rat-fleas which leave plague-inledi 
rats, wh~n these have died, and may carry·· 
plague to human beings by biting them in It 
During the last twenty years more than ten mill:: 
of people have died from plague in India andr 
ably twice as many from malaria, and bolh lit 
diseases are carried by insects. lVIany diseus 
cattle also are carried from one animal to airt. 


by flies. 
Stored produce of all kinds, especially !!£ 


is attacked by insect pests, and special pr~u~· 
have to be taken to prevent damage as fai 


possible. 
All plants are attacked by insects, some oft 


eat the leaves or buds or flowers or suck the~ 
while others bore inside the stem or roots Of!l 
the bark. . In the case of plants grown as <l, 
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the damage done by insects may be very serious; 
sometimes, indeed, the whole crop is destroyed. 
Under normal conditions and on an average, it 
is probable that one-tenth of all crops is damaged 
by insects. It is therefore important 'to all culti
vators that they should know something about 
irt..'tds and how to control them so as to lessen 
this damage as much as possible. 


)Jany of the methods for the defeat of insect 
pests are very simple and should be carried out 
by all cultivators. who wish to reduce the damage 
done to their crops. 


The various agricultural operations done on the 
land ,1~th the aim of crop production help in con
trolling insect pests. 


By ploughing, for example, the soil is broken up 
and turned over and many insect pests are brought 
to the surface and exposed to the sun and to the 
attacks of bfrds and other enemies. You have 
probably all seen crows, mynahs and other birds 
following a plough. They are busy catching and 
eating insects which have been turned up with the 
soil. You have also learnt that grasshoppers' 
eggs are laid in masses in the ground ; these are 
tumed up by the plough and exposed to the sun's 
rays, and thus killed. 


Irrigation _also, by flooding the fields with water, 
brings up to the surface many insect pests which 
hide during the day under the soil or in cracks of the 
ground, and you will see numerous birds follo,wng 


~ the water as it advances, and catching the insects 
which are flooded out of the soil. 
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Rotation of crops helps to prevent insects hl'll in s1 
increasing and doing damage. Different kinds , is re 
insects require different kinds of plants tor~ as111 
upon. If the same crop is grown continuooi, De 
on the same land, the insects feeding on that er~ ~an/ 
will always find their proper food ready for 1hr. SOOlE 


But if a different crop is grown, not suitableastti: beet] 
food, they will either starve or be forced to w of ~ 
elsewhere. dr~1 


As manuring makes plants strong and healili such 
it renders them able to resist damage from i~ incre 
pests, and some manures, such as · castor cal, Tb 
probably help to drive insects away from theM: culti• 
to which they have been applied. regul 


Weeding, and clean cultivation generally,~ toe~ 
to check the increase of crop-pests. The 11 
bug lives on wild grasses as well as on rice; if,i 
wild grasses are allowed to grow on the t.i, 
of rice fields, the rice-bugs living on them will ea 
into the fields and attack the rice when it is cr.m; 
into ear. Many pests find food and sheltfl 
stubble or on stray plants le ft in or near theft. 
a-fter a crop has been harvest ed, and, if !he!c, 
destroyed, the insects will be checked considff'd 
and will be in much smaller numbers by the ti:: 
that the next crop is ready. 


Hand-picking of insect pests is a very S[ 


measure quite within the reach of every cultili: 
If caterpillars and harmful insects are coUectel 
hand and destroyed immediately they appear,il{J 
they have had time to do much damage, veryf 
Joss can often be avoided. Catching the i 


L 
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in small nets is another form of hand-picking and 
is very effective, if done in time, against such pests 
as rice-bugs and grasshoppers. 


Destruction of the attacked plants or parts of 
plants is also effective against many pests. In 
some parts of India, for example, there is a 
bettle caterpillar which bores inside the stems 


•0 of cotton bushes, the bushes attacked wilting and 
· drying up. Regular removal and destruction of 


Iii such bushes is quite effective in checking the 
iocrease of this pest. 


The above methods are within the reach of all 
cullil'ators and, if carried out intelligently and 
regularly, would do a great deal to lessen damage 
to crops by i nscc ts. 
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LESSON I. 


other 
what 
weatl 
and I' 


No 
breed 
from 
timr1 
COD!e 


bred 
CA TILE-BREEDING as a branch of husbandry~ S01 


been practised from very ancient times, and ·l!ll; mak~ 
stories of pastoral life are told in the ancient rd'. there 
ous books. In those early times wealthy r: when 
owned large herds of cattle and flocks of :t: T~ 
and goats which they drove from one grai: \th\~I.1~_! 
ground to another in search of good pasture. ' tii\ 
India there are to-day many tribes of prof~ mi!~ 
cattle-breeders with large herds of kine, andrr.. prof1 
of t hem lead a nomadic life, driving their tt the!( 
from place to place in search of good pasturcl!' &1.1d 
good water-supply. stock 


These primitive folk seldom make any alft'.: imprc 
to improve their herds by better feeding andro In 
breeding. They are children of Nature who:y 1rhicb 
much of their time in the jungle where theirit an ex 
compete with the sambhar, cheelal, and wildoc: limes 
for such herbage as Mother Earth producei gal'e 
their wanderings their herds become infecttllc also 
rinderpest, foot-and-mouth disease and the genou 
which spread rapidly in the herd, as no pr~:: Gujer 
is taken to separate the sick animals froo whico 
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others. As a rule, their cattle depend entirely on 
·hat mss they can pick up, and in the hot 


w b • • th b l. weather, when grazmg 1s poor, ey ecome tun 
and weak and liable to disease. 


No system of selecting the cows and bulls for 
breeding purposes is followed. In their wanderings 
from district to district these cattle-owners some
times purchase bulls of different breeds, and in 
consequence their herds consist largely of cross-
bred animals. · 


Sometimes they add to their small profits by 
making ghee, in which case the calves suffer, as 
there is not sufficient nourishment left for them 


t when their mothers are milked. 
t. The gaoti: or ahir is the professional dairyman 
r, \ ,i~dia. In or near every town of any importance 


th\ arc gaolies to be found, each ·with a herd of 
milch cows or buffaloes, or both. Unlike the 
professional cattle-breeder of more jungly parts, 
the town-bred gaoli relies on making money from the 
s.tle of milk, rather than from the sale of young 
stock and ghee ; but he makes little attempt to 
improve his milch stock. 


In England there are certain breeds of cows 
which have been improved by selection to such 


a; an extent that they now give twice, or even three 


1


t, times, as much milk as cows of the same breed 
~ gave before. In some parts of India progress has 
I• also been made in the improvement of the indi-


genous breeds both of draught and milk cattle. 
u. Gu\erat is famous for its herds of dairy cattle, 


which are fed largely on grain and cake, and do 
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not depend on grazing alone. Sindi cow; 
Delhi buffaloes arc also well known as being ex~ The c 
dairy cattle. re£eml 


the sh: 
mo\\"S 
of the 


LESSON II. r-= 


ALL our di fferenl breeds of cattle arc suppo5t11 
be descended from wild callle which lived in. 
jungle and bred lhere. In their wild state•. 
must have had many enemies such as tht t 
the panther, and the wolf. Every animal ha,,i; 
means of protecting itself when threate~ 
danger, and the wild cattle trusted larg~ 
their horns and to the strength of their well-derdj 
neck and shoulders. When danger threa 
their. habit was to form up in a line ,rith 
down, so as to be ready to charge the appr 
foe. 
· In the Central Provinces and other parts ri 


there are still herds of cattle living in a ,rud
in parts of the jungle. They are not supJ)(fi'. 
be descended from actual wild caltle, but· wild a 
\'illage cattle which have strayed and ~ Tius I 
wild. its pe( 


There is little doubt bul that the dome.;u. It is£ 
buffalo is descended from the wild buffalo 1-:twe£ 
frequents the denser parts of the jungle · and gi 
grazing is good. In jungly regions bulls of lti such r 
breed often join the v:illage buffaloes, driw 
the bulls of the herd, and mate ,,i th the she-be. 


" 
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The cross thus producerl is a fine strong _anim~I, 
bling the wild buffalo more especially m 


1
::ape of its head, horns and neck. The picture 
~owsa type of buffalo found in the n~osl jungly part 
o{tbeCentral Provinces, where crossing between the 


FIG. 48.-BUFFALORS 


11ld and the domesticated breed often takes place. 
This type almost certainly owes its origin and 
its peculiarities to the wild buffalo of the jungle. 
It is e\'ident that there is still a close connection 
between the wild buffalo and the slow-moving 
and generally docile village buffalo which gives us 
such rich milk and is such a useful draught animal. 
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LESSON III. 


select 
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fort~ 
breed 
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wha\ 
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JusT as the ancestors of our domesticated«:., 
were wild and lived in jungly parts, so thett
ancestors of our sheep and goats were wiid, 
lived on the mountains amid wild surrount 
Wild sheep to-day live on the cold stony~' 
and terraces of mountains close to where the~ 
lies all the year round. Being hardy, they; 
on the scanty herbage they find there, and a tt: ant. 
coat of fine wool protects them from the cold rule, 
their wild state the rams develop large homsr good 
they use as a means of defence when att;~ 
by their enemies. Life in these mountai; 
regions has made the wild sheep adept in c!ii 
and in finding its way along the narrow IOOf
precipitous rocks and narrow paths on themOOJr.;. 
side. It is said that no animal is more 1vaiy· 


the wild Tibetan sheep. Owing to its watchft 
keen sight, acute sense of smell, and s~ 
animal is more difficult to stalk or shoot. 


Our domesticated sheep, which have to Im 
the plains of India, where the heat for thcgr: 
part of the year is excessive, have had to, 
themselves to their surroundings and de1·il; 
coat of wool much inferior to that of the ,1~d;. 
of the mountains. Their wool is light, shff1. 
coarse because the climate of ~he country in· 
they live is never very cold. 


Farmers in Europe and Australia have de1-d. 


various breeds of sheep by careful attenti1 


ago 
those 
~ragg 
little 
ha1•e i 
by far 


in the 
land 
there 1 
lrom I 
qualitJ 
bodied 
produ( 
and n 
of the 
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selection and breeding. Some of the English breeds 
which have been improved in this way are noted 
for the quantity and quality of their wool, others 
for the quantity and quality of their mutton. Sheep-


z breeders, like cattle-breeders, have had to consider 
i.: \he requirements of the local market and to produce 
~ what paid them best. In some parts of Europe 
' breeders are said to examine the wool of their sheep 
,, under a microscope, and to breed only from those 


whose wool is found to be the finest and most abund
ant. The breed which pays best in England, as a 
rule, is a dual-purpose one, which means a breed 
good for both mutton and wool. Two centuries 
ago sheep in England were but little better than 
those of India to-day. They were long-legged, 
s:raggy animals with thin coats of wool, and bore 
tittle resemblance to the improved breeds which 
hal'e since been evolved. The change was effected 
by fanners who set themselves the task of gradually 
improving their breeds by selecting their very 
best ewes and rams to breed from. 


Australia is the greatest wool-producing country 
in the world, because it contains large tracts of 
land suitable for sheep-rearing. Sheep-farmers 
there have the Merino, said to have come originally 


1 
from Spain, a breed which gives wool of very fine 
quality. By crossing the merino with larger
bodied English sheep, Australian breeds have been 
produced which give a greater weight of wool 
and mutton than the pure bred merino. Most 
of the Australian wool is purchased for the use of 


~ English woollen mills in the county of Yorkshire. 
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where beautiful woollen cloth is woven for~ 
to all parts of the world. 


The wool produced by most Indianj 
being short, coarse and rather hairy, is onlv. · 
for wea\'ing coarse blankets. ~Ien of the· 
caste spin it and do the weaving themselns 
primi live kind of loom. 


LESSON IV. 


LARGE flocks of sheep arc kept in some j.l:." 


Inclia for the manure and wool which tw.
CultiYators recognize that their dung aoo 
form a very good manure, especially when 
direct to the soil by folding the sheep on tht 
The shepherd caste mix but little ,,~lb tlr 
people. They do all their own work, han 
own shrines at which they worship the G 
guard their flocks, and speak their own to. 
is said that the most intelligent of th~ 
masters is never able to tell how many · 
possesses. Steeped in ignorance and su 
he believes that to kuow the number oi bi; 
is to play with fate. In telling of his IOSil'S 


disease he speaks of losing the sister of ore 
which he points, the son of another and the 
of a third, and so on; bul he never daresto 
his total losses or to give the strength of · 
up to dale. 
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Usuall)'. several flock-maste~·s combine to em~ 
five or six shepherds of their own caste to 1•• reJ 


their united flock of about r,o:::o sheep. n.:.: 111 


the rains they are kept, as far as possible, on~ it 
ground where the soil is dry. If they are*- m 


tf to stand or graze on wet land, disease soon brc;; 
out. They are guarded night and day bj' '. 
shepherds who have to be ever watchful to, 
tect the fold from beasts of prey ; for the£ 
has several enemies, of which the most dcadlv: 
panthers, wolves, jackals and foxes. · 


The shepherds with their dogs live in the !jl 
night and day, like the sheep which ther ta 
During the rains they may be seen cowcringc: 
the thick folds of the coarse blankets which ( 
themselves wca ve. Their sheep are said to i 
if kept long under cover. 


Before shearing begins the sheep are wa~ 
the nearest pool or stream to remove the din 
their coats. In the art of shearing the sli.'!l 
shows great skill. Laying the sheep on i~-
he squats down on his haunches behind lhei; 
back, and holds it down by placing his !ml 
over its neck. There it is held as in a ,~ceW the 
Iris bare leg and the ground. In a very fewo:::: cloJ 
by a skilful use of the scissors, he rcmoic and 
fleece from one side. The sheep is then tufll:'! In 
and the other side clipped, the leg holding th!i: mu< 
down as before. fair/ 


The shepherd shears his sheep twice a)'~ isw 
gets from each animal about a pound anda1-
of wool each time, worth about five allll1i 
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~ , the knots from the wool, it is sprinkled 
remo\e . • k thi d 


lr 'th ater and beaten "vith stic s ; s ren ers 
111W I' ·1 ld ii softer and easier to spin. t 1s e1t 1er so or 


Ii woyen into coarse blankets, by the shepherds 


themselves. 


FIG. 5().-A FLOCK OF INDIAN SHEEP BROWSING ON SWEET 
PASTURE. 


Though the wool of the Indian breeds reared in· 
the plains is coarse, it can be used in making strong 


t. doth, by taking thread made from it for the weft, 
i . and thread spun from a finer wool for the warp. 
ii In Kashmir the local breed of sheep produces 
ir: much finer wool than the sheep of the plains, and a 


f~rly good type of cloth, known as Kashmiri cloth, 
ll! is woven from it. 
f 
~ 


L 
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LESSON V. 
rea 
the 


THE goat is closely allied to the sheep, but fa i tio 
tinguishecl from it by its horns, which are Iii 
on the top of its head and curve backwards,aoo as 
its arched forehead. bearded chin, erect tail, sir ~1 


et( 
smell and hairy coat. The goat is more alert 


so 
more energetic and active than the sheep, and!!. ere 
more intelligence in finding good pasture,. g~ 
therefore a shepherd generally keeps a few anc 
as leaders for his flock of sheep. It is very~. Thi 
in sight and smell, and is most adept in cliJ:.; olh 
prec1p1ces. It inherits these qualities fr01t fac 
early ancestors which lived on high momt. ~ 
amid precipices and rugged rocks, where !her reci 
always in danger from their enemies. Wild, soil 
are still found in large numbers in the rocky are 
of Persia, Sind, and Baluchistan, and theyru. mil 
with wonderful precision from one ledge !oar, 
on the face of a precipice. 


The domesticated goat will devour alm!S 


wa1 
is C 


lhe 
thing in the way of vegetation. It will tii isd 
leaves of shrubs and trees which other ii:; 
refuse to touch because of their bitter and;: 
flavours; and if the leaves are too high, itr~ 
them by standing on its hind legs. Tbisi 
of the reasons why a goat will live and thrii 
rocky lands where the herbage is too poorf11 
or sheep. When goats are allowed to grart AG 
iorest, t hey are very destructive, as they in : 
young trees by eating the top shoots. Fa We 
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reason Forest Officers have a strong objection to 
their grazing in Government F~rests. _ 


As the feeding of goats reqmres very little atten
~. lion, the goat is sometimes spoken of in Europe 
~ as the poor man's cow. A good milch goat will 
hl ~ve a seer of ~lk ~er day. Its milk_ is 1i_cher in 
~, cream than cows Illllk, and more easily digested, 
n_ so it is very suitable for children and invalids. The 
i cream is quite white and can be made into very 
1 , good butter. Goat's flesh closely resembles mutton 
~ and is much used by flesh-eating castes in India. 


The skin is in demand for export to America and 
' other countries, where it is used for the manu


facture of gloves. 
Goats are reared most successfully in areas that 


I receive a moderate rainfall. Upland well-drained 
, soils 11~th sparse jungle growth and varied herbage 


are necessary. Indian shepherds possess large 
mixed flocks of sheep and goats, with which they 
wander from place to place when the arable land 
isclear of crops. The sheep and goats graze during 
the day and are folded at night on land where it 


I! isdesired to use their droppings as manure. 


LESSON VI. 


~ GREAT deal of attention has been given by farmers 
m England to the improvement of their cattle. 
We read that the cattle there, two hundred years 
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ago, were small, ugly, lean beasts, which r.t,,1 
put on enough flesh to cover their bones. n In 1 


picture shows an animal of this kind. beg 
I n England where horses are used as drat 3nd 


animals, cattle are useful mainly for giving beef; of! 
milk; but in those days cattle were badly bred,~! of 
fed, and badly housed, with the result that theJ't I 


ih 


FIG. jl.-AN ANlMAL OF 200 YEARS AGO. 


atte 


bulls 
and i 


unprofitable animals to keep for either btt dove. 
milk. The work of improving the cattle was' room1 


herds up by a few of the leading landowners in fa: 
and Scotland. They set themselves the &: Hai 
task of producing types of cattle that woo.~ !beY< 
the best return in meat or milk for the foodainr- purpo 
These pioneers in cattle-breeding found tkr ~1:· 
using only the best cows and the best k; r . 
breeding, their· stock was soon greatly illljf. geltrn, 
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In other words they discovered that as a rule "like 
begets like " ; that a good cow b~g~ts good cal vcs, 
and a poor cow poor cal_ves . . This 1s another ~v_ay 
o! sa~ng that animals 111he1:it the good qnah ties 


1 their parents as well as their faults. 0 
But even a good calf develops into a poor animal 


if not properly cared for, so these men paid great 
attention not only to the selection of the cows and 


FlG. 52.-ABERDEEN ANGUS BULL. 


bulls lo be kept for breeding, but also to the feeding 
and housing of the cattle. New fodders, such as 
clover and root-crops were introduced, and dry, 
roomy, well-ventilated sheds were built for the 
herds. 


Having decided what type of animal they wanted, 
they conlinued year after year to select for breeding 
purposes the animals most closely resembling that 
type. Some breeders, for instance, selected and 
bred from their best milkers · others aimed at 
getting animals that fattened' readily and were 


• 
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good for beef. The latter bred types of cattle\ G 
readily turned the food they ate into flesh. ~ a la 
improvement brought about in this way in ~ whi/ 
cattle has been simply marvellous. The ~ sue! 
leggy animals of former days are no longer to The 
seen among beef-making breeds ; in place of u. ShJ 
we have heavy, shapely, fleshy animals of !c brJ 


FIG. 53.- JERSEV COW, 


value in the meat market. The picture W· 
of an animal of one of the improved English!I'· 


Other breeders selected and bred from llliir' 
milkers and have developed types that turn: 
of the food they consume into milk. The fr 
cow that has been bred for dairy purpoii 
wedge-shaped animal with an enormous 
such as you see in the picture above. In, 
of cows which used to give three to four i· 
milk a day, as Indian cows do to-day, lllf 
now cows in England and Scotland ~1ilr 
times that amount. 
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Cows bred solely for the purpose of giving 
a large quantity of rich milk arc poor ~cef-makers, 
while those bred solely for the product10n of beef, 
;uch as the Aberdeen-Angus breed, arc poor milkers. 
There is one breed of English cattle, namely the 
Short-horn, which is known as a dual-purpose 
brero, because animals of that breed give large 
quantities of milk and also fatten well when re-
quired for the butch~r. . Tha~ ~s to say, the Short
horn combines gooo m1lk-g1vmg and good beef
tl'ing qualities, and is therefore the most popular 
ol British breeds. 


LESSON VII. 


WEha\'e read in the last lesson of the great improYe
mcnt in cattle which British farmers have brought 
about by careful breeding, feeding, and housing. 
Equally good results in the improvement of cattle 
could be obtained in India, if breeders would make 
up their minds as to the types of cattle they require. 
The next step would be to keep for breeding pur
~. only the calves of lhe mothers which most 
ckarly resemble that type. If the breeder wants 
a good milch herd, for instance, he should rear only 
the calves of cows which are good milkers. 


In most parts of India, unfortunately, the land-
1 owning classes take but Ii ttle interest in the improve


ment of their cattle, and the smaller cultivator 
can seldom afford to do much in the way of cattle
rearing. 
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In India we want cattle mainly for draught. 
milch purposes. For draught purposes thenecl:
chest of a bullock should be powerful, the 
well-developed, and fore-arms and thighs ~ 
and strong. For trotting and racing, active. 
light-built animals with good deep chests arc 


best. Bullocks which are suited for slow~ 
work ha,·c usually massive heads, long dr~ 
ears, thick short necks, coarse leg-bones, andc 
loose skin on the neck, dewlap and sheath. i: 
best suited for quick light work have clean .. 
fiery tempers, short erect ears, thin necks a11r 
or no loose skin on the neck, dewlap and 
The trotting bullocks of the Central Pro1irns 
of South India arc of this type and arc verv 
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horn 
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Th 
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draug ~. 
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There are already some good draughi 
in India, such as the Hissar breed in the 
the Malvi breed in Central India, the Amrit 
breed in l\Iysore, and the ~1ellorc breed in. · 
but even these could be much improved by. 
tion and careful treatment. ~lost Indian '
arc inferior in size and strength. They 1an 
size with the soil, climate and focxl of the Prr 
in which they live. In rice tracts they arer 
ally small ; in wheat and cotton tracts the 


generally larger and stronger. 
There are two or three good milch bretdi 


such as the Sindi breed of Sind, the ~onl, 
breed of the Punjab and the Hansi breed 
United Provinces; but even here there~ 
much room for improvement. The best tl7' 


these breeds gfrc about ten seers of mill: 
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hich is only about half the yield of a good Short
: n in England. The cross-bred stock obtained 
b;r crossing Indian cattle with the Ayrshire ~nd 
other British milch breeds are very good milch 


animals. 
The best dual-pm·pose breeds in India are perhaps 


the ~Iontgomery breed of the Punjab and the Hansi 
breed of the United Provinces, which are good 


FIG. 54.-A HERD OF STNDI MILCH COWS. 


draught cattle and fairly good milkers at the same 
time, but they do not thrive well out of their own 
country. 


Much is now being done by Government to 
improve our best Indian breeds. Many of you 
must have heard of the Hissar C~ttle-brecding 
Farm in the Punjab, where fine Hissar cattle arc 
bred, and of the Pusa Fam1 where a herd of Mont
gomery cattle is maintained. There are now 
Government cattle-breeding farms in every Pro
vince in India, supplying good bulls and cows to 
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private cattle-breeders. In Bombay Lord Willi!\,' 
don has set a fine example to Indian land-ow~ 
by starting a cattle-breeding and dairy farm i 
his own. On this farm he has a small herd of l'f!l 
fine Sindi cows, which he is improving by sclectk; 
and careful treatment, with a view to estabLii 
a good milk-giving strain of the Sindi breed. 


Lord Willingdon, vmting on the subject of catll:
breeding, says-"1t is, I am convinced, !~; 
the fact that the land-owner has in England bra 
a keen breeder of stock himself, which has pnxll.Ml/ 
the fine herds of cattle in that country, and iliid 
has encouraged the numerous agricultural shor, 
where we often find our King-Emperor, grrt 
land-owners, and tenant farmers all competing c 
friendly rivalry, and the tenant farmer not unr1£
monly proving successful over his Sovereign!!: 
his other august rivals. Is it too much to h!!, 
that a similar development in cattle-breeding Iii: 
take place in this country ? That in future JW 
we may find fine stud herds of the various brti 
in I ndia? And that land-owners and farmersim 
add interest to their own lives and profit in th:


occupation by producing a good stock true lo1)¥ 
throughout the country ? " 


Cattle-owners in India should follow in the(:,, 
steps of the gentlemen-farmers of Great B111i. 


who did so much to build up the well-known Brit; 
breeds, by selecting the best cows to breed fr<£ 


and by using good sires. The selection of the~ 
is of special importance ; for, as the saying i~. 
cattle-breeding the sire is half the herd. 
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CATTLE DISEASES. 


LESSON I. 


hi± LIKF. man, four-footed animals suffer from many 
or. different ailments. 'vVhen properly fed, housed and 
~ otherwise cared for, they thrive well and serve 


their owners all the better. But, though most 
~ Indians are gentle by nature and kind to their 
1: animals, one often comes across cases in which 
b, r cattle are treated with great cruelty. Bullocks, 
l!'i forinstance, with swellings or ulcers on their necks 
\'"If 
1• may be seen bending themselves in different ways_ 
nu\ under the yoke, trying to get a litlle ease from 
: jBin. Poor, wretched, half-starved, . undersized 


animals are often made to do work which is really 
t)f beyond their powers. 


ir.il 
Doctors who have studied the diseases of man 


nave devised methods of preventing or curing these, 
and of thereby saving many crores of lives in the 
world every year. Veterinary experts skilled in the 
treatment of the diseases of the lower animals have 


t'i also done most valuable work in devising remedies 
~. for the many ills of our domestic animals, and so 


have reduced the annual death-rate among them 
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in India by many lakhs. To these veteri1;. altei 
experts Indian cultivators owe a large debt. 


rest 
E very year a very large number of cattle. die 


from infectious and contagious diseases. Anir:' bunl 
tious disease sometimes attacks a large num1-


.1A1 near 
animals over a wide area, in which case the dig. shed 
is said to be epizootic; when not wide-spreadl ;hOll 
confined to _a special ar~a, it is said to bee~ the 
The most important diseases from which Ire; diet 
cattle suffer a re rinderpest or cattle-plague, ham· TI 
rhagic septicaemia, anthrax, black-quarter ti dire; 
foot-and-mouth disease. The germs or Ill), on l 
organisms which enter the blood of the air::. buri 
and cause these diseases are so very smalJ 11 four 
they can be seen only by means of a pc,,rat befo 
microscope. Healthy animals get infecte<I r lh~ 
these germs in various ways, as by mixing r du/ 
diseased animals, by drinking water or eating! rath 
that contains disease-germs, from careless ~nr ~ 
who neglect to wash their hands and clothes.: kepJ 
handling diseased animals, or from the be&, call 
dung or carcases of these animals. Cattle-t11: be c 


should never forget that disease-germs, th~; ioE 


too small to be seen by the naked eye, are therz the 
of the death of vast herds of animals. One cl: rarb 
main causes of the spread of contagious~ too 
among cattle is the carelessness, ignoraore. IJ5in 
laziness of those in charge of them. fioo 


vVhen an animal has fever or shows any .t. the 
signs of ill-health, it should be removed at - A 
to a separate stable or temporary hospital at I sho1 
500 yards from other cattle, and the personr of I 
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erir.1 !lends to it should not be allowed to go near the 
a 5\ of the herd. The carcases of animals which 


tk. : of an infectious disease should be burnt or 
1it buried in lime. The dung should be buried in pits 
noo near by and the bedding burnt on the spot. The 
~ shed or hospital in which a sick animal is housed 
~~ should be kept clean and well ventilated, and 
Ill«(,_ the animal should be given a soft and laxative 
!rt_ diet which it can easily di~est. 


iafl:c• The bodies of animals that die from infectious 
u t diseases should, whenever possible, be burnt whole 
1ml on the spot. If there is lack of fuel they can be 
~ buried with quick-lime under a covering of at least 
ill 1;. four feet of earth ; their hides should not be removed 
Kl'llti before burial, and no blood should be spilt. If 
d r there is any reason to fear that a carcase may be 
ig r dug up for the sake of the hide, it should be burnt 
ng [ rather than buried. 
er1~· The stable in which a diseased animal has been 
est kept should be thoroughly disinfected before other 
~ cattle are again allowed to come there. If it can 


be done with safety the walls and mangers may be 
!1&h s:orched with a lighted torch ; for fire is one of 
nett. the best disinfectants. For disinfecting purposes, 
e d carbolic acid or phenyl in the proportion of one part 
di:r,; lo one hundred parts of water does very well. After 
~ using U1e disinfectant it is advisable to sprinkJe the 


ftoor and manger of the hospital or stable in which 
~- the animal was kept with lime-wash. 
at Animals newly purchased from other places 
at should be segregated for at least ten days, for fear 
~nc of their conveying infection to other cattle. When 
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animals are being removed from one place toan~ anior 
it is always advisable to prevent them from flllJ.. by r 
with other animals on the way. Of these oecai whal 
sarais and camping-grounds should be avoided. · dist2 


LESSON II. 
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THE Government Department which helps . an 
owners of cattle to save their herds from il'tl b(in 
is called the Veterinary Department, and the 11. also 
of it is generally called the Superintendm · 
has a staff of experts to assist him in treatill!· 
diseases of animals, and in dealing with the· 
breaks of the more serious diseases. To ·, 
out the work of this kind in the districts, the l't 
inary Department has Veterinary Inspecl<r,. 
Veterinary Assistants who tour from ,ill.!;. 
village, and whose duty it is to go to the ass~r 
of any stock-owner, among whose catlle &.'<. 


may have broken out. 
When disease breaks out in a herd, it shoo¥. 


reported at once to the Veterinary Inspect~ 
assistant. He will take steps to prevent thet, 
from spreading. This is done by segregatin; 
herd, that is, by preventing other herds from 
i ng near it and thus running the risk of beinginfij 
and by segregating within the herd itseli, 
sick animals from those which have not yet (2!. 


the disease. A little of the blood of an ii 
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·maI is smeared on a glass plate and examined 
~ aru · · d t t· hi.Ii. bi' means of a microscope_, 111 or. er o as_cer am 
~ii :hat kind of disease-germ 1t contams, for different [ 1~ses are due to different kinds of germs. If it 


·s found that the disease is one that can be checked 
~y inoculation, such as rind~rpest. or haemorrhagic 
septicaemia, t)le next step 1s_ to inoculate all t~e 
animals still free from the disease. The result 1s 
torender them more immune to the disease, that 
i~ less likely to get it, and more likely to survive 


• t an attack, just as vaccination protects human 
di[(;., beings from small-pox. The Veterinary Department 
~ ~ ~so has hospitals in the Districts to which sick 
t. a animals are brought for treatment. For treatment 
~ and advice given at these Veterinary Hospitals 
ie only a very small charge is made, as Government is 
tt anxious that even the poorest cultivator should be 
\'t' able to afford to have his sick animals attended to. 


lfS • By investigating every new disease brought to 
~ their notice, our veterinary experts are adding 


every year to our knowledge of veterinary science. 
They are testing different methods of treating 
diseases and of preventing their outbreak and 
;pread from village to village. You have probably 
beard of the i\1uktesar Research Laboratories 
where very valuable work of this kind is being done ; 


irf but much attention is being given to the same 
;me: problems by the Veterinary Department in every 
nfoc province of India. 
ell,· Much is also being done by the Veterinary Depart
r car ment to improve our breeds of cattle, sheep and 
in.~ horses. From the Hissar Cattle-breeding Farm, 
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which is run by the Veterinary Department ol· 
Punjab, some hundreds of good stud bulls o1 1'. 


Hissar breeds are supplied every year to ~~ 
owners. In the same province the local breoo 
horses bas been improved by crossing it ,iilh •· 
Arab horse. In the United Provinces the quar.fr
and quality of wool of the local breed of sh~ 
being much improved by crossing with the lll(jQ 


bree~, rams of which are being brought t 
Australia for the purpose. 
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LESSON I. 


THE MANAGEMENT OF DAIRY ANIMALS. 


THE better the milch animal, the better will it repay 
,ma expense in feeding, housing and management. 
Toe shed in which it is housed should provide 
shelter against heat, cold and rain, and should at 
the same time allow plenty of fresh air and light 
toenter. The shed should be kept clean and free 
from ticks, otherwise the health of the animals 
11~1 be affected. 


The floor is an important part of a dairy cattle-
shed, and the kind required depends on the use 1.o 
1hich the milk is to be put. If the cows are milked 
inlhe shed, and if the milk is to be sold as milk, 
l!e floor should be made of flagstones or hardened 
!ricks, with a gutter or channel to carry away the 
mine; the floor and gutter should be washed daily 
and kept sweet and clean. lf the milk is to be 
made into ghee an earthen floor is good enough. 
A cheap and satisfactory type of shed is one 


about twenty feet wide, having in the centre a 
wall four feet high with feeding-troughs on each 


M 
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side. A double shed of this type provides room that f, 
I wo rows of cattle. If a pi,cca flcor is not proll; flesh c 
for the shed itself, a milking place should bet bewa 
structed outside, and for the sake of clea~ Foo 
the animals should be milked there. All that bulky 
needed is a stone floor and a roof overhead. trat1 


The successful management of dairy 3.ll';;;. A ma 


depends very largely on the regularity with whith~ firit, , 
are fed and milked. Milking should be doneqain food i 
rapidly, and completely; and the animals 5n1 these 
never be worried or ill-used. The dregs of then~ sixtee1 
are difficult to draw, but this milk is the rkr bulfal< 
In India the calf is usual! y aJJowed to suck a1· fire Pl 
beginning and end of the milking. This is, dry a1 
good practice, except in so far as it modifx.J·. focrl ru 


. bad effect of imperfect milking. Some Indian, Whe 
refuse to give their milk unless the calf is pre>! extra! 
but this bad habit can be cured by taking lb! and ~ 
away from the cow at birth. depend 


10 get the best results from dairy catt~, :\san 
must be well fed. An animal uses its food fo mainte 
vide itself with heat, to replace the wastt ; about 
body which is always going on, and to ketp~ rate a 
strength for useful work. Even when anam:.; allowoo 
at rest it requires food to give it warmth~ !he otl 
repair the waste of its body. The amount Ill;- filths, I 
for this purpose we call its maintenance diet. 2 buffa 


When an animal is giving milk it sb!Aill _twelve 
provided with maintenance diet, plus ~1ra. lls mai 
to enable it to produce milk. If we do noL ~ted 1 
enough, the animal will not give its full Jirla either b 
on the other hand, we give it too much,~ We l 
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oont that food will be utilized for t_he buildin~ up of more 
'" ftesh on the body than the dairyman desires. What m~ h 


e tt be wants is milk, not fles . 
~ Feeding stuffs are of two classes, namely, coarse 
ihll bulky fodders like grass, hay and karbi, and concen-


lrat~ food-stuffs like cake, clmni and cotton seed. 
illiJ:. ~ maintenance diet is chiefly composed of the 
~ik firs!, and, when a milch animal is dry, the only 
tti~ rooo it requires is a sufficient quantity of one of 
i. these coarse fodders. For a cow of ordinary size, 
iir! oilieen pounds of good karbi is sufficient ; but a 
iij, buffalo should be allowed from twenty to twenty-
al fire pounds. If the fodder is of poor quality, the 
~ dly animal should be given a little concentrated 


f.s• . looo along \l~th it. 
ID When the animal comes into milk it should get 


extra food in the form of cotton seed, clmni, cake 
~ and bran. The amount of these necessary will 


depend on the quantity and quality of the milk. 
le Asa nile, milch cows should get in addition to their 
to maintenance diet concentrated food equal to 
e I about two-fifths of their yield of milk. At this 
i~ rale a cow giving ten pounds of milk should be 
!Ill!.. allowed four pounds of concentrated food. On 
!If loo other hand a buffalo should be given three-
~ filths, because its milk is very much richer. Thus 


i buffalo giving twenty pounds of miJk should get 
~ twelve pounds of concentrated food in addition to 
n its maintenance diet of bulky fodder. Concen
!!t' ~ted food should be regularly fed at fixed times, 
tM. ether before or after milking. 
it We ha\·e already said that a dry animal need 
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only be given a maintenance dicl of goon 
fodder. I n I ndia, however, dry fodder 91 : 


spear grass hay, is often of poor qualit;. ·.\· 
in calf should therefore be given about two 
of concentrated food daily in addition to her rru.:


ance diet, for the last six weeks before cahir.: 
provide sufficient nourishment for herself ar~ 
unborn calf. The giving of concentrated fr,, 
an animal before she cal vcs is most impon;~ 
the case of a young cow or buffalo heifer* these 
not fully grown and so has to find nourishn rontai 


the~ 
lheca 


the support of a calf and for the growth ofie 
body at the same time. After calving, a. 
animal should be given a laxative diet forsoci. .nima 


gradu: 
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CARE OF YOUNG ANIMALS. I 
er ghe 


ALL animals arc delicate creatures duri11g• acd 1H 


few months of their lives and only careful at- The a 
keeps them from illness and death. Cairo· as mu 
exception to the rule. On this account ' !to da 
attention must be gi \·en to the feeding 21: can g1 
of young dairy animals. The female ti In ad( 
buffalo giving from twenty to thirty ]Y' grain. 
milk daily will probably give as good a ;iii: probal 
in time; for like begets like. The fema.l! ~st~at 
of good milch cattle are valuable for tba:.,. mdigel 
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I lri' 0 the other hand a male calf from an ordinary 
~1 b:ffalo is often not :vorth ten rupees_ when it is 
A a year old. It is of little use to the dairyman, and 


111 
he cannot afford to give it the same amount of 


Mi;_ looo and attention. The natural food of all young 


1w animals is their mother's milk. which contains 
ar,l all the elements needed for the early stages of 
fox thcir growth, and is easily digested. If we wish 
rt;. to feed a calf on· substitutes, we must see that 
wmi the:t substitutes are equally nutritive; they must 
IDii contain all the necessary elements in a form that 


00 the calf can digest. We must remember, too, that 
a thecalf has only a small stomach, that it is a growing 
Jlr.t animal, and that it requires, in consequence, a 


gradually increasing amount of nourishing food. 
When a calf belongs to a valuable herd which is 


kept for breeding, the owner expects to make his 
money by the sale of the animal, and not from the 
sale of milk. In that case the calf is eenerally 
allowed to take milk from its mother till the latter 
dries off. But if the owner is engaged in a milk 
or ghee business, the milk is of direct value to him, 


!Ii and he has to reduce the amount taken by the calf. 
a\~- The ordinary practice in India is to give the calf 
es, as much milk as it requires for the first eight or 
a, ten days, after which it is allowed to take what it 
ail can get from its dam before and after milking. 
:211 In addition to this it is given a handful or so of 


grain. The amount of milk it obtains daily is 
?robably not more than two pounds, and the result 
~s l~at young calves begin to eat dry grass or other 
indigestible food before they are able to digest it. 
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The calf being underfed and wrongly fed ~ begir 
up into a poorly developed animal, and if ili toab 
female, into a poor milker. A calf should~ abou· 
be allowed to lose flesh for want of sufficient fa a litt 
because if starved in calfhood, it never r«a.[ the 


however well it is fod later. To keep it in. 
condition a caH requires from four to fil'e ¥ 
of milk daily to the age of five month~ C 
that arc a llowed to suck their mothers fora, 
time before and after milking, should be f 
in addition to this about two pounds of sli::. 
milk dail y. To this skimmed milk should be. 
a gradually increasing amount of linseed F 
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beginning with two or three ounces and increasing 
gt! to about eight ounces as the calf grows older. When 
) li about six weeks old, it should be taught to eat 
l'.t' a little grain: and when over three months of age, 
fo lM skimmed milk and gruel can be gradually 


FIG. 56.'-TEACHJNG A CALF TO DRINK. 


,. 
reduced, and the allowance of grain and of good 


(. bulky fodder increased. 
It is quite possible to rear a calf without ever 


,~ all 
011~ng it to suck its dam. To effect this a calf 


~ should be removed from the c
0


ow a few hours after 
birth, and should be hand-fed with milk. It can 
be trained to drink readily from a gameia. Hand-
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feeding is quite easy if the calf is taken v. 
The milk fed by hand should be warm and·~ 
dirty milk causes dysentery. 


A young calf should get its food in small Mtj 
twice a day. Some cattle breeders make a ~011./ 


of giving the calf a liberal supply of whole c. 
for the first two months, with a small all0t.· 
of chuni, bran and cake after the first m,~ 
Those who are engaged in a butter or gheeblli,, 
allow the calf whole milk for three or four 'i'll!. 
and then gradually substitute for the whole ru 
mixture of skimmed milk and linseed ka19i. • 
calf is given four or :five pounds of this daily;. 
with a small quantity of grain till it is aboo\ 
months old. 


Calyes require regular exercise, and proi. 
from damp and cold. It is well to ho~• 
in a shed in a paddock where they can takeexw. 
and where they can graze when they are older.. 
The shed should afford shelter from cold arf 
and should be dry and airy. A calf will 
very little attention after the age of nine -
if it gets plenty of wholesome food and, · 
exercise. 


LESSON III. 


MILK. 


MrLK is tbe name given to the fluid proooci 
female animals as food for their young. It 
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of sugar, of subst_ances called I_>roteids_, and of cer_tain 
salts dissolved in water, with wluch are rruxed 
certain oils or fats in the form of an emulsion. 
If we take oil and water and shake them together, 
the oil mixes with the water, forming an emulsion ; 
but when the mixture is left standing for a time, 
the oil and the water gradually separate. If on 
the other hand we mix salt and water, the salt 
dissolves in the water, and remains dissolved in 
it as long as the water exists. In an emulsion the 
fats are not dissolved but are divided into tiny 
portions and held suspended in the water. 
In every hundred pounds of cow's milk there 


are thirteen o.r fourteen pounds of solid material 
in the form of sugar, proteids and fats, of which 
lour or five pounds are fat or butter-fat, as it is 
sometimes called. The milk of a buffalo contains 
almost twice this percentage of fat ; that is why 
buffalo's milk is mucli richer than cow's milk, and 
is chiefly used for making ghee and butter. 


Milk is a very valuable source of food for man, 
as it contains everything that he requires for build
ing up his body. Many different kinds of bacteria 
also find in milk a suitable food. When milk leaves 
the udder it is usually free from bacteria which 
enter it from outside. Many of them are harmless, 
but others produce disease in man when he drinks 
the milk containing them. Generally speaking, 
bacteria are dangerous in milk, and the more it 
contains the more unsuitable the milk becomes for 
human consumption. Thou~ands of young chlldren 
die every year in big towns through beins fed on 
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bad milk, that is to say, milk containing di~ 
germs. I 


To keep milk clear from these bacteria the C< 


must be milked under clean conditions. Tu 
udder should be washed before milking is her.
and all vessels should be thoroughly rinsed ~ 
boiling ·water before being used. The milker sbcc; 
see that his hands, too, are perfectly dean, :: 
t hat no dust is allowed to enter the milk ~L 
the t ime of milking. 


I n large dairies milk is frequently cooled t· 
being drawn in order to check the growth of bacte
I n some dairies it is first heated to kill the bac~· 
and then cooled. When treated in this wav r.c 
can be kept for many hours without getting &'11 


Cows of Indian breeds are, as ~ rule, poor m· 
animals. The best milch breeds are the lit; 
the Saniwal and the Sindi. Indian buffalre;, 
much better in this respect, as they gi"e bothr 
and richer milk. Buffaloes of the Delhi a!ll 
Surti breeds are the best milkers, and are COE 


found in commercial dairies in India, where? 
milkers would be a source of loss. A dainr 
considers his dairy stock as so many machiw 
turning out milk at a profit. When they 1211 
serve this purpose he gets rid of them, foc, 
milkers mean reduced profits. 


A milking animal is judged from three~ 
of view ; the quality of milk which she~ 
one milking period; the quality or ric~ 
that milk in fat ; and the length of time shercr 
dry between one milking-period and the rt 
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The ideal milker is one which gives a good qu~ntily 
of rich milk and is only dry for a few weeks m the 


year. . . . . 
When buying a milch animal 1t 1s safest to pur-


chase it a few weeks after it calves, and after testing 


FIG. 57.-A GOOD TNDIAN "l>ITLCJI COW. 


the yield by having it milked two or three times 
in succession. An animal with her first or second 


?}'.. calf is likely to turn out best. When an animal 
f is being selected for a dairy, the chief points to look 
s; out for are the following. The body should be 


hea1~er behind than in front, and the hip-bones 
should be wide apart and the withers narrow. 
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The udder should be large when full, and should ha 
a wrinkled surface when empty. It should ~ 
carried well back between the legs and well fo!\\1rj 
towards the navel. It should be broad ra~ 
than pointed, and well supported under the boo-; 
The teats should be set well apart and of m~ 
leDt,ath. The milk vein should be prominent ; 
twisted in appearance. An active wedge-sliaF« 
cow with a thin neck, sharp withers, lean shouldtr; 
and prominent spine, generally proves to lit, 
good milker. This sort of animal not only dig6"s 


its food well, but has the ha.bit of turning rl:. 
it digests into milk. 


LESSON IV. 


BUTTER, GHEE AND l<HOWA. 


IF milk is allowed to stand, the butter-fat mm; 
with it in the form of an emulsion rises to thesml 
because it is lighter than the rest of the milk. Th 
thick fatty layer which forms on the surfai1 


called cream. In a cool place, most of them, 
rises in a few hours and can be separated by ili:. 
ming it off ,,~th a spoon, but this process isat' 
one, and in hot countries the milk may boo:: 
sour before the cream has all risen. On thisa~ 
modern dairies employ machines called-Sep.rt 
by means of which the cream is separated t; 
tl1e rest of the milk a few minutes after miili:: 
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With this machine much more fat is obtained than 
bi• the primitive method of skimming off the cream 
~ter the milk has stood for some time. l\iilk 
from which the cream has been removed is commonly 
known as skimmed or separated milk. 


The fat or cream is by far the most valuable 
j)?rtion of t~e milk. From_it we make b~tter and 
ghee. )filk 1s adulterated either by removrng some 
of the fat, or by adding water or separated milk. 
Though fat is the most valuable part of milk it 
should be remembered that fresh separated milk, 
milk from which the fat has been removed, is a 
valuable food. 


1n modern dairies butter is usually made direct 
from cream, but in India it is more frequently 
made with the help of dahi. The cream after 
being separated is placed in a large vessel and kept 
in a cool place. A small quantity of pure dahi 
is added. The dahi contains a particuJar kind of 
bacteria, which causes the cream to become slightly 
sour. When a certain stage of sourness is reached, 
!he cream becomes thick, and is then transferred 
to a churn. This is either a barrel which can be 
turned bodily, or a box in which the cream can be 
stirred continually by beaters. The cream is 
cooled down by means of cold water or ice and 
churned till the particles of fat form into tiny grains 
about the size of kodon. At this point more cold 
water is added, and the churning is continuerl 
gently till the grains of butter arc about the size 
o_f large juar grains. The butter is then removed 
from the butter-milk and washed in cold water, 
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When the washing is completed, the excess iit 
is taken out of the butter by means either o!~ 


FIG. 58.-DAl RY MACll!NES. 


1. Butter Drier. •· Barrel Chum. 3. Cream Stpanlir. 


corrugated wooden roller or of a machine !(IJ(f 


as a butter-drier. 
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While the butter is being dried, fine salt is gradu
ally worked into_ it. When_ dry, i~ is removed. to 
a table, where it 1s made up mto solid blocks, which 
are shaped and packed with the aid of flat pieces 
of wood called Scotch hands. The human hand 
dres not touch it at any stage of its manufacture. 


Good butter should be of a uniform pale yellow 
colour, free from spots or streaks. When suffici
ently cool it should break, showing a fine granular 
slruc!ure. It should have no objectionable smell 
or flavour, which denotes either age, lack of cleanli • 
ne.,, or insufficient washing. Greasiness and loss 
of grain are due to over-churning, to over-working 
at the time of drying, or to too much linseed cake in 
the dairy animals diet. Well-made butter, properly 
:alted, should remain sweet and good for about 
a fortnight. Ghee is a substance prepared from 
butter by boiling it till all the water is evaporated. 
The clean fatty liquid is then filtered through a 
fine muslin cloth, and the filtrate is called ghee. 
Ghee has been known in India from very ancient 
times; it is mentioned in the Vedas and other 
rdi~ous books as used, both for human consump
tion and for religious ceremonies. Most ghee is 
made from buffalo's milk, which contains from 
six to eight per cent. of fat or pure ghee, while 
cow's milk contains only four or five per cent. It 
is usually prepared in grazing tracts remote from 
the larger towns, where the population is sparse 
and where cattle can be kept cheaply. 


The first essential in making good ghee is to 
procure good milk. It is often said that in the 
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production of ghee cleanliness in milking and Frei 
the handling of the milk is not necessary; but; very ar 
is a- great mistake, though it is not so absolmi: milk is 
necessary as in the case of milk which is sold, grains 
be drunk by human beings. The flavour of gtu while 
depends very largely on the cleanliness and JllBP' huodre 
of the milk from which it is made. As soon as~ tigbl f 
milk is drawn from the udder of the animal: co"·'sr 
should be filtered and krpt for about six hOIJJI: being i 
a pot placed on a low fire, in order to cause~~ io /at 
to rise to the surface. The milk is then eo;_: cf cat( 
and the cream or fat is skimmed of[ into a~ has lar 
vessel, where it is ripened by the addition I reason 
small quantity of dahi. The process of rip.~. great d 
takes about a day. Othe 


The fat is transferred next day to a larger lb in Indl 
where it is churned. Butter begins to f<G _ there i 
about half an hour and can be seen floatingir.~ !tjWill 
'top. The butter is removed from the vessel, m labi ~ 
with cold water, and kept in a cold clean ft restrict 
It is made into ghee later, by heating it in a~-- trrept 
or li n pan till it is all melted. The heat irn a; it g 
gradually increased till the butter begins to 1 lhe otl 
with a froth. Great care has to be taken toi:: 11:tk. 
tain a uniform heat and to prevent the 1::- for : 
from boiling over. It is allowed to boil Ii!. always 
the water is evaporated, leaving the clear:: ~ n 
liquid which we know as ghee. To ascertainllL. qJajjo11 


the ghee is ready or not, the ghee-maker if, order 
few drops of water fall on the surface of the!l care ha 


burnt : liquid. If the ghee is ready this water eraF 
lowers wilh a peculiar noise. 
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Fresh ghee prepared from good butter has a 
: 


111
)' appetizing fl~vour. That pre~a~ed f~om cow's 


~
1 


milk is yellowishhin colodur ~nd solibdifffiales ,into _s
1
kma_ll 


1~ grains; while t at ma e rom . u o s m1 1s 
~ while in colot(f and forms a bigger grain. One 
.,. huidred pounds of buffalo's milk gives seven or 
~ cigh\ pounds of ghee, while a hundred pounds of 


cow's milk gives four or five pounds only, the reason 
being that buffalo's milk is nearly twice as rich 
in fat as cow's milk. Ghee made from the milk 
of cattle fed on cotton seed, or any of its products, 
has large grains and a fine flavour. This is the 
reason why the ghee from the cotton tract is in 


~ great demand. 
Other important products prepared from milk 


~ in India are khowa and dahi. When ghee is made, 
lhere is generally a large quantity of skimmed or 
~parated milk left over, which is converted into 
iahi or klwwa. The demand for dahi is chiefly 
ristricted to towns. It does not pay to make it 
except in places where the demand for it is great, 


l as it goes bad if it is kept for a day or two. On 
the other hand khowa can be kept for at least a 


ll i!ek. 
f For making khowa fresh separated milk is nearly 
t. ~ll'ays used, as that prepared from whole milk 


does not keep well. This milk is poured into a 
shallow iron pan and kept on a low even fire in 
order to drive off most of the moisture. Great 
care has to be taken to prevent the milk from being 
burnt at the bottom of the pan, as a burnt flavour 
lowers the value of the khowa. To prevent this 


N 
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the milk is stirred continuously and in about ltt:1 
minutes it begins to boil ; about h.alf an l 
later nearly all the water will have eva~ 
and the milk becomes thick and pasty. \~ 
milk is sufficiently thick, the pan i~ removedt 
the fire and set where the liquid may cixt 
cooling it solidifies, forming khowa, which~ 
to the market in wooden cases or earthen, C0-0 
lined on the inside with green leaves. Onehrm~ 
pounds of skimmed milk produces about It~ 
pounds of khowa. 
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CO-OPERATION IN ITS RELATION 
TO AGRICULTURE 


LESSON I. 


IN order to undertake the proper cultivation of 
hls land, every agriculturist must have capital. 
He must provide himself with ploughs, bullocks 
and carts, and replace these from time to 
time; and he requires manure to improve his 
land and increase his crops each year. If he 
has not the. money necessary to purchase these 
eS!ilnlials of agricultur~, then he will have to borrow 
money to provide himself with them. It is thus 
to the advantage of the cultivator that the rate of 
iolmst should be kept as low as possible, and that 
~j'Jllent should be spread over a period long 
t~ to allow him to harvest and sell his crops. 


The rate of interest at which the agriculturist 
C3ll borrow is determined by his credit, under 
wliich term are included many considerations. 
The most important of these is the reputation that 
~ borrower enjoys for honesty. It is clear that 
If there is a prospect that the borrower will not 
repay, the rate of interest will have to be higher 
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so as to cover this risk. The average agricu]~ 
has little credit outside his own village, l:ui:, :u:lh~ 
little is known elsewhere of bis honesty andi• 
It is only if he has some security to offer, S1J:\ :t~o 
jewellery to pledge or land to mortage, that~ him st 
obtain a loan from the money-lenders in the it 
towns. . the loa 


the cul In the small villages the rates of interest de: 
!ars as 


are very high, and the sahU,kar often takesasi:. bimrell 
as twenty-five per cent. interest on loans ad1t. roixluc 
by him. In the large towns like Bombai of co-o 
Calcutta the rate of interest charged by thel 
is often as low as six per cent. Owing to th.t, u;:


1 
ence between the rates charged in the larget iides , 
and those charged in the villages, the 5!h- !OCieti 
has often been accused of greed. and owi,, !hall bi 
This is not quite fair to the saliukar. Al~ consist 
would not advance money to a single s · b ag teei 
but only to firms and individuals wh~ t i,thel 
to repay is well established, and who can~. unless/ 
security for the amount advanced. If this' ~) 
are engaged in money-lending, they do not& 
money direct to the cultivators but to !argeS11 (b) 
whose credit is well known to them. lf 1k, 


ceive loans from the banks at six per etd. 
will in turn lend to the large salmkars at c The 
cent. ~I men 


There are many such transactions bdfl be in 
money reaches the agriculturist, and at eacl other's 
action the rate is raised, so as to allow lh! meet~ 
to make his profit. In this way when Ill!: or beci 
reaches the small sahukar, who adva~ · supervi 
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itt: 1 the individual cultivator, the rate of interest 
~ 0 


st be very high. If the cultivator does not 
h. majoy a reputation for punctuality in repayment 
lli'l ~ for honesty, the sahukar will have to charge 
It hlm still higher interest because of the risk that 
k !he loan may not be repaid. In order to save for 


!he cultivator the sums which now go to the sahu
tJ,s as interest, and to enable him to build up for 
hlmsell and his heirs the capital necessary for the 
conduct of his agricultural ope:x:ations, the system 
o! co-operative credit has been devised. 


All Co-operative Societies must be registered 
under the Co-operative Societies Act, which pro


" 1ides as follows :-" No society, other than a 
wr society of which a member is a registered society, 


shall be registered under this Act, which does not 
conlist of at least ten persons above the age of 
eighteen years, and, where the object of the society 
i, the creation of funds to be lent to its mem hers, 
u~ess such persons : 


II. 


(a) reside in the same town or village or in 
the same group of villages ; or, 


(b) save where the Registrar otherwise directs, 
are members of the same tribe, class, 
caste, or occupation." 


t The object of these provisions is to ensure that 
all members of a Co-operative Credit Society shall 


llll ~ in a position to supervise and control each 
~- other's actions; unless all members constantly 
~- meebet each other, either in the course of their work 


oc cause they live close together, this mutual 
5 supervision is impossible. 
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A Co-operative Society therefore consists of, 
or more members. The liability may be lit:: 
or unlimited. For agricultural societies them: 
almost universally adopted has been that~ .. 
limited liability. Under this system each~ 
of the society is jointly liable for the debts« 
whole society. It is ,essential that the ~; 
borrowed t>y a member of the society should l:tz 
to a profitable use. If the money borrortl 
wasted, the member can neither repay int!i 
nor principal and his condition will become,.. 
and not better. Consequently every meml! 
the society has to see that bis fellow-membersff:.il 
their loans in a way which will bring them proc: 
as to enable them to repay the loan with ir:: 
within a reasonable time. 
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Why should a lender advance money moreri:.. 
tp a Co-operative Society than to a single cultir.:. 
He does so for two reasons. First, beca11x· 
society is composed of honest members. S:r.; 
because, even if a dishonest person maI!af
become a member, it is expected that tbet 
members will take good care that be :; .. 
punctually, for they will be responsible f,1 
debts should he fail to do so. It is bm 
this joint responsibility that the members a 
society should generally be residents in thh 
village, for then each member knows the cha:; 
of the others, and whether they are u.siJ\; · 
loans for productive purposes or spending" 
thriftlessly. By advancing money to 
Societies the lender' saves himsell the troc:i 
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~~ collecting his loans to individual cultivators ~hich 
Ill!! is often a difficult matter, and may even necessitate 
it_ suitinCivil Court. He can thus afford to lend to a 
~ n! ~o-operative Society at a smaller rate of interest 
ft'. lhanhe charges an individual. 
~ ~ 


LESSON II. 


LIT us now see what are the qualifications to make 
~ a man a useful member of a Co-operative Society. 
t. In the first place he must be honest, and should 


jllin the society with the intention of clearing him
!df from debt and improving his position. If 
di;honest members are admitted into a society, its 
credit will be lost, and neither the Central Bank nor 


i any other firm or person will advance money to it. 
He must be capable of exercising his independ


ent judgment, so it is important that he should not 
be hopelessly indebted, because then he must do 


rt;: ml fa.Y what his creditors tell him to do or say, 
aoo he is thus a source of weakness and not of 


~ stre~h to his society. It is very important that 
cl members of societies should be able to read and 
I i, write. The accounts of Co-operative Societies are very 
m ~mple and can easily be understood by any literate 
I: ~son; but an illiterate member has to rely on the 


palwari or other literate person if he wishes to 
" understand how much he has to repay to the society 
j and when he has to repay it. . 
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1t is necessary for agriculturists from tillJ!• 
time to take stock of their position, and theya, 
not say what is the most profitable form oi a,; 
culture unless they are able to estimate accmak· 
their profits each year. For example, if a It!!: 
keeps a ~ow, he ~annot say whether this is a p!it 


able busmess until he has accounts showing the< 
of its food and the value of the milk produced. Sr;; 
times it may be necessary to vary the food. St 
times it is more profitable to sell a cow and~ 
it by another which gives more milk. ThisqutS:., 
can only be decided if the agriculturist can read...; 
write. 


A member of the society must also be abl; 
understand the financial position of his f~ 
members and of his society also, and unles.,1· 
literate be cannot do this, nor can he exer~, 
control over the actions of the pa11c/Jes c( 


society. When illiterate members of societie,k 
children who have learnt to read and mb 
school, they should use their children's knmt 
in reading the society's accounts and in calof! 
their own income and expenditure. 


The affairs of a society are managed by a~
yat consisting of the sirpanch, the secret3l)', 
three members. The .panchayat is elected~ 
year by the members of the society at their~ 
meeting. The general meeting of the societyrt1· 
the maximum amount of loan which any -
may take in the year, but within this tillit 
pm-tchayat determines whether a loan is* 
advanced or not. The panchayat also am:. 
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111c• when each member shall repay his loan, and may 
t, iz nt further time for repayment when the crops 
'" gra bad. It will be seen that the panchayat exer-
-,. are d .. t· h 


ira~· •,e; great power, an 1t 1s mos unportant t at 
~rz ~mbers at the general meeting should elect to the 
llti: ~nciiayal the most honest and upright among 


:ea them. 
k A Co-operative Society obtains the money which 
Sit it advances to its members in the following ways: 
~ (i) By deposits received from its members for 


a fixed period at a fixed rate of interest. 
(2) By deposits received from non-members 


for a fixed period at a fixed rate of 
interest. 


(3) By borrowing from the Central Bank or 
other financial firm. 


But the society does not lend money to its 
rnembersatthesamerates at which it receives it. It 
advances money to its members at the lowest rate 
prerailing in the locality for loans to individuals. 
Out of the profits resulting from the difference of 
thtse rates twenty-five per cent. has by law to be 
carried to the Reserve Fund; the balance may be 
~iributed among the members of the society. 


J It must be remembered that the object of a 
Co-operative Society is not only to obtain money 


f- for the members at low rates, but also, what is far 
ko more important, to encourage among the agricul-


tural classes the practice of thrift, and to enable 
~ them to build up for themselves by degrees the 
tl capital necessary in order to obtain from the land 
n;. the maximum return for their labour. 
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LESSON III. 


WE learned in the last lesson that it should b.:~ 
object of all co-operative societies to encOU!l? 
their members to practise thrift, to place deixs:, 
with their societies and to endeavour by everylllft 
in their power to increase not only their own ~1 
perity but that of their fellow cultivators. 


It is for this purpose that the establishmeot j 
the Reserve Fund is compulsory by law. Tu 


reserve fund is one and indivisible. No mi&. 
of the society is entitled to claim any portioncll 
but it may be applied on the dissolution of theso:if, 
to paying such of its debts as remain undiscnarr: 
after the enforcement in full of the unlimited lialb 
of the members. It thus forms an additional SEl:llt' 


for depositors in a primary society, and de[lt 
are more readily obtained as the reserve c. 
increases. The reserve funds of individual agrici 
tural societies are small in amount, but the to1al 
all the societies in the province makes up a b 
sum. 


In some provinces, on the principle that llL 


bi nation is strength, all the reserve fund; , 
concentrated at the apex of the movement, th!l 
to say with the Provincial Bank, and are c.: 
available for the support of the movement ~ 
whole. This system contemplates the buildi~ ~ 
of a very large reserve fund which shall inu 
future form the capital of the whole co-opera:
movement. 
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It has been stated above that the primary 
~ety obtains money either b~ taking deposits or 
by borrowing from some financial firm. However, 


it it~not always easy for a primary society to borrow 
l1lr tt(!il the larger financial firms, because such firms 


have little knowledge of the character of the members 
d the society, and so it has been found necessary 


~• to e.stablish special banks for the purpose of 
finaocing primary societies. These banks are usually 
itlllled Central Banks. They obtain their funds 
by the issue of shares to individuals, by taking 
dtposits, and by borrowing from larger financial 
firms. Their business is to finance and supervise 
the primary societies. Above these Central Banks 
io certain pro\"inces a Provincial Bank has been 
~iablished, the sole business of which is to lend 
to Central Banks. The Provincial Bank obtains 
its funds in the same way as Central Banks, by 
taking deposits, by issuing share capital, and by 
!mowing from larger firms. The Provincial Bank 
1;able to borrow at lower rates of interest than the 
Central Banks, because it can give greater security 
iv its creditors. Between it and any loss, there 


!II! ~ands its own reserve fund, that of the Central 
[ Banks and that of primary societies ; while in the 


lai1 resort the unlimited liability of the society can 
also be enforced. 


Both Central Banks and Provincial Bank when 
first established are not strictly co-operative in 
character, because the shareholders' interests arc 


ir opposed to those of the societies. It is clear that 
the interest of the individual shareholder is to 
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obtain the maximum dividend on his shares 
therefore to charge the largest interest lo! 
societies ; but it is unusual in India for the Im:, 
holders of Central Banks to try to expl~t i 
societies, because the shareholders are 1llU!! 
public-spirited men who endeavour to work f((n 
benefit of the poorer classes. At the same Ii:: 
the constitution of the Central Banks is f(( G 


above reason not strictly co-operative. 
The ideal to which co-operative systems desiw 


attain is a system of Central Banks, whose~ 
capital is owned by the societies and ~ 
management is in their hands, while abov, n 
Central Banks will be the Provincial Bank, wt 
capital will be owned by the Central Banks, :, 
management also being in the hands ol: 
Central Banks. When this is attained, all ix1· 
made by the Provincial Bank and Central · 
will remain in the movement and will benefu'. 
primary co-operative societies. 


This can be accomplished by the gradual lali: 
up of the majority of shares in the Provincial 
and in Central Banks from the Reserve Fund, 
result will come but slowly. For many yeais! 


finances of the movement will not be stronge&. 
to dispense with the assistance afforded by 
share capital purchased by individual ' 
spirited men. 


We have described in this and previous I· 
credit societies and banks which deal exclw 
with money. There are many other kindsd 
operative societies; but the principle oft~ 
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the same as that of the credit society. Their 
object is, by thrift and careful mutual supervision, 
to save for the society that profit which the 
indii~dual would have to pay to the middleman. 
Thus there are societies of agriculturists for the 


•
_1 e of their produce, which save the agriculturist «~ s.u 


! 
16 


the profit which usually goes to a broker. Again, 
there are societies for the joint purchase of large 
quantities of goods in order to sell them to their 
members. These societies are able to deal direct 


~ff' 
!/z 11itb the manufacturer at low rates and thus save 


the profits which otherwise go to the shop-keepers 
\It· and petty dealers. Similarly there are Co-opera-e, 


tire Insurance Societies which save to their 
members the profits which usually go to insurance 
companies. 


The principle is the same in all these. By their 
honesty and mutual supervision and thrift the 
members are able either to undertake the middle
man's btrsiness and save themselves his profit, or 
lo build up the capital necessary for the establisb-


lrtj ment of a co-operative society to undertake the 
middleman's business, and to save for the co
o~ralive movement as a whole the profits which 
bmerly went to him. 
A co-operative society has been likened to a 


bundle of sticks ; each stick by itself can be 
broken with very little effort, but it is beyond the 
strength of one man to break the whole bundle 
together. In the same way each individual member 
of the society being without capital is at the mercy 
ol his sah1'kar or shop-keeper ; but ten such 
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members together by their mutual support arcak 
to defy the efforts of the middleman, and t000,;_ 
the capital or goods necessary for their busil"i:S:~ 
reasonable rates. 
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QUESTIONS 


THE HISTORY OF AGRICULTURE 


usso~I. 
(r) Say what rou ~o,~ about the system of cultivation 


which pm-ailed in India 'lil early days. 
[i) Why have cultivators in civilised countries been 


oompelled to cultivate more intensively ? 
(3) In what r~ts did fanning in England two centuries 


agore5emble that of India at the present day? 
(i) Why was the village system given up in England ? 


ussos JI. 
It) What do you understand by arable farming ? 
(1) lo what ways can Science help a cultivato r to make 


mre money out of his land ? 


l.6.<os Ill. 
It} To what is the great progress made in agriculture in 


England due ? 
•i' By what means do we hope to make similar progress 


Q l:Aia ? 
fil Dtscdbe the work done on any Experimental Farm 


Jw lave visited. 


SOILS 
USSON I. 


(1) How are soils formed ? 
(1) What is an alluvial soil ? 


_ IJ) How does the character o{ the soil d1ange as you 
dig deeper and deeper ? • 


207 
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LESSON II. 
(1) What is a sandy soil and what good and bad "' 


does it possess ? q 
(2) What is_ a clayey soil and in what respectsisit~~ 


to a sandy soil ? 
(3) What is the effect of lime on a soil? 
(4) What is h umus ? 
(5) How can a cultivator make his soil richer inl::


and why is this desirable ? 


LESSON III. 
(r) What do you mean by the texture of a soilar~ 


cc1.n you show that sand is more porous than clay 1 
(2) Why does :i. clayey soil tend to remain dampand 
(3) What is the effect of humus on (a) a 5a.lldf 


clayey soil ? 
(4) What is a loam and why arc loamy soils p 


fertile ? 
(5) How does a sandy loam differ from a clayey'. 
(6) To what class does black cotton soil belong? 


LESSON IV. 
(1) Why do crops thrive betterduringtherainsr.cu 


than on clayey soils ? 
(2) How does a good farmer regard the soiloflis 


and what facts has he to take into considerationia• 
ing the crops which he is to grow ? 


CULTIVATION 
LESSON I. 


(1) What do you understand by tiUage 
(2) For what crops i:; deep cultivation necessary! 
(3) Why does the frequent hoeing of cotton arJ 


crops grown in lines help their growth ? . 
(4) How does tillage assist soil-bacteria to do tti11 


as food-makers for crops ? 
(5) What is a soil mulch and what is the beslt:: 


form such a mulch ? 
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- QUESTIONS 


Lt.<SON II . 
. 11 What are the chief tillage implements used in this 


(tlllDtlj'? 
(i) Describe the parts of a bakhar and explain their 


~: In what points does an improved plough like the 
Jl?~. or Meston plough differ from the deshi plough 


crlolf~'? 
1
4
1 Which of the two is the better plough for cleaning 


tttd)' land ? 
~I What are harrows used for in the West ? 


De;cnbeany kind of harrow which you have seen. 


Lis>os III. 
(i} Explain why the poor outturns obtained by culti


vators in India are due to their inferior agricultu1 al imple
c:tnls. 


(i) Whal improved agricultural implements are already 
in ose in India ? 


!JI \\'hat advantages arc claimed for improved iron 
;h,gbs) 


I.Es<os IV. 


(1) How do weeds harm crops ? 
11) Into what two classPs can weeds be divided, and 


~WI each be destroyed ? 
1.J) In what ways does good tillage lessen the damage 


1ml by insect pests ? 


MANURES 


llil' LESSON I. 


t: 
(1) Describe what happens when a plant is burnt. 
(2) How does a plant get its carbon ? 
(3) How does it get its nitrogen ? 


() 
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LESSON II. 
(1) Give some idea as to the number of bacteria in the 
(~ What purpose do nodule bacteria on the ro:; 


leguminous plants serve ? · 
(3) How would you treat soils deficient in theseh!d 
(4) Name any slow-acting organic manure ~ 


used, and e"--plain what changes must take place in, 
manures before plants can make use of them. ~ 


LESSON III. 
(1) What substances does the ash of plant c.onlab,• 


where does the plant get these substances from? 
(2) Which of these is most important lrom tbtll! 


vator's point of view ? 
(3) Which plant foods have most frequently to ~i~ 


to the soil as manures ? 


LESSON IV. 
(1) In what form does a plant take in its food 1 
(2) What are the four principal foods required by· 


and what happens when the supply of any one of!!,, 
the soil is deficient ? 


(3) Explain what happens when a field is cropfd 
after year without being manured. 


(4) T o what extent does the Indian cultivat« 
his cattle manure ? 


LESSON V. 
(1) What do you mean by the scouring of the,. 


how would you check it ? 
(2) What advantages are gained by croppingk. 


the rains ? 
(3) What do you mean by green-manuring? 


LESSON VI. 
(1) On which manure does the Indian culliloafor 


rely and why ? 
(z) What use is made of sheep-manure in India/ 
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QUESTIONS 2II 


LESSON VIL 
h) Oo what does the quality of cattle-manure chiefly 


depend ? 
!} How should the cultivator conserve the urine of 


h~ illUllals ? 


LESSOs vm. 
(I) ~lame some bulky manures other than cattle manures 


rhicbcan be profitably used by a cultivator. 
til Describe a method by which oil-cake can be broken 


doll11 before it is applied as a manure. 


Li:ssos IX. 
(11 What are general manures ? 
(z) Why are concentrated manures less profitable in 


India as a rule than general ones ? 
(J} Why is nitrate of soda called a quick-acting manure ? 
(◄I For what crops and for what kind of soil can quick


.ctmgmanures be used most profitably ? 


LESIOS x. 
(1) How are quick-acting manures generally applied ? 
11) To what extent can good tillage be made to take 


tht ~ace of manure ? 


THE PLANT AND HOW IT GROWS 


Lt;sos I. 


Ill How does the root of a wheat plant differ from that 
·I 1}aootton plant and (b) a radish? 


L~s ll. 


!1) Describe the leaf of a mango plant. 
(2) How does a leaf of sugar-cane differ from that of 


a mango ? 
lll Which class of plants has netted veins and which 


has parallel veins ? 
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LESSON III. 
(1) Describe the branch of a mango plant. 
(2) What are nodes and internodes? 


LESSON IV. 
(1) How can you show 'that plants breathe? 


LESSON V. 
(1) What do you mean by osmosis? 
(2.) How does a. plant get its food through its rool-hi:;1 


LESSON VI. 
(1) Plants take in their food material in solution:b 


can you show this ? 
(2) How does the sap move in the stem of a plant1 
(3) Why does a. tree from which bark has been !ltilr 


di ? e. 


LESSON VII. 
\1) How can you proYe that the leaves of plant. 


out water? 
(2) Where does the water come from? 
(3) Why do plants die when grown on land coo: 


much salt? 


LESSON VIII. 
(1) What do you mean by saying that the leili 


stomach of the plant? 
(2) How can you prove that green leaves giveoff~ 


LESSON IX. 
(1) Describe the different parts of the flower ci 


tarola (Cassia occidentalis). 


LESSON X . 
(1) Describe the changes which take place iTtl 


stigma. of a. flower is fertilized by pollen. 
(2) What purpose does the pod serve? 
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WSo~ XI. 
(i) How can you show that pollen is required for the 


roduction of seed ? 
p ~) Where does the pollen come from ? 


D) How is pollen carried from flower to flower ? 
(j) Give some examplPs of wind-_Pollina~ed flowers and 


UJi1ain how their stamens and stigma differ from those 


01 other flowers, 


L!:SSO~ XII. 
:i) Describe the four chief ways in which seeds an<l 


frails are scattered. 


LESSOS XIII. 
(i) How can you get rid of weeds in a field ? 
(i) What harm do weeds do to cultivated crops ? 
(l) Describe the weed agya. 


Le;sox XIV. 


(1} What do you consider to be the best method of 
li'l!ering trees ? 


(2) When the ring method is used, how large should 
tha rings be ? . 


U) What are the signs that a tree requires water ? 
(4) How does too much water injure a plant ? 
~) Describe a good method of irrigating fruit trees when 


gm in lines. 
16) What effect does cultivation after irrigation have 


C>l the quantify of water required ? 


LESSOX XV. 


(1) Describe in detail how you would plant the young 
16 !Teel in (a) an orange and (b) a mango garden. 


(1) How would you protect young trees frpm the hot 
glare of the sun ? 
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LESSON XVI. 


(1) Why should fruit trees be pruned when young/ 
(2) What is the shape of a well-pruned fruit tree) 
(3) How should pruning be done ? · 
(4) What is the object of root-pruning and hlllr 5 


most easily done ? 1 


LESSON XVII. 


(r) Why are fruit trees not ordinarily propagattdk 
sowing their seeds ? 


(2) Describe different methods of propagating ~ 
and give example of fruit trees usually propagat,fl 
each method. · 


CROPS 


LESSON l. 


(1) Name the chief fibre crops grown in India. 
(2) Describe in detail how cotton i'l cultivated. 
(3) On what does the quality of cotton mainlyd(f& 
(4) What do you understand by the staple ol rJt 


and in what parts of India can long-stapled oolte:. 
profitably grown ? 


(5) What is kapas ? 
(6) Giye the weights of a khandi and of a baleolr.' 


lint respectively. 
(7) What advantages does a cultivator gain by: 


his own cotton ? • 
(8) How are cotton-seed oil and cake made and f:.t 


purposes are they used ? 
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(2) How is wheat cultivated ? 
(3) In what respects do the ears and gram of· 


varieties differ from each other ? 
(4) How is the crop harvested, threshed and clmlll 
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LES-lOs m. 
What are the principal types of j11ar ? !1l What class of soil i5 suitable for early varieties ? 


~l Describe in cletail how this crop is cultivated and 
St )arrested. 


{i) \Vha t is karbi ? 


l,tlSON IV. 
ftih (r) Describe how transplanted rice is grown. 


(i) At what age should rice seedlings be transplanted ? 


I 


U) !n what respects is transplantation better than 
broadcasting ? 


h) Which manures are most suitable for rice ? 
(5) How would you use satm hemp as a green manure 


fur rice 1 


L!Slos V. 


(1) Describe the sugar-cane plant. 
(ii lo what respects do varieties differ from each other ? 
ul Name some of the chief pests of sugar-cane. 


(I;" (1) On what class of soil does cane thrive best ? 
l;I How much manure would you apply for a crop of 


16:kcane? 
1&) How is cane cultivated ? 


cr. O) How is gur made , 
~! What part of tne cane gives the better setts ? 
~) What is ratoon cane ? 


GI l!S!os VI. 


(1) Describe the groundnut plant. 
(2) In which class of soil does the groundnut thrive best? 
ul How is this crop cultivated ? 
Id Whal do we mean by saying that groundnut is a 


good pre~ralory crop ? 
(5) _\\'hat advantages are to be gained by growing early 


van,ues ? 
t~I (~ What use is made of the vines and the nuts ? 
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LESSON VII. 
(1) What is a fodder crop ? 
(2) Name som~ of the best fodder juars and slat 11 time at wh~~h each should be sown. e · 


(3) How is fodder juar cultivated ? 
(4) What is ensilage ? 
(5) How would you fill a pit-silo ? 


LESSON VIII. 
(1) What crops are generally used for gretn-~ 


and why? 
(2) What effect do such crops have on the soil 1 
(3) How would you green-manure rice, wheat~ 


sugar-cane respectively with sann hemp ? 
(4) Under ·what trade names is sann Mmp fibre Jm:-r. 
(5) How is the fibre extracted and for what 


is that used ? 


LESSON IX. 
(r) Describe tbe linseed plant. · 
(2) What kind of soil suits this crop best? 
(3) How is linseed cultivated, harve~ted and th~' 
(4) How is the oil extracted from the seed ? 
(s-) \¥hat are linseed-oil -and linseed-cake used for/ 


INSECT LIFE AND INSECT PESTS 


LESSON I. 
(1) Describe the life-history of a butterfly. 
(2) How is it that small flies and wasps sometimill 


out from pupas ? 
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LESSON II. 
' (1) Describe the life-history of an ant-lion. 
(2) On what does the caterpillar of an ant-lion lffll1 


mnd in i 
U) To 


b?ro1·ed 
(4)Tell 


LESS0!-1 III. 
· (1) Describ•e the life-history of a rice-bug. 


(2) Compare its life-history with that of the btlttt:f; 


wso~ r 
(1) Ho, 
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~s!V, 


1 
Gire the life,)listory of, a grasshopper. 


hl IJ1 what respect does a young grasshopper. resemble 


n·ce bug and how does it differ from it ? . 1yoillg . ' 


/ 


~!SSOS \1, 
(i) In what respects do various kinds of insects resemble 


one another? . 
'(i) When are insects called pests ? 
{Jl Name some diseases of m~n which are carried by 


in.'<cls, 
141 How do ips~cts damage crops ? 


II Ii ~) By what methods would you attempt to reduce 
lie damage done to crops by insects ? 


rl 


Ii 


CATTLE, SHEEP, AND GOATS 


ll,soN !. 
11) Tell what you know of the life led by wand~ring 


1nresof professional cattle-breeders in India. 
~) How does the gaoli or professional dairyman live ? 


' 
l.!iloN II. 


(1) What is the origin of our domesticated anim'als ? 
(z) l!ention a case in which cross-breeding is• still going 


mbe1ween a wild and a domesticated breed. · 


Lis;os III. . 
II) Tell what you know about the wild sheep. r.- · 
12) How does its wool differ from that of the sheep 


i:~d in the plains of ]Jldia ? 
(Jl To what extent have British breeds of sheep. been· 


ilorol'ed and how ? 
~I Tell what you know of the wool trade in Australia. 


wsos IV. 


(1) How is sheep-rearing carried out in India ? 
(i) What use is made of Indian wool ? 
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LESSON V. 
(1) Tell what you know about the goat. 
(2) 'Why is the goat sometimes called the poor man' 
(3) In what localities do goats thrive best? so-., 


(4) How does their milk differ from that of a cow 1 


LESSON VI. 
(1) Tell what you know about the improi•em~• 


cattle in England. · 
(2) What different types of cattle have been bredllit 
(3) Name a beef-breed, a milch-breed and a dual, 


breed which have been improved in England. 


LESSON VII. 
(1) For what purposes are cattle mainly requL,1 


India ? 
(2) Give the points of a good draught bullock. 
(3) Which are the best 1ndian breeds for draugh!pillp!, 
(4) Name some of the good milch-breeds in India. 
(5) What purpose do Government cattle-breeding -


serve? 


CATTLE DISEASES 


LESSON I. 
(1) From what infectious and contagious ~ 


Indian cattle chiefly suffer ? 
(2) Why should you separate sick from healthycalti 
(3) How would y'ou dispose of the body of an 


which had died of disease, and how would you .. 
the stable in which it had died ? 


(4) Why should newly purchased animals be klfl , 
from others for a time ? 
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LESSON II. ~)Gil-e 


(1) What should you do in the event of ri:.~ ~alldbu 
(~ Befon breaking out in your herd ? 


('z) Why are cattle inoculatecl for rinderpest 1 
(3) What is a Veterinary Hospital ? 


f:l!IM)'OO! 
bl What 
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DAIRYING 


's!I! Lt.'50~ I. 
\i) How should dairy animals be housed, milked and 


~ 1\ E.,qilain ho1~ you would train a cow to give milk 
tilb)uthercalf being pres~nt. 


Itil ul Why is it wrong either to underfeed or overfeed 
diiJy animals I 


llii !)\\'hat do you consider a suitable maintenance diet 
wtoowanda buffalo respectively? . 


~ (·I Ho~· much concentrated food would you give a 
~ fielding five seers and a buffalo yiekli.ng ten seers of 
r:,lkaday? 


IUll ~I How would you feed a dairy cow before and after 
ralriDg1 


L!s,os II. 
Iii \\'hy is it so necessary to take special care of the 


gk: 11lre.ohaluable milch animals ? 
!z) How do gao/ies in India feed their calves and why 


isihil practice bad ? 
W II you were in charge of a dairy, how would you 


~yom:alves in order to save milk ? 
kl How should calves be housed_ ? 


(!)Tell what you know about the composition of milk. 
•- 1) How does the buffalo's milk differ from that of a 


'-°!1 
rn Why is it so important that the milk should be 


bit dean ? 
lfl \\'bat prwautions should be taken to prevent filth 


b.ttgttting into it at the time of milking ? 
U)Give the names of some of our Indian breeds of 


m Wil,od buffaloes. 
ij Before purchasing a milch animal what information 


!!ioold )'OU get from the owner ? 
OI What are the points of a good milch cow ? 
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LESSON IV. . 


(1) What is cream ? 
(2) ~~scribe two different methods of separabo <1 


from milk. g 
(3) How is butter made ? 
(4) What are the qualities of a good butter 1 
(5) How is ghee made ? · 
(6) In what respects does the ghee made from 1,:,, 


milk differ from that made from cow's milk? -. 
(7) How is kh_owa made? 


CO-OPERATION IN ITS RELATION TO AGRIC!', 
. TURE 


LESSON l. 


(1) Why does a cultivator require capital ? 
(2) What is meant by a man's credit? 
(3) How is a poor cultivator placed at a disadr. 


when he has to borrow money ? 
(4) Why do money-lenders_ charge such high .~ 


interest' on loans to cultivators ? 
(5) What is a Co-operative Society ? 
(6) Why should a money-lender advance mo~ :·· 


to a Co-operative Society than to a single cullil'aloil 


LESSON II. 


(1) What are the qµalifications for a memb!r , 
Co-operative Society ? 


(2) How are the affairs of a society managed l 
(3) How does a Co-operative Society obtain lt1 


which it advances to its members ? 
· (4) What percentage of the profits of a sociefye 


be carried to the Reserve Fund every year ? 
(5) What should the chief aims of a Co-operafi1l · 


be? 


jf.,SSOX l 
j1) ll'b 
(1) Wb 
Ol Hil' 
(l) ll'b 


(aditfjjj 
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(J..<o-0~ JJI, • 
II) \\'hat is the object of having a Reserve Fund ? 
. Whal are the duties of a Central Bank ? 
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W How do such banks obtain money ? 


111 
\\oat kinds of Co-opt-rative S,Ocieties other than 


~.!ii !i)cie!ies are there ? 







G LOSSARY 


AGYA (Striga lutea), a troublesome parasite on sag.: 
and juar. 


A..MBARI or DECCAN HEMP (Hibiscus cannabinus) I 
commonly grown for its fibre. ' 


BABUL (Acacia arabica), a tree, the timber of tbi 
hard and durable, and largely used in India for 
agricultural implements. 


BAJ RA (Pennisetum typhoideum), one of the inleria · 
commonly grown on poor soils. 


BERSEEM or EGYPTIAN CLOVER (Trifolium Alexaud;:: 
a valuable fodder crop for cattle. 


BRtNJAL or the EGG-PLANT (Solanum melongena), a. 
able extensively cultivated in Indian gardens. 


CHAI!ATI, unleavened bread. 
CHILA or SHEWAL (Elodea canadensis), an aq113fi_ 


found in stagnant waters. 
CHUNI, the outer husk with part of the adherinJ 


of the seed of pigeon-pea (Cajanus Indicus). 
DAHi or DADHI, curdled boiled milk. 
DESHI, belonging to the country. 


jC!R 0/ 
sil·I 
oil 


K.uir! 
!!If 
M 
if;! 


Kim (( 


/{!.IG.W 


etrfa 


/{!.1; GI 


d~P: 
Km!,j, 
KlURlf Q 


Kioo or 
imerij 
ctrt.i 


Krm1or 
Oil~ 


Knw, l 
Al.!ll!~1 


IHEUTCBl 


ltttin 


T!!l.O!JU! 


~lolo 
lu\'.l (El< 


11'.ds. 


JIJ..'t'.I or 
li'!tol 


DuB GRASS or hariali (Cynodon dactylon), a gool 
for cattle, but a persistent and trouble!iOIIIH' 
black soil in India. 


1ttSru 
coosi!e 


DunH MOGRA, an I ndian flowering 
flowers. 


GAMELA, an iron basin. 


~;11 


shrub with b; ~ 
Ii.uorNJ 


!Ocie~1 







on s1g. 


binus), 1 


!r of 1lil 
dial«' 


gena), 1 


rdens. 
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I orjriari (Sorghum vulgare), one of the millets exten
OA:l'tly grown for grain and fodder in the cotton tracts 


of India. 
KJ;i:l 01 J{AHU (Terminalia arjuna), a tree often found 


•oolhe banks of rivers; its wood is used for building 
~• and for making agricultural implements; 
its oork is used as a dye and tan. 


Krnl jCucumis sativus), the cucumber. 


Jw;G.II (Setaria glauca), a millet extensively grown in 
mlain parts of India. 


K.1Y, GIL\SS (Saccharum spontaneum), a troublesome 
deep-rooted weed and very difficult to eradicate. 


Kmi,juar stalks used as a fodder for cattle. 


w11rCROP5 are crops sown in the beginning of the rains. 


Kooo or KoDoN (Paspalum scrobiculatum). one of the 
inferior millets grown extensively on poor soils in 
certain parts of India. 


i!'iSUO!SPEAR GRASS (H. contortus), a grass found mostly 
on poor soils. 


KmBA,cheap and infe.rior. 


Auaisone hundred thousand. 


Ti!.UICBI (Niphelium litchi), a handsome evergreen fruit 
lreeintroduced into India from China. 


aquati, T!ilOQOAT (Eriobotrya Japonica), a fruit tree introduced 
into India from Ja pan. 


ulherini 
cus). 


'lim jEleusine coracana), a millet grown r.hiefly in hilly 
tr.tfs. 


il!.,r1 or MouwA (Bassia latifoJia), a large deciduous 
lneof the forests of the central tracts of India. 


a goo! li!X!!l! or MARGOSA TREE (M:edia azadiracta), a tree of 
1e;ome1: «Elirlerable economic importance in India; from the 


S!ldsanoil is extracted, and the leaves have medicinal 
b with Ii: ~rties. 


Xrr,iaorNAGARMOTHA (Cyperus rotuodus), a verv trouble
meffld in fields, gardens and waste land. · 
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PAPAYA (Car(ca. papaya.), a.n almost branchless fniil 
cultivated in !ndian gardens. 


PIPAL or PEEPUL (Ficus religiosa), 
Hindus and Buddhists. 


·PuccA, good and reliable. 
RABI CROPS, crops sown in the beginning of the cold 
RIOT or RYOT, a: cultivator. 
SAFFLOWER (Carthamus tinctorius), cultivated 


in parts of I-ndia; for its-oil-yielding seeds. 
SAHUKAR, a money-lendei:. 
SAMA (Panicum crus-galli var. frumentaceum), a 


growing.millet cultivated in light soils. 
SANN HEMP (CrotoJaria juncea), a crop grown forfi 


for green-manure. 
SARAJ, a public hostel free to travellers. 
SESAMUM,GINGELLY or TJL (Sesamum indicum),an 


the oil is largely used for cooking purposes in 
lr;dia. 


TAROI (Luffa acutangula), a cylindrical and 
club-shaped gourd. 


T AROTA (Cassia tora), a. gregarious shrub ab 
waste land. 


ToKRA (Orobanche nicotianae), a para.site on the 
plant. 


ToNDLA (Cepha.landra indica), gives an edible frail 
is used as a vegetable. 
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MANURES IN THEIR RELATION TO SOILS AND 
CROP PRODUCTION IN THI£ CENTRAL 


PROVINCES.* 


BY 


D. CLOUSTON, }LA., B.Sc., 


Ojfg. Director of Agriculture, Central Prwinces. 


Tu four principal soils of the Central Provinces are the, 
alluvial soils of the Ner budda valley which corresponds to the wheat 
tract, the black cotton or trap soil of the cotton tract, and the 
lateritic and metamorphic soils of the rice tract. Without manure 
and irrigation most of the area under these soils has reached the 
stage of maximum impoverishment and now yields approximatelr 
600 lb. of wheat, 300 lb. ·of kaJJas (1mginned cotton), and 900 lb. 
of paddy per acre, respectively, without irrigation. Given inigatio11 
without manure, the crop outtill:ns are increased by approxima.tely 
100 lb. of wheat, 30 lb. of kapas, and 550 lb. of rice per 
acre, respectively. 


If cattle manure were available in sufficient quantities at 
present prices, there would be little chance of finding any other 
manure which c~uld compete with it. But in the Central P1:ovinces 
much of the cattle-dwig is used as fuel, and in most districts, even 
that part of it which in the rainy season caru1ot be dried as fuel is 
left ex.posed in an open heap together with the ashes <,f dung which 
has served its purpose as a fuel. Ordinary viJJage mamue made 
in this way contains on an average 0·46 per cent. of nitrogen, while 
cattle manure properly stored on Govermuent farms in the prov
inces contains 0· 68 per cent. Nitrogen which is the one constituent 


* A paper read ,it tlw FiHh Indian Scionce Congrc~, La hore, Janu!l.ry. l\HS. 
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in which our soils are so deficient happens to be the particular one 
which is wasted to the greatest extent by the cultivator, for in the 
process of burning, over 97 per cent. of the nitrogen of cattle-dung 
is dissipated. It has been proved, too, that the rain of tropical 
countries in general does not supply the soH with a greater amount 
of nitrogen than the rain of temperate climates, the average total 
for tropical countries being only 3·5411 per acre annually. While 
the quality of cattle manure is very poor, the quantity available 
-every year is very small, being only about one cartloail per acre of 
crop grown. If every :field were to be manured at intervals of 
8 years, the quantity of manure available per acre would only be 
about 64 mds., or appro:rimately 8 cartloads. But a very con
siderable part of the total quantity of cattle manure used is, as a 
matter of fact, applied not to the fields in which our staple crops are 
grown but to cane and garden lands. This unequal distribution 
of the supply still further reduces the quantity available for open 
neld cultivation. How to meet this deficiency in the supply is one 
of the problems to which the Agricultural Department has been 
giving serious attention for the last 12 years, and a large programme 
of manuria] experiments haa been carried out on the Government 
experimental farms with the V'iew of :finding manures which can be 
used to supplement the very inadequate supply of cattle-dung at 
present available. In describing the results obtained I shall confine 
my remarks to the rice and cotton tracts with which 1 am better 
acquainted. 


The application of enough cattle-dung to supply 10 lb. of nitro
gen per acre has added from Rs. 10 to Rs. 15 to the net acreage profit. 
on rice cultivation. The same amount of nitrogen applied as 
poudrette has increased the net profit by from Rs. 15 to Rs. 20, while 
the same quantity applied as night-soil has increased it by from 
Rs. 20 to Rs. 30 per acre. The application of calcium cyanamide 
and of bonemeal separately and of bonemeal in combination with 
saltpetre has resulted in a dead loss. Bonemeal combined with 
sulphate of ammonia has generally given a small profit as have also 
dried 1eaves and tank silt . Castor cake ha8 given a small net profi~ 
in some series only : in others its application resulted in a loss. 
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The only manures which have consistently given large acreage 
profits are cattle manure, night-soil, and poudrette. The supply of 
night-soil and poudrette is so small and the difficulty of getting 
sweepers to apply them so great that they are only of secondary 
importance as an economic factor in crOJ:l production. It therefore 
becomes evident that of the manures available in any qmi.ntity 
cattle-dung is the only one which reaJly counts. The use of green 
manures therefore suggested itself as being the most likely method 
of finding a substitute for cattle-dung. Owing to the peculiar nature 
of our rainfall which extends from the middle of June to the end of 
September, a period which coincides with the period of greatest 
growth of the rice plant, the only crop which is at all suitable as a 
green manme for rice is a fast growing one which, when sown in the 
middle of June, will be ready for application by the end of July 
at which time the seedlings are being transplanted. Sann-hemp 
(Crntakwia junceci) has been found to be a sufficiently fast grower, 
but when grown in the bunded rice plots its growth is checked so 
much by the heavy rainfall of the early monsoon that it is found 
impossible to raise any quantity of it in time for ploughing in for 
the succeeding rice crop. D/UJ,inclza (Sesbania aculeata) thrives much 
better under the same conditions, but is too slow a grower. The 
difficulty in producing a sufficient bulk of sann has been finally got 
over by growing it in the open fields reserved for ra"bi (winter) 
crops. In one acre of rabi land a bout 300 mds. of sann per acre can 
be grown in time for ploughing in for rice. This suffices as a green 
ma.nu.re for 3 acres of rice. The analysis of this grnen sann-hemp 
showed that it contains 0·57 per cent. of nitrogen, so that it is about 
equal in manurial value to ea ttle-d ung bulk for bulk. Over the 
greater part of the rice tract of the Central Provinces, the rabi or 
winter crop area lying fallow dUl'ing the rains and therefore available 
for the production of sann-hemp as a green manlll'e for rice, is almost 
equal to the area under rice. It is possible therefore to raise much 
more green manme than is needed for rice and without reducing the 
area wider rabi crops such as wheat, gram, linseed, etc. The 
practice will, we believe, be a positive ad vantage, as far as ra"bi 
crops are concerned, as the standing crop of sann helps to check the 
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growth of weeds and to reduce to a minim11m the damage which 
would otherwise be done to the fields left fallow during the monsoon. 
The manurial value of the roots of the sann for the rabi crop shottld 
also be appreciable. Experiments to test it have been started. 
This new method by which fallow land is utilized for the production 
of green manure for rice, is applicable to over 4 million acres of rice 
land in the Central Provinces, and I anticipate that it will largely 
solve the manmial problem as far as the rice tract is concerned. It 
was tried by landowners in over 40 villages last year. The average
increase obtained from the fields manured in this way amounted to 
over 600 lb. of paddy per acre, worth approximately Rs. 15. The 
cost ofraising this green manure was about Rs. 3 per acre manured, 
leaving a net profit of Rs. 12 per acre. 


The use of cake as a cane manure was demonstrated by 
the Department for the first time six years ago. This manure, 


· though not previously in use anywhere in the provinces, has now 
caught on, and is being used in larger quantities every year by cane
growers. Sann-hemp, applied at the rate of 10 tons per acre to the 
sandy loams in which cane is generally grown in the rice tract, has, 
when supplemented by a dressing of 15 mds. of cake, given yields 
of about 20 tons of cane per acre, which, when converted into gur, 
is worth approximately Rs. 330. The cost of the manme applied 
in this case is only Rs. 33. The average outturn of Cftne for the 
provinces, manmed with cattle-dung, is only 11 tons, which is worth 
approximately Rs. 184. By this new method of manuring the net 
profit 011 cane cultivation can be increased by a bout Rs. 146 


per acre. 
In the cotton tract the value of manure is more highly appre-


ciated than in other parts of the provinces. Cotton pays better 
than rice or wheat, and cultivators have come to realize the economic 
value of cattle manure. The price per cartload is R. 1 as against 
8 annas for the greater pa.rt of the rice tract. But in the cotton 
tract, too, mu-0h valuable manure is wasted. No attempt is made 
to conserve the Ul'ine which is so rich in nitrogen. To meet this 
formidable obstacle to good cultivation, the dry-earth system of 
conserving urine has been demonstrated in this tract. Experiments 
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ci1LTied out with urine earth on the Govenlfilent farms have· shown 
that,in the year of application to jowc(//· (A. Sorghum) and cotton 
fields, the urine of a bullock for any definite period of time is equal 
in mannrial value to its solid excreta for the same time. By this 
system of conserving the urine, ch-y earth to a depth of 6


11 
is spread 


in the stalls. This earth is removed to the ma nu.re pit once a month, 
and fresh earth is put into its p1ace which, in tnrn, absorbs the 
liquid portion of the animal's excreta for the succeeding month. 
By adopting this system of conserving cattle urine the intrinsic 
va.lue of the mamu·ial suµply of a village can be doubled at a very 


small cost. 
Cotton cultivation on well manured land is so profitable 


at the prices which have prevailed of recent years that it would pay 
the cuJtivator to mamue his cotton, even if cattle manure were three 
times as expensive as it is at present. The supply, however, is so 
very inadequate that there is none available for sale in the villages. 
Green,manuring is 11ot a feasible proposition in this tract as it would 
have to be grown at the e>..'})ense of cotton and jowar, for the mamu
ing of mbi crops of which the area is comparatively small. To meet 
the full requirements of the cotton tract, therefore, it will be neces- . 
sary to fall back on manures not at present in use, and this we hope to 
be able to do by the use of nitrate of soda on a large scale, and by the 
utilization of such quantities of manuriaJ cakes as are manufactured 
locally. If jt were possible to offer nitrate of soda for sale at about 
Rs. 10 per cwt., the demand for it would, I believe, be large. 011 


tlie stJ:ength of the results obtained from the trials of nitrate of 
soda on the Akola farm, the Commissioner of Bernr put up a proposal 
this year to the effect that about a lakh of rupees worth of this 
artificial should be offered for sale to cotton-growers in his division 
which constitutes the greater portion of the cotton tract. The 
price, however, had risen so enormously owing to the war that it 
":as cousidered inadvisable to make large pmchases at the present 
tune. There is lit~le doubt but that it would pay handsomely to 
apply nitrate costing Rs. 10 per cwt. as a topc!Tessing to cotton 
at ~e rate of 60 lb. per acre. This quick-acting manure is 
specmlly suita,ble for short-season cottons. 
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Jn· couclusio11, I sbouJd like to Jay stress on the fact that 
t.hough in the Centrnl Provinces and in other parts of India much 
has a.lready teen done by the Department of Agriculture to solve 
the problem of economic manuring, a poor cultivator will not be in 
a position to reap the foll benefit from the results of these researches, 
until we make it easy for him to obtain these manmes. We require. 
in short, an efficient organization which will provide both for the 
supply of mann.res and for the financing of purchasers who wish 
to buy them. This may poasibly be done later on a large scale 
through co-operative societies. T.o pave the way for co-operative 
societies it may be necessa.ry to finance the cultivator direct to 
start with. It should be quite feasible for Government to provide 
a definite smn to be given each year as takavi for the ext.ension ol 
agricultural improvements recommended by the Department of 
Agriculture. This has, as a matter of fact, been done in the Central 
Provinces, and it is a policy which is well worth the consideration of 
any provinces ·which may not yet have adopted it. 
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URINE-EARTH AS A MANURE. 


By D. CLOUSTON, M.A., B.Sc., 


Deputy Dfrecto1· of Ag1·ici,lture, Central Provinces. 


OwING to the want of an a<lequate supply of manure, the 
cultivator in the Central Provinces is handicapped enormously. 
Much of his land is gradually becoming more and more im
poverished. In tracts where there are irrigation facilities 
without manure, this exhaustion of the soil's fertility is all the 
more certain. It is a serious check, too, to the efforts being 
made to extend the cultivation of sugarcane and other pTofitable 
crops in such areas. The trade done in the Provinces in manures 
is insignificant, for the value of the different cakes as manures 
is not yet understood ; moreover, the supply available is very 
small. To import artificial or other manures the ryot is not 
sufficiently enterprising. The result is that he is almost entirely 
dependent on the small supply of cattle manure at his disposal; 
but the so-called cattle manure in these Provinces is mostly the 
ash of cattle dung mixed with village rubbish. It is not a valu
able manure, as its nitrogen content is low, 97 per cent. of it 
being lost in the process of burning. No attempt is made to 
conserve the urine which is so rich in this very essential plant 
food, and the one constituent which our black cotton soil stands 
so much in need of. 


To meet this formidable obstacle to good cultivation, the dry
ea.rtb system of conserving urine is being demonstrated in these 
Provinces, and has already been adopted by some leading cultiv
ators. With the view of testing the value of this manure I 
first started this system of conserving it on the experimental 
farms four years ago. The results obtained pl'ove that in the 
yeat of application, the urine of a bullock for a certain period 1s 
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equal in manurial value to the dung of the same animal, for the 
same period. 


The dry-earth system is a simple one which involves no 
initial expenditure and requires no other bedding than the dry
earth used. It is based nevertheless on sound scientific principles; 
the earth absorbs the urine and retains its most valuable 
ingredients. The system, as carried out on the Government 
farms, is as follows. Dry earth to a depth of 6 inches is spread 
in the stalls. The dung is removed daily and stored in a pit. 
The urine-earth is removed from the stalls and stored in the 
same pit after having lain about a month in the stalls; fresh 
earth is put into its place. By removing the dung daily the 
stalls are kept clean. Should the earth get caked, the surface is 
scarified by means of a phowra (scraper) in order to make it 
pervious to the liquid mauure. By this method both the liquid 
and solid excreta are saved. The urine or liquid excrement 
contains a high percentage of t};le most valuable constituent, 
namely, nitrogen, and in a very soluble form too. 
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subject of agriculture, nor had he any more highly qualified man 
to assist him than a tram.ed gardener from home. 


The numerous American and Egyptian cottons tried at this 
time did no good ; the distribution of seed of these and of hundreds 
of tons of bani among cultivators ended in poor yields, loss of 
customary profits anrl much heart-burning as the result ; for bani, 
as we know now, is one of the very poorest yielders of all the cottons 
grown in India, a.nd its out-ttun of lint to seed is lower than that 
of an_v other variety grown in this part of India. 


American and Egyptian cottons have never done any good 
in the Central Provinces. With a rainy season extending from 
the middle of June till the end of September followed by a long 
spell of continuous dry ,veather, these comparatively long season 
cottons do not stand a. ghost of a, cha.nee. T11ey sn.:ffer from red leaf 
blight at the end of the rains and their growth is entirely checked 
later by the cracking of the soil and the consequent breaking of 
the roots. On the formation of a Department of Agriculture 
for the Central Provinces in 1883 the trial of these exotic cottons 
and of bani was again made, but with no greater measure of 
success than -ero,'"'ned the efforts of the Cotton Commissioner. 
When I came out to the Central Provinces in 1905 as its fil'st 
agricultural expert they were still being tried on the Government 
Farm at Nagpur a1ongside of bani and jari, the latter being the 
name given to the mixed cottons of the neglectum type grown in 
these parts. No attempt had been made up to 1905 to single out 
the different cottons that constituted this mixture though it was 
obviously the only method of attacking the problem that could 
possibly be depended on to give satisfactory results. On classi
fying the cottons in 1906 it was found that our so-called Jwri 
consisted of four distinct cottons, namely, N. roseum, N. roseum 
cutchica, N. mavvensis, a.nd N. verurn, mixed with a percentage of 
Bani and Upland Georgian varying from about 10 to 15- Upland 
Georgian (G. hirsutum) being an American cotton of the Upland 
type which is supposed to have been introduced in the Provinces 
in the sixties. The percentage of each type in the jari mixtru:e 
varied from district to di~trict. In the north of the Pro~inces 
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the percentage of roseum and cutchica, the two white-flowered 
types, did not exceed two or three per cent.; while in Berar it 
varied from about 5 to 50. It was observed, moreover, that the 
percentage of lint to seed in this mixture varied directly with the 
percentage of the white-flowered types present. In the northern 
districts it was 31 to 32 : in the districts of Berar it rose to 
as high as 35. On the bOl'ders of the Nizam's Dominions where 
bani, known there as karkeli, still reigned supreme, it fell to 26. 


Experiments were started in 1907 on the Akola Farm to 
compare the out-turns of these different cottons which our classi
fication had revealed. The average out-turns for a period of nine 
years are given in the table below:-


Porcentnge Averngo out- Vnlue of lint 
\Tarioty of lint tum of lint per at pr?sont 


aero in lb. prices 


Rs. 
RoReum .. .. 40 214 93 
Cutchica . . .. 38 201 87 
Vorum .. .. 32 147 64 
~falvensis .. .. 32 138 66 
Buri . . .. .. 33-34 128 67 
Bnni . . .. . . 25-26 103 54 
Jari from Berar .. 34 ms 69 
i':inugor Jnri from C. P. .. 32 147 64 


Roseum, one of the four neglectum types, has pToved to be 
the best, in so far as it gives both the largest yield of kapas or 
unginned cotton and the highest percentage of lint to seed. 
Compared ,vith jari which it is now fast replacing, it has given 
56 lb. more of lint per acre, worth approximately Rs. 24 at present 
prices. It has given on an average 111 lb. of lint per acre more 
than bani, the long-stapled but low-yielding cotton which so many 
efforts had been made to push in the past. The quality of the lint 
of bani is much better than that of roseitm, but its superior quality 
does not make up for its other outstanding defect, namely, its low 
yielding power, as the last column of the table will show. 


Mr. Arno Smith Pearse, Secretary of the International 
Federation of Master Cotton Spinners and ·weavers, had suggested 
after inspecting these cottons that the full market-value of 
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long-stapled varieties like buri and bani could only be obtained by 
selling them in England. At his suggestion samples were sent 
to firms at home for valuation. Their valuation showed that 
the lint of bani and bttri was as good as Middling American, ancl 
was worth about lcl. peT pound more than roseum, the value of 
roseum, being 6d. a pound. It evidently would not pay, therefore, 
to market our long-stapled cottons at home, where the difference jn 
price amounts to about 8 per cent. only, when in Nagpur we can get 
from 20 to 25 per cent. more for them than for our shorter-stapled 
roseum. But even making full allowance for the higher price paid for 
quality in Nagpur, none .of the longer-stapled varieties has given 
anything like as large an acreage profit as roseum,. 


The superiority of rosettm was so evident to the culti
vators that the only difficulty experienced by the Department in 
getting it introduced as a pure crop has been in meeting the 
enormous demand for seed. For the last three years we have been 
distributing from l ½ to 2 million pounds of seed each year through 
our Co-operative Seed Unions a.nd Seed Farms and the area under 
roseum at present must be at least 700,000 acres. Twelve of our 
leading land-owners of the cotton tract, who have been gi·o,,ring 
this variety for some years on areas varying from 300 to over 5,000 
acres, were asked lately to state what extra profits its cultivation 
had given them per acre last year (1914-15). The average of their 
estimates worked out to over Rs. 16 per acre. The price of cotton 
has risen by over 50 per cent. since last year, and the profit from 
roseum should this season rise in proportion ; but if we take Rs. 15 


per acre as being the average gain this year-which is certainly 
a very modest estimate- the cotton growers and buyers of the 
Central Provinces and Berar will be benefited by their ?·oseum to the 
extent of at least one crore and five lakhs of rupees- a sum which 
will more than cover the cost of our own Department twenty times 
over, and the cost of all the Agricultural Departments in India, 
including Burma, about twice over. 


As soon as it became evident from our experiments on the 
Akola Farm that the introduction of roseum was to add largely 
to the wealth 0£ the Provinces, the Department concentrated its 
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efforts in the cotton tract on the improvement and distribution 
of this one markedly prolific type. Had we instead devoted our 
attention to the introduction of exotic cottons or to the ex.'iiension 
of bani, our indigenous fine-stapled variety, our efforts would 
have been none more successful than those of our predecessors. 


A considerable amount of time has been given to the 
stud:)! of cotton pests and diseases, but only one of the several 
lines of investigation taken up has given results of any value, 
namely, the study of cotton wilt. Cotton wilt is a fungoid disease 
caused by one of the Fitsariums. In some districts, more 
especially in Berar where cotton is grown on the best land yeax after 
year without a break, the disease does much damage in the areas 
infected. The cottons under trial were sown in pots filled with 
wilt-infected soil and the percentage of plants attacked in each 
was noted. It was found that biwi cotton, one of the Upland 
type, was quite immune to the disease. The experiment was 
caniecl out on a large scale later in wilt-infected areas in the 
villages. In every case buri was found to be resistant, though 
a high percentage of the plants of the indigenous cotton, jari, 
succumbed to the disease as a rule. The resistance of buri to the 
disease is now well known to the cultivators and it is not unusual 
to find wilt-infected areas sown with a mixture of roseum and 
buri. In a bad wilt year the buri at least survives. Later 
investigations showed that it was not possible to get wilt-resistant 
strains of our neglectum cottons by selecting seed from plants 
which survived when grown in wilt-infected areas. Nor is the 
damage done by the disease reduced to any appreciable extent by 
rotating cotton with another crop. 


It has already been pointed out that none of the exotic 
cottons tried could at all compete with roseiim. The enhanced 
value of lint due to the staple being longer does not compensate 
for the considerably lower out-turn of lint per acre. Moreover, 
the lint of exotic cottons grown in the Central Provinces invariably 
deteriorates after a certain number of years. Our Upland Georgia,n 
has a distinctly weak fibre, due to its having been cultivated for 
about half a century under the unfavomable soil a.p.d climatic 
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conditions which obtain in these parts. .Ai;, it offered little or no 
scope for improvement it has been discarded by the Department, 
and the cultivation of bwri, the variety already referred to, taJcen 
up instead. Buri, though it has done distinctly better than Upland 
Georgian, takes too long to mature to thrive well in years in which 
the rains cease early. On the other hand, it does but poorly on all 
but the best soils, requiring as it does more manure and more 
moisture than our indigenous cottons. In a dry year its lint is 
weak. 


With such a fine cotton as rosewm ready to hand the pos
sibility of producing a better by crossing seemed remote. Still a 
good deal of work in cotton-breeding has been done on the Govern
ment Farms in the cotton tract, and we now have two crosses 
under trial on a field scale. The one was obtained by crossing 
bani with a neglectum cotton from the Punjab; the other by crossing 
bani with roseum. The lint of the former, now known as the 
Sindewahi cross, is nearly as good as that of bani and the percent
age of lint to seed is about 36 ; while in the case of the Bani-roseum 
cross the percentage of lint is about 34, as against 26 and 40 
respectively for its two parents. I t is a comparatively easy matter 
by crossing bani with one of the more prolific but shorter-stapled 
neglectum cottons to get a cross of medium quality ; but it is 
extremely difficult to produce one with a high percentage of lint 
of good quality. When the staple of the cross is long the 
percentage of lint to seed is low ; when the percentage of lint is high 
the staple is as a rule short. Quantity of lint counts for more than 
quality and unless we can produce in our crosses quantity as well as 
quality, all our efforts to improve the economic condition of the 
cotton grower will be in vain. The Sindewahi cross gives 36 per cent. 
of lint to seed and its lint is worth about ½d. a pound more 
than roseum, which is equivalent to a gain of approximately 8 per 
cent. when prices are normal ; the loss of about 4 per cent. in the 
percentage of lint is therefore more than covered by this improve
ment in quality. On the other hand, it has yet to be proved that 
this cross will, when grown under the same conditions, produce 
as much kapas per acre as rosewm. 
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In the Central Provinces cotton is never irrigated, our black 
cotton soil not being well suited for irrigated crops. Of the 
cotton soil area there are about 4¾ million acres under cotton, 
scattered over 8 di:ff erent districts in which the rainfall does not 
exceed 45 inches per annum. In this cotton soil area, therefore, the 
rainfall is the factor which determines whether cotton can be grown 
profitably or not. We have lately proved by experiment that with 
irrigation it can be grown very profitably on our red laterite soils 
wit.h an annual rai~all of nearly 60 inches. There are hundreds of 
thousands of acres of this bhatci land lying waste in Chhattisgarh 
at present, which being porous ancl therefore free from water
logging would appear to be well suited for · cotton despite the 
heavy rainfall of the tract. Yields of over 1,000 lb. of kapas 
have already been obtained by the Department on this poor but 
well-drained land which in the past has always been considered 
too wet for cotton. This information is likely to be of very 
considerable economic value in those parts of the Central Provinces 
outside the cotton belt where large stretches of waste bhata land 
are now being brought under irrigation as a result of the comple
tion of certain Government irrigation works. In these soils the 
cost of weeding is a mere fraction of what it is in black cotton soils 
for the reason that all our most troublesome species of weeds, 
which thrive so well on heavy soil, fail to establish themselves on 
the bhata owing to its dryness in the hot weather. All our 
experiments on such soils show the enormous importance of good 
drainage and aeration for frrigated cotton. The fertility of the 
soil is of very secondary importance : it can be added at a small 
cost by applying dressings of bulky organic manure, such as cattle
dung or snnn-hemp. For irrigated crops in short the soil is merely 
a medium, the productiveness of which is largely dependent 011 


three factors, namely, drainage, aeration, and the presence of plenty 
of organic matter. 


Our present position ,Yith regard to cotton improvement in 
the Central Provinces then is that by the discovery of rosemn 
we have greatly improved the economic condition of the cotfon 
cultivator. We have produced thousanci.s of crosses, between ban-i 
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and shorter-stapled neglectum cottons. One of t,hese crosses has 
done very well in the Central Provinces and is now being tried 
in. Bombay and the States of Central India. Bu1·i is entirely 
·wilt-resistant, but it is only in years of prolonged ra.infaU t,hat it 
can be depended on to yield well. Under irrigation cotton has, 
on light laterite soil most of which is at present lying v..-aste, given 
much better yields of kapas than on our heavy black soil. Our 
main work for the next few years wm be (1) to get roseum grown 
over the whole cotton tract except in the relatively smalJ wilt
infected areas; (2) to improve it by selection; (3) to give our most 
promising cross a thorough trial under field conditions not only 
in the Central Provinces but in other parts of India where the soil 
and climatic conditions are similar to what they are here; and 
(4) to get the cultivation of cotton introduced in the irrigable bhata. 
areas of the rice tract which are at present lying waste. 


The improvement of roseum and buri by selection has 
already been going on for the last seven years, during which time our 
main aim has been to increase the ginning percentage of selected 
strains by selection every year from pUl'e line so"ings. It has 
been amply proved that when the seed 0£ any one mother plant 
giving a high percentage of lint is sown, the offspring taken 
eollectively inherits the character 0£ giving a high percentage of 
lint, though the percentage given by different plants of this strain 
vanes. 


The small variation in the percentage of lint from year to 
year from any one strain would appear to depend very largely 
on two factors, namely, soil and 1·ainfall. Other things being 
equal, the deeper and more retentive soils give the higher percentage. 
In a good cotton season when the l'ainfall has been well distributed 
the percentage over the whole cotton tract is about 1 per cent. 
higher than in a bad year. The percentage of lint obtained 
from different pickings of the same strain also varies, that of the first 
and last pickings being from 1 to 2 per cent. less than that of the 
second and third. This, I believe, is due to the fant that the 
first and last pickings contain bolls damaged by boll-,Yorm as 
well as some immature cotton. If by the method at present being 
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followed we could by selection increase the ginning percentage of 
om cotton by even I per cent. we would thereby increase the 
profit on its cultivation by R. 1-8 per a.ere, which over an area of 
4£ million acres would amount to approximately 70 lakhs of 
rupees. 
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NOTICES. 


CHAIRMANSHI P OF COUNCIL. 


On Monday, July 12th, at their first meeting 
b the new session, the Council elected Ma. 
MIA, CAMPBBLL SWINTON, F .R.S., Chairman 
l:dhe ensuing year .. 


COUNCIL. 


On Monday, July 12th, the_ Council elected 
!iiBDSANnsasoN,G.C.B .,K.C.M.G., amemberof 
lheCouneil and Vice-President of the Society 
~place of VrscouNT CowoBAY, who was unable 
»serve; and Sm PHILIP llioNus, Bt., M.P., a 
~ber of the Council in place of VrscoUNT 
!'!,TED&.'<, C.B., 0 .M.G., M.P., who was pre-
1:.ited by his engagements from accepting 
tf:lce. 


PROCEEDINGS OF THE SOCIETY. 


INDIAN SECTION. 


!meeting of the Indian Section was held on 
Maoday, May 81st, 1920 ; Sm ROBERT W. 
Cui.11.B, K.C.S.I., C.I.'.E., in the chair. 


1
Tut <lRAnn!AN, in opening the meeting, said 


14\theauthor of the po.per, Mr. Albert Howard, 
hid been tho Imperial Economic Botanist to 
~ Government of India since 1905. All that 
::' hia wife hn.d been associated with him in 
i.,~,ork, and she was now formally Mknow
"'l"l by the Government as his colleague. 
llr. Howard would deal with some of the most 
~t lines on which agriculture in India 
Coune·mg run and improved. As n. Member of 
~ ol the Gove~ent of India, he (the 
H11rard8,"l had been m closo touch with Mi·. 
lliale$t 8 work, !In~ ~ad learn:ed to put the 
; pri ,


1 
value on lus Judgment, n.nd he felt it 


l!!tiov: ie and_ ple11Surn to have been able to 
llioult1es from his path. 


The paper read was-


THE DIPROYEi\fENT OF CROP 
PRODUCTION IN INDIA.. 


By ALBERT HOWARD, C.I.E., M.A., F.L.S., 
lmperinl Economic Botanist to the Government oC India. 


I.-lNTRODUOTION. 


Agriculture is, and for. many yea.t'S to come 
must remain, India's greatest industry. In 
comparison with the value of the annual produce 
of the soil and the trade in raw nlatelials, the 
remaining industries of tbo country a.re, with 
few exceptions, relatively unimportant. 


When we· examine the agricultural products 
themselves, it is at once evident that crops are 
of fn.r greater importance than animals. The 
Indian cultivator is a grower of crops, and he 
usually reg!l.rd.s his live stock as mere aids to 
cultivation and in the feeding of his family. 
The country does not export meat, wool or 
dairy product.s. When, therefore, the present 
Indian Agricultural Department, founded by 
Lord Curzon in 1904, began operations, the 
attention of its members was mainly directed to 
the study of the crops of the country.* 


As is well known, the agricultural conditions 
of India. and its problems a.re entirely different 
from anything to be found in tho West. The 
investigators speedily rea,lized that they were 
in a new world. The crops were seen to be raised 
by a multitude of small cultivators-<ionser
vativo, for the most pa.rt poor and u.na.blo to 
command much credit. The average yield per 
aero was low but remarkably constant. 


While the average productioQ. showed no 
obange, the seasonal variations in yield were 
considerable. India was found to be a country 
of climatic extremes not only as rega.rd.s the 
rainfall, but also with reference to temperature, 
to floods and high winds. Except in certa-in 


• ltccontly, much attention is boing pru<I w the milk 
supply In tho towns of Inula, nnd to tho improvement nud 
feeding of the ludlgeuous breeds of cattle. 
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favoured localities, the annual crop was always 
at the mercy of a variety of circumstances quite 
beyond the control of the cultivator. It was not 
surprising, therefore, to find him conservative 
in his outlook, and to discover that his leacling 
idea in crop production was to play fot· safety. 


The easiest line of advance in improving pro
duction lay through the plant. The problem 
was successfully attacked in two directions, 
namely, by the provision of improved varieties 
and by the study of the factors which influence 
plant growth. It will be convenient to deal 
with these two lines of work separately. 


Il.-TH:E brPltOVEMENT OF VARIETIES. 


The Indian· cultivator rarely pays much 
attention to the seed he sows. Seed merch(l,Jlts 
in the English sense do not exist. With a few 
exceptions there is no attempt to keep the 
various varieties separate, so that mixed crops 
a.re the rule. Most of the kinds grown are !ow 
yielders of no particular quality, and with little 
power to respond successfully to improved soil 
conditions. This want of attention to the 
variety and the absence of high quality in the 
final product, all correspond closely with the 
general low standard of agriculture. 


The field of work for the plant breeder in 
India was an ideal one. Nothing had been done. 
The country was vast, and was made up of 
large tracts such as the alluvium of the Indo
Gangetic Plain, the black soils of the Peninsula. 
and the deltas of large rivers, where the general 
agricultural and soil conditions over large areas 
were far more uniform than in a country like 
Great Britain. The work of improving the 
varieties was started in 1905, and during the 
last fifteen years a large volume of results has 
been obtained. It is impossible in the limits 
of a single paper to do anything like justice 
to this work, which comprises scientific investi
gations on the inheritance of characte1-s as well 
as others of immediate practical importance. 
New varieties of wheat which add every year more 
than £1 an acre to the profits of the cultivators 
now cover almost a million·acres. Similar results 
a.re being obtained in the case of rice, jnte, and 
tobacco. The crop to which most attention 
has been paid is cotton, and in the principal 
areas in which it is grown the distribution of new 
varieties has already affected large areas. 
Instead of describing this progress in detail, 
I propose to confine my remarks to a number of 
points of gcne1:al interest which ha,ve a.riRen in 
the course of the work. These refer mainly to the 
variety and to the disu-ibution of seed. 


So~rE VARIETAL CRARA.OTERS. 


Uniformity of Product.-Moderu indWlt 
demands a uniform product. Not only must. 
consignment be up to sample, but the product 
should not change materially from year to year. 
In this way a reputation is established and the 
work o-f the merchant and of the manutaotmer 
is facilitated. The mb..1;ure of varieties which 
goes on in the fields of the cultivators and 
the want of attention to the seed supply, run 
counter to this demand. It results in serious loss 
of uniformity in the produce. Further admix
ture often takes place after the seed h!Ml left the 
threshing floor. The result is that Indian produce 
lacks that uniformity and evenness which modern 
industries dem.and. This state of affairs renders 
it easy to bring 11,bout the first st.age of improve
ment in crop production, namely, the cultivation 
of an oven product free fl'Om admhfore. 
Several successful schemes of seed distribution 
hnve been based on this principle. The mixed 
varieties in a tract are separated, grown sido by 
side, and the most promising strain is then 
adopted for general distribution. As the mixed 
crops always contain many poor types, the yield 
of the pure strain is often a. little greater than 
that of the country crops. Provided the seoo 
distribution is effectively carried out, the local 
markets at once benefit by supplying to the 
trade a. definite grade in place of a somewhat 
inferior mb..-ture. A good example of such an 
improvement is the distribution of the wheat 
known aa Punjab 11 in the Canal Colonies. 
Th.is is the predominant constituent of one of 
the local mixed whea.ts which used to be very 
popular among the cultivators rouncl Lyallpur:
The mb..'ture is now being replaced by one of its 
constituents to the advantage of all concerned. 


Yield.-The importance of yicid;in any now 
variety cannot be over-estimated in India. The 
cultivator is conservative and is not prone to 
change either his methods of agriculture or the 
local varieties of crops to which!_he is accus· 
tomed. It is dilJicult to make him take an 
interest in questio~ like improved quality unJe..,s 
an enhanced price can be obtained at once. 
Every cultivator, however, can unde'.5tand ~he 
meaning of a good crop and of a. variety which 
can be relied upon to produce a yicld_abovo the 
average. Once this is assared, the success _of 
any new variety is certain, and no clifficult.J~ 


, in obtaining his co-operation need be lea~ 
While yield is of such paramount importance 10 
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~rally speaking, in England there is a fair 
~ of latitude a,t both ends of the season. 
India t,his is not the case. For example, the 
~- oha.nge from the mon~oon to cold 
rother conditions in Northern India., and from 
ill cold season to the hot months, impose 
l!lllperature limit.a which restrict growth to a 
&biito period. Thus in Biha,r, the period 
bring which whea,t must be sown to ensure a 
rill crop, is less than ten days. Ea,rly sowing 
ii impossible, as the soil is too hot for tho 
i!!!llings; late sowing means a great slowing 
m in growth due to the rapid fall in tem
ivature, a.nd the crop cannot ripen in time. 
:ilre import.ant than the time of sowing are 
~ !Actors which affect the crop during the 
~ period. A rapid rise in tempera.turn 
ilhs pla.ce. in i\.faroh, the hot weather is ushered 
B iith dry hot winds, and the t.ransition from 
1~ when wheat can ripen to one in which it 
!.!rely dries up is a matter of a few days only. 
1h:e the hot winds begin, ripening ceases, the 
wp, 11ithor a.nd shrivelled grain i.s the result. 
f.vly hot winds or a, spell of hot weather may 
!!iluoe tho yield by half. Experience proves 
II.it a v&rioty which ripens well within the 
~wth period of any particular locality gives 
11.e best retum over a number of years. It 
~metimes ha.ppens that in exceptional seasons 
1 l!te, high-yielding wheat may give a crop 
~~iderably higher than that yielded by the 
!!Ore rapidly maturing kinds. The position is, 
l.wever, reversed in average years, while in 
I")' snort seasons the rapidly maturing kind 
,,e. a fair crop, and the high yielding type 
i'!-Cfically nothing beyond straw. Yield is 
dten a pitfall for the plant breeder in India, 
lbereitis a.lways safe to disregard the results of 
11<11ptional seasons. Many examples could be 
~r!n whore serious mist.akes of this cho.raoter 
lave been ma.de. Some years ago, one of the 
llilar indigo planters was very m11ch imprrssed 
~ the appearance in the field of one of the In te 
darum selections-No. 20. In spite of being 
tamed, he obtained sufficient seed for sowing 
!eVtral hundred acres of his estate. The growth 
™ magnificent, and the promise of a bumper 
:1°P seemed certain. Ripening, however, was 
lllfcrlered with by hot winds, and the crop was 
tm~ch more _than half tho estimated yield. 


sunilar e:q>enence bas often been obtained 
iit~ lluzaffarnagar wheat, a. country mixture 
which does well under irrigation in the Neerut 
Division of the United Provinces. In certain 
Yliiln it 11lso does well in Oudh and Bi.bar but 
on th · ' ~ a.verage 1t only produces low yields of 


rnthor shrivelled grn,in due to hot weather 
during the ripening period. It is a remarkable 
fact that in many parts of India some or all o~ 
the country varieties of wheat grown are on the 
late side. The samples at harvest time often 
contain a high proportion of rather thin grain, 
particularly in tracts like Oudh and Bundelk
hand. A great improvement in yield has been 
obtained by introducing a wheat of shorter 
growth period which can use up the limited time 
to the best ad vantage, and which can produce a 
well-developed grain even in unfavourable years. 


In this connection, another interesting aspect 
of yield has arisen in India, where the standard 
of agriculture and the general resources of the 
e:1..l_)eriment stations aro far in advance of those 
of the people. Particulru·ly is this the case with 
irrigation facilities. When yielding power is 
studied under these favourable ·conditions, 
varieties come to the front which prove very 
disappointing when tried by the cultivators. 
Ono of the highest croppers of the local Punjab 
whea.ts-No. 9- is a variety which gives good 
yields if well cultivated and provided ,vith 
sufficient water at an experiment station. 
Under cultivators' conditions, however, it is 
apt to prove disappointing, and to yield less 
than earlier types of lower potential yielding 
power. Similar e~-periences have been met with 
at Pusa. It therefore follows in India that the 
variety which possesses the highest potential 
yielding power is not necessarily the best for 
introduction to the cultivator. A great deal of 
judgment is required in selecting the most likely 
kinds for such a. purpose. It is a safe rule to 
discard all types which show the least tendency 
to mature late or to require special treatment. 
For these reasons, a.ocw·ate mathematical investi
gations to determine which of a set of varieties 
is the highest yielder, which may prove of great 
use in a country like England, are often in
applicable to Indian conditions where the 
results a.re only of a-0ademic interest. 


Adaptability is essential to the successful 
variety. That is to say, it must do well over o. 
wide range of conditions, and it must also 
respond successfully to improved cultivation. 
It is.an obvious advant.ago to all concerned to 
distributo as few improved kinds as possible, 
and the number cau be materially reduced if 
ouly those possessing great adaptability are 
finally adopted. The best indigenous varieties in 
India arc often <lefective in these respects. They 
only do well in a very reatdcted area, and when 
the cultivation is improved they break down 
at once. Thus in Rohilk.hand, local varieties of 
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sugar-cane are well suited to tlie primitive con
ditions under which they are grown, but the 
moment they are intensh-ely cultivated they nm 
to excessive vegetative growth rather than to 
sugar production. The same applies to the 
country wheats which are useless for more 
intensive cultiva.tion and only produce, under 
these conditions,- a mass of weak vegetation 
which is at once laid by even moderate storms. 
Really improved types of sugar-cane and of 
wheat, while doing well under ordinary treat• 
ment, will also respond successfully to better soil 
conditions. This question of the adaptability 
of a variety is really important in India, a.nil 
should be applied rigorously to a.ll new kinds. 
It used to be the fashion to say that an enormous 
number of new varieties would l1ave to be 
evolved to suit the various tracts, but this idea 
has not been borne out by experience. Thus 
the variety of cigarette tobacco known a.s 
Type 28, originally evolved to suit the conditions 
in t,he Tirhoot Division of Bihar, has been found 
to do well in South. Biliar, in Orissa, in the 
Central Provinces and Centra.l India, in the 
United Provinces and also in Burma. Pusa 12 
whea.t is now doing well'.in South Biliar, in Oudh, 
in Rohilkh.and, in the Province of Agra, in the 
Ea.stern Punjab, on the Canal Colonies, in Sind, 
the Central Provinces and also in the hill tract.a 
of the North West. Pusa 4 is ra.pidly spreading 
in North Bihar, in the North-West Frontier 
Province, in Bundelkha.nd, in Assam, under 
irrigation on the black soils of the P eninsula 
and in many other localities where a rapidly 
growing variety is needed. 


Like many other successful things, the 
improved variety is a compromise and does not 
depend on excellence in a, single ·character. 
Such things as yielding power and adaptability 
represent a combino,tion of characters ,vhich it 
is practically impossible to analyse on the score 
card principle. No one has yet given a satis
factory quantitative eiqiression to the various 
units which make up yielding power. A plant 
breeder, working on score card principles, might 
easily reject a really good vaiiety. .Being a 
compromise, it follows that too much attention 
mUBt not be paid to single characters. Rust 
resistance in wheat is a good case in point. 
.Before the present .Agricultural Department WM 


started, a. great deal was hea..rd about the 
desirability of obtaining rustresistantwbea.ts for 
Indfa. It was thought that once these con.Id be 
secured, all would be well with the wheat crop. 
In reality, however, this is not the case. llfany 
rust resistant wheats have passed through my 


l1ands a.t Pusa which were quite useless for any 
purpose beyond plant breeding. The quality of 
rust resistance was united with so many w~ 
ne~ses iu other respects that the wheats were 
little more than Clll'iosities. Naturally the ideal 
wheat will be highly rust resistant, but in 
prac(;ice it is better to unite with vigour, 
adaptability, good yielding powor, good quali~. 
a.~d good straw, a fair degree of rust resistance, 
than to pay too much attention to this one point. 


While single characters by themselves are 
generally useless, nevertheless a trivial colour 
character, when in combination with others, may 
be of great use when the seed of an improved kind 
has to be distributed among tho cultivators. 
In the systematic replacement of the country 
crop, tho Agricultural Department must be able 
to check the work. The replacement must be 
carried out o,ccording to plan, and ad.mixture with 
inferior types must be easily detected. For this 
purpose, the improved kind must be readily 
recognised in the field. It is a great advantage, 
therefore, if it posseoses some distinctive colour 
characteristic by which it stands out clearly 
from the ordinary crop. In cotton, any peculiarity 
in the colour or shape 0£ the flower is important,, 
while in wheat, chaff and straw colour are most 
helpful 


Quality.-While yield is usually more impor
tant than quality, nevertheless questions of 
quality are often worthy of att-0ntion. As 
is well lmown, yield a.nd quality aro rarely 
combined in one _vo,riety. High yiclders often 
possess low qu11,lity, while varieties of the highest 
quality are seldom satisfactory on the question 
of yield. While it may not be possible t-0 com· 
bine the highest yielding power and the highes~ 
quality in one variety, nevertheless high yield 
can be united with quality far abov~ the 
average. This has already been done in India 
in a number of varieties of cotton, wheat and 
tobacco. 


Of perhaps greater difficulty than the union of 
quality with yield is the satisfactory sale of 
good quality. P11,yment for yield is easy and 
immediate. Payment for quality is often a ~lo~ 
process. Take the case of cotton. Here 1_t IS 


much cosier to produce an inlproved vanety 
than to establish it successfully and t-0 ensure 


• \jl-tt ]Mt 
a proper price to the grower for gun ~r . 
of all, the seed supply has to be organized, whiclL 
is by no means a simple matter. The great~ 
attention has to be paid to the prev~tion 
of cross-fertilization in the field, otberwise; 
improved cotton will rapidly degenerate. , 
cultivator must also be prevented from Jilljog 
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I? tho blanks after sowing with inferior 
ruieties, as recently happened on a large 
,. in the Ponjab: Th_e greatest difficulty 
ithe ginning, as durmg Hris pt·ocess the cotton-
1.l'd passes for a time beyond the control of the 
t')'l'er and of the Agriculturnl Department. 
nt nest step is to arrange for a large compact 
lit~ of the improved kind, prcfombly near an 
eyirlant market, and to help tho cultivato_r to 
~Wu a fair price for quality. The traders say 
1:1U lots are useless to them, and that a full 
~um cannot be expected unless thousands 
ilklks are o.vaila,ble. The Agricultural Depart
l!!lll S&ys the best way of obtaining thousands 
a tales is to encourage the grower by an im-
1:i'liateandsubstantial premium. Thls clifficulty 
i being partly overcome by selling the produce 
~ ilio local Indian mills, but this limits com
p-:tition and is not a complete solution of the 
Bkldty of the effective sale of quality. 


In the case of crops like wheat, which are 
~y oonsumed in tho country, and which 
11.'lly cross-fertilize, the sale of quality is 
i:npler than in the case of cotton. There is 
ll:lth more competition. The moment the new 
ijquality Pusa wheats, now being distributed 
ii lndi&, appeared on the local markets, they 
~nded & substantial premium, which has 
!:leincreased. There was keen competition to 
1&:11!8 the wheat for food. ~-port buyers, who 
lish to seoure these wheats for shipment, will 
bi the premium already fh;:ed. Local compc
~im in this instance has secured payment to 
~ cultivator for quality. Special auctions, 
llli!er the <e(JUJ of the Agricultural Department, 
bre been unnecessary. 


Tm; DISTRIBUTION OF SEED. 


The absence of the seed merchant in India 
~1\ll much of the work of raising and dis
lnooting improved seed on the Agricultural 
~nt,. This work is now very important, 
114 has already grown to enormous dimensions. 
lwb time and thought have been devoted to 
!he problems which have arisen from time to 
lime, the solution of which is certain to int~rest 
llny workera outside India,. 


T~e Meiluxl8 of ·supply of Pitre Seecl.-It is 
ohviousJy imp-ossible, in a country the size of 
bdia,lor any Government Depart~ent to grow 
1;lre than & very small portion of the total 
1mountof seed required for sowing. In replacing 
~existing crops by better varieties, it has been 
~ry to build up large organizations for 
~distribution in whioh the people co-operate 
tJ!h the Dopa,rtment. These orga,uizations vary 


accorcling to the Province and according to the 
ideas of the men who have set them in motion. 
They are necessarily more elaborate in the case 
of lrigh quality cotton (whet'O both admixture 
of seed and natural cross-fertilization have to be· 
guarded against) than they are in crops like 
short staple cotton and wheat. All the schemes 
are based on the Government seed farms, at 
which the first supplies of pure seed are raised. 


Till recently, the clifficulty ha~ been to supply 
sufficient pure seed for starting and re-stocking 
the local centres of distribution. Large, well
managed seed fanns, from 200 to 300 acres in 
area, are now to be seen in several places, ma.inly 
as the result of a large grant in aid by the Govern
ment of India. The Supreme Government 
decided, in the early years of the war, to devote 
the profits arising from the control of the export. 
trade in wheat to some public purpose which 
would help the tracts which produced the seed. 
The money was given to the provincial 
Agricultural Depa,rtments conc.erned, and 
devoted by them largely to the provision of now 
seed farms. The result has been a great impetus 
to tho important work of seed distribution. 
Moreover, t hese large seed farms serve to demon
strate, in a very effective manner, the value of 
an improved variety. A stretch of a hunched 
to a hundred and filty acres of an obviously 
superior variety, true to type a,nd well grown, 
nevor fails to impress both the administrator 
and the general public, and to convince them 
of the reality of the work in progress. The 
seed farms conducted directly by Government 
serve merely as the souroes of supply of pure 
seed for the various local centres, where the 
seed is further multiplied before distribution 
to the actual cultivator. These local centres 
of seed supply are mostly managed privately or 
by bodies suoh as Co-operative Credit Societies, 
District Boards, or the Managers of the Court 
of Wards' Estates. Every possible kind of 
local agency bas been enlisted in this work. 
In this wav, the Agricultural Department has 
been able to eidend its influence considerably 
without having to e~-pand its Ol'ganization unduly. 
The locn,l notables, such as the TnJuqdars of 
Oudh, are beginning to be internsted in the 
movement and several members of this body 
now possi:s~ lmge, well-managed seed farms 
wlrich a.TO proving of great value in the develop
ment of Ouclh. 


Syste:matic Replace1nent.-Given a large quan
tity of the pure seed of 1m improved variety, and 
an organization for spreading it among the 
people, the most effective met-hod of using it 
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is an important matter. Should it be concen
trated in a few area-s or should operatioll!l bo 
started from a. large number of centres ? Both 
methods have been tried, but the tendency is 
now towards concentration in definite areas, and 
towards the systematic replacement of the crop 
by the improved kind. 


The work is being ta.ken up village by village, 
and la.rge continuous blocks of one variety can 
nmv be seen in various part-s of India. This 
system of systematic replacement has many 
advantages. Supervision is relatively ea-sy, the 
effect <>f the improved kinds on the market is 
soon evident, and it is less difficult for the grower 
to obtain an enhanced price for uniformity and 
quality when large quantities of the product 
are available. The seed supply is greatly 
facilitated, while in crops like cotton the harm
ful effe~ts of cross-fertilization in the field and 
of mixing of seed at the ginneries are red\lccd. 
All these advantages assist the Agricultural 
Department considerably. The obvious benefit 
to the locality of a successful replacement soon 
becomes known, and helps materially when work 
is taken up in new centres. 


Finance.-One difficulty in seed distribution, 
which is also beginning to affect other branches 
of the work of the Agricultural Department, has 
not yet been $8.tisfa.ctorily solved, and that is 
the best method of finance. AB is well known, 
the ordinary activities of Govemment a.re 
based on the annual budget, which is sanctioned 
early in the yea.r and which from the nature of 
things is inelastic both as regards time and as 
regards money. The financial year ends on 
March 31st, when the budget lapses and a new 
one begins. Such a method of finance is 
obviously unsuited to large schemes of seed 
distribution often involving credit. The difficulty 
has partly been met by annual Treasury 
advances. These, however, have to be repajd 
at the end of tbe financial year and their use 
involves an enormous amount of trouble and 
correspondence. What seems to be required is 
a. Development Fund quite out.side the Govern
ment Account rules, but subject to audit, which 
wiJI permit seed distribution to be financed on 
ordinary bWliness lines. Such work as thls is 
outside the scope of ordinary Governmental 
activities, and requires its own system of fula.nce 
and of accounts. 


fil.-Tn:E FACTORS UIFLUENCINO PLANT 
GROWTH. 


The improvement of crop production in India 
involves two distinct branches of work Better 


varieties are needed, and improvements in th 
methods of growing them have to be de~ 
I have akeady dealt with improved vant , 
and will now pass on to the second point. Tu 
working out improved methods of producing 
crop, the physiological aspect is the one whic: 
conc~rns . the economic botani;st. The chief 
phys1olog1cal factors influencing growth are 


water, dissolved materials ( often spoken ofas 
plant food), t.empcrature and air. If any of 
these factors are in defect, growth is at onoe 
affected, and the yield falls. This applies to 
all varieties. At the moment in India, crop 
production is being seriously retarded by factora 
which interfere with growth over large arei.i. 


Once these arc removed, tho yield is increa..soo.. 
Already the study of the physiological Mpect 


of crop production has led to important practical 
results, but much yet remains to be done in this 
promising field. Perhaps no country in the 
world offers better scope than India for such 
work. We have before us an old civil.izlltion, 
with a corresponding volwne of traditional 
experience in the growth of crops. This hAs 
helped to crystallize and define the agrioul!ure 
of the country to a much greater degree tl!an 
has been possible in our modem tropical pos.;es· 
sions, or in new countries like the :United States 
of America-. In India, things agricultural hm 
had time to settle theIDSelves. The great 
growth factors ba ve left their impression on the 
characters and distribution of cultivated plan~. 
Besides this, the range in conditions between 
the va1·ious parts of the country is very con
siderable. These circumstances greatly assist 
the investigator in the study of tho physiology 
of crop production and in the deduction of some 
of the factors which are in operation. To anyone 
who can read his practice in the plant and hAs 
acquired an intimate .knowledge of crops, India 
presents in its agriculture a. number of natural 
experiments topeated year after year. Besides, 
the country is now covered with & network of 
experiment stations, at which any preliminary 
deductions ca.n be tested in the field. A study 
of the wider aspects of particular crops, ':hen 
brrown under very different conditions, combmt'd 
with direct experiJnents, has Jed to results of 
great importance. I propose to deal with some 
of those which relate to two growth factors
soil-aeration and soil temperature. 


Sorr,-AEM.TroN. 


Defective soil-aeration is an important faotor 
• · ted traeli 


in many parts of India. In tho irnga . 
. Ids rt ll it is a constant cause of low yie • 
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':J»n;ible for the poor growth of cotton and 
::]ets on the black soils of the Peninsula. in 


years when the expansion of the subsoil 
)ers percolation. It is also opel·ating in the 
ire,l areas, and in regions like Bihar in the 
!li!ivseason, when the rise of the rivers and of 
ill '511bsoil water preventa the aeration of the 
,rJ for long periods. 


The importance of soil ventilation in agri
::!turehas not always been sufficiently empha.
i!lll in the past. While tho need of free oxygen 
I! lhe respiratory processes of the active cells 
i tbe roota of planta and of many of the soil 
fi!lll5!!15 has long been realized, little attention 
u;been devoted to this in agricultural research. 
l 6ttte consideration ,vill show how this has 
M- Till recent years, the Agricultural 
!ljmmont Stations of the Empire have been 
iillated in humid regions, where the rainfall 
1nlldistributed. R~in is practically a saturated 
ifutionof oxygen and is very effective in supply
:g this gns to the soil whenever percolation is 
!)icible. Hence in such regions, crops are not 
ll!ly to suffer from poor soil-aeration to any
~ like tb.e same ei..-tent as those grown in the 
.il regions of North-West India, where the 
jIS are silt-like and lose their porosity when 
!ttsurfaoe is floodod with the formation of an 
llftrmeablo surface crust. 
I propose to deal with three oa-'Jes in which 
~ has been obtained through the recog• 
liiiln of the importance of the soil-aeration 
/.;101. The first of these concerns canal i.J.Tiga
i:ua pmctisCQ in North-West India.• 
Irrigation. - Recent investigations have· 


t.wn that soil ventilation plays a very im-


but cousist-s of particles more or less loosely 
packed with spaces between them. These spaces 
are known collectively as the pore space, and are 
ta.ken up by air and water. I t is essential for 
rapid growth that this pore space should be 
large and that its oi..--ygeu supply should be 
continually renewed. If this is not arranged for, 
the roots of the crop and the soil organisms suffer 
from want of air and growth is affected. Water 
is also required. The best method of supplying 
oxygen and water is by means of rain. The 
rain dissolves oxygen from the atmosphere and 
supplies both water and oxygen to the soil at 
the same time in the most effective roa!lller 
possible. When, however, we push our cultiva
tion into the desert and attempt to make up for 
the want of rainfall by surface irrigation, a 
difficulty at once arises. Flood irrigation, by 
producing a more or less impermeable sw·face 
crust and by reducing the volume of the pore 
space, seriously interferes with aeration. 
Irrigation supplies the water hut it tends ·to 
deprive the soil of air. Obviously the solution 
of this difficulty is to arrive at a working 
compromise between the needs of the soil for 
water and for air, and to devise a method of 
applying irrigation wa.tor which interferes as 
little as possible with the aeration of the soil. 
A large number of experiments on this point 
were carried out, of which a short account will 
now be given. The first expe1·iments were 
designed to find out what kind of crop could 
be grown without any watering at all after 
sowing. These were carried out at Quetta., and 
the land was watered once only before sowing. 
The results are given in Table 1 :-


TABLE 1. 


YIELD OF WHEAT A.T QUETTA. W,TH I,. SmGLE Inn1O1,.TION. 


8aasob Area In Acres Yield or Oraiu per Aero 
-


1912-18 
m. s. 


8 ·00 18 30 
1914-15 2·85 16 28 


,_ 


Ave.rage 17 29 
-


Oue Mnund = 40 Seers= 82·~7 lb. 


~I part in wheat growing under irrigation The next step was to compare the crop grown 
0lndia. As is well known, the soil is not solid, on one wa.toring after sowing with that obtained. 
•11,... 0bse when three waterings were given. The figw·es 


flu! Col rved some years ago that In nrena like the 
tl«t, honles or the Punjab nnd In the ciuott.n Vnlley a.re gh•on in Table 2 (see p. 562). 
~ • eal Is Irrigated sevei-nl Limes, the crop ripen~ These t·osults showed that aftor the first 
~ :re '1owly, that there la far less development of f b · d 
illilu sitaw colour with thinner grain thnn when tbe irrigation no mther advantage wns o tame 
~lhe"-'riiawn °0 natural moisture, and whore the porosity by giving more water. On the ot,her hand, l1ai·m 
~ u,, dlJI SOO<!. T!1eso dll'rereuccs were found to be duo d b · t f · · th th · pply by 
....._ erent oondIUona or soil Yeutllnllou h, the two was one y lll or ermg w1 e au su 


the formation of n thick surface crust, and the 
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TABLE 2. 


Tlill L'sTBODUCTION OF A NEW LnnTING FACTOB AP.l'ER illBIGATION. 


Number I Arcr. in 


I 
Tot.ii Weight 


I 
Totnl Weight Yielcl ot 


Percent~ of Acres 
ot ot Grnin 


Wnterings Procluco Grain per Acre lteduclio 


I 
lb. m. •. m. II. 


One · 3·99 10,367 52 6 18 2 . 0 
Three 2·65 6,620 25 15 9 23 26 


destruction of the porosity of the soil. Similar 
results were obtained in the Punjab (Table 3), 
in -&'ind (Table 4), and in the United Provinces 
(Table 5 a.nd Plate L ). 


A consideration of all these result;; indicalts 
that over the canal irrigated areas of North. 
West India, a. vast volume of water is annually 
poured on to the land to no purpose. At a 


PLATE !.-POSA 12 GROWN WlTll ONE WATERING AT SIIABJABAID'UB, 


AreB 3 ·4 aores; yield 86·5 maunds per acre. 


TA.BLE 3. 
RES0I/I'S OF WATER-SA. VING ExPERIMENTS m W'EEJA.'r (POSA 12) AT GoNGAl'Ull, H..I.RIPUll, ,UiD 


SARGODJIA 1916-17 
' 


Yieltl per Aero Average Yield per Acn 
Number or IrriiaUoOJ1 in :Mnumla and Seel'!! 


Station lncludh:tg t 1e 
l'rellmlnnry Watering 


St.rnw Gmln ,~ Grain 


Dl, e. m. ~ 
m. a. m. s. 


Gunga.pur One 12 19½ 20 10 


} 21 11 
Ea.ripur . " 8 81 19 14 9 34 


Sargodha " 
8 12½ 25 27½ 


Gungapur Two 18 0 25 8 


} 25 5 
Ea,ripur . 15 21 28 16 16 11 


" Sargodhe. " 
15 12½ 26 32½ 


Gungapur Three 14 25 18 0 } 15 11 22 2 


Hai:ipur . 
" 


16 8 26 4 
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TADLE 4. 
WAT:EB-SAVING RESULTS OBTAlNED AT MmPORKRA.51 1916-17. 


t 
Yield ot Grain in lb. per Acre 


Area in Acres Variety I One Watering No Watering Re01n1·k.s 
1lfter Sowing nrter Sowing 


·:;,l'J I The comparisons 1,333 . 1,172 } Soil somewhat stiff 
:;i. were made on 2,048 1,533 


hali plots 
~!2 measuring 1 to 1,116 970 


1½ acres per 1,600 1,680 lL;ght, free working plot 1,418 2,062 soil 
I 


1,718 1,633 


I 
1,067 1,333 


Average 1,471 1,488 


TABLE 5. 
Yn:LDS OBTAINED wrrn Pus.i. 12 AT SIUHJ".UU.NPUll WlTR ONE IRRIGATION; 1918-19. 


Previous Crop 


::;u-cane in trenches . . . . . . . . 
i:;lt-(alle mostly on the fiat, a little in trenches 


Tote.I 


11:1raratively early stage in irrigation, the 
cllfion of the soil is interrupted, after · 
r~ any £urbher addition of water does 
.i atl'ect the yield. Not only is the water 
·,:<d, but the natural fertilit-y of the soil 
1lmred, as is seen by the gradual falling off 
•Ji!d on new canal areas, and by the increase 
11he area of a.lkali lands. The remedy appears 
Ii! in a change in irrigation policy and the 


;.dnsl introduction of a system of charging for 
li nter by ,,oJume rather than by the area 
q&ted. This will lead to much less water 
~-- Such a radical change would require 
ltt. The consent of the cultivator on existing 
-l'.3lswuldalsohaveto be obtained before the 
~hyatem could be altered. There seems, 
~rer, no renoon why payment by -volume 
'-'Jl not be applied t.o all new canals. It would 
bi! to a great so.Ying of water, to an enormous 
~"!!&Se in revenue, and it would help to pre-
1!\'8 llie natural fertility of the soil. 
~pment of Waste .Lands.-The second 


Jl!ctica] application of soil-aeration concems 
~Q"lisa . 11 \Jon of some of the uncultivated areas 
d !he uountry. Tho publication of the earlier 
!!ililts on the influence of soil-aeration on 
fll~naturally attracted attention to the va.lue 
~\ ~rosity and to soils which possessed 


ratnage. If soil-aeration is such an 


Area In Acres ! •rota! Yl.eld Yield Fn 
ot Gi:ain in Acre n 


l.Cnunds Maunds 


8·4 124 36· 5 
7·4 233 31·5 


10·3 · 357 Average 33·1 


important growth fa{ltor, it would follow that 
soils possessing great porosity wo\lld often 
prove to be of the greatest value. Clouston, 
worlcing in the Central P rovinces, wa:s the 
first to make any practical use of these 
ideas in India. In this Province, large a1·eas 
of poor laterite soils occur which were con
sidered below the margin of cultivation. They_ 
produced, for the most part, a thin growth 
of grass in the rains wi·th an occasional millet 
crop. Although exceedingly poor in the ordinary 
sense, these soils possess excellent po1osity and 
a texture which is unaffected by irrigation. By 
the addition of organic matter e.nd by providiJ1g 
irrigation :facilities, these use.less a,reas have 
been transformed into garden land of the highest 
quality. Crops of over forty tons of stripped 
ca.ne to tho acre have been grown, as well as 
heavy yields of cotton, ground nuts, indigo seed 
and fodder (Plate II.). In all oasei, the crops 
grown on these poor Mata soils wero fa.1· heavier 
than those produced by the richer black soils 
in the noighbon.rhood, which wc1·e, however, 
much heavier and far less permeable. Not 
only was the yield greater, but there was a 
marked improvement in quality, and whn,t is 
more strilung, an .entire absence of disease. 
These open permeable soils, by promoting 
aeration and nitrification, stimulated healthy 
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FIG. 1.--SUGAJ\•CAN'B ON BII.ATA. 


.Fra. 3.-L',DIGO oi.- BIIATA. 


FIG. 2.-GROOND NUT GROWN ON (a) lluu , 
(b) llt.AOK SorL. 


FIO. i .-lNIJIGO ON BLAOK S<lIL, 


} 


PLATE II.-THE OnoPs GnowN ON BHATA SoILs. 


root development, which in turn led to increased 
yields. The facts tha.t tho quality improved aud 
that the crops grown were free from disease, 
indicate new lines of work on the factors on 
which quality depends, and on the connection 
between soil-aeration and disease resistance. 


( To be contiivuea.) 


CHROME ORE DEPOSITS IN ASIA 
MINOR. 


It has been said that Asia Minor is very rich 
in poor mines. The country is indeed rich in the 
number of its mineral deposits, but it must be 
remembered that the field has never been 
thoroughly and scientifically surveyed so as to 
justify a verdict in regard to whether these 
deposits are rich or poor. 


Chrome ore deposits are to be found in Asia. 
Minor among the eruptive rocks of serpentine 
formation. The four most important districts 
where chrome mining has been more or less 
developed a.re the Provinces of Smyrna., Brusa, 
Adane., and Konio.. The working of chrome 
mines in the Province of Smyrna woa started 
some twenty years ago. 


Among the forty chrome mines for which 
firmans (concession.a) have been granted, only 
eighteen have been worked. Twenty other 
research. permits have_ been issued. Most 0£ 


these mines are worked in a primitive way and 
modern methods not having been introduood, 
it would be difficult ~o ascertain the real chrome 
resources of the couutry. Specimens of chrome 
ore taken from deposits in the different districi! 
in Asia Minor proved to be rich in chromic oidde 
(Cr


2 
0,), the percentage varying between lo:ty 


and filty.five. The maicimum annual production 
of chrome mines in Tw·key amounted to 30,000 
tons before the wat·. 


Besides the le.ck of modern mining processes, 
the very inferior state of roads and coll!lllunics
tions ho.s been another drawback to the progress 
of these enterprises. There are a great mony 
mines which have not been worked, on accounl 
o[ their being distant from a sea-port ou roil~ay 
1 ine, and about which little, if any, infonn?tion 
is available. According to an Italian (llinUl8 


engineer o[ thirty years' e:icperienco in Turke~ 
the geological structure of the Erzerum en 
Erzindjan x·egions being part~y of serpeo:'. 
fo1·mo.tion, chrome deposits m1gh~ well_ betil)l!S 
covered in these provinces ; mvestigs 
have uot been mode so far, because of_lh'. 
comparative inaccessibility of thcso reg,Olll 


• Ul11)' l!I 
from seaports or rail ways. The msec 


. . f ine-owners 
the mter1or and the reluctanc~ 0 m ditionsl 
to invest money have constituted ~ eoier· 
impediments to the progress of m~ , C1111· 


Prises. Moreover, the laws of the coun r) . 
. per ndvontag!i 


ceming mines do not promise pro 
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,!,.'Ourity to holders of concessions. Conse
r!ly, foreign capital has not been forth-


~g. 
Jc-Ording to a report by the United States 
msu!-General at Constantinople, tho chrome-


1('iucing districta of Turlcish ~sia i\linor ~ay 
itl&.ssed in four zones, according to locataon, 
,i~lows :-
Bnr;a:wne.-Chrome ore is found in this zone 
, lhe Sanjak of Kuto.kia, near To.vshsnli, 
;;nm;; district •; Dagh-Arcle " ; in the Sanjsk 
i B!US8, near Harmo.ndjik, at 31 miles from 
j/zlnos, and also at 15½ miles from Adrauos ; 
al in the Angora Province, near l\Iihalidj, 
1miles irom Eski-Chehir-Angora railway. 
s~yrna. zone.-There are chrome ore deposits 


1 thtl Sanjak of Menteche, at a. distance of 
~miles from llfakri ; also in localities situated 
.,miles south-east of Moughls, and 16 miles 
"!ll the Aidini-Diner railway, near D enizli, 
Sfb-"livel y. 
.Hana zone.-Ore is found in the Sanjak of 


1!£a st II distance of 23 miles from the town 
l!dana; in the So.njak of Mersiua near E lvanli; 
rJ in the S11Djak of Djebol-B.ereket, Kaza of 
!vpouz, at a distance of lG miles north-easb 
t.i 9 miles south-east of Yarpouz, near the 
!!.,-dad Railway. 
foia wne.-Tliere nre two mines in the 


1':jak of Reke, Ada.lie., one at o. distance of 
I ir.iles, and another at a distance of 25 miles 
~m the sea. The Sanjak of Kenia has one 
ea; and ore is found also in the Sanjak of 
:.nidabad, at a distance of 16 miles north of 
!;Ina, end on a highway loo.ding to Dinar, 
didi is o. terminal station of the Aidini-Dino.r 
:clny. 


Cnom: M:nras IN TllE PROVJKOE OF 


BRUSJl.. 


ibe physico.l character of Brusa Province, its 


l
.!ute, the structure of the rock, its water 
l!IJ!ies, lllld forests, are fovQurable for mining 
'1_&tions, or o.t least · present no special cliffi
-:be,. The annual output of the mines varies 
½n 10,000 to 16,000 tons, and the ore is of o. 
i:;bgrade. Research work in this Province has 
lll1t that there are more than 200,000 tons of 
t! tvallable. 
llini of Dagll-A.rdi.-This mine is situa.t,ed in 


~district _oi Simo.y, near the village of D o.gh
.,jj, a\ a distance of 37 miles from the Kutohia 
lilway station, and 50 miles from Guemleik 
~ lsmid Harbour). It consists oi two chrome 
I!! deposits parallel to ea.eh other and inclined 
~lhe horizontal. at an angle of 20°. They aro 
1


1111li of iorrne.tion of a thickness of 3 3 to 50 
~i and of a grade varying between 44 and 
I. per ~nt. After the process of reducing the 
~tine to the maximum allowable per
!f!llr oi 3 per cent., the grade of the ore could 
: 50 per cent. ; a mechanical treatment of 


ore would raise its grade to 58 per cent. 


:::::s 


The extraction of ch1·ome ore from the mine is 
attended "·ith some difficulties; deep inclined 
and vertical shafts xmtSt be ,1sed in order to 
attack the mass of rock at low strata.. 


Scarcity of labour is at present a serious draw
back to the remunemtive working of this ore; 
wages also are very high. Min e operators suggest 
tbe transfer to mining districts o[ groups of 
workmen from China and Ja.pan. Du:ring the 
,va.r the Dagh-Ardi m ine ,vas managea by a. 
German fi□u and the ore was sent to Germany. 
This firm established transport facilities by an 
aerial railway 14 miles long. 


Besides the two deposits mentioned there is 
a third one called Kervan. The grade of this 
ore is 33 per cent. It con be used after a thorough 
and proportional mixing with high-grade ores 
and a mechanical t reatment in t he washing 
plant . 


Mine of Dombay Ol<liiyi-Deres$i.-This mine 
is at a distance of 2½ miles from the Dagh-A.rdi 
mine. It is-of mass formation, its gro.de being 
from 45 to 48 per cent. Transport of the ore is 
facilitated. by the aerial railway, which crosses 
this mine. These deposits have not yet been 
worked, only research work having been carried 
out. 


Terzi-Po1mar Mine.-Situated at I.\ distance 
of 6 miles from the Dagh-Ardi, and located on 
a wagon road. Its grade is from 50 to 52 per 
cent. Prospecting has been undertaken, but no 
reo.l work has been inaugurated. 


Assarlik Mine.-Situated at a distance of 
4 m iles from the Dagh-Ardi, and quite near the 
wagon road. Its grade is 4S per cont. Only 
prospecting has been done so fro·. 


Tho three mines mentioned above have to be 
worked in conjunction with the Dagh-Ardi 
mines. 


Karadja Keny Mine.-Situated near Karo.dja
Keny, at a distance of 22 miles from Kutahia; 
it is of vein formation and perpendicular bearing. 
The grade of the ore is 4S to 50 per cent. The 
mine has not been seriously worked. It belongs 
to Turks. The ore is tmnsp01·ted to Kutahia. 


KarU-Yer Mine.-This mine is situated at o. 
clista.nce of 59 miles from the Kuta.hie. station. 
The oha.ussee road extends from this station to· 
Tavsho.nli, which is 19 miles distant from the 
mine. 'fhe grade of the output has always been 
on an average of 55 per cent. The total pro
duction for apprmdmately 30 yea.rs has been 
130,000 tons. This mine can produce 4,000 to 
6,000 tons of 55 per cent. graded chl'Ome annua.11 y. 
Its approximate Iuttu·e production is estimated 
a.t 100,000 tons. There are forests and wate1· 
supplies in the neighbourhood of this mine, l,),lld 
the climate is healthful. The mine now belongs 
to Krupp. 


Abandoned Mincs.-Near Harmancljik, at a. 
distance of 7 miles from t h e Da.gh-A.rdi mine, 
there exist three chrome mii1es. Thoy wero 
worked by Kruppa clnring the war and have an 
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·uncertain status at present. The Koz.loudja 
mine, one of the three, is situated at a distance of 
3 miles from i,he Dagh-Ardi mine. It is of vein 
formation of 48 to 52 per cent. grade ; the in
clination of the seams is 45 degrees. The mine 
is e*-p1oited by underground works. A branch 
line of the aerial railway of the Dagh-Al·di mine 
will facilitate the transport of the ore. The 
Ardiranlar mine, situated at a distance of 7 miles 
from Dagh-Ardi, has yielded no great quantities 
up to the present. However, the production may 
be accelerated after serious 1·esearch work. The 
mine is a mass of formation, graded 48 to 52 per 
cent. The ore is transported to Ghemleik, the 
nearest harbour. The ores of the l\firanlar mine, 
situated 10 miles from Dagh-A:rdi, are also 
transported to Ghemleik. This mine is in mass 
formation. 


Other Ohromic Deposits.-Between the Kar
adja-Keny mines and the Kutnhia station four 
or five small chrome deposits of vein fo1·mation 
exist, graded 48 to 50 per cent. Prospecting 
should be undertaken and the quantity obtain
able ascertained before beginning any enter
prise. 


RJOH DEPOSITS IN THE PROVINCE OF 


SMYRNA. 


At one time the working of the chrome ore 
deposits of the Smyrna. Province was carried on 
extensively, and proved to be highly remunera
tive. For a long period this Province supplied 
almost the entire requirements of the world in 
this mineral. The Smyrna ore contains [rom 
40 to 55 pel' cent. chromic oxide. The annual 
production in chrome ore of the Vila.yet of 
Smyrna varied between 7,000 and 15,000 tons. 
U the mines were properly and economically 
worked they night be made to produce from 
50,000 to 60,000 tons per annum ; but under 
present conditions it would not be possible to 
tra.nsport more than 15,000 to 20,000 tons. 
The lack of transport fa.cilities within the Pro
vince also compelled mine owners to put a. limit 
to their activity, oa the charges incurred would 
not allow them to compete with ores of New 
Caledonia and Rhodesia. ConBtruction of light 
railways may offer faciliti~.s for future develop
ment. In spite of the present inactivity, which 
may continue for a. certain time in con.sequence 
of the high cost of labour and other difficulties, 
it is almost sure, says the .United States Consul
General, that very important mining operations 
will be undertaken in this Province in the near 
future. 


Kemilivi l1!ine.-This mine is situated in the 
Kaza of Makri (Sanjak of Menteche) at a dis
tance of 9 miles from the sea and 12 miles from 
the town of 1'1akri. It consists of two rustinct 
deposits-the Kesser-Ali and the Tumbachi. 
The Kesser-Ali deposit is formed of two pear
shaped masses lying in inverse directions; the 
grade is of 48 to 50 per cent. This deposit is 


I ocated at the top of a_ bill ; the ores ext111Cted 
a.re convoyed to the_ Kizil-Dere River by shoo!$ 
and are transported m carts to the washing I 
at Imbachi. The other deposit of thig..Jl.l~l 


. f . fr s!'Ame 
cons_ists o_ a ~ein om 6 to 13 feet thick, 01 
vertica.lTdirh ect1O


1
n, _a.nd of_ a grade of 42 to 40]1E? 


cent. o war, lS carried on by sha[ra. o 
obtaine~ at this mi~e is transported by cnra,,~ 
to Ichal1sh-Iskeless1, a. small pier, whence it is 
taken by sailing boats to Mem-Paclm, on tho 
opposite shore, to be shipped. 


Katrandjik Mine.-This mine, situated near 
the seashore, consists of weak seams containing 
ore graded 40 to 42 per cent. Thus far iL hasnoi 
proved to be of importance. 


Kodjek Ali Pasha Mine.-This mine is sitn
i,.ted in the interior of Kodjek, Kaza of Yubek 
Koumou, at a distance of 50 to 62 miles from 
the sea. It consists of seams 9 to l 0 feet thick 
the grade of the ore being 45 to 50 per cent. and 
the inclination 45 degrees. A great quantity oi 
ore is available from this mine, which hilS no~ 
been worked for 20 years on account o[ the 
owner's reluctance to invest c11pital and to 
engage an engineer. 'l'he roads which lead to 
the seashore are in a very poor state. 


The Hadji Niccla Mines.-Hadji Nicola 01l'llll 


ma.ny mines at a distance of 2 to 8 hours from 
the sea. The grade of the ore is from 40 to 48 
per cent. and the work is carried on by qumying 
as well as underground systems. 


Patterson Mines.-Tbese are from t to 12 
miles distant from the sea and consist of very 
rich seams graded 40 to 52 per cent. Part of 
these concessions have been annulled and given 
to a. certain Arif Bey, but Messrs. Patte~n lll1l 


ta.king the necessary steps for the restoration oi 
the mines to their rightful owners. 


Hadji Mehmed Mine.-This mine is quite 
near the locality of Makri, at a small distance 
irom the sea. It consists of seams O to 7 feet thick 
with an inclinaliion of 45 degre\lS and a grade of 
46 to 50 per cent. It is not possible to give an 


· idea of the real production of this mine as it hi!,! 
never been worked in a proper manner. 


Besides the above-mentioned mines, there are 
other less important ones belonging to French, 
Greek or Turkish firms. No definite opinion can 
be eiq>ressed as to their reol value, since !~ey 
have been worked in the past with very pnm1t1ve 
means. The grade of the ore obt11ined is irom 
42 to 48 per cent. 


CmtolltE MINES IN THE PnoVINOES OF 


ADANA a.'ID Ko~"lA, 


In the neighbourhood of Mersio, near th~ 
vii lago El vanli, there are several mines 01 


Chrome which contain 50 to 61 per cent•. of 
' il'tiei, 


chromic oxide. As regards t ransport f~ 1 


these mines are well situatea. The ore IS t~klll 
,.r rsino wh1re 


by mules to Toui:nouk, near rue • _,,., 
. . t f ·1·t te ~t Jo..,... there 18 o small pier o ac1 1 a . . 


on steamers. The average ann\l&l productionOI 
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~mines con be estimo.ted a.t 1,000 tons. Tb.is 
C!ll'JIS e~-ported to Fl'a.nce _and Germany. The 
~r ohroroe mines of this Provmce a.re at 
•t of no importance, as they have been 
't: n11rfioially e::,.--n\orecl. The laok of a port, ~, su,. .,.. bi' 
,~hour, and of roads are the three stum mg-
xb fo the further development of tbe chrome 


iipOSils in this Province. . 
The chrome resources of the Province of 


1,~ appear inaclequo.te to n.llow· farther 
oetopinent. The average annuo.1 output of t.l1e 


~'l!lle mine situated near Adalio. is about 
!,OCO tons. 


~IllING l\fFJ'rB:oos-T.RANSPORT 
DIFFICULTIES. 


lngenaral, chrome is e"--tro.cted by the quarry
!ls;stem • but galleries are resorted to, as well 
imclined


0


and vertical shafts, eithe1· to follow 
:!!emptive vein or to attack the rol.lSS of rock 
i.llath the surface stratum when the latter has 
1ff:i impoverished below tho limit of profitable 
'\".lluction. The usual method of extracting the 
~ iB the most primitive ; the tools used 
1:1limited to the pick and shovel, and when it 
;-.ary to remove hard rock, w~ich may _be 
!JIOOillered in tl1e drifts, the work 1s done wtth 
~hand drill and 'sledge hammer, while the 
iu;iing ls done with ordinary coarse black 
p:ipowder. There are no mechanical or 
r.mpressed air dl'ills in use in a.ny po.rt of 
!,'ia Yinor. 
~only transport availa.ble, in general, from 


uoiines to the sea.shore or the railway station 
1lhai afforded by ca.mels, mules, or donkeys. 
» properly built roads are ma.intained which 
l'l 1V11ilable for the beasts of burden ; they 
n~ carry their loads over the footpaths and 
lltk! which meander down the mountain sides, 
t.i pr&ctioally double the. distance to be tra
lll!iid. n would not be a difficult matter in the 
i;lnoon oi the United States Consul-General, 
•link up all the best mines by a common aerial 
lllleiray, like the one at Dagh-Arcli. This would 
lfl)' greatly simplify matters a.nd be of enor
l!lll! advantage from every point oi view ; it 
T?.lid probably reduce the cost of transpor t 
:1 lo 75 per cent. If an aerial ropeway were 
!!&biished it would be an easy matter to e:i..-tenii 
• l1ter on to other valuable deposits farther 
~. which have never. yet been worked 
- the cost of transport exceeds the value 
dtheore. 


llakri, from whence most of the ore is shipped, 
•aa!e and protected as a port ; but the grnater 
l'rtol t•he water is aha.How, and it is only in the 
17J.!h,west part 0£ the bay of Makri that the 
&piho!Iers a good anchorage. Shipments are, 
treforo, made on small lighters carrying from 
ito lo lone, which lighters have to be towed 
!ir&~eamer from the J>Ort of Makri to the pince 
«~pment at Ikinjik, which is only o.n open 
1M.stead, 


EMP IRE T IM BER EXHIBIT ION. 
The Department 0£ Overseas Trade is to be con


gratulated on promoting the exhibition of timber 
grown within the Empire which was opened at the 
Holland Park Skating Rink on July 5th and closes 
on the 17th. To many people the wide range of 
these timbers will come as a surprise. A large 
number a.re hardly known in the United Kingdom; 
but even a. brief study of the exhibition will satisfy 
one that there is scarcely a purpose to which 
timber can be put for which tho Empire does not 
furnish a suitable tree. 


PracticoJJy every timber-growing country iu the 
Empire is ropresentl!d either by a.n ofll.ci~l ~xhlbit 
or o. private firm, or both. The Domllllons of 
Oanado., New Zealand and Newfoundland, the 
Indian Empire, the Governments of Western 
Australfa, New South Wales, Tasmania, Union 
of South Africa,, the Administration of British 
Honduras, British Guiana, Ce.ylon, Gold Coast, 
Trinidad, Fiji, Nigeria., and East Africa. Pro
tectorate are all exhibiting. 


Specimens are shown both in the rough and in 
the finished state, polished and unpolished
everything from the sawn log to the carved pa,nel, 
from a lead pencil in cedar to a railway ca.uiage in 
teak. A fea.ture of the Western Australian exhibit 
is a. panelled room and furniture made of jarrah 
(Western Australian mahogany or everlasting 
wood). The extraordinary durability of this wood 
is exemplified by various posts and rafters which 
show little sign of deterioration after periods of 
sixty years in the ground or roof' as the case 
may be. 


A particularly attractive section of the exhibi
tion is that devoted to the timbers of India.. 
Messrs. W. W. Howard Bros. & Co., agents for 
the Government of India, have been at great pa.ins 
to show the practical possibilities of several un
familiar timbers. In particular, attention should 
be called to the parquet floor and staircase of silver
grey wood, which has a delicate grey colour and a 
satin-like lustre; and still more to the billiard. 
room, which is panelled in laurel wood. <rhis 
wood is of a golden to greyish-brown colour, with 
deep streaks and markings of a dark umber shade, 
and it has a bright metallic sheen on the surface 
when planed and polished. It is undoubtedly a 
very beautiful wood, and suitable for the finest 
decorative work. As it can be obtained in large 
sizes i t is admirably adapted for panelling. 
Another attractive timber which is seen here to 
great advantage is Andaman pada.uk. This varies 
in colour from pale cherry to crimson and ver
milion, and is generally streaked with darker 
shades which sometimes become a. deep black. 
The texture is fine and hard, and the wood is 
01.-tromely strong and durable. A railway coach 
built at the Great Enstern Railway Company's 
works is on view. It contains first- and thi rd-class 
ca.rriages dccomted throughout in silver greywood 
and pndauk respectively. 


The exhibition should have important results 
for the homo timber trade in making known the 
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resources of the Empire, and it is to be hoped that 
it will lead to the development of new sources of 
supply, the extension of established ones, and the 
study of a world-wide range of t imbers. 


NOTES ON BOOKS. 


T.eE EVOLUTION OF BRITISH :f.lEASURES. By 
Howard Wall. London: Talbot & Co. 
This little book contains a good deal of interesting 


and curious information about the origin.of British 
measures of length and the establishment of the 
British standards. Besides the essay, which gives 
a title to the book, it includes several articles on 
the Metric System, Foreign and Classical Measure
ments, etc., and an account of Dean, who 
popularised tbe use of measuring tapes and 
established a business for their manufacture in 
1818. This buslness is still successfully carried 
on by the author of the book, Mr. Howard Wall. 
That Dean was not actually the first to produce 
measuring tapes is shown by a reference in the 
Society's Transactions Ioi: 1805 (vol. xxm. p. 119) 
to suoh tapes by a writer who describes how he 
used one marked with inohes on one side and 
feet on the other, for measuring the growth of 
trees. Such tapes were, he said, made by "Mr. 
Cary, optician, in the Strand." The mere fact 
that such a description should be given shows 
that the tapes were not generally known or 
largely employed. It seems a · little remarkable 
that such a simple and useful device should not 
be able to have an earlier date assigned to it. It 
is possible that flexible tapes were occasionally 
used before this time, but it appears certain that 
they were not generally known or employed until 
Dean started their manufacfure. They then came 
rapidly into use, and are now, of course, of 
universal application. Probably the latest de
velopment, and that is not very recent, is the 
flexible steel tape which forms sucb a convenient 
pocket measure. 


Those who are interested in the subject of 
measurement may be referred to the excellent 
paper on the Metric System read before the 
Sooiety in 1906 (Journal, vol. Iv. p. 50) by the late 
Sir Oharles Watson. It contains a very complete 
history of the origin of the Frenoh metre. 


GENERAL NOTES. 


THE FAB EASTERN MATCH TBADE.-At one 
time, says the Colonial Joun1.al, the matoh trade 
in the Far East was largely in the hands of 
Swedish exporters, though a small portion of the 
supplies came from the United Kingdom. In the 
early nineties Japan took up the manufacture of 
matches for e:q,ort, and in a very few years 
established such an llS'cendo.ncy that British 
matches disappeared from the Eastern market and 
the Swedes were almost in similar oase. Japan 


has at present a virtual 111onopoly. A British 
company has, however, been formed in K la 
Lumpur, the capital of the Federated ~ 
States, with the object of founding a §{ 
factory in the neighbourhood. Tests have be.n 
made of woods found in the forests of the Malii 
Peninsula, and it ho.s been ascertained that suit 
able supplies can be secured for the manufaoiur 
of matches. l\Iachiuery has been ordered fro 


8 


England, and British Malaya will be given ant 
industry which promises to become one of con~ 
siderable importance. 


CUTLERY RESEARCH ABS0Ol.!.'l'ION.-The &..searoh 
Association for the Cutlery Industry has been 
approved by the Department of Scientific and 
Industrial Research, as complying with the con. 
ditions laid down in the Government scheme !or 
the encouragement of industrie.l research. The 
Secretary,of the Oo=ittee engaged in the estab. 
lishment of this association is W. H. Bolton, E-sq., 
P.O. Box 49, Sheffield. 


Tma F.I.LKLJ.ND ISLANDB.-A very remarkable 
case of trade development is shown by the statisllcs 
_of the Falkland Islands. In 1908, aocordiDg to the 
Colonial Jounial, the imports were of the valne ol 
£73,062, tbe ei--ports £189,972. In 1918 the figure3 
were £939,937 and £2,054,286, e.lthough in thal year 
shipping was so scarce that only six vessels visiwd 
the colony. The products are practically limired 
to wool and whale oil, and it is to the rise ol the 
latter industry that the increase is mainly due. 


HONG KONG Oilll'BOll TnA.OE.-The shortage in 
the supplies of camphor, according to the CcnsuJ, 
General at Hong Kong, due to the much reduced 
output of Formosa (Taiwan) and the greatly in
creased demand during 1919, has resnlted in a 
boom in the trade in Hong Kong. Exports of 
camphor from Hong Kong to tho United States in 
the earlier months of 1919 were too small to be 
separately noted in the trade returos. The total 
exports from the colony for the first quart~ of the 
yoar amounted to only 54,810 dols., at normal 
sterling exchange; the value in the second quarter 
rose to 233,954 dole. In the first quarter neatly 
!?he whole of the exports went to India, the Straits 
Settlements taking about 10 per cent of the tola). 
In the second quarter India continued to take 
some of the output, but the United States COID· 
menced to draw upon the South Ohina sto_ob, 
taking exports to the value of 181,550 dols. 81008 


then the export of the gum to the United St.ates 
has steadily increased, the value of such export.s 
for July reaching 176,900 dols.; those for Augosl 
being valued at 208,641 dols., those for SeJ!lem~ 
at 360,641 dole., and those for October a 
606,9!1.0 dols. Thus the total e~orts of.~ 
camphor to the United States durmg tbe firsl 


67~ dof;. months of the year amounted oo 1,58.i, • 
The comparatively favourable price of the Hoeg 
Kong gum accounts in part for the strong delllAlld. 
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FREDK. SMITH 
.. co., 


c_o~PER WIRE <100 t~d:u~. 
Phun Soft, Hard drawn for Telephone Wires, 


Special Tinned Wire, Silioium Bronze Wire, Wire Manufaotul'8ra, 
~ la Iba Lcadop 1tledrlc 


W..Co.udSmldis,Lcd., 


Anaoenda Works, BALFORD, 
IIAICHESTER. 


COPPER TROLLEY WIRE 
Specially Prepared, Half-au1e and Mile Len;:tb,, Tatocl, Guaiiatied; 


SPECIAL BRONZJt TROLLEY WIRB. 


ALUMINIUM WIRE AND STRIP. 


•··••·••• .. M••OMOOOtOOff"+4+o-ff~~+4~~"'"1~1+t~~ff,IMM"'6iW. 
T-.,-••U-,Stoclc,Lcmdan.'' 


HOOPER'S 
&. DBAPbS' 8AROEN8. LINDON, E.C. 211 


(ESTABLISHED 186o.) 


TELEGRAPH AND INDIA
RUBBER WORKS, bi 


MILLWALL DOCKS, 
LONDON, E. 


PURE TAPE & STRIP, II 
etc., eto. 


HOOPER'S Vulcanised India Rubber Oablea for Eleotrloal Work 
maintain the Highest Quality, and their Dul'lbillty ha been 
proved. 


F··•· Use HA YWARD'S LIGHTS! 
and Building Specialities. 


WINSOR & NEWTON, Ltd., 
MtUUdai:tanrs of P•rmaaeat Oil aad Water 


Colours IUJd all A.rtl•t•' nqulslt••• 


PDIIANEHCE of Colour baa been 
for nearly a ccatury the great out
nandms fe4turc of thia eatabU.hment. 


!full. daal1ed catalt>£114 u.:r be obtained from nny of the 
lradini: Aniats' Colourmco throu.11:bout tbe country, ar froin-


RA T HB ONE PLACE, W. 1. 


BAVWARD'S 
Stet! 


Coll&psiWc 
611ff. 


4J1 comm'IIDlcaUoua '-poetlng J.dvertllem11lb abould ho addrellled Ml 
JU. JI. ll11.IDl
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OF THE FOREIGN PRESS. 
We need at the present moment in this country some source , , . of accurate information as to 


what is going on . . , in all the countries of the world." - Sir AUCKLAND GEDDES, 
President of the Board of Trade, November 1st. 


NOW READY. 


he ECONOMIC REVIEW 
PRICE ls. WEEKLY. 


A Complete Survey of Financial, Industrial, and 
Commercial Conditions generally in Foreign Cowitries. 


his difficult to imagine now any lr..uk or firm doing business abroad can afford to be without it ." 
-The Morning Post, November 17th, 19x9. 


he POLITICAL REVIEW 
PRICE ls. WEEKLY. 


A Complete Account of the Progress of Affairs in 
Foreign Countries, and a Survey of International Relations. 


Coples aod SubscrJptJoa Rates from the Pub/Jsber-


OF THE FOREIGN PRESS, LTD., ,.0t&1~~r~~~o~?W.~.i. 


THE 


IASECO' PATENT BOILER 
The Finest Boiler 


made for the continu
ous supply of Hot 
Water, also for H ot 
Water Heating with 


Radiators, 


It is absolutely 
u nequalled for 
efficiency and 
for econorny of 
fuel consump
tion. Burns Coal, 
Coke, or Anthracite. 


Apply for particu
lars to your Engineer 
or to the Patentees. 


British lnoention and Manufacture. 
PROMPT DELIVERY. 


0,BRUSTER & DE LAUNOIT 
!S.cce,aora lo H. C. Rolx,ttom & Co.), 


~Uoyd's Avenue, LONDON, E.C.3. 


By Appointment. 


WAYGOOD-OTIS 
Limited 


LIFTS. 


Offices : 


54·5, FETTER LANE, E.C.4 
Telegrams·: "Waygood, Fleet, London." 
Telephone (Night & Day) : 2001 Holbom. 


62-3, LIONEL ST., BIRMINGHAM 
Telephone No. : Central 40, Birmingham. 


Telegraphic Address : "Waygood, Birmingham." 


Works: FALMOUTH ROAD, S.E. 1. 


--
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- The Sun-


-


Emblem of regularity 
and cheerfulness, the surest 
guide to the traveller, and 
means just the same to the 
photogra_Qher who insists on 


_ ~ its appearance on packets of 


O~i/erion 
F'lat~G fo.peg \, 


~ CRITERION, LTD., #~ 
~ ~ ~ 50, Stechford, Birmingham. ,# 
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ON AND UNDER GLAZE COLOURS 
for PAINTING on POTTERY. 


'. LIQUID GOLD and LUSTRES. 


Camel-hair Painting Brushe.$. 
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PREPARED BODIES and 
MODELLING CLAYS. 


Coloured and Transparent Glazes. 


GLASS COLOURS and OXLDES. 


ALL REQUIREMENTS and SUNDRIES. 


ELDER DEM!.STER LI' ~U 
WEST AFRICA 


THE STEA~IERS OF THE 


African Steam Ship Company 
(Incorporated 1852 by Roynl Charter): ood 


The British & African Steam NaYigation Co., Ltd. 
Carrying His MojC$ty's )!ail,, 


MAI~TAIN REGULAR SERVICES betw«n 


Liverpool, London, Hamburg, 
Rotterdam, Montreal, New York 


and West Africa. 


Dlroct Regular serv1co-LIVERPOOL-GAL VESTON; 
GALVESTON - LIVERPOOL and HA VRE. 


CANADA to SOUTH AFRICA. 
(U adcr Contract with the Conadi~n Go,·ernm,nt for the 
conveyance of C-irgo anu Mails and the dmlopmcot 


of trade with South African Po~) 


ELDER DEMPSTER AND CO., LIMITED, 
(Hc,d Office) COLONIAL HOUSE, LIVERPOOL; 
4, St. I\Iury Axe, London, E.C. 3; Manchester, «c. 


The Art of 
WRITING ENGLISH 


Tiu 110/,/ul lit,rary sludy of f/u, E11.(lisltmQ# it 
tltt stud.y o/_ Liu E"gN1l, /111,part. T/rt 11«ltsl 
literary f'ni,, ef (/,e tdu&aftd mn11 i's flrt Jr.,,'lr 
o/ wi,ldi111( 1/tnl ln11pns, ,utll.-Tlzrinf, 


NO other single factor has such n pr_oro_und in8uence 
upon onr daily life-social, public, md11Strial"!1° 
intellectual-as our command of our nattre 
tongue. 


To many men (:rnd women) of undoubted_auainmtnU 
the use or the Eni;-lish language is fraught wan di~tr, 
To them the writ mg or anything other than ~c s,~p!t;I 
leuer is irksome, the preparation of ani1h1ng m ibe 
nature of a statement or report. is an ordcol! wlu1e lht 
making of an intelligible llfter,dmncr speech, IS nn u~T 
impossibility. Il is to such persons that '' T_H~ ,I 
OF SELF. EXPRESSION" will hal'en special mt,r,st 
and value. 


· · clmnl This remnrkablc liule book (00'.'' m ns .. rJ 
edition) is in effect an introducuon 10 ~ sentS. 
Postal Lessons h:wing for I.heir object th~ m~u: 
of a sound knowledge of the principles underl)'IDfTh 
correct nnd effective use of the English lnagun~ingl/ 
Course has been planned nnd wriuen on t b~ 
original lines bY. an M.A. llonoursmnn of 'h'm..;I 
sometime J,;xhtbitioncr of Mai:dalcne College, ' .\ll 
a gifted writer and brilliant lecturer nnd speaker,~~ 
wbo wollld use our rich and beautiful lnng1>,ig< cl 
precisio11 c:tse and charm should request r, co1tw 
"The A


0


rt of Self-Expression," post 
5
fr~ E~pr


111 
issiOD. 


SECRJ;'rAR\', 11. P., The School or · e · · 
57, Oerners Street, London, W. r. 
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NOTICES. 


COLONIAL SECTION. 
1t. ,ting or the Colonial Section Committee 


711hild on Friday, ,July 16th. Present:-
, Ill Plyth (Chairman of the Section) ; .-\, H. 
~\;lt; Lieut.-Col. Sic Charles H . Bedford, 
:.D, D.Sc., 11.D. ; Byron Brenau, C.':'.if.G. ; 
r Brounger; Hon. Sir John A. Cockburn, 


:.(.ILG.; and W. L. Griffith, with S. Digby, 
1r (Secretary of tho Indian and Colonial 


.;). 


PRICE OF THE JOURNAL TO 
NON-FELLOWS. 


b consequence o( tbe enormously increasecl 
'of printing, paper, etc., the Council have 
.::l it necessary to raise the price of the 
;;raal lo oo,n-Fellows of the Sooiety to Oue 
iog. 


10CEEDINGS OF THE SOCIETY, 


INDIAN SECTION. 


THE IllPR0VE:.\lE~1' 01? CROP 
PRODUCTIOX IX IXDU. 


dra.inngo bars progress. In the plains of Indfa, 
dofecliYc surface drainage ari~cs from two 
ea.uses. In the first place, when the soils arc on 
the stiff side. loco.I surface accumulations of rain 
water rapidly lower the fertility. Jn the second 
pla,cc, the subsoil water often risos to suoh an 
extent, at II time when the flow of the rivers is 
impeded, t.hat little or no genernl drainage is 
possible over large trnots. Theso two a.spccts 
of tl10 subject will bo considc-rcd separately. 


Surface water-logging is very common in 
India during tho rains. .Any holding up of the 
surface drainage by irrigation channels, by 
embanklllents of various kinds, or by any slight 
concavity of the field,; due to the misuse of iron 


Xormnl Wnt.ir•lO'.;geJ Normal 
culth·nliolL durln~ september. cultl~ation • 


34·45 15·65 29·14 


S:1>.d•d M C:\ ~-:: • ..,.J with 4 cwt.Nitrat-.:ofSoda:p,erac: 
35·92 2s,11 I 26'·53 


34,45 15·55 29·14 


FIG, 1.-THE 'RESULT OF WATER-LOGG"r.;G 
lr Al.nar HOWARD, CJ.E., ;\[.A., F.L.S., Ww:AT Lum ,1,.T Pus.i. 1i; 1910. 
~ ~nomlo BolnnlAt to tbo Govcrnmou& of Iodln. The nu(llbers ln U10 11ln11 nrc bushels per ncre. 


(Continued from page 561.) ploughs, invariably leads to poor, weak growth, 
~


1111J9r.-The third application of the soil- which exhibits all the cbaractel'islics of nitrogen 
~ factor rclntC!I to iuadt>qunte drainage. starvation. That the loss of fertility is largely duo 
le e,.'!Cnco o( drainage from the planl,'s to de-nitdfication is shown by the l'Csults of an 
• of view is not the romoval oi wntcr, experiment cnrrioll out at Pusa in 1910. Jn 


14
th• .. /1aintcnance of the oxygen supply that year, a plot of hco.ry !And was purposely 


.:.?IOt water. In the case of ordinary crops watcr-loggecl during lho month of September in 


1
',,J'!:3t, all lbat is necessary to bring this order to compare its bebaYiour wilh normally 


• 1$ an lldequat,e gaseous 01whnnge between managed land on ciLhor sido. Across tho micldlo 
atmosphere and the pore spaced. In walor of the plots, a strip wns manured wiU\ foul" owl. 
', of which rice is perhaps t.hc best of nitrate of soda to the acre just Ix-fore aowing 


~tt,ral exampf(', it is essen• ial lbat there tho wheat. The results nrc giYen in ]fig. l, from 
be & very slow movement o( oxygenn.tcd whioh it will be seen thnt the effect of a month \1 1' nound ,L ~ "'.'8 feeding roots. Over largo an•as water-logging was to reduce the yiold of when.t hy 


nounshl'd by the mon~oon, impcrfoct about sixteen bushels to the ncre. 
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De-nitrification is not the only consequence of 
surface water-logging. The physical teirture of 
the soil is profoundly affected, and when the 
land dries it is difficult to obtain the ideal crumb 
structure. The clod,; do not readily break down 
under the beam and the soil is gummy to the 
feel. Colloidal substances appear to be formed 
under these anrerobio condition.,; which not 
only hinder the formation of a good tilth, but 


_ also prevent percolation. 
The remedy for surface water-logging is better 


drainage. A method of surface drainage has 
been worked out at Pusa (Plate ill.) which has 


was formerly poor, is now greatly improred.• 
Severn.I. of the indigo estates iu Bihar ~ -e 
ado~ted this syst_em, which the S1u·rountlg 
cultivators arc now copying. 


The prevention of drainage dmiug the rains 
occurs in the plains of India towards the delta. 
of the Ganges after the fiow of the rivers is 
checked by the inundation of Lower Bengal. 
The rivers overflow and the low-~iug areas go 
under water. The rise iu the level of tl1e rivers 
is followed by a rise in the water level of tho 
wells. Those movements of the river lovels and 
of the general grow1d-water aro illustrated in 


PLATE III.-SURFAo:0 DRAINAGE AT Pos.1.. 


led to improvements in fertility and in the ease 
of cultivation which are almost past belief. 


This method consists in dividing up the area. 
to be drained into unit.a not more· than fom· or 
five a.ores in e:A.-tent, sepa.ra.tecl by trenches. 
These trenches a.re a.bout four feet wido a.nd two 
feet deep, with sloping sides a.nd grass borders. 
The run-off passes over these grass borders and is 
led a.way to low-lying rice areas, while most of 
the fine silt is retained on the field. By this 
device, each field has to deal with its own 
rainfall only and the run-off is strictly cont-rolled. 


The Botanical Area. a.t Pusa, has been tra.ns
Ionned. by improving the sw-face dra,inage. '.l'he 
yields have increased, the plot.a produce even 
crops, a.nd the tilth of the stiffer areas, which 


Plate IV. The cun•cs are typical of the subS-Oil 
water conditions of North Bihar dw-ing the 
rains. These ground water and river lerel 
curves have proved to be of particular intemt 


• 'I11e experience obtained In the Botru1ieal Aroo at Pu!• 
duriu" the Jnat fifteen ye,u,, tbrowaconaiderableligbtonlto 


" d · "• bJ· rllttkl'-' uitrogen problum in lndla. Sur/nee rtuna. • . h d 
erosion nnd by rcduclug do-nltriflcnLioo In the nuns, b:11 1 


tho cll'cct or lncren.slng tho rorti!Hy wfth • comp:uat!rtl( 
t•. •·o •••mple, PM 1, small oxpcndlture or orgnnlo '"" ...,r. ,, r - bes 


has during Lbc Inst ll!t.eeu ycnrs, produced thlrte~al !Jf37 
cer;nl nnd t"'O good pulse crops, while the manur< ; 
mcnt has conslaLecl only or three crops or gN!en manure"1, 'I l or holf ' 10D ' a single dressing of c:MLor cake nt ' 18 rn e enl 1,.-.d 
the ncrc. Thu land has Improved nnd•r Ute trt11t:u,b;IJ !o 
In 1010 gave n record crop or wheat or ovor forty at QoelU. 
the ncrc. Similar cxperlcuce IUUI been obt.lllned Tbllt 
and on severnl ot the fBrma In lho United Provlncas. 1., Ii results suggest thnt nlt,ogen fixaUon I• much grea 
the platoa or Jndln thn11 is commonly suppose~. 
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Pr.ATE IV.-Cru.NGES IN THE RIVER AND WELL LEVELS AT POSA. 


The well levels a.re shown by dotted lines. 
The observo.tions are eqiressed in feet o.bovo mean sea level. 


\the study of the root systems of the various. 
illpl gro1111 and of some o bsoure plant diseases. 
);IJQ alter the ground wo.tcr ri.sos in J nly, the 
',orbing roots in the lower levels of the soil 


off, while thoso in the surface soil exhibit 
oltked aorotropjsm in some oases, loo.ving the 
~ altogether and running ovm· Lhe surface of 
.ie &round. Deep-rooting crops of o.ll kinds 
-Zer from wilt, while surface-rooting crops 
<:ape(Fig. 2, p. 572). 
The varieties of H. Sabdariffa (Roselle) havo 


1 illporJioial root system and the absorbing :t. are markedly o.erotropic. They thrive in 
· wettest years. Most of the typos of H . can


tnu8 are deep-rooted, and these lose their 
~rbing roots after the soil wo.tor rises, and 
~ suffer from wilt. Only one variety of thi.s 


«op 15 surfuce-rootod : this t.Jni.ves exceodingly 


well in t.lte plains. Many other simil!J,l' oases have 
beon examined. Jn every instance surface-rooting 
varieties tlu-:ive in the rains in North Bil1ar, 
while the deep-rooted kinds without exception 
suffer from wilt disea,~es. 


While the cultivator oan often do a cort-ain 
amount to improve the surface drainage of his 
!folds, he is quite unable to cope with the larger 
aspects of the subject. Observations indicate 
that in many parts of J nclia the surface di-ainage 
of large areas is defective and tho crops suffer 
from poor soil-aeration. In some cases, this is 
duo to the exi.stonco of extensive, shallow, cup
shaped depressions which aro unable to clis
chargo the run-off quickly. In others, the general 
surface drainngo is partially held up by roads, 
by embanlanonts, and by bridges provided with 
insumoieut water-way. Such probleJlls nrc 
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clearly beyond the means of the zamindar. 
They need for their solution the services of the 
engineer. .A detailed drainage map of the area 
t-0 be improved :is obviously the first cond:iLion 
of success. From an inspection of some of these 
areas in the plains :it would appear that a great 
deal could be done by the provision of a system 
of drainage canals by which the run-off can be 
passed either into rivers or led slowly through 
rice areas at a slightly lower level. 


The difficulty :in matters such n,'l these :is to 
make a successful beginning. The first step 
appears to be the study of the general clra.inage 
of a. few of these partially water-logged tracts of 
the alluvium, the prepa1·at:ion of a di·ainage map 
combined with a study of the rivers where this 
is necessary. The drawing up of definite working
plans would follow, and progressive landowners 


"water-logging is due to many other causes than_ 
seepage or over-irrigation from canals « . . , or 
mstance, nnpol'fect natUl'al dra-inage or 
o bstruotion of natural drainage by roads, rail~ 
ways, ilTigation channels and zamindars' 
embankments. The evil is of steady growth in 


. parts of the pro,,inco and in some places threatens 
not only the prosperity, but the health of the 
rural population and involves also serious lo..ssto 
Government revenue. Hitherto it has been 
dealt with only spasm9dioally. There has boon 
n9 settled policy either for investigation or for 
act,ion. The question should, therefore, now be 
taken up for tbe province as a whole." 


SOIL TEill'Im,\.TUJll:. 


The investigation of soil temperatures is also 
yielding interesting 1·esttlts in Inclii. As is_ 1rell 


FrG. 2,-Tm;; RooT SYSTE:l! OF Bibisc11s Sabdariffa {LEFT) AND H. ca1111abi1111s (RlGJll). 


would probably bo found who would be willing 
to execute a small project under direction. 
These proposa-Js do not involve a great deal of 
expense. A certain number of engineers with 
the necessary agricultural insight in aU pro
bability exist in the country now and, if set to 
work on this question, would rapidly jnstify 
themselves. Their assistance in this matter is 
essential. The cultivators and zamindars are 
so int.ent on their own small areas of laud that 
they cannot be expected to evolve a scientific 
scheme of drainage for the conntry-side. Clearly 
it is for the Stat.e to -provide a directing hand, 
In this direcLion a step forward has already boon 
ma:de by one Indian Province. Jn the Punjab 
Government Gazel.te of September 28th, 1918, 
the constitution and duties of a Drainage Board 
for the province were announced. In the Govem
ment R~olution on this matter it is stated that 


known, crops wm only grow between definite 
linlits of temperature. In Great Britain, the 
lower limit is most important; in India the 
reverse is the case and the higher limits affect 
growth more frequently. We seo Ute oflecfs 
of this factor at work on the large scale in tho 
separation between the cold season and monsoon 
crops in Northern India, and in the goo~
plucal distribuWon of crops like gram (O,cir 
arietinmn L.). A line drawn from Bomblly to 


' d" h re Patna separates those pol'tioUB of In .13 ,v e 
t-his crop is most import.a.ut from those where 
it occasionaUy occ1us. North of this line, lbe 


· eh lower temperature in the cold season JS mu 
than in the south. of il 


A most interesting case of the effect 50 


· b ked oullll temperature on growth J1a-s ecn wor . 
• 1 .,,,.., •"ies attending B1har where one of t 10 uwictu. . 


' . • b fund t.oan;& tl1e cullivationof wheat bas een o 
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~ a high soil temperature at sowing time. 
Jt rrequently happens that the late monsoon 
\ fail a.nd the onset of the cold weather is 
,!J,!yed. In suoh years, the soil and particularly 
:1, subsoil remain at a comparatively high 
,,mperatore for somo days after the usual 
, 1111g time of wheat. If the crop is sown at the 
.:iul time in such seasons, it gctmiuates, but 
ile seedlings do not thrive and are attacked 
cid destroyed by white ants. The seedlings 
i11ppcar from whole fields in a day or two, and 
mr !ho countryside the wheat crop is ,1;p~d 


111L U the crop is re-sown at a. later date on 
Jlesamo hmd it grows norms.Uy and practically 
wdamage by white ants take!: place. Investi
nti<lns nave shown that the cause of the damage 
,oot the white ant, a-sis sometimes suppose<'l, 
\I! the high temperature of the subsoil, which 
l:'lds to the partial destruction of the root 
~m of the seedlings. Afterwards, the white 
11!6 devour the sickly plants. The remedy 
mts in lowering the soil temperatw·o by 
mingthe furrows open for a couple of days so 
~ to cool the soil by evaporation, and by post• 
;oomg sowing by about a week in such seasons. 


As can readily be imagined, the investigation 
ifprobloms of this nature, which may be termed 
,lr!Cises in applied physiology, are, perhaps, the 
m,-t interesting which fall to the botanist in 
India, I trust I have been able to show that 
they are well worthy of further study and tl1at 
~y aro certain to lead to results of great 
«(1110mic importance. 


IV.-Tu.E FuTtrnE oF EcoNOMJO Bo~ANY 
lN !Nnu. 


Up to tb.is point the lines of advance in crop
froouction in India. through the plant ha'l'o 
~ dealt with. At the same time, the wido 
llllgo of the problems presented by the country 
wbeen indicated. The problems aro obviously 
romplex. Their solution invol~es a. knowledge 
lscience, of practical agriculture, and of trade 
!(;}Uiromenta, as well as t he faculty of combining 
11.e!e very diJierent points of view. The country 
~large and the questions still to be attacked arc 
fol}' numerollll. The mere size of the country 
mtl lhe large areas under auy particular crop 
~an that even a small improvement in the 
~ per Mro, when multiplied by the area to 
rhich tbo improvement applies, soon runs into 
hkls ol rupees. 


What is the best means of getting such work 
dmie ! The State is anxious that the volume of 
l!Solt~ s~ould be inoi·cased. Should we rely on 
O!gani611tion, or sho\lld we trnst to the indi-


vidual ? Both systems have their advocates. 
The answer, I think, is given by experience and 
by history. All notable advances in agriculture 
up to the pl'escnt time have been initiated by 
individuals and not by systems of organisation. 
This applies to creative work of every kind. 
The individual has always triwnphed over the 
committee or the organisation. Further, all 
organizations sooner or later become affected by 
disease. In India, this often takes. the form of 
acuto departmentalism. 


What ru:o the qualifications of the men who 
a1·e to carry out the ,vork ? I think the subject 
to be investigated supplies the answer. The 
men must obviously be more than laboratory 
workers. They must look at the questions from 
three points of view-that of the scientific 
investigator, that of the cultivator, and that of 
tbo trade. Science is the instrument by which the 
advance is made. A first-hand knowledge of 
praoticnlagricultnrc and the cultivator's point of 
view suggest the problems to be attnckccl. The 
uses to which the :final product can be put or in 
other words, the requirements of the trade, gives 
tho direction in which the aclvance can be 
most profitably made. 


DISOOSSION. 
TUE CrrAIR~L\.>"' (Sir Robert W . Carlyle) 


said a letter had been received Crom Sir Daniel 
Morris expressing liis regret at not being able 
to attend the meeting, 11nd in that letter he 
wrote with regard to crop prodt,ction in India. :
" The work he (Mr. llowa.rd) has clone in this 
connection is o[ great value, not only to India, 
but to the whole Empire, and well illuatrates 
t110 importa.nce of enlisting the highest resources 
of soionce in the development of tropical and 
sub-tropical industries." It was, Sir Robert 
Carlyle continued, to the llowards that India 
owod Lho Pusa wheats, and it was quite possil:5le 
that in the f-uture even more important results 
might be obtained in the direction of reducing 
t.he waste of wat,er. A beginning had been made, 
by i\i.r. Howard and otherj!, of great importance 
in that matter, and, by dealing wit.h the culti
vators in villages as a,, hole, it might be possible 
in time to introduce a system of supplying water 
by rnel\Surnment even on old irrigat,ion canals. 
However that might be, it was most dosirablo 
Umt attempts should be made to introduce such 
a system in all new irrigation works. He.was not 
quite sure that he follo,"ecl the remarks on the 
future Oi economic. botany in India. Ho agreed 
that the first thing was to secure ability com
bined "·it.h experience and that ability sho.uld 
bo given a free lumcl, but orgnnisat.ion was 
indispensable in ol'Cler to secme that the 1·osults 
obtained by lho bota.nist "ere ma.do uso o[ by 
the cultivator. 
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Sm OuUDE H . A. HILL, K.O.S.I., C.I.E., 
said it was a. great privilege to him to associate 
himself with what had fallen from the Cha.h·ma.n 
with respect to Mr. and Mrs. Howa.rd. There 
were present at the meeting three fellows of 
the Society who had at one time or another 
been in charge of agl'iculture in India., covering 
a. period of fifteen yea.rs, a.nd during the whole 
of those fifteen yea.rs they had known a.nd 
appreciated .most highly the invaluable work 
done by Mr. and Mrs. Howard. With regard 
to what was said in the paper about standardi
sation from the industrial point of view, a good 
doa.1 had been already done in the way of 
improving the quality of t,he produce of India, 
especially wheat and cotton. It was largely duo 
to the efforts of the Howards that Indian 
wheat stood upon a. wholly different footing 
to-day in European markets from that \tpon 
which i t stood ten or 6.[teen years ago. As to 
cotton, the Committee which recently sat in 
India recommended that an endeavour be made 
to control the admixture of seed by establishing 
a system of licensing ginneries. It was in the 
gins that that mixture of seed had taken place. 
The Government of India had determined to 
e.ct upon the Cotton Committee's advice and 
intt-oduce a system of licensing. In connect-ion 
with wheat there was o. supplementary subject 
of very great interest and importance to the 
development of the industry. He alluded to 
the treatment of wheat commercially. It was 
becoming increasingly evident that India. was 
seriously behindhand in that mo.tter. During 
the war in one year nearly 2,000,000 tons of 
wheat were e:,.-ported to the Allies, pl'Uotically 
the whole of that export going from the port 
of Kara.chi, and being e:,.-ported on a. completely 
antiquated system. The normal e:,,-ports 
amounted to Jess than 2,000,000 tons a. year 
at present, but were bound, under the stimulus 
of improved production, to increase o.nd to keep 
ahead of the increased consumption which was 
also taking place in India. in substitution of other 
less nutritive gro.ins. Unfortunately there was 
not o. very strong public opinion to give expres• 
sion to those views, but such opinion as existed 
was growing stendily in the direction that 
elevo.tors must be' introduced, and experts 
insisted that they must be introduced at first 
in the ports. lt followed that the Karachi 
P ort Trust must at no distant date adopt 
such a system. Lost yeo.r the Government of 
India addressed the Bombay Government on 
the subject, o.ntl invited the m-gont considem• 
tion of the mo.tter by the Karachi Port Trust. 
Up to the time he left India recently no reply 
had been received, but it was quite natuml 
that there should be some hesitation on tl10 
part of the 1'-0rt Trust because, owing lo tho 
climate of Karachi, it was found to be exceed
ingly profitable to store the wheat on tho open 
quays or leave it in trucks. 'l'ho.t course was 


not in consonance with modern requirement
and it was earnestly to be hoped that the Joe:! 
Port Trust· o.nd the Government of Bom&, 
"'ot1ld, at a ve1·y early date, enter upon l'fie 
larger policy of expansion for Karachi. irr. 
Howa1·d had spoken of the reluctance o{ the 
cultivators to o.dopt new mefaods. E,,eryone 
present o.ppreciated tho fa.et that India over 
very large a,eo.s was tilled by small cultivator.; 
who were pro.ctically proprietors of the soil; 
and whose holdings sometimes ran to even Jess 
than o.n a.ere. Uncler such circumstnnce.i it 
was easy to conceive tho difficulty an Agri. 
cultural Department bad to foce in inducing 
oultivo.L~rs to ~opt improvement-a, although 
the cultivator lumself was o. thoroughly intelli
gent person, and would, directly a tiring m13 


shown to be profitable, ondeo.vour as iar as 
possible to follow it up. The experience of 
a thouso.nd _years had taught him the exoel 
limit up to which he could produce crops from 
the land witho11t deterioration of the soil. 
Consequently he was very apprehenaive oi 
any intensive cultivation which he knew would, 
unless he was able to replace the wastage of 
the soil, result in soil deterioration. In Oudh 
some of tho Zemindars had given up considerable 
nreo.s to the production of pure seed, and the 
same thing had occurred in the Province of Agra. 
\Vi th reference to the suggest.ion of 11, develop• 
ment fund, he was not quite cer_tnin what 
1lr. Howard meant. A. great deal had been 
nlready done by the development of co-operative 
credit socioUes for the purchase nnd distribution 
of grain, and hitherto there hnd been nn inclina• 
tion to hope that that was the line of clevclop· 
ment which would produce the best results. 
He did not know how o!r. Hownrd proposed that 
tho development fund should be organised 81\d 
financed. On the questiou of encouraging the 
production of improved seed in India, the 
Government had recently been considering the 
question of bringing into being an Agricullll!8l 
Society on the Lines of the Royal Agricullural 
Society in England. He had the pleasure of 
meeting on this matter the President n~d _the 
Secretary of the Royal Agricultural t;oc1ety 
last year, and he received the very greot~t
help and encoumgexnont from them. Quite 
rightly, agriculture wns to be one of the" t.rans• 
£erred subjects," but if somo stimulus wos n_ot 
a.pp! ied thoro wo.s o risk that Provincial Legi,· 
latures might hesitate to sanction the n~ssar~ 
expencu 1,ure. 'l'here could be no better sf mrnl1JS 
tho.n that which would be afforded by an 
unofficio.l Society of wide influence, comroan~ing 
large funds. A conference to discuss the sub1coi 
was to be held in Simla this surruner. ){r. ~


nd 


11-fra. Howard had clone exccllont work in tr)1ng 
to effect water economy in India. It w~ ~= 
an easy matter to subvert the whole ot 
system on which the IrrigaLi~n Departin~t


1
;; 


tho Punjab hnd been orgamscd, but h 
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~.in that not,hing but good could come of 


11,,Jurther investigations now being made. He 
lid like to claim for the Department of Agri
~tm"ein India that it Jmd, considering aU things, 
diievcd considerable success. Cultivators in 
·,t remotest parts o[ the country no"· came to 
·ieAgricultural Stations dotted all ovor India, 
i,,rl, as far ns their reso,1rces permitted, endea
l'iU!ed to effect the improvements they hnd seen 
monstrat-ed. It was hoped that things would 
:11ahead now on a very large scale in the matter 
i~rengthening the Department, especially on 
,~icntific side. Individnality was absolutely 
is;ential, but he could not seo that it had been 
Jimonsll'ated, as was suggested in the pa.per, 
w.11 orgonisntion was relat;ively unimportant. 
He hoped the view would prevail that organisa
·o wa.~ absolutely essential to the proper 


Jili.ation of the skill of the individual. l'lfr. and 
1\-s. lloward wero now going to a sphere where 
ildiliduality would have the fullest possiblo 
!UY• namely, to a new plant industry institute 
c~ntral India. Knowing whal they had been 
IJe to do at Pusa, there was no doubt that 
:lty would nehieve great things in the future, 
1'I he fell confi.deri.L that the results o[ t-he work 
.bey would undertake in their new station 
~d be carried through in co-operation wit,h 
r,Jto the great benefit of Pusn. 


,_ 


Da.J. A. VOELOKE&said that Mr. Howard ha.cl 
;oownin his paper what an enormous field there 
mforinquiryin the future in connection with 
·.be special science of economic botany, and !Jad 
!:!de it very clear that t-he inquiry was not 
~y a large one but one which must be Yery 
!jilematically pursued. It involved the study 
<ilhe requirement,~ of India nnd of ea.eh place 
li1 India and of the various conditions which 
ll!l'ailed, and demanded something more than 
ili_individual cultivator could provide. The 
Indian cultivator, he lhought, made better use 
,j his facilities U1on the cultivator in this 
ountry made of his, but, the selection of seed 
~ the trJ~ng of now varieties was something 
!e;ond his power, and a well-organised clepart
..;nt, such 88 the Agricultural Depa1·tment, 
mast bo aallecl in to help. IL wo.s sal,isfactory 
~ leain thot tho excellent work which had 
..-!D done was beginning to be appreciated 
: :he oultivotor. In tho Report which he 


Ill.lei[ made he vontured t,o suggest the im-
~~anee of extonding the work of seed disll·i • 


10~ and seed selection. Thero ha.cl been a 
<l'llain amount of work clono at Onwnporo 
IQd in tbo Bombay Presidoncy, but Lime was 
r.eded, and he wns glad to hear Lhot an exlon;n Oi that WOl'k had since beon corried on. 
reat care wns needed in coming to defin.ile 


t<l~I . . Jii1ri:10_ns wit~ regard to seed seleoUon and 
lhat ution, ~ it was not one condition ulono 


detetllllned whether a "fresh Vlll'ioty or 


a fresh kind of seed should be sown, but a 
consideration of a number of conditions, and 
it was in that dire.ction that a well-organised 
depai·tment could assist. It was not an easy 
thing to got good quality combined with good 
quantity, and oven in this country he dicl not 
think there had been any marked success in 
getting a wheat which would produce the yield 
of recognised varieties and combine the quality 
of hardness that was found in Canadian and 
other wheats. Tho extension of seed farms wa.s 
most desit-e.ble. He would like to know ,~hether 
the difficulty of the c(lltivator in getting an 
improved kind of seed still existed. About 1890 
the real difficulty was for the cultivator to got 
out of the hands of the Banyas, on whom, at 
that time, the cultivator was almost universally 
dependent for getting his seed. Another very 
important branch of the subject wo.s the question 
of nitrogen, and he did not think that the real 
solution of the question had yet been found. It 
struck him, on examining t he soils of different 
parts of India, that they wero very poor in 
certain 1·espccts, chiefly in regard to nilrogen. 
There wo.s also the important point of the 
physical condition of the soil. Physical con
ditions in agriculture were quite as important 
as, ii not more important than, the chemical 
conditions, and what Mr. Howard ho.d said about 
the impot·tnncc of paying attention to tho o.mount 
of water and to the results of using water h e 
could full~- confirm from what he had himself 
seen and studied. Over-irrigation, producing 
water-logging, was a.pt to bring up injurious 
salts in the soil, and when heat followed, it 
proclucocl a clogging of the land which \~as 
inimical to proper aeration and to the circulation 
of oxygen through the soil. As an official of 
Lhe Royal Agricultural Society and as one 
who had gone out to Ind.in undor their auspices, 
nothing would delight him more thon to see 
an Indian Royal Agrioult1.wal Society, ond any 
help Lhe British Society could give to the Indian 
Government or the cultivators would be at their 
disposal . 


Sm J'oJIN 0. M=R, K.C.S.I., move(l o vote 
of thanks lo Mr. Howard fo1· his interesting and 
instructive paper. The paper wus something 
moro Lhan merely instructive and interesting in 
a conventiono.1 sense ; it was o. vory valuable 
contribntion; especially the fu-st part of it, on 
nocount of the spu•it with which it was instinct, 
the only spidt in which he thought economic 
work:could be carried out in a country liko India 
for the benefit, of the peoplo. l\Ir. Howard said 
that the solution of the problem he bud to 
deal with involved a knowledge of science, of 
prncLical ngriculturo,and of trading requirements, 
but in his pape1· he had shown tlrnt, thet·ewM yet 
l\llother foctor to he considered. Ho had not 
nllowod his invcstigal ions into the aspects o( 
tho elements of plunt nnture to obscure [,he 
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imporlance of human nattu·o itself. It was no 
use producing agricultural products that were 
the best in themselves nnless they could be also 
proc1uced in such a way that the cultivator could 
make use of them. The Howal'ds had ach.ieved 
actual pmctico.l success in India such as perhaps 
had fallen to the lot of few. i\f.r. and i\Irs. How,l.l'cl 
once went to Quetta to assist fruit cultivation 
there, nucl found tlrn.t, while there was room for 
improvement, the problem o[ immediate pl'ac• 
tical importance was to find a market for the 
excellent fruits alrea<ly produced. For this 
reason, while their more scientific investigations 


. were maturing, they set lhemselves 1,0 the 
prosaic task of making fruit boxes. That was 
an example of the practical spirit which had 
always characterised their work. It was a 
motte1· of great satisfaction that a scientilic 
agriculturist had now como to strengthen the 
hands of the irrigation engineers in.dealing with 
the problem of waste nnd misuse of water. The 
question of cha.rging for water by volume was 
a.very difficult one; but although itmighLtakea 
long time to accomplish, thatwas the direction 
in which progress was likely to be mado. 


Sm V .A..LE."iXTh'E CumoL, in seconding the 
motion, said that amongst many ,aded e::c
periences during his visit to India as a membel' 
of the Royal Commission on the Public Services 
of India, there were few that made such a 
lasting impression upon him as the visit he 
was privileged to makA to Pusa, where he made 
the acciuaintance of 1,fr. Ho,varcl. Although 
an absolute ignol'e.mus in such matters, he was 
able to see in that institution a very valuable 
new organism for bringing the achievements of 
modern science within reach of the actual needs 
of the great agricultural population of India. 
He believed it we.s really providential that an 
institution of that kind for developing the 
agricultural productivity of Indi6 should have 
been founded in time to help us to face the 
present crisis, when one of the most serious 
questions with which the whole wo1-ld was con
fronted was the shoda.ge of agricultural produce, 
and that Pusa had been able to prepare India to 
fill up much more than itmigbt otherwise have 
done the great gap which !,he devastntions of 
tho war had left in the production of food
stuffs. 


~Jl. A. B. BRUOE, I.C.S. ()Iinistry of Agri
culture), in supporting the motion, said it was 
desirable that people in India shouJcl t'ealise 
what the reputation o( the Howards in this 
country was. There could be no question 
whatever that the achievement of Mr. and )frs. 
Howard ranked as one of the very grent.eet in 
the hlslory of the application of science to prac
tica1 agriculf.ure. The only ac}aievernent that was 
e.t all comparable with their work wM when 
science diacoverecl e.rtifi<:ial mamu-ing, which, by 


i~tr~dncing . intensive forming, really revolu. 
t1omsed agr1cuHme. He thought Mr. How d 
would agL"ee that the inspiration of the met~ 
he employed came from the school associat d 
very largely with Cambridge and tho n~e :r 
Bateson. . T~e ~ork of the Ho"·ards in India 
was an msptrat1on to workers here,. 1111d he 
hoped woulcl ju time lead to the adoption oi 
bottet· varieties in this country. 


;\IR. J . S. B~RES~ORD,_ C.I.E. (late Inspector. 
General of I.rngauon), 1n supporting the voto 
?f tha~, saic~ the improvements in irrigation 
m Ind11.\ had 1·a1sed lhe value of crops enormously, 
and no doubt the value had been raised still 
higher by lhe selection and distribution oi seed. 
It. would be of interest lo know whether reeent 
developroenls had led to an mcreased yield of 
Egyptian cotton whe1·e tried in Sind. In Egypt 
the ,wera.ge yield was 600 lb. of ginned fibre 
per acre, the crop being sown in drills, &nd ten 
lo twelvo times deponding on locality. With 
1·egard to drainage of wa.ter-logged soils and the 
illustration shown by Mr. Howard, he would 
like to know the distance apart of the drains 
and tl1eir depth. Regarding tho ei.-periment at 
Pusa in 1910 on a strip oI ln.nd th11t had been 
intentionally submerged during the month of 
Septembe,·, he could mention places in India 
and elsewhere that did not su.ffel'.)rom being 
long submerged. A note.ble instance was the 
successful basin irrigation in Egypt, where 
every year ovor ono million 1icres oi land, ,•arying 
in chMactor, was pt1lJ)OSely flooded to a depth 
of 3 to 5 ft. during August and September, and 
the winter crop sown piece by piece on the 
satw·atecl soil as the wat-0r wns dmwn off. Re 
had had a great deal to do with ranking obscrva• 
tions between. rivers, especinlly the Jwima and 
the Ganges, where the level of ground water we.s 
not. influenced by that in lbe rivors, but deponded 
on tho rainfall. The level rose graduoJly during 
and after the monsoon, attaining f.ho maximum 
height about the end of December. 'l'hc rise and 
f,all were plotted in diagrams similar t~ th°:e 
shown. by the author. The r esults given an 
Tables l to 6 of the paper were ,,11lur.ble 11Sshow: 
ing what was possible under a special system 01 


cultivation, t\nd this on a small scale lhsl 
admitted of close ei..11ert supervision; but, ho 
did not think the system was applicable to th~ 
vast. areas of winter crops as ordinorily c~h• 
vated which hnd to be dealt. with in prucuce, 
especially in yea1'S of deficient rninfoll. Irrigation 
engineers h11d during the last forty years, m~o ' . , · a· lions with numerous e.xporunents U1 various arec 
the view of economising water lo ~he uiehre 


1 . · dknewto requirements of u.soful cu tLvat1on, an ol 
obstacles in lhe way of this end. 'fhe be5tcrop 1 
whea.t ho hnd ever seen was on the Chenob Cima 


115 .,..ater 
in 1897 whon the supply of wnter w •··, 


• Jdbnll'•en t.han the demand ; tbe crop lll ee . . . l l ·n droan ,re,; eleven waterings, and the y10 c J .,. •. 
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i,und to be o,er 61 maunds per acre. 
;i.. Howard was no doubt well acq1tainted 
I the e:-.-periments carried out in Americo. 
., King 11Ud ohhe1-s to ascertain the quantity 
t 11'1\ter required in the irrigation of various 
l!pl accorcHng to yield. Very often not more 
:lln 30 per cent. of the water from the J1ead 
~oo the field, and tllflt was one of the 
~ulties in conneoLion with selling water by 
::,.llU!e, 


!i;emotion was carried unanimously. 


lie. How.l.llD, after acknowledging tho voto 
, thanks and the mnny kind references which 
.Ill been made to his work and that of his wife, 
.ii Iha~ in all research work the pioneer, the 
.mwl10 had to find his way into the unknown, 
,:rold be unfettered and allowed to work out 
::i own salvation, hut when he had foWld, 
·dis, he agreed with Sir Robert Ca1·lyle n-nd 
\z Claude Hill that ol'gnnisation should come 
•61ld make use of them. With reforence to 
:M question of finance, he did not refer to 
:!fgeneml financ.ing of seed amongst the people, 
1:! 10 the difficulties nhich members of the 
!piculhu-al Department had in financing the 
...>d they controlled and the seed occo.sionally 
l!o."11L [rom cultivators. It would be a. 1rreat 
ldp ii thoro wo.s a development fund, be;ause 
!he Deputy Director of Agrioul t\ll'o wos hampered 
!,the existing a.ocount rules. Tho work went on 
IOOtinuously, and often involved credit,, and it 
Tlinecessary to have a. ru1ming account and not 
1o1aooount which closedeo.ch year. In connection 
vith nitrogen, several chomist.s in India thought 
llm ~·as an enormous amount of fixation by 
lheso~I organisms in addition to Lhe fixation by 
~nous plnnt,a, o.nd that matter was being 
<l\'lli!hgatcd. It was founcl in practice that ii 
lli! supply of organic matter in the soil was 
apt up, it wos possible, without i,he slightest 
~ of exhausting the lnnd, to grow )Mge crops 
1 improved varieties, and there had been now 
fll!en years' experiments on that point. ,vith 
~d lo Che amount of wheat that could be 
rrown on one il'rigation, the Inst result e.L Quetta 
~~ed lhnt thirLy-two maunds of grain wero 
elitsmed with one watering, and Queltn was 
~ or the driest places in India. Provided the 
: u:iu P:o~rl~ managed, it was remarkable 


little 1rr1gat1on water was needed fo1• ripen
targe crops of this cereal. The illustrations 
~the drruna shown reforl'od not t.o the 


nage of wate1·-logged soils buL to the control 
~lllrface lr · • < a111,age. In reply. to Dr. Voelckcr·s 
\i!Ghon about the difficult,ies of supply of 
'inproved seed to the culLivat.01-s, theso still 
l!t$tecl !Ind the demand was n!most always 
t11tcJi great~r than the supply. This matter 
'


13t" being dealt with in India as rapidly 
II! t ? resources of the Agricultural Doparlmcnt 
pe11n,ttccl. 


BRITISH COTTON-GROWING 
ASSOCIATION. 


The annual report of the British Cotton-Growing 
Association for the yenr 1919 describes the work 
carried out by the Association in the development 
of cotton growing in India. and the Colonies. It is 
hoped that the proposa.l to lease 7,500 acres in the 
Montgomery district of tho Punjab Province, in 
order to demonstrate the possibilities of cultivating 
improved types of cot;ton, ma.y be co,rried out in 
time for operations to begin in 1921. 


Substantial progress is being made in cotton 
growing in Rhodesia and South Africa,, where the 
industry seems likely to become established on a 
permanent footing. Efforts are being me.de to 
improve the staple, and a, priie scheme has been 
inaugurated to encourage planters to oultiv&te the 
best varieties on a more extensive scale. 


The Sudan Government Loan for £3,500,000 for 
developments, including railways, irrigation, etc., 
was successfully issued during the year. 


The possibilities of 11Iesopo·tamia are discussed, 
and it is stated that experiments have established 
the fact that the country offers immense possi
bilities in cotton growing, the yield per acre in 
many cases being higher than is obtained in any 
other part of the world. The Council of the 
Association he.vo decided to send out a ginning 
plant, and to begin direct operations without delay. 


The report adds that when the necessary exten
sions and improvements in transport facilities, etc., 
have been carried out in Nigeria, Uganda., Sudan, 
and Nyaso.la.nd, a steadily increasing quantity of 
cotton will be produced in those districts where it 
has been proved that cotton, eminently suite.hie for 
Lancashire spinners, can be grown on an e:!..'bensive 
co=ercial scale. The importance of this is 
emphasised by the fe.ot that not only does the 
growth of American consumption show the urgent 
necessity of extending cotton-growing areas in 
British territory, but the mills of the United 
States are taking larger and la.rger qua.ntities of 
tho Egyptian crop. 


THE MALAY PENINSULA. 
Some interesting information is contained in a. 


short article on the Malay Peninsula, in the Empire 
.3fail. For many years tho Peninsula has •been 
the chief source of the tin supplies of tbe world. 
It is also the prinoipo.l rubber-growing country; 
a.nd it was recently stated by Sir Frank Swettenha.m, 
a former Governor of the Straits Settlements and 
High Commissioner of the Malay States, that there 
is upwards of £100,000,000 of British oapitnl. in
vested in the plantation industty in the Peninsula. 


!NCREA.SING TRADE, 


At one timo it produced sugar and coffee in large 
quantities, but nowadays the export of both is 
negligible. Oopta, tapioca, aroca nuts, indigo, 
spices, gums, gutta percha, ge,mbier, rattans a.nd 
canes, raw hides, tungsten and scheelite are amongst 
the exports of the country ; but tin aud rubber aro 
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the ma.iDstays of its trade aud have brought it 
prosperity. Some idea of the exteut of the trade 
may be learned from the value of the impods aud 
exports passing through the Straits Settlements
Singapore and Peuaug being the principal po,rts of 
the Peuiusula. The following figures show the 
value of the trade in 1918 and 1919 :-


Impods . 
Exports . 


Total 


1018. 
. £89,446,602 


80,722,501 


. £170,169,103 


1910. 
£107,453,544 


110,981,637 


£218,435,181 


Alter mn.king due allowance for the increase in 
values of .goods all over the world, it must be 
admitted that the above figures represent a con
siderable volume of trade. With the development 
of the country and an increase in its exports, 
there must necessarily be a growing demand for 
manufactured imports, for there are few local in
dustries on a large scale and most things have to 
be imported from abroad. 


Better known to-day than it was a quarter of a· 
centUiy ago, there is still a good deal of ignorance 
as to the political divisions of the Malo,y Peuinsula. 
That portion of it which comes under British 
control and administration may be divided into 
three categories-the Colony of the Straits Settle
ments (which include Singapore, Peuang and 
Province Wellesley, Malncce., and the Diudings); 
the Federated ::\fa.Jay States (Perak, Selangor, Negri 
Sembilau, and Pa.hang); and the Native States of 
Johore, Kedah, Pcrlis, Kelautan, e.ud Trengge.nu. 
The Governor of the Straits SeHlement-s (at present 
Sii: L. G-uilleme.rd, K.C.l\I.G.) is also High Com
missioner to the whole of the Me.lay States, and 
resides at Singapore. The Federe.ted !lfalay States, 
whose Federal capital is e.t Kuala Lumpur, in 
Selangor, has a Chief Secretary (Sir E. L.Brockman, 
K.C.l\LG.) aud a Federal Council, and there is a 
Council in each of the four States, with a British 
Resident. The administro.tiou of the Colony and 
of the Federated States is staffed with Europeans, 
e.nd the connectiou with the Colouial Office in 
Downing Street is e. close one. Jn each of the 
other Native Ste.tes there is o. British Adviser, 
whose advice is followed by tho native rulers. 


TR.WSl'OBT FAOlLJTIES BY RilL A.ND ROAD. 


The opening up of the Peninsula has been rapid 
since the British authorities undertook the super
vision of its interne.l affairs. There are over 1,000 
miles of railwe.y, the British system being now 
counected with the Sia.mesa and giviug quick 
transit between· Singapore and Pene.ng with 
Be.ngkok, the capital oi Siam. There o.ro over 
S,000 miles oi road, unrivalled in the tropics e.nd 
suitable for motoring. 


Since their federation, the Me.lay States have 
advanced enormously in civilisation. In 1875, the 
aggrege.to value o( their trade was only £297,882; 
in 1905, it was £13,471,539; in 1915, .£26,106,872; 
and last year (1919), £40,550,000. The ve.Jue of the 
tin exports was £8,745,635 e.nd of rubber.£22,059,244. 
Johore has m11de great progress during the past 


teu years. It is largely agricultural, with rubber 
and cocoanuts as its staples, but tin has ~n 
discovered and is now being worked profita9.J,. 
The other Statos not in the Federation came nuder 
British suzeminty in 1909. Here substantial pro
gress is e.lso being made under the guidance o[ the 
British Advisers, a.ud tho general outlook is such 
that one is sa.fe to predict that the Malay Peninsula, 
provided it ce.n obte.in a plentiful supply of labour, 
will tako the foremost place amongst the tropical 
possessions of Great Britain . 


RESOURCES OF FINLAND. 


The following inlorme.tion regarding the re
sources of Finland is given by e. correspondent in 
the Times Tra<lc Supplement :-


The export tre.de of F inland comprises principally 
timber, chiefly in the shape of sawn goods, bui 
also pitprops, cto. Sales' of sawu goods in 1919 
reached 625,000 ste.ndards (e.t 165 English cubic 
feet), of which 550,000 standards were shipped. 
At the begiuning of 1919 stooks amounted le 
1,100,000 staude.rds, of which 580,000 standards 
were shippecl during the.t year. 


In 19:ZO there was, therefore, a balance of 
520,000 stande.rds. As the production d11ting the 
yee.r is estimated at S-400,000 standards it i; 
hoped that 8-900,000 standards will bo shipped, 
The export of bobbins is also considerable. 


The second placo in Finland's exports is taken 
by the products of the paper industry. Tho;e 
comprise:-


Mechanical pulp and boards 
Ohemioal pulp . 
Pa.per. 


about 
:rons. 


150,00J 
250,00J 
200,00J 


In connection with the timber industry the pro
duction of three-ply wood me.y bo mention_ed. 
This is constantly increasing, but the produc\1on 
of ready-made doots, wiDdows, aud houses bas so 
le.r not yet reached high figures. _ 


The matoh industry in Finland is old est-abhsbed, 
its products haviug been sent to Western E11;ope, 
the Mediterre.neru1 countries, nod, in exceptional 
cases to the ports on the Black Sea. . 


Dairy produce has te.keu e. prominent place m 
t. • · of butter export trade. Considerable quan 1u1es 


used to lJe sent to the United Kingdom, aud ~ 
butter milk aud cheese to Russia. The eIJ)O · 
of but


1


ter will hardly reach e. high level during ~b& 
neat future, owing to increased home consnmpi;o~ 
through higher stande.rd of living. On accon~


1
.0_ 


ff · ent quanu 1es the difficulty of iwporUng su 101 d 
of cattle food, butter produ~tion i~ ~=~=f~ 
Butter shipments to the Umted ~lllg 


O 
ibll 


already ta.ken place this year, and will b poss befJl 
again after Finland's own demalld bas 


satisfied. . h - previoUl 
The export of live stock, whlc IDS den is 


years was considerable, particular)~ to . we r~nl 
at present insignificant; but e. fru.rlY ,m~de;, 
trade in wild fowl and furs hns sprung up. 
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ll!Ululetly ea.If bides, have been exported during 
i!,p1sl few years. 
Inite an impodant developmeut has taken 
Je in the wood distillation industry. Owing to 
~, application of modern technical methods, the 
ll!")!IOf tar and turpentine is beginning to show 
px1 results. 
!mongst articles of export should also be 


:iliioned granite, cut or uncut, and in the near 
'rlore window glass. 


OPENING UP WESTERN CHINA. 


\'lia increasing tro.ffio on the Upper Yangtse is 
!':Ul.8Dted on by the Shanghai special oorres
,:r,dm of the Times Trade Supplement. For the 
~ time an American trading firm is ~ow enter
.gibe trade of Szechuen. 


The Standard Oil Company had its own steamers 
::r.niug between Icha.ng a.ud Chungking, but no 
~rican firm engaged in general trade ho.s seen 
~ioengage in business in this part of the world. 


~ow, however, a United States concern h&s ' 
;:r11msed one of the Standard Oil Company's 
ll>.'<lls, and has adapted this to carry geneml 
,ugo. This friendly competition will do much to 
fnelop the va.st resources of Szochucn. In 
i:ftlion, a trading concorn in Ho.nkow, bas placed 
n order for a special type of s~eo.mer for this 
mice with o. firm on tho Clyde, on behalf of 
tlikare purchasers. Negotiations are in progress 
r.lh the representatives of other United Kingdom 
eipbnildlng firms for two more ste11mers, all for 
Giinese interests. 


The ordering of steo.mers for the Upper Yang~so 
:.-tde by Chinese is o, very good illus~mtion of the 
~ess with which they will a.dopt machinery 
!cl modern methods when it is actually de~: 
illlioo to them that these possoss a.dvanta.ges over 
iwrol'l'll time-honoured methods. For centuries 
Iii traffic through the Yangtse gorges was by junk, 
hoorionsly towed up by mo.n-power. It is 
"1lmated tho.t the loss of cargo, through the junks 
lruig wrecked on tho rocks in the gorges, in the 
l.i season was 60 per cent., whereas only one 
ittident occurred to a steamer, and tha.t through 
lhiet incompetence. With such an object lesson 
:ifom them, the Chinese are hastening to obtain 
1.wner$ for the service. So far, British design 
JM principles have been adopted. 
The opening up ~f these hitherto undeveloped 


~ritories will mean a big demand for modern 
~hiuory and appliances, but, above a.II, for small 
!Oller units. Oil and sucMon gas-engines especially 
'lill be wanted, and those interested in the manu
ilcture of these should lose no time in conducting 
1 properly organise:l oampo.ign to demonstrate 
~ llses. It is seldom reo.lised how readily the 
Chinese adapt themselves to the nso of modern 
Lllthinery, and they a.re bogiuning to seo the 
ld1autages of small power plants which they oa.n 
mslall iu their homos. It is not only in remote 
ijias !hat this demand for machinery is growing. 


Where electric power is available a. demand exists 
for smo.!l motors, aud this branch of the machinery 
business has not yet been thoroughly exploited. For 
instance, there o.re thousands of looms worked 
by man-power all round Shanghai in native homes 
which use electric light. It is not a big step from 
electric light to electric power, but the a.dvant!lges 
want systomatio demonstration. With regard to 
the provision of funds for Shanghai's electricity 
extensions, a gold loan wo.s sanctioned, and this 
has now been issued. It is a sterling loan, which 
should be popular, and the Council ought to have 
no difficulty in raising all the money it needs. 


It is difficult to ree.lise bow enormous t he field 
for machinery and engineering plant is in China 
until figures are studiecl. Recently an opportunity 
occurred of seeing what a. leading Biitish firm was 
doing in the mo.chine~y a.ud engineering market . 
Before the war the total staff of its engineering 
department consisted of about six persons. The 
staJI of that department to-day consists of more than 
forty men, and tho.t number is to be doubled, orders 
having been telegraphed to their London office 
to engage a number of men immediately. The 
offices occupied by the engineering department of 
this particular firm cover a space at least four 
times grea.tor than be[oro the wa.r, and further 
exwus\ons have had to be arranged. 


THE SOUTH AFRICAN FRUIT 
INDUSTRY. 


'l'he production of citrus fruits in South Africa 
was in the past confined to comparatively small 
areas, and the annuo.l income derived therelrom a 
matter of small moment. There was no induce
ment to plant largo numbers of orange and lemon 
trees, because the total white population of ths 
country was smo.11 and the demand limited. As 
soon a.s it was demonstrated that oranges could 
be successfully exported to the Europeo.n markets 
the matter assumed another aspect, and it was 
gradually .realised that here was a business which 
could be exploited to an almost unlimited extent. 


Just as South Alrico.n deciduous fruits arrive in 
Europe o.t that season of the ye&r when the market 
there is bare and there is no competition, so do 
the citrus fruits a.rrivo when the supply from 
Europe and North A.merico. has ceased, a.ud 
South Africa has almost a monopoly of the 
oro.nge business from Juno until October. This 
means that it is now possible to obtain in 
Europe South A[rioan cibrus fruit of o.U kinds jnst 
nt tb&t period of the year when they are most 
appreciated ancl are most beneficial from a health 
point of view. 


An interesting account of the progress of frnit 
growing in the Union a.nd the development of an 
export trade, with' special reference to citrus and 
other non-deciduous fruits and to berries, recently 
appeared in nu official publication issued in South 
Africa, and formed the subject of a. report l;o his 
Government by the United Stn.tes Consul nt 
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Durban, from which the following extracts are 
ta.ken :-


Oranges.-Orauges a.re grown principally in the 
Transvaal, Cape Province, and Natal. Very few 
groves exist iu the " Orange II Free Sta.t;e, its name 
notwithstanding, aud from a. commercial point of 
view these are negligible. The area. of land suit
able for citrus fruit is more extensive in South 
Africa than that on which any other fruit will 
thrive, and for this reason it will be rea<lily seeu 
that the orange will be the leading export fruit 
within a few years. The suitability of vast tracts 
of la.nd in the Transvaal and Cape Province to the 
growth of the orange is demonstrated in the thrifty 
appearance of a.n occasional tree ple.ntep. where 
there happens to be a little water ava.Ua.ble. 


The exportation of citrus fruit commenced in a. 
.small way in 1907, since which time considere.ble 
though not uninterrupted progress hns been made. 
Each of the three producing Provinces is repre-
1iented in the. export figures. Very little diiierence 
occUtS in the numbers shipped from the-Tre.nsvaal 
.and those from Ca.po Province. At one time the 
bulk of the citrus fruit eJs."l)orted from South .Africa. 
was grown in the Transvaal, then the Ca.po took a. 
slight lead; now indica.Uons point to a.n increase 
in the Transvaal production. 


lnBpectors at ports and local shippers estimate 
the quantity of citrus fruits available for export in 
lil20 a.t :-


Cape Town, 200,000 cases. 
Port Elizabeth, 40,000 cases . 
Durban . 
Mossel Bay, 10,000 cases . 
East London, 3,000 cases. 


Tons. 
equal to 11,111 


Total 


., 2,222 


" 


2,000 
555 
166 


16,051 


The varieties of oranges for export have in the 
past consisted of the ordinary seedling of the 
.country, wifo perhaps ba.lf a. dozen of what may 
be termed "popoJar standard varieties. 11 About 
75 per cent. of the total have beon seedlings. 
Future plantings, and consequently exports also, 
will undoubtedly, as has been the casein Oa.lifornia, 
-consist of standard kinds, and the favourites will 
be Washington Navel, Valencia. La.ta, St. Michaels, 
.Joppe., Ja.ffa, Mediterranean Sweet, and Ma.Jta 
Blood, in approximately tho order named. 


Naartjes, O,rapefruit, Le11um.s, a,ia Sei>ille 
Oranges.-" N a.a.rtjes" in South Africa. mean some
thing like tangerines and mandarin oranges in any 
other country. At all events, the word "na.artje" 
has become distinctively characteristic of the fruit, 
not only in South African markets, but in those 
of Europe. It is a pretty fruit, the popular 
varieties considerably smaller and flatter than an 
-0range, a.nd the flesh so beautifully divided into 
separate .segments that a lady ca.n cat a naartjo 
without soiling a new pair of gloves. This is the 
rea.son why this fruit is called in the United States 
the "kid-glove orange." 


The demand ior grapefruit is larger in America. 
than in any other country. As South Afric,:i. has 


not hitherto grown any to speak of, the Union 
bas not been able to tap this most profitable 
market. The few hundred boxes that havo been 
e1qiorted from South Africa. ha.ve been sen~ 
London, where the demand is also good and prices 
equally so for the right article. 


As an export fruit, the lemon has not hithert-o 
proved a. success. This is a.tt.ributable to the 
simple facts that in the first; pln-0e over-sea pti~ 
a.re t_oo low to appeal to South A.frican growe~, 
and, tu t.bo second, the supply of Mediterranean 
lemons is so large and the ha.ndling of the crop so 
economically done that; there are few mouths out 
of the twelve during which the South Alricll!l 
n.rtiole has any opportunity of st.riking anything 
but a full me.rket. 


The Seville orange, known the world over as the 
Bitter Seville, is the one orange wb.ich is preferred 
for marmalade. No other kind makes such a 
beautifully clear _product, and, although in Cali
fornia. great ollorts are being put forth to create a 
demand for marmalade made from the Washingt-0n 
Navel orange, the choicest marmalade is, and will 
continue to be, made from this fruit. The looal 
demand for this fruit has been very small until 
the last few years, when a deme.nd has arisen for 
better-class marmalade, with the result that the 
Seville was more in dema.nd. Possibly there aro 
not more than 5,000 Seville orange trees in Soulb 
Africa to-day, and they a.re not. worth planting t-0 
any oxtent, although good prices should be 
o bta.incd for some years to come. The t.rouble is 
tha.t tho Spanish product is available in such 
huge quantities and at such low figures that prices 
a.re forced down below the limit which South 
Aitican growers regard as profitable. 


Berries and Bush Fruits (Olives).-Berries and 
bush fruits are conspicuous in South Africa by 
their absence, the only berry grown to ereu a 
modern.to extent being tbe strawberry. This is 
produced in every Province of the Union. More 
prominenoe is given to it perhaps in the wesforn 
po.rt of Cape Province than in any other ar1ro-. 
Th.is is accounted for by the faot that there is a 
large doma.n.d there for straw berries for jam p_ur
poses, some of the largest factories in the UD1on 
being situ!],ted in that district. Near Joha.nnesbnrg 
nnd other large towns st.ra.wbcrries are gro~ 
purely for local consumption, and the demand 1s 
still in excess of the supply. The English Laxton 
strains a.re favourite varieties, as are also :Melbi 
and British Queen. . 


The raspberry grows and flourishes in parts 01 


the Transvaal the enstern po.rt of <Jape Province, 
in Natal, and Ba.sutoland. Little attention has 
been paid to its cultivation, and II valuable illld 
exceedingly delicious fruit is practically unei.• 


ploited. . ild in 
Tho blackberry is to be found growing w 


mnny pnrts o{ the Union. In the wes~ern p3r&~f 
Capo l3rovince it is most prolific, and bBS been in 
demnnd by the jam factories for many years, 


'd to the Little, if any, a.ttonUon bas been pal 
cuUivated varieties. 


~ 
ii 
~ 
w 


• 
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!hi English gooseborry does not grow to per
deo in any pru:t of South Africa. The only 
~ where it is to bo fouud of even moderately 
~naliky a.re on the hjgh veld in t he Transvaal 
dal some fairly high elevations in the ea.stern 
po! Cape Provinco. 
•r.ape" gooseberries make oue of tho most 
~ preser'\"es, They grow almost anywhere 
Ill wilh a minimum of attention; ill fact, they 
;it'ten rogn-rded as weeds. As a cultivated crop 
I!!, pciy well and a.re worth about Sd. a pound 
~al) at the jam factories. Not mo.uy are 
:lirat«I, but the demand is alwo.ys present, and 
ii;h;ny should rocei ve commercially o. great deal 
~ attention than it does. Growers should 
ol, ;ure of a ma.rket before embarking ou the 
tllrlng of large areas, though most of the je.m 
;;~111. are willing a.nd anxious to enter into 
:::l!iCl<l for the supply of this frujt, 
fl!d olives 11re found through the length and 


~Uh of the Union; they flourish in the Cape, 
!i'.11, and Transvaal. It is therefore assumed 
.:llcaltivated varieties will thrive correspondingly; 
. ;o for all attempts to establish a successful 
.r.eindustry in South Africa have failed . 
JriilUUlts, Mangoes, and, Loquats.-The avocado, 
21 wrongly termed tho "avocado pear," rejoices 
: lbt appellation of "alligator pear " in the 
:illd States. The tree as known in South 
!Ji:! needs a warm climate, and is recognised 
~ being one that will not put up with low tem· 
r.1lures. The avocado is gcown principally in 
;ill!and the warmer parts of the Tmnsvao.l, and 
:i !rail is one which has undoubtedly a future 
!!111 it. It is particularly rich in oil, and is one 
i lbs most nutritious and wholesome to eat. 
"lf.lrlunately the varieties grown in South Africa 
,:,resentare not swte.ble for export. 
lilngoes are grown to greater perfection in the 


limelon district of the Transvnal than in any 
:iii part of South Africa. The culture of this 
!ii there is of comparatively recont origin, aud 
~ production of choice varieties entirely so. 
fial also produces me.ugoes per he.ps even in 
41,r quantities than the Transvaal, but, owing 


Iba (act that atmospheric condjtions are too 
l.mp in the vicinity of the largest plantations, tho 
lillesucoess has not beeu attained in the gcowth 
1 ~: m11Dgo in that Province. Many of the best 
'l~tlie. fi:om In<lia and Ceylon are obtainable, 
ll:l although the trees have not up to the present 
ita!ned the magnificent size of those growing in 
:!! countries named, they are shaping eid;remely 
:.ll,and with age will yet make trees of respectable 
.;,, The nomencla~rc of the difiereut varieties 
~ been sadly neglected, and local namos have 
:~~ been largely adopted; such, for instance, as 


Peach, Sa.bro, Kidney, and Large Green. 
ThfSe namos indicate to South African growers 
e:i_lOnsumera the variety alluded to but afford r raranty to the stranger seeking \."llowledge. 
r ~: mangoes were exported about 1908 and 
!allied such attractive prices that a boom in 
tugoes at once became imminent. It was, 


however, staved off temporarily, thus affording 
time to decide on the partic.ular types of mango 
to plant for export. These eventually proved to 
be the Peach, Sabre, aud Large Green, the first
named leading on account of Us size and handsome 
appearance and immunity from «·blackspot," 
which is tbe one disease to which the fruit 
appears to be subject in South Africa. 


The loquat is another handsome fruit tree, 
though it is grown for shade in South Africa even 
more than for the sake of the fruit it bears. Its 
large, dark-green, glossy leaves and spreading 
branches afford a delightful shade during the " bot 
spells" with whfoh South Africa is not unfamiliar. 
AsJar as the loquat e.s a fruit is concerned there 
is little to be said in its favour. Prices obtained 
are uot sufficiently attractive to induce large 
plantings, and the few fruits iound ou the local 
markets are those from the trees already 
mentioned. 


Bananas and Pawpaws. - A.s an omamental 
plant or desirable adjunct to the garden for the 
se.ke of its foli11go the banana is found all over 
South Africa. lu Natal alone does the commercial 
aspect come into evidence, and even there culti
vation is not anything like as extensive as it 
might be. It is true that in parts of the country 
a fe~· bunches of common plantain-like bananas 
are to be found, but no actual business worth 
mentioning ei.ists outside Nat11!. The Natal 
ba.nana (Musa Cavendishii) is the va.l·iety princi
pally cultivated, although the Lady's Finger is o.lso 
fo1md scattered here and there throughout the 
Province. There has beau some slight export 
trade to Portuguese and former German African. 
territories, but the bulk of the fruit is sold within 
the Union. There is little likelihood of 'o.uy 
development of a.n export business with Europe; 
the banana trade in that quai:ter is already well 
established with the West Ind ie.s aud is in strong 
hands. Further, Natal can be.rely supply the 
Union's own requirements. Thero is au occa.
sioniu brief display of int,erest over such products 
as ba-nana flour and bann-ua coffee, but Na.ta.l 
growers at any rate can afford, as long as 
moderately good prices aro obtainable, to neglect 
side lines of thls description. It appears unlikely 
at present the.t any development of an extensi,e 
nature will occur in the planting of bananas. 
The business is principally in the hands of Indians, 
and, no matter how desirable these may be e.s 
vendors and · <listributors of fruit, they do not 
make good fruit growers. Tho tendency displayed 
is to take all that it is possible to get out of the 
ground without mnking any corresponding return. 
Under these circumstances, then, uo immediate 
de\•olopment of the banana industry can be looked 
for, yet the quality oI the Natal banana is equal 
to any that grows. 


Tho pawpaw grows principally in Natal and 
the low veld of the Transvaal, and is ouo of the 
most acoepte.ble of fruits. In order thoroughly 
to appreciate it one ought to live in a Iaidy hot 
pait of the country, where its non-appearance nt 
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breakfast or dessert always causes long faces. The 
tree grows readily from seed and benrs fruit some
times under twelve months from the date of 
planting. An average time before bearing is 
eighteen months. Pawpaws are sold largely in 
Johannesburg, which is-renlly the principal market 
in South Africa, and to a.lesser extent in the towns 
of Cape Province, where the fruit does not seem 
to be as well known as it deserves. It is an 
extremely profitable tree to grow, though there 
are few orchards of pawpa.ws. There is one 
instance, however, of a pawpaw farmer, who gives 
all bis time to the production of this fruit and 
makes 11 good living_out.9£ it. Inquiries have been 
made recently with regard to the extensive- culti
vation of the pawpaw for the purpose of producing 
papa.in, which is the active principle of the fruit, 
and bas been used both medicinally and for dental 
purposes. It is a moot point as to whether the 
papa.in can be produced at a price sufficiently low 
to compete with the same products as rurned out 
in the West Indies and other countries where 
labour is more plentiful and less expensive than 
in South Africa. There is little doubt but that 
the pawpaw is among the most healthful of fruits 
to eat, and as an aid to digestion possesses re
markable properties. It is an old and true tale 
that to reduce tough steaks to tenderness it is 
only necessary to wrap the meat in. leaves of the 
pawpaw. 


Pi11,eapples.-Pineapples, like most fruits of a 
more or less tropical oha.ractor, thrive in Natal, 
the eastern pa.rt of Cape Provin.ce, and parts of 
the Transvaal. Natal was first in the field as a, 


producer of pines, and bas grown and exported 
them for a good many years past. The varieties 
grown most extensively are the Smooth Oaveone 
and Queen ; the former is one of the largest o.nd 
handsomest £.tu.its South Afrioo. bas, but the latter, 
though far smaUer (averaging perhaps l½ lb. in 
weight), is, as a rule, of finer flavour. While 
these are and probably will remain the leading 
varieties under cultivation, there have been some 
five or six other kinds under trial at the Govern
ment experiment station at Winklespruit, Natal, 
though no outstanding success bas so far been 
achieved. 


The pine,growing area pa-r excellC11ce in South 
Africa is found between Grahamstown and Port 
Alfred, in the eastern pa.rt of Co.po Province. 
Here may be found all that conduces lo the pro
duction of pines of t,he finest quality. Sufficiently 
removed f-rom the influence of the sea, this 
favoured o.rea is still near enough to enjoy the 
moist atmosphere conducive to the raising of 
the best pineapples. More planting bas taken 
place here than in any other part of South Africa, 
and, although the Queen pine was originally intro
duced to this district from Natal, that Province 
has been out-distanced as a producer. Recently 
the acquisition of the Lnngholm estates by the 
African Realty Trust ho.i, given an added impetus 
to the development of this industry. There o.re 
over 12,000,000 pines now planted on this tract, 


and land is being cleared and broken for lhe 
reception of still more. 


Needless to say, the ordinary outlets areMt 
expected to absorb the crops from this gig« ~n 
~ndertaking. As an a.id to export, with whi:~ 
idea the plantations were originally started an 
up-to-date cannery is now iu course of comple


1
1ion 


at Port Elizabeth. We may therefore sooD expect 
South A {tican canned pines to figure largely 00 
the menus of Europe. It has been stated that in 
1920 the export of pineapples, prluoipally o( tbe 
Queen variety, will amount to 10,000 tons. 


GENERAL NOTES. 


DAIRY INDUSTRY IN ONT.!.Il[O.-In 1919 Ontario 
produced 81,900,000 lbs. of butter . valued al 
17,575,000 dols., 102,700,000 lbs. of cheese valued 
e.t 27,729,000 dols., milk and cream for the city 
trade, the ice-cream trnde, and manufactured into 
butter on the farm 25 million dollars; and oon
denseries and milk powder factories ten million 
dollars, a total value of 80,274,000 dols. In bis 
agricultural report for the last fiscal year the 
Dairy Co=issioner for Saskatchewan shows the 
remarkable increase of 18·70 per cent. for the pro. 
vince in dairy production. Though nine£y-seven 
cars of butter were reserved for home trade, a tolsl 
of 2,425,000 lbs. of butter went Go ontside market~. 
The value of the dairy products is given as 
8,180,622 dols. 


1\hnr, DEPOSITS L~ Fmw.Nll.-Iu Vasaholm, in 
Nogio, Finland, a deposit of mollusc marl has been 
discovered, writes the United States Consul at 
Helsingfors. The field is 1,630 It. long, 130ft, 
broad, and 20 ft deep. n is estimated to contain 
125,000 tons of usable marl. The chemical alltllyss 
shows calcium ol>ides and 80 per cent. carbonate of 
lime. The bigh percentage of lime renders the 
deposit important as a fertiliser. 


T.ELEFR01''ES W THE Umn:D STATES,-Ac· 
cording to a. report issued by the Bureau of the 
Census showing the results of the census of 
belophones coverillg the year 1917, there are 
53,284 separate telephone systems and l~es. 
These lines nnd systems operated 28,827,188 miles 
of wire in the United States, and conneored 
11,716,620 telephones and 21,175 public oxchSD~<lil, 
The messages or " talks" sent over these w11: 
aggregated the shlpendous total of ne11I_ly •• 
billion, or, to be exn.ot, 21,845,722,335. Figor~ 
on the estimated population of the country in 


1917 this gives 211 messages per a.nnwn to o,ery 
man woman and child. The industry in 19!7 . ·•~ gave employment to 262,629 persons, o, 
171,119, or over 65 per cent., were women. Tbe 
sum paid out in salaries and wages nmounled lo 
175 670 449 dols. These employees operated pla~t. 


' ' · d l bi1h and equipment valued at 1,4.92,829,015 ° s., w f 
y ieldcd opera.ting and non-operating revenues 0 


. 891,499,581 dole. 
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FoR most valuable assistance in writing many of 
these lessons I am indebted to Mr. Bainbrigge 
Fletcher, Imperial Entomologist, to Mr. Mathias, 
Registrar, Co-operative Credit Societies, to Mr. 
Wadley, late Chief Engineer, to my colleagues, 
Messrs. Allan and Plymen, and to Dr. Graham, 
at present on military duty in Mesopotamia. I am 
much indebted, too, to Sir Frank Sly, and to Mr. 
Mayhew, C.I.E., Director of Public Instruction, 
for most helpful advice. The Marathi and Hindi 
translations were done by Mr. Kelkar, Extra 
Assistant Director of Agriculture, and by ~fr. L. N. 
Dube, Agricultural Assistant. 


D. CLOUSTON, 
Di•·~rtor '!f Ag,·imllure. 
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FOREvVORD 


MR. C1ousroN has asked me to wiite a foreword to
this book. I do so with much pleasure. 


With the awakening of an interest in agiicultural 
Jevelopment which followed on Lord Curzon's 
·orward policy, the demand for agricultural educa
ion has been insistent. For effective education 
eliable text books are essential. Despite the 
mblic demand, it was fortunately realized by 
1embers of the Agricultural Department that he 
1ho would teach others must first himself learn,. 
nd by this cautious policy we have been saveQ 
·om much error and useless writing of books. For. 
) attempt to write about Inilian agriculture, 
•ithout practical expeiience of it, would have been 
1eer waste of time and merely to court disast~r. 
le have now, after many years of patient experi
tent, arrived at a stage at which members of the 
gricultural Department can write with accurac\· 
1d authority, and Mr. Clouston's Indian Agri
·lttwe is the first book which may be classed as an 
tthoritative text book. Its appearance will also, 
V another bogey which has long haunted us
the agricultural tinge "-which we have been 
horted to introduce into ordinary school readers ~ 


ix 







:x FOREWORD 


for this work is so written that it can be used ei: 
.as a text-book in agricultmal colleges or sc!M, 
-or as a reader in ordinary schools. Although · 
.author's experience has been confined to the u.r. 
Provinces, the book is framed in such a manl1ft 
to be applicable to Indian agriculture in gert 
-dealing, as it does, with the broad principle 
.agricultural practice as affecting India. 


TH 


THE 
any 
differ 
more 
of I1 
we c
stage! 


That agriculture is not one science but the aPll
tion of many is very forcibly borne in upon one 
-perusal of this work. The author himself ack! 
1edges his obligations to the entomologist, 
irrigation engineer, the botanist and the eh«. 
.and each of these officers contributes his shar
rnake " Indian Agriculture " effective. It is 
.a sign of the times that so much emphasis i; 
-on, what might be called, the economic asp« 
agriculture-or, the co-operative principle. F 
be effective, " better farming " ·must be linke 
" better business," and it is in this happy corn 
tion of improved agricultw·e with co-operation 
the hopes of the future of Indian Agriculture& 


rangii 
by j, 
carefo 
fully I 


J. ~IACKENNA, C.I.E., I.(I 
Agric11l!11ml Adviser,,, the Govt. of, 


.PROME, Ftb. Iolh, 1920. 
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THE HISTORY OF AGRICULTURE 


LESSON I 


act THE history of• the development of agriculture 'in 
rs1, any country is always an interesting study. In 
cha. different countries that development has followed 
sha: more or less the same lines. In certain parts 
t i; of India, in the Central Provinces for example, 
;is i; we can see in practice at the present day all 
as~ stages of agriculture, except the most advanced, 
. F ranging from the most primitive methods employed 
linkii by jungle tribes in the wildest parts, to the 
corr.: careful practice of garden cultivation in the most 


1tioo fully developed tracts. 
uell In the early history of every country, when the 


population was small and ignorant, the practice 
, I.C. was for people to grow only enough food-stuffs 
~,. of for such of their own wants as could not be supplied 


by wild fruits and roots. They produced mostly 
those hardy kinds of food-grains which required 
little attention between the time of sowing and 
harvesting. The practice in India in early days 
was to burn the trees and brushwood in patches 
of the jungle, and, after lightly scratching the 
surface of thr soil with such hand-tools or imple-


A 
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ments as were in use, to sow there the seed 
d \V~ inferior millets and other bar y grain crops. Ever 


year or so the cultivator of those days moved fie! 
to other parts of the jungle, cut down and bun, vill 
the trees and cropped the virgin soil so long as gro 
continued to give him good yields. The use to-c 
the plough even, and the employment of ea~ togi 
as draught animals were unknown. This pracli 1 


is still followed in the wilder parts of the Cen~ mai 
Provinces, and is known as daihya or bewar. thai 


As the population increased, however, much JJ:· on 
usel1 food was required, and it became necessary 
ther cultivate large areas, and to do so in such a r 
alwa as to produce better outturns. Necessity is i 


mother of invention, so when the need for re; man 
dise, 


food began to be felt, the farmer of those t 
was 


had to think of new ways and means of cultivat from 
in order to raise more food-stuffs. This natur. 


As 
led to a greater demand for land, to greater c land-
in its cultivation, and to the growth of cro~ to ft 
rotation year after year on the same field. crops 
other words, agriculture became more inten. crops 
Land became more valuable, and people werc dang, 
longer allowed to cultivate areas which did a fat 
belong to them. carryi 


In England the farmers of two hundred¥ The , 
ago, though by this time considerable pref the w 
had been made, still lived together in villages respoz 
as Indian farmers or ryots do at the present neglec 
By living together in groups they ran less di: busin€ 
of being visited by wandering bands of roo~ . In . 
and it was possible for them to have 5;rvanri be gh 
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were common for the whole village. The several 
t fields of each farm were scattered over the whole 


village area. They had one common grazing
Tt ground, just as we see in many parts of lndia 
ll to-day, where all the village flocks and herds grazed 
t together. 
ar This village system of farming was found to have 
ltb many disadvantages. Farmers found, for example, 
;nt that when the cattle of a village were herded together 


on the common grazing-ground, large numbers of 
TC:: useless animals were kept, with the result that 


ry there was not enough grazing for all. They were 
a' always in poor condition for want of food, and 
is d h many died of disease an starvation. W en 
· I!: disease broke out it spread rapidly, because there 
e c was no means of keeping infected animals apart 
il'a'. from the rest of the herd. 
tluu 
:er 
:rap; 
eld. 


As the different fields belonging to any one 
land-holder were scattered, it was very difficult 
to fence individual fields in order to protect 
crops from the local cattle. Unfenced fodder 


ite!li crops, when such were grown, were in grave 
~~ danger of being grazed and damaged. Moreover, 


a farmer had to spend much time and labour in 
carrying his implements from one plot to another. 


ed f The village roads were supposed to be kept up by 
pr~ the whole village, but, as no particular person was 


lage; responsible for their upkeep they were altogether 
-sent neglected. Everybody's business was nobody's 
'55 di business, as the saying goes. 
r~ In the end this system of land-holding had to 


van!! be given up entirely in England, because it was 
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bad and did not pay. In course of time gov~ I 
ment became more settled, and the need of livin- on 
together in a village for mutual protection di, sett 
appeared. Each farmer has now a compact am use1 
which he cultivates and calls his farm. He h! in ! 


his fann buildings on the farm and lives thlf cert 
with his ploughmen and other servants. The wh~ Pro 
farm is fenced, as a rule, and is well supplied 11i: catt 
roads which the farmer himself maintains, and t whc 
grazing area is fenced with special care, to prel't catt 


. his cattle from getting disease by mixing wt T 
infected herds. · The 


With the consolidation of holdings in Englar: here 
a period of great progress in agriculture begi: to 
Labour - saving agricultural machinery was m feed 
to a much greater extent than before. Farm: buff. 
became much more intensive and much more sic. then 
was given to the rotation and manuring of er(!, TJ 
and to the feeding, housing and breeding of catt cattl 
New fodder crops for cattle ·were introduced,;: last 
stall-feeding began to be widely practised. the 


LESSON II 


ARABLE farming is that branch of farming lit 
deals with the raising of crops. Cattle-bree: 
and dairy-farming are two other branches, wk 
are very important in the West, but hare i 
received enough attention in India. 
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In very early times cattle- breeding was carried 
on by men who lived a nomadic life. Instead of 
settling down with their herds in one place, they 
used to drive them from one grazing tract to another 
in search of good pasture. This is still done by 
certain tribes in some parts of India. In the Central 
Provinces, for instance, there are large herds of 
cattle maintained by professional cattle-breeders, 
who wander from district to district with their 
cattle in search of grazing in the jungles. 


Their methods of breeding are very primitive. 
They seldom take precautions to protect their 
herds from disease, and give little or no thought 
to their improvement by selection and better 
feeding. When they keep large herds of cows and 
buffaloes for milk, they do not take proper care of 
them. 


The great progress made in arable farming, 
cattle-breeding and dairying in Europe within the 
last sixty years or so bas been very largely due to 
the practical use made by farmers of scientific 
methods of agriculture. Large quantities of manures 
and improved seeds are now being used freely 
every year, and fine strains of farm stock are being 
raised by breeders. The knowledge of animal 
diseases has advanced very much; outbreaks of 
disease are now rare, and the number of animals 
lost from this cause is small. 
. The Science of Agriculture, as we know it to-day, 
1s the result of the patient work of farmers and 
scientists. It is exact knowledge gained by men 
who have studied or experimented with new ways 
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of solving the problems of farming. It is not the. 
tested work of book-worms who perhaps do notkoo 
the difference, say, between wheat and juar, butu 
fruit of the experience of practical farmers, Il1lr 


of whom had not the opportunity of attendiJll 
College or University. 


Now it is well to remember this, because t~ 
are some cultivators in India, as well as in oli 
countries, who do not believe that a training 
the science of agriculture is of any use. The shr11 
practical cultivator, however, never scoffs at~ 
tific methods of fanning, for he knows that Ii 
methods were arrived at through the labour r 
reasoning of practical men like himself. 


Ev 
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LESSON III turns 
a farm 


IN order to reap the benefits of scientific fart pays b 
it is not necessary to be highly educated or t of seec 
an advanced scientist. If you visit an Experi(I)} You n 
Farm you will appreciate what is being doit being 
Government and its experts in science to imF varieti1 
agriculture in this country. The experi~ been d 
carried out on these farms are adding every large S< 


to our knowledge of Indian Agriculture ; !11 Imp] 
science of Agriculture in this country is still, these J 
infancy. The result is that the cultivator is cattJe-l 
being shown how he can make more monef bred fc 
of his land. large < 
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:heu: Every Experimental Farm comprises a compact 
t kn: area with a fence all round it. The Farm is complete 
)ul 1! in itself, with clean sanitary buildings, farm roads 
, Ill!! and a plentiful supply of good water. The arable 
1ding portion, that is the portion under cultivation, is 


divided into square or rectangular fields, and some 
·e tl'i of these are sub-divided into plots all equal in size. 
n CM! In these plots many different experiments are being 
ning carried out. 
: slim In one ~xperiment the object may be to find out 
tt 9.i'. which is the most profitable variety of rice to grow. 
at !Ii In another it may be to ascertain the best manure 
our, or combination of manures to apply to sugar-cane ; 


in a third, to determine the best methods of pre
paring the land for wheat, and so on. In every 
case the experiment is likely to serve a useful 
purpose by adding to our knowledge of Indian 
agricull:ure, and more knowledge means larger out
turns and bigger profits for the ryot. When once 
a farmer knows, for instance, which variety of rice 


, fali pays best, it is generally easy for him to get a supply 
or t of seed and to increase his profits by growing it. 


eriml You must have heard of the good work already 
dori being done in this way in India. Hea'.\ry-yielding 


1 im? varieties of rice, wheat, cane and other crops have 
perii, been discovered, and are now being grown on a 
very large scale by the ryots. 
; I~ Implements of the latest type are tested on 
stilll these Experimental Farms, and there is often a 
or is cattle-breeding section on which stud bulls are 
1one) bred for sale; and some farms grow and supply 


large quantities of selected strains of seed. In 
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order to show the ryot the advantages of adoptir; 
the new methods found profitable on Experimen~ 
Farms, and to enable him to produce supplies , 
seed of improved varieties or crops, Goverrunc:. 
has also started Seed and Demonstration Famis 
some provinces. On these Farms improved ~ 
is produced for distribution and new kinds of im~ 
ments are stocked for sale or hire. Such Fannst 
object lessons in good farming; they help the n: 
to help himself by supplying him with impror, 
seed and implements, and by demonstrating to I:: SoJL 
how to produce larger and more profitable outlu: solid 
of the crops he grows. anim: 


We have described only a small part of the IF by t 
done at Government Farms. You should visit In so 
many of these as you possibly can and see for yrr soil i 
self what is being done. cases 
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SOILS 


LESSON I 


SOIL is formed by the gradual wearing away of 
solid rock and stones, and by the decay of plants, 
animals, and manure. The part of the soil formed 
by the second of these causes is called humus. 
In some cases the rocks and stones from which the 
soil is formed lie underneath the soil. In other 
cases they are some distance away, and the soil 
formed from them as they crumble is carried off 
by water or wind and left where you find it. Soil 
then, consists largely of powdered rock, and in 
many cases lies over the rocks from which it bas 
been formed. 


The depth of the soil varies in different places. 
Water-borne soil or alluvium, as it is called, may 
be hundreds of feet deep. Large stretches of 
alluvial soil are often found near rivers. They 
are made of the material derived from the we~r 
and tear of rocks which is· brought down by the 
river water as silt. The Gangetic alluvium carried 
down by the Ganges and its tributaries is a famous 
example. Alluvial soils are generally very deep, 
because the process by which they are formed 


9 







RE SOILS II 


a w When we clig deep, we usually pass through the 
,roo: layer of fine soil, and the coarser subsoil, and come 
nes.; to gravel, and then to solid rock. The soils found 
md, at the surface of sloping land are arranged in the 
rin~ reverse order. In the valley we find clay ; on the 
d. slope we find sand ; still higher up, the soil is often 
; an. gravelly; while on the ridge solid r ock may be 
oil. found at the surface. The explanation is simple. 
tctu. The solid rock is slowly broken down by weathering. 
kfk'I The finer and coarser particles of soil formed are 


b01 sorted out by the action of flowing water. The 
bea finer particles are deposited as silt only when the 
·e n: speed of the flow is small. They are therefore 
ten· carried farther away than the coarser grains of 
eez sand, while the gravel is mainly deposited near 
surl the parent rock. This explains why the soil of 
• <la" low-lying level areas over which water flows slowly 
!ea is heavier than that on the slopes. 
,hid The disintegration, or breaking up, of hard rock 


into soil is brought about mainly by water, air, 
1d r heat and cold. The action of these agents on rock 
;un. subsoil is known as weathering. The fine rich soil 
cir: that runs smoothly through the fingers, and from 
!d t which the roots of crops draw their supplies of 
uid food, is the result of weathering: that is to say it 
i; is brought about by the action of the weather. All 
ne. the agricultural implements used for tilling the 
:sr' land, such as the plough and blade-harrow, also 
st' he_lp the weather in the great work of making goo<l 


in r sml for cultivation; of these we shall speak in 
:he another lesson. 
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LESSON II 
moi 
fooc 


T: 
IF you examine the surface soil you will find~ wou 
it consists mainly of sand, silt, clay, limest~ to n 
and humus. Humus is decayed vegetation i woU: 
animal matter. Sand, you will find, is made of s; 


of very small, hard, clean particles of stone id: sand 
do not stick together. Moist sand can be im exte: 
into a ball in the hands, but it falls to pieces ass: 
as the pressure ceases. A sandy soil, being I• r\ 
and easy to work, is known amongst cultivatoo ~' 
a light soil ; being open and porous, it allow,, It. 
and water to enter it readily, but it does: 'II" 
retafo water well, and therefore crops gr~ 
on it tend to wither after the rains, unless they1 
irrigated. 


Clay is composed of much :finer grains thans;: 
and the tiny grains in clay are held together 
a sticky material. A sandy soil is said to be~ 
merely because it is easily stirred by ordi:. 
agricultural implements. Clayey soils, being r 
compact and sticky, are difficult to work; t 
are therefore known as heavy soils, though in we. 1. 
clay is lighter than sand. They are easily r~ as ;


1 


nised as they crack badly, in the dry weather. to br 
clayey soil retains moisture well, and crops 11ll1 manu 
seen flourishing on clay in dry weather, wbif of pl. 
sandy soil near by similar crops are withe. In co 
but in the rainy season some clayey soils hcln cattle 
so much water that they become water-I~ .rottin 
and the crops grown on them suffer from ex~ 
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ARTIFICIAL FERTILIZERS FOR COTTON, 
CENTRAIJ PROVINCES AND BERAR. 


By D. CLOUSTON, M.A. , n.sc., 


Deputy Director of Agricu,ltiwe, Central Provinces. 


I,r has been repeatedly pointed out that the black cotton 
soil of the Central Provinces and Berar is defici ent in humu , the 
great source of nitrogen in any soil. The supply of fann-yard 
manure available is altogether jnadequate to meet this want. 
Moreover, the decon1posi tion of organic 111atter is n1uchi n1ore 
rapid than it is in te1nperate climes, and is still further accel
erated by the free aeration of the soil o·wing to its peculiar nature 
of cracking. White-ants also play an in1portant part in con
suming vegetable 1natter in the soils. The croppiug systen1s in 
vogue, too, tend to exhaust the soil's natural fertility without 
giving anything in return. In the cotton tract especia11y, the 
cultural methods and rota,tions practised are of an exhausting 
nature. Much of the crop, including cotton, g ra1u, linseed and 
wheat, is pulled up by the root, so that the an1ount of crop 
refuse left in the field is very little. In this tract, 1noreover, 
cotton or cotton rotated with juar j s gro,vn year after year in the 
same land at the expense of leguminous crops, the chief soil
r enovators made use of in other t racts of the provinces. So 
long as the price of cotton ren1ains as high R it is at present, 
there js. little hope of the cotton growers paying nn1ch attention 
to rotations unless an equally profitable crop can be found to 
rotate ,vith it. The cultivator naturally looks 1nore close]y to 
his imn1ediate profits than to the question of soil exhn,u tion and 
pecuniary loss 20 years a.fter Lhis docs not 1nnttor so n1u(;h to 
hirn. 
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(2.) The greatest need of cotton growers in these provitwes 
at the present time is an additional supply of manure to meet 
the loss sustained by constant cropping Artincials in the form 
of nitrate of soda or sulphate of ammonia will, we believe, to 
some extent meet this want. The seTies of experiments with 
artificial manures that is now being carried out at the N agpur 
Experimental Station has so far given strong evidence in favour 
of this opinion. Great care was again taken this year to SP.cure 
an equal number of plants on each plot; the number on each 
after the last thinning being 1,664, or at the rate of 16,640 per 
acre. To these plots the manures were applied at the rate of 
126 lbs. of nitrate of soda, 80 lbs. of sulphate of potash and 
3GO lbs. of superphosphate per acre; these supplied 20 lbs. 
nitrogen, 35 lbs, of potash and 50 lbs. phosphoric acid respectively. 


The results are tabulated in the following statement :-


, Qutturn in Increase or Valuo of 
.Plot. Manure ~pplied. I lbs. Seed dccrcaso increuse or Cost of .NeL profit 


cotton per in lbs. dccrense. 
mi,nurc. or loss. 


aero. 


1 Nitrate of soda, super- Rs. A. P. RH. A. P. I Hs. A. P. 
phosphate anrl potash 739 300 ~3 14 0 30 7 0 + 13 7 0 


~ Nit1·ate ancl supe1· ... 669 321) 36 0 0 25 5 0 + 1011 0 
3 Nitrn.to and pota~h ... 705 356 40 1 3 20 :~ 0 + H) H 3 
4 Nitrnte ... ... 650 301 33 14 a 15 l u + JS J:l ;j 


5 Pot.ash and 3Uper .,. 381 !l'> 3 JO 6 15 6 0 - 1 1 II 6 
6 Super . . ... 245 - 104 , - 11 lfl 9 10 4 0 -21 14 H 
7 PotMh ... ... 32.'> - 24 -2 10 9 5 2 0 - 7 1'2 !J 
8 No manure ... 349 ... ... .. . 


(3.) Nitrogen is conspicuously deficient in th is particular soil, 
and the effect of the nitrogenous fed;ilizer in increasing the out
turn is, therefore, surprisingly gren.t. Without it, potash and 
phosphate are apparently altogct.her ineffective. Tbe gain due 
to superphosphate and potash, when n.pp1ied along with nitrogen, 
though considerable1 will uot justify us in assuming that these 
are deficient in this soil. NiLr()gen is t he 1-l,ll-important constitu
ent, and when applied in such a .c;oli1ule /01·m is a highly forcing 
manure. The increased g rowth due to it makes heavy de1mtnds 
0 11 the other importn.nt constituents of plant-food, 'Viz., potash 
and phosphn,te, within the short pcl'iod of thl'ee 111011ths, £.e., from 
the time of applying tho nitrate to the time the cotton matures. 
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The application of the other two cunstituents enables the nitrate 
to exert its full effect in this short period of time. 


( 4.) From an econo1nic point of vie\v, nitrate of soda has 
proved to be a most profitable 1ni:tnure desµite the fact that 
the price paid for that manure, including, as it does, freight 
charges on small lots from Calcutta is abnormally high. It 
would be bad agricultural practice, however, to apply only 
quick-acting fertilizers to a soil that is so deficient in organic
matter as is the black cotton soil of these Provinces. \¥hat is 
required is some organic manure such as cattle-dung with an 


additional dressing of a highly soluble nitrogenous fertilizer. To 
ensure a liberal supply of potash, the urine should be carefully 
conserved along with the dung. 


( 5.) The experiments started last year at the Akola Station 
with the object of ascertaining what is the best co1nbination of 
these to apply, failed to throw any light on the point <.nvingto the 
abnonnal character of last year's Kharif season. The ou tturn of 
cotton on three-fourths of the cotton tract was 50 per cent. bel~w 
that of a normal crop. The growth of the plants being stunted 
by the excessive and continuous ra.ins of July and the first half 
of August and by the severe drought which followed, cotton 
suffered more than usual fron1 stem-borer this year. Nitrate of 
soda would seem to be a most effective preventive of this pest. 
Of the 13,312 plants grown on the 8 plots of the series, only 6 


plants were found affected ,vith stem-borer, and these were all 
found in the last four plots, i.e., the plots that got no nitrate of 
RO<la. It \Vas noticed, too, that other cotton n1anured with this 
fertilizer on the farrn was free of sten1-borer. It is just possible 
that the use of such quick-acting nitrogenous 1nanure 111ay prove 
the most econo1nical n1ethod of preventing pests of this kind which 
usually attack stunted plants that have suffered from untoward 
conditions of weather or soil. 


( 6.) The best t in1e to apply the fertilizer is another problern 
that requires to be ol ved. The experience gained last year has 
convinced us that j n the Central Provinces and Berar, where an 
early and sudden ces. ation of the rain is nl way po sible, 
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top dressing is not c:1,n altogether satisfactory method of applying 
nitrate of soda. If applied before the plants have reached a height 
of about 9 inches, it kills some of them, while if not applied till 
the plants a.re sufficiently strong, there wilJ be the risk of not 
getting a late shower to dissolve the fertilizer, as happened this 
year. Taking one year with another, it will most probably be 
found that these fertilizers are most effective when applied at the 
time of sowing. 


(7.) Whether nitrate of soda or sulphate of ammonia is to 
be the more suitable manure for the needs of cultivators in these 
Provinces is another problem that we hope to solve shortly. The 
latter is to be manufactured in these Provinces, and it should be 
possible to make it on the spot at a much cheaper rate per unit of 
nitrogen than is paid for the imported material. Moreover, 
sulphate of ammonia being a less soluble manure, the proper lime 
to apply it ics at the time of sowing. With a short and capricious 
rainfall, this too will undoubtedly be in its favour. 


(8.) Nearly two tons of nitrate of soda were either sold or 
given gratis last year to members of the District Agricultural 
Associc:1,tions, mostly in Berar. For masons already explained, no 
definite results are likely to be obtained from these trials. In 
most cases the manure wa.s not applied at all as the rains ceased 
before the plants had attained t.he height at which it should have 
been applied. The only cultivator who has yet reported the 
results obtained an increase of 2 L2 lbs. of unginued cotton from the 
use of nitrate of soda at the rate of one-ha,l f cwt. -per acre. 
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THE INTRODUCTION OF I MPROVEMENTS IN'rO 
INDIAN AGRICULTURE. 


Br D. CLOUSTON, B.Sc., 


Deputy 1Jfrecto1· Q/ Ag1·ictiltm·e, Central Provinces and Bera,i·. 


GovERNMENT has organized during the past few yem-s a strong 
department for the scientific investigation of I ndian agriculture, 
with the object of ascertaining the lines upon which improve
ment is practicable. A staff of specialists, h ighly trained in the 
agricultural sciences, is employed both in the I mperial and 
Provincial departments, whose research and experimental work 
have already shown that many important improvements can be 
effected. These results are placed before the public in the 
reports and other publications issued from time to time, but 
such literature fails to reach the mass of I ndian cultivators. 
It is, therefore, an essential function of the department, no 
less important than scientific investigation, to devise methods 
whereby experimental results of proved value can be introduced 
into ordinary farming practice- by the Indian cultivator. The 
methods to be employed in bringing experimental work of 
proved value to the notice of the cultivator, so as to secure 
its adoption in ordinary farming practice, will necessarily vary 
in different parts of India in accordance with the varying 
local conditions, such as the system of land tenure, the standard 
of farming attained by the cultivators, the social condition 
of the rural community and the like. I t may be of inte1·est 
to give an account of the methods that have been tried in the 
Central Provinces, and of the lessons learnt from the successes 
an<l failures that ha.v-e resulted. 


a-1 
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In the Central Provinces the villages are held by landowners, 
whose proprietorship is clearly recognized, though their rights of 
ownership are subject to the rights of occupancy of their tenants. 
Both proprietor and tenant are given security of tenure in the 
land, with the object of encouraging each to make the best 
possible use of it. This system has given a number of village 
proprietors who often cultiv-ate large home-farms-intelligent 
farmers, who are willing to test improved methods and to lay out 
substantial capital sums, if they are convinced that an adequate 
return is likely to be secured. Amongst the tenantry there is 
also a sprinkling of men who cultivate large holdings and employ 
large capital ; and such men are even more numerous in the rich 
province of Berar, where the 1·yotiua1·i system of tenure prevails. 
The difficulties in introducing improvements are, therefore, not 
so great as in a tract where the land is parcelled out into minute 
holdings, and where the capital at the disposal of each holder is 
extremely limited, for there are numbers of cultivators ready to 


expend some hundreds of rupees upon a new implement, an 
improved method of cultivation or the like, provided they are 
convinced that the outlay will give a substantial return. The 
standard of farming attained in different parts of these Provinces 
varies considerably, but it is on the whole inferior to that of 
most other parts of I ndia, so that there is much more scope for 
improvement than in provinces where cultivation has already 
reached a high level In the Central Provi110es, as a rule, land 
is plentiful and intensive cultivation is but little practised; in 
Berar, on the other hand, the great boom in the cotton trade has 
enonnously increasad the demand for land, with the result that 
grazing areas have been cmtailed and the standard of cultivation 
has reached a much higher level. Good cultivators are found, as 
exceptions, among all the different castes. The best cultivators 
are the hereditary cultivating castes such as Kunbis, Powai·s and 
Lodhis. Contrasted with these may be mentioned such castes 
as Gonds and Charnicws. The former live a contented but un
enterprising life in the hj)ly jungle tracts of poor soil. Satisfied 
with a low standard of comfort, they are for the present so 
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inaccessible and primitive, as to be altogether outside the sphere 
of the department's influence. The Chama?·s, who form the bulk 
of the cultivators iu the Chhattisgarh rice country, though 
inferior cultiva.tors, enjoy a lazy and stoical content which is 
opposed to everything an agricultural department can teach in 
the way of progress. Contrasted wit,h these again may be 
mentioned the educated Brahman cultiYator of Berar who, after 
having made his fortune at a profession or trade, bas purchased 
land on which he is anxi.ous to experiment with anything from 
tree cottons to steam ploughs. The kind of improvements 
necessary, and the lines to be folJowed in introducing them 
among cultivators, can only be satisfactorily determined a£ter 
stmlying all these conditions as they obtain in the different tracts. 
In the more backward parts, it is often some means of demon
strating better tillage methods that has to be considered ; tbe 
Chhattisgarhi, for instance, has yet to learn the very elements of 
bis art, i.e., to culti,·ate his land properly, to conserYe the 
manure already at his disposal, and to sow his crops efficiently. 
In more advanced tracts, 011 the other hand, what is necessary is 
to organize a system of seed farms from which supplies of pure 
aud improved seed can be obtained, to introduce new and 
improved varieties of seeds, to teach definite but simple methods 
of preventing and remedying insect pests and of supplementing 
the present supply of manure. Every scheme for demonstrating 
the results of experimental work to the ordinary cultivator must: 
then, be based on a knowledge of the different tracts and of the 
people aud their needs. 


Wherever possible, our teaching .·hoL1lc.l be in the concrete. 
This can best be clone by means of demonstration farms. Ou 
tl1ese farms ma,ny experime11tal resu)ts of proved value cau be 
demonstrated on a practical scale, so ns to ·ecure their application 
to the general practice of farmers. Experimental work should 
never be attempted on these fa,rms; first experirpent, and then 
demonstrate the results if they are of any practicnl value, should 
be the rule. To do this effectively, an experiment station has 
been located in each ,Yell-defined agricu1turnl tract, and the 







experimental programme is based on a knowledge of the 
agricultural requirements of the tract which it represents. The 
demonstration farm has an entirely different purpose, and serves 
as au object-lesson to induce the ordinary cultivator to incorporate 
into his farm practice the teaching of the station. No difficulty 
has been found in inducing a cultivator to lend a suitable piece of 
land. This should not be larger than the purpose demands and 
which the assistant in charge can efficiently manage ; a small area 
carefully cultivated is much better than a larger area inefficiently 
managed. In some cases, with a thoroughly keen and efficient 
cultiv-ator, it is saf-e to rely upon him to supply the bullocks, 
labour and other requirements, but in most cases it is much 
better for the assistant to be as independent as possible of local 
:tssistance and to supply him with his own bullocks and imple
ments, and with funds to employ the requisite la,bour ; otherwise 
the demonstration plot js apt to be neglected by the cuUi\1ator 
until the rest of his land has received his attention. An 
agreement is made with the cultivator for the use of hjs land, 
either by payment of a rent or by a share of the produce. 
Several demonstration farms started in these Provinces have 
failed to answer the pmpose for which they were intended. In 
some cases they have failed, as they tried to demo11strate what 
remained to be proved, e.g., that cotton and juar can be profit
ably grown in the rice tract. In other cases the faihlre was dne 
to bad management, the assistant in charge having insufficient 
practical experience of cultivation, even if possessed of fair 
theoretical knowledge. This is the greatest c.lifficnlty that the 
department has to copo with at t he present time ; assistants are 
employed who have not been brought up on the land, and who 
are not, therefore, in syml:,athy with their work. Even when 
supervised by more highly quali£ed men, their work is not 
always satisfactory, for, not knowing when the simvle cultural 
operations are properly perforllled, their supervision i$ futile. 
Tu the past, for la.ck of sufficient supervision, these men have 
been left to do things on thei r own initiative, a.nd the result bas 


Leen tha.t under tlteir man11gernent <lernonsti-ation farms have 
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sometimes foiled in t hefr purpose owing to a smn11 mismke in 
practical working. No assistant should be gi ve11 a demonstration 
farm until it is certain that he has a, thorough practical knowledge 
of the work entrusted to him. With more carefoJ supervision 
aud reliable experimental results to work upon, the {lemonstra


tion farms started in Chhattisgarh last year proved successful . 
The objects aimed a,t were (1) to substitute tlrn system 0f 
transplanting paddy for the present broadcast sowings, (2) to 
induce cultivators to utilize to the best advauhige the inigation 
water lately made available by the construction of Government 
reservoirs, (3) to gTow a second crop after eArly and medium 
paddy, and (4) to demonstrate the method of eradica.ting- krms 
grass by means of Ransome's tt1rnwrest plough. A distinct 
measurn of success has been achieved, a,nd the rnaJguzars and 
cultivators concerned, who at first were t\pathetic, Are uow most 
anxious that these farms should bo continued in their villages 
for anot,her year, so that they 111,\y lefl.rn still more of the new 
methods being ta,ught by the agricu1tura,I department, whilst 
applications have been received from several villages to start 
similar farms. The department has tlrns gained their conndence 
in its desire to benefit them and in its power to do so. The 
outtums of pnddy frou_1 the tmnsplantecl fields of the demonstra
tion farms and from the adjoining fieltls of the cultivators, sown 
broadcast, 1H·o sh own he1ow :-


Jagesl1wa1· 1rnrn1 ... 
JRwnibanrlhn \?11>'01 
l(hohw .l•':inn 


Oullum of pnddy in lhs. por nore, 


'l'rnnsplnntod '.ly Bron.clon.,tecl hy 
tho Dopn,·Lnicnt. oult.il'nlors. 


3.946 
l.fi!lll 
2,X'lO 


I 


2,4f,11 
(lO!l 


l.272 


Even this !l'l.rge increase due to transplanting docs not fairly 
represent the total value of this demonstration work to the 
cllltivators, for they also followed our example and irrig,l.ted 
their paddy for t he first t irne this year. The cultivators of t he 
villages concerned have t.hornnghly apprcc-iat-0d the va.lue of t,hese 


(t--2 
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farms, and the agricul turnl department has risen considerably 
in their estimation, so that thia year we confidently hope th~t 
hundreds of acres will be transplanted where transplanting was 


unknown before, and this in a tract where the cul tivators are 
notably lazy and slow to adopt im p1·ovements. 1'hey have 
already followed our ex:a,uple in transplanting small areas and 
in in·igating their wheat. The success of these farms was due 
to the fact t hat the scheme wits carefully devised and the work 
efficiently supervised by a thoroughly practical superintendent 
under proper control. The results obtni ned appeal all the more 
to the cultivators, seeing that the mantu'e and implements, with 
the exception of the turnwres!, plough used for eradicating 1.-ctnr;, 
were exactly the same as those used by thomseh-es, so that the 
results are due to one varying factor in each case. 


S eed farms and seed selection form a. part of the work of the 
agricultural department which re::1dily recommends itself to the 
cultivator. The cotton seed farms establish ed. in these Provinces 
h:we been successful. The cultivators ,·ecognize the a<lvaotage 
of using good seed, and a few have already started to imitate 
th e seed farms in g iving morn attention to the cultivation of the 
plot inte11ded for seed, to the spacing of the plci,nts, to the selection 
of the seed and to the ginning of the cotton. They show, too, a 
preference for certai11 st.t·a.i ns of seed. In one case t he pt·oprietor 
has ta.ken into his regular employ the assistant who was in 
charge of t he seed fa rm. .After two or three yea .. rs' careful 
i::upervis ion it will be pos,,i.blo to withdraw the agricultmal 
A.Ssistants in cluwge of t lt esc f,Lrnls, ~Lrtd tn leave th e owners to 
n1a11age the111 as pri,rate seed forms. The dcpm·tment will still 
continue to s upply the owners with selected seed for each year's 
sowing and to give them tbe benefit of its 1.Ldvice. The owners 
will be made to feel that they and the depm·t ment a t·e working 
in co-opel';ttion fol' the common weal. They will be requested to 
inr:ipect the experimental stations from t inie to t ime and to see 
the whole scheme of seecl selection carried on at these ·centres, 
while officers of t he cleprwtrnf>nt. will inspect and advise them in 
t.lrn 111an:ig~nient of Lhei1· sl'cd fnrms. In the course of a few 
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ye<1rs it is 11ot too mt1ch to expect that, rn these Provinces there 
will be several private seed farms where pure and improved cottou 
seed can be obtained, and where, too, the use of new manures 
and new varieties of cotton tested at the experiment stations can 
be demonstrated to neighbouring cultiva.tors. 


The ;-igricul tural st;1-tions themse1 ,·es a.lso serve the purpose 
of demonstrating to the ryots of the tract experiment.al work of 
proved value, including the use of improved agricultural machin
ery. The usefuluess of a station in this respect depends very 
largely on the superintendent in charge. A prnctical man, who 
shows tact and sympathy in welcoming visitors, will induce many 
to come to the station. A visitor generally comes with the i11ten
tion of seeing one particular experiment, or it may be one 
particular machine in which he is interested. It :is :\d vi::;able, 
therefore, t o concentrate his attention on the results of one or 
two experiments in which he is specially interested, rather than 
to confound him by attempting to explain all the lines of work 
in progress. If, as ,i member of one of the District Agricultural 
Associations, he has been entrusted with one of the co-operative 
experiments being carried out by his association, he is anxious 
to comp.1,re the results of the station with his own, and he will 
often declare with some degree of pride that the crop at the 
station falls short of his own. This department always holds the 
meetings of the District Agricultural .Association at t he stations 
iu the case of districts in which stations have been established. 
In other districts, such meetings will be held at ,i suitable demon
stration or seed farm, whenever it is available. When the meetings 
a.re held at the stations, arrangements are made to work suitable 
foreign agriculttm\l machine1·y an<l implements. The members 
are also shown such of the experimental series as arn likely to be of 
some educational value to them. At other times leading cultiva
tors, who have been paying special attention to one particular crop 
or manure, are asked to visit the station to compare theil- rnsuJts 
with those obtained there. By paying attention to such points as 
these, much cn.n be done to make an agricultural station popular, 
aud to rouse the interest of the better class of cult ivators in its work. 
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A CatLle-breecling Fa,rrn run by the Agricul tum] Department 
can also be made a most useful object-lesson in the improvemeut 
of tt breed by se]ecliion. The cultivator recognizes that the scheme 
for the improvement of his animals is based on the $ftme principle 
as tbat for the improvement of his s0ecl, and that in each case the 
aim is to produce the best of its kind. The work of the Nagpm· 
Cattle-breeding Farm is duly appreciated, and the demand fo1· tbe 
loan of bulls far exceeds the supply available for distribution. On 
the other baud, the Hoshangabacl Cattle-breeding Farm has not 
been so successful, because the stock is not of the best quality and of 
the exact stamp desired by tbe cultivators. It ,ms started without 
sufficient enquiry into the local conditions and without sufficient 
effort to secure the l'ight type of animal. Religious sentiment, com
bined with a knowledge of the fact that his cn.ttle f\-re deteriorating 
in qua.lity, induces the ryot of the Central Provinces to look with 
tiwour on any scheme that makes for the improvement of bis stock. 


The demand for agricultural assistants as m:magern of Com't 
of V-,7 ards estates affords another opportunity of briuging the 
results of the experimental work of the stations to the notice 
of cultivators. But as in the case of demonstration farms, it is 
essential to frame a complete scheme for such work, which the 
manager should not be allowed to exceed, to decide what 
improved methods of tillage, what manures, what system of seed 
selection and the like should be permitted with due regard to the 
local conditions. H ere, again, the great difficulty is to seoure 
competent candidates for such posts. In some cases the maua
gers supplied for such estates by this department have prorncl 
unsatisfactory, being unpractical, lacking in initiative and there
fore iu.c1-ipabl0 of performing satisfactorily the duties of an 
independent charge. Their one idea is generally to imitate the 
experiment stations, particularly in purchasing foreign agricul
tural machinery at an extravagant cost. They laok the money
making instinct of the true farmer. In future this department 
will supervise the work of all its assistant<; thus employed, and 
adYise them to follow the teachii1g of the stations onJy as far as 
it is applicablu to estates ru11 ou commercia.l lines. 
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B.v exhibiting ngricultural machinery and farm proLlucts at 
shows, fairs and exhibitions, the work of the department cau be 
brought to the notice of a large body of culti '1ators who are not 
otherwise accessible. By combining popular lectures on the 
exhibits with practic,11 demonstrations of each, much good work 
can be done. This requires to be arranged on a systematic plan in 
order to secure that the e~hibits antl lectures are suit,ed to the tract 
serred by the show. The exhibits of farm produce should be neatly 
arranged in sufficiently large quantities to allow of their being 
handled by interested parties. it must always be remembered 
that nine-tenths of the cultiv::i.tors never read, and that their 
minds are not trained to assimilate absti-act ideas. They are 


children of nature, ancl as such get all their impressions from the 
concrete. The exhibits should, therefore, be arranged so as to 
be an intelligible and instructive lesson to the ordinary illiterate 
ryot. The lecturer should, therefore, carry with him. a small 
travellino- museum of exhibits to i11ustrate his lecture. This 


0 


department has started on these lines to prepare lectures and 
exhibits suitable for the different tracts. The more important 
shows and fairs of each tract will in future be attended by the 
superintendent of the station of that tract, or by some higher 
official. The superintendeut will be supJ>lie<l. from head-quarters 
with a copy of the lectures tl'rnt are to be delivered and the 
necessary museum of' exhibits to illustnite the same. In the 
cotton tract the latter includes bolls of the different varieties of 
cotton recornmen<le<l for the tract mounted ou cardboard together 
with those of the varieties already grown locally; on a second 
sheet the lint is mounted s0 as to show their relative lengths ; 
on a third is shown the life-history of the stem borer and an 
actual plant killed by the same, with the help of which the 
lecturer will explfiin the remedies and methods of prevention. 
Cotton boll-worm and cotton wilt disease are similarly illustrated. 
'fhe artificial manures r ecommended for cotton are also exhibited 
along with bags of uncleaned cotton to show the relative outturns 
of unntanured land and laud to which t hese fertilizers have been 
itpplied. At exhibi tions th e exhibits would be more varied 
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and on a much larger scale, and many of the experiments that 
have given useful results at the stations c1tn be graphically 


illustrated there by pot cultures. 
Certain kinds of demonstration wnrk can be effectively 


carried out hy means of an itinerary staff. H ere, agaiu. the work 
is almost sure to prove futile unless precautions be taken to 


employ the right class of men for the work and to make all the 
arrangements beforeh.aud, by fixing definite centres and definite 


elates for the demonstrations and by securing tl1e assistance of 
the District Officer in intimating the same to the cultivators. 


Good work has been done on these lines by demonstrnting the 


method of pickling juar to preYent smut. The assistants deli11er 
short addresses at each centre, in which they ex.plain the advan


tage of using this fungicide, and then proceed to give a practical 
demonstration of the method of applying it to the seed. Several 
cultivators are thoroughly taught the process, and are then gi,·en 


free of cost sufficient copper sulphate required to pickle the 
<tua.ntity of juar seed which each intends to sow. About 8 cwt. 
of copper sulphate were given out in this wu,y last year or suffi


cient to pickle about 200,000 lbs. of seed. The department has 
succesi:;fully demonstrated this process for several yeiLrs, and its 
adrnntages have been so fully recognized that it has become a 
regular practice in certaiu p,wts of the juar trnct. Successful 


work on similar lines has been done by sen<ling assistants on tom· 
with selected new machines and implements, which ,ve believe 
to be suitable for the tract. Here also it is necessary to frame a 


definite programme with fixed centres, such as large village~ 
where bar.tars are held, where the assistant can stay and work his 
machines for some days, rather than wander about to a new 
village each day. lo this way a considerable demn,nd has arisen for 
some useful nw,chines, such as winnowers and fod<ler-cufiters. 


A register of purchasers should be maintained, and the depart
ment should ascertain from time to time whether the 1rnichine 
is working sati,;factorily and should assist in effecting any neces
sary repairs. Failure has resulted in some cases, where the 
purchaser has not known how to work the machine properly, aud 


I 


' 
I 
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it is now the pract.ice to try and induce a purchaser to seud a 
man to t.he agricultural station to be taught the pr1tctical working 
of the implements that he desires to purchase. This is very 
necessary in the c::tse of foreign p1onghs, which are sometimes 
left useless in a village, not because the plough is unsuitable 
but beca,use the purcl1aser has not learnt the proper method of 
wol'king it . 


The school ga,rdens should, to some extent, at least, be the 
means of bringing the young mind into touch with nature, uml 
of arousing his int~rest in plant-growth. Nature studies should 
lorm a fundamental part in the education of every child s0 as to 
teach him to observe closely and to reason accurately from data 
gained by obser\Tation. Nature study brings the cJ1i1d face to 
face with real things, and tends in this case to give his mind an 
intelligent bent towards cultivation and for the assimilation, 
later, of such usef uJ scienti-fic work as the sfa1tions mn.y turn out 
for his farm practice. As the success of the scheme depends 
Yery largely on the teachers in charge, they are put through 
a six months' course at the Agricultural College, where tbey 
are taught the rudiments of theoretical agriculture io the class 
room and on the J: ~igpur Farm, sufficient to enable them to 
teach intelligently the agricultunil lessons included in_ the 
School R eaders. The system of elemeuhwy rural education 
has a most importfu1t beari11g on t he fottU'e of ~tgricultural im
provernent. 


An important depa,rture was made six years ago by starting 
at the Nagpur Agricultural College~ one year's course in prac
tical agriculture for training the sous of farmers. The teaching 
is given in the vemncnl1tr, a,nd is almost wholly practical work 
on the farm with a minimum of lectures and book-work. At 
the outset it wns found very difficult to attract the right stamp 
of student, although scholarships were freely given by the District 
Com,cils. Some of the students were tbe sons of petty traders 
or officials who had failed in other attempts to earn a livelihood, 
who had no connection with or lik.ir10· for the land but who l , o ' 
loped ultimately to get some employment and at least to be 
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supported in the me::1,ntime by scholal'ships. The importance of 
a careful selection of the students cannot be over-estimated, A 
few sons of cultivators were attracted with a real desil'e to learn 
something connected with their profession, and in such cases 
some mensure of success has been secured, as was sho,vi1 by an 


enquiry into the work that they were doing in their villages 
after they had left the College. One importa11t lesson learned 
is, that it is most desirable to try and keep in touch with the 
students after they have finished their course, to encourage them 
to write and explain what they are trying, to a<lvise them upon 
any difficulties that they experience, and to v isit them in their 
homes when occasion offers. 'Some are the keenest members or 
their District Agricultural Association. 


By personal intercourse between officers of the deparLment 
and leading cultivators, much can be done to increase their con
fidence in the department and their interest in the wol'lc of the 
stations. R equests for information and advice should be encoueagecl 
in every possible way, for amidst much chaff there is often a 
little good grain, Everything possible should be done, also, to 
get District Officers to co-operate with the department in carl'ying 
out its demonstra.tion work in the districts. If the department 
is doing its duty, there will be a large nmount of unofficial 
correspondence between its officers and cu1ti vators and the 
district staff. 


· The formation of agricultural associations has prnved a most 
useful means of getting the best class of cultivators to co-operate 
with the department. In the Central Proviuces the district is 
the best unit for which to form an association. Each district 
should have its own association, the members of which sbould 
be the leading cultivators, and a few Govorn111e11t officers who are 
keen on agricultural improvement, the District Officer being 
President. In forming such an association, considerable disore· 
tion is necessary in order to secure as members the right type 
of men from among the cultivating class. The men selected 
should be cultivators who fake an intelligent interest in super
vising their own cnHiva.tion Ancl who ~re \Yilling to undertake 
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actual tests of suggested improvements. They should be men 
of sufficient intelligence to understand sim p1e instructions and to 
carry them out. The number of members should not be large, 
but each should be a wi1li11g worker and not merely a talker. 
The District Agricultural Associations started in these Provinces 
six years ago, have in most cases made satisfactory progress. 
Among the members will be found the most progressive farmers 
in each district., men who are anxious to learn and to experiment. 
The meetings, which are held twice a year to suit the khcwif 
and mbi seasons, are attended by the Di1·ector or oue of the 
Deputy Directors of Agriculture. The results of the past 
season's tests are discussed and a programme arranged for the 
uext season's work. An officer of the Agricultural Department 
usually delivers an address, describing such experimental work 
of the stations as may be of some practical use to the members. 
The members are asked to give their own experience on the 
particula1· subject dealt with. New manures and new varieties 
of seed recommended by the stations are distributed free of 
cost to the members willing to test them, and they are 
requested to report the result,s obtained at the next meeting of 
their association. To facilitate the writing of this report, forms 
are furnished, in which the member enters his observation as to 
the growth and yield of each variety tested, the increase due to 
the manures and the like. Leaflets written in the vernaculars, 
giving directions as to how the manure is to be applied and how 
to grow the crop that is to be tested, are also distributed. The 
members then carry out these experiments in their several 
villages. This kind of co-operative work has not yet had time to 
produce results of much value, but we believe that it may prove 
most useful as a means of demonstrating to the more backward 
culti,Tators the use of new methods, new varieties of seed and 
new manures; and the plots on which they are successful, in the 
case of trials with a new variety, may well become centres for 
t,he distribution of the seed to neighbouring· cultivators. Indeed, 
the District Agricultural Associations have pro,Ted to be much 
the best means of distributing new and selected seed which 
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generally receives a fair trial by the members. An instance of 
successful work in this line is the introduction of the variety of 
eal'ly ripening twr grown in the south of the Provinces to the 
northern districts, as it escapes the frost which sometimes causes 
great loss to the late ripening Yariety locally grown. Seed 
distribution has largely increased of late, and there is a large and 
increasing demand by cultivators for improved seed, which the 
department is endeavouring to meet. 


An agricultural paper published in the vernacular can be 
made a most useful method of disseminating among its readers 
important experimental results obtained at the stations. It 
should be up to date, thoroughly practical, and should deal with 
the immediate needs and interests of the cultivator. It should 
contain popular statements of the work of the station, with 
directions to enable cultivators to apply them in their practical 
·work on the farms. Purely scientific articles should never find 
a place in its pages, for the cultivator does not understand them. 
In editing such a paper for distribution among cultivators, the 
translation from English into the vernacular requires to be 
carefully made. If the work is left to a roan who has not been 
brought:, up on the land, he often fails to give the meaning of the 
information ,vh..ich you wish to convey and, being ignorant of 
local agricultural terms, he gets over the difficulty to his own 
satisfaction by a free use of Sanslu·it which is unintelligible to 
the villager. The language must be that of the people and not 
of the court. Such a paper can also be made a most useful 
medium for ad,rertising improved strains of seed, agricultural 
machinery and other things for sale at the stations; while by 
introducing a "query and answer" colwnn the readers are 
encouraged to ask the department for advice which, when given in 
this way, often saves the trouble of having to reply in the same 
strain to several different individuals. The Agricultural Gazette 
published monthly in Hiudi, Marathi ttnd English iu these 
Provinces, has been a decided sL1ccess. There are all'eady 2,500 
subscribers, but this is no measme of the circuhition of its 
contents as, in villages in which only oue Gn,zette is received, it 
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is the common pi-actice for the Pandit of the same to read it 
aloucl to his fellows. With the increasing number of persons 
taught to read and write, there is a great dearth of reading matter 
in the village, so that a monthly magazine is a real boon to many. 


These in brief are the steps that are being taken to get the 
results of the stations' work incorporated into the general farm 
practice of the cultivator. What is required at present is steady 
work on these lines, perfecting them from time to time in accord
ance with the dictates of a fuller experience. The work is yet 
in its infancy and the difficulties in the way of rapid progress are 
great owing to the paucity and inefficiency of most of the existing 
agricultural assistants. The better prospects that are now offered 
to men entering the department should attract men of the right 
type who, having been brought up on the land, understand the 
needs of the cultivator and how to meet them ; and who, more
over, inherit a,s by instinct a sense of the dignity of labour. 
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PRINCIPAL FODDERS IN THE CENTRAL 
PROVINCES AND BERAR, INCLUDING 
THE SMALL BAMBOO (DENDROOALAMUS 


STRIOTUS).* 


BY 


D. CLOUSTON, C.I.E. AND F. J. PLYMEN, A.C.G.I., 


OJ the Department of Agriculture, Oenftral Provinces and Berar. 


THE improvement in the breeding of Indian cattle in order 
to raise the standard of animal at the disposal of the Indian agri
culturist involves also improvement in animal management, parti
cularly as regards feeding. Stall-feeding is not only becoming 
possible but also necessary in some tracts; and in future the farmer 
will have to provide fodder £01' his cattle instc:ad of depending 
upon indiscriminate gra.zing. 


A series of analyses of the common grasses of the Central 
Provinces and Berar m,ade in the department's laboratory some 
time ago showed that these grasses are fundamentally low in feeding 
value. The ar>..alyses are sufficiently interesting to be worth quoting. 


Composition of comrnon grasses of tl,,e Oe:ntral Pro'l)inces and Berar. 


Total Soluble Crude I •Jnclud-
Name of gr11ss Moisture Oil, etc. nitrogen carbo- fibre Asht ing true 


JJrotcin• hydrate protein 


tinclud-
ingsand 


I -
1 scl1remum aulcatum 7'38 I ·38 3·56 35·75 35·35 I LG·58 3'10 J4'59 .. 9·39 ,Apluda. varia . . 7·G9 1 ·82 3·31 40•36 35·62 Jl ·30 2·86 


10·16 SeJ.aria glmu;a 7·68 I ·75 4•4) 
l 


43·].j, , 30·02 13·00 n,9 .. 8·30 1 eeilema /.a:,;11m . . 1•16 ] ·25 2•80 I 40·98 31 ·]3 J0·69 2·41 
5·33 Andropogcn annu1at'U6 .. 10·:14 1•76 2·00 43·57 33·1 8 8-40 2·00 
!i·43 


canrnsm .. 7·80 I ·03 3•80 45,77 32·L0 8•81 3·17 
3·03 ,. 


2•39 ,, perltLSIJ.IJ .. J0·57 I ·83 :3'!)5 47•48 28·(i2 I 7·5fj 2,35 Sil6 1 ~chwmurn /a:,;um .. 8•84 J ·20 2•07 42·82 34·0l ]0•)6 
i ·76 5·0-2 


AndrlJT,O(JOU wnlvrlll8 .. 6·67 1•06 2 ·00 50·! :3 32·01 7•23 -
' 


AVEUAOE 8 ·24 I l 44·00 32·o-!· I 10·;11 2·60 7·80 .. ) ·52 3'30 -- -
• Pa.per read at Lhe Seventh Indian Scicnc;e C<ing1·e?a, ~11,gpur, 1020. 
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For purposes of comparis:m the following analyses of grasses 
grown in m')re temperate clim"ttes are given. The figures have 
been collected from vari0us reliable somces. 


Nitrogen 


Total free 


Ether nitrogen extract Crude and Ash exl.ra.ct ns soluble fibre 
protei11 carbo-


hydrate 


United Stn.tcs 3·14 9·21 53·97 25·71 7·97 
Gonnany 2·34 10·74 46·53 34·09 6·30 
Queensland .. 1·93 ]3·39 49·73 22·53 J2·42 
New South Wales 2·14 9·03 62·81 29·35 G·67 


It is clear from a consideration of these figures that in so far as 
chemical analysis is a guide, the feeding value of Central Provinces 
and Berar grasses is much below that of the grasses produced 
in the countries named, particularly with regard to the highly 
important protein matter. Some of the local grasses have, however, 
a distinct reputation £or feeding purposes, Isclu:emum sµlcatum 
being suffi.cier.t in itself to keep h0rses and cattle in good 
condition. 


That present methods of chemical analysis are inadequate to 
deal with the rela,tive values of pasture grasses is generally agreed. 
Figures given by Wilson 1 show practically no difference in the 
composition of grass from poor low rented pasture and that from 
valuable fattenir.g land. Hall and Russell2 arrive at the same 
conclusion in their study of the fattening pastures of Romney 
Marsh. More discriminating methods of analysis al'e obviously 
required, for although a food may contain a sufficiency of mixed 
protein, it is only of limited value if some necessary specific protein 
is absent. Further, the estimation of the digestibility of focd is 
full of difficulties, and even ,,;-hen this factor has been determined 
more or less satisfactorily we are confronted with the questio11 
whether the digcst€d portion of the food is entirely or or.ly parhdly 
availa.b1e ±or animal nutrition. 


1 Science Pr<J()rt..,~, Vol. V n, No. 27, p. ,t26. 
2 Jo11m. Agri. Science, Vol . .Iv, p. 33!l. 
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PLATE XXL 


Fig. 1. Young bamboos three years after plentin1t. 


Fig. 2. Cattle being fed with bamboo leaves 


·JJ 
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plant is well established in about ten days, by which time the rice 
can be harvested. Clover sown in standing rice does better than 
that sown in open :fields which have had to be cultivated before 
sowing. This would appear to be due to the fact that in its early 
stages the young clover plant does better when shaded from the 
hot glare of an October sun. 


The seed rate required for clover broadcasted in standing rice
fields is 40 lb. per acre. Within six weeks from the time of sowing 
the crop attains a height of about 15 inches. If cut at this stage, 
there will be a second growth ready a month later .. Cuttings of 
from three to fom tons per acr.e can be obtained every month 
from December till April, if the land is kept slightl:Y moist by 
irrigation. The best time to irrigate is immediately after cutting. 
It is very responsive to manming and it ha::.i been observed that 
when its cultivation is continued on the same land its outturn 
increases gradually. This may be due to the increase of nitrogen-
6.xmg bacteria in the soil, or to the manurial value of t he roots 
left behind, or to both. As a fodder it is easily the best of those 
which have been tested up to date in the Central Provinces. I£ 
it were possible to raise seed locally, the crop would undoubtedly 
have a great future ; but under existing conditions the yield of 
seed per acre is only from 60 to 80 lb. 


For poor light soils which cannot be irrigated, small bamboo 
(D. strictus) promises to be a most useful fodder, more especially 
in year::.i of drought. Sir George Watt in his Dictiona1-y of the 
Economic Products of India describes this bamboo as being densely 
tufted and gregarious, and as having strong and more or less solid 
culms of from 30 to 50 feet in height. It occurs on moderately 
dry hills throughout India and Burma, except in Northern and 
Eastern Bengal and Assam. It flowers after about 30 years; and 
after flowering the plants die. This bamboo does very well on the 
poor gravelly soils of the rice tract of the Central Provinces where 
the rainfall ranges from about 45 to 60 inches per annum. 


Plate XXI, :fig. 1, shows the height attained in three yearn by 
bamboos grown on" moornm "soils on the Chandkhuri Farm, Raipur. 
The seedfu,.g:i were raised in an irrigated musery and planted out in 
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the beginning of the rains. The first cutting taken in June after 
three years' growth yielded 19½ tons of green fodder per acre which 
was much relished by the farm cattle as will be gathered from 
Plate XXI, fig. 2. Though the tender t'wigs and green leaves of the 
older culms were . removed from time to time during the rains no 
apparent injmy was done to the culms. From the outturns already 


· obtained, there is reason to believe that yields of from 40 to 60 tons 
of leaf per acre can be obtained from this variety of bamboo three 
years after planting. The analyses of the leaf both in the dry and 
green state made by the Officiating Agricultural Chemist~re given in 
the statement below. Some analyses of other Jocally grown fo1ders 
are also given. 


TABLE II. 


Total Soluble 
Name of fodder Moisture Ether nitrogen earbo- Crude Ash* *focluding 


extract as hydra.to fibre sand 
protein 


I. Bamboo leaves, 
gr c en, D. 
strict~,s .. 06·07 0·97 0·34 12·75 !J•4.5 4·42 3·58 


2. Bamboo leaves, 
air_-?IY, D. 
stricl1t8 .. 7·80 2·22 12·!13 38·06 24:18 J4·8J 12·05 


3. Bamboo lenvcs, 
green, B. 
arund;1uwea 63 48 0·89 3·!)6 10·2.5 ]0·32 5·JO 3-85 


4. Bamboo leaves. 
air-<lry, B. 
artttulinacea ('.· r; 2-20 10 ·0!) 41 ·46 20·:l2 13·01 9·Sl 


5. Luccrnl', ,l/ edi-
cago saliva, 
dry .. (j·09 2·02 lf;-20 43·30 23·83 0·5(i 0·53 


6. Berseem,T. 
alexandri1111,111,, 


0·l5 g reen .. 81 ·63 0·51 3-22 8 ·20 4·00 2·38 


7. J11ar fodder, 
AndTOPO!JO?i 


Sorghum, dry 0· 14 O·S9 2 ·8!) 58·42 2/i·!l7 0·2!) 3·GS 


8. Averago fodder 


I 7"80 grass,w·y .. 8·24. J ·52 3·30 44·00 32·54 10·41 


It will be seen that of the most jmportant constituents of 
food, viz., protein, oil and ca.rbohydJ:ate, dry bamboo leaves contain 
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nearly four times as much protein as is contained in the common 
grasses. The proportion of sand is somewhat high in both, a.nd 
the proportion of indigestible fibre is greater in grasses than in 
bamboo leaves. The nutritive value of bamboo leaf appears to be 
at least equal to that of our grasses, while the yield obtained per 
aore is very much greater than that obtained from grass on similar 
soil. For the first cutting taken in June last year the variety 
Dendrocalamus strictus gave, as ah·eady pointed out, a yield of 
19½ tons per acre on the Chandkhuri Farm. Spear grass (Andro
pogon contortus), which is commonly found on this poor class of 
gravelly soil at present, ordinarily giveB from l½ to 2 tons of green 
fodder per acre, which is equivalent to from 350 to 700 pounds 
of dry grass. It should be possible in parts of India where tracts 
of poor land are available and where the rainfall is suitable, to 
establish bamboo fodder reserves from which useful supplies of 
green fodder could be obtained for 7 or 8 months of the year, and 
from which bamboo hay could be made for utilization in years of 
fodder famine. That bamboo hay is a palatable fodder for cattle 
has been proved on the Telinkheri Dairy Farm, where an experiment 
is now being carried out to compare its feeding value with that of 
dry grass. In the green state it is already used as a fodder in 
certain parts of India. In this state it is supposed to possess 
medicinal properties and ia commonly fed to ponies and cattle 
suffering from. ailments such as "broken" wind and foot-and
mouth. 


There are many other usea to which this bamboo could be 
put: its seed is a most welcome food-grain and its tender culms a 


welcome vegetable in famine years. Its mature culms. ai-e used 
as rafters and battens, or in the manufacture of mats and furniture. 
In jungly areas where bamboos are plentiful and where pigs abound, 
the cultivator fences his cane and vegetable plots with a fence 
made of split bamboos. There is, in short, good reason to believe 
that the systematic cultivation of this most usefol species is well 
worth the serious consideration of the Department of Agriculture 
in this couutry. 
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AGJUC0LTURAL JOURN,\ L OF l~DlA 


RURAL ~DUCATION IN ITS RELATION TO 
AGRICULTURAL DEVELOPM1£NT . .1: 


B\' 


D. CLOUSTON, ~I.A., R.Sc., 


ne,mly DirP.cto,· of Ag,·;,;,,/f?WP., Runlhe,·n (mrt 1Ve,~tP1')1 Circle.,, 
Ceut? (l.l Provi,,c~s. 


IN the West the science ancl art of education have ·been 
much developed of late years: the science has been greatly 
enriched by the wTitings of such psychologists as Spencer, Bain, 
J am.es, Adams, and others. Chairs of education have been estab
lished in some of our universities. The great reforms in the methods 
of education, as now practised, owe much to the teachings of the 
educationists of the sixteenth, teventeenth, and eighteenth centuries. 
Jn the latter half of the sixteenth century Montaigne condemned the 
pedantries of the schools which, he said, ~xaggerated memory while 
they depreciated the va'.ue of useful knowledge. Ratke and Comenius 
of the early seventeenth century also denounced the purism of the 
schools, in which so-called culture and scholarship were synonymous 
with ability to deliver elegant speeches in the dead languages. The 
latter was one of i.he first to lay it down as a principle that lhe 
teaching of words and things must go hand in hand. He was 


moreover, one of the first advocates of the teaching of science in 
schools and his method of teaching a language was lio teach it as 
the mother tongue is taught, vfa., by conversation on the topics of 
everyday life. Teaching, he said, should be made interesting by 
bringing the child into contact with actual t hing, and the pupils 
should always be kept interested, cheerful, and happy. Locke 
in the end of the seventeenth century developed Thfontaigne's theories 


•Received for puLlication 011 24th November, 1916. 
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still furthe1 : he laid great stress on the tr~irung of the mind in 
order to fit a mau for the dufaes of the world. The aim of education 
was, he said, to produce a sound mind in a sound body. Rousseau 
in the eighteenth century wrote his Em,ile: the influence of its revo1u
t.ionary philosophy was enormous. The child, he said, must be 
a pupil of Nature. His Emile was taught by the real things of life, 
by observation and experience : he was to learn nothing from 
books, much by experience having read deeply in t,he book of Nature. 
Like Locke he laid great stress on the physical development of the 
child and on training his hand and eye. The strength and body 
of his Emile was to be fu]ly developed : and he was to be athletic and 
good at handicrafts. Pestalozzi in the latter half of the eighteenth 
century still further developed and practised the science of education 
on more or less the sa.me lines. Like Comenius, Locke, and Rousseau 
he followed Nature : the child's powers of observation had to be 
developed by trairung and his whole mind was to be gradually 
moulded by sympathetic contact with that of the teacher. 
Sympathy was all important in !us method. Froebel, the mystic 
and disciple of Pestalozzi, like Comenius, looked at the course of 
Nature for the r>rinciples of education. The duty of the pedagogue 
was, he said, to superintend the development of inborn faculties 
and to encourage self-activity in the child. Just as the farmer 
provides good cultivation aIJ.d leaves the plan~ to grow naturally, 
so must the pedagogue give the mind of the child scope to develop. 
This consists in giving the child opportunities to live, act, and 
conceive, and at every stage of mental development the child must 
be cared for as the cultiva,tor cares for his gradually developing 
plant. In his kindergarten (garden for children) he laid great stress 
on every child cultivating his own plot of ground : "to give them 
employment in agreement witb their whole nature, to Btrengthen 
their bodies, to exercise their senses, to engage their awakening 
rn1uds, and through tJ-ieir senses to make them r cquainted with 
Nature and their fellow creatures,' was to him the essence 0£ true 
education. Of later day eaucationists it wil1 suffice if I mention 
Spencer. To him science was the worthiest subject of study. The 
child should be trained in things in which it is interested, he said. 


d- -.!. 
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The teacher's duty is largely to keep in sympathetic touch w:th the 
child and to foster its interest in natural things and to allow it to 
)earn by the experiences of life-this being the way in which 
the young mind is developed. 


Froebe] has done perhaps more than any other for the progl'ess 
of the science and art of education. His kindergarten system for 
young children has on its own merits become almost universally 
popular as a method of teaching in the primary school. To the 
same system can be traced the origin of school gardens as-a means 
to Nature study. 


At Home the study of education both as a science and an 
art has risen into great importance. Chairs of education have 
been founded in om· Scotch Universities at least, where the subject 
is included in the curriculum for the M.A. degree. Training centres, 
where the method of teaching is taught, have also been organized 
at several centres. As a result of all this, a great advance has berin 
made of late years in raising the standard of teaching. The general 
trend of the new system has been to brighten school life. The system 
of rote-learning by which the child mastered pages of geographical 
names, historical dates, and rules of grammar has disappeared. 
New subjects have been added to the school cmriculum with a view 
(i) "to train 1he young child to observe carefully and to reason 
correctly from the observations which he makes, (ii) to train the 
hand and eye to thoroughness by using them in doing things, and 
(iii) to foster such wholesome outdoor interest in the things of Nature 
which lie around him as will get him into the habit of approaching 
the Unknown in a spirit of intelligent cmiosity." 


These new principles of education aim at the development of 
the child's intelligence by training him to observe and re~son 
accurately. To give him manual ski]] and quickness of eye he is 
trained to do things for " the child must be induced to take as keen 
an interest as possible in his work and this is usually most easily 
achieved by means of exercises that lead to tangible results. " The 
r;bild gets his ideas from concrete objects which are familiar to him 
and which he can handle. In his Nature knowledge lesson he no 
longer relies on books and pictures but on real objects. Each 
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school has its little museum jn which these are kept. He is trained 
to appreciate varying shades of form and colour by drawing and 
colouring figures with the origjnals in front of him. He draws 
from a real leaf, not from a line dra.wing of one. He mixes hjs own 
colours to get the shades required, and greets with unfeigned 
pleasure the discovery tha,t yellow and blue when mixed give a 
green. The success obtained is very largely dependent on the 
fact that ample measures have been t9ken to train the teacher. 
At the university he studies the science and history of education ; 
at training centres he is taught the art of teaching ; and at other 
centres he learns his kindergarten, his Nature knowledge, and 
art subjects for schools. A perfect system of classes for teachers 
has been organized, and elementary teaching has become a highly 
specialised profession. In towns these meet. after school hours 
or on Saturdays. Rural teachers, on he other hand, attend central 
classes during their hoHdays. 


I have briefly outlined the method of teaching which has 
been evolved in the West with the view of showing the enormous 
difficulties which have to be overcome before similar methods 
can be carried out here with any degree of success. I have dis
cussed this subject with some Inspectors of Schools, more especially 
that part of it which refers to school gardens. Thefr vi ws are 
pessimistic on the whole. They have not had the opportunity 
of specializing in teaching on the lines which I have described : 
their work is almost entjrely administrative, and there are so few 
of them that they are not in a position to give any new system of 
ed11cation that amount of supervision which would be absolutely 
necessary in its initial stages. The general opinion seems to be that 
in the ordinary prjmary school the difficulty of teaching the child 
a little of the three R's, in the three or ~our years during which 
he attends school irregularly, is in itself a heavy task. They have 
not yet got qualified teachers nor the required appliances for teaching 
Nature knowledge properly. School gardens have been estab
lished in most of the schools in the Central Provinceu and in nearly 
half those· of Berar; but they are not of much educative nature: 
they are maintained a'mosli entirely for ornamenta'. purposes. 
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TJrn method of teaching in school which is practised is akin to that 
which has been condemned by educationists from the sixteenth 
century downwards. The child is taught mere words, not things : 
his memory is exercised, while his intelligence is left undeveloped. 


I have inspected a good many of these gardens They are 
on the whole fairly well kepi and do undoubtedly serve a distinct 
purpose in so far as they help to brighten school sun-oundings 
and to give the child and his parents some idea of neatness, order, 
and beauty : but apart from that they are, under present manage
ment, of very little practical value as a means of education. The 
hardier annuals are grown with a few country and English vege
tables ; there is very little variety. In one school garden which 
I visited lately, I found English cabbages and bananas growing, 
the seedlings of whicli had been obtained from our Agricultural 
Assistant ; but they were su:ffering for want of water as the boys 
were reported not to be willing to drnw water from the village 
well ; and the chowkida1r who ought to have done 1his work had 
also refused to do so. In other schools, too, I have found that the 
question of water supply is one that gives much difficulty in the 
management of school gardens. The parents are said to object 
to their children becoming "hewers of wood and drawers of water." 
The teachers are mostly of non-cultivating castes who have a natural 
prejudice against doing gardening or any other form of manual 
work, and are not therefore of the stRmp likely to inculcate into 
the mind of the child a sense of the dignity of labour. 


The equipment required for utilizing the educative advantages 
which schoolgardening is supposed to supply is sLill very inadequate 
in these provinces. This is not surprising when the facts already 
stated are taken into consideration ; moreover, this branch of educa
tion is a comparatively new one even in the West. The subject 
of garden teaching in the cun-iculum of rural schools at Home only 
received official recognition within the last twenty years, and not 
before there was a trained sta:ff of specialists qual:iiied to teach this 
and other branches of hand-and-eye training. The value of school 
ga.rdens when properly conducted can be considered under two 
heads : (i) educative, and (ii) utilit arian. 
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Under proper management their educative value is very great. 
Such teaching makes the school work more concrete. The child 
can be taught to make a line drawing showing the dimsion of the 
garden and its different plots. He can be taught the elements 
of calculation in measuring the size and out-turn of a plot and in 
reckoning the out-turn and profit per bigha or acre therefrom. 
Gardrning can thus be corre1ated with other bra:cches of school 
work. The chi~d is trained in the obser,ation of living and therefore 
interesting things which are changing from day to day. He makes 
his own observations and is trained to reason correctly f om them. 
The responsibility of having to do things with his own hands makes 
him practical and resourcefµ.l. In carrying out the practical opera
tions in the presence of the teacher and other class-fellows he is 
laught the dignity of labour and he gets a hand-and-eye training 
in the use of tools ; he learns by doing tbings. If properly directed, 
an intelligent curiosity in his attitude t~wards Nature is created 
within him, and he becomes more and more anxious and able to 
find things out for himself. The attainment of this intelligent 
and sympathetic attitude towards his natural surroundings and 
this desire to solve their mysteries should be the main object in 
view in gardening as in othet branches of Nature study. This 
ideal is a high one, but I feel sure that if we are to re1y on our present 
untrained Indian teachers to carry it out, failure is certain. Such 
aimless work as is being done at present, discredits the whole move
ment towards practical education. It is a prematme attempt 
to graft a new and advanced system of education on to a primitive 
one by the help of teachers who have not yet been trained in the new 
system and who are therefore quite unqualified. 


School gardens could not under present conclitions be made 
of much practical va~ue. But the gre1t desideratum at present 
is to get teachers trained in the method of teaching Nature study 
for which the school garden is only a means to an end, and I am 
of the opinion that to do this successfully jt would be necessary 
to employ a specialist who has fully qualified himself in the science 
and art of teaching at Home and could be relied upon to tmn out 
teachers qualified in the method of teaching, for Nature study is 
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largely a method of teaching. It is for the Education Department 
to decide whether it would be better to do this or to train one of 
their own men. A two years' traini11g at Home would probably 
suffice. He would be entirely responsible for the teaching of Nature 
study, drawing and kindergarten in the Training Colleges. Acting 
teachers would come there for holiday courses. The specialist would 
have a model school garden and a museum at each training centre 
and would frequently take his students out into the fields to study 
the geology, the fiora and fauna of the country. Manual training 
including kindeTgarten and :ut rnbjects suited to local conditions, 
would be taught at the same time. One of his fust duties would be 
to prepare a set of lesson sheets suitable for the provinces : another 
important task would be the preparation of a Science Reader for 
the use of middle schocls in co-operation with members of the 
'cientific Departments of the Administration. 


The student would learn how to manage a model school garden 
and how to utilize it as an object-lesson. Each student would 
have a separate plot of at least one-twentieth of an acre which he 
should cultivate with his own hands. In addition to this there 
would be a communal garden area used more epecially for common 
teaching pm:poses. Given teachers trained in this way it would 
then be possible to make existing school gardens of considerable 
educational value. But the teacher would not depend entirely 
on the school garden : he would also take out his boys into the fields 
to study Nature on a larger and more varied scale there. 


If taught in t,his way Nature study would necessarily give 
the child an interest in agricultural subjects ab the teaching would 
be in the concrete and the object-lessons would nearly al!· be 
connected w:th agriculture. On these lines the perceptive, reflect
ive and reasoning faculties of the child's mind woukl be developed 
and it would not be too much to e:>...'})ect t.hat the trruning acq1tircd 
in this way while at school might be of the greatest practical value 
in after-life. 


I am well aware of the fact that any great improvement in the 
quantity or quality of rural education in India must be of slow 
gl'o,vth a-s was the case in England, where we fust developed our 
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industries and thereby enriched the country before evolving that 
high standard. of rural education which we enjoy to-day. Our 
Government first raised the economic condition of the people and 
then taxed them heavily for the support of education. In India 
there is a crying need for more and bett~r rural education among 
the educated classes at least ; but these same classes attach as yet 
but little importance to the training of the ryot in improved agri
cultural methods which would enable him to rise in the economic 
scale. They do not yet fully realize the fact that to create in him 
that spirit of enterprise, self-reliance, and resourcefulness which are 
so essential to success in agriculture his education even in the rural 
school must be made more practical than 1t is at present. 


It is a well lmown fact that much of the education given in rural 
schools at present is compulsory in natUTe though not in name. 
But for the pressure exerci~ed by Government officials in securing 
attendance, many of our village schools would stand empty. For 
the average ryot education has no charms because he does not see 
its advantages. For those of the cletica.l class the case is of course 
quite different. For this class education is absolutely essential 
to fit them for their life's work. The ryot does not see that 
agricultural prosperity is in any way dependent on education. This 
is, I consider, a very strong argument in favour of the steps now 
being taken by Government to develop Indian agriculture. The 
development of this, our greatest industry, should precede the 
development of rural education. If we first demonstrate to the 
ryot that improved methods bring him prosperity, it will then be au 
easy matter to prove to him that to enable his boys to benefit to the 
htll from these impTovements education is indispensable. 
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